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[Sloiiogniph XX.]

I'lio imhlications of thi> United States Geolojtical Siirvny arc issued in acoordance witli the statute
api>roviMl March :f, lr79, «hieli declares that

—

'Tlie publieatiousof the Geological Survey shall consist of the annual report of operations, geo-
logical and economic maps illustrating the resources and classification of the lands, and reports upon
general and economic geology and paleontology. The annual report of operations of the Geological
Survey shall accompany the annual report of the Secretary of the Interior. AU special memoirs and
reports of said Survey shall he issued in uniform quarto .series if deemed necessary by the Director, hut
otherwise in ordinary octavos. Three thousand copies of eacli shall he publisheil lor scientific exchanges
and fors.ilf at tin- pilcc of publication; and all literary and cart(>gr:iphi(' materials reci'ived in exchange
shall hr llie property of the Uniled States and form a i)art of the liliraiy of the organization: And the
money resulting from the sale of such jmblicatious shall he covered into the Treasury of the United
States."

The following joint resolution, referring to all government publications, was passed bv Congress
July 7, 1S82:

"That whenever any document or report shall be ordered printed by Congress, there shall he
printed, in addition to the number in each case stated, the 'usual number' (1,900) of copies for binding
and distrilmtion among those entitled to receive them."

Except in those cases in which an extra number of any publication has been supplied to the Sur-
vey by special resolution of Congress or has been ordered by the Secretary of the Interior, this office

has no copies for gratuitous distribution.

ANNUAL KEPORTS.

I. First Annual Reportof the United States Geological Survey, by Clarence King. IfiSO. <-. 79
pp. 1 map.—A preliminary report describing plan of organization and publications.

II. Second Annual Report of the United States Geological Survev, 1880-'rtl, bv .1. W. Powell.
1882. 8^'. Iv, ;>S pp. li-2 pi. 1 map.

III. Third Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, I881-'8;i, by J. \V. I'owell.

1883. 8°. xviii, 564 pp. 07 pi. and maps.
IV. Fourth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1882-83, by .1. \V. I'owell.

1884. 8°. xxxii, 473 pp. 8.') jd. and maps.
V. Fifth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1883-'84, by J. \V. I'owell.

1885. 8"^. xxxvi, 4C9 pp. 58 pi. and mans.
VI. Sixth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1884-'85, by .T. W. Pow ell.

1885. 8°. xxix, 570 pp. 05 pi. and maps.
VII. Seventh Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1885-'86, by J. W. Powell.

1888. 8'='. XX, 050 pp. 71 pi. and maps.
VIII. Eighth Annnal Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1886-'87, by J. W. I'owell.

1869. 8°. 2 v. xix, 474, sii pp. 53 pi. and maps; 1 p. 1. 475-1003 pp. 54-76 pi. and maps.
IX. Ninth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survev, 1887-88, by J. W. Powell.

1889. 8°. xiii, 717 pp. 88 ))1. and maps.
X. Tenth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1888-'89, by J. W. Powell.

1890. 8". 2 v. sv,774 pp. 98 pi. and maps; viii, 123 pp.
XI. EleventhJAnnual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1889-'90, by J. W. Powell.

1891. S'^. 2 V. XV, 757 pp. 00 pi. and maps ; ix, 351 pp. ;i() pi. and maps.
XII. Twelfth Annual Report of the United States Geoh)gical Survey, l890-'in, by ,i. \V. Powell.

1891. 8"^ 2 V. xiii, 675 pp. .53 pi. and maps ; xviii, 576 pp. 146 pi. and maps.

MONOGRAPHS.

I. Lake Bonneville, by Grove Karl Gilbert. 1890. 4<^. xx, 438 pp. 51 pi. 1 map. Price §1.50.

II. Tertiarv llistorv of the Grand Canon District, with atla.s, by Clarence E. Dutton, Capt., U. S. A.
1882. 4'^. xiv, 204 pp. "42 pi. and atlas of 24 sheets folio. Price §10.00.

III. Geologv of the Co-.nstock Lode and the Washoe District, with atlas, hv George K. Becker.
1882. 4^. XV, 422 pp. 7 \>\. ami atlas of 21 sheets folio. Price SILOO.

IV. Comstock Mining and Miners, by Eliot Lord. 1883. 4''. xiv, 451pp. 3 pi. Price §1..50.



II ADVERTISEMENT.

V. The Copper-Beariug Rocks of Lakf Superior, l>y Kolaud DiKT Irving. 1883. 4°. xvi,464pp.
1.5 1. 29 pi. and maps. Price |1.85.

VI. Coutributions to the Knowledge of the Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, by William Morris
Fontaine. 1883. i'^. xi, 144 pp. 54 1. 54 pi. Price $1.05.

VII. Silver-Lead Deposits of Eureka, Nevada, by Joseph Story Curtis. 1884. 4"-^. xlii, 200 pp.
16 pi. Price .$1.20.

VIII. Paleontology of the Eureka District, by Charles Doolittle Waleott. 1884. 4°. xlii, 298 pp.
24 1. 24 pi. Price $1.10.

IX. Brachiopoda and Lamellibrancbiata of theEaritau Clavs and Greensand Marlsof New Jersey,

by Robert P. Whitfield. 1885. 4°. xx, 338 pp. 35 pi. 1 map.' Price $1.15.

X. Dinocerata. A Monograph of an Extinct Order of Gigantic Mammals, by Othuiel Charles
Marsh. 1886. 4". xviii, 243 pp. 56 1. 56 pi. Price |2.70.

XI. Geological History of Lake Lahontan, a Quaternary Lake of Northwestern Nevada, by Israel

Cook Rus.sell. Ift85. 4°. xiv, 288 pp. 46 pi. and maps. Price .$1.75.

XII. Geology and Mining Industry of Leadville, Colorado, with atlas, by Samuel Franklin Em-
mons. 1886. 4°. xxix, 770 pp. 45 pi. and atlas of 35 sheets folio. Price $8.40.

XIII. Geology of the Quicksilver Deposits of the Pacific Slope, with atlas, by George F. Becker.
1888. 4°. xix, 486 pp. 7 pi. and atlas of 14 sheets folio. Price $2.00.

XIV. Fossil Fishes and Fossil Plants of the Triassic Rocks of New Jersey and the Connecticut
Valley, by John S. Newberry. 1888. 4°. xiv, 152 pp. 26 pi. Price $1.0t>.

XV. The Potomac or Younger Mesozoic Flora, by William Morris Fontaine. 1889. 4°. xiv,

377 pp. 180 pi. Text and plates bound separately. Price $2.50.

XVI. The Paleozoic Fishes of North America, bv John Strong Newberry. 1889. 4°. 340 pp.
53 pi. Price $1.00.

XVII. The P^loraof the Dakota Group, a posthumous work, bv Leo Lesquereux. Edited by F. H.
Kuowlton. 1891. 4^^. 400pp. 66 pi. Pricefl.lO.

XVIII. Gasteropoda and Cephalopoda of the Raritan Cla.ys and Greensand Marls of New Jersey,
by Robert P. Whitfield. 1891. 4*^. 402 pp. 50 pi. Price $1.00.

XX. Geology of the Eureka District, Nevada, with an atlas, by Arnold Hague. 1892. 4°. xvii,

419 pp. 8 pi. Price $5.25.

In press

:

XIX. The Penokee Iron-Bearing Series of Northern Wisconsin and Michigan, by Roland D.
Irving and C. E. Van Hise.

XXI. The Tertiary Rhymhopborous Coleoptera of North America, by S. H. Scudder.
XXII. Geology of the Green Mountains in Ma.ssacbiisetts, by Messrs. Pumpelly, Wolff, and D.ale.

In preparation

:

—Mollusca and Crustacea of the Miocene Formations of New Jersey, by R. P. Whitfield.
—Sauropoda, by 0. C. Marsh.
—Stegosauria, by O. C. Marsh.
—BrontotheridsB, by O. C. Marsh.
—Report on the Denver Coal Basin, b.y S. F. Emmons.
—Report on Silver Clitf and Ten-Mile Mining Districts, Colorado, by S. F. Emmons.
—The Glacial Lake Agassiz, by Warren Upham.

BQLLETINS.

1. On Hyperstheue-Audesite and on Triclinic Pyroxene in Augitie Rocks, b,y Whitman Cross, with
a Geological Sketch of Buifalo Peaks, Colorado, by S. F. Emmons. 1883. 8°. 42 pp. 2 pi. Price 10
cents.

2. Gold and Silver Conversion Tables, giving the coining values of troy ounces of fine metal, etc.,

computed by Albert Williams, jr. 1883. 8°. 8 pp. Price 5 cents.
3. On the Fossil Faunas of the Upper Devonian, along the meridian of 76° 30', from Tompkins

County, N. Y., to Bradford County, Pa., by Henry S. Williams. 1884. 8". 36 pp. Price 5 cents.
4. On Mesozoic Fossils, by Charles A. White. 1884. 8°. 36 pp. 9 pi. Price 5 cents.
5. A Dictionary of Altitudesiuthe United States,compiled by Henry Gannett. 1884. 8°. 325pp.

Price 20 cents.

6. Elevations in the Dominion of Canada, by J. W. Spencer. 1884. 8°. 43 pp. Price 5 cents.
7. MapotecaGeologica Americana. ACatalogueof Geological Maps ofAmerica (North and South),

1752-1881, in geographic and chronologic order, by Jnles Marcou and John Belknap Marcou. 1884.
8°. 184 pp. Price 10 cents.

8. On Secondary Enlargements of Mineral Fragments in Certain Rocks, by R. D. Irving and C. R.
Van Hise. 1884. 8". 56 pp. 6 pi. Price 10 cents.

9. A Report of work done in the Washington Laboratory during the fiscal year 1883-'84. F. W.
Clarke, chief chemist; T. M. Chatard, assi.staut chemist. 1884. 8°. 40 pp. Price 5 cents.

10. On the Cambrian Faunas of North America. Preliminary studies, by Charles Doolittle Wal-
eott. 1884. 8°. 74 pp. 10 pi. Price 5 cents.

11. On the Quaternary and Recent Mollusca of the Great Basin ; with Descriptions of New Forms,
by R. Ellsworth Call. Introduced by a sketch of the Quaternary Lakes of the Great Basin, bv G. K.
Gilbert. 1884. 8°. 66 pp. 6 pi. Price 5 cents.



ADVERTISEMENT. Ill

12. A CrysLalloKr.aphic Study of the Thiiiolite of Lake Labontan, by Edward S. Daua. 1884. 8°.

M i>i).
:t 111. Vriic ;") cents.

i:!. Boiiudarios of the Uuited States and of tbe several States and Territories, with a Historical

Sketch of tlio Territorial Cliaiises, by Henry Gannett. 1885. S''. 135 pp. Price 10 cents.

14. Till! Electrical and Magnetic Properties of the Iron-Carbiirets, by Carl Barns and Vincent
Stronhal. 188'.. 8°. 238 pj). Price 1.5 cents.

15. On the Mesozoic and Ceuozoic Paleontology of California, by Charles A. White. 1885. 8°.

33 pp. Price 5 cents.

16. On the Hij;ber Devonian Kaunas of Ontario County, New York, by John M. Clarke. 1885. 8°.

86 pp. 3 pi. Price 5 cents.

17. On the Development of Crystallization in the Igneous Rocks of Washoe, Nevada, with Notes
on the Geology of the District, by Arnold Hague and Joseph P. Iddings. 1885. 8°. 44 pp. Price 5

cents.
18. On Marine Eocene, Fresh-water Miocene, and other Fossil Mollusca of Western North America,

by Charles A. White. ISS.''.. 8°. 26 pp. 3 pi. Price 5 cents.

19. NotesontheStratigraphyof California. byGeorgcF. Becker. 1885. 8°. 28pp. PriceScenls.

20. Contributions to the Mineralogy of the Rockv Mountains, by Whitman Cross and W. F. Hille-

brand. 1885. 8°. 114 pp. 1 pi. Price 111 cents.

21. The Lignites of the Great .><ii>nx Reservation. A Report on the Region between the Grand and
Moreau Rivers, Dakota, by Bailey Willis. 1885. 8'^. 16 pp. 5 pi. Price 5 cents.

22. On New Cretaceous Fossils from California, by Charles A. White. 1885. 8°. 25 pp. 5 pi.

Price 5 cents.

23. Observations on the Junction between the Eastern Sandstone and the Keweenaw Series on

Keweenaw Point, Lake Superior, by R. D. Irving and T. C. Chamberlin. 1885. 8°. 124 pp. 17 pi.

Price 15 cents.

24. List of Marine Mollusca, comprising the Quaternary fossils and recent forms from American
Localities between Cape Hatteras and Cape Roque, including the Bermudas, by William Healey Dall.

1885. 8'^. 336 pp. Price 25 cents.

25. The Present Technical Condition of the Steel Industry of the United States, by Phinoas Barnes.

1885. S°. 85 pp. Price 10 cents.

26. Copper Smelting, by Henry M. Howe. 1885. 8°. 107 pp. Price 10 cents.

27. Report of work done iu the Division ol" Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the liscal year

1884-'a5. 18.-6. 8-^. 80 jtp. Price lU cents.

28. TheGabbros and Associated Hornblende Rocks occurring in the Neighborhood of ISaltimore

Md., oy George Huntington Williams. 1886. 8°. 78 pp. 4 pi. Price 10 cents.

29. On the Fresh-water Invertebrates of the North American Jurassic, by Charles A. White. 1886.

8°. 41pp. 4 pi. Price 5 cents.

30. Second Contribution to the Studies on the Cambrian Faunas of North America, by Charles

Doolittle Walcott. 1h80. 8°. 369 pp. 33 pt. Price 25 cents.

31. Systematic Review of our Present Knowledge of Fossil Insects, including Myriapods and
Arachnids, 'by Samuel Hubbard Scudder. 18S(i. 8^. 128 pp. Price 15 cents.

32. Lists and Analyses of the Mineral Springs of the Uuited States; a Preliminary Study, by
Albert C. Peale. 1886. "80. 235 pp. Price 20 cents.

33. Noteson the Geology of Northern California, by J. S. Diller. 1886. S^. 23 pp. Prioe5ceuts.

34. On the relation of the Laramie MoUuscan Fauna to that of the succeeding Fresh-water Eocene
and other groups, by Charles A. White. 1886. 8°. 54 pp. 5 pi. Price 10 cents.

35. Physic:il Properties of the Iron-Carburets, by Carl Barns and Vincent Stronhal. 1886. 8°.

62 pp. Price 10 cents.

36. SubsideiiceofFineSolidParticlesin Liquids, byCarlBarus. 1886. 8°. 58pp. Price lOconts.

37. Types of the Ijiiramie Flora, by Lester F. Ward. 1887. S"^. 354 pp. 57 pi. Price 25 cents.

38. PeridotiteofF.lli.itl County, Kentucky, byJ S. Diller. 1887. 8°. 31 pp. 1 pi. Prico5cents.

39. The Upper Heachis and Deltas of the Glacial Lake Agassiz, by Warren Upham. 1887. 8'^.

84 pp. 1 pi. I'rice 10 cents.

40. Changes in River Courses i;i Washington Territory duo to Glaci.ation, by Bailey Willi,s. 1887.

8°. 10 pp. 4 pi. Price 5 cents.

41. Ou the Fossil Faunas of the Upper Devonian—the Genesee Section, New York, by Henry S.

Williams. 18s7. S°. 121 pp. 4 pi. Price 15 cents.

42. Report of work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly daring the liscal year
1885-'86. F. W. Clarke, chief chemist. 1887. 8°. l.'>2 pp. 1 pi. Price 15 cents.

43. Tertiary and Cretaceous Strata of the Tuscaloosa, Tombigbee, and Alabama Rivers, by Eugene
A. Smith and Lawrence C. Johnson. 1887. 8". 189 pp. 21 pi. Price 15 cents.

44. Bibliography of North American Geology for 1886, by Nelson H. Dartoii. 1887. 8". 35 pp.

Price 5 cents.

45. The Present Condition of Knowledge of the Geology of Te.\as, by Robert T. Hill. 1887. H'^.

94 pp. Price 10 cents.

46. Nature and Origin of Deposits of Phosphate of Lime, by R. A. F. Peiiro.se, jr., with an Intro-

duction by N. S. Shaler. 1888. 8^'. 143 pp. Price 15 cents.

47. Analyses of Waters of the Yellowstone National Park, with an Account of the Methods of

Analysis employed, by Frank Au.stin Gooch and James Edward Whitfielil. 1888. 8°. 84 pp. Price

10 cents.

48. On the Form and Position of the Sea Level, by Robert Siinpsoii Woodward. 1888. 8°. 88

pp. Price 10 cents.



IV ADVERTISEMENT.

49. Latitudes and Longitudes of Certain Points in Missouri, K.iusas, anil New Mexico, by Robert
Simpson Woodward. 1889. 8°. 133 pp. Price 15 cents.

50. Formulas and Tables to facilitate the Construction and Use of Maps, by Robert Simpson
Woodward. 1889. S'^. 124 pp. Price 15 cents.

51. On Invertebrate Fossils from the Pacific Coast, by Charles Abiathar White. 1889. 8'^. 102

pp. 14 pi. Price 15 cents.

52. Subaerial Decay of Rocl£s and Origin of the Red Color of Certain Formations, by Israel Cook
Russell. 1889. 8". 65 pp. 5 pi. Price 10 cents

53. The Geology of Nantucket, by Nathaniel Southgate.Shaler. 1889. 8°. 55 pp. 10 pi. Price
10 cents.

54. On the Thermo-Electric Measurement of High Temperatures, by Carl Barus. 1889. 8°.

313 pp. incl. 1 pi. 11 pi. Price 25 cents.

.55. Report of work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the fiscal year
lS86-'87. Frank Wigglesworth Clarke, chief chemist. 1889. 8^. 96 pp. Price 10 cents.

56. Fo-ssil Wood and Lignite of the Potomac Formation, by Frank Hall Knowlton. 1889. 8"^.

72 pp. 7 pi. Price 10 cents.

57. A Geological Reconnaissance in Southwestern Kansas, by Robert Hay. 1890. 8°. 49 pp.
2 pi. Price 5 cents.

58. Tlie Glacial Boundary in Western Pennsylvania, Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, and Illinois, by
George Frederick Wright, with an introduction by Thomas Chrowder Chamberlin. 1890. S^'. 112

pp. incl. 1 pi. 8 pi. Price 15 cents.

.59 Tlie Gabbros and Associated Rocks in Delaware, by Frederick D. Chester. 1890. 8°. 45 pp.
1 pi. Price 10 cents.

60. Report of work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the fiscal year
1887-'88. F. W. Clarke, chief chemist. 1890. 8°. 174 pp. Price 15 cents.

61. Contributions to the Mineralogy of the Pacific Coast, by William Harlow Melville and Wal-
demar Lindgren. 1890. 8^. 40 pp. 3 pi. Price 5 cents.

62. The Greenstone Schist Areas of ihe Menominee and Marquette Regions of Michigan, a contri-

bution to the subject of dynamic metamorphism in eruptive rocks, by George Huntington Williams,
with an introduction Ity Roland Duer Irving. 1>90. 8'^. 241 pp. 16 pi. Price 30 cents.

63. A Bibliography of Paleozoic Crustacea from 1698 to 1889, including a list of North Amer-
ican species and a systeiiatic arrangement of genera, by Anthony W. Vogdes. 1890. 8°. 177 pp.
Price 15 cents.

64. A Report of work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the fiscal

year 1888-'89. F. W. Clarke, chief chemist. 1^90. 8°. 60 pp. Price 10 cents.

65. Stratigraphy of the Bituminous Coal Field of Pennsylvania, Ohio, and West Virginia, by
Israel C. White. 1891. 8°. 2U pp. 11 pi. Price 20 cents.

66. On a Group of Volcauic Rocks from the Tewan Mouutains, New Mexico, and on the occurrence
of Primary Quartz in certain Basalts, by Joseph Paxson Iddings. 1890. 8°. 34 pp. Price 5 cents.

67. The relatiims of the Traps of the Newark System in the New Jersey Region, by Nelson Horatio
Darton. 1^90. 8^. 82 pp. Price 10 ceuts.

68. Earthquakes in California in 1>89, by James Edward Keeler. 1890. S^'. 25 pp. Price5 cents.

69. A Classed and Annotated Bibliography of Fossil Insects, by Samuel Hubbard Scuddcr. 1890.

8°. 101 pp. Price 15 cents.

70. Report on Astronomical Work of 1889 and 1890, by Robert Simpson Woodward. 1890. 8^.

79 pp. Price 10 cents.

71. Index to the Known Fossil Insects of the World, including Myriapods and Arachnids, l)y

Samuel Hubbard Scudder. 1891. 8°. 744 pp. Price 50 cents.

72. Altitudes between Lalie Superior and the Rocky Mouutains, by Warren Upham. 1891. 8°.

229 pp. Price 20 ceuts.
73. The Viscosity of Solids, by Carl Barus. 1891. 8°. xii, 139 pp. 6 pi. Price 15 cents.

74. The Minerals of North Carolina, by Frederick Augustus Genth. 1891. 8°. 119 pp. Price
15 cents.

75. Record of North American Geology for 1887 to 1889, inclusive, by Nelson Horatio Darton.
1891. 8°. 173 pp. Price 15 cents.

76. A Dictionary of Altitudes in the United States (second edition), compiled by Henry (iannett,

chief topographer. 1891. 8°. 393 pp. Price 25 cents.

77. The Texan Permian and its Meaozoic types of Fossils, by Charles A. White. 1891. b°. 51

pp. 4 pi. Price 10 cents.

78. A report of work done in the Division of Chemisti-y and Phvsics, mainlv during the fiscal year
1889-'90. F. W. Clarke, chief chemist. 1891. 8^. 131pp. Price 15 cents.

79. A Late Volcanic Ernirtion iu Northern California and its peculiar lava, by J. S. Diller.

80. Correlation papers—Devonian and Carboniferous, by Henry Shaler Williams. 1891. H^.

279 pp. Price 20 cents.

81. Correlation papers—Cambrian, by Charles Doolittlo Walcott. 1891. 8°. 447 pp. 3 pi.

Price 25 cents.

82. Correlation papers—Cretaceous, by Charles A. White. 1891. S'^. 273 pp. 3 pi. Price
20 cents.

83. Correlation papers—Eocene, by William Bullock Clark. 1891. 8 . 173 pp. 2 pi. Price 15

cents.

91. Record of North American Geology for 1890, by Nelson Horatio Darton. 1891. 8' . 88 pp.
Price 10 cents.



AIJVERTISEMKNT. y
III press:

84. Correlation papfrs-Neooone, by W. II. Dall ami G. D. Hairis
S.,. Corn- atrnn pai.ors--I'l„- Newark System, I.y I. C. Kussell. '

Hfi. Correlation papcrs-AI-onkiau and Arclieau, by C. R. Vau Hisc

P. C. Warman'"*'"'"'
'•' '" ^"'''''' "'' ""^ l-'^''^'^*'""* "^ the tl. S. Geological S.irvey, ls-.J-l.<!.., ,,y

year ^^O^PT ^. C^^'Zj^.^^r''"' "' '"'"'"'''''>- """ ''">--• "-'"'^ ""-« '"« "-»'
!t^. Ihe Compressibility of Liquids, by Carl Harns

'I4" tZm^''^" "^
**'""c'r ."xV'*"''""'-

'"™"' l'^''"i««'"'t. Colorado, by S. II. Sci.dder.
S)4. The Mechanism of Solid V..seo.sity, bv Carlliarus.

or' ;^i"'",VIV"'"'^,",'
'^'=»'i''<""i'l il'Tins 1«I0-'S)1, by E. S. Ilolden.

o- T. J
"'"""; ''"' 'l.viiamies of Li.piids, bv Carl Barns.

oq' ,',
*'<'':"'^o'<^v'^'''>u'"l'i""ata of the United States, bv W. B. Clark

J8. lloraof the Oiitlyins.Coal Basins of Sonthwesteni Mis.sonri, by David White
99. Record of North American Geology for 1891, by Nelson )Ioratio Dartou
In preparation

:

^Mo
^""I'lation papers-Pleistocoue, by T. C. Chamberliu.

nomena
""

s'K'y.''"'^
Sedimentary Rocks on Pigeon Point, Minnesota, and their contact phe-

ul-1' iT"^
[''"''•' "'t'V;.,'^'""'*' I-^'"'"! Coal-fiel.l, by Samuel Hubbard Scn.l.ler.

m The 'rr/iTn;
.;'"'' «l''';"S^;V'''' °/^%'^' American Mesozoie Invertebrata, by C. B. Boyle

ili„l.%v
'^ ." «t L'' ^'^.t'liainplain Valley and the Eastern Adirondacks, by .J. F Kemn

by CaiTfia^iis """ "™ ^^ "'•' '" ^'^""'"'^ ^'"'''"" ""'^ Ebnllitioii, chiefly in relation ti Pressifr'e,

— Glaciation of the Yellowstone Valley, by W. H Weed

Report~on%^rby F. II ''Knowirn'"""^
LiVingstone Formation in Montana, by W. H. Weed, with

STATISTICAL PAPERS.

Price .4' cents.
'^'"""''' "^ '^^ ^'"'*"^ ^*'*''' ^ ^^*"1- ''^' ^"""-^ Williams, jr. imi. 80. xvii, 81^ pp.

lOlfi p?.'"p.fc.f60°"nt'8'
"' "'" ^"'""' ^*"*''' '''•' '""' '""''^ '•^" ^""•* ^^'""'''"«' jr- 1885. a", xiv,

1880. T'':fi^T;r^ri:^l^^ '*'*''' ''"' ^'^'^"•" ••' *^"""^ «'''"«"- -<^ Technology.

50 cent*'.'"'''''
^^''°"'''^'"''*'"''^''''"''^'^*^''^^'''''-^"^''^''''''"-"^^^^^ ^^^- 8°. viii, 8i:i pp. Price

50ceu?i'"''''''^^'"'"'"''°^*''^^^"'''''^®*''*^''^®^''''-^'^'"'"''l'-'^«^ 1888. 80. vii, 832 pp. Price

50 cente.'"^'''''
^^^"'"'"'^ "^ *'>*> United States, 1888, by David T. Day. 1890. So. vii, (152 pp. Price

Price ifo'cente.'^"'""™'''
"*'*'"' ^'"^•"' '^"''^'- ^^*"'"'' '*'"' '"^' "="''' T" l^'^^'- 189-'. 8°. viii. 071 pp.

secret^^roni;:^ s:S;:.i^r^^!;n-':::e^-- ^^
u"rGeoto'.t'il'4;;rve

'"' ''^' ''""'^^ -""'•!? <»• mo^^^v ori>b«, iade pa^ab'le 1^= he Li&lan of " .e
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PREFACE.

The survey of the Eureka District was authorized by the Hon. Chu-ence

Kiug, the first Director of the United States Geological Survey, and the

field work, for the most part, was done during his administration. The field

season was confined to the sunnner and autumn of 1880, and was limited to

five months, the work being brought abruptly to a close early in December

owing to the inclemency of the weather. Visits of a few days' duration

were''made by different members of the party during the two following

years, but these were simply to verify previous observations or to correct

apparently conflicting statements.

This monograph is purely geological in its scope and is mainly a

careful study and survey of a comparatively small block of mountains,

which may be designated the Eureka Mountains, but which should not be

confounded with the Eureka mining district, as several other well known but

less important mining districts also lie wholly within tliis mountain area.

As it was umnapped and only oc-casionally visited by geologists, little

had been accomplished, except for the inmicdiate jHirposes of nnning, toward

investigating its structui-e or soKnng its man)- geological problems. The

Eureka region ^vas known to occupy an exceptionally broad expanse of

mountains, affording fine geological sections if carefully worked out, and

of special interest for the purposes of comparative study in other regions of

the Cordillera. In this direction scarcely anything had been accomplished.

The field work, as planned, could not have been completed in the
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allotted time except for the untiring energy and interest of all those coiuiected

with the survey. In the geological work I was fortunate in having the

cooperation of two thoroughly equipped assistants, both of whom have since

attained honorable distinction by published writings in their special lines of

research. To Mr. Charles D. Walcott was assigned the collection of the

paleontological material, while Mr. Joseph P. Iddiugs was engaged in woi'k-

iug among both volcanic and sedimentary rocks.

The report appears in two parts, one a volume of text, the other an

accompanying atlas of topographical and geological maps and cross sec-

tions, and as the text is, in great measm-e, explanatory of the atlas, the two

can be considered only as parts of the same work.

A paper embodying the more important results obtained at Eureka

was prepared in 1882 and published in the Third Annual Report of the

Survey as an abstract of the final monograph. It was accompanied by
a geological map similar to sheet iv of the atlas. The volume of atlas

plates bears the imprint of 1883, but is now issued in complete form for

the first time. In its more essential features the present report was pre-

pared several years ago, but the completion of the manuscript has been

delayed from time to time for various unforeseen reasons, mainly b)^ press-

ure of other duties. It presents, as concisely as is consistent with clearness

and completeness, the principal geological facts gathered in the field and

such general deductions as have been di-awn from their study. I have

endeavored to make each chapter complete in itself, and this has necessitated

the repetition of certain observations, as a largenumber of facts are more or

less related to the subjects discussed in the different chapters. It is an

advantage, however, to the special reader, to have such facts as he may
need brought together under one groiiping, and not to feel obliged to

search through the volume for them.

The atlas consists of thirteen sheets. The preparation of the topo-

graphical map was intrusted to Mr. F. A. Clark, who employed three able

assistants in the field—Mr. G. H. Wilson, assistant topographer with the

plane table; Mr. Gr. Olivio Newman, m charge of triangulation, and Mr.

Morris Bien, assistant topographer.

A special paper by Mr. Iddings, upon the microscopical petrography of
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the eruptive rocks of the Eureka Distriit, appears as au appendix to this

report. It presents the results of a careful examination of several hundred

thin sections prepai-ed from a large number of rocks, representing every

variet}' known to occur in the I'egion. It is a concise statement of results of

a systematic study of the material and is of great interest, bearing directly

upon many geological questions connected with eruptive masses. Mr.

Itldings's repoi't is illustrated by six plates, fom* of which are reproductions

of photomicrographs, showing some interesting featm-es in structure of tine

groundmass, and two of di-awings of minute crystals and microscopic objects

found in the rocks. At the time these photomicrographs were produced

they were superior to auythiug which had been done in this class of illus-

tration.

Mr. Walcott's report upon the ''Paleontology of the Em"eka District"

was published as Monograph VIII of the U. S. Geological Survey, in 1884.

It gives the results of a detailed study of the organic forms obtained

throughout a wide range of geological formations, the region having proved

an exceptionally rich one in paleontological material from Cambrian, Devo-

nian and Carboniferous rocks. In addition to the descriptions of many
forms new to science and the identification of t)ver five hundi'ed species,

the report contains notes, more or less full, up<ju many species which

presented in their characters or geographical distribution information not

heretofore published. The work is illustrated by over five hundred and fifty

accurate dra^vings of fossils, arranged on twenty-four plates. Four plates

represent the fauna of the Cambrian, two that of the Silurian, ten that of

the Devonian, and eight that of the Carboniferous. All specific identifica-

tions of organic forms from Eureka referred to in this \\()rk wen- made

by Mr. Walcott.

After the completion of the field work for the pAireka map, .Mr. J. S.

Curtis began his investigations of the ore deposits found on Kub^- Hill.

The surface maps published by Mr. Curtis were taken from the atlas sheets

accompanying this monograph. Mr. Curtis's report appeared in 1884 as

Monograph VII of the U. S. Geological Survey, and is entitled "Silver-Lead

Deposits of Ein-eka, Nevada." It is a valuable work and one which forms

an impoi-tant part t»f the scientific memoirs relating to tlic Eureka District.
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CnAPTEK I. The area covered by the geological survey of the Eureka Mountains embraces a

region of country 20 miles square. The mountains arc situated on the Nevada plateau and form a

somewhat isobitml mass, sunouuded on all sides by the broad detrital valleys so characteristic of

the Great liasiu. These valleys which encircle the mountains have an average elevation above sea

level of 6,000 feet. Rising above them the highest peaks attain altitudes varying from 9,000 to 10,500

feet. In strong contrast with most of the Great Basin ranges, the Eureka Mountains present a rough

and rugged appearance, with varied topographical features.

Chapter II. Sedimentary rocks belonging either to the Paleozoic or Quaternary age form the

greater part of the mountains and valleys. Quaternary beds present little of geological interest,

although they extend over wide areas, being mainly superficial accumulations composed of detrital

material brought down fi-om the mountains and deposited along their Hanks and out over the broad

plains. A great thickness of limestone, sandstone, and shale, which make up the Paleozoic series of

rocks, was laid down under varying conditions of depth of water and rapidity of deposition with

only one well recognized unconformity from base to summit. In this region the Paleozoic ago was a

time of comparative freedom from dynamic movements. Eureka presents no direct evidence as to

the time mountain building took jjlace other than that the region was elevated into a broad conti-

nental land mass after the deposition of the Upper Coal-measure limestone. Reasons are assigned for

supi)osing that all the Great Basin ranges owe their origin to a post-Jurassic movement. The folding,

flexing, and faulting which outlined the mountains broke up this mass of sediments into six sharply

defined orographic blocks, each with well marked structural peculiarities. These mountain blocks

have been designated as follows: Prospect Ridge, Fish Creek Mountains, Silverado and County Peak

group. Mahogany Hills, Diamond Mountains, and Carbon Ridge and Spring llill group. Taken

together these six blocks present a compact mass of mountains, the result of intense lateral com-

pressiiin and longitudinal strain. Profound longitudinal faults extend the entire length of the mouu-

tains, showing a displacement of beds of over 13,000 feet. The Paleozoic sediments measure 30,000

feet in thickness, with Cambrian, Silurian, Devonian, and Carboniferous, all well represented by

charact«ristic fauna. In these four periods fourteen epochs have been recognized.

Chapter III. Cambrian rocks measure 7,700 feet, divided into five epoclis, as follows: Pros-

pect Mountain quartzite, Prospect Moujitain limestone, Secret Canyon shale, Hambuig limestone, and

Hamburg shale. The Miildle, Lower, and Upper Cambrian are all exposed. On tlie crest of Prospect

Ridge, at the base of tlie Cambrian limestone, occurs the Olenellus sliale, the oldest fossilit'erous strata

recognized in the Great Basin. Hamburg Ridge carries a Potsdam fauna both at its base and summit.

Conformably overlying tlie Cambrian come the Silurian rocks, 5,000 feet in thickness. They

fall readily into three epochs, two limestone.s and an intervening body of quartzite. They have

been designated Pogonip limestone. Eureka quartzite, and Lone Mountain limestone. The quartzite

XV
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is easily distiuguished from both the coarso sands and grits of the Cambrian below and the Carbon-

iferous conglomerate above. An unconformity of deposition exists between the Eureka and Lone

Mountain epochs. Both the Trenton and Niagara formations are included within the Loue Moun-

tain epoch.

Chaptek IV. By impercejitible gradations limestones of the Loue Mountain epoch pass

upward into those of the Devonian period. Devonian rocks occupy a larger area in the District than

those of any other period, and present a greater thickness than either the Cambrian or Silurian.

They measure 8,000 feet, divided into two epochs : A bluish limestone—the Nevada limestone—and an

argillaceous black shale—the White Pine shale. The limestone carries a rich invertebrate fauna from

base to summit. The black shale is characterized by a flora which, though fragmentary, is suffi-

ciently well preserved to identify the genera as belonging to the Upper Devonian.

The Carboniferous rocks measure 9,300 feet, which, however, does not quite represent their full

development, the uppermost bods having undergone more or less erosion. They have been divided

into four epochs, as follows : Diamond Peak quartzite, Lower Coal-measure limestone, Weber con-

glomerate, and Upper Coal-measure limestone. As the limestone is in general favorable to the preser-

vation of organic remains, fossil-bearing strata occur throughout the beds. Three salient features

mark the life of the Lower Coal-measures. First, the occurrence near the base of the limestone of a

fresh-water fauna; second, the varied development of the Lamellibranchiates a class which has here-

tofore been but sparingly represented in the collection of Carboniferous fossils from the Cordillera

;

third, the mingling near the base of the horizon of Devonian, Lower Carboniferous, and Coal-measure

species in gray limestone directly overlying beds characterized by a purely Coal-measure fauna.

In the first range to the east of the Eureka Mountains Carboniferous rocks extend for miles

along the edge of the valley, in which well developed coal seams occur.

Chapter V. This chapter is devoted to the descriptive geology of the sedimentary rocks.

Each orographic block is described in detail, beginning with Prospect Ridge, where the oldest rocks

occur, followed by the othcir blocks according to the succession of strata. It gives a connected

description of the country and points out the relations of the different mountain masses to each other.

Chapter VI. A discussion of the Paleozoic rocks follows, based upon the facts presented in

the earlier chapters. It is shown that during Paleozoic time a pre-Cambrian continent existed in

western Nevada which furnished to an ocean lying to the eastward an enormous amount of detrital

material. It is pointed out that the Eureka region was situated not far from the eastern border of this

land mass, and that a large part of its coarse conglomerates and mechanical sediments must have been

offshore deposits. The geological record affords proof of elevation and depression throughout Paleozoic

time with intervals of shallow water and proximity of land areas between periods of relatively deep

seas. Fresh-water life, plant remains, and coal seams at different horizons furnish additional evidence

of shallow water and offshore deposits. A study of Paleozoic rocks in other parts of southern and

western Nevada exhibit nearly similar geological conditions as regards sequence of beds. This is

especially well shown both at White Pine and in the Highland and Piiiou ranges. The sequence of

strata, both to the north and south, indicates a closer agreement with the conditions of sedimentation

at Eureka than the many exposiu-es situated but a short distance eastward of the latter area. The

structural relations of the different orographic blocks to each other and the outbursts of igneous rocks

are well brought out in cross-section. An instructive feature at Eureka is the close relationship

between the anticlinal and synclinal folds to the profound north and south faults.

Chapter VII. Pre-Tertiary igneous rocks play a very subordinate part. They may be ilassed

under three heads: Granite, granite-porphyry, and quartz-porphyry. The granite occupies a limited

area on Prospect Kidge. Both the granite and quartz-por])hyries occur as dikes. Structural varia-

tions iu the dikes arc mainly dependent upon the chilling efj'ect of cold contact walls upon a rapidly
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fooling niolteu muss. The widtli of tlio dike has iinicli to do in detoniiiniiig tin- physical loiiditiniis

{foverniug crystallizatiuii. As regards the age of the dikes little is known other than that they jieue-

trate Silurian strata.

CiIAPTEU VIII. The Enreka District offers no direct proof of the age or duration of voleanic

energy, although evidence hased upon observations elsewhere in the Great Basin points to the

conclusion that the lavas helong to the Tertiary period, and probably the greater part of them

to the Pliocene epoch. They broke out in four ways: First, through profound fissures along

meridional lines of displacement; second, following lines of orographic fracture, they border

and encircle large uplifted masses of sedimentary strata; third, they occur as dikes penetrating the

sedimentary rocks; fourth, they occur in one or two relatively large bodies, notably Richmond Moun-

tain and Pinto Peak, along Hues of displacement. The sequence of lavas was hornblende-audesite,

hornblende-mica-andesite, dacite, rhyolite, pyroxene-andesite, and basalt. The lavas display a great

variety of volcanic products in both chemical and mineral composition. They are all derived from a

common source, a homogeneous molten mass. They are due to a proc<!ss of diU'erentiation by molec-

ular change within the molten mass under varying conditions of pressure and temperature. Starting

with a magma of intermediate composition, the extreme products of such a dift'erentiation are rhyolite

and basalt.

Chaptkk IX. In the Eureka District the ores oiciir in sedimentary rocks belonging to the

Cambrian, Silurian, and Devonian periods, and may be found in all horizons, except the Secret

Canyon and Hamburg shale, from the base of the Prospect Mountain limestone to the summit of the

Nevada limestone. Through 17.000 feet of strata ores have been dej>osited in sufficiently large

bodies to encourage mining exploration. The most productive dejiosits have been found in Cambrian

rocks, but this is owing to orograjjhic- and structural conditions rather than the geological age of

strata or chemical nature of sediments. Nearly all the more ])roductive mines are included within

the beds which form the Prospect Mountain uplift between the Hoosac and Spring Valley faults. The

ore followed the rhyolite and is consefiuently Pliocene or post-Pliocene age. All the ores came from

below and were originally deposited as suli)hides. They were subsequently oxidized by atmospheric

agencies, mainly surface waters percolating through the rocks.

In Appendix A. Mr. C. D. Walcott gives a systematic list of fossils lioni each formation found

at Eureka.

In Appendix B, Mr. ,Tose])li 1'. Iddiugs discusses the microscopi(-al petrography of the crystal-

line rocks. It is a thorough study of the mineral and .structural character of the rocks and is illu.s-

trated by several plates.
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GEOLOGY OF THE EUREKA DISTRICT.

By Arnold Hague.

CHAPTER I.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

The Eureka District is situated on the Nevada phiteau in the central

part of the state of Nevada, midway between the ])asin of Lake Lahontan

westward and the basin of Lake l^()nne\nlle eastward. The area covered

by the geological and to])ographical survey embraces a region t)f coimtry

20 miles square, lying partly in the county of Eureka and partly in the

county of White Pine.

The meridian of 116° west from Greenwich passes just westward of

the center of the examined area, and the 39° 30' parallel of north latitude

crosses Ruby Hill, the seat of the present activity in precious-metal

mining.

Nevada Plateau.—Ou the Nevada plateau the bi-oad central north and

soutli valleys, lying between meridional mountain ranges, reach an aver-

age altitude of (i,00() feet above sea-level, the country falling away grad-

ually on both sides till at Salt Lake, in Utah, the altitude is 4,250 feet, and

at Carson and Humboldt Lakes, in Nevada, 3,<S00 feet above sea level.

These valleys, however, com[)ared with those of the depressed areas adjoin-

ing the plateau, are relatively narrow, with few marked exceptions, seldom

measuring more than 10 or 12 nules in widtli. In general the broader

phvsical features of the Great Basin ranges are much the same all the way
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from the bold escarpment of the Sierra Nevada of (.'aliforuia to tlie prerip-

itous wall of the Wasatch Mountains of Utah, the distance across tlie

widest part in an east and west line being about 425 miles. These ranges

form long, narrow mountain uplifts with sharply defined limits, rising with

more or less abruptness above* dreary intervals of desert. Their nearly

uniform trend and the remarkable parallelism of the lines of upheaval of the

older sedimentary ridges present the most marked feature of the region.

In width they seldom exceed 8 miles, but frequently extend in an unbroken

line for more than 100 miles in length, with serrated peaks and ridges rising

from 2,000 to 6,000 feet above adjacent valleys. For the most part they

possess a simple topographical structure and a simple drainage system.

They are characterized, more especially the lower ranges, by absence of

trees, and in many cases are nearly bare of all vegetation, presenting rough,

rugged slopes of naked rock.

(3n the higher parts of the plateau the rang-es, reaching a greater alti-

tude, partake more of an Alpine or sub-Alpine character. Precipitation

of moisture is more abundant, as seen both in the more frequent rains of

sunnner and snows of winter. A greater ^n'ecipitation produces larger and

more frequent streams, and a continued moisture favors a varied vegeta-

tion—the spurs and ridges being more or less covered with a dwarted and

stunted forest growth, and the long slopes with nutritious grasses.

These salient features distinguish the ranges of the Nevada plateau

from those of Lake Lahontan and Lake BonneAdlle Basins, which present a

more arid and desolate aspect. A striking feature of nearly all these ranges

is their isolated position, only a few of them presenting outlying spurs or

low lines of rolling foothills. Occasionally inferior ridges of sedimentary

beds stretch diagonally across vallevs from one range to another, com-

pletely shutting in the intermediate valley, and still more frequently out-

bursts of volcanic I'ocks in irregular flows serve to unite in confused masses

bodies of sedimentary formations otherwise distinct.

Midway between the Sierra and the Wasatch stand the East Hum-

boldt Mountains, the most jirominent range in the Great Basin. They pre-

sent, not only by reason of the greater number of rugged and coimnanding

peaks, many of them attaining an elevation over 11,000 feet above sea
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level, but bv their biond, luassive proportious, l(»ug, unbroken ridges, and

Alj)ine character, the boldest uj)lift on the Nevada plateau. Next west

from the Humboldt occurs the Diamond Range, followed by the Pifion

Range, with the broad Diamond Valley lying between them. Southward

the southern extremities of these two ranges enter the Eureka District and

form a part of its mountainous region.

On the plateau, among the more marked exceptions to the long narrow

ranges which rib the surface of the country, may be mentioned the Rob-

erts Peak Grroup, connecting the Wahweah with the Pifion Range, the

White Pine Mountains, and the subject of the pi-esent report, the moun-

tains of the Eui'eka District.

Eureka Mountains.—The Eureka District forms a rough mountain block

standing out prominently by itself, except for its narrow connections with

both the Pifion and Diamond Ranges, almost as coiiijjletely isolated from its

neighbors as the longer parallel ranges. As a mountain mass, however,

although well deserving such a distinction, it lias never received any definite

appellation which would include all its members, it being made up of por-

tions of several ranges and short ujilifted blocks so intimately connected

and inosculated as to form both topographically and geologically a single

group, hemmed in on all sides by the characteristic detrital valleys. To

the north Diamond Valley, wliicli may be taken as a type of the higher

valleys of the Great Basin, extends for over 40 miles in an unbroken plain,

the lowest part of the depression being covered in winter by a broad, shal-

low sheet of water, which, n\Hm evaporation, presents during the greater

part of the rear a hard, level tloor, strongly impregnated with salt. Con-

siderable (luantities of salt for metallurgical purposes have been collected

from the shores of the small lakes at the northern end of the valley. To

the south of the district lies the broad basin of Fish Creek Valley, con-

necting with Newark Valley on the east side of Diamond Range, while

the Antelope Valley cuts off the Eureka District on the west side from the

neighboring mountains. All these valleys stand at about the same elevation

above sea level, and offer to the eye a monotonous olive-gray color derived

from a vigorous growth of the Artcmrsia trideiiidta which covers all tlie low-

lands except the central portions of the broader basins.
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It is doubtful if any area of equal extent in Nevada possesses more

varied physical features with such strongly marked contrasts than the Eu-

reka District. In close proximity may be seen long serrated ridges, broad

summits, gently inclined tables of nearly horizontal sedimentary beds, with

abrupt escarpments along canyon walls, and highly tilted strata in rough

irregular spurs. And, as might be expected in a country made up of indi-

vidual blocks and parts of i-anges and so interlocked as to form one broad

mass, the region is characterized by broad shallow basins, long narrow

ravines, and winding valleys, presenting a more than ordinarily accidented

surface with an intricate structure. Above the broad base of the surround-

ing sage-brush valle}'s rise many prominent peaks from 2,500 to 4,500 feet.

Diamond Peak, in the northeast corner of the district, at the southern ex-

tremity of Diamond Range, is the culminating point, measuring 10,637 feet

above sea level, and, with the exception of the high summits in tlie East

Humboldt Range, is one of the loftiest peaks on the Ne^"ada plateau.

Prospect Peak, on the central ridge, and the second ^Joint in the district,

measui'es 9,604 feet, while Atrypa Peak, to the southwest on the same

ridge, has an altitude of 9,063 feet above sea level. Other points are White

Cloud Peak, the highe.st point on a broad plateau-like ridge, 8,950 feet;

Alpha Peak, 8,985 feet; and Woodpecker's Peak, 8,598 feet; all of them

being formed of sedimentary rocks. Among volcanic mountains may be

mentioned Richmond Mountain, just east of the town of Eureka, which rises

to a height of 8,392 feet, and Pinto Peak, an isolated cone in the center of

the district, reaches an altitude of 7,880 feet above sea level.

Up to the time of the rapid development of the mining interests upon

Ruby Hill and Prospect ]\Iountain, the slopes and ridges about Eureka

were exceptionally well supplied with an arborescent growth, a condition

which was due partly to the number of high peaks but in great -pnYt to

broad masses of mountains acting as condensers of desert moisture. To-

day, so great has been the demand for wood and charcoal in the reduction

of lead ores, that the mountains are as bare of trees as any part of the

Great Basin. Several species of pines, dwarfed junipers (Jiiniperus occiden-

talis), and mountain mahogany (Cercocarpiis Icedifol ins), which attains a

height of over 20 feet, are, or rather were, the prevailing trees, but are now
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t'ouiid only iu ;i few areas preserved bv their owners lor future use, at no

distant day. Not only have the Eureka Mountains lost their forests, Ijut

tlie neighboring' mountains for long distances have been devastated to fur-

nish fuel for the smelting furnaces. Some idea mav be obtained of the

enormous consum])tion of wood from the statement that 10,000 bushels of

charcoal are required daily for the smelting fm-naces when the works are

running their usual force, and that for five or six years the daily consump-

tion was rather ovin- than under that amount.

Soil.—Nature presents a barren, arid appearance. Perennial streams iu

the ravines are exceptional, other tlian those found on the slopes of Diamond

Peak. Fresh water springs lie scattered about the mountains and fur-

ni.sh a scanty supply of water, barely sufficient to meet the wants of the

people. A few deep wells have been successfully sunk in the broader

valleys. Vegetation is everywhere limited, and is mainly confined to l)unch

grasses on the mountain slopes and sage brush in the open valleys.

As the valleys are maiidy filled with coarse detrital material from

mountain slopes, soils suitable for agricultural purposes occupy very

small areas, and are found only in the broader basins. In the favored

spots where water for irrigation purposes can l)e readilv ol)taine(l, all the-

more hardv vegetables grow well, and are of excellent (piality, but nearly

all crops suft'er from early frosts. In no sense can the country be regarded

as an agricultural one, and cultivation of the soil is remunerative to

the farmer only by reason of the very high prices received for his produce.

Climate.—A rigorous winter, a long hot summer, a dry atmosphere, with

a light precipitation of moisture, are characteristic climatic features of the

Eureka District. In summer, rainfalls are limited to showers, frequently

very severe, but of short duration, and what are commonly known as cloud-

bm'sts are by no means uncommon during late July and early August.

The clouds, late in the afternoon, centering over Prospect Peak, break with

such force that many people caught without warning have been drowned.

In July, 1874, a severe storm and flood destroyed seventeen lives, and

cai'ried off' property to the value of many thousands of dollars.

During the period of our survey careful meteorological observations

were made throughout the summer. Snow fcdl in thi^ month of Mav no
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less than eight times, and ag'ain on June 10 and 11 In summer the days

are warm, and tor the most part cloudless; the nights cool. The daily

variation between the maximum and minimum thermometers was always

very considerable, frequently showing a difference of 40° F. For the three

summer months of June, July, and August, of 1880, the maxinnira ther-

mometer in the shade stood over 90° F, on eighteen days, or one day in

six. As the climate is very dry, the heat was seldom oppressive, except

in some inclosed basin or valley. As early as August 30, the thermometer

fell below the freezing i)oint, and on October 9 a light fall of snow covered

both mountain and valley.

History.—In the Summer of 1864 the first locations of mining property

were made in New York Canyon, on the eastern side of Prospect Mountain,

near the present " 7fi " Mine. This property was known as the Ei;reka

Mine, and although it never fulfilled the expectations of its original owners,

it transferred its name to the very successful ]n'opert}- on Ruby Hill and

subsequently gave a name to the town, to the mining district, to the county,

and finally to the neighboring group of mountains. The original property

gave so little promise that the district was finally abandoned. In mining

•operations very little was accomplished until the spring of 1869, when im-

portant discoveries were made on Ruby Hill and active, intelligent work

was undertaken. The Champion and Buckeye claims on the south side of

Ruby Hill were the first properties located, and soon afterward the ground

was broken on the now famous Richmond and Tip Top Mines. From that

time forward mining operations on Ruby Hill have gone on steadily, and

to-day the Eureka District is the most successful mining region in the state

of Nevada. Success on Ruby Hill was quickly followed by active enter-

prise developing mining locations on both slopes of the ridge of Prospect

Mountain, in Secret Canyon, and in the Silverado Hills in the southwest

corner of the district.

Estimates of the value of the oi-e production of the district since the

first shipment of crude bullion in 1869 are as follows

:

From 1869 to 1873 $10,000,000

From 1873 to January, 1883 50,000,000

Total 60,0(X),000
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One-third of this juiioinit, according to the best estimates, was gold,

and two-thirds sih'er. The prodnct in h»ad is not so easily determined, but

it is not far from 225,000 tons, an amount sufficient to affect the market

price of lead in all the great commercial centers of the Avorld.

Around this industry has grown up the town of P^ureka, which is the

center of poj^ulation and trade for this ])art of the state;. It is a long, nan'ow

settlement, lying in the main northern drainage channel of the mountains,

and sheltei'ed on the east side by Richmond Mountain. Here are located

the smelting furnaces of both the large companies.

The Eureka and Palisade Railway, 88 miles in length, connects the

town with the Central Pacific Road at Palisade. Branch tracks (connect

with the Eureka Consolidated and Richmond furnaces, the former at the

lower, and the latter at the upper end of the town, and these again by

a somewhat sinuous com-se with the principal mines, which are situati'd

about two and one-half miles southwest of Eureka. There are an imposing,

well built court house, three or four churches, and several blocks of brick

stores and warehouses in the town. It supports two daily papers, which

have a considerable influence and a wide circulation throughout the state.

Rubv Hill, the only other town of any importance in the district, is a

flourishing place, nearly the entire population being actively engaged in

mining in the immediate neighboi'hood. It is built on the north and east

sides of an isolated hill which bears the same name, and on which are

located all the more iirominent mines, including the Al})ion, Richmond,

Eureka Consolidated, Phoenix, and Jackson properties. On the slopes to

the north are situated the Bullwhacker and Williamsburg mines, while to

the southward of Ruby Hill, on Pi-ospect Ridge, are found the Dunderberg

and Hamburg properties and others of more or less importance.



CHAPTER II.

GEOLOGICAL SKETCH OF THE EUREKA DISTRICT.

Sedimentary rocks, belong-ing- either to the Paleozoic or Quaternary

period, iorm by far the greater part of the mountains and valleys of the

Eureka District. The beds of the Quaternary present but little of geological

interest, and although they extend over wide areas they are, in most

instances, superficial accumulations composed of detrital material brought

down from the mountains and deposited along their flanks, concealing the

underlying rocks of the foothills. Igneous rocks play a most important

part in the geological history of the region, but nevertheless do not form an

imposing feature of the individual mountain uplifts, appearing either as ex-

travasated masses along lines of faulting-, or as larger bodies encu'cling and

lying outside the main blocks of sedimentary formations. The older crys-

talline rocks offer a still less marked topographical feature of the countrv,

occupying very limited areas in the older Paleozoic linaestones, where they

appear as intnided masses exposed by erosion.

It is doubtful if within the province of the Great Basin there can be

found any region of equally restricted area surpassing- the Eiu-eka District

in its grand exposvires of Paleozoic formations, especially of the lower and

middle portions.

The great thickness of limestone and sandstone of which the Paleozoic

is composed was laid down under varj-ing conditions of depth of water and

rapidity of deposition, with only one well recognized unconformity from its

base to summit. In this region the Paleozoic age was a time of compara-

tive freedom from dynamic movements. Most geologists who have given

any attention to the history of the Great Basin ranges substantially agree

that the movements that finally built up the moimtains began after the

close of Paleozoic time, and that between the Carboniferous and the close
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of tlie Junissic pei'iod took place tlie t'oldin*;-, Hexing- and t'nulting of tlie

beds wliicli oiitliued the structural features of nearly all the meridional

ranges between the abrupt walls of the Wasatch and those of the Sierra

Nevada. At Eureka no direct evidence is offered as to the time when this

moimtain building took place other than that the region was finally lifted

above the ocean after the deposition of the IJppei' Coal-measures. So far

as the mountains themselves are concerned, there is a total lack of evidence

that the l)locking out of the ridges did not begin at the close f)f the Paleozoic

period, but, on the other hand, all observations tend to show that whenever

and by whatever causes the other Great Basin ranges were uplifted, the

same orographic conditions which prevailed elsewhere held true for the

Eureka Mountains. In othei- words, the Eureka Mountains were a part of

a more extended geological province.

According to the conclusions of Mr. Clarence King,' l)ased upon the

observations of tlie geologists of the Fortieth Parallel Exploration, the

mountains west of the Havallah Range and the meridian of 117" 30' belong

to a post-Jurassic upheaval, and to the west of this line there existed during

Paleozoic time an elevated continental area which furnished the material

accumulated in an ocean basin to "the east. At the close of the Paleozoic

this oceanic area, stretching as far eastward as the Wasatch, was lifted up

into a broad land-mass, and the former continental region sank below the

water and in turn l)e(;ame an ocean basin. Fi'om the Wasatch westward

to this ancient shore line the mountain ridges exhibit much in common in

their structural and physical features, being made up in great measure of

Paleozoic strata, whereas from this Ixmndary westward the ranges show

a, marked contrast in the nature; of their sedimentation and bear ample

paleontological evidence of their Mesozoic age. Over this latter area, not-

ably in the West Ilumlxddt, Piute, and Augusta Mountains, limestones

characteristic of the Triassic and Jurassic have been described in detail by

the geologists of the Fortieth Parallel I'^xploration," while to the east of this

shore line no Mesozoic rocks occur. Mr. King- assigns excellent reasons for

'Geological Exploration of tlio Foiticlli I'.ir.ilNl. vol. i, Systeiiiiitic Geology, ]>. 733. WashiiiK-

toii: 1878.

-Geologifal ExploratiDii <>( Die Foiliclh I'ar.illil, v.. I. ii. Dr.tiiiptivu Geology, \>]>. (i.'iT. 711,

and 724. Wasliington. 1877.
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the opinion that all the Great Basin ranges across Utah and Nevada were

uplifted at the same time under identical dynamic intluences, and conse-

quently owe their origin mainly to a post-Jurassic movement.

This indicates a marked unconformity between the Carboniferous and

Triassic, biit it neither necessitates nor precludes the beginning of mountain

building over the Paleozoic area at the time of the uplifting of the conti-

nental land-mass from beneath the ocean. Nowhere throughout this region,

any more than at Eureka, have the Great Basin ranges as yet offered any

direct evidence of folding accompanying this elevation, yet it would seem

highly probable that some crumpling of strata might have taken jilace before

the main blocking out of the mountain ridges at the close of Jurassic time.

Most of the Great Basin ranges are narrow, longitudinal ridges, and

while thev present much in coiumon as to their origin and primarv struc-

ture, each possesses its own special physical features due to local dynamic

conditions. Most of them are formed by direct lateral compression result-

ing in anticlinal folds, occasionally accompanied by synclines. Some of

them are simple monoclinal ridges, representing one side of an anticlinal

axis. Still others exhibit great complexity of structure with both folding

and faulting along the meridional axes of the ranges, with which are asso-

ciated transverse faults and folds striking oljliquely across the topograph-

ical trend of the uplifted mass.

Orographic Blocks.—The Eureka Mouutaius lie near the western edge of

what was at one time the Paleozoic ocean. The nearness of these uplifted

beds to an older pre-Paleozoic continent is in some measure indicated bv the

relatively great amount of disturbance of strata and jjlication of mountain

masses as compared with the more gently inclined strata, and simplicity of

structure found farther to the eastward. Unlike the ordinary type of nar-

row ridges, the J^ureka Mountains exhibit a solid mountain mass over 20

miles in width, including several uplifted lilocks whose length does not

greatly exceed their width. Taken together they present a compact mass

of mountains thrown up liy intense lateral compression accompanied by

longitudinal sti'ain. The forces which brought about the elevation of the

mountains produced an intricate structure with powerful flexures and folds

and l)roke u]) this iinmcnsc thickne.^s of sediments into individual l)locks
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accoiiipaiiicil I)y ])r(it'()Uii(l lon^itiidiiial faults, several of wliicli cxteiid thy

cutiri' length ot" the inountains, and ha\e j)la>'ed a most iinnortant part in

'oringiuo- about the present orooraphic cDuditions.

Although these mountain masses stand so intimateh- i-elati'd to each

other that it is frefiuently ditHcult to draw sharp topographieal lines between

them, the Eureka Mountains may be divided into six blocks with well

marked sti-uctural and geological ditfereuces. These blocks may be desi"'-

uated us follows:

Prosijcct Ki(lg(\

Fish Creek Monntaius.

Silverado and County Pealv group.

Mahogany Hills.

Diamond ^Mountain.

Carlton IMdge and Spring Hill group.

Paleozoic Section.—As alread\" numtioned, the Eureka Mountains lie just

eastward of the old shore line. In this and tln^ following chajjters the

evidence is presented, derived from the history of the rocks themselves, to

show the close proximity of a land area when the beds were laid down.

The nature of the.se olf-shore deposits near the western border of an okl

Paleozoic sea form one of the principal olijects of this investigation. .Much

of the material, such as the coarser conglomerates, nnist necessarily have been

oiT-shore deposits The sedimentary rocks which make up the mountains

present a great developnumt of linu'stones, (piartzites, sandstones, and shales,

comprising many thousands of feet of Camlman, Silurian, Devonian, and

Carboniferous bed.s. From the lowest exjxised nn'mbers of Cambrian strata

to the to]) of the Coal-measures there are represented a series of sedinu-ntarv

dej)osits 30,000 feet in thickness. Nowhere within the limits of the Eureka

district can there be found any one ex])osure which shows the beds with-

out a l)reak in their contiiniity, the longest unbroken section representing

about one-third of the entire sequence of strata, yet the region offers in so

many instances such continuous exposures of beds and so many in which

the series of sti-ata overlap each otluM- with siu'h a constant repetition of

beds, that the reconstruction of the entire section is easily made out when

the individual parts are carefully compared and studied. The reason Avhy

there is no oni' unbroken section may be readily undcn-stood by a glance
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at. the map which shows liow tlie sedimentary strata have been broken up

into separate mountain blocks, each made iip of a ])ortion of the entire

thickness of beds.

In the four grand periods of Paleozoic time represented at Eureka, 14

epochs liave been recognized : 5 in the Cambrian, 3 in the Silurian, 2 in the

Devonian, and 4 in the Carboniferous,

With a single exception local geographical names have been employed

to designate the different epochs into which the Cambrian, Silurian, and

Devonian have been divided. Heretofore, throughout the Great Basin the

division of the larger periods into epochs has not been deemed necessary,

the individual horizons not having been studied sufficiently in detail to

require it. The exception is made in favor of the Pogonip limestone, a

name first applied by the Geological Exploration of the Fortieth Partdlel to

the belt of limestone whicli forms the base of the Silurian. In the Carbon-

iferous period a large quartzite body at the base of the series has been

designated the Diamond Peak quartzite, but for the remaining epochs the

Avell known names Lower Coal-measures, Weber conglomerates, and Upper

Coal-measures are retained, notwithstanding some serious objection to the

use of the term Coal-measures in this region.

Each of the six blocks expose several thousand feet of strata, and

while they frequently overlap each other no two of them represent precisely

the same horizons, although the Diamond Range includes within its strata

the beds whicli make up the Carbon Ridge and Spring Hill blocks. The

six blocks essentially correspond to the following periods

:

Prospect Ridge: Cambrian and Silurian.

Fish Creek Mountains: Silurian.

Silverado and County Peak : Silurian and Devonian.

Mahogany Hills: Devonian.

Diamond Mountain: Devonian and Carboniferous.

Carbon Ridge and Spring Hill: Carboniferous.

In the subjoined section, which may be best designated as the Eui'eka

section, the relative thickness and general lithological characters are given

for all the geological divisions which have been made of the sedimentary

rocks. A plane of unconformity in the Silurian is indicated by double

dividing lines lietween the Eureka quartzite and Lone Mountain limestone.
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Eureka Section, Xerada, 30,000 feet.
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Longitudinal Faults.—The inost profound faixlts, tliose whicli mark the

greatest amount of displacement and have exerted the most iniiueiiee in

producing the present structural featui'es of the region, cross the mountains

at varying intervals with an approximately north and south trend from Fish

Creek Basin to Diamond Valley. These faults constitute the principal

factors in outlining the individual orographic blocks, and probably from the

beginning of mountain building up to the present time, and certainly

through the Tertiary period, have played a most important part in their

development. The amount of displacement along those faults that extend

the entire length of the mountains is very great, measuring at some points

in their course as high as 13,000 feet.

The four principal lines of displacement are the Spring Valley and

Sierra fiiult, on the west side of Prospect Ridge; the Hoosac fault, separat-

ing Prospect Ridge from Spring Hill and Carbon Ridge; the Pinto fault,

lying between the Spring Hill and Carbon Ridge on the one side and the

County Peak and Silverado Mountain block on the other, and the Rescue

fault, on the east side of the latter block. These main faults will be de-

scribed here. Numerous other longitudinal faults, while they express

powerful orographic movements, are more restricted in their influence and

confined within the limits of one or the other mountain blocks into which

the country is broken up. They will be mentioned with more or less detail

when describing the particular region in which they occur.

Spring Valley and Sierra Fault.—The Spring Valley fault adheres closely to

the west base of Prospect Ridge and sharply defines the ridge both in

physical and geological structure from the Mahogany Hills on the opposite

side of the narrow valley which has given its name to the fault, dnd through

which the line of the displacement runs Along the base of Prospect Ridge

the oldest Cambrian strata yet recognized in the Great Basin come up

against the fault and are separated by it from the Silurian and Devonian beds

whicli form the mountains to the west. On the west side of the fault

and opposite Prospect Peak, the culminating point on the ridge, the Eureka

quartzite of Spanish Mountain is exposed against the fault line. The strati-

graphical position of the Eureka quartzite along the Hoosac fault on the

east base of Prospect Ridge, where it overlies the great development of
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Ciiiiihriam strata and thr I'onoiiii) liiiicstouc (if tlici Silurian, thonuiirlilv

well estaljli.siu-s tlu^ fact that tlicrc occiii-s a ilis])lacemL'iit (if (ixcr li, ().)()

feet along the Spring N'allcy fault at the west base of Prospect I'eak. At

the southwest corner (if Prospect Peak a fault ruus up the steep slope of

the mountain with a somewhat irregular cdurse till reaching the sumiuit,

where it joins the Sierra fault on the south side of the peak. This cro.ss

fault going up the side of the mountain has l)een designated the Prosj)ect

Peak fault. By this fault the entire series of hetls liclonging to the Cam-
brian quartzite are aljruptly cut off, and Silurian strata are found lyiu'>-

unc(mformal)ly against it. The Sierra fault resumes the longitudinal trend

and, with an occasional Ijreak in its course, continues .sduthward until the

Cambrian ridge which it limits on the west gradually sinks below the plain.

Along tlie Sierra fault the Eureka quartzite for the greater part of the dis-

tance lies next the Prospect Mountain limestone, the Cambrian (piartzite

not being e.xposed south of Prospect Peak; otherwise the Sierra fault

presents much in connnon with that of the Spring Vallev, having the same

general trend, and with the Cambrian on one side and the Silurian on the

other. From many points of view these three faults, the Sjiring Valley,

Prospect Peak, and Sierra, may be regarded as a single line of faulting

making a sharp turn or fold in its course up the .steep slope of Prospect

Peak and on reaching tlie sunnnit of the ridge, swinging back again to the

normal north and south direction. The threes faults taken together extend

the entire length of the mountains, from Diamond to Fish Ci-eek \allevs,

completely isolating the Camljrian strata from tlie Sihn-ian and Devonian

lying to the westward. As evidence of the continuity of the faults, it may
be stated that along the course of the Sierra faidt on the summit of tlie ridge,

no displacement of strata has been recognized north of its junction with the

Prospect Peak fault, the ])ase of the Caml)rian limestone resting conform-

ably on the summit of the Cambrian (piartzite.

Hoosac Fault.—A sharp contrast between the Hoosac fault lying on the

east side of the Prospect Kidge and the Spring Vallev fault on the west side,

is shown by the large amount of lavas that have broken out along the

former and tliat are wholly wanting along the latter. Indeed, the course of

the Iloo.sac fault can be traced only approximately, owing to the vast ac-
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cumulation of these lavas poui-ed out along the line of displacement, in

places concealing' the underlying rocks for considerable distances on both

sides. Within certain limits, however, there is no great difficulty in de-

termining its main com'se, as on the one side only Silurian rocks occur,

while on the other all the beds known to be in their true structural position

belong to the Lower Coal-measures. At the southern end of the moun-

tains, where the sedimentary beds emerge from beneath the Quaternary,

the fault is completely obscured by rhyolite flows that flank the slopes of a

long ridge of Eureka quartzite, the uppermost member of the Prospect

Ridge series just to the westward. Opposite Pinto Peak, where the rhyo-

lite flows are of exceptional width and of great thickness, no indications of

its trend are visible, and not until east of Hoosac Mountain do the sedi-

mentary rocks rise above the rhyolite. At Hoosac Mountain occurs the

only case of Silurian beds found on the east side of the fault line, and this

is more apparent than real, as it is rather an instance where a body of

quartzite has been thrust eastward by powerful volcanic forces and lies

superimposed eitlier upon igneous rocks or a body of Carboniferous lime-

stone. It is probably only a thin capping of quartzite, and evidently out

of place, as just eastward of it the limestones may be seen in their true

position.

Proceeding northward the Eureka quartzite, at the base of Hamburg

Ridge, marks the faidt on the west, and in direct contact with it lies the

Lower Coal-measures of Spring Hill Ridge, a contact which is maintained

nearly to New York Canyon, onlv here and there slightly obscured by

Quaternary accumulations. At New York Canyon the fault l:)ifurcates, one

branch turning to the northeast and the other to the northwest, the easterly

branch being the main one and retaining tlie name, Hoosac fault. The

fault trending to the northeast still continues to mark the boundar}- between

the Silurian and Carboniferous, following the course of New York Canyon,

and from here northward the contact is nowhere obscured Ijy outbursts of

lava, the Lone Mountain Silurian of McCoy's Ridge being found on the

northwest side of the displacement, with the Lower Coal-measures on the

southeast. A short distance beyond the entrance to New York Canyon,

near the Richmond siui-ltini;- works, the fault ceases to be traceable toward
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the north. No precise measuremeut of the amount of disphxcenient ak>no-

the east base of Prospect Ridge can be given, but estimating it from the

known thickness of the strata lying between the summit of the Eureka

(juartzite and the base of the Lower Coal-measures as given in the Eureka

section, we have a vertical movement of 12,800 feet. Now, if we suppose,

and it seems highly [jrobable, that there are 300 or 400 feet of limestones

beneath the beds exposed at the surface, and that the upper portion of

the Eureka quartzite is also wanting, we have a displacement of over 13,000

feet. Probably the vertical movement at its maximum displacement

amounted to more than 2i miles, lying wholly within Paleozoic rocks.

Ruby Hill Fault.—The branch fault which leaves the main one just after

it enters New York Canyon from the south trend.s northwesterly across the

slope of Prospect Ridge, thence across Ruby Hill, probably connecting

with the Spring Valley fault although it has never been traced beyond the

Richmond and Albion mines. It has been designated the Ruby Hill fault.

On the atlas sheet its course is indicated only a .short distance bevond the

Jackson fault, its true position on Ruby Hill not having been accurately

located until after the printing of tlie map. Altliougli the Ruby Hill fault

possesses features of great economic importance bearing upon the ore de-

posits of the district, it is by no means so profound a displacement as the

Hoosac and is measured by hundreds instead of thousands of feet. The

dynamic movements which produced it have not influenced in any marked

manner the structural features of the country, presenting, in this respect,

the greatest possible contrast with the main Hoosac fault. There is some

reason for the ojjinion that the Ruby Hill fault is of later date than the main

fault, and belongs to the period of Tertiary eruptions. A more detailed

description of this fault will be found in tlie chapter devoted to the discus-

sions of the ore deposits.

Pinto Fault.—This fault is situated about 2 miles to the east and nearly

l)arallel with the Hoosac fault, whicli it closely resembles in structm-al

features. Like the Hoosac, its course can not be traced with precision, yet

the geological characters are so distinctive that there exist scarcely any

difficulties in the way of determining its main trend across the mountains

as it sharply defines the boundary between the elevated County Peak aud
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Silverado block on the one side and the depressed Spring Hill and Carljon

Ridge block on the other. On the west side, wherever the volcanic and

detrital material fails to conceal the underlying rocks only Carboniferous

sti'ata are exposed, whereas, on the opposite side Silurian strata every-

where rise above the fault line in bold and abi-upt ridges.

Starting from the southern end of the mountains the fault follows u])

Pinto Valley, with Carbon Ridge on the west and English Mountain on the

east, the intermediate valley being filled with jnimices and tuffs. Not

until nearly opposite Dome Mountain do the sedimentary beds on both

sides of the fault come in direct contact at the surface, but here we find

the Lower Coal-measures limestone brought up unconformably against the

Lone Mountain limestone. From here a deep, narrow limestone gorge

extends northward, along which the limestones of the two different

epochs stand out boldly on ojjposite walls, the direction of the gorge coin-

ciding with the line of the fault. Where the drainage channel following

the gorge turns abruptly toward the west the Eureka quartzite comes in

beneath the Lone Mountain strata, but the fault, without deviating in the

least from its course, continues northward with the Carboniferous limestone

still on the west side. A short distance farther northward the sedimentary

strata are buried beneath the lavas of Richmond Mountain. The vertical dis-

placement along the Pinto is probably quite as great as that found along

the Hoosac fault; the same geological horizons are here brought into juxta-

position, although higher beds form the contact along the Pinto fault, and

at Carbon Ridge the Weber conglomerates come in as the uppermost beds.

The enormous development of Devonian strata and the Diamond Peak

quartzite, which, as shown by the section, have an estimated thickness of

11,000 feet, is wholly wanting.

Rescue Fault.—About 2f miles east of the Pinto fault, and on the east side

of the Silverado and County Peak block, runs the equally persistent but

less profound Rescue fault. It derives its name from Rescue Canyon,

which, in turn, owes its origin primarily to the fiiult. The canyon, a longi-

tudinal mountain valley nearly 2 miles in length, opening out into Fish

Creek Basin, is now occupied for the entire distance by rhyolite extrava-

sated along the course of the fault. At the head of tlie canyon the rhvolite
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gives out find the fault enters the Xevadu liuiestoue with :i course a little

east of north, and follows alonj^- under the a]jru])t east wall of Sui;ar I^oaf.

A short distanee beyond Suyar Loaf tlie fault coincides with tlic contact of

the Nevada limestone with the White Pine shale, niaintainiu;;- this course

until both the liuiestoue and shale pass Ijeneath the basalt tableland toward

the north. That the fault continues bevond this point beneath tlie l)asalt

is clearly established by geological structure, the Devonian sti-ata of (Jouuty

Peak jjassiug luider the tableland on the west side and the Weber con-

glomerate and Upper Coal-measures dipping towai'd it and passing l)eneath

it on the east. There can be no doubt that the Kescue fault sharply defines

a great physical break separating the County Peak from the Diamond Peak

block. After entering the region occupied by the basalt field, there is no

means of determining the precise course of the fault, everything Ijeing

obscured by recent lavas. Upon leaving the basalt area the fault probablv

follows along the east base of Richmond Mountain, but is hidden beneath

the audesitic rocks that, flowing eastward, rested against the base of the

gently iuclined slopes of the Upper Coal-measure limestones of the Dia-

mond Range. Beneath the lavas the trend of the fault, while in a great

degree conjectural, cannot \ary far from the course of the contact between

the Nevada limest(meand the White Pine shale as exposed to the soi.th and

the Une of the ('arl)oniferons rocks to the north and east. In the region of

the volcanic rocks the displacement along the fault can not be measm-ed,

although it must be very great, as is shown by the Devonian beds on the

one side and the uj)per members of the great development of the Carbon-

iferous sediments on the other South of the basalt the fault runs wholly

within the limits of the upper portion of the Nevada limestone, or else at

the base of the White Pine shales. Nowhere along its entire course, from

Packer Basin to Fish Creek Valley, does the downthrow apparently exceed

3,000 feet of vertical displacement.

OROGR.\PIIIC I5LOCKS.

Prospect Ridge.-Tliis ridge stauds out as the most jn'ominent orographic

feature of the iMn-eka Mountains. It is situated in the very center of the

mountains and presents a bold, serrated outline, extending with an appmx-
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imately north and isoutli trend from Diamond Valley to the Fish Creek

Basin. From Diamond Valley the northern slopes I'ise gradually out of the

plain to the sunnnit of Ruby Hill, beyond which the mountains assume a

more rugged asi)ect, continuing southward in an unbroken ridge until cut

off sharply by erui)tive masses or concealed beneath Quaternary accumula-

tions of the valley.

As already described, this orographic block is sharpl)- outlined along it:^

entire eastern base by the Hoosac fault, evidence of which is slunvn in the

geological character of the opposite walls and in the extravasated rocks that

have broken out along the line of dislocation. The Spring Valley, Prospect

IMountain, and Sierra faults as clearly define it on the west, except that

along the entire length of these combined faults no lavas reach the surface.

The Sierra tault marks a more decided geological than topographical break,

since along the displacement an intricate and confused mass of mountains

unites Prospect liidge with the country to the west of it, the Silurian and

Devonian rocks resting against the Prospect Mountain limestone high up on

the summit without any intervening valley or depression. With these

clearly defined boundaries the Prospect Ridge block measures 10 miles in

length and across its broadest development, in the region of Prospect Peak,

between 2 and 2^ miles in width. Topographically this mountain block is

quite simple—a longitudinal ridge rising abruptly on the west side with

Prospect Peak, the culminating point, descending for 2,500 feet toward

Spring Valle}^ with an average slope of 30°, but on the east side falling

away much more gradually and witli far less regularity towards the Hoosac

fault.

In structure Prospect Ridge is an anticlinal fold, au'l affords an admir-

able example of such structure, accompanied by profound north and south

faults approximately parallel with the strike of the beds. The axis of the

fold lies wholly on the western side of the ridge and is well shown on the

slopes of Prospect Peak, the beds on both sides of the axial plane standing

inclined at an angle of nearly 80°. While the crest of the ridge trends

north and south, the axis of the fold, striking west of noi-tli, follows obliquely

down the slope and is finally lost in the valley toward the west. The rocks

which constitute this great body of folded strata between the two lines of
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faulting present a contornialjle series of sediments inclineil throughout their

entire thickness at angles seldom less than 75°.

From the axis of the anticline, near the summit, on the west side of

Prospect Peak, to the Iloosac fault along the eastern base of the ridge,

there is exposed a series of strata measuring nearly 10,000 feet in tliickness,

and wholly made up of Cambrian and Silurian rocks. The axis of this

fold occurs in the Prospect Mountain quartzite, the underlying member of

the Cambrian, and is in turn overlain successively by the Prospect Moun-

tain limestone. Secret Canyon shale, Hamburg limestone, Hamburg shale,

Pogcmip limestone, and Eureka quartzite. Along the Iloosac fault the

Eureka (juartzite is well exposed at Caribou Hill, McCoy's Ridge, Iloosac

Mountain, and the narrow ridge east of Round Top.

Prospect Ridge affords the grandest section of Caml)rian rocks yet

recognized in the Great Basin, and with the exception of one or two insig-

nificant exposiu-es of slight inq)ortance east of the Sien-a tault, the rocks of

this period are confined to this orographic block. Section CD-EF (atlas

sheet xiii), constructed across the central portion of the Em-eka Mountains,

intersects Prospect Ridge about 3,000 feet to the north of the peak at a

point well chosen to bring out the anticlinal structure of the uplifted block

and its relations to the fault lines. There is represented on PI. ii, Fig. 4, a

geological section drawn at right angles to the strike of" the beds across the

culminating point of Prospect Peak, from Spring Valley to the Hoosac

fault. The Prospect Mountain limestone is here shown capping the peak

and the entire east slope, and it is again exposed at the base of the ridge on

the west side of the anticline, rising above the detrital material of Spring

Valley. In Fig. 3 of the same plate will be found a section of the same

strata across Ruby and Adams Hills. Here the beds are inclined at a much

lower angle, otherwise the structural featui-es and succession of strata are

nearly identical. Ruby Hill corresponding to Prospect Peak and Adams

Hill to the Hamburg Ridge, with the intermediate Secret Canyon shale

occupjnng a depression between them.

Fish Creek Mountains.—To the soutliwcst of tlic Sierra fault the character

of the country changes, and a confused and intricate series of ridges come

in, presenting a strong contrast to the adjacent region. In place of the
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single ridge structure, as seen toward the north, the configuration of

the country shows a broad, rough mass of mountains, from 4 to 5 miles

in width, of very divei'sified topographic forms and deeply scored by

narrow gorges. In the region of Atrypa Peak, Gray's Peak, and Lookout

Mountain a classification of the mountain masses becomes a matter of much

difficulty, the orographic structure being complex, and the resultant of

forces in some respects different from tliose wliicli elevated Prospect Ridge

or the Fish Creek Mountains. Southward from Castle Peak the latter

mountains become a distinct range, and with a north and south trend stretch

off southward several miles l^eyond the limits of this survey. They ai'e

situated in the extreme southwest corner of the Eureka District, and are

sharply defined by the broad valley of Fish Creek on the one side and An-

telope Valley on the other, which partially disconnects them from the

Eureka Mountains. They measure about 5 miles in width and rise over

2,000 feet above the adjoining Quaternary plain. They present the im-

pressive appearance of a solid mountain mass gently inclined to the west,

but falling off somewhat abruptly on the east, accompanied by a steep es-

carpment just beneath and parallel with the summit of the ridge. The

structure is that of an anticlinal fold whose axial ])lane coincides with the

escarpment along which there has been a downthrow of 600 feet. The

origin of the escarpiTient is due to the faulting. At the base of the cliff the

faulted strata are unifoi'mly inclined toward the valley at an angle of

about 15°. Along the west side of the anticlinal axis the beds lie at much

lower angles, exhibiting first a slight synclinal fold followed by an equally

gentle anticlinal, beyond which for nearly 2 miles they fall away with a

nearly uniform dij> toward Antelope Valley.

The Fisli Creek Mountains may be considered as essentially made up

of Silurian rocks, in marked contrast with Prospect Ridge, which is, as lias

been already shown, formed of Cambrian strata with outlying slopes of

Pogonip Hmestone and Eureka quartzite. Here are exposed the two lower

members of the Silurian in a manner which can hardly be excelled for sim-

plicity of structure elsewhere in the Great Basin. Nearly all the more ele-

vated portions of the mountains consist of Upper Pogonip limestone, the

axis of the fold occurring not far below the top of the horizon. Tlie Eureka
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(lUMi'tzite overlies the linicsronc on both sides of the inouiitiiins, Itut as the

di]) of the strata coineides (dosely witli the inclination of the western slope,

it comes to the surface only near the base of the ridge. As the strata dip

away both to the north and south from the central body of Pogonip lime-

stone, a l)elt of the quartzite may be observed encircling- it on all sides.

Nowhere do the Fish Creek Mountams expose a section of the I'ogonip

limestone for more than one-quarter of its thickness, as given in the general

section, although numerous excellent partial sections are shown of the

Upper Pogonip beds. Northward of Bellevue Peak, and in the region

of Castle Mountain, the Lone Mountain, limestone overlying the Eiu'eka

(piartzite comes to the surface, and again at the southern end of the range,

but beyond the limits of the map.

From this descrijition, and by the aid of the map (atlas Sheet xi), a clear

idea may be obtained of the broader features of the Fish Creek Mountains,

and in the chaj)ters devoted to the Silurian rocks and the descriptive geology

there will be found the evidences in detail for the conclusions presented

here as to their age and structure.

Mahogany Hills.—The Mahogauy Hills are situated on the west side of the

Eureka ]\Iountains. They occupy by far the largest area of any of the

mountain blocks into whicli the country has been divided, and are as sharply

defined as any of the others by natural physical outlines. Spiing ^^alley and

Canyon serve as an excellent boundary between them and Prospect llidge,

but everywhere else, except along the narrow belt which connects thero with

the Fish Creek Mountains, the broad Quaternary plain rests against the

upturned edges of the (uitlying ridges. From Spring Valley the ]\Iahogany

Hills extend westward, a mountain mass over 8 miles in width; in a north

and south direction they present an unbroken body of limestone, 12 miles

in length. This broad mountain mass maybe di^ided into two nearly equal

parts, separated by the level plain of Dry Lake and the narrow goi'ge of

Yahoo Canyon, the lake at one time draining northward through the canyon

into Hayes Valley. The country to the east of the lake and canyon,

while it has much in common with the western side, is, in structural

features, closely related to the Pifion Range. This latter range, which is

made up of a number of longitudinal ridges extending from the Humboldt
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River to the Eureka ]\Iouiitains, may be said to teriiiiuate at the deeply

ei'oded pass kuowu as The Gate, as it there loses its distinctive features.

The mouoclinal character of the uplifted ridges is, however, still maintained

nearly to Spanish Mountain, or until cut off by the Spring Valley fault.

From Dry Lake westward the mountains rise abruptly, frequently in

steep cliffs, presenting a somewhat monotonous aspect of dark bluish gray

limestone covered with a scanty groAvth of mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus

Icedifolius), from which the region derives its name. A few culminating

points attain elevations above the general level, but these gradually fall

away to the westward in long uniform ridges, sharply defined by drainage

channels that cut down hundreds of feet into the limestones with nearly

vertical escarpments.

Mahogany Hills are made up for the most part of Nevada limestone,

which everywhere forms all the more elevated portions. Silurian rocks

occur in one or two localities, but principally at Spanish Mountain, where

the Eureka quartzite is admirably shown, with all its peculiarities of struc-

ture, overlain by the Lone Mountain limestone, which in turn j^asses con-

formably into the Nevada limestone. For purposes of stratigraphical geol-

ogy, the position of Spanish Mountain is most fortunate, as its relation to

the overlying Devonian limestone is well brought out, while its relation to

the underlying limestones and shales of the LoAver Silurian and Cambrian

is demonstrated beyond question in both the Fish Creek Mountains and

Prospect Ridge. Spanish Mountain happens to be the only area of Eureka

quartzite in the Mahogany Hills. On the southern slope of Comb's Peak

the upturned beds afford an excellent exposure of the limestones overlying

the Eureka quartzite, and give a section of Lone Mountain rocks lower than

found elsewhere, including a series of beds whose geological position is

determined by a characteristic Trenton fauna. The relationship of this fauna

just above the Eureka quartzite to the fauna found elsewhere immediately

below the quartzite offers an important link in the paleontological history

of the Eureka District. One of the best sections across the Nevada limestone

may be found on the ridge north of Modoc Peak, Avhere the beds tlu'oughout

a great vertical thickness present a nearly uniform strike and dip, with but

little disturbance or dislocation. The Modoc section measures about 5,400feet
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iu thickness. It is given in detail in the chapter devoted to a disenssion of

the Devonian rocks, on i)age 66.

Silverado and County Peak Group.—This mountain l)h)ck stands ahnost com-

pletely isolated fntin the others, being cut oflF by profound fauhs on all

sides, along wliidi igneous rocks have reached tlie surface iu cuorinous

masses. In this way it is clearly outlined from the Diamond Range on the

northeast by the broad basalt table of Basalt Peak and the Strahlenlierg,

on the north by Richmond Mountain, and on the west in great part from

Carbon Ridge and Spring Hill group by the extravasated rocks along the

Pinto fault. A glauce at the map will show how closely these lavas sm--

round the mountains and there is good reason to l)elieve that if the Quater-

nary deposits along the foothills were removed this encircling l)elt of lavas

would be still more noticeable. Here and there a few isidated patches

of lava rise above the level of the plain in Fish Creek and Newark valleys,

but in most instances the exposures occupy too limited areas to permit

of their being located upon the map. The outlines of the knobs and knolls

of rock partially concealed by recent deposits indicate their ])rol)abl\- vol-

canic origin.

The mountains are roughly broken up into three grou^js—northern,

southern and southeastern. Wood Valley, a relatively broad drainage

channel open to the west, and Charcoal Canyon, a narrow but deep ra^^ne

south of Sentinel Peak on the east, separate the two former, while the latter

is somewhat isolated by the deep valley of Rescue Canyon and an arm of

Newark Valley. For convenience the northern region may be designated

as the County Peak Mountains, the southern as the Silverado group, and

the region to the southeast as the Alhambra Hills. Taken together they

stretch from Fish Creek Valley to Richmond Mountain and in an east and

west direction from the Pinto fault to the Quaternary plain.

Between the two great lines of displacement, the Pinto and Rescue

faults, the broad mass of limestone presents a gentle synclinal sti'uctin-e,

the beds dipping toward the center from both fault lines and away from

the lines of igneous outbursts. The mountains are ahnost wholly made up

of limestones belonging to the Silurian and Devonian periods, all the more

elevated portions being formed of characteristic strata of the middle and
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upper portions of the Nevada limestone. At tlie exti'eme northeast corner

tlie Eureka quartzites occupy a small area, but are of no special importance

themselves except in determining the basal rocks of this elevated mass and

the position of the overlying strata. Numerous narrow gorges with mural-

like faces cut deeply into the limestones, affording excellent comparative

sections across the strata, datum points being readily established by the

brown, red and gray beds of the middle Devonian. Represented in this

uplifted mass occur between 6,000 and 8,000 feet of limestones. That the

upper beds of the Nevada epoch are represented here is shown just to the

east of Sugar Loaf and Island Mountain wliere the White Pine shales lie

conformably upon the uppermost beds of limestone.

Diamond Mountains.—Tliis range is oue of the best defined mountain up-

lifts on the Nevada plateau, extending 40 miles along the east side of Dia-

mond Valley. Only the southern end of it, however, in the northeast corner

of the map, c<imes within the limits of this survey, as the range properly

terminates with Newark Mountain. Its immediate proximity to the County

Peak limestones, from which it is separated only by an ovei-flow of igneous

rocks, relates it in the closest possible manner with the Eureka Mountains.

Diamond Peak (10,637 feet), the highest and broadest in the range, lies

within the limit (^f this survey, and the geological structure and continuity

of l)eds exposed upon the flanks of lioth Diamond Peak and Newark Moun-

tain, ad<l gi-eatl}- to our knowledge of the sequence of Paleozoic sediments.

For the greater part of its length Carboniferous rocl^s flank both sides of the

Diamond Range, and, as is so often the case throughout Nevada, no beds

immediately iinderlying them had previously been recognized toward the

north. Here, however, Newark Mountain consists exclusively of Devonian

rocks pa.ssing beneath the east liase of Diamond Peak, where they are con

fonnably overlain by an inunense thickness of Carboniferous beds. New-

ark Mountain rises abruptly out of the plain and offers a typical example,

so common in the Great Basin, of an anticlinal ridge with one side of the

fold dropped down along the lino of the axial plane. In this instance the

downthrow lies (in tlie east side and the mountain presents along the summit

a bold escarpment 1,000 feet in height, facing Newark Valley. At the base

of tlie escarpment easterly dipping beds come in, and dark lilue massive lime-
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stones of the Upper I)evi>iii:ui foriu the reiiiainihT of the steep shtpe for

;i1)out 1,000 feet and tlien stretch far out into the valley in a line of low

hills and isolatecl huttes, still dipping toward the east. The entire western

side of the mountain, iiu-ludin<^- the summit of the ridge, dips uniformly

toward the west, and is in tui-u overlain hy the White Pine shales through

Avhicli Hayes C'an\dn has been eroded. < )n the nortli side of Newark

Mountain these flexible shales curve around to the northeast and form tlie

east base of Diamond I'eak, only the uppermost beds of the Nevada lime-

stone here appearing alioxc tlie level of the valley, the remaining portion

of the Devonian beds upon l»oth sides of the fold having dropped completely

out of sight.

Diamond Peak rises al)ove Newark Valley over 4,000 feet, with an

excei^tionally steep slope, tlie White Pine shales pre.senting smooth rounded

ridges along the base of tlie mountain. The shales are overlain by a great

thickness of rough and rugged Diamond Peak quartzites, followed ])v the

Lower Coal-measure limestones which for a- long distance form the summit

of the ridge. In its structure the Diamond Range is in strong contrast with

tlie anticlinal sti-ucttu'e of Newark Mountain, presenting a synclinal fold

whose axis lies in the Lower Coal-measures. The identical series of beds

found dipping into tlie pt-ak on the east side come in again on the west

side, but with a res'erse dip, except that the White Pine shales are not

brought to the surface, owing to a longitudinal fault which extends along

the west side of Diamond Peak, completely cutting them off ami bringing

up still higher Carboniferous formations than those found near the summit.

From the axis of the anticline on the east slope of Newark Mountain diag-

onally across Diamond Peak there is exposed an admirable section, includ-

ing Nevada limestones, White Pine shales, Diamond Peak quartzites, and

Lower Coal-metusure limestones. The geological importance of this section

lies in the fact that it offers, across the middle of the Paleozoic rocks, a con-

formable anil continuous series of beds rarely found elsewhere, imiting the

upper Paleozoic with the great development of Silurian and Cambrian rocks

beneath. From Bold lUutf, at the southern end of Diamond Peak, the New-

ark fault brings the I^ower Coal-measures against the White Pine shales, the

entire develoj)ment of Diamond Peak quartzite having been displaced ah^ng
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the west side of Newark Mountain. North of Newark Mountain, however,

the limestones occupy their true geological position, overljdng the quartzite

and dipping- westerly.

AI})ha Ridge for its entire length is made up of Lower Coal-measure

limestones uniformly inclined toward the west and in turn overlain by the

Weber conglomerates and Upper Coal-measures. In the Weber conglom-

erates there is a synclinal and anticlinal fold, the latter being well shown in

long narrow ridges stretching in north and south lines parallel with the

bedding. Of the Upper Coal-measures there occurs only a limited expo-

sure above the conglomerates, but they are admirably displayed with their

stratigraphical position well brought out and their geological age deter-

mined from ample paleontological evidence.

In the area north of Newark Canyon, stretching northward as far as

the limit of the map and west of the Alpha fault, a north and south fault

on the west side of Alpha Peak ridge, occurs an inclined table wholly

made up of Upper Coal-measure limestones. Its identity upon both litli-

ological and paleontological grounds, with the body of Carboniferous lime-

stones overlying the Weber conglomerates south of Newark Canyon seems

conclusive, and tlie finding of Carboniferous species unlike those known to

occur in the Lower Coal-measures at Eureka and characteristic of the Upper

Coal-measures elsewhere establishes the geological position of these beds.

Carbon Ridge and Spring Hill Group.—Tllis block OCCUpieS a far leSS COUSpicU-

ous position than any of the others, and seen from any commanding

point of view it would not be in the least likely to attract attention as a

prominent physical feature of the country. Unlike the adjoining uplifted

blocks which rise boldly out of the plain, this one has rather the appear-

ance of a depressed region without any persistent or distinctive character-

istics. Nevertheless, it is sharply defined, geologically, by parallel lines of

displacement, the Hoosac and Pinto faults. On the one side rises Prospect

Ridge and on the other rises the broad mass of County Peak and Silverado

Mountains. This relatively depressed block measures 6^ miles in leno-th,

but between the faults has an average width of only If miles. Estimating

from the thicknesses of the different epochs given in the Em-eka section

both fixidts show profound vertical displacements of 12,000 to 15,000 feet.
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Eiii])r;ice(l witliin tliese lines ot" faulting < ml \' ( 'arlxniitcrous l)e(ls are exposed,

nlicreas tlie iucldsiui^ outer walls on Ijotli sides eoiisist of Silurian rocks

traceable the entire leng'th oi' tlie mountains except where concealed hy

volcanic overflows. P^issures alon<>' these fault lines have served as conduits

for extravasated lavas, tliroUi^li wliicli lia\e jkhuhmI out, either U]»on one side

or tile other, vast accumulations of volcanic material, for nearly the entire

lenjith of the mountains. So extensive have been these flows over the

Carboniferous rocks that not onK' luiAe the fault planes become obscui'ed,

but large areas of the setlimentary beds lie concealed beneath the lavas,

while in the region of the lloosac Mountain tlusv have so spread out

over the countrv as to completely burv all the underlving rocks between

tlu^ two faults. Natui'ally such an amount of volcanic, energy displaved

all along the line has broken and dislocated the strata, caused minor fault-

ings and displacements, and over much of the area rendered it diHicult. if

not imp()ssil)le, to work out the structural relations of tlu^ exposed bed.s.

Man\- fractures and breaks in the inclosed rocks, although not of any great

magnitude, are frequentK' sutHcient to render any })r(!cise measurement of

the beds impo.ssilde, the amount of faulting being undeterminable. On

the other hand great blocks of strata have been tilted up at high angles

with onl\' sliglit disturl);nic('s, afl'ording fairh' good cross-sections.

The volcanic rooks separate the sedimentary beds, whi(;h otherwise

would form a coutinmmsbodv, into two or more di.stinct areas, the northern

known as the S[)ring Hill grou]) and the southern as tlie Carlson Ridge,

while l)etween them lies a much smaller area of limestones evervAvhere sur-

rounded l)v eruptive rocks. The middle area serves in a measure to connect

the other two, the same beds found here occurring both noi-th and south.

Acro.ss the southern end of Spring Hill, where the strata are less dis-

turbed than elsewhere, the limestones j)resent a synclinal fold whose axis

lies on the west side of the ridge east of Spring Hill. Adjoining tiie

Hoosac fault lies a low, narrow ridge separated from the main bodv of lime-

stone by a north and south fault, beyond which the limestones on S])ring

Hill dip casterlv at an angh^ of ,'{0°, the beds on the oj)posite side of

the fold attaining angles as high as M° westerlv. .Measured on the line

of the main section there are about 3,400 feet of limestones included
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between the Hoosac and Pinto faults. This entire series ot heds l)eh)ngsto

the Lower Coal-ineasures, evidence of their age being found in tlie cliarac-

teristic fossils obtained at both the top and the bottom of the hniestones. Car-

bon Ridge possesses a simple structure, a single block inclined uniformly to

the east, the beds varying slightly from 60°. Here, however, tlie position

of the uppermost beds of limestone is determined by the overlying Weber

conglonierates. Limestones form tlie west base and crest of the ridge, the

conglomerates coming in all along the east slope and stretching out toward

the Pinto fault until l)uried beneath the acidic pumices and tutfs. The

limestones afford about the same thickness of beds as developed on Spring

Hill, and the overlying Weber conglomerates measure 1,900 feet, assum-

ing a uniform dip and the absence of all faulting. This series of beds

of Lower Coal-measure limestones and Weber conglomerates is similar to

the section ex])osed on Alpha liidge and Weber Peak in the Diamond Moun-

tains, the thickness being about the same. It is the seijuence of strata most

connnonly met with in the Great Basin ranges wherever we find a broad

limestone body overlain by one of sandstone.

TERTIARY ROCKS.

Tertiary Lavas.—Subsequent to the movements that folded and faulted

by powerful dynamic forces this great body of Paleozoic strata came the

pouring out of volcanic lavas, the only other rocks that play an important

part in the geological history of the Eureka Mountains. These lavas were

forced to the surface not only after the crumpling of the beds and blocking

out of the mountains, but after A'cry considerable erosion had carved the

deepest canyons and brought about the configuration of the country nuu-h

as it is seen to-day. Evidence of this erosion before the pouring out of the

lavas is shown by the position of many extensive bodies of lava in the

bottoms of the largest canyons, and by the blocking up of ancient drainage

channels through the welling out of erupted masses, necessitating new outlets.

It is evident that a very long period of time must have ela2)sed subsequent

to the building up of the Paleozoic masses before the breaking out of the

lavas. Although no direct evidence of the age of these lavas can be found

in the Eureka District, they are regarded as beh)nging to the Tertiary
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pcriiMl. Ill iiiMiiy \va\s tlic\ \>vnv tlic closest rcsciiililaiicc in tlicir iihhIc dl'

occuiTcnrt', to similar la\as clscwlicic in tlir (Jrcat IJasin, where ex idciicc of

their agi; has been determined l)y their relation to sedimentary strata cariy-

inji" a Miocene or Pliocene fauna or flora. In mineral and chemical coinposi-

tion the lavas show jireat variations, liornlileiide-andesite, dacite, rliyolite,

pyroxene-andesite, and basalt l)eing well represented, with a wide range in

structural and physical features. A description of these different lavas and

tiieir relations to each other, as well as their geological relations to the

orogra[)hic blocks, will lie found in the chapter devoteil to a discussion of

the Tertiar\- rocks.

QrATEKN.\i;V DICI'DSITS.

Quaternary Valleys.—The Eureku Mountains rise out of a broad plain

everywhere covered by Quaternary dei)osits that stretcli a\va\ in all direc-

tions far beyond the limits of the j)resent survey. The atlas siieets accom-

panying this work fail to indicate the relative area occupied 1)\ the moun-

tains to that <if the desert plains, l)ut an extension of the map onlv a few

miles more on all sides would at least liave shown how comp'eteK the

mountains were suitouiuIimI by a broad exi)anse of the so-called sau'e-lirush

deserts. With a single exception these l)road plains ojk'Ii one into the

other, the only !)arrier l»eing the diamond Mountains, wdiicli se|)arate Dia-

mond Vallev from X(;wark Valley.

Newark \'alley and Fish (Jreek iJasin are simplv extiiiisions of the

same great j)lain, the former situated on the east and the latter on the .south

of the Eureka Mountahis. The Fish Creek Basin connects, ])v means

of a narrow [tass south of the Fish ("reek Mountains, with Antelope Valley,

a few miles beyond the limits of the map. .Viitelope \alle\- may be re-

garded as a southern extension of the broad, desert-like expaii.se of Hayes

Valley, whi(;h stretches far toward the north on the west side of the Pifion

Range. Hayes Valley connects with Diamond Valley by the narrow

gorge known as Tlu; Gate, which is simply a low jjass cut down to the

level of the plain through which the former vallev at one time drained into

the latter.

Little time has been devoted to the investigation of the Quaternary

get>logy in the immediate region of Eureka, but so far as the deposits have
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been studied they resemble closely those found in the neighboring' valleys,

and do not offer nuich of special or local interest.

During the Quaternary period vast accumulations of detrital material

were brought down from the mountams and transported far out upon the

neighboring plain or laid down upon the flanks of the outlying foothills.

These deposits have been classed under two distinct epochs—an upper and

a lower Quaternary.

Lower Quaternary.—The earlier deposits, or the lower Quaternary, are

for the most part lacustrine, made up of finely comminuted stratified sands

and clays carrying varying amounts of calcareous material. All the beds

have a prevailing light yellowish color. They form the so-called alkali

flats of Nevada, and when dry resemble a hard tile pavement, but when

moist have all the disagreeable qualities of a plastic clay, ^\-ell nigh impas-

sable. Nowhere within the neighborhood of Eureka have they been cut by
water channels for more than a few feet, and at the time of our investigation

no deep borings for water had been made. In consequence no reliable data

exist for a correct estimate of their thickness, which in ])laces may reach

several hundred feet. No recent shells have as yet been found in the few

exposures observed along the stream beds. On the map the line of de-

marcation between the upper and lower divisions of the Quaternary' has

been drawn somewhat arbitrarily, it being by no means easy to sej^arate,

sharply, the finer material of the upper series from the lacustrine deposits

underlying them.

Upper Quaternary.—The iipper or mountain Quaternary is made u]) of

angular material varying in size from large bowlders to fine sand and

gravel. It is in all cases traceable to the neighboring mountains, the nature

of the coarser fragments depending upon the rock exposure above it. The
material is subaerial in origin. It everywhere fringes the flanks of the

mountains, encroaching upon the area of the underlying lacustrine beds for

shorter or longer distances, according to the configuration of the hill-slopes

or the transporting power of floods and freshets. The finer material is, nat-

urally, transported the greater distance, consequently it gradually l)ecomes

mingled with and forms a superficial layer over the lower Quaternary de-

posits. South of Prospect Peak and opposite the entrance to Secret Can-
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yon, these upper Quateniiirv acciinmlatioiis cxtciul up the Hauks of the

mountains for 1,500 feet al)()ve tlie lowest jjart of Fish Creek VaUev, every-

where concealing' the nature of the underlying- rocks.

Most of the ijitervenino- meridional valleys lying l)et\veen the parallel

ranges of Nevada consist of narrow, trough-like depressions, in compari-

son with the level })lains bordering the Eureka Alountains. In western

Utah and eastern Nevada these valleys exhiV)it great similarity as regards

their physical and geological history. They have been desci-ibed at great

length by Mr. Clarence King' and Mr. G. K. Gilbert,-' both of whom have de-

voted nmch time to the study of the Quaternary accumulations and the cli-

matic conditions under which the material was laid down. JMany local details

of these valleys may also be found in the volume deAa)ted to thedescriptive

geology of the Fortieth Paralhd Exploration,^ and the reader who desires

to pursue the subject further is referred to the works quoted.

' U. S. Gcol. Exjilor. of the Fortieth Parallel, vol. i. Systematic C4ooIo','.V-

= U. S. Gcol. Surv., Sloiiograph I. Lake lionncville.

^U. S. Geol. Explor. of the Fortieth I'aralkl, vol. il. Iteseriptivc Geoloj;y.
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CHAPTER III.

CAMBRIAN AND SILURIAN ROCKS.

CAMBRIAN ROCKS.

Rocks of the Cambi'ian period, with the exception of two small expos-

ures, are confined to Prospect Ridge, forming all the more elevated por-

tions and the steep slopes of both sides. Indeed, the ridge is almost

wholly made np of Cambrian sedimentary beds. Silurian rocks perfectly

conformable with the upper beds of the Cambrian come in only along the

outlying spurs and foothills to the east and north. All along the east slope

of the ridge these beds exhibit a nearly uniform thickness, but attain their

greatest development in the region of Prospect Peak, where the lowest

members of the group are best exposed. Here the Cambrian rocks measure

about 7,700 feet from base to summit. They have been divided into five

epochs, designated bj^ local names, as follows : Prospect Mountain quartzite.

Prospect Mountain limestone. Secret Canyon shale, Hamburg limestone,

and Hamburg shale. The varied physical differences in the composition of

the sediments cause them to fall readily into these five epochs, each char-

acterized by its own distinctive geological and topographical featui'es.

The fauna also agrees with geological divisions and adds its own evidence

to strengthen them. So far as known, nowhere else in the state of Nevada

do the Cambrian rocks afford as fine geological sections as at Eureka ; nor

have they elsewhere been subjected to as careful a survey. The great

thickness of the group, the simplicity of structure in the region of Prospect

Peak, the slight metamorpliism of the strata, and the unifonnity of dip

over wide areas and across many thousand feet render a study of the sedi-

ments a comparatively simple matter and far easier than most Cambrian

areas in other regions of the world.

34
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Prospect Mountain Quartzite.—Tliis group lics at the biisG of tlio Caiubriau

series at Eureka and is consequently the oldest sedimentary rock exposed.

It takes its name from tlie peak, the highest point along the ridge, where it

reaches its broadest deA'elopment and forms the greater part of its -western

slope. With one or two breaks in the continuity, the quartzite ma}' be

traced along the base of the ridge northward to Ruby Hill, where, as the

footwall of the Richmond and Eureka Consolidated Mines, it becomes

of considerable economic interest. There can be no question that the

quartzite of Prospect Peak and that of Rub}' Hill are klentical. From

Ruby Hill the quartzite curves around the end of the mountain, following

the east side of the ridge, and stretches southward for more than a mile

until abruptly lost by a fault. The only occurrence in the district of this

quartzite is on Prospect Ridge. On Prospect Peak the strata have a thick-

ness of 1,500 feet and occur distinctly bedded, but in some localities all

lines of stratification appear to ])o wanting. At the base of the series the

beds ai-e largely composed of conglomerates and brecciated masses firmly

cemented together with ferruginous material, with the weathered surfaces

deeply stained by iron. In the conglomerates quartz pebbles may occasion-

ally be seen, showing- compression and fiattening on their broader sides,

airanged in beds parallel to the planes of stratification. The upper beds

are usually finer grained, carrying less iron oxide. In the Charter Tunnel,

the only locality where they have been exposed by mining exploration,

tlrey show highly metamorphosed beds derived from impure siliceous mate-

rial'.

Interstratified throughout the quartzite m-e occasional bands of fine

grained arenaceous and micaceous shales only a few feet in thickness. No
oi'ganic remains have been found in this group, although diligent search

was made in the interstratified shales, as, if they occin-, they would be of

the highest paleontological interest, extending the Cambrian famia lower

than has yet been known in the Great Basin. The Prospect Mountain

quartzite dififers from the Eureka quartzite, the next overlying siliceous

group, in being more ferruginous and in general less uniform in texture,

carrying throughout more or less clayey material, while the latter quartzite

is a nearly pure, highly altered sandstone.
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Prospect Mountain Limestone.—DireCtlj OVei' the Prospec't Mountaill qURl'tZ-

ite occurs the Prospect Mountain hmestone, which forms the greater part of

the ridge and both slopes of the mountain all the way from Ruby Hill

southward to the entrance of Secret Canyon. Beyond the limits of the

mountain these beds are unknown in the district. It is difficult to define

sharply the characteristic features of this group, changes are so frequent in

the deposition of the sediments, not only in the vertical, but lateral extension.

Secondary alterations caused by the intrusion of eruptive rocks and vari-

ations in color near the ore bodies tend to conceal the original nature of

the rock. Breccias firmly held together by calcite ai-e of common occur-

rence, while throughout the group there is abundant evidence that the beds

have been cinished and broken and subjected to an enormous pressure. In

general, however, the group possesses a light bluish gray tint when observed

over large areas, although nearly all colors from white to black are found

in the limestone, which at the same time is characterized throug'hout the

entire thickness of beds by seams of calcite varying from one-half to 6

inches in width, and frequently forming a network of white bands.

In texture the limestone is crystalline and granular and over Avide areas

is so highly altered as to obliterate all traces of organic life; and, while in

places planes of bedding may be distinctly seen all the way from Ruby

Hill southward, they are wholly wanting over the greater part of the ridge.

Stratification is well shown on the seventh level of the Richmond Mine and

in the Eureka and Prospect Mountain tunnels, where the beds are usually

bluish gray in color.

Coarse and fine white marbles, occasionally highly crystalline, are

found on the north end of the mountain, and white and light gray marbles

more than 600 feet in width are cut by the Prospect Mountain tunnel,

good varieties being observed at 750 feet and again at 1,700 feet from the

entrance of the tunnel. Analyses show them to be nearly pure carbonate of

lime. Characteristic black limestone is found near the Greddes and Bertrand

Mine, in Secret Canyon.

Numerous analyses of the rock from Ruby Hill, Prospect Mountain

Tunnel, and localities on both sides of the ridge pi'ove that the beds

throughout the formation are a magnesian limestone. Nearly pure dole-
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mites in thin lavors luivc been recog'nized in several localities, l)nt the per-

centag'e of carbonate of magnesia in most instances is too low to allow the

beds, for any considerable thickness, to be classed as dolomite, neither is

there any e%'idence that dolomitic rock is characteristic of any ])artieular

portion of this j^reat thickness of beds. Both dolomite and pure limestone

have been shown to occur near the larg-e ore bodies, analyses demonstrat-

ing, however, that there exists no possible relation between the chemical

composition of the limestone and the occun-ence of ore. Analyses of lime-

stone from the neiglil)orhood of several large ore bodies situated in widely

se2)arated localities along the ridge and from different geological horizons

throughout the epoch give the following- results :

Mine.

Hodgson

Geddes & Bertrand

Dugout

Jackson

Insoluble
residue.

Carbonate
ofmagnesia.

0-36

13-83

5-79

0-20

14-00

109

1-84

26-32

An analysis of the stratified limestone from tlie seventh hivcl of the

Richmond mine may be taken as a fair sample of the limestone body. It

yielded as follows:

Carbonate of lime 88-34

Carbonate ofmagnesia 4-98

Iron 1 -59

Silica 4-83

Total 99-74

Mr. Thomas Price, of San Francisco, made a careful chemical study of

the limestones of Ruljy Hill, collecting his samples for examination from the

most important points on tlie sui-face and from different levels in the mines.

Among the localities from which the rocks were selected, were the contact

beds between the limestone and the overlying Secret Canyon shale, strati-

fied beds on the seventh and eighth levels of the Richmond mine, the under-

lying ro(-ks of Potts Chamber, the mouth of the Bell Shaft, and near the ore

body of the Tiptop Incline. In sixteen analyses the amount of carbonate
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of magnesia varies from 1-06 to 44-35 per ceut; thi-ee of them yielded less

tlian 2 per cent. In nine out of the sixteen the amount of the silica in the

limestone was less than 2 per cent.

Many of the beds, more especially the darker limestones, give evidence

of the presence of organic matter, even where no signs of fossils are seen.

Proof of this is found in the presence of phosphoric acid in the rock. Two

specimens yielded OlS per cent, evidently derived from the fossil remains

now almost wholly obliterated.

Sandstone layers are rarely seen in this group. Interstratified in the

limestone are irregular beds of shale, lenticular or wedge-shaped bodies

varying greatly in width. Indeed, throughout the entire thickness of this

group they are a characteristic feature of the beds, which pass by insensible

gradations from pure limestone to hard argillaceous shales. Occasionally

they may be traced interstratified in parallel bands for long distances, and

again the shale will develop considerable thickness, then rapidly thin out

in all directions. For the most part they can be followed for no great dis-

tance. Two of these shale beds are quite distinctly marked on the top of

the ridge to the northward of Prospect Peak, but all traces are lost on the

surface to the south of that point. One of these shale beds on the east slope,

however, attains so great a thickness that it has been designated Moun-

tain shale, to distinguish it from the Secret Canyon horizon. Unlike the

larger body of overlying shale they are of slight geological significance, the

limestone both above and below presenting nearly identical physical fea-

tures, and so far as known canying the same organic forms. The Mountain

shale comes to the surface on the ridge near the Industry mine and on the

steep slope of the ridge above the Eureka Tunnel, across its widest devel-

opment reaching over 300 feet in thickness. It differs from the Secret

Canyon shale in can-ying alternate layers of argillaceous and calcareous

shales, the latter frequently passing into stratified shaly limestone. This

body of intercalated shale presents some features of ecotiomic interest bear-

ing upon the ore deposits, and may possibly be the same bed found in all

the deep mines on Ruby Hill. The thickness of the Prospect Mountain

limestone across its broadest expansion may be taken at 3,050 feet. On

Ruby Hill, owing to faulting, it never attains its full development.
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Secret Canyon Shale.—The Pi'ospect Mountaiu limestonc passes by gradual

transition from shaly limestone into brown and yellow argillaceous shales,

which, with the exception of one or two thin calcareous layers, present a

very uniform character for the entire distance from the extreme southern

end of Secret Canyon, where they first crop out, northward until cut off by

a fault a short distance northwest of the Eureka Tunnel. Toward tlie

upper portion of the series the shale becomes gradually interbedded with

thin layers of limestone. The designation of the group is taken from the

name of the canyon where it appears most characteristically shown. These

beds are recognized only on Prospect Mountain ridge and north of Ruby

Hill. The topographical featui-es of Prospect Mountain are largely modi-

fied by this shale body, which, eroding more readily than either the over-

lying or underlying limestone, has been largely instrumental in determining

the drainage channels of the ridge. There are few finer examples of the

wealing away of a soft, easily eroded body lying between two harder rock

masses than can be seen in Secret Canyon, where the Prospect j\Iountain

limestone rises like a wall on one side and the Hamburg limestone nearly

as abruptly on the other, while the canyon for over 3 miles is carved out

of the shale in a deep, trough-like valley. In their broadest develoi)ment

the shale measui-es 1,600 feet, although in places where they are encroached

upon by the Hamburg limestone they occur somewhat thimier. As yet no

organic foi-ms have been found through the entu-e group, though diligent

search was made for them in the more promising calcareous layers.

Hamburg Limestone.—Transition bcds of shaly limestone, varpng in thick-

ness from 25 to 200 feet, pass gradually into the overlying Hamljurg

limestone, which forms a prominent, bold ridge between the easily eroded

overlying and underlying shales, and, as it is cut through at regular inter-

vals by east and west drainage channels, presents one of the most stiiking

topographical features of the region, and a geological horizon most easily

traced in the field. On the surface this limestone is dark gray, frequently

grayish black, and throughout the greater part of the thickness presents a

gi-anular textm-e. Layers of fine sandstone and hard chei-ty bands occur

at in-egular intervals. In chemical composition it offers no essential differ-

ence from the Prospect Mountain limestone, presenting quite as wide a
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rano-e, both in silica and nia<»-nesia. Two complete analyses were made of

this limestone, one from the sunnnit and the other from the base of the

epoch, each representing- a well defined and persistent bed, as follows:

Silica

Alumina

Ferric oxide

Ferrous oxide . .

.

Manganese

Lime

Magnesia

Water

Carbonic acid . .

.

Phosphoric acid .

Chlorine

Organic matter .

,

Alkalies

Total

Base of
Hamburg
limestone.

24 '00

12

12

41-97

80

•16

32^62

•07

01

trace

trace

99-87

Summit of
Hamburg
limestone.

3^94

64

43

•20

•61

51 •96

•52

•37

40^71

•50

•01

•03

trace

99^92

An examination made of a dark compact limestone from the base of

the Hamburg, collected on the north side of the ravine opposite the dump

of the Richmond shaft, g-a.-\-e

Silica -84

Carlxmate of magnesia 1-18

A gray dolomite from the 350-foot crosscut in the Dunderburg mine

yielded

Silica -07

Carbonate of magnesia 40'04

111 general, this limestone is sharply contrasted in its lithological habit

with the Prospect Mountain body, as it is darker in color, can-ies siliceous

material in place of the clayey beds of the latter, and possesses a character-

istic rough and ragged surface produced by Aveathering. The thickness of

this limestone may be taken at 1,200 feet, and except in the shaly lime-

stones at the top and bottom of the series, no planes of bedding are trace-

able for any great distance. At Adams Hill, however, where the beds lie
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iiifliiu'd at a imicli Iowit aiiyk' and have undergdUc iiuicli k-ss mdvt'nii'Ut

and comprL'ssiuii, stralitication may be frequently observed.

Hamburg Shale.—This shale body in general resembles the one underlying

the Hamburg- limestone, except that it is by no means as uniform in com-

position, showing very rapid changes in conditions of dejjosition, becoming

more or less arenaceous or calcareous throughout its entire thickness as

Avell as in its lateral extension It is characterized by cherty nodules, and

near the top bv more or less persistent lavers of chert and sand, followed

by calcareous shales which pass into the overlying I'ogonip limestime of

the Silurian. Across its bi-oadest development it measures SoO feet, yet it

rarely maintains a uniform thickness for any long distance. The best

exposures are seen opposite the Hamburg and Dunderburg mines, and

again in the ravine north of Adams Hill, where it attains as great a thick-

ness as anywhere on the eastern slope, and is in every way as well shown.

This group is not as thick as the Mountain shale in its broadest develo[)-

ment in the Prospect IMountain limestone, yet its persistency, stratigraphi-

cal position, and its relations to the fauna of the Candjrian render it of

far greater importance.

Cambrian Fauna.—As luis already bceu mentioned, no evidences of organic

remains have been observed in the Prospect ^[ountain cpiartzite, and the ~

conditions under which the beds were dejiosited could hai'illy be considered

favorable to life. In the overh'ing Prospect ^lountain limestone obscure

fragments of fossils may be detected at various places throughout the

epoch, but localities showing any grouping of species or forms, sufficiently

well preserved for identification, are limited to three horizons. Tlie lower

of these horizons occiu's at the ba.se of the limestone, in a narrow l)elt rest-

ing on the quartzite; the second is found in strata of calcareous shales

several hinidred feet higher up, while the third horizon, which may be two

or three hundred feet in thickness, lies at the top of the limestones ju.st

below the Secret Canyon shale.

Directly ovei'lving the (piartzite, in strata which may be regarded as tran-

sition beds between it and the Prospect Mountain limestone, occur the low-

est organic forms obtained in the district, and the equivalent of the lowest

Cambrian fossiliferous strata in the Great Basiu. Along the east side of
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Prospect Peak, near the summit of the ridge, there may be traced for over

a mile a red areuaceous and calcareous shale, which is lost to the southward,

but which, followed to the northward, may be seen to pass gradually into a

dark gray shaly limestone. This arenaceous shale may be taken at 100 feet

in thickness, and, from the organic remains which it carries and from its

paleontological and geological importance, has been designated the OleneUus

shale. From this horizon the following species have been obtained

:

Kutorgiua iirospectensis. Olenellus gilberti.

Ptyclioparia .sp.

!

'

Oleuellus iddingsi.

Abo\it one-half mile northward of this locality, and in a bed of lime-

stone 100 feet in thickness, tmderlying the fossiliferous arenaceous shale,

and, in the same manner, resting directly upon the quartzites, species indi-

cating an identical geological horizon were found, as follows

:

Oleuellus gilbeiti. Oleuoides quadriceps.

Olenellus iddlugsi. Seenella conula.

Auomocare iiarAOim.

These two groupings represent all that have as yet been identified

from this lower horizon.

The Olenenus shales pasc upward into a great thickness of bluish gray

limestone, with an occasional thin band of interstratified shale. The beds,

however, yield no well defined organic remains for nearly 500 feet, but at

that hoi'izouthey furnish foiTQs which might belong both to the OleneUiis shales

below and the next fossiliferous strata above. Although localities yielding-

well defined fossils from this second horizon are seldom met with, indistinct

traces of life are seen in the limestone underneath the Mountain shale. The

best known locality is foimd at the head of New York Canyon on the long

sloping ridge south of the Fom-th of July mine. Here were obtained the

following

:

Oleuoides quadriceps. Agnostus interstrictus.

SceneUa conula. Ptychoparia prosiiectensis.

The species of PtycJioparia prospectensis has not as yet been found at

a higher horizon. Above this horizon the limestone is much metamoiiDhosed

and altered to marble, and is so broken up that well defined beds favorable
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to the preservation of fossils are rarely met with, even the ealcareons shale

presenting but slight indi(;ations of them. Not till within 300 or 400 feet of

the summit of Prospect Mountain limestone and 2,000 feet higher up in the

strata was there any grouping of fossils observed. From this horizon, and

extending up to the base of the Secret Canyon shale, numerous localities

occur all along the east slope of Prospect ]\Iountain, which present a fauna

with much the same grouping at each, and showing a mingliug of both

Georgia and Potsdam faunas.

These organic forms occur both in compact limestone and .shalv calca-

reous beds, and constitute the third and upper fossiliferous strata of IVospect

Mountain limestone. The following list contains most of the species col-

lected at this horizon in New York Canyon, many of them being found at

several localities

:

Obolella (like O. pretiosa). Protypus .sonectus.

Lingula manticula. Dicelloceijhalus nasutus.

Aguostus commiuiis. Ptychoparia oweni.

Agiiostus bideus. Ptychoparia occidcutalis.

Aguostus ueon. Ptychoparia dissiiuilis.

Agnostus richmondeusis.

From the coiTesponding beds in Secret Canyon near Geddes and Ber-

trand mine, and in a compact black limestone a short distance above the

base of the Secret Can5^on shale belt, were collected the following species

:

Kutorgina whitfieldi. Agnostus neou.

Orthis eiu'ekensis. Protypus expausus.

Stenotheca elongata. Ptychoparia oweni.

Agnostus communis. Ptychoparia haguei.

Agnostus bidens. Olenoides spiuosa.

In a well defined stratified black limestone exposed for several hundred

yards onthe seventh level of the Richmond mine were obtained the following

forms:

Obolella . Agnostus neou.

Lingula manticula. Agnostus richmondensis.

Aguostus communis. Ptychoparia oweni.

Agnostus bidens.

The finding of this groui^ing of fossils in the mine is of some special

importance as it adds paleontological proof to structm'al evidence to show
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the geological age of the limestone in which the great bodies of ore upon

Ruby Hill occur.

The Prospect Jlountain limestone carrying this fauna passes by grad-

ual transition into the Secret Canyon shale, the passage beds being mainly

thin interstratiiied layers of limestone and calcareous shale. No fossils have

been obtained from the argillaceous strata of the Secret Canyon shale

throughout its development, but imperfect fragments more or less obliter-

ated have been observed in several of the more calcareous beds. At the

to]/ of this group the calcareous shales appear, which must be taken as

forming the base of the well known Hamburg limestone, inasmuch as they

indicate new conditions of sedimentation. It is the coming in of these cal-

careous deposits that renders possible the development and preservation of

a higlier fauna. These calcareous shales may be recognized readily all along

the line of contact. In places it is well characterized by its grouping of

fossils, the same species being observed from both the east base of Ham-

burg Ridge and the corresponding beds north of Ruby Hill, presenting a

higher Cambrian fauna. The following species have been determined from

this horizon

:

Protospougia feiiestrata. Dicelloceplialiis osceola.

Lingulepi.>s ma;ra. Dicellocei)lialus richmoudensis.

Lingulcpis miiiuta. Ptychoparia pernasuta.

Lingula manticula. Ptychoparia laticeps.

Iphidea depressa. Ptychoparia bella.

Acrotreta gemma. Ptychoparia linnarssoni.

Kutorginr^ Diimitissima. Ptychoparia oweni.

Hyolithes primordialis. Ptychoparia haguei.

Aguostus communis. Ptychoparia sinulis.

Agnostus bidens. Ptychoparia uuisulcata.

Agnostus neon. Ptychoparia heviceps.

Agnostus seclusus. Chaiiocephahis tumifrons.

Dicellocephahis nasutus. Ogygia problematica.

After leaving the calcareous shales, which form the base of the Ham-

burg limestone, the next fossil horizon occurs in the shales at the summit

of the same group, and in thin interlaminated limestones in the overlying

Hamburg: shale.
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'I'liis horizon li;is yielded tlie followiiio- species:

Liiiii'iilopis mn'ia. Dirclloccphaliis MiiuuslitVons.

Liiij;ulepis nnniitii. I)ic('lloc(>|)li:iliis iiiiiiic;i.

Liiifiula iiiaiiticiil:i. Dict-llocoplialns bili)l)atus.

OhoU'lla (liscoitU'a. Dicclloccplialns nsccola.

Acrotieta fiemina. I*ty<-li<>paria alliiiis.

Kutoi'giiia iiijnutissiiiia. Ftychoparia owciu.

Hyolithes priniordialis. PtycUoparia liaunci.

Aguostus comnuiiiis. Ptyclioi>aria uianiilosa.

Agnostus bideiis. Ptycliopaiia simiilata.

Agnostus iieoii. Ptycliopaiia iiuisulcata.

Agnostus proloiigus. Ptyclioi)aria breviceps.

Agnostus tmuidosus. Arethusina americana.

Agnostus tuimtVons. Ptychaspis ininiita.

Dit'i'llocephabis nasntus.

Tlie (Hcndlus shales lie not only at the base of the f'ossilit'erous rocks

at Eureka, l)ut are equivalent to the lowest fossiliferous strata as yet

recognized in the Great Basin Their known stratigraphical position

overlying tlie Prospect Mountain (piartzite and at the base of a conform-

able series of limestone and shale of Cambrian and Silurian age, measuring

9,000 feet in thickness, renders the question still a matter of some doubt

whether older fossil bearing strata will ever be found in Utah or Nevada.

Wherever the OleneUns shale is known to occur, it is alwaj^s found resting

upon siliceous beds, and in no single instance, where they occur -together,

is the thickness of the lowei' quartzite so great as at Eureka. IJnfortunatelv

no sedimentary beds are known to come to the surface below the Prospect

Mountain quartzite, and of tlie latter we are wholly ignorant as to its thick-

ness. What is needed in working out tlie stratigraphy of the Grreat Basin

ranges is a locality exposing a section of Lower Cambrian rocks still lower

than those at Eureka, but at the same time showing their relations with

the Olenellm shale and Prospect Mountain limestone above. In the many

uplifts of quartzose strata which have been provisionally assigned to the

Cambrian upou theoretical grounds, investigation may yet furnish proof

that certain interstratified shale bands carry either a similar or still lower

fauna, and if their structural relations witli the Olcnellin horizon can be

shown, it will make a Cambrian section much to be desired. Organic
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forms closely allied to the OhneUus grouping of species have been found

in four places in the Great Basin: in the Oquin-h Range, in Utah; in the

Highland and Timpah-Ute Ranges, ajid at Silver Peak, in Nevada. In all

these they are described as occurring in a similar arenaceous shale conforma-

ble to and overlying a body of quartzite, the base of which is not exposed.

As early as 1874, Mr. F. B. Meek', in a letter to Dr C. A.White, described

the two species, OleneUus gilberti and 0. howeUi, from Pioche, Nevada. He
called attention to the relationship existing between them and OleneUus ver-

montana and 0. tJiotnpsoni, Hall, from the Georgia slates of Vermont, and

to him belongs the honor of first correlating these widely separated beds.

Quite recently, after a careful review of all the material at his com-

mand, and a comparative examination in the field of the well known New
York, Vermont, and Newfoundland regions with the more recently studied

Great Basin areas in Nevada and Utah, Mr. C D. Walcott' suggests di-sdding

the Cambrian into three divisions, namely : Lower Cambiian, Middle Cam-

brian, and Upper Cambrian. These three primary divisions are recognized

in the Cambrian of Europe, and each of them has received local designa-

tions derived from the name of the region where the terrane is typical and

well exposed. Thus, in the Cordillera, the Lower Cambrian is designated

as the Prospect Mountain group, whereas in New Yoi'k and New England

it is best known as the Georgia shale, from the well known locality in Ver-

mont. The Middle Cambrian has as yet no better typical locality than the

slates and shales of St. John, New Brunswick. The Upper Cambrian is

usually spoken of as the Potsdam so well recognized all the way from the

Atlantic coast to central Nevada. At Eureka the latter epoch is represented

by the Hamburg Ridg-e.

Wherever in the Great Basin, so far as known to the writer, the genus

OleneUus has been discove -ed, the beds do not attain a development of more

than 400 feet; at least they pass from shale and shaly limestone to lime-

stone, in which as yet no organic forms have been recognized. Only at

Eureka and in the Highland Range are their structural relations with both

the overlying and underlying beds clearly made out. We have very little

' U. S. Geographical Surveys, West of 100th Meridiau, vol. iv. Paleoutology, 1877, p. 47.

^Stratigiaphic Position of the Oleuellus Fauna in North America and Europe. Am. Jour.

Sci., 3d ser., vol. xxxvu, May and July, 1889.
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kuowledge of the structure at the otlier locaUties, and hi tlie ()(juirrh Range

the Olendhts shales are known to be cut off by a sharp fault from the Upper

Cambrian.

By reference to the Eureka section it will be seen that the Olenellus

horizon is nearly 2,500*feet below the top of the Prospect Mountain lime-

stone, where there comes in a fauna showing a mingling of Middle and

Upper Cambrian forms. At the base of the Hamburg limestone, 1,600 feet

higher in the strata, the true Potsdam fauna of Wisconsin and ]\Iinnesota

is abundantly represented by a characteristic grouping. By comparing

these lists of fossils from the different horizons, it will be seen that in this

group, at the top of the Hamburg limestone, there are found seven species,

which first occur at the top of the Prospect Mountain limestone. They

pass up through the beds at the base of the Hambm'g limestone and, together

with five additional species obtained for the first time from the latter hori-

zon, come up to the close of the epoch, making in all twelve sjjecies common

to the top and bottona of the Hambm'g limestone. Three species obtained

from both the base and the summit of the limestone are identical with

forms from the Potsdam sandstone of Wisconsin

—

Hyolithes jxrhuordiaJis,

Dkcllocephalus osceola, PUjchaspis minuta. Another, Lingula mantlcula, fii'st

described by Dr. C. A. White,' from the Schell Creek Mountains, Nevada,

has here -at Eureka a wide range, extending from the Prospect Mountain

limestone through the Hamburg limestone and shale and well up into the

overl}'ing Pogonip g-roup of tlie Silurian.

SILURIAN ROCKS.

Rocks of the Silurian period at p]ureka fall readily into three epochs.

From om- present knowledge, it would be a somewhat difficult matter to

subdivide them still further, except upon fine distinctions founded upon

paleontological grounds, which might not hold good over any lai'ge area

of country. These three divisions coirespond with the lithological character

of their sediments, two heavy masses of limestone with a. sharply defined

intervening bed of quartzite. This quartzite is a highly altered sandstone,

much purer in composition than the Cambrian quartzite below or the sili-

'U. S. Geographical Surveys West of the 100th Meridian, vol. iv, Paleontology, part 1, p. 52.
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ceoiis beds of the Carboniferous above. l^hey have been designated as

follows: first, Pogouip limestone; second, Eureka quartzite; third, Lone

Mountain limestone. The division between the Cambrian and Silurian

rests maiulv upon paleontological evidences and is by no means a well

defined line of separation. While the underlying Hamburg shales of the

Cambrian present a lithological distinction, the transition beds are of vary-

ing thickness and pass gradually into the overlying limestone. Moreover,

while at Eureka the argillaceous shales serve to separate the two periods,

tlie distinction would not hold good in other regions, particularly at Wlnte

Pine, where both the Upper Cambrian and Pogouip are well developed,

with a great thickness of strata and an abundant fauna, })ut without a well

recognized intermediate shale belt. Wherever in the Grreat Basin the

Silurian is exposed, confoi-mably overlying the Cambrian, there occur at

the same horizon a commingling (.)f species of both periods, but this con-

dition of things presents no valid objection against the di\asion of any two

periods, ft)r the argument holds with equal force between the limestones of

the Upper Silurian and Devonian, and between the limestones of the latter

and the Carboniferous.

Pogonip Limestone.—The name giveu to this epoch is taken from Pogoinp

Ridge at White Pine, and was first employed by the Geological Exploration

of the Fortieth Parallel to designate the great belt of limestone at the base of

the Silurian period. At White Pine this epoch is remarkably well exposed

and of much greater thickness than at Eureka, although at the latter locality

it covers large areas and may be equally well studied, both in its structm-al

relations and faunal development. On the line of the Section E F (atlas

sheet xiii) the transition between the Hamburg shale and Pcjgonip passes

gradually upward from argillites and fine grained arenaceous beds with

interstratified calcareous shales into purer limestones distinctly bedded. The

limestone is for the most part bluish g"ray, ])ut near the top is of a darker

tint, in places becoming almost black. It is distinguished lithologically from

both the lower belts of limestone in its more massive bedding, fineness of

texture, and the smoothness of its weathered surfaces. This last featiu-e,

however, holds true only in a broad, general way, as bands of chert fre-

quently })roduce roughness of texture resembling Hamburg limestone.
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Chemistry shows no characteristic difference between this limestone sind

the older masses, the beds being more or less magnesian throughout their

entire vertical range. A complete analysis was made of a siliceous variet),

taken from near Wood Cone, yielding the following result

:

Silica ;i-345

Alumina 0-300

Ferric oxide 0-289 -

Ferrous oxido

Manganese

Lime 50011

Magnesia 0-535

Water 0130

Carbonic acid 39-111

Phosphoric acid 0-240

Chlorine 0030

Organic matter Traces.

Alkalies Traces.

Total 100000

To the east of Jackson Mine, where the beds are well exposed and lie

inclined at a nearly uniform angle, they measure 2,700 feet across tlieir

gi'eatest development. This thickness is probably surpassed by the beds

on the long spur south^^•est of Wood Cone, but there they stand nearly ver-

tical, in some places dipping eastward and in others westward, occasionally

shownng evidences of faulting, which prevents any reliable estimate of their

thickness. It is probable they measure over 3,000 feet. An estimate of the

strata at White Pine gives over 5,000 feet of limestone. At first sight it would

appear as if there mu§t have been some displacement of beds along Pros-

pect Mountain, but the succession of a rich fauna with tlie same character-

istic specific forms at the base and .summit of the epoch at both Eureka and

White Pine would preclude such a supposition and the simplicity and uni-

formity of structure go to show that such is not the case.

Fauna of the Pogonip Epoch.—Throughout the entire thickness of the Pogo-

nip beds, organic remains characterize the epoch. At the base there is a

decided mingling of species, a number of Potsdam fomis extending up-

ward for some distance into the limestone. Passing upward, however,

these species gradually diminish and there comes in rajjidlv a numerous

fauna representing higher and higher forms, till midway in the beds nearly

MON XX 4
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all the characteristic Cambrian fauna have passed away and genera equiv-

alent to the Chazy horizon of New York have taken their place, and near

the top a grouping of fossils comes in strongly indicating the Trenton hori-

zon. In the collections made from the Pogonip beds at Eureka, nearly

eighty species have been determined, a large proportion of them forms

found for the first time either at Eureka or White Pine, while many of

them are common to both localities and from the same stratigraphical posi-

tion in the beds. Many of them are identical with species found in New

York and Canada and along the Atlantic border.

Fifteen species comprise all those fonxis which have been recognized

as common to both the Cambrian period, and Pogonip epoch of the Silu-

rian, and several of these present a wide vertical range extending downward

to the summit of the Prospect Mountain limestone.

The list is as follows:

Lingulepis niiera. Aguostus neon.

Lingiilepis luinuta. Ptyclioparia affinis.

Lingnla uiauticula. Ptychoparia oweui.

Obolella discoidea. Ptyclioparia grannlosiis.

Acrotreta gemma. Ptyclioparia liaguei.

Leptaena meUta. Ptychoparia unisulcatus.

Agnostus communis. Arethusina americana.

Aguostus bideus.

Only two species of the genus Dicellocephalus have been recognized as

yet in the Pogonip group at Eureka, B. finalis and D. inexpectans, both new

to science. They occur associated together several hundred feet above the

base, at a horizon where many of the Cambrian species hiwe already dis-

appeared. Of the genus Dicellocephalus only two species are known from

the corresponding beds at White Pine. Near the base of the Pogonip in a

limestone northeast of Adams Hill, a decided mingling of both Cambrian

and Silurian occur, as seen by the following list:

Lingulepis ma^ra. Agnostus neon.

OboleUa discoidea. Ptychoparia (Euloma) affluis.

Acrotreta gemma. Ptychoparia oweni.

Leptffiua uielita. Ptychoi)aria haguei.

Triplesia calcifera. Ptychoparia unisulcatus.

Hyolithes vauuxemi. Ilheuurus euiekeusis,

Asajihus caribouensis.
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A number of localities southeast of Rubv Hill represent, intJieir fauna,

a somewhat higher horizon, the most favorable for collectin<>- l^eing found

on the first ridge southeast of the Jackson Mine, where the l)ase of the

Pogonip beds are wanting, ha^ang been cut off b}- the Jackson fault.

These beds yielded the following species :

Lingulepis iiiiera. Ptychoparia (Euloiiiii) aflfiuis.

Lingiila inanticiila. Aiethusiiia aiiu'ricaiia.

Acrotrcta gemma. Illa'iiurns curekeiisis.

LeptaMia melita. As;iplms cariboucusis.

Oitbis hamburgensis. Asaphus (sj). uiidt.).

Directly east of the Ilambiu-g Ridge and several hundred feet above

the last locality, a grouping of fossils comes in which is characteristic

of a slightly higher horizon :

Liiigulei)is ma-ra. Tiiplesia (talcifera.

Lmgula inauticiila. Telliuomya? liambiugeusis.

Disciiia (sp. iiudt.). Dicellocepbalus fiualis.

Acrotreta gemma. Dicellocephalus iiiexpectaiis.

Schizambou tj^iiealis. Ptyclioi)aria aimectans.

Obolella ambigua. PtvdiDpai'ia oweiii.

Orthis liambni'geiisis. Ampliioii (sj). undt.).

Ortliis testudiiiaria.

This horizon may be easily identified by collections of fossils more or

less complete from numerous other localities in the district. Fronj about

this [)oint in the limestone the older persistent forms gradually disappear,

and the new species introduced in the above list become more and more

al)undant, as is evidenced by the increasing number of localities where they

occur as higher strata are reached.

In a compact gray limestone southwest of JlcCoy's Ridge are the fol-

lowing :

Orthis peiveta. Phimulites (sp. luidt.).

Ortlds testmlinaria. Coraurus (sp. uudt.).

Trijtlesia calcilera. Ilhviiurus euiekensis.

Maclurea aimulata. Asai)luis cariboucnsis.

^fidMiU' in the Pogonip, the genera Receptacuides, ('h(ctete>i, Pleuroto-

marki, Madurca, Bathijuruti, Asaphus, and Cijphaspis, make a decided claange
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ill the laiiua from the Hamburg hmestone. Many of these genera gi-uhially

give way and are replaced by others, until at about 800 or 1,000 feet below

the summit the faunal development is shown by a grouping of fossils made

at two widely separated areas, which begin to foreshadow the strongly

marked fauna at the summit of the epoch. From the east slope of the

ridge east of the Hamburg Ridge there were collected

—

Iteceptaculites ellipticus. Maclurea auuulata.

Cystidiaii plates. Belleroplioii ?

Ortliis perveta. Ortlioceras (likii O. inulticauioratuni).

Triplesia calcifera. Cypliaspis brevimarginatus.

Rapbistoma? Ilbienurus eurekensis.

Pleurotouiaria loiieiisis. Asapbus? ouriosus.

And from the long, eastern slope of White Mountain, al)out 800 feet

from the top of the mountain and probably nearly the same distance below

the summit of the Pogonip, there were collected as follows :

Monticiiloiira. Pleurotouiaria loueusis.

Ortbis testudiuaria. Endoceras proteiforme.

Eapbistoiua nasoni. Ortboceras sp. ?

Maclurea auuulata. Batbyurus similis.

Machirea subanuulata. Asapbus caribouensis.

Throughout the upper 600 feet of the Pogonip, where\-er organic

remains have been observed, the association of genera are much the same,

the horizon being well determined both by the fauna and the position of

the overlying Eureka quartzite. Tn many areas where the Eureka rjuartzite

forms the surface rock an underlying- limestone several liuiuh-ed feet in

thickness is. frequently exposed, which carries paleontological evidences of

the upper Pogonip strata. Two localities in these upper Pogonip beds

have furnished a rich and varied fauna. From a dark limestone on the

summit of White Mountain tlie following species have been determined

:

Receptaculites ellipticus. Telliuoinya ooutiacta.

Eeceptaculites elougatus. Helicotoma sp?

Receptaculites luammillaris. Ortboceras multicameratum.

Oystidean plates. Endoceras (like B. multitubulatum).

Stropboiueua ueinea. Leperditia bivia.

Ortbis perveta. Leperditia sj)?

Ortbis testudiuaria. Beyricbia sp?
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A similar iiTOupiiiji' i>t' fossils was procuird in the Fish Creek Moun-

tanis a short distauce below the quartzite, numerous localities yiehliny

nearly identical lists:

Heecptaculites elliptk-us. Modiolojisis occideiis.

Receptaeulites elon},'atus. Modiolopsis pojjouipciisis.

Reccptaculiti's mammillaris. Pleurotoinaria sp?

Cystideaii plates. Maclnrca sp?

Ptilodictya sj)? Ortlioceras inulticaineratniii.

l\[onti(;uUip()ra sp? Kiidoceras proteitbrme.

(htliis perveta. Auipliioii iievadciisis.

Ti'lliiiomya coutracta. Cera urns sp?

On the north slope of Siu-prise Peak, just below the ([iiartzite, the lime-

stone suj)pliod the following

:

Kecoptaeulites mainuiillaris. Rapliistoina uasoiii.

Cystideaii plates. Pleurotoinaria ?

Oitliis per\-eta. Maelurea aimulata.

Ortbis tricciiaria. Leperditia hi via.

A convenient locality to tlio.se visiting Eureka and wishing to exam-

ine the Upper Pogonip beds ma}' be found on the west side of Caribou

Hill, which has furnished a few typical forms :

Ortliis perveta. Recei)taculites luaiiiiiiillaris.

Ortliis triceiiaria. Maelurea amiulata.

Asaphus caribouensis.

Other localities which have presented evidences of the same horizon

may be found in Goodwin Canyon, at the head of Lamoureux Canyon,

and in the limestones not tar from the line of the general section E F,

atlas sheet xiii.

This grouping of fossils from the summit of the Pogonip limestone is

of special interest on account of the commingling of species and the position

of the strata. Ascending in the beds it will be found that the Cambrian

fauna entu-ely disappears, the life of the Middle Pogonij) gradually

])asses away, and new species come in until the grouping of the fauna

presents an aspect peculiarly its own. Two species of the genus Modiolop-

sis, and the characteristic fossil, Tellinomya contracfa, foreshadow still higher

strata, indicating' the coming in of tlie Trenton horizon. The summit of

the Pogonip is also marked liy an increase in tlie number of species of
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Orthis trieenaria, 0. testudhiaria, and 0. perveta, characteristic forms in iNew

York and Wisconsin. A marked feature of this upper horizon is the [)res-

ence of tlie genus BeceptacuUtcs, tlii-ee species having- been identified. Im-

mense numbers of specimens of one of them, B. maiiDniUaris, are found

throughout the beds with a vertical range of several hundred feet, and are

alnindant where all other fossils are wanting. Graptolitcs, in the Pogonip

epoch at Eureka, are represented by a single undetermined sjjecies, which,

according to Mr. C. D. Walcott, resembles closely G. Ufidm.

Eureka Quartzite.—The name of the district has been employed to desig-

nate this formation, as during the progress of the survey the quartzite was

determined for the first time as a distinct geological epoch and its strati-

graphical i^osition clearly defined. Up to this time the occurrence of a

broad belt of quartzite lying between two massive bodies of Silurian lime-

stone had never been recognized. Moreover, nowhere else in the Great

Basin has the formation been so carefully studied. It lies superimposed

directly on the Pogonip limestone, and where the upper beds of the latter

epoch are exposed they are frequently capped by a greater or less thickness

of the quartzite, as is well shown on Caribou Hill and McCoy's Ridge.

Again, the position of the Eureka quartzite is clearly brought out by the

patches of quartzite left by erosion upon the massive Pogonip beds of Fish

Creek Mountains. No horizon is more marked in its physical features

than the Eureka quartzite. Besides its frequent occurrence as a capping

rock, its snow-white color, and its tendency to fracture in mural-like escarp-

ments render it easily recognizable wherever it occurs.

The Eureka quartzite is made np almost entirely of siliceous grains firmly

compacted together. It possesses a granular texture and a vitreous luster,

and for the most part is free from partings parallel to the planes of bedding.

At the base of the formation the quartzite is colored red and gray by iron,

but it rapidly passes into white, with an occasional bluish or ^Jurplish tinge,

frequently presenting a mottled coloring. In general it is exceptionally free

from seams or patches of ferruginous material, its purity and uniformity of

composition and marble-like appearance being a marked featin-e of the hor-

izon. In one or two places it shows a brecciated appeaiance, with fine,

cherty masses, notably on Hoosac Mountain. In the neighborhood of
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McCoy's Ri(l<»-e it has heiMi ([uan-icd tor flnxini;- [iiirposcs at the siiicltini;-

t'uruaces, the rock yiel(liu«>' nearly two dollars in <>-ol(l ])er ton, which paid

for hauliiij^'. Whether the ofold is of priiuary origin in the (piartzite or

whether it was derived from some vent carrying mineral matter in solution

has never been determined. The locality Avhei-e the rock was (juarried is

situated near the Hoosac fault, and in close ])roximity to ore bodies.

The ridge extending southwest from Castle Mountain shows a line

body of the Eureka (jnartzite, the southern escarpment of which exjjoses a

section 300 feet in thickness. Numerous specimens collected at intervals

across the quartzite were subjected to microscopic examination. All the

u])per portion of the rock proved to be an exceptionally pure and fine

(piartz, the grains averaging between 0'02 and 0-03 millimeters in size,

with a granitoid structure ; that is, the grains did not show rounded

outlines, but instead presented irregular shapes that titted into each other

and tirmly crystallized together without tine groundmass between them.

The quartzite is free from impurities but full of fluid inclusions with

moving bubbles, some of them evidently liqui(l carbonic acid. The minute

fluid cavities appear white in incident light. An examination of the quartzite

indicated that the entire rockmass had undergone a recrystallization of

the material and was not by any means a sinq)le solidification and packing-

together of quartz grains. In other words, it is a true quartzite and not a

compact sandstone, hardened by superincumbent rock. Even under the

microscope the rock appears to cany but little oxide of iron. Toward

the upper part of the formation the microscope detects increasing numbers

of needles and grains of iron o.xide, accounting for the change of color

both in the unaltered rock and on the weathered surfai'es of the larger

detached blocks. Particles of calcite also begin to appear some distance

beneath the Lone Mountain limestone, associated with the quartz gi'ains,

while at the base of the quartzite there is a very decided increase in the

amount of lime present.

Although not differing materially from those observed elsewhere, the

most satisfactory section across the quartzite was made just west of Castle

Mountain. Here the quartzite presents a perpendicular cliff, 300 feet in

thickness, resting horizontally on the I'ogoni]) liuiestone. The subjoined
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section is iiumljered from the top downward, the numbers inclosed in

brackets coinciding witli the specimen number in the collection. Through-

out the section the quartzite is for the most part vitreous without partings

parallel to the bedding, the coloring, however, being in nearly horizontal

planes, passing insensibly from one tint to another.
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different horizons of tlii' Lone Mountain linicstone, hnt even of tlie Devon-

ian, are seen to repose directh- njjon and to overlap the quartzite. Under

any circunistanees the (juartzite would be dilficult to measure, inasmuch as

over the greater part of the area stratitieation lines are wanting-, and the

beds are frequently brokt'ii up b}' a sueeession of small paiallcl faults not

always easy to recognize, rendering the amount of displacement still more

difficult to estimate. These minor dis])lacements, when the rocks lie nearly

horizontal, proiluce steps and mural faces wherever the quartzite occurs as

the surtace rock. In nearly all such instances the Togoni]) beds are exposed

in the more deeply eroded canyons. On the other hand, where the beds are

indineil at high angles, accompanied by numerous faults, the formation fre-

quently presents the appearance of a much greater thickness than is really

the case, as is seen on lloosac and Lookout mountains.

The best estimates place the thickness of the beds at about 500 feet,

although no escarpment of the quartzite free from faulting presents quite

so Inroad a development. No fossils have been ol)tained from this horizon,

nor is it likely that they will be found. The microscope shows clcarlv how

complete an alteration has taken j)lace since the original sand deposits were

laid down, so that all traces of fossils, if any existed, nui.st have lieen

obliterated.

Lone Mountain Limestone.—Next above the Eureka quartzite comes a body of

limestone without any transition beds, the change in the character of dejios-

its being- unusually abrupt. The designation of the epoch is taken from a

bold isolated mountain which rises out of the plain a few miles to the north-

west (^f the Eureka District, where it is seen in its full development better

than in the immiMliate area of the map. Not only is it well shown at Lone

Mountain, but in a continuous section its relations are clearly made out with

the other membei's of the Silurian period and with the overlying body of

Devonian limestone. The section at Lone Mountain is g-iven in detail at

the end of this chapter.

The Lone Mountain epoch may be divided ujion paleontological

grounds into two horizons, which, for convenience, are pro\dsionally desig-

nated as the Trenton and Niagara. The lowe.stbeds resting- imnKKliatelyon

the quartzite are a steel-gray, almost black, gntty limestone, in most places
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without traces of bedding, and so altered as to have obliterated all evidences

of organic remains. Ascending the strata these steel-gray beds pass up

into dark bluish gray limestone, which in one locality north of Wood Cone

yielded a small lot of fragmentary and poorly preserved fossils, but which

represent a characteristic Trenton grouping. These black and gritty beds

are recognized in but few places at Eureka, mainly in tlie southwest comer

of the district, along the southern base of the Mahogany Hills. It is quite

possible that the horizon covers a larger area than has been supposed, but

if such is the case the beds have imdergone so great a lithological change

that their recognition seems impossible without paleontological evidence,

and that is wholly wanting. Moreover, the beds resting upon the quartzite

in other places resemble higher strata in the Lone Mountain epoch.

This limestone appears to be magnesian throughout ; a siliceous A-ariety

from the fossiliferous beds north of Wood Cone yielded 841 per cent silica

and 2 '55 per cent magnesium carbonate. The thickness of these lower

beds, in which the Trenton aspect of the fauna is so strongly marked, may

be taken at 300 feet, at least the black and blue limestone presents about

that development before passing into the up]ier strata.

Above the horizon with the Trenton grouping the rocks pass gradually

into light gray siliceous limestone, with a peculiar saccharoidal texture, in

places becoming almost white and wholly without bedding. On the surface

the limestones weather brown and buff, theii- light colors throughout a

great vertical range standing out in strong contrast with the other massive

limestone beds of the Paleozoic. It weathers in rounded outlines, breaking

with an irregular fracture and presenting a monotonous appearance weari-

some to the eye. Rock of this character makes up by far the greater part

of the horizon, and then by slow, imperceptible changes it becomes darker

in color, with more and more tendency to develop planes of stratification,

and gradually passes into the overlying limestone of the Devonian.

As already mentioned, an unconformity exists between the Eureka

quartzite and the Lone Mountain limestone. Tliere is therefore no direct

e\'idence in the district of the thickness of the limestone. The average

thickness of strata exposed has been taken at 1,800 feet, but it is probable

that this is under rather than over estimated, and at Lone Mountain they
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attain a somewliat niviiter ilevelopniont, at least 2,000 feet l)oiii<'' exjwsed.

In most localities at Kureka where the limestone rests u])on the quartzite

the upper members ot" the epoch are wanting, and in others thev pass under

the Devonian without any means of measurinii' their thickness. Another

difficulty arises from the impossibility, on our present knowledgi', of de-

termining- a line of separation between the Silurian and Devonian, as no sharj)

lithological distinctions exist and there is no means of telling exactly how

far down in the limestone a Devonian fauna comes in. It is known, how-

ever, that Silurian corals extend up into the limestone about 1,500 feet from

the base, and the (hu'k bine limestone which cliaracterizes the Devonian

makes its appearance al)out 300 feet higher up in the series.

Fauna of the Lone Mountain Limestone.—The fiTUUa olltaiued from tile LoUe

Mountain limestone, although meager anil most of the material too poorly

preserved for si)e(dtic indentitication, is of specitd interest, as it occupies a

most important position in the development of life in the geological record.

Not i)\\W are organic forms poorlv represented, Init the beds themselves over

large areas of the Great Hasin have not as yet been recognized and over

other areas are known to be wanting. The collection indentifying the

Trentnn fauna was found on a low ridge a short distance northeast of Wood
Cone. riie list comprises several characteristic species : LcpUoui scricea,

Orfliis sidiqiiadrafa, 0. (like 0. plieafdla), Triniicleus concenfricns, and Asaphus

jdati/ccphalus, and representatives of the following genera: Strcptelasma,

Rln/iirhonrlld, Orfhoceras, Ci/rfoceras, Ceranrus, Dalmanites, and TUanus. It '

is worthy of special mention that in this small but representative collection,
|

all the more typical forms found in the beds innnediatelv below the Kureka

(juartzite, which indicated the coming in of higher horizons, are wanting or
|

at least have not as yet been found.

Above the Trt'uton no good grouping of fossils has as yet been dis-

covered until the Devonian rocks are reached. The upper portion of the

Silurian limestone presents a most forbidding aspect for the ))reservation of

organic remains, and altliongh diligent search was made throui;hoiU the

horizon it was rewarded only by tinding a few impertect (morals, l)elonging-

to the species Hnli/sifcs ratondatus, which is so chai-acteristic of the Niagara

of the East, and here found in what shoulil l)e its true geological ])osition.
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They have a wide range and occur nearly l,5or) feet above the summit of

the Eureka quartzite. The same coral has been obtained from Lone Moun-

tain and White Pine, and in both these latter localities associated with the

genus Zaplirentis.

Lone Mountain. -This isolated mass rises abruptly out of the broad plain

lying between the Wahweah and Pinou ranges and about 15 miles north-

west of the Em-eka Mountains, which shut in the plain to the south-

west. Its isolation, its great altitude as compared with the length of the

uplift in strong contrast ^vith the neighboring ranges, and its steep slope to

the eastward make the mountain a most conspicuous object. In its geolog-

ical structure the mountain appears to be a monoclinal ridge of great sim-

plicity and uniformity, remarkably free from any great faults and folds and

presenting a block of strata about 4,000 feet in thickness and reaching an

altitude nearly 2,000 feet above the plain. The beds have all the appear-

ance of being cut off by a sharp fault at the south end of the block, e^•i-

dence of which may be found in the body of Carboniferous limestone rest-

ing against the Devonian at the southeast base of the uplifted mass. The

dip of the strata upon Lone Mountain is uniformly to the east at an angle

of 30° to 50°, with a strike a little east of north. To the geologist a

series of beds like this at Lone Mountain would at all times command

attention, but in this exposure of 4,000 feet of strata is represented a sec-

tion of the Paleozoic rocks rarely seen in the Great Basin and so far as

known nowhere else so well shown as here. The value of the exposure

consists in the simplicity with which the three divisions of the Silurian are

brought out in the same continuous section. At the western base of the

moiuitain the upper members of the Pogonip come to the surface, but

with an exposure of only about 375 feet of beds. Within this belt, how-

ever, a fauna strikingly characteristic of this horizon is found and almost

identical with that occurring in the coiTespoudiug- Pogonip beds at Eureka.

A few hours' search jdelded the following:

Eeceptaculites mammillaris. Mo(liolo|)sis occideiis.

Monticulopora sp.? Modioloj/sis pogonipeusis.

Oystidiau plates. Hellicotoitial

Acrotreta (like A. siibconica). Plenrotoiuaria loueusis.

Stropbomeua nemea. Miucliisoiiia sp.?
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Oilliis lonoiisis. M;icliiif;i aiiimlata.

Ortbis pervetii. Macliirca cariiiata.

Oitliis testntlinaria. Madurea si).?

Stwptorhyiicliiis minor. O^Ttolites siiiuatus.

Goleopiioii iiiinuta. Illii'ims sp.

f

Resting ujjoii the I'dyonip comes the Eiirck;! (juartzitc, hut with less

thickness than tlie correspoiuliuf;;- beds at Eureka. Imiiiediately above the

quartzite, with but httle development of transition beds, occur the light

colored siliceous limestones, measuring' at least 2,000 feet. These beds form

the greater part of the western slope of the mountain, iind are so character-

istically shown as to make the local name of Lone Jlountain an appropriate

one to designate the epoch. In the lower limestones, resting directly upon

tile (juartzite, the Trenton fauna appears to be wanting, and it is l)y no

means certain that the beds are represented. At all events the Ijluisli gray

limestone characteristic of the Trenton at Eureka and White Pine has not

been recog-nized. On the other hand, throughout the entire epoch evi-

dences of organic remains are exceedingly meager and confined to silicified

corals imperfectly preserved. The Niagara coral, Hali/sitrs rnfcnulatKs, whicli

usually occurs several ]iun(h-ed feet above, is found liere witliin ')() feet

of the quartzite.

The light colored siliceous limestone pas.ses up gradually into the dis-

tinctly bedded Nevada limestone of the Devonian, which forms the summit

of the ridge, and as the strata di[) eastward make up the greater part of the

eastern slope. It is by no means certain, however, that a dis]»lacement of

strata does not extend along the eastern face of the uplifteil mass, the base

of tlie ridge not having been examined.

Mr. C. D. Walcott made the following section across Lone ^Mountain

(see Fig. 2):
Feet.

1. Dark gray hincstonc, witli brown and variegated layers interhcddcd.

Typical Devonian I'anna. (Nevada limestone.) 1,500

2. Siliceous bluish gray limestone breaking up into slialy bands carrying

abundant fossils of tlie Lower Devonian. (Nevada limestone.) 200

3. Siliceous limestone, ligbt brown, gray, and butt' in color, with Hah/sUcs

catenulatiix near tlie l)ase; passing up into beds almost white, with bhie

and gray tints, lollowed by alternating daik and light beds. (Lone

Mountain limestone.) L', ooil
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JPoponip
JJjriestone.

200
4. White quartzite. (Eiireka quartzite.)

5. Dark gray limestoue, massive beddiug, with iutercalated shaly layers

carrying a typical Silurian fauna. (Pogonip liniestoiif.) 300

6. Siliceous cherty limestoue '
^

4,275

Quar'Czi£e Limestone
Jferonian-

Linwstone
Fig. 2.—Section across Lone ilouutain.

In the Nevada limestoue at Loue Mountain the fauna is exceedingly

rich in species. A list of the fossils occurring here, together with some

remarks upon their geological significance, will be found in the following

chapter in the discussion of the Devonian rocks.



CHAPTER IV.

DEVONIAN AND CARBONIFEROUS ROCKS.

DEVONIAN ROCKS.

By imperceptible g-radations limestones of the Lone Monntain ei)och

pass upward into those of the Devonian period, and as no definite horizon

separatinji' them has as yet been determined no accurate nu'asui-ements of

their respective thicknesses can be g-iveu. Devonian rocks cover a far

greater area in the district than those of any other period; they are much

more widely distributed and present a thickness greater than either the

Cambrian or Silurian. In no part of the Great Basin are they better

exposed than at Eureka, and as nowhere else have thev been so carefully

investigated the district must long remain a typical one for the studv of

Devonian strata. Notwithstanding the beds present a rich taun;i, onK- two

subdivisions of the Devonian have been made—first, Nevada limestone, and

second, White Pine shale—although taken together thev have a thickness

of about <s, ()()() feet. This division is l)asedupon a marked change in both

the fauna and character of the sedimentation.

Nevada limestone. -The name Selected to designate this horizon is taken

from the name of the state where tlie epoch is so well represented by a

broad development of ])eds and the only state or territory in the Great

Basin where it has been recognized as attaining any great thickness and its

limits and geological relations studied. As the designation of the epoch

woidd suggest, the lieds throughout the entire series are composed mainly

of limestone, although intercalated beds of shale, quartzite, and sandstone

occur. The Lone Mountain and Nevada limestones taken together present

an immense thickness of beds, lying between the Eureka (piartzite and

White Pine shale. Together they measure about 7,800 feet in their broad-

est development. The division into Silurian and Devonian is liased mainly

upon paleontological grounds. The transition in sedimentation from char-

acteristic Silurian to unmistakable Devonian is so imperceptible that a

63
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boundary between them is impossible to esta.blish, and, as is usnally the

case where beds form a continuous, conformable limestone series, a line

of separation based upon faunal chann-es must always remain more or less

arbitrary. Lithologically, in their broader features, the Silurian and

Devonian limestones are quite distinct; it is only in the intermediate beds

that no line can be drawn. The liffht g'ray and white siliceous beds that

form the mass of the Lone Mountain present a wide vertical range, and

in these beds are occasionally seen obscure impressions of Niagara corals,

and in other localities, in similar rocks not much higher up in the series,

occur Atrypa reticularis and other forms foreshadowing the Devonian. It

is known that characteristic Lone Mountain beds carrying Ilalijsites

cateniilatus extend for nearly 1,500 feet above the Eureka quartzite, and

that beds easily identiiied by their organic remains bring the Devonian

down to about 6,000 feet below the summit of the great limestone belt

lying between the Eureka quartzite and White Pine shale. Hahjsites and

Atrypa reticularis were never found associated together, although it can not

be definitely stated that the former fossil does not apj^ear as low dcnvn in

the limestone as the highest occurrences of the characteristic coral.

The Nevada limestone presents broad elevated rock-masses character-

ized by bold escarpments and castellated summits. Profound orographic

movements have broken this great body of limestone into massiA'e blocks

intersected by gorges and canyons, affording a mountain scenery both

grand and picturesque, and one rarely equaled in any limestone region of

the Great Basin. Although these uplifted blocks afford abundant geological

exposures across the gi'eater part of the limestone, in no one instance is

there a complete or in every way satisfactor}^ section from base to summit.

In many localities the exposures extend upward froni the summit of the

Lone Mountain several thousand feet into the Nevada beds; in others the

strata are well shown from the top down till cur off by some line of faulting

which hides all the lower limestones. Frequently the lower beds of the

Devonian are buried beneath the Quaternary plain. The region, how-

ever, affoi'ds many excellent and overlapping sections exposing from 4,000

to 5,000 feet of rock; one continuous series of beds being estimated at 5,400

feet, which includes nearly the entire Nevada epoch. Throughout the
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Nevada limestone, the physical features of sedimentation are sufficiently

characteristic to con-elate the strata when comparing a large number of

sections across several thousand feet, although the details across any one

section are not persistent enough to determine with precision the horizons

over any extended area. Modoc Peak, Combs Mountain, Atrypa Peak,

Woodpeckers Peak, and Newark Mountain afford typical sections.

In general the lower limestones are indistinctly bedded, light gray in

color, and highly crystalline, passing up into brown, reddish l)ro\vn, and

gray beds, which are distinctly stratified and finely banded and striped,

presenting a somewhat variegated appearance on the weathered sui-faces.

This latter feature is very persistent throughout the middle ])ortion of

the limestone. In the upper members the limestones are more massive,

usually well bedded, and possess a normal bluish black and bluish

gray color. In broad masses it is difficult to distinguish the upper

members of the Nevada limestone from the Carbc^niferous limestone,

and they closely resemble the gi'eat bodies of the Wasatch limestone

of Utah. The intercalated bands of argillaceous shale and quartzite

vary greatly in width, but do not especially mark any part of the

limestone, except that they occur more frequently in the middle portion

than elsewhere. Calcareous shales are found tliroughout the epoch. The

limestones are everywhere more or less magnesian, nearly pure dolomites

frequently occurring in narrow layers. At the base of the section north of

Modoc Peak (Fig. 3) the rock cannes 40'62 per cent of magnesium

carbonate, with 01 per cent of insoluble residue. In band 15, of the same

section, the dark colored limestone carries l"2f) per cent of carbonate of

magnesia, while the light coloi-ed rock holds 2G 7S per cent.

The Modoc Section.—A sectiou in detail across the strata, extending from

the summit of the Nevada limestones nearly to the base, was made

b}' Mr. J. P. Iddings. It was constructed across the high ridge lying

between Signal and Modoc peaks, beginning with the lowest rocks exposed

at a point northwest of the latter peak just east of the ]\Iodoc fault, and

terminating at the eastern base of the hills where the uppermost beds pass

beneath the valley accumulations (atlas sheet vii). The section measures

5,400feet. The beds trend obliquely across the ridge, striking N. 50°-55 ° W.
MON XX 5
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Nevada limestone—Devonian.
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MODOC SECTION.

(Dark gray to bluish black massive limestone poor in fossils
;
qiiite well

bedded; weatlieriug partly smooth and dark colored; partly rough
and pitted and of lighter color; mostly compact and massive, also of
uneven texture ; with numerous calcite seams.

( Light and dark colored limestone with Stromaiopora and Cha'tetes;
50 ( coutain.s two layers thinly bedded (fissile).

60 Compact light yellow sandstone.

( Light and dark colored limestone in layers 10 to 20 feet thick, with
( Stromaiopora and Chcstetes.

'BO Dark colored limestone with Stromaiopora and Chaitetes.

i Alternating layers (about 10 feet thick) of dark and light gray lime-

900 S stone, finely Ijanded and lined ; weathering brownish gray ; iu places

( bearing Chateles.

SO Compact yellow sandstone.

ISO Dark and light gray limestone; indistinct bedding.

so ( Compact yellow sand.stone.

) Dark and lijrht colored limestone interbedded in layers from 4 to 10
2^0 feet thick.

2 7Q Light gray siliceous limestone ; very siliceous near base.

) Alternating beds of dark and light gray limestone; at base 30 feet;
/30

^ very siliceous limestone ; with cross bedding on weathered surface.
3 Compact yellow sandstone.

i Dark and light gray limestone iu thick belts of dark, lighter, and
^

\ gray colors.

2ZS Dark dense limestone ; well bedded; bearing fossils.

200 Shaly limestone rich iu fossils.

( Light gray siliceous limestone, with fine lines of bedding; in upper
SSO \ portion weathering in almost rectangular fragments; growing

f less siliceous toward the bottom.

Uo Light gray highly crystalline, saccharoid dolomite; not siliceous.

J400
Fio. 3.—Nevada limestone—Modoc

section.
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The Lamoureux Section,—Hie sectioii tiloug' the limestone ridge uortlieast

of the head of Lamoureux Canyon (atlas sheet ix) exposes 4,300 feet of

strata, the lo^A•est members resting- immediateh- ujion the Eureka quartzite of

the flat-top hill about three-quarters of a mile south of Atryjia Peak. It is

impossible to say just how great a thickness of tliesc beds sliould l)e

assigned to the Lone Mountain epocli. rnquestionably the lower members

of the Silurian are wanting, and if a line l)e drawn placing the alternating

blue and light gray bedded rocks No. 6, in the Devonian, it would give

about 800 feet to the lower group. About 500 feet above this line a fossil-

iferous belt comes In, carrying a well known Devonian fauna. This fossil-

iferous belt may be traced around to the east slope of Atrypa Peak, where

a most abundant fauna occurs rich in generic and specific forms. Ilei'e at

Atrypa Peak, however, there are nearl\' 2,000 feet of strata ])elow the fos-

siliferous belt as against 1,300 feet in the Lamoureux Section before reaching

the Eureka (juartzite, but as the inclination of the beds can not well be deter-

mined no accurate measurement of the thickness can be given. Api)arentlv

the lowest horizon at Atrypa Peak is below the one shown in the section,

although the character of the sedimentation is nuich the same.

The section is as follows :

Section East of Lamoureux Canyon—i,300 feet.

Feet.

1. Brown anil hliu- linii'stonc, well bedded, with oceasioiial

mottled beds .{()()

2. BrowuLsh gvaj, finely strijjed. well bedded limestone, witli

corals 1,(1(10

3. Dark bine, light gray, and brownish limestone 1, ()(»0

4. Alternating dark and light limestone oOO

5. FossDiferous slialy belt 200

6. Light blue and gray bedded limestone 500

7. Light colored siliceons limestone, with indistinct bedding.

.

SOO

g ( Thin layer of black siliceous limestone.

( Eureka quartzite.

4, 300

County Peak Section.—Qu the cast side of the Eureka District, in the region

of County Peak, the Devonian rocks offer still another section quite similar

in the character of its sedimentation to those alreadv given. It includes a

portion of the Lone Mountain rocks exposed in the bluffs on the east side
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of C. C. Canyon and extends eastward until the upper members of the

Nevada limestone are submerged beneath the great basalt flow of Basalt

Peak and the Strahlenberg.

County Peak Section—5,200 feet.

Feet.

1. Evenly bedded, bluish gray limestone, with interbedded

bauds (if dark limestone 600

2. Irregularly bedded, blue limestone, with intercalated seams

of quartzite 1, 600

3. Yellowish gray quartzite, with narrow bands of gray silice-

ous limestone • 100

4. Massive beds of siliceous limestone alternating with beds of

pure gray limestone and narrow bands of quartzite 700

5. Massive, gray vitreous sandstone 100

6. Siliceous limestone in massive beds more or less siliceous in

thin bands, carrying shaly limestone belts 800

7. Grayish white, vitreous sandstone 100

8. Gray and blue limestone well bedded 500

9. Light colored, compact quartzite changing from red to white 50

10. Massive, light colored limestone without bedding, more or

less siliceous 650

5, 200

In this section the lower 700 feet are assumed to belong to the Lone

Mountain, giving 4,500 to the Devonian. This leaves about 1,500 feet of

the Upper Devonian strata wanting as compared with the beds in the region

of Modoc Peak. These upper beds are again well shown at Newark Moun-

tain and Mahogany Hills.

White Pine Shale.—C(jnforiuably overlviug the Nevada limestone occurs a

heavy body of black shale, which has been designated as above, it having

been iirst recognized as a distinct horiztm in the White Pine mining district

to the southeast of Eureka. It occupies a clearly defined stratigraphic

position with a marked change in the character of sedimentation and a

fauna distinct from both the underlying and overlying horizons.

There are only two large bodies of White Pine shale at Eureka, but

they lioth offer excellent rock exposures, one west of Newark Mountain,

the other east of Sentinel Peak. The shale is best studied west of Newark

Mountain (atlas sheet vi), where it forms the entire rock mass thi-ough which
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Hayes Canyon has been eroded and where its geological relations with the

Nevada limestone below and the Diamond Peak quartzite aV)ove may be

easily recognized. The shale attains its greatest develojiment east of"

Sentinel Peak and Sugar Loaf, but as it is cut off from the Nevada lime-

stone by a north ami soutli fault whicli passes up Rescue Canyon its

stratigraphical relations with the underlying strata are not as clearly shown

as at the first locality, while the overlying beds are buried beneath the

detritus of the plain. The thickness across the broadest part of the White

Pine shale east of Sugar Loaf may be placed at 2,000 feet. A marketl

feature of the beds is the rapid changes which tbey undergo, both in their

lateral and vertical extension, passing abruptly from [)ure, argillaceous, black

shale into beds more or less arenaceous and frequently carrying interca-

lated beds of red, friable sandstone appearing as lenticular masses in the

shale. Li Hayes Canyon the beds for the most part are brownish black

shale, with thin bands of red sandstone while opposite Sugar Loaf the inter-

calated red sandstone strata occasionally attain a. tliickness of 1 00 feet. Out

in the valley tlie lines between the shale and sandstone ma}' be easilv fol-

lowed for long distances, the former occupying shallow, trough-like depres-

sions and the latter low intervening ridges slightly elevated above the gen-

eral level. Cross sections made at no great distances apart differ widely

in the character of the sediments. All e^^dence indicates a shallow-water

deposit. The formations at Eureka and White Pine are identical in every

way except in thickness of deposits, at the latter locality measm-ing not

more than 600 feet.

Plant Remains in White Pine shale.—ImprCSsioUS of plants wllicll are exceed-

ingly rare in Paleozoic rocks of the Great Basin are very abun(hnit and

form a distinctive feature of this epoch, notwithstanding that ever^'thing

Avhich lias been collected is of fragmentary natin-e. The most j)romising

specimens for identification were submitted to Sir J. William Dawson,

who, in his report, called attention to the poor state of preservation of the

plants. Under date of Montreal, June 11, 1889, he writes:

One slab contains a small ribbed stem referable to Goeppert's Anarthrocanna,

a doubtful Calamitean plant. The specimen is not unlike those found at Perry, in

Maine, and Bay de Chaleur. On the large slab is also a slender branch stem which 1

suppose may be the stipe of a fern, and from its character and angle of ramification
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probably belongs to the genus Aneimites, but no trace of the pinnie can be seen. The

evidence, so far as it goes, would indicate the Upper Devonian (or Erian, as I prefer

to call it,) rather than the Middle Devonian or the Lower Carboniferous.

It will be seen that this determination as to the age of the plants is

quite in accord w^ith the geological position of the beds above the Nevada

limestone of the Devonian and directly below the Diamond Peak quartzite

of the Carboniferous.

Notvdthstanding the great development of the black shales they have

as yet been recognized only in the two localities already mentioned, Eureka

and White Pine. On the east side of the Eureka District, if they are repre-

sented at all, it is only by 100 feet more or less of dark shaly'beds, highly

arenaceous, and passing into sandstones and quartzites of the Diamond

Peak beds. There seems to be no doubt that the Diamond Peak forma-

tion in the Pinon Range rests conformably upon the Nevada limestone,

without the interposition of any great thickness of Wliite Pine shales,

although there are a few black sandstones and naixow chert bands which

apparently represent the intervening argillaceous epoch. The e^"ideuce in

favor of tliis coirelation is strengthened by the presence of poorly preserved

fragments of vegetable life wherever the black belt comes in. These inter-

vening beds have yielded one single species, Biscina minufa, ^xh\ch, accord-

ing to Mr. C. D. Walcott, corresponds closely with tyjiical specimens from

the Mai'cellus shale of New York. The fact that the White Pine shales are

wanting over large areas, where both the Devonian and Carboniferous are

found together, renders it highly probable that these shallow Neater deposits,

although developed to a great thickness, form exceptional occurrences,

and that the Nevada limestone passes over abruptly into sandstones of

Carboniferous age. On the map (atlas sheet v) these intervening beds on

both sides of The Gate are included in the Nevada limestone.

Fauna of the Devonian.—As already mentioned, no subdivisions in the Nevada

limestone have been made. Geology as yet fails to fm-nish sufficient evi-

dence for di'awing any shar^J demarcation, sedimentation having gone on too

uniformly under similar conditions to form any marked change in the char-

acter of the beds. From the sections already given it will be seen that this

epoch was essentially a limestone-making one, the amount of sandstone de-
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posited being relatively small. Paleontology fails equally with geology to

point out any strong reasons for subdivisions ; moreover, it would be impos-

sible, from our })resent knowledge, to subdivide the epoch into horizons as

recognized in the Mississippi Valley and the Appalachians of the Atlantic

coast. The groupings of fossils at the base and those at the top show very

considerable difference in the fauna, but the mingling of species thi'oughout

the beds has rendered it difficult to draw any line of separation. Many of

tlie species characteristic of a restricted horizon elsewhere have been identi-

fied in the Nevada limestone, but with a wide A-ertical range, and in some

instances have reversed their relative positions, as recognized in New York

state. At no distant day, when the epoch becomes still better known and

comparative studies have been made with other localities in the Great Basin,

it may be quite possible and even desirable that such di^nsions should be

ch-awn. At present, however, it will be quite sufficient to speak in general

terms of an upper and a lower horizon.

The Nevada limestone has yielded an exceedingly rich and well preserved

fauna; certainly no epoch in the Great Basin can surpass it in general in-

terest, either in the variety of its organic forms, iu the number of species

determined, or in the commingling of species found elsewhere in widely

separated localities. This teirane alone has yielded more species than the

Cambrian and Silurian periods together, and sm*passes the entu-e Carbonif-

erous, with its great thickness and wide areas, by more than one hundred

specific forms. From Eureka and White Pine together it has furnished

over two hundred species, of which one-third have been described for the

first time in the report of Mr. C. D. Walcott;' while, a fact of gi-eat interest

as regards geographical disti-ibution, one hundi-ed and nineteen of them are

specifically identical with previously described forms from other well known

Devonian localities, and no less than seventy-nine of them have been identi-

fied with species occmi-ing in New York. The Upper Helderberg, Hamil-

ton, and Chemung are all well represented so far as species are concerned,

although the vertical range of certain species by no means agrees with the

limits assigned to them in New York. In comparing the Nevada limestone

of the Great Basin with the Devonian of New York state, Mr. Walcott says:

' Paleontology of the Eiireka District, Monograph VIH. Washington, 1884,
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Tlie Upper Helderberg horizon of the New York series is represented by thirty-eight

species common to it and the lower portion of the Devonian of the Eureka district;

the Chemung group of the same by sixteen species; of tlie Hamilton species of New

York twenty-three are distributed through the lower portion of the Eureka Devonian

limestone and eighteen species in the middle and upper i)ortions, but not in sucli a

manner as to distinguish a middle division corresponding to the Hamilton formation

of New York. Of strictly Hamilton species in New York, twenty-three are found, of

which eleven are in beds a little below the summit, and twelve just above the base of

the formation.

Eleven species not known in New York are common to both the

Great Basin and Iowa, thus emphasizing the faunal relations between the

corresponding horizons in the Cordillera, the Mississippi Valley and the

Appalachians.

While the fauna at Eureka is rich and varied, both in genera and

species, remains of Devonian fishes appear to be restricted to a single

ctenacanthus-like tooth. Mr. S. F. Emmons, while engaged on the Fortieth

Parallel Exploration, brought in a small tooth of the genus Cladodm

from the western entrance to Emigrant Canyon, in the Tucubit Moun-

tains north of Humboldt River. These two single specimens, collected

at widely separated points, are all that is known of Devonian fishes from

Central Nevada, although from Northern Arizona, in the Kanab Canyon,

Mr. C. D. Walcott' obtained abundant evidence of the presence of placo-

ganoid fishes from Devonian beds, which were represented by only 100

feet of strata as against 8,000 feet in Nevada.

Corals occur tlu-oughout the Nevada limestone and certain species

present a wide vertical range. Among these Stromatopora are known from

base to summit, and in one or two horizons they are found in such profusion

as to characterize the strata by the peculiar weathering-out of the imbedded

silicified corals. In the siliceous limestone of the Upper Devonian, fragments

of Syringopora associated with Stromatopora are occasionally abundant when

all other species are wanting. The bedded limestone on both sides of the

Yahoo Canyon offer favorable conditions for the j^reservation of these

foi'ms. Prior to the survey of the Eureka District the Lamellibranchiates

were poorly represented from the Great Basin. To a meager list almost

' Am. Jour. Sci. Sept., 1880.
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wholly collected by the Geological Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel,

Eureka has now furnished no less than twenty-three genera and thirty-live

species.

In the collections from Eureka, occur two species, lirst described by

Mr. F. B. Meek," Ortliis macfarleni and Bhi/ndioneUa castama, from the Mac-

kenzie River. Both of these important species were brought to this country

by the late Mr. Robert Kinnicut, and were found associated together on

the Lockhart River, a tributary of the Mackenzie, in latitude 67° 15' north,

longitude 126° west, while the OrtJm was also obtained in a very similar

limestone 40 miles below Fort Good Hope, on the Mackenzie. According

to Mr. A. K. Isbister,' who traveled extensively in Northern British Amer-

ica, along the base of the Rocky Mountains, and avIio published a sketch

map of its geology, the Devonian extends tlirough the valley of the Macken-

zie from its mouth southward for 15° of latitude, nearly, if not quite, to the

headwaters of the Saskatchewan River. It certainly is of considerable

interest to find these two species, which occur together in the Ai-ctic

regions, associated at Eureka in the upper members of the Lower Devonian

They are found near Woodpeckers Peak, about 3,000 feet above the base

of the limestone, while B. castanea was also obtained from the upper hori-

zon at Rescue Hill.

Within the area covered by the Nevada limestone collections of fossils

were made more or less complete from nearly forty localities. For the pur-

pose of this volume it seems hardly desirable to publisli the lists in full,

and such only are made use of as may be necesesar}- to elucidate for

geological purposes the faunal development and also to point out clearly

upon what evidence the division into two groups is based. Of the 6,000

feet included within the epoch, 4,000 are provisionally assigned to the lower

and 2,000 to the upper horizon. About two-thirds of the species belong to

the lower and one-third to the upper, con-esponding roughly to the relative

thicknesses of the two hoiizons. The upper portion of the limestone,

howevei", represents a fauna equally varied, although not so complete, as

the lower. So far as they have been studied the upper and lower horizons

furnish quite characteristic faunas, with only seventeen species which may
' Trans. Chi. Acad. Sci., vol. i, pt. 1, 1867-'69, p. 88.

-Quarterly Journal, Geological Society, vol. xi, London, 1855, p. 497.
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be considered as common throughout the epoch. The following list com-

prises the species common to both upper and lower horizons:

Stroniatopora, ! Productus sbumaidianus, var. pyxidatus.

Syi'ingopora perelegans. Productus subaculeatiis.

Streptorliynchus cliemungen- Spirifera piuonensis.

sis var. pandora. Spirifera (M.) maia.

Ortliis tulliensis. Atrypa recticularis.

Strophodonta perplana. Ehynchonella castanea.

Clionetes detiecta. Nyassa parva.

Productus hallanus. Paracyclas occidentalis.

Productus shumardianus. Styliola flssurella.

A complete systematic list of all the genera and species known from

the Nevada limestone at Eureka and White Pine tabulated into an upper

and lower group, will be found as an appendix at the end of this volume.

At Eureka, above the light gray, ciystalline strata carrying the

Halysites, and somewhere near the base of the Nevada limestone, the beds

begin to yield Atrypa reticularis, Spirifera, Stroniatopora, and Edmondia,

which have a wide vertical range, all but the latter extending well up

nearly to the top of the limestone. The lowest well defined fossiliferous

belt carrying a decided Devonian fauna is found at Lone Mountain not

far above the Silurian line. The fauna is uncommonly rich in species, no

one locality having furnished quite as many forms. They occur in shaly

sti'ata in belt No. 2 of the Lone Mountain section. No less than fifty-two

species were obtained from this horizon. The list of fossils is as follows

:

Liugula laena. Stropliodouta perplaua.

Liugula lonensis. Strophodonta puuctulifera.

Disciua, sp.?. Clionetes filistriata.

Pholidops bellula. Clionetes liemispberica.

Pbolidops quadrangularis. Chonetes uiacrostriata.

Ortbis impressa. Productus sbumardianus.

Skenidium devonicum. Productus subaculeatus.

Streptorbyncbus cbemungensis, var. Productus navicella.

perversa. Spirifera piiioneusis.

Stropbomena rbomboidalis. Spirifera raricosta.

Stropbodonta arcuata. Spirifera varicosa.

Stropbodonta calviui. Nucleospira concinna.

Stropbodonta pattersoni. Trematospira iufrequens.
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Atrypa dosqnainata.

Atr>^1a rctirulaiis.

Meristella iiasuta.

Eliyiicliouella ti^thys.

Cryptouella circula.

Peutamerus comis.

Pteriuea flabella.

Mytilarca dubia.

Pletbomytillis oviforme.

Modioniorpba altitbrme.

Modiomorpba obtusa.

Gouiopbora i)eraiiguhita.

Megaiubouia occidualis.

Paracyclas occidentalis.

Microdon macrostiiata.

Aiiadontopsis amygdalffiformis.

Schizodu s orbicu 1a ris.

Platyceras nodosum.

Loxonema iiobile.

Bellerophon pelops.

Teiitaculitcs gracilistriatus.

Orthoceras (2 sp.?).

Beyricbia occidentalis.

Pbacops rana.

Dalmanites nieeki.

Prcetus marginabs.

Edmondia pifioneusis.

About 500 feet above this belt, in the dark gray Hmestone, occurs a

group of fossils, maiuly silicified corals, as follows:

Paleonianon rocmeri. Cyatbopbylbim davidsoni.

Stromatopora. Cyatboi)bylhim rngosnin.

Favosites basaltica. Dipbjqibylbun simcoense.

Favosites beniispberica. Cystipbyllum anieiicaniim.

Favosites, u. sp. Zapbrentis, sp. ?.

Syriugopora perelegans. Atrypa reticuhiris.

Above this latter grouping only a few fossils were found, mainly species

like Atrypa reticuhiris and Styliola Jissurella, which occiu- all through the

epoch. In this long list of species from the base of the Devonian at Lone

Mountain, only seven forms occur wliich are known in the Upper Devonian,

the list as a group being decidedly Lower Devonian in character. Skenidium

devoniciun is the only species of this genera which is known above the

Silurian, w\a\Q Atrypa rfesg'Mawmfa, here associated with A. reticularis., occurs

only in the lower beds. The Devonian trilobites in this list occur in

nearly all the other fossil-bearing beds at the base of the Nevada limestone

—

namely, Combs Peak, Atrypa Peak, Brush Peak—but are not found in the

middle or upper horizons. It will be noticed that the list includes quite a

number of species usuall}- regarded as characteristic types of the Upper

Helderberg.

At Combs Mountain, Atrypa Peak, Brush Peak, Modoc Peak, and

several other localities occur fossiliferous calcareous shale bands well defined
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litlioloo-ically, which present much the same aspect at each place, with a

similar Lower Devonian fauna, many of the forms being specifically

identical. The evidence goes to show that they belong essentially to the

same horizon, although the estimated vertical distance of the beds above

the Eureka quartzite varies considerably in the different localities. This

difference is undoubtedly due in part to the varying thickness of the under-

lying Lone ]\Iountain beds resting on the quartzite and partly to the more

rapid chano-es in some places than in others in the nature of the sedi-

mentation. In certain localities, under favorable conditions, the cal-

careous shale seems to have been deposited earlier than elsewhere. In

other words, the shale belts are not absolutely synchronous; in some places

they are known to be wanting. They may be taken as representing char-

acteristic horizons in the Lower Devonian without at the same time occu-

pying a sufficiently definite position to be made a datum point in deter-

minino- the thickness of the strata between the shale belt and the basal

member of the epoch.

The following list includes all. species obtained from the calcareous

shale belts of Brush Peak, Atrypa Peak, and Combs Mountain. The

numerals affixed opposite the name of each species indicate from which of

the three localities they have been obtained. In this way it will be seen

at a glance which forms are common to more than one of these typical

localities.

- - 3 Stromatopora. - 2 - Strophodonta demissa.

- 2 - Favosites basaltica. - 2 3 Strophodonta inequiradiata.

1-3 Favosites n. sp. - 2 3 StrojAodonta perplaua.

- - 3 Pacbyphyllum woodmani. - 2 - Strophodonta pnuctilifera.

- 2 3 Zaphrentis. 1 2 - Ghonetes deflecta.

- 2 - Lingula whitei. - 2 3 Ghonetes fihstriata.

1 2 - Orthis impressa. 1 - - Ghonetes granulifera.

12 3 Streptorhynchns chemungen- 1 - - Ghonetes hemispherica.

gis_ 1 2 - Ghonetes maerostriata.

- 2 3 Streptorhynchns chemungen- - 2 - Productus navicellus.

sis, var. pandora. - 2 - Productns subaciileatas.

- 2 - Streptorhynchns chemungen- - 2 - Productus truncata.

sis, var. perversa. 12 3 Spirifera piuonensis.

1-3 Strophodonta calvini. - 2 - Spirifera undifera.
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- - 3 Spirifera sp. ?.

- li - Atrypa desquainata.

1 -! 3 Atrypa reticularis.

1 2 - Rbyuclioiu'lhi hoisfordi.

- 3 Kliyiichoiuilla occideus.

- 3 Khynchoiiella tethys.

- 3 Peutaiuerus coiiiis.

- 2 - Leipteria rafiiicsciiii.

- 2 - Liuioptera sarmeutica.

- 2 - Mytilarca sp. ?.

- 2 - ]\Iodiom()rpba oblonga.

1 — Modiomorpha obtiisa.

- 2 - Goniopbora ])eraugulata.

- 2 3 Edmondia piiionensi.s.

- .3 Sanguinolites combensis.

1 — SanguiiioHtes gracilis.

- 2 - Sauguiiiolites saiiduskyensis. 1

- 3 Conocardium nevadensis.

- 2 - Posidomya dcvouica.

- 2 - Posidomya Levis.

- 2 - Microdon macrostriata.

- 2 - Schizodus orbicularis.

- 2 - Cyimcardinia iudenta.

- 2 3 Platyeeras carinatuin.

1-3 Platyeeras conradi.

- 2 - Platyeeras deiitalium.

1 — Platyeeras tlietiforme.

- 3 Platyeeras tbetis.

1 — Platyeeras uudulatuin.

1 - 3 Platyostoma lineata.

- 2 - Eceuliompbalu.s devouicus.

-23 Euompbalus eurekensis.

- 3 Calonema oeeideutalis.

- 2 - Cycloiiema (like C. multilera).

- 2 - Loxonema approxiinatuiii.

-23 Loxonema nobile.

- 3 Loxonema subattenuata.

- 2 - Bellerophon neleus.

12 3 Belleropbon perplexa.

- 2 - Seoliostonia americana.

- Tentaculites attenuatus.

- 3 Tentaculites scalarifonnis.

- 2 - Hyolithes sp. !.

- 2 - Ortboceras sp.!.

- 3 Goniatites desideratus,

12 3 Pbacops rana.

12 3 Dalmanites meeki.

- 3 Proetus margiualis.

[No. 1, from tlm south s1o)ki of Brush Peak. No. 2, from the shale licit of Atrv))a Peak. No. 3, from

the west spur of Combs Mouutain.]

The shale belt of" Brush Peak promises to the collector a most varied

fauna of Lower Devonian species. It measures about 150 feet in thickness

and may be traced along the west side of both Brush and Modoc peaks;

thence still farther northward, where its connection is clearly made out

with shale belt No. 3, of the Devonian section, south of Signal Peak.

On the southeast slope of Atrypa Peak the shale belt crosses the spur

striking N. 30° E., dipping 40° W. The beds are of a light bluish gray

color about 150 feet in thickness. The horizon corresponds to the fos-

siliferous .shale belt in the section east of Lamoureux Canyon (p. 67).

Combs Mountain presents upon its south side a line display of massive

limestone beds dipping northward into the mountain. There is exposed

here between the base of the mountain and the summit of the ridj^e
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nearly 5,000 feet of strata. No line of demarcation can be drawn

here between the Lone Mountain and Nevada epochs. Fossils were

rarely met with except in well defined strata, separated b}" long ver-

tical intervals. The Trenton horizon, which is well represented, is esti-

mated at 300 feet in thickness, resting immediately upon the Eureka beds.

From the top of the Trenton the section across the beds is strikingly similar

to those observed at Atrypa and Brush peaks. Careful estimates place the

fossiliferous shale at 1,700 feet above the Trenton or 2,000 feet above the

Eureka quartzite. This is the same vertical distance above the quartzite

assigned to the shale belt at Atrypa Peak, although at the latter locality

the Trenton limestone is not recognized either by its physical features or

its organic forms. From the shale belt to the top of the ridge the only

species secured were corals ha\'ing a wide vertical range or else fragments

too imperfect for specific description. A comparison of the species obtained

in the three shale belts, taken together with the stratigraphy of the beds,

proves without much doubt the equivalency of the Combs Mountain shale

with those at Atrypa and Brush peaks.

In the County Peak body of limestone the lowest organic remains

obtained occur midway in the siliceous limestone beds of No. 6, of the

County Peak section (p. 68). Here the gray and blue limestone of No.

8 is assigned to the base of the Devonian, which places the fossil-bearing

bed about 1,000 feet above the Silurian. The species recognized are

Edmondia pinonensis, Atrypa reticularis, Spirifera sp. 1 and Cladopora sp. 1

Passing upward for 2,000 feet above this last bed, or 3,000 feet above

the base, and in about the middle of the great limestone belt (No. 2), there

occurs in a thinly bedded l:)luish gray limestone an interesting grouping of •

species chai'acteristic of the n:iiddle Devonian, or rather a mingling of

species from both upper and lower horizons. The bed, owing to its

marked lithological features, may be traced by the eye for long distances

along the slope of the mountains. At Woodpeckers Peak, where the col

lection was made, the fauna is by no means as large or as varied as that

found in the lower shale belt. While many species are identical with those

found at the lower horizon, and present a decided Lower Devonian aspect,

the greater part of them are common to both Upper and Lower beds. It is
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at this locality that the two Mackenzie River species are seen associated

tog'ether in the same matrix. The following- is the list of species collected at

Woodpeckers Peak:

Orthis macfarleni. Piodnctus truiKittns.

Streptorhyachus cbemun<^ensis, var. pandora. Spirifera (M.) maia.

Streptorhynchus cheinuiigcusis, var. perversa. Atrj^ja reticularis.

Rhynchonella castanea. Nyassa parva.

Strophomena rhomboidalis. Edinondia pinoneiisis.

Cbonetes deflecta. Paracyelas occidentalis.

Produftus hallauus. Metoptoma dcvoiiica.

Productus siibaculeatus.

On the south slo})e of Sentinel Peak, southeast of the last locality, at

about the same horizon as the grouping of fossils, a small collection

was obtained, all but two of them being identical with those observed at

Woodpeckers Peak, and all of them, without exception, fonns recognized

from the Upper, as well as the Lower, horizon. The two species not known

at Woodpeckers Peak are StyViola fissurella and L'mgula ligea, var. nevadensis,

the former common tlu-oughout the Nevada limestone, and the latter a

Hamilton species of New York state, collected also from Rescue Hill, of

the Upper Devonian.

Another 1,000 feet of limestone reachesthe dark blue massive beds in the

upper part of No. 1 of the County Peak section. If the somewhat arbitrary

line, provisionally di-awn between the Upperand Lower Nevada limestones,

is correctly placed about 4,000 feet above the base of the Devonian, these

beds would lie at the base of the upper series. In all probability they belong

to the Upper Nevada limestone, although there is nothing sufficiently dis-

tinct in the meager fauna obtained to determine the question definitely.

The only species observed which is at all restricted in its range is Spirifera

engelmanni, a form common to the highest members of the epoch, but no-

where as yet found lower down than these intermediate strata. Somewhat

higher beds give nnich the same grouping of fossils, and in several localities

Spirifera enf/elmaniii has been recognized. The highest horizon in this

great mass of limestone from which fossils have been obtained is in a well

stratified blue bed near the mouth of Packer Basin, where the fauna has a

decidedly Upper Devonian aspect. Among the species collected here are
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Spirifera engelmanni and the two Chemtiiig forms, llhjnchoneMa dujylicata and

B. sinmta, both found at several localities in the Upper Nevada limestone.

Rescue Hill, on the east side of Rescue Canyon, is a faulted block of

Devonian limestone. Along the abrupt east slope of the hill the north and

south Rescue Canyon fault cuts off the limestone from that found on the

opposite side of the canyon, while an east and west fault, approximately

coinciding with the course of Silverado Canyon, intersects the Rescue Can-

yon fault, and separates the hill from the limestone body to the north.

The beds forming the summit of Rescue Hill belong to strata somewhat

higher in the series than those found on the summit of Sentinel Peak and

Island Momitain, but the lower limestones of the tliree localities may be

easily correlated. In a light bluish gray limestone just below the top of

Rescue Hill the following grouping of fossils occiu-s :

Lingiila ligea, var. nevadensis. Mytilarca chemungensis.

Productus haUanus.
.

Leptodesma transversa.

Productus shuiuardiauus. Nacula rescuensis.

Productus stigraatus. Nucula (like N. niotica, Hall).

Productus subaculeatus. Grammysia miuor.

Spirifera (M.) maia. Sanguiuolites ventricosus.

Atrjqja reticularis. Paracyclas occidentalis.

Rhyiichonella castanea. Platyceras cariuatus.

EhynclioueUa duplicata. Bellerophoa pelops.

Ehynchonella (L.) laura. Naticopsis, sp.? (like N. .-equistriata. Meek).

Ehynchouella nevadeusis. Tentaculites gracilistriatus.

Ehyncbonella siuuatus. Styliola fissurella.

Cryptonella piiionensis. Prcetus lialdermanni.

The Rescue Canyon fault, as already described, is a profound displace-

ment. After crossing Silverado Canyon at the head of Rescue Canyon, it

extends northward until concealed beneath the great basalt flow. By

reference to the map (atlas sheets viii and x) the course of the fault will

be seen along the base of Sugar Loaf and Sentinel Peak. In the faulted

block to the eastward there occm-s a wedge-shaped mass of Devonian

limestone lying north of Silverado Canyon and east of Island Mountain

and Sugar Loaf It conformably underlies the great body of White Pine

shale and admirably shows the relation between the Nevada limestone

and the overlying shale. These beds directly underlying the shale are of
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course the uppermost inenibers of the Nevada limestone. Tlie t'oUowiui^

section gives the sequence of beds from tlie (^uatcniarv pUxiu westward

across the White Pine shale and the uuderl\'iuL;- limestone until the beds

are cut off by the fault.

Feet.

1. Shaly sanilstone followed Wy ."lO fccl of ilaik ar^illaci-oii.s shalv ami a griMt lliirkiu-.ss of

areuari'oii.s .shale and thinly hedded sandstone ; oecasional l)ed.s of line silieeons con-

glomerate ; constant changes from shale to sandstone 1 (XX)

2. Black argillaceous shale pa-ssing into arenaceous shale and slialy sandstone heiuimiu"' dis-

tinctly bedded and passing up into a fine siliceous conglom<'rate. Throughout the series

are oecasional thin belts of argillaceous shale 400

3. Gray crinoidal limestone in layers of varying thickness and more or less sandy ; carries

Chonete* 50

4. Dark blui.sh black argillaceous and calcareous shall- weathering yellow on the surface
;

fossiliferous 300

5. Blue limestone with alternating thin massive layers ; fossiliferous 250

6. Siliceous limestone passing into gray limestone with irregular seams and nodules of

calclte 150

The lower gray limestone carries no fossils.

In the massive blue limestone (No. 5) occur the following Upper

Devonian species:

Productiis shuinaidianus. Khyncliouella tluplicata.

Sphifera engeluiaimi. Leperditia rotundatus.

Atrj-pa reticularis. Styliola flssurella.

In the overlying 300 feet of clay shales (No. 4) the more calcareous

portions carry Spirifera enf/elmaniii and Proihidns slmmanlianus, while in

the more argillaceous strata are numerous imperfect plant remains.

The gray limestone (No. 3) overlying the black shale is characterized

by typical Devonian forms: Cltonrtcs miuroimta, Spirifera oifjchiianni and

Beyrichia occidentaUs. Above this latter limestone in the clavev and sandy

strata (Nos. 1 and '!) no invertebrate forms have as yet been olnaiiied, but

numerous fragments of plant remains, some of Avhich would doubtless

admit of generic determination, are abundant. A careful search for a

Devonian tlora would yield important results. The evidence of the

Devonian age of tlu^ upi)er 1,400 feet of shales and sands is apparent,

from the identity of tlu^ plants with those obtained from the black shale

below the gray limestone as well as from the character of the sediments.

Another locality where the Nevada limestone and White Pine shale are

MON XX G
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structurally well sIk^wu with a typical fauna in l)oth horizons is found at

Newark Mountain. The mountain presents a bold impressive mass of

bluish gray limestone with the physical features of the Upper Devonian

strata. The section here is as follows:
Feet.

1. Black argillaceous shale more or less arenaceous and similar to the lower black shale 1,000

2. Compact fine grained sandstone with minute dark siliceous pebbles scattered through

the beds 100

3. Black argillaceous shale with fine intercalated beds of arenaceous shale. These shales

crumble ou exposure to atmospheric influence 500

4. Reddish gray shal.v calcareous beds 100

5. Dark gray heavily bedded siliceou.s limestone passing into bluish gray limestone in places

finely banded 3,500

Several hundred feet below the top of the Nevada limestone and cal-

careous shale the limestone yielded a small group of fossils, some of them

common to both the upper and lower horizons, but none of them character-

istic of the Lower Devonian.

Stromatopora. Spirifera pinoiiensis.

Strophodouta perplana. Atiypa reticularis.

Productus shumardianus. Pteriuea uewarkeusis.

Spirifera disjuncta. Platyschisma maccoyi.

Immediately below the black shales, near the eastern end of Newark

Mountain, the following species occur:

Ortliis tulliensis. Atrj-pa reticularis.

Spirifera disjuucta. Nyassa parva.

Spirifera engelmanni. Straparollus newarkeusis.

Athyris angelica. Beyrichia occidentalis.

Reddish gray calcareous shales pass rapidly into the argillaceous

beds. Invertebrate remains wherever found in the black shale are imper-

fectly preserved so that specific determinations are in most instances out of

the question. From the lower beds were obtained Avkidopedcn and a

species of Goniatites, while the upper and rather more sandy beds have

furnished a more varied material in which, according to Mr. G. D. Walcott,

the facies is Devonian with a foreshadowing of the Carboniferous period.

Among the genera found here are Fenestella, Chonetes, Modiomorpha, sp. !,

Ctjpricardinia, sp.?, Palaeoneilo, sp.'?, Cardiomorpha, sp.?, Conocardluw, sp.?,

and Goniatites. In only two cases were specific determinations possible:
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I'nxhirfiis liirsitfifoniic iind CoJmhis /(cris. Plant remaius occur here sim-

ilar to those t'oiind east of 8ui>ar Loaf, hut still less perfectly preserved.

The identificfitiou of the Hora from the former lucalitv places the age of

these beds without (hiubt at the top of the Devonian, in accordance with

their stratigraphical position. The corresponding- horizon at White Pine

Mountain i)re.sents still stronger exadeuce of the Devonian age of the

shale; but here, as well as at Eureka, little has been accomplished by

investigating this ancient flora.

Passing to the Piiion Range and the Mahogan\- Hills in tlie northwest

corner of the district, the Upper Devonian limestone is well exposed in

massive beds lying beneath the Diamond Peak ([uartzite. It is easily deter-

mined by its lithological habit and fauna, as well as 1)\- its geological

position beneath the Carboniferous quartzite. Fossils are known in a num-

ber of places, but the locaHties which have furnished the largest and most

varied fiiuna and offer the most promising return are found on the isist side

of Yahoo Canyon and north side of The Gate. Near the entrance to

Yahoo Canyon the beds have yielded a rich fauna characterized by silici-

fied corals. The grouping here is as follows:

Strouiatopora. Fachypliyllum woodruaui.

Alveolites rockfunlensis. Spirifera jilabra, var. uevadensis.

Cladopora imlclua. Spirifera disjuiu-ta.

Syriugopora hisiugeri. Atryi)a rectienlans.

Syring()]K)ra iierelegaas. Rhynchouella castauea.

Cyathopliylluui coriiiculum. ? Styliola tissurella.

On the north side of The Gate, at a little higher horizon and directly

beneath the (juartzite, there is exjjosed a fine section, 500 feet in thickness,

of massive blue limestone, passing into shaly beds, in places almost fissile.

Fossils characteristic of the Upper Devonian are abundant throughout the

beds. The limestone vielded the following species:

Stroinatopora. Orthis tidlieiisis.

SjTiiigopora liisiageri. Productiis lacbrjnnosa, var. lima.

Syringopora jjerelegaiis. Productus scliuinardiaiius.

Cyatliophyllum coruiculinu. Prodnctns speciosus.

Disciiia iniiiiita. Productus stigmatus.

Orthis impressa. Productus subaculeatus.
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Spirifera (Usjuncta. Sauguiuolites rigidus.

Spirifera engelmanni. Paracyclas occideutalis.

Athyris angelica. Euomphalus (P.) laxus.

Atrvija retifularis. Euomphalus, sp.?

Rhynchouella piiguus. Platyschisma ? ambigua.

Rhyiichonella (L.) laura. Naticopsis, sp.!

Ehyncbonella (L.) nevadensis. Styliola flssurella.

Rhynchonella (L.) sinuata. Cytoceras nevadensis.

Grammysia minor. Orthoceras, sp.?

It is immediately overlying the limestone holding this fauna that the

argillaceous, cherty beds occur which cany poorly preserved fragments of

plant remains and the single species. Disc/ma minuta. They probably

represent the great development of the White Pine shale found upon the

east slope of Newark Mountain, but they are not represented on the map,

as they are recognized only in a few localities lying between the Nevada

limestone and Diamond Peak quartzite.

CARBONIFEROUS ROCKS.

Although rocks of this period cover large areas and make up the

greater part of many mountain ridges in the Great Basin, few localities

offer better exposures of all the epochs into which they have been divided

than that portion of the Diamond Range which lies within the limits of the

Eureka survey. To the northeast and east of Eureka, Carboniferous rocks,

more especially the limestones, present a greater thickness of strata than is

shown here, but in most cases the single, narrow ridges fail to expose in anv

continuous section the entire series of rocks from base to summit. At

Eureka the Carboniferous rocks have been estimated to measure 9,300 feet

in thickness, which, however, does not represent the full development of

the Carboniferous period, the Upjjer Coal-measures, the to]) of the Paleozoic

system having suffered a very considerable amount of erosion. This upper

limestone is by no means as thick as that found elsewhere.

The Carboniferous rocks have been subdivided into four epochs: First,

Diamond Peak quartzite; second. Lower Coal-measure limestone; third,

Weber conglomerate; fourth, Upper Coal-measure limestone.
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Diamond Peak Quartzite.-Tliis epoch, tlie basc of the sories, ttikes its name

from Diamond Peak, where it is exposed on both flanks of the peak, dip-

ping into the range with a synclinal structure. On the west side of the

peak, where it attains its greatest exposure, it measures about 3,000 feet in

thickness. Beds of this epoch are found only at Diamond Peak and on

the opposite side of the valley in the region of The Gate. At the base of

the horizon fine conglomerates firmly cemented together lie next the argil-

laceous shale of the White Pine epoch, but quickly give place to a more

massive, usually vitreous, quartzite with a characteristic grayish brown color

and breaking irregularly with a flinty fracture. Intercalated l)lack cherty

bands, carrying a more or less ferruginous matter, occur near the middle

jK)rtion of the horizon. Near the summit the beds pass into thinly

laminated green, brown and chocolate-colored schists and clay shales. The

Carboniferous age of the epoch is determined by a narrow lielt of blue

limestone, which occurs interstratified in the quartzite about 200 feet above

its base, in which the widespread species Productus semireficulatus occurs

associated with an undetermined species of Athijrls. As the fauna at the

top of the black shales foreshadows the coming in of the Carboniferous, the

presence of this characteristic Frodudiis, with oidy a Carboniferous fauna

higher up in the series, determines without question the geological position

of the quartzite between the black shale and Coal-measure limestone.

Lower Coal-measure Limestone.—Beds of this epocll are folUld iu a great

number of ranges in Utah and Nevada, stretching all the way from the

Wasatch to Battle Mountain, and the horizon has probably been better

studied than any other in the Great Basin. The beds cover large areas at

Eureka and off'er better exposures than any other division of the Carbon-

iferous. In the Diamond Range they overlie conforinably the Diamond

Peak quartzite, the transition beds passing rapidly from siliceous to cal-

careous sediments. In their lithological character and physical habit they

do not differ essentially from the same beds elsewhere, except, jJerhaps,

at theii" base, where they carry intercalated beds of chert, argillite, and

gritty, pebbly limestone, with evidences of shallow water deposition. They

pass rapidly, however, into purer gray and blue limestone, for the most

part hea-vnly bedded and distinctly stratified at A-arying intervals. In
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broad masses they resemble the Upper Nevada hmestoiie, but are rather

lig-hter in color in distinction from the dark blue and black of the latter

horizon. No true dolomite beds of any con.siderable thickness have been

recognized, 9 '21 per cent being- the largest amount of magnesium cai'bon-

ate obtained in any of the rocks subjected to chemical analysis. Across

their broadest development they measure about 3,800 feet in thickness,

which is much less than has usually been assigned to this horizon in other

mountain uplifts, more especially those lying eastward.

As the term Lower Coal-measure has been emploj'ed by most geolo-

gists to designate this epoch throughout the Great Basin, it has been

thought best to retain the name provisionally, although not exactly appli-

cable, as the epoch includes such a commingling of species from both the

Upper and Lower Coal-measures that a separation of the beds seems quite

impossible. Moreover, those distinctions which hold good in the Missis-

sippi Valley are by no means always applicable to the Cordillera. In the

present state of our knowledge of the Carboniferous limestone, it is impos-

sible to establish subdivisions in either of the Coal-measure epochs, based

upon faunal differences, owing to the fact that so many species extend

thi'ough a wide vertical range, and so few characteristic species occur within

restricted limits.

Lower Coal-measure Fauna.—As the limestones are in general favorable to

the preservation of organic remains, fossil-bearing strata are found through-

out the beds, and geologists are not so dejjendent u[)ou definite horizons

as among Lower Paleozoic rocks. About 100 species have been collected

from this epoch, but most of those obtained from the upper and middle

portions have already been recognized as occurring elsewhere in the

Lower Coal-measures of the Great Basin. In comparison with the new

species obtained from the Cambrian, Silurian and Devonian, the Carbon-

iferous of Eureka offer singularly few forms new to science, but this, of

course, may be accounted for by the thorough researches which have been

made in this period elsewhere. At the base of the limestone the life is

more varied and presents certain facts that are of both geological and

biological interest.

Three salient features in the life of the Lower Coal-measures at Eureka
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call for special mention, ami each is worthy of still further in\estijiatiou:

First, the occurrence near the base of the limestone of a fresh-water fauna;

second, the v.uned. development of the Lamellihnmchiaies, a class which has

heretofore been but spariug-ly represented in the collection of Carboniferous

fossils from the Cordillera ; third, the minf>-lin<>- near the base of the horizon

of Devonian, Lower Carboniferous and Coal-measure species in gray lime-

stone directly overlying beds characterized by a purely Coal-measiu'e fauna.

Fresh-water Life.—The lowcst Strata from wliicli we have any record of

organic life from this epoch are found at the extreme northeast corner of New
York Mountain, and also near the railway cut immediately south of the

Richmond furnaces. Both localities lie just east of the Hoosac f;iult, which

brings up Carboniferous beds against the Silurian. But for the alluvial

deposits, which occupy the valley, tlie beds of tlu^ two localities would

])robably be found to be continuous; the rocks in both are similar. There

occur here 100 feet or more of fine claj's and grits, interstratified with

arenaceous and argillaceous limestones passing up into pure limestone,

showing abrupt changes and rapid deposition. In these transition beds

were found abundant evidence of a varied fresh-water life, it being possi-

ble to determine several distinct species. The shells indicate a shallow

water tauna, as is also clearly established bv the mode of deposition of the

sediments. Mingled with these shells are a few fragmentary bits of twigs

and stems of plant life, for the most part referable to a coniferous growth,

and showing signs of ha\ang been washed down from a land surface that

could not have been very far away. Mr. Walcott has briefl}- described

three species: one belonging to the genus Physa, named by him P. prism;

another form is a pulmonate shell, allied to the genus Auricula, and to

which he has given the name Zaptijchius carhonariii; a third shell is related

to, if not identical with, AinpuUaria, and is provisionally nametl after the

Director of the Geological Survey, A. poivcUi. The discovery of fresh or

brackish water shells so low down in the Paleozoic and so remote from any

known locality of similar beds renders their mode of occurrence one of

peculiar interest.

Lameiiibranchiate Fauna.—p^'om the hoi'izou of the Lower Coal-measm'es

there have been collected over forty species of Lameiiibranchiate shells, a
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class which heretofore has been but sparingly represented in the collections

of Carboniferous fossils from Utah and Nevada. Indeed, all told, there

have been but few species recognized from the Paleozoic of the Great

Basin. Most of those collected at Eureka are new species, described for

the first time, but allied to forms found in the Mississippi Valley and At-

lantic States, while others appear to be identical with well known species

A complete catalogue of the LameUibranchiates will be found under the

lists of Devonian and Carboniferous species in an appendix at the end of

this volume.

Commingling of Carboniferous Species.—Prof. R. P. Whitfield and Dr. C. A.

White have fi-equently called attention to the commingling of Lower Car-

boniferous and Coal-measure species in New Mexico, Colorado and Utah

which, in the Mississippi Valley, are quite distinct and regarded as char-

acteristic of one or the other of the two horizons. So far as known to

the writer nowhere is this commingling of types more strikingly brought

out than at Eureka. Moreover, here they are associated with species

which, in New York and Ohio, are regarded as typical of the Devonian,

several of them being restricted within a very limited vertical range.

This grouping of fossils is found on a low hill on the west base of

Spring Hill, a long monotonous lidge lying just to the east of

the Hoosac fault and made up wholly of Lower Coal-measure strata.

The beds of Spring Hill Ridge, along the fault, for the most part dip

toward the east. On a small but prominent outlying hill on the western

slope of the ridge they lie inclined toward the west, the result of an anti-

clinal fold within the main body of limestone. In this outlying hill occurs

a well marked bed of arenaceous limestone dipping about 50° to the west

towards the Hoosac fault and cropping out both on the east and west slopes

of the hill; the same bed being recognized in the main ridg-e on the

ojDposite side of the anticline. This limestone, which has been traced for

short distances, both north and south, has furnished a most varied fauna.

Owing to its paleontological importance, Mr. Walcott has given especial

attention to the group and has distinguished over fifty forms, most of which

he has specifically determined. About one-third of them he regards as iden-
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tical with species I'ouiul in the Mississijjpi Aalle}' in Lower Carbonit'erous

rocks, while many of them have usuallv been considered as restricted to

that horizon. Associated with them, in sufficient force to show a comming-

ling of types, occur characteristic Coal-measure fossils like Atkyris sitbtilita

and Euomphuluti suhniijosus. Mingled with these ft>ssils, in the same strata,

are the Lamellibranchiates, which present so striking a feature of the Carbon-

iferous fauna. Notwithstanding the fact that the Devonian, at Eureka,

furnishes an exceptionally rich fauna in Lamellibranchiates, nearly all the

species found in the Carboniferous occur for the first time at this horizon,

and but few, if any, specifically agree with the Devonian forms. This is all

the more noticeable because species, which are identical with those found

in New York and Ohio, are in the latter localities only recognized in restricted

areas and in most instances from horizons low down in the Devonian. This

is well shown by the species Grammysia arcuata and Macrodon hamiltotKe,

both regarded as typical of the Hamilton group, while others like Sanguino-

lites reoliis is referred to the Chemung and to the Waverly sandstone of

Ohio.

The complete list of species from these strata is as follows

:

Archseocidaris, sp. ? Aviciilopecten, .sp. ?

Feuestella (.'3 sp. ?) Myalina ut'ssus.

Disciua newberryi. Pteriuopecteu hoosaceu.sis.

Streptorhynchus creiii.stria. Pteriuopecteu spio.

Orthi-s resupinata. Crenipecten hallanus.

Chonetes jjranulifera. Ptychopteria protoforinis.

Clionetes veiiieiiiliaua. Pinna cousiiiiilis.

Produi'tus pratti'uianus. ^ Pinna inexi)e('tans.

Productiis semireticnlatus. Moiliomoi-]»lia ambigna.

Spirifera t-amerata. Modioniorpha ? desiderata.

Spirifera ueglecta. Nucula iusularis.

Spiriferiua keutiicliiensis. Nucula, s]). ?

Athyris subtilita ? Solenoniya curta.

RhjTichouella eurekensi.s. IMacrodon truucatus.

Kbyiiclionella (Leiorhyuebus tjiie). Grammysia arcuata.

Aviculopccten affinis.
" Gramniy.sia bannibalensi.s.

Axnculopecten eurekonsis. Edmoudia medou.

Avic-ulopeeteu baguei. Sanguiuobtes ii^obis.

Aviculopeoten peroceideus. Sanguinolites a'obis, var.
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Sanguinolites iitenia. Euomphalu.s subiiigosus.

Sauguinolites retusus. Pleurotomaria nodomarginata.

Saugiiiuolites salteri. Bellerophou textilis.

Saiiguiuolites simplex. Naticopsis, sp. ?

Sauguiuolites striata. Deutaliiim, sp. 1

Microdou connatus. Orthoceras randolphensis.

Schizodus cimeatus. Ortlioceras, sp. 1

Scliizodus deparcus. Goinphoceras, sp. ?

Cardiola filicostata. Griffithides portlocki.

Below this liorizon there is a bed of bluish gray limestone interesting

on account of its grouping of Lower Coal-measure fossils without the

presence of any of those species which might be regarded as indicating a

lower stratigraphical position, but which are here found in the overlying

strata. The list is small, but cliaracteristic of the Coal-measures. It is as

follows

:

Fenestella, sp. ? Productus semireticulatus.

Streptorhyuchus crenistria. Spirifera camerata.

Choaetes granulifera. Ehyiichonella evu-ekensis.

Productus prattenianus. Griffitliides portlocki.

Richmond Mountain Fauna.—There is some reasou to belicve that the inter-

calated arenaceous and calcareous strata lying at the base of the great

limestone belt all the way from Richmond Mountain southward to Fish

Creek Valley represents a portion of the chocolate-colored clay shales

underlying the limestone of Diamond Peak, and referred to the upper

members of the Diamond Peak quartzite. From the base of the Lower

Coal-measure limestone along the Hoosac fault up to the capping of

andesite lavas of Richmond Mountain the hig-hly inclined strata measure

about 1,800 feet. Fossils occur scattered throughout the limestones. From

highly fossiliferous strata favorable for their preservation, a grouping of

species was found which may be taken as typical of the entire epoch,

although only in a few localities is the life so full and well represented.

This list from the southwest base of Richmond Mountain is as follows

:

Zapbrentis. ' Streptorliynchus crenistria.

Peuestella, sp. ! Chonetes grauulifera.

Liugula mytaloides. Productus longispiuus.

Discina newberryi. Productus nebrasceusis.
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Productus ]iriittciiiaiiiis. Athjris hirsnta.

Productus sfinireticulatus. Rhynchoiiclla eiirekensis.

Spirifcra aiinectans. Cainaroplioria cooiiereusis.

Spirifera caiiH'rata. Terehratiila liastata.

Spirifera leidyi. Avicnl()])cctt'u atliiiis.

Spirifera uesiecta. Streblopt«M'ia siiiiilis.

Spirifera rockymoutana. Myalina eouf^eiieris.

Spirifera striata. Bellerophon, sp. ?

Spirifera (M.) .setigcra. Metoptoina peroccideus.

Syrintjotbyi'is cuspidatus. Griffithides portlocki.

Along' Carbon Ridge tlie limestones are well developed bnt have as yet

yielded little calling for special comment as regards tlie life of the jjeriod.

The limestone forming the top of Diamond Peak and the long Alpha ndge

west of Hayes Canvon carry several fossiliferous strata at different hori-

zons, bnt all of them present mnch of the same grouping of species. Near

the summit of Diamond P(^ak a shaly limestone was found to contain

Polyiiora (like P. stragula). Spirifera (M.) setigera.

Orthis resupinata. Athyris roissyi.

Productus nebrasceusis. Athyris liirsuta.

Productus semireticulatus. Griffithides ]K)rtlocki ?

Spirifera trifjoualis. Camarophoria cooitcreusis.

It seems hardly necessary to repeat nearly similar lists from neigh-

boring localities so long as there a])pears to be no marked cliangc of fauna

with the develojunent of the limestones. Most of the species obtained

proved to be specifically identical with those from the limestone Ixxlv of

Richmond Mountain and Carbon Ridge east of the lloosac fauh. The

region of Diamond Peak does not offer as many species, but on the other

hand it has not been as diligently searched. Tlie Lanie]lil)raiichiatc fauii;i

wiis nowhere recognized in tlie region of Diamond Peak.

Weber Conglomerate.—Conformably overlying the Lower Coal-measures

comes the Weber conglomerate, one of the most [)ersistent and well defined

horizons over wide areas of the Cordillera, stretching westward all the way

from the Front Range in f^olorado to tlie FAireka Mountains. It varies in

the nature of the si'diment with everv changing condition, but it is nearly

everywhere easilv recognizeil as a siliceous formation l)etween two great

masses of Carboniferous limestone. In places it is made up of an admi.xture
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of calcareous and sandy beds; in others, of tine grits and shales; and, again,

of nearly pure siliceous sediment, varying from fine to coarse grained, de-

])endent largely upon the distance from any land area and depth of water in

which it was deposited. Here at Eureka the material is exceptionally coarse

with abundant evidence of shallow water deposition and the existence of a

land surface not very far remt)ved at the time the beds were liiid down.

Two large bodies represent the Weber conglomerate at Eureka, one

directly east of Carbon Ridge and the other overlying the Alpha Ridge

west of Hayes Canyon. The former is not shown in its full development,

the upper members being cut off hj the Pinto fault, but the geological

position of tlie latter is admirabh" Ijrought out by the underlying and over-

lying limestones. Across their broadest development the beds have a

thicknes.s estimated at about 2,000 feet. They are well shown in long par-

allel ridges inclined at liigh angles, with a synclinal followed bv an anti-

clinal fold. Foi- tlie most part the formation is made up of coarse material

of both angular and rounded fragments of red, brown and Avhite grits,

together with jasper, brown hornstone, and green chert}' pebliles firmh^

held together by a siliceous cement. Interstratified in the coarse material

are occasional beds of fine, yellow white sandstone, which has been used as

a lining for the large smelting furnaces at Eureka. In certain beds the

angular ])ebbles predominate, and in others the rounded, but in general there

is a fair admixture of both varieties. Near the sununit of the horizon a

single belt of blue limestone comes in, which, liowever, in its lateral exten-

sion, may not be persistent. Considering the thickness and nature of these

conglomerates, they present an exceptionally uniform appearance through-

out, with almost no shale and but little limestone. No subdivisions need

be drawn. Although the formation has yielded no fossils, its structural

relations permit of its being easily correlated with the Weber conglomerate

of northern and eastern Nevada. With the coarse conglomerates of the

Weber at Agate Pass', in the Cortez Range, there is the closest resemblance;

both areas mu.st have been near the shore line of the Paleozoic sea, in cen-

tral Nevada.

'U. S. Geological Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel, vol. 2, Descriptive Geology, p. 574.
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Upper Coal-measures.—Beds of this epocli iiret'ouiid (•(informal )ly ovci-lyiiij;

tilt' Weber couglomerate, their true geological jiositiou being adiniralily

shown at the head of Hunters Creek (athis sheet \m) in a belt of lime-

stone about one mile in length, west of the Welier conglomerate horizon.

Both series of rocks dip to the west at liigh angles, the limestones,

liowever, being cut off by a body of basalt which forms the mass of Basalt

Peak and the Strahlenberg. A much larger body of this limestone is found

forming the long uniform slope of Diamond Peak, altliough there its true

position is oljscured by longitudinal faults, which in places bring it in direct

contact with the Lower Coal-measures and in others it abuts unconforma-

l)lv against the Weber conglomerate.

The thickness attained bv the rocks of this epoch is nowhere exposed

in the district, the overlying beds having either suffered removal by

denudation or else been concealed beneath flows of igneous rocks. West of

Diamond Peak a number of narrow valleys cross the limestone, but, as the

inclination of the ridge coincides closely with the dip of the beds, they

nowhere reveal any considerable thickness. The beds are estimated at oOO

feet. In the northern and central portions of the state of Nevada the Upper

Coal-measure limestones attain a development of nearly 2,000 feet. At

Moleen Peak,'ju.st soutli of tlie Huinl)oldt River, they are cstimatiMlar 1,X00

feet in thickness where tlicA' conformalily overlie a iieavy deposit of con-

glomerates in their essential features quite like the Weber conglonujrate of

Eureka. In the field the Upper Coal-measures may be distinguished readily

from the Lower Coal-measures by their lighter color and greater preva-

lence of fine grained beds. These colors are light bluish gray and drab,

the latter possessing a conclioiilal fracture and compact texture. These

compact limestones frecpientlv present forms of erosion (ptite different from

the coarse grained and granular limestones of the Lower (^oal-ineasures.

Throughout the horizon the limest(mes are interstratified with belts of grit

and siliceous pebbles, ludd together by a calcareous cement, in which are

intercalated thin beds of purer limestone. One or two jirominent beds are

apparently made up of ([uartz pebl)lesand fragments of an older limestone,

carrying such fossils as Fusilina ci/lindrini and Produrtiis semircticalatm,

' U. S. Geological Esi)li>ratii>u of tUo ForlietU Parallel, vol. 2, Ooscriptivo Ocolofiy, p. 600.
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as if indicating that they had been derived from tlie underlying Carbon-

iferous rocks. The fossils, however, which are all ( Ioal-nie;xsure species,

might be derived quite as well from the Upper as from the Lower beds.

A chemical examination failed to detect any beds of dolomite in the lime-

stones, the highest amount of magnesium carbonate obtained being r33 per

cent. This is not without interest, as it is the only limestone horizon in the

Paleozoic series at Eureka free from dolomitic strata.

Upper Coal-measure Fauna.— Tliis epocli lias uot yielded as large a number

of species as the Lower Coal-measures and many of those found in the

middle and upper beds of the latter are known to occur in both divisions of

the Carboniferous limestone throughout the Great Basin. The following-

list comprises all those species obtained from the Upper Coal-measures

which were not observed in the Lower Coal-measures:

Zaphreutis, sp. ? Ptilodictya carbonaria.

Polypora, sp. f Ptilodictya serrata.

Orthis pecosi. . Productus xJiiiU'tatus.

Retzia mormoni. Macrodoii teuuistriata.

Terebratula bovidens. Pleiirotomaria, sp. ?

Myalina subquadrata.

A further search of the Lower Coal-measures might show several of

these species, and in other localities outside the District it is by no means

certain that they have not been found lower down. Terebratula bovidens is

known to range throughout the Coal-measures; on the other hand Froducfas

punctatus, a common form, seems to be restricted to the Upper Coal-meas-

ures in the Great Basin.

A narrow belt of yellowish gray, somewhat shaly, limestone, near the

head of Hunter Creek, carries the following grouping of fossils:

FusiUua (iyliudrica. Productus semireticulatus.

Fusilina robusta. Spirifera camerata.

Chaetetes, sp. ? Spirifera rockymoutaua.

Orthis pecosi. Spiriferiua cristata.

Productus lonj,dspiuus. Athyris subtilita.

Productus uebrasceusis. Terebratula bovideus.

Productus prattenianus, Myaliua subquadrata.

Productus puuctatus. Pleurotouiaria (like P. tiu'biuit'onui.s).
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At the extreiiic northern end ot'the district, on the west slope of I )iamon(l

Peak and north of Garden Creek, in a very siniihir limestone, the beds

yielded as follows:

Fusiliua cyliii<lric-a. I'roductiis pratteniaiius.

Chaetetes, sp. ? Productus se.mireticulatus.

Zaphrentis (fragments). Spiriferiua cristata.

Ptilodic'tya (Stenopeia) carboiiaria, ? Athyris siibtilita.

Ptilodictya (Sti'iiopera) st'irala, ? Ketzia niormoi}!.

A complete list of fossils from the somewhat restricted fauna of tlie

Ui)per Coal-measures will be found at the end of this volume.

Carboniferous Coal.— In the tirst rani)-e to the east of the Kureka District,

Carboniferous formations extend for miles alonji" the edg-e of the valley

which in a study of Paleozoic rocks present some ]ioints of more

than ordinary interest. It is the only range in the Great Basin where coal

of Cai'boniferous age has been discovered in anything like a well defined

seam of sufficient thickness to encourage exploration, althougli ])eds carr\--

ing small amounts of carbonaceous matter are known in one or two other

localities in central Nevada. Two outcrops of this coal are known and

considerable ex])loration has been undertaken in order to determine the value

of the coal seams: one is situated on a low flat hill known as Pancake Ridge,

and the other on Bald Moimtain, which stands out prominentlvat the southern

end of the Humltoldt Range. Pancake lies about eight miles to the west-

ward of the Eureka District in a mass of low ridges connecting the

Humljoldt Kange with the White Pine Mountains. Rising above tlie plain

occiu's a l)odv of rhyolite, beyond wliich is a low ridge of coarse conglouK-

erate followed by a second ridge somewhat lugher than the first with an

intervening valle}- or shallow depression. Along the western base of this

second ridge an exposure of dral) cla\- shales crops out onK- a few feet in

tliickness, striking approximatelv north and south with a low dip to the

east rarely exceeding 10°. This clay carries a seam of lignite varving

from 10 to 18 inches in width which niav be readih' traced for nearly !;")()

feet along the line of outcrop. Both above and Ix-low this coal .seam are

alternating layers of bituminous .shale and ])urer clay shale conforniablv

resting upon a bed of coarse conglomerate. Above the clay shules c<,)mes
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a bed of conglomerate about 25 feet in thickness made up mainly of rounded

quartz pebbles followed by another l)elt of shale quite like the one below,

40 feet in thickness. In both series of shale occur beds of carbonaceous

material and thin seams of impure coal, but nowhere on the surface are the

exposm-es more than three inches in width. Still higher up is anotlier belt

of conglomerate can-ying more or less lime and followed by buff colored

massive limestone changing to brownish gray limestone followed by a cherty

limestone, the latter extending to the top of the mountain. This series of

limestones has an estimated thickness of nearly 1,000 feet. Fossils cliarac-

teristic of the Coal-measures are common throughout the limestone, but are

more abundant in the lower beds, more especially in those immediately

above the coal, although no horizon presents any special faunal peculiarities.

Scattered throughout the limestone occur the following species:

Zaphreiitis centralis, 1 Productus costatus

Diphyphyllum, sp. ?. Productus semiicticulatus.

Chaetetes, u. sp. Spirifera caiiieiata.

Discina, sp. 1 Spirifera rockymoiitana.

Orthis pecosi. Spiriferina keutuckiensis.

Orthis resupinata. Eetzia mormoui.

Streptorhynchus crenistria. Athyris roissyi.

Chonetes grauulifera. AthjTis siibtilita.

Productus cora. Terebratula bovideus.

This grouping maj* be said to present some distinctive features con-

taining forms regarded as belonging to the Lower Carboniferous, mingled

with others typical of the Coal-measures. Zaplirmtls centralis, Diphifphyllum

and Athyris roissyi give to the horizon a Lower Carboniferous aspect,

while the relatively large number of Coal-measure species would ordinarily

determine the position t)f the beds. Not only do the Coal-measure species

outnumber the others, but several of them happen to be those forms like

Orthis pecosi and Betzia mormoni, which have as yet been recognized only

in the Upper Coal-measm-es. Nevertheless, the evidence of the fauna is

strongly in favor of the lower horizon for these coal beds, as certain species

are elsewhere unknown higher up in the Carboniferous, wliereas it is a

feature of the Coal-measure fauna of the Great Basin that it })resents a wide

vertical range.

Lithologically the evidence is not specially decisive. The series of
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beds at Pancake bear some resemblance ti» tlie section toiuid at the base

of Ricliniiiiul ^fountain, wliich, of course, indicates the base of the Cai'bon-

iferous hincstone. Such evidence, liowever, is not conckisive, as the beds

also resenilile and may be synchronous with the interstratified grits and lime-

stones of the Upper Coal-measures, with whicli l)y far the greater number of

the obsei'ved species are identical.

In exploring these coal seams for marketal)le coal considerable work

has been done, althougli all operations had been abandoned three years

previous to our visit. In places the vein was reported as 5 feet in

width, although uuich l)roken np and displaced. A vertical shaft, said to

be 180 feet in dejjtli, had Ijeen sunk before the project was abandoned and

several tumiels and inclines run along the line of the coal. Examinations

could be made onlv in one tunnel, owing to the caving-in of the clay beds.

Sixty feet from the entrance, where the seam measures 20 inches, samples

of coal were collected. It closely resemliles the lignites of the Green River

basin. On exposure the coal crumbles readily.

Bald Mountain lies to the north of Pancake and is situated in the

main ridge of the Humboldt Range. The coal or lignite outcrops are ex-

posed near the base of the range in clay shales inclined at low angles

toward the mountain. The mode of occurrence bears the closest resem-

blance to the strata at Pancake—interstratified conglomerates and shales

followed by massive, distinctly bedded yellowish brown and buff lime-

stones. At the time of our \'\s\t, in the autunm of 1880, the Bald Mountain

Coal Company had run a tunnel from the outcrop for 160 feet into the

mountain following the coal seaiu. At the head of this tunnel the coal

strata measured onlv from 2 to 7 inches in width, passing into black car-

bonaceous clays. At this point there was more or less displacement of

the strata, and this thin seam of coal was apparently cut off by a line of

faulting, which put an end to further explorations, tlie })oor ([uality and

limited quantity of the coal discouraging auy further outlay of money. A
search of the black shale beneath the coal was rewarded by the iinding of

a number of fossils all belonging to the species Athijiifi snhtUita. In

the buff' limestones, immediately above the coal, a small number of fossils

were found:

MON XX 7
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Orthis pecosi. Spirifera rockymoutana.

Streptorhyuchus creiiistria. Athyris subtilita.

Productus cora. Eetzia mormoui.

Productus semireticulatus.

They represent a distinctively Coal-measure fauna and are identical

with forms collected from beds at Pancake. On the other hand, none of

the species obtained at Pancake, indicating the horizon at the base of the

Lower Coal-measures, have as yet been found at Bald Mountain. In this

grouping at Bald Mountain there is nothing to prevent the horizon from

being considered as belonging to the Upper Coal-measures, but it is hardly

possible to suppose that the geological position of these beds differs from

the position of the coal at Pancake. The geological mode of occurrence

at both places and the sections across the beds indicate that the coal comes

from near the same horizon, and was deposited under similar conditions, with

the probabilities in favor of their having at one time formed a continuous

coal area.

The following analyses of samples of these coals, collected at the time

of our visit, are given here for the purpose of showing the character of the

deposits. They were made by Dr. W. F. Hillebrand, of the U. S. Geolog-

ical Survey.



CHAPTER V.

DESCRIPTIVE GEOLOGY.

In the following- pages will be found a detailed description of the sed-

imentary rocks in the Eureka District, the order followed being- for the most

part the same as that adopted in the chapter devoted to tlie general

geoloo^ical sketch. Each orographic block is described by itself, beginning-

with Prospect Ridge, where the oldest rocks occur, followed bv the other

blocks according to the geological succession of strata; thu only changes

made in the oi-der of treatment being for the purpose of liringing out more

forcibly the sti-uctural relations of the individual blocks to eacli other. This

chapter necessarily contains a repetition of many facts state<l in other por-

tions of the volume, but at the same time there is an omission of man}-

details that, if not presented elsewhere, would properly find a place liere.

The principal object of this chapter is to give a connected description

of the country and to place numerous details in permaneut form for the

use of those who may wish to study the field in person, or who may desire

to investigate more fully the facts upon which the generalizations ai-e based.

Certain portions of the country are described more fullv than others, and

in a few instances the descriptions follow closely those given elsewhere in

the volume.

PROSPECT RIDGE REGION.

This region includes all the country lying between the Hoosac fault

on the east side and the Spring Valley, Prosjiect ^lountain, and Sierra

faults on the west. These lines of faulting s]iarpl\- outHne a mountain

block which, in its geological structm-e, stands out on all sides clearh-

defined from the adjacent country.

99
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Along the east side of the Hoosac fault no sedimentary rocks are

known other than those belonging to the Lower Coal-measures, while on

the west side of the other three faults only Silurian and Devonian beds are

brought up against the fault line. In this uplifted mountain mass lying

between these great lines of faulting occur all the Cambrian rocks exposed

in the district, with the exception of two small patches of limestone, one of

Prospect Mountain limestone and one of Hamburg limestone, found on the

west side of Surprise Peak, one-half mile to the westward of the line of

the Sierra fault. They occur in a region of much local disturbance, not far

from the body of hornblende-andesite which occupies the bottom of Sierra

Valley, and are of no special geological interest otherwise than indicating

great displacement of strata. This uplifted mass of Prospect Ridge meas-

ures 10 miles in length by about 2 4 miles in width across its broadest expan-

sion, in the region of Prospect Peak, in places narrowing to one-half that

distance. Within this block, evidence of minor fractures and dislocations

are everywhere to be seen, influencing in a greater or less degree the geo-

logical structure of the country.

Jackson Fauit.-Two faults, designated as the Jackson and the Ruby

Hill, profound in their displacement and of great economic importance,

deserve special mention ; both of them, however, lie within the limits of the

Prospect Ridge uplift. The Jackson fault starts in just north of the Eureka

tunnel, in Goodwin Canyon, on the east side of the ridge, and may be

traced northward along the line of contact between Prospect Cjuartzite and

the Hamburg limestone (atlas sheet viii). It follows down the narrow ravine

past the Jackson mine to the east of Ruby Hill and Adams Hill, and is lost

near the body of quartz-porphyiy just beyond the Wide West ravine. This

fault brings up the Pogonip limestone of the Silurian against the entire

series of Cambrian strata of Rub}' Hill, from the lower quartzite to the

Hamburg shales inclusive. On the east side of this fault exploration has

failed to bring to light any large and permanent bodies of ore, if we except

that of the Williamsburg mine ; the more valuable mining properties in the

inunediate neighborhood of Ruby Hill being, for the most part, on the west

side of the fault in the Cambrian rocks.
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Ruby Hill Fault.—This fault starts in near tlie reservoir in New Yoi-k

Canyon, brauclung out from the Hoosac fault and running- in a northwest

direction. It cuts diagonally across the Pogonip limestone, and abruptl}'

terminates the Hamburg limestone and Hambui-g shale, which form such

persistent to})ographic features of the country to the southward, and inter-

sects the Jackson fault near the American shaft, just south of the Jackson

mine (atlas sheet viii). For a short distance this fault apparently coincides

with the Jackson fault, then crosses it, following a northwesterly direction

—

the same course it held before the intersection with the great north and south

fault. On Ruby Hill the fault may be traced in the underground woi-kings

of all the principal mines through to the Albion. It has exerted a most

powerful influence upon the structure of Ruby Hill, and from its relations

to the ore bodies its importance from a mining point of view can not be

overestimated. Reference will be made to this fault in the discussion on

the geology of Ruby Hill.

From Spring Valley eastward across Prospect Ridge and Hamburg

Ridge to the Hoosac fault, the highly inclined strata offer an unbroken

geological section from the lowest beds of the Cambrian to the Eureka

quartzite of the Silurian. It offers the best section to be found in Nevada

of the Cambrian rocks, with all the epochs into which it has been divided

clearly defined. Sections across Prospect Mountain limestone may vary

greatly in details within a few hundred feet in the relative thickness of

compact limestone and calcareous shaly beds, but in general the sections

across the entire thickness of the horizon coincide fairly well.

Section CD^EF (atlas sheet xiii), constructed across the central portion

of the Eureka Mountains, intersects Prospect Ridge about 3,000 feet to the

north of the peak, at a point selected to bring out the anticlinal structure of

the mountains. The luiderlying quartzite is overlain on both sides of the

fold by the Prospect Mountain limestone, which on the west side extends

down to Spring Valley, while on the opposite side it forms not only the

summit, but the entire east wall of the main ridge. This is in turn over-

lain by the remaining subdivisions of the Cambrian, all of which stand

inclined at a uniformly high angle to the east. As the section is di-awn

across a high saddle at the head of New York Canyon, connecting Pros-
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pect Peak and Hamburg Ridge, the erosiou of the Secret Canyon shale is

not so well sliown as it would be if the section had been drawn either to the

north or south of this point, but it is quite sufficient to bring out the promi-

nence of the Hamburg Ridge, Avhich is everywhere parallel to the main

ridge. Overlying the Hamburg shale occurs thePogonip limestone, in turn

followed by the Eureka quartzite, wliich occupy the long slope down to

the Hoosac fault. The- entire series of beds dips to the east, with angles

varying from 75^ to 85°. The section across these beds from the axis of

the fold is as follows

:

Prospect Midge Section.

Eureka quartzite .

PogoDip limestone.,

Hamburg shale.

Hambui"; limestone .

Secret Canyon shale .

Prospect Mountain limestone.

Prospect Mountain quartzite

.

Total thickness _.

Compact vitreous white quartzite, indistinct bedding

Massive siliceous dark gray limestone, occasionally black lime-

stone, and a narrow band of quartzite midway

Fine grained, evenly bedded, ash gray limestone, with more

massive layers near the summit

Calcareous shales, passing into thin-bedded limestones; bands

of arenaceous sandstones and siliceous limestones

Yellow argillaceous shale, with thin layers of gray limestone;

layers of chert nodules throughout the bed; cherty siliceous

bands near the top

Dark gray granular limestone; only slight traces of bedding;

in places highly siliceous ; beds brecciated in the upper portion

Argillaceous shales, yellow and brown in color

Massive-bedded gray limestone

Argillaceous shales, yelow and brown in color

Massive, light gray limestones, passing into bluish gray and

bluish black beds, with occasional bands of black limestone

and light gray on top

Fissile calcareous shales, with a thin band of green and drab-

colored argillaceous shale, and bands of ahaly limestone

Massive gray limestones

Argillaceous shales, ash gray in color: weathering red and yel-

low ; -layers of more compact limestone

Light gray compact limestone, with thin seams of calcite

through the massive layers

Red and brown arenaceous shales

(Bedded vitreous quartzite; weathering dark brown; inter-

calated thin layers of arenaceous shales; beds whiter near

the summit and more uniform in texture

Along the line of this section there has been less faulting, crushing

and local displacement than anywhere else on the ridge. Such local

disturbance as has taken place in the uplifted mass is more apparent in the

Prospect Mountain limestone than in the other horizons, partly owing to
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frequent changes in the physical conditions of the alternating beds of shale

and limestone and partly to the fact that this seiies of beds forms the sum-

mit of the ridge and, lying nearer the axis of the fold, has been subjected

to mucli greater pressure and strain. The shales, yielding easily to pressure,

have folded and flexed under excessive strain, while the more compact

limestones, under the same force, were faulted and fissured. Evidence of

this is seen in the Mountain shale belt and the overlying limestone, the

former exhibiting a tendency to flatten out and the latter to recover the

normal dip by a .sharp break, causing numerous fissm-es and faults. Since

the first uplifting of the mountain, intrusive dikes of rhyolite have filled

preexisting fissures and broadened lines of weakness, besides causing addi-

tional faulting and displacement. These intrusive masses, however, are

for the most part nan'ow and have produced no fundamental structural

changes, but much of the secondary alterations, such as local meta-

morphism of beds, the cementation of brecciated limestone, and similar

phenomena, are easily explained by their action.

Numerous tunnels, run for the purpose of mining exploration, vary-

ing from 50 feet to several hundred feet in length, penetrate the Prospect

Mountain limestone all along the ridge, at different elevations. Among

them may be mentioned the Fourth of Jul}', Maryland, Lemon, and

Golden Era tunnels. Most of them, however, extend only for short dis-

tances, and, while they offer lair sections of portions of the great limestone

belt and may have subserved the purposes of the miner, are of but little

value for purposes of geological structure. Two tunnels, the Eureka and

Prospect Slountain, running at right angles to the strike of the beds and

from opposite sides of the ridge, give admirable sections across nearly the

entire thickness of the limestone belt.

Eureka Tunnel.—The entrance to the Eureka tunnel is situated near the

head of Goodwin Canyon, to the west of the Hamburg Ridge (atlas sheet

viii). The tunnel starts in near the base of the Hamburg limestone and

is driven in a nearly due west direction for 2,000 feet, passing several

hundred feet beyond the crest of the ridge and about 800 feet below.

The following is the series of beds encountered in tlie Em-eka tunnel,

beginning at the entrance:
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Feet.

Black crystalline limestone (Hamburg limestone) 85

Argillaceous shale (Secret Canyon shale) 300

(Prospect Mountain limestone)

:

Limestone 935

Calcareous shale 30

Brecciated limestone 51

Mountain shale 460

Stratified limestone 90

Brecciated limestone 50

The body of limestone near the entrance to the tunnel belongs to the

base of the Hamburg limestone and is a small mass left by erosion

upon the west side of Goodwin Canyon, the canyon for the most part having

been eroded along the line of contact between the Hamburg limestone and

the Secret Canyon shale. Where the tunnel enters the mountain the Secret

Canyon shale pinches out to a few hundi-ed feet, and, a short distance to the

north, it is entirely cut otf by tlie Prospect Mountain quartzite. At the

tunnel the shales are only 300 feet in thickness. Through the Prospect

Mountain limestone nearly all signs of stratification and bedding' are want-

ing, the rock.>5 everywhere showing evidence of crushing and local faulting.

Evidence ofmovement is seen in the brecciated appearance of the lime-

stone, which has been recemented by calcite. Fissures and seams

nearly vertical are common, dipping slightly both to the east and

west; the larger number of them being inclined toward the east. Dyna-

mic action has caused such frequent changes tlu-oughout the limestone

that it is difficult to recognize any belt by lithological distinctions. The

narrow bed of shale, 30 feet in thickness, is a well defined belt, calcareous,

and more or less argillaceous, but of little importance, simply fore-

shadowing the coming in of the broad belt of Mountain shale beyond.

Whether it would be found to be continuous on further exploration, either

to the north or south, is questionable. Beyond this narrow shale band

occurs another limestone belt, similar to the main body, in turn followed by

the Mountain shale, which, unlike the Secret Canyon shale, is character-

ized by intercalated limestone. It resembles the clay shale found on

the surface, but is less pure than the Secret Canyon body. It bears a

close resemblance to the shale belt found in the Prospect Mountain lime-

stone of Ruby Hill, but there is no direct evidence of their ever having
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formed a continuous bed. Nowliere else on the ridge do the Mountain

shales appear so broadly developed, 300 feet being the greatest thickness

observed on the surface. Beyond this shale belt the limestone is occasion-

ally stratified and then again occurs crushed and broken, showing that it

has undergone much pressure; the stratified rock in general lying next the

shale.

From a geological point of view the value of the tunnel lies in the evi-

dence of the crushing, faulting and Assuring which the entire series of beds

have undergone since the first uplift of the mountain, the changes in the

character of the limestone being far better studied in the tunnel than on the

surface. A marked fissure, slightly inclined to the east, occurs about 840 feet

from t?he mouth of the tunnel. Stringers of ore, or rather indications of

ore, are encountered all through the limestone, but few of them are of

economic value, being mainly filled with calcite, oxide of iron and man-

ganese and cariying but little lead and silver. At one point a nearly per-

pendicular pipe connects with the surface, but carries no ore. A small

amount of oi'e was discovered near by, however, just north of the tunnel.

The largest body of ore opened by the tunnel occvirs nearly 1,200 feet from

the entrance, the metal-bearing fissure running approximately north and

south and standing nearly vertical. At the time of ovir visit this was the

only ore body encountered which was of sufficient economic value to be

profitably worked ; but since then a fair amount of good ore has been

extracted.

Prospect Mountain Tunnel.—Tliis mining tuuuel starts in at the west base

of Prospect ridge at an elevation of about 7,200 feet above sea level

(atlas sheet vii). It has been di*iven about 2,350 feet into the moun-

tain, with a course a little north of west, but does not penetrate quite to

the center of the ridge, the slope of the mountain being more gradual on

the west than on the east side; if prolonged it would pass the crest of the

mountain only a few hiuidred feet south of the Eureka tunnel. It lies

wholly in the Prospect Mountain limestone, which, being less fractured and

brecciated than the limestone toward the east, offers a more typical cross

section, although there is but little well defined bedding. For the first

100 feet fi'om the entrance the tunnel passes tlu'ough a dark gray rock,

beyond which it becomes much lighter in color and apparently uniform in
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texture for 500 feet. From this point frequent belts of crystalline white

marble occur, alternating with compact light gray limestone. Specimens

in the collection show a very fair quality of marble. A marked change in

the limestone comes in about 1,500 feet from the entrance, where a fissui'e

is met at right angles to the tunnel, inclined a few degrees to the west from

the vertical; beyond this point the character of the limestone more closely

resembles the brecciated rock found on the east side of the ridge, as shown

in the Eureka tunnel. This resemblance is borne out by the appearance

of a belt of stratified limestone, followed by argillaceous shale like the

Momitain shale, but, as the latter occurs at the head of the tunnel and has

not been fully explored, its true position is unknown; it may simply be

one of the many lenticular shale bodies observed elsewhere in the Prospect •

Mountain limestone. One or two fissures were cut by the tunnel, but little

ore was found, the most promising indication of an ore body being worked

for a short time without any profitable return. At 475 feet from the

entrance there is a well defined fissure connecting with the siuface, sufii-

ciently large to admit light and air. It evidently at one time formed a

drainage channel for surface waters, as is shown by the smoothly rounded,

water-worn sides. The Eureka and Prospect Mountain tunnels nearly

pierce the ridge, the two taken together being over four-fifths of a mile in

length.

Charter Tunnel.—The Charter tuuuel lies mainly in the Prospect Mountain

quartzite. The entrance is situated in the di-ift deposits of Spring Valley,

just west of Mineral Hill, but soon after enters the quartzite, which here

forms the western base of the ridge as it rises above the valley. In

1882 it had a total length of 700 feet, with a trend of N. 64° W., affording

a good exposure across the beds. This tunnel, where it cuts the quartzite

south of Ruby Hill, exposes narrow bands of highly altered rock, com-

posed of fine siliceous material associated with monoclinic p}TOxene and

pjTites. On the ridge above the tunnel, and not far below the overlying

limestones, occurs a band of exceedingly fine-grained rock, light green in

color and made up of an aggi'egation of quartz, monoclinic pyroxene,

white in thin section, probably diopside, and glossularite, a lime garnet.

In the ravine immediately south of Ruby HiU is a small body of iron
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ore, which analysis shows to be magnetite. It possesses some interest

from its position in the lower Cambrian rocks, but on accoixnt of the lim-

ited amomit is of no economic value. Material dried at 104° C. yielded

Mr. J. E. "Whitfield the following result:

Per cent.

SilUa 5-29

Titanit^ acid None

.Sulphuric acid •:)()

Alumina 18

Ferric oxide 64-C9

Ferrous oxide lM-!(6

Mauganous oxide i-16

Lime "88

Magnesia .5-85

Water 268

Total l()0-25

Prospect Ridge.—North of the Prospcct and Eureka tunnels the main ridge

loses its simple anticlinal structure and a sjmclinal fold, nuich distorted and

broken, takes its place. From about the line of these tunnels to the northern

end of Mineral Hill it is difficult to make out the structural features. The

Prospect quartzite, whicli is obscured for some distance by the overlying

limestone, reappears again along the west base of the ridge, curves around

on the north side of the small body of granite exjiosed at the north end of

Mineral Hill, and may be traced southward on the east side of Prospect

Ridge in a continuous body until terminating abruptly near the Eureka

tunnel, where it is cut off by a fault; its eastern extension is determined by

the sharp line of the Jackson fault. Overlying the quartzite comes the

Prospect limestf)ne, forming- the summit of Mineral Hill, with lines of

bedding, although much obscured, dipping into the ridge on botli sides of

the hill. By reference to atlas .sheet vii, the synclinal structure of Mineral

Hill may be readily understood, the tpiartzite coming in along the base of

the hill on both sides, with the limestone crushed and broken occupying the

crest of the ridge.

That the small granite body at the northern end of Mineral Hill, directly

opposite Ruby Hill, exerted an influence in determining the structure of

Prospect Ridge, seems evident, but in juf^t what manner it is difficult to
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say. The relation of this granite to the Prospect Mountain uphft will be

more fully considered in discussing- the geology of Ruby Hill.

South of Prospect Peak the limestone maintains a fairly persistent

north and south strike and easterly dip, the angle of which seldom falls

below 60°. These highly inclined beds occur for a long distance north of

the Geddes and Bertrand mine. In the Irish. Ambassador the beds lie

inclined at 40°. In general, lines of bedding have been obliterated, but

are found in sufficient number of instances to establish the structure, while

a meager fauna affords ample evidence of the age of the beds. Near the

Greddes and Bertrand mine iu a compact limestone, the upper horizons of

the Prospect Mountain limestone are identified by the occurrence of several

species found also in the Richmond Mine on Ruby Hill, as well as by other

forms found in the same belt just below the Secret CJanyon shale. These

beds yielded Kutorgina ivhitfieldi, Piyclioparia oweni, and Agnostus hidens.

Lenticular beds of argillaceous shale are by no means as broadly developed

as to the northward, but are of frequent occurrence and indicate the same

alternating conditions of deposition. On the other hand cherty beds and

highly siliceous dark limestones are very characteristic of the region.

Occasionally thin siliceous beds, from their superior hardness, withstanding

erosion better than the purer beds, rise like walls above the siu'rounding

hill slopes. Tliis latter feature frequently gives the limestone body quite a

different aspect from that observed to the north and at the same time aids

in determining the strike of the beds.

As already mentioned the Eureka quartzite on the west side of the

Sierra fault lies uncouformably against the Prospect Mountain limestone

from Prospect Peak nearly to Surprise Peak. At this latter locality a body

of Pogonip limestone abuts against the Cambrian limestone; the fault line,

which has maintained a persistent direction, swerves suddenly eastward and

then again turns and with a north and south course strikes across an easterly

spur of Surprise Peak. On a broad shoulder of this spur the Prospect

Mountain limestone again comes in contact with the Eureka quartzite of

Surprise Peak, the line of faulting passing about "200 feet below the summit.

Structm-ally the position of the Pogonip limestone is shown by its passing

conformably beneath the Em'eka quartzite. Paleontological evidence con-
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firms this fact by the finding of a group of Sihiriau fossils which are

characteristic of the upper beds of tlie horizon. Among the species found

here on the north base of the Peak are Orthis perveta, 0. tricenaria, Raphis-

toma nasoni, axidi Reccptaculites mammillaris. The Prospect Mountain lime-

stone follows around on the south side of Surprise Peak, thence southward

until lost beneath the extravasated lavas, which encircle the ridge where it

falls away toward Fish Creek valley. From Siu-prise Peak southward

these limestones lie uuconformably against Pogonip beds, the former stand-

ing at the usual high angles of 60° or more, and the latter also dipping

eastward, but at angles varying from 35° to 45°.

Secret Canyon.—Tliis canyou fomis oue of the most prominent physical

features of the district, a deeply eroded valley lying between two parallel

ridges, one of Prospect Mountain limestone and the other of Hamburg
limestone. The canyon lends its name to the intermediate body of argil-

laceous shales which are better exposed here than elsewhere. For more

than 2 miles in length the narrow valley is cut out of these easily eroded

beds, the harder limestones rising upon each side in abi-uj)t walls several

hundred feet in height. There are few finer instances to be found anv-

where of a valley carved out of soft friable material, the beds of whicli

lie highly inclined and conformable with overlying and iinderlving strata

of suj)erior hardness, witlistanding erosion better. No one overlookino-

Secret Canyon from any high point in the country would understand the

appropriateness of the appellation; its true significance is recognized only

when approached from the south. The course of the present drainage

chaimel follows the trend of the shales until nearly opposite the southern

end ot Roundtop Peak, when, instead of maintaining its direction along

the line of the shales for a short distance further and thence out through

the Quaternary covered slopes to Fish Creek valle}', it turns suddenly, fol-

lows a narrow defile oblitpiely through the ridge of Hamburg limestone and

shale, carves its way through the Pogonip and Eureka quartzite, crosses

the Hoosac fault, and is again deflected to the south only by Carbon Ridge.

The reason for its leaving the valley of Secret Canyon is to be found in

the rhyolite mass which probably underlies the hills of detritus near the

enti'ance to the canyon, blocking the former drainage channel. This is,
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however, only a partial explanation, as it is difficult to understand why the

stream should not continue on its course, cutting its way through the low

rhyolite barrier, ratlier than turn to the east and follow the present coui'se,

which it finally took across the uplifted sedimentary beds. There seems

no doubt that, before the rhyolite eruption, the stream bed followed the

canyon and emptied directly into Fish Creek Valley.

Of the shale formation, little need be said in addition to the descrip-

tions already given of the beds. They show great uniformity of deposi-

tion and physical character, monotonous in outline and color, and, so far as

recognized, carry no organic remains. The sandy, limy transition strata

into the Hamburg limestone generally offers better lines of stratification

than either the shales below or the limestones above, and the dip and strike

may be determined at a number of points along the base of the overlying

horizon.

Hamburg Ridge.—Aloug the east side of Secret Canyon the Hamburg

limestone and shale and the Pogonip limestone horizons form a single ridge,

which, although of less elevation and of less rugged aspect, is singularly

like Prospect Ridge in its salient topographical featui-es. With the excep-

tion of the summit of Roundtop, all the more elevated portions are found

in the Hamburg limestone. Although evidences of bedding are for the

most part obliterated in the Hamburg limestone, they are by no means so

exceptional as to leave any doubt that the ridge dips easterly with

great uniformity. Occasional beds are found with a dip and strike not in

accordance with this general structure, but in such instances they can be

shown to be the results of local disturbance produced by the action of in-

trusive rhyolites. In studying the district, care has been taken to discrim-

inate between such local disturbances, which may be very considerable

within limited areas, and the structm'e due to the primary upheaval and the

blocking out of the great mountain masses. At the southern end of the

ridge the Hamburg limestone has been a good deal broken up under the

influence of the rhyolites of Gray Fox and the numerous small dikes

of the same intrusive rock. Here the beds are seen standing- nearly

vertical, sometimes inclined westerly, and again resuming the normal

dip to the east. The limestone beds thi-oughout are highly siliceous.
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Black ehertv bands and beds of black quartzite form a characteristic

feature of the horizon. One of these siliceous beds on the crest of the

ridge may be followed for a long distance without any break in the con-

tinuity and is sufficiently well marked to form a characteristic feature of

the ridge.

Evidence of the age of these beds, based upon their organic remains,

rests mainly upon the material obtained from the limestone immediately

overlying the Secret Canyon shale. Fossils are known to occur, more or

less well preserved, in a number of places, but the most satisfixctory locali-

ties are found just north of the Geddes and Bertrand dike and innnediately

west of the divide separating Secret Canyon from New York Can}on. All

the species obtained are identical with those collected from the same hori-

zon noith of Ruby Hill. Midway up the west slope of Hamburg Kidge,

and nearl)" due west from Roundtop, sevei'al species with much the same

grouping occur in a dark, compact limestone—a locality which, if thor-

oughly examined, might possibly yield a rich fauna. The Hamburg shale

forms a well marked horizon, but, being harder and more compact, yields

less readily to erosion, and, in consequence, is less easily determined by
topographical features than the same horizon northwai-d. It may be

traced from the extreme southern end of the ridge northward across the

broad west spur of Roundtop, until abruptly cut off by the rhyolite body

which occupies Glendale Valley. The Pogonip limestone has much the

same north and south limits, rising gradually out of the rhvolitic tuffs at

the base of Gray Fox Peak on the south, and terminating in a high wall

which forms the west side of the u})per Glendale Valley.

Roundtop Mountain.—Roundtop Mouutaiu is almost wholly made uj) of

Pogonip limestone, and offers the best exposure of the series of beds

characteristic of this horizon to be found in the southern part of the Eureka

District. On the spur running out to the west fi-om the top of the moun-

tain, and in an arenaceous limestone immediately above the Hamburg

shale, a few organic remains were obtained, belonging to a characteristic

grouping which marks the transition from Cambrian to Silurian, found in

several other localities at the ])ase of the Pogonip. On the southern spur

of Roundtop, in beds dipping from 65° to 70° eastward, a small but
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characteristic fauna occurs, in which were found Lingda mantmda, Ortliis

hamburgensis, 0. testudinaria, Tiplesia calcifera, and PfgeJioparia haguei. To

the north of Roundtop the beds are much broken up by volcanic masses,

the structure being most diflficuh to make out and the beds impossible to

follow, but beyond this again the beds recover their normal position, stick-

ing north and south and dipping at a high angle to the east, until the entire

series of beds is lost beneath the rhyolite. Along the east slope of Round-

top the Eureka quartzite dips generally eastward, an exception being the

block lying between Glendale Valley and the ravine coming down from the

north slope of Roundtop. Here it has been thrast violently forward toward

the south and dips with a high angle to the southwest, in marked contrast

to the main body.

Along the west slope of Hoosac Mountain both the Hamburg shale and

the Pogonip limestone again come to the siirface, the latter rising- within

200 feet of the top of the mountain, the line between the two limestones

being defined as elsewhei'e by the occun-ence, although poorly preseiwed,

of a grouping of species characteristic of the border line between the Cam-

brian and the Silurian.

Hoosac Mountain.—This bold mountain mass, situated to the east of the

Hambm-g Ridge, attains an elevation several hundred feet higher than any

point along the ridge, rising prominently above the immediate country with

an altitude of over 8,500 feet above sea level. The broad summit for

nearly one-half mile in length maintains approximately the same elevation,

a few points hera and there rising slightly above the general level. With

the exception of the narrow strip of Pogonip limestone upon the west slope,

the Eureka quartzite forms the entire mountain. The mountain falls off

gradually to the north and south, but more or less abruptly to the east,

where the quartzite, broken down by a series of small parallel faults,

presents numerous low walls and cliffs toward the Hoosac fault. The

quartzite body, where it is possible to determine any structure, ti-ends inva-

riably north and south and dips easterly, but nothing can be made out as to its

thickness, owing to the great amoimt of local displacement. The quartzite

resembles the horizon as seen elsewhere, except that it is more or less altered

by solfataric action and by the intrusive rocks, which penetrate it as narrow
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dikes. Tluro occur here some curious bands of a dark brecciated (juartzite

made u\) oi' chert autl jasper, in fragments firmly cemented together and

brilliantly colored by secondary alteration. The cementation pro])ably fol-

lowed the inhltration of silica, -which took place during the volcanic ])eriod.

Both hornblende-andesite and rliyolite penetrate the mountain, but mainly

in narrow dikes, the surface exj)osures of which are nuicli decom])osed and

in most instances so altered as to render a study of them impossible ; no

dikes of perfectly fresh rock were observed. ^linei-s searching for ore

bodies along the outcrops of these decomposed rocks ha\e explored them in

a Avav to permit of their general course and mode of occm-euce being made

out. From underground exploration thei'e is reason to believe that but a

small part of the andesite dikes reach the surface, and these only in stringers

and offshoots from some parent body. Mapping the hornblende-andesite

exposures along tlie mountain, they are seen to follow a common course

approximately north and south, coincident with the lines of faulting and

the trend of the mountain uj)lift, following the direction of the main

Hoosac fault. Although nnich decomposed, the andesitic character of

these rocks can be readily made out from a study of their hornblendes and

glassv feldspars; the latter under the microscope are found to be all tri-

clinic. The i-hyolite exposure just east of the Hoosac mine appears to be

a remnant left by erosion from the main body of the Hoosac fault outburst.

The Hoosac mine, situated on the east slope of the mountain, is one

of the oldest mining properties in the district, liaAing been located in 1869

and opened early the succeeding year. As it is the only mine in the dis-

trict found in the Eureka quartzite, it has much geological interest, and its

development has served at least to furnish data bearing upon the structure

of a singular mountain. A vertical shaft 200 feet in depth has been sunk

through the quartzite, from the bottom of which a level 300 feet in length

rmis westward into the mountain. All the mine workings lie in (juartzite,

the ore bodies encountered being found in connection Avith the intriisive

rocks. It is reported that tlie owners of the property took out in a short

time precious metals to tlie value of S500,000. Continued exploration

failed to maintaiai the high hopes first entertained of the mine.

Northward of Hoosac Mountain the Pogonip limestone maintains, as

MON XX 8
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far as New York Cauyon, its uniform and simple structure, while the

Eureka quartzite, on the other hand, occurs only here and there in irregular

patches cropping out from beneath heavy flows of hornblende-andesite,

which come to the surface along the line of the Hoosac fault. This profound

fault coming up from the south may be said to bifurcate at New York Can-

yon, the main branch swerving off to the nortlieast, retaining the name of

Hoosac fault, the other, trending to the northwest, being designated as

the Ruby Hill fault. Between these two lines of faulting lies a block of

uplifted beds, which in structure is in some respects quite independent of

the Prospect llllountain Ridge, a result probably brought about by the

dynamic forces which produced both the Ruby Hill and Jackson faults

and the rhyolite outbursts of Purple Mountain. This block is wholly made

up of Silurian strata, all three periods being represented. The Ruby Hill

fault may be traced on the surface from New York Canyon to its junction

with the Jackson fault by the numerous outbursts of rhyolite, whereas

northward along the Jackson fault no rhyolite has anywhere been observed.

As far north as Shadow Canyon the strata incline southwest toward

McCoy's Ridge, but beyond this canj'on the dip and strike of the beds is

most irregular, in general dipping away from the Jackson fault and under

Purple j\Iountain and Caribou Hill. The greatest thickness of limestones

anywhere represented in this belt is about 2,700 feet, measured across the

strata from Shadow Canyon to McCoy's Ridge. The age of the limestone

underlying the quartzite of McCoy's Ridge is determined by the presence

of a Pogoni]) fauna characteristic of the upper horizons, serving also to

identify the quartzite a\ hich here forms such a persistent ridge along the

north side of New York Canyon. The trend of the ridge is determined in

part by the direction of the Hoosac fault and in part by the outbursts of

the lavas of Purple Mountain. The limestones overlying the quartzites can

be no other than the Lone Mountain beds. Although they cany no organic

remains, their creological position and lithological habit, quite like the Lone

Mountain strata immediately over the Eureka quartzite elsewhere, leave no

doubt as to their true coi'relation. It is the only exposure of Lone

Mountain limestone found in the uplift of Prospect Mountain Ridge, but

owing to the want of well defined lines of stratification no reliable estimate
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can be made of the thickness. There are, liowever, only 200 or 300 feet

of beds before the horiztui is sliarply cut oH" In' the Iloosac fauh l)ringing-

ill the Carboniferous in juxtaposition with it.

Caribou Hill, separated from McCoy's Ridge by Purple Mountain, stands

out as a prominent topographical feature. It is cai)})ed bv the same

Eureka quartzite. There are only 200 feet of l)eds and consequently the

Lone Mountain limestones are wholly wanting. It is this cap of quartzite

which has protected from erosion the underlying limestones. Here, again,

in a narrow ra.vine at the west base of the hill, in the underlving limestone

immediately beneath the (juartzite, the Rcceptaciilifrs beds occur, with several

characteristic species, offering additional proof, if any was needed, as to their

geological position. From Caribou Hill northward no outcrops of the

Eureka quartzite were recognized. The Pogonip limestones present low,

flat-topped ridges inclined northward, gradualh' passing beneath the recent

deposits of Diamond Valley.

RUBY HILL REOION.

Ruby Hill and Adams Hill together occupy a small but clearl}' defined

area which may be considered simply the northern extension of Prospect

Ridge. The Jackson fault sharply (Outlines this area on the east side, while

the recent accumulations along the line of the Spring Valle}- fault limit it on

the west side. The geological importance of the region is mainly derived

from the enormous ore deposits found in the limestones of Ruby Hill, whicli

had yielded, up to the time of this investigation, over sGO,00(),0()(» in

precious metals. In general the orogi-aphic structure is simple, and only in

detail in the immediate neighliorhood of Rubv Hill is it in anv wav complex.

On Plate i will be found a geological map of Rul)y Hill and the adja-

cent country, pre[)ared from tlie large atlas sheets for more easy reference

to the text. Unfortunately the line between atlas sheets vii and viii runs

directly across this area, interfering greatly Avith the clear understanding

of the structural relations of the beds of Prospect Ridge with those of

the Ruby Hill as well as with those lying east of the Jackson fault. By
referring to the maj) it will be readily seen that the Jackson fault cuts off"

the Cambrian strata and brings the Pogonip up against the entire series.
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Granite.—North of the gTauite exposure at the end of Mineral Hill the

strata all dip nortliward, curving gently around the crystalline rock which

apparently has acted as a center of upheaving forces. The beds present a

broad anticlinal arch, less and less disturbedas they recede from the granite

and with a slightly decreasing angle of dip. The granite body occupies but a

small area on the steep slope of Mineral Hill. It is quite obscure in its sur-

face exposure, and might readily be overlooked but for its probable influ-

ence in producing the present geological features of the country. Fortu-

nately, it gives some clue to the peculiarities of stractiu-e. The age of

this granite is by no means easily determined," but the evidence seems to

show that it was a portion of an Archean island, around which the sedi-

ments were deposited. At some later period there was a movement of the

entire region, and the beds were uplifted and arched into their present

position around the granite. The exposure of the granite is wholly due to

erosion, and up to quite- a i-ecent date was covered with quartzite. There is

reason to believe that at the time the quartzite was deposited, a land surface

existed at no great distance, and this granite may have been connected with

it. Evidence in favor of such a supjiositiou was found near the bottom of

the Richmond shaft, 1,200 feet below the surface. The A'ertical shaft, after

passing through limestone as far as the seventh level of the mine, pene-

trates the quartzite for 500 feet. In a white, fine grained quartzite, small

pieces of rock were obtained, closely resembling granite. Although some-

what decomposed, the rock was found to be made up of quartz, mica, and

an altered highly kaolinized mineral, probably feldspar.

Encircling the granite and resting directly upon it, occurs the Prospect

Mountain quartzite, followed in turn by the Prospect Mountain limestone,

Secret Canyon shale, Hamburg limestone, Hamburg shale, and Pogonip lime-

stone, the entire series of sedimentary beds exposed on Prospect Ridge. That

the Ruby Hill series of beds were once continuous with those of Prospect

Ridge there is no reason to doubt, ample evidence being found in the char-

acter of their sedimentation and the sequence of strata. The continuity

was broken only by profound faulting in much later times. As the quartzite

lies next the granite it is much broken up in the sharp turns which it is com-

pelled to make as the underlying rock of the arch. No dips or strikes can be
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made out except on the slopes of Ruby Hill, where the beds are distinctly

seen to pass beneath the limestone which caps the hill. Owing to this

abrupt curve, and the consequent breaking up of the strata, erosion has

cut a deep ravine in the quai-tzite. It is this ravine which separates Ruby

Hill from the main ridge. Overlying the quaitzite comes the Prospect Moun-

tain limestone forming the summit, the isolation of the hill being made com-

plete by the erosion of a broad, shallow ravine in the Secret Canyon shale

on the north side.

Adams Hill, a flat topped mass of Hambm-g limestone, lies between

two nearly parallel ravines, one of which is eroded in the Secret Canyon or

underlying shale, and the other in the overlying Hamburg shale. On the

south side the Secret Canyon shale passes beneath the limestone, the Hue

of contact being well determined at the base of the hill, the dij) and strike

of the beds agreeing closely with those found on Ruby Hill. On the north

side of Adams Hill the Hamburg shales appear and are sharply defined by

the Umits of the Wide West ra\-iue. Beyond this latter ra\-iue the Pogonip

limestone comes in, gradually falling away beneath the deposits of Diamond

Valley. On PI. ii. Sec. 3, will be found a geological section drawn across

the strata from the Prospect Mountain quartzite on the soutli slope of Ruby

Hill to the Silurian limestone, the two Cambrian limestones forming the

summits of the two hills, the underlying one capping Ruby Hill and the

overlying one forming the mass of Adams Hill. The section is drawn

across a body of quailz-poi-php-y which breaks through the Pogonip lime-

stone. It is quite unlike any other crystalline body known in the district,

but it is of no special value as it has exerted little influence upon the

limestone, the latter being very little distui'bed and showing but few signs

of alteration. The age of the quartz-porphyry is unknown, as it ])enetrates

Silurian rocks only, but it is probably older than the rhyolites, which it in

no way resembles except in mineral composition.

A comparison of the section refeiTcd to with the one across Prospect

Ridge (atlas sheet xiii) brings out the complete coiTelation between the two

series of beds, and the great similarity in the configuration of the two areas,

Ruby Hill and Adams Ilill to the north con-esponding with Prospect Ridge

and Hamburg- Ridjje of the east and west section of the main mountain.
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On PI. II, Sec. 4, there is shown for comparative purposes a section

across the highest point of Prospect Peak where the quartzite reaches the

very summit of the ridge. On Prospect Peak the strata stand at an angle

of nearh' 70°, whereas on Ruby Hill and Adams Hill they lie inclined at

about 40°.

Paleoutological e'sadence that the Ruby Hill series of beds are the

precise equivalent of those found on the east side of Prospect Ridge is

ample for all purposes of identification. Three ^acII defined horizons are

recognized yielding the same organic forms which characterize identical

strata elsewhere. The lowest of these tlu-ee horizons is found not far below

the summit of the Prospect limestone, the middle one near the base of the

Hamburg limestone and the upper one near the base of the Pogonip.

Fossils in Richmond Mine.—In a compact Stratified limestoiie on the seventh

level of the Richmond Mine a sufficieut number of organic forms were

found to identify the beds with the upper members of the Prospect Moun-

tain limestone, and locating beyond all question the geological position of

the ore bodies. The species collected were:

Liugula manticiila. Agnostus neon.

Agnostus communis. Agnostus riclimoiidensis.

Agnostus bidens. Ptychoparia oweni.

At the base of the Hamburg limestone opposite the Richmond dump,

and again north of the Albion mine, species have been identified correspond-

ing to those obtained in New York Canyon and Secret Canyon just above

the great shale body. North of the Wide West ravine a small grouping of

forms correlates the limestone just above the shales as the base of the

Pogonip, showing the mingling of the Camljvian fauna with a grouping of

fossils which higher up in the beds becomes characteristic of the Pogonip.

The two species OholeUa discoidea and BiceUorejihahis marica, occurring in the

Pogonip elsewhere, have been collected from the limestones north of the

Wide West ravine.

FISH CREEK MOUNTAINS.

Fish Creek Mountains.—Thcsc somewhat isolated mouutains lie to the south-

west of Prospect Ridge. They are surrounded on three sides bv thfe ever-

present sagebrush ^'alleys of Nevada, but to the northward maintain their
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coniiectidii witli the Eureka ^Mountains by a complicated system of ridfj-es

wliicli closelv unites them vvitli botli Prospect Kidye and the Mahog-anj^

Hills. Although their northern limit is very ill defined, they stretch in a

north au<l soutli direction for 10 or 12 miles and measure about 5 miles in

width, with an elevation above the surrounding valleys of over 2,000 feet.

Bellevue and White Cloud Peaks are the two most prominent points in the

mountains, the former with an altitude of 8,883 feet, the latter of 8,850 feet

above sea level, while between them is a still higher tablc-topjjed suiniuit,

having an elevation of 8,!)ol feet above the sea.

In structure the main body of Fish Creek Mountains consists of an

anticlinal fold, whose axis lies along the eastern edg'e of the broad, slighth"

inclined table which forms the top of the range. A north and south line

of faulting coincides with this axial plane and is accompanied by an escarp-

ment, nearly 600 feet in height, showing a downthrow at least equal to

that amount. The displacement may be traced readil}' for a considerable

distance along the mountain. The fault is not laid down on tlie map, hut

the escarpment itself is indicated liy the contour linos l)eing thrown close

together. At the base of this cliff the rocks are much broken up, as there

appears to be a series of small faults rather than one sharp displacement.

The anticline is nevertheless sharply brought out by the limestone di])ping

in opposite directions with a marked diffei'ence in the angle of inclination.

The beds of the cliff incline at low angles into the mountains, whereas the

slopes upon the east side, with an average dip of 15'^, fall away abruptly

for about 1,500 feet or until buried beneath the Quaternary deposits of Fish

Creek Valley. On the west side of the main axis the limestones assume a

gentle synclinal roll, followed by a low, broad anticline, the westerly dip-

ping beds of which extend for nearly two miles, with a monotonous uni-

form dip, rarely exceeding 5° or 6°, till lost beneath the detrital accumula-

tions of Antelope Valley. The geologfcal structure is that of a faulted

anticline, gentle on one side and relatively steep on the other, a

structure typical of many ranges in the Grreat Basin. Besides the north

and soutli anticlinal fold there is a gentle quaquaversal dip from the central

mass about Belle\T.ie Peak, the beds to the northward, however, dipping

away steeper than in the other directions.
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All three divisions of the Silurian are found here—the Pogonip lime-

stone, Eureka quartzite, and Lone Mountain limestone. This orographic

block is one of the few mountain ranges made up wholly of Silurian rocks.

Nearly all the more elevated portions are formed of Pog'onip beds, which

gradually pass under the overlying Eureka quartzite, which forms continu-

ous bodies to the west and north. The drainage channels running out from

the summit are narrow ravines, and, although cutting hundreds of feet into

the Pogonip, never, so far as is known, expose the underlying Cambrian

strata. It is probable that only the higher Pogonip beds are represented.

Abrupt walls of nearly black limestone, characteristic of the upper mem-

bers of this horizon, form the sides of these ravines, in many instances the

dark rock being capped by overlying beds of white Eureka quartzite,

showing that these iipper beds were in place. This is especially noticeable

to the northwest of White Cloud where the heads of nearly all the ravines

occur in tlie quartzites. Near the summit of the range they cut through

nearly vertical walls of quartzite from 200 to 400 feet in thickness. Out-

lying patches of quartzite, remnants of erosion, are still to be seen capping

the ends of the ridges on both slopes of the mountains. These isolated

patches are seldom more than 50 feet in thickness ; they lie scattered all over

the slopes, many of them being so small and obscure as to be mu'epresented

on the map. Over the long western slopes detached blocks of quartzite

may be found resting on the limestone, showing that wliile the quartzite has,

for the most ])art, been carried away, the uppermost beds of limestone still

remain in place. The ReceptacuUtes beds extend in all directions under the

quartzite, paleontology confirming structural evidence of tlieir geological

position. All three species of the genus Beceptaculiiea known in the Great

Basin have been recognized here, associated with a varied fauna typical of

this horizon elsewhere, with the same foreshadowing of Trenton species.

The same specific forms occur here that are found underlying McCoy's

Ridge and Caribou Hill. A list of the species obtained at Bellevue and

White Cloud Peaks will be found on page 53.

Bellevue Peak is capped with Eureka quartzite which, from here north-

ward, stretches in a continuous body to Reese and Berry Canyon. Over

this intermediate country it presents much the same general features, a
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white ^^treous rock inclined at angles seldom exceeding 10° and frequently

horizontal. The country offers, in places, broad table-topped masses, and

again in others is roughly accidented, caused by numerous minor faults

and small displacements, producing picturesque mural-like cliffs that serve

to break the otherwise monotonous scenery. A measurement of the thick-

ness of the quartzite is impossible. These displacements, although fre-

quent, ai'e seldom sufficient to bring the underlying limestones to the surface.

The greatest thickness observed in any vertical wall is about 300 feet, which,

however, fails to take into account the amount carried off from the surface

by denudation. A section across the vertical cliff just west of Castle

Mountain will be found on page 56. Near the base of the quartzite cross-

bedding has been detected in one or two localities, indicating shallow water

deports; it appears, however, to be wanting in all the higher beds that

present a singularly uniform body of quartz grains free from impurities.

Castle Mountain is capped by 200 feet of Lone Mountain limestone

ovei'lying the quartzite, and from liere extends in a narrow belt in a south-

east direction for over 2 miles. Here, as in many other localities, the Lone

Mountain limestone is devoid of fossils, and not until Strainatojjora, Chcetetes,

and Atrypa reticularis appear in beds generally regarded as Devonian, have

organic forms been recognized. The country is monotonous in the exti'eme,

dazzling to the eyes, waterless, and for the most part ti'eeless. The lime-

stone shows no lines of stratification.

Granite-porphyry.—To the uortliwcst of Bellcvue and White Cloud Peak,

in the region of the granite-porphyry dikes, the simple structural features

of the Fish Creek Mountains are lost by the intrusion of large bodies of

granite-porphyry. It occurs in two distinct masses with a few outlying-

smaller dikes and knolls, tlie two principal bodies being separated by a

belt of limestone scarcely 300 feet in width.

The largest exposure of granite-porphyry presents an irregular body

lying between Fish Creek Mountain and Mahogany Hills on the extreme

western edge of the District. The smaller body occurs as a prominent

north and south dike, which, breaking through Pogonip limestone, appears

at the surface as an offshoot from the lai'ger mass. From this massive dike
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several lesser ones branch off, nearly all of them lying approximately

parallel with the same nortlieast trend.

On the summit of the Fish Creek Mountains, midway between Belle-

vue and White Cloud Peaks, occurs a vertical dike of granite-porphyry only

a few feet in width. It is made up of feldspnr, hornblende and mica

imbedded in a groundmass of quartz and feldspar, possessing typical

microgranitic structure. Apparently this dike itself exerted little, if any,

influence on the adjoining country, and the only geological interest at-

tached to the occurrence consists in its being closely allied to the larger

bodies of coarse granite-porphyry, from which it is most likely an offshoot.

It is quite possible that the quaquaversal dip of the strata from White C!loud

Peak, of which mention has already been made, may be due to an under-

Iving mass of intruded crystalline rock, of which the dike is the only

evidence upon the surface.

Coinciding in direction with the secondary off-shoots from the main

dike occur narrow dikes of granite-porphyry penetrating the Lone Moun-

tain limestone of Castle Mountain. They are exceptionally fine grained,

with a characteristic microgranitic groundmass. In their mode of occur-

rence they resemble the dike near Bellevue Peak, and doubtless have the

same coinmon origin.

As the geological and petrographical features of the granite-porphyry

are discussed with some detail in chapter vii, devoted to the discussion of

the pre-Tertiary crystalline rocks, it is needless to enter more at length

into the subject here. By reference to the map (atlas sheet xi) the

position of the main body of granite-porphyry and its relations to the

primary and secondary offshoots from the pai'ent mass may be readily seen.

Ridge West of Wood Cone.—In many respects the best locality to study the

Pogonip of the FAU'eka District is the long, narrow, monotonous ridge which

stretches westward from Wood Cone. Here the beds abut against tlie

southern end of the main granite-porphyry body, standing invariably at

high angles, in most places nearly vertical, but sometimes inclined westerly

and again easterly. Just west of the limestone saddle, which separates the

two bodies of porphyry, there is a fault in the limestone which brings up

the lower beds. Tliere is apparently a synclinal fold, to the west of which
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comes in ;i sliar|) iiuticliiu', Ixivoiid which the beds dip uiiitonnly to the

west. At tlie western end nf tliis ridge occurs n small knoll or hill of Eureka

quartzite, its g-eoloji'ical [)o.sitiou being" determined by the Itccrptdcidifcs fauna

immediately underlying it.

At the eastern end ot" this ridge, just west of Wood Cone, a fauna was

obtained which indicated a horizon not far above the base of the Pogonip,

being largely made up of species found near the summit of the Cainbi-ian,

associated with others never as yet recognized below the Pogonip. It is a

fauna charai-teristic of the lower portions of the epoch and (juite like a

grouping found on the east side of Hamburg Ridge. In other words, they

may be correlated with the transition beds just above the Ilanilmrg shale.

Many of the species also characterize the Pogonip of White Pine. Among

the species identified were the following:

Liiigiilf|iis iiKi-ra. Orthis lianiburgeusis.

Liugiila iiiaiiti(;iila. Triplesia calcil'era.

Lepta'ua mclita. Bathyurus cougeiieris.

Illa'iiurns cuicUeiisis. Bathyurus tuberculatus.

No accurate measurements of the Pogonip along this ridge can be

made, owing to the great irregularities of dip and strike, but it is })robable

that the beds exceed 3,000 feet in tliickness. From the fauna obtained

just below the Eureka quartzite, and that from the base of the limestone

west of Wood Cone, it is evident that the entire development of Pogonip

is represented in this ridge. Tliis gives a somewhat greater development

for the epf>ch than has been recognized east of the Prospect Uidge, but, on

the other hand, it does not reach the very great thickness found on Pogonip

Mountain at White Pine, estimated at 5,000 feet.

REGION BF.rWKEX I'l.SH CKEEIC ilOtlNTAIXS AND PROSPECT KIDOE.

This region possesses .some distinctive features unlike eitlu'r of the

mountain blocks that adjoin it, yet at the same time it shows the iniiuence

of the forces that uplifted Prospect Ridge on the northeast and Fish Creek

Mountains on the southwest. It is .sharplv defined from Prospect Ridge in

geological stnicture by the Sien-a fault, which brings the Silurian up

against the lower Cambrian of Pn)spect Ridge. The anticlinal structm-e
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of the latter ridg-e has disappeared, in place of which there is a complicated

and confused mass of mountains Avithout an}^ well defined characters. The

same dynamic forces that produced the great longitudinal faults extending

across the Eureka Mountains, on both sides of Prospect Ridge, may still

be seen westward of the Sierra fault in a series of north and south fractures,

approximately parallel with the more powerful displacements. Such lesser

faults as the Lookout Mountain, Pinnacle Peak, and Lamoureux Canyon

faults, are hj no means as persistent as the Hoosac and Pinto, and nowhere

indicate such profound displacements. The forces that caused these dis-

placements died out gradually to the west of the Sierra fault.

From Fish Creek Mountains the line of demarcation is by no means

as easily defined, being unaccompanied by great physical breaks of any

kind or abrupt changes in geological structm-e. The simplicity of the Fish

Creek Mountains as they approach Prospect Ridge gradually gives way to

a more intricate structure, the north and south displacements being compli-

cated by numerous minor cross-fractures and faults. North of Castle Moun-

tain, the configuration of the country gradually assumes new forms, and

from, here to Prospect Peak it suggests little in common with the ordinar)'

type of Great Basin ranges. This intermediate region is the resultant of

varying forces not always easy to define.

The Eureka quartzite forms the surface rock over the greater part of

this area, stretching in an almost unbroken line from Spiing Valley to the

Sierra fault, although faulting or erosion has exposed the underlying Pog-

onip limestone in a number of places. Overlying the Eureka quartzite

comes the Lone Mountain, usually passing into the Nevada limestone of the

Devonian, the latter in the neighborhood of Atrypa Peak offering an

exposure several thousand feet in thickness. Everywhere the Eureka

quartzite serves readily as a datum point to determine the position of the

faulted strata, and in most instances the age of the underlying beds may be

identified by the Reeeptaculites fauna. Where the thickness of overlying

limestone admits of it, the Devonian age is shown by characteristic

organic forms. By these two groupings of fossils and the intermediate

broad belt of quartzite, the stratigraphical position of beds in this highly

disturbed region may genex'ally be determined without difficulty.
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Castle Mountain may, for sake of convenience, be taken as the nortlieni

limit of the Fish Creek Mountains. From Castle Mountain to Reese and

Berry Canyon no beds come to the surface other than the quartzites. Here,

however, a sudden change takes place, the canyon occupying a line of

southeast and northwest faulting witli the quartzite on one side dipping at a

low angle to the west, and the Lone Mountain limestone on the opposite

side, but without any distinct line of bedding. From the head of Reese

and Berry Canyon the limestone crosses over a low saddle to the head of

Lamoureux Canyon, following the latter ravine until it makes an abrupt

bend to the south. The limestone may be traced eastward around the base

of Atrypa Peak, thence westwai-d again with an irregular course as far as

Spring Valley. In this area the underlying limestone belongs, for the most

part, to the Silurian, but in one or two places the beds assigned to the

Devonian on lithological grounds rest directly upon the quartzites abutting

against them almost at right angles. The division between the Silurian

and Devonian in this region is an arbitrary one, but in most instances the

passage from the white saccharoidal limestone of the former into the strati-

fied gray beds of the latter is the same here as elsewhere in the District.

Atrypa Peak.—Nowherc ill tliis area is there any place which permits of a

measurement of the Silurian rocks, but the region of Atrypa Peak, the cul-

minating point, affords excellent sections across the Nevada limestone, the

beds presenting nearly uniform dips and strikes. This imposing mountain

is formed almost wholly of Devonian limestone, the name of the peak

being derived from the abundance of Atrypa reticularis found on its slopes.

Two sections for comparative purposes were made : one, directly across the

strata on the southeast slope of the peak, the other on the high ridge

extending westward lying between the peak and the head of Lamoureux

Canyon. The latter section will be found on page 67.

Where the sections include the same geological horizons they agree

closely in details, but the one taken across the slope of the peak gives a

much greater thickness of Silurian rocks, whereas the ridge section ex-

tends higher up into Devonian strata. The fossiliferous shaly belt (No. 5),

in the section east of Lamoureux Canyon, is easily traceable across the

ravine to Atrypa Peak and may be taken as a base for comparing the
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two sections. In the ridge section there are 1,300 feet of strata below this

shale belt before reaching the quartzite, and about 3,000 feet above the

shale. The Atrypa Peak section gives 2,000 feet from the shale to the

quartzite at the base, and nearly the same thickness from the shale up^\•ard.

This shale carries an abundance of characteristic species and, although a

larger number were obtained on the slope of Atrypa Peak, there is no

question that the fauna is identical in both.

At the head of Lamoureux Canyon there is a ridge of limestone,

striking northwest and southeast, which rests unconformably against the

quartzite. Not far above the quartzite a small collection of typical fossils

was made, amply sufficient to prove that the beds belong to the Devonian.

On the summit of the high peak east of Jones Canyon is another excellent

locality for the collection of Devonian species, but no specific forms were

found here not recognized elsewhere. Owing to local faulting, the exact

position of these latter beds could not be determined other than that they

belonged ttt the lower Nevada limestone. They are well bedded, strike

across the ridge and dip westerly.

Jones Canyon lies wholly in the Devonian limestone and offers some

good exposures of rock, but no continuous section at all comparable to those

described in the region of Atrypa Peak.

White Mountain.—The couutry between Atrypa Peak, and the Prospect

Peak fault culminates in White Mountain (9,941), the highest point Avest

of Prospect Ridge, with which it is connected on the northeast by a high

ridge of quartzite. From Spring Valley a fairly uniform slope of 1,500

feet extends to the summit of White Jlountain, made up -^^-holly of Pogonip

limestone, which stretches eastward and falls away gradually for about 800

feet to a high saddle in the range, beyond which it descends in a narrow

belt for another 300 feet to Mountain Valley. Here it is cut off by a fault

bringiiig up a narrow strip of Nevada limestone lying between the Pogonip

on the one side and the Eureka quartzite on the other. It is possible that

this fault may be onlj^ an extension northward of the Pinnacle Peak fault.

In the neighborhood of the saddle the quartzite encroaches on the lime-

stone. The structm-e of the mountain is difficult to make out, but the

limestone is everywhere surrounded by the quartzite, long belts of the
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latter rock stretching' down ou both the north and south sides of the nioiui-

taiu to Spring Valley. Patches of quartzite resting upon the limestone on

the summit give sti'atigraphieal evidence of the age of the beds. It is proba-

ble that the quartzite passed over the top of the limestone, east of the

mountain, and that the patches of the former, found near the summit, are

mere relics of erosion. As regards stratigraphic position of beds, we have

here conditions neai-ly identical to those in the Fish Creek Mountains.

Characteristic Pogonip fossils, sufficient to determine the position of the

beds, have been secured from a number of localities, proving the age of the

limestone, while the beds forming the summit have furnished a typical

fixuna of the upper portions of this horizon. About 800 feet below the tup

of the mountain and not far from the same distance below the quartzite

bodies an interesting grouping of fossils occurs, and immediately beneath

the quartzite on the summit the Receptaculites beds are well shown. The

student of structural geology in this region owes much to the genus Recep-

tacuUtes, which is very abundant within a restricted vertical range. A list

of the principal groupings of fossils collected on White i\Iountain will be

found on page 52.

South of White Mountain, and separated from it by a belt of Eureka

quartzite not over 1,000 feet in width, an irregular shaped body of lime-

stone is exposed from beneath the quartzite. If any evidence of its age is

needed beyond its stratigraphical position, it will be found in the typical

Pogonip fossils which occur scattered throughout the beds which, like the

con-esponding beds on the east slope of White Mountain, possess a south-

east dip and a northeast and southwest strike. This limestone, like the

main body, is nearly everywhere encircled by the quartzite, the only ex-

ception being on the south side, where it abuts against the Nevada lime-

stone, which forms a part of the east ridge of Atrypa Peak. I'he two

limestone bodies are unconformable, of different lithological character, and

dip in opposite direction.

North of White Mountain the Eureka quartzite terminates abruptly

against the Prospect Peak fault, the Cambrian and Silurian quartzites

being placed in juxtaposition. These quartzites resemble each other

closely in their upper strata, being simply indm'ated sandstones, and it is
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only after loug study of them that they can be readily distinguished;

along the line of contact it is by no means easy to separate them. Evi-

dences of geological position come in, however, and the Hmestoue, both

above and beloAv the Eureka horizon, usually determines the age of

the beds. As the country is much broken up by profound faults, and

the Eureka quartzite is not over 500 feet in thickness, either the Pogonip

below or Lone ]\Iouutain horizon above, frequently both, are apt to come

to the surface near the exposures of the Silm-ian quartzite. Wherever the

Cambrian quartzite is found it is overlain by Cambrian limestone.

On the summit of the ridge along the line of the Prospect Peak fault

occurs a small patch of highly altered limestone, without any structural

indications of its relationship to either of the quartzite bodies. Its position is

difficult to explain satisfactoril}^, but it has been referred to the Pogonip,

since it more closely resembles the limestone of White Mountain than that

of Prospect Ridge.

From Prospect Peak southward the Eureka quartzite forms the west

side of Prospect Ridge, following the line of the Sierra fault. The ridge

falls away steadily to the south for 1| miles, with a descent of over

1,500 feet to Sien-a Valley. A series of minor longitudinal faults pre-

sents a much more abrupt slope on the west side and prevents the

underlying formations from coming to the surface, notwithstanding that a

narrow ravine is eroded in the quartzites for nearly 700 feet in depth. Not

till descending the slope for nearly 1,000 feet do the Pogonip beds come

to the surface, and then only a small patch of this underlying rock is

exposed. This interesting body of limestone crops out to the northeast of

Lookout Mountain, where it presents an obscure exposure of slight area

and thickness. The fauna obtained here is strikingly Pogonip in aspect,

and resembles the fauna found on the face of White Mountain for 500 to

1,000 feet below the summit. Associated with other more common forms

are BapMstoma nasoni, Madurea anmdafa, and Leperditia hivia, all recog-

nized as belonging to the Pogonip of Wliite Pine. The interest in this

identification lies in the fact that only a few hundi-ed feet to the southward

the Cambrian limestone comes to the surface in Sierra Valley, while just to
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the westward the Devonian limestone is exposed in Mountain Vallev, tlie

three honzons bein<>- detennineil 1)\- cliaracteristic speeies.

Lookout Mountain.—Tliis isolated mountain stands out prominently from

the surrounding);- eonntr>, cut off on three sides b\- faults. ( )n the east runs

the Lookout fault, and alonjj;- the west l)ase the persistent and profound

Pinnaele Peak fault brin<)-s uj) the Nevada limestone against the Kureka

qunrtzite. The mountain is wholly made up of quartzite, inclined eastward

at low anoles, the beds of which are for the most part darker in color .iiid

more ferruginous than those of the same horizon found elsewhere. At the

east base of the mountain occurs a small jiatcli of limestone, in part

obscured by surface nccunuilations of Sierra \'alle\' and in part b\-

andesitic lavas. As this limestone lies on the east side of the Lookout

fault its age can be determined only b}' its fauna, but fortunateh' this is

sufficiently typical to admit of its reference to the Cambrian.

Northward of this last exposure and sei)arated from it by onlv 300 feet

of acidic lavas, occurs a larger body of limestone, which forms a narrow

ridge, cut \)\ the stream bed which comes down along the nortli side of

Lookout Mountain. The ravine afi'ords a fair exposure of the beds. This

second body of limestone presents no structural evidence of its ])osition,

the fauna alone determining its age, but fortunately it yielded a small num-

ber of fossils. These two grou])ings are not (juite identical, l)ut the beds

from wliich they were ol)taine(l can n(^t be wide apart. The outcrojt east of

Lone Mountiiin indicates clearly the horizon of the Ilandiurg limestone,-

carrying certain species which extend downward into the Prospect Moun-

tain beds, mingled with others occurring as high as the nii(hlle portion of

the Pogonip. 'i'he larger exposure at the northeast base of tlu- mountain

has been assigned to the Prospect ^lountain limestone, without any decided

e\'idence as to the correctness of the reference otherwise than that it belongs

to the Cambrian.

Pinnacle Peak.—This summit lics aliout oiie and one-quarter miles due

south of Lookout Mountain and presents much the same general features

in the character of the beds and mode of occurrence, the two moimtains

being connected by a continuous mass of ipiartzite. The beds strike

invariabl\- north and south and incline eastward at angfles seldom

MON XX 9
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exceeding 20°, forming- the entire slope as far as tlie Lookout fault. There

is little doubt that this quartzite is correctly referred to the Silurian,

although no direct evidence exists. Nearly everywhere else the Eureka

quartzite may be determined upon structural grounds alone, but here the

entire body from Lookout Mountain to Pinnacle Peak has been uplifted

between two longitudinal faults, with limestones of different age brought

to the surface on opposite sides of the displacements and lying unconform-

ably against the quartzite. In contrast with the ([uartzite on the west side

of the Lookout fault, limestones form the east wall stretching southward

until beds on both sides of the fault are buried beneath volcanic lavas.

This body of limestone extends eastward until cut off by the fault, bring-

ing up the basal members of the Cambrian limestone of Prospect Ridge.

Between these two faults the beds are broken by iiregular outbursts of

andesites and in places have undergone considerable alteration, due to sol-

fataric action, the beds being frequently intersected by calcite and quartz in

narrow seams and veins. So much disturbed are the beds that structural

features are of little value, although it may be well to add tliat the general

dip is eastward. These limestones have been referred to the Pogonip,

although e-\ddence of their position is not in all respects satisfactory.

Obscure fragments of fossils may be obtained in a number of places, but

only in one was anything like a grouping of forms observed. This fauna

was collected on the west side of Sierra Canyon, nearly due south from

Surprise Peak and just west of the Prospect Mountain limestone, in dis-

tinctly bedded strata inclined at an angle of about 40° eastward. All the

species obtained have been found in the Pogonip limestones elsewhere, but

singularly enough they are all known in the Hamburg limestone, every

species having a wide vertical range. They probably I'epresent beds not

far from the base of the Pogonip and possibly should be referred to the

same horizon as the beds east of Lookout Mountain, although at the latter

locality the fauna distinctly indicates the Hamburg period. This refer-

ence to the Pogonip, however, is justified by the occurrence of undoubted

Silurian beds underlying Suiprise Peak: a further search would certainly

determine the question.
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Surprise Peak.—Xo nuiuntaiu ill this part of tlu' district affords a more

commanding Aaew than Surprise Peak. It is situated between the Sierra

fault on the east side and Sierra Valley on the west. It is capped by

Eureka quartzite, wliicli is underlain 1)y the Pogouip, the limestone being

distinctly seen to pass beneath the quartzite. On the north side of the

peak, and on the opposite side of the fault, in beds unconformable with

the Prospect Mountain limestone, was found a small but characteristic

Pogonip faiuia. Its occurrence here is so important that it is given in full,

as follows:

Keceptaculites niainmillaris. Kaphistoma iiasoui.

Cystidean plates. Pleurotomaria?

Orthis perveta. Lei)erditia bivia.

Orthis tricenaria.

Sien-a Valley, along the west base of Surprise Peak, has been the

center for the eniption of considerable masses of audesitic pearlites and

hornblende andesites, which, in the fonn of small irregular knolls and dikes,

have penetrated the limestone on the south side of the peak. Associated

with these dikes are others of rhyolite, while still farther southward, where

the sedimentary rocks pass beneath the valley, occur large accumulations

of pearlites, pumices, and tuffs. Details m regard to these igneous rocks

will be found on page 234 et seq.

Grays Canyon.—The Pinnacle Peak fault lies on tlie west side of the

peak of the same name, at the southern end of the mountains. The

line of the fault is obscured by broad lava flows, but where these gi\'e out

it is easily traceable northward nearly to Prosjiect Peak with the Eureka

quartzite on one side and the Nevada limestone on tlie otiier.

West of the Pinnacle Peak fault the Nevada limestone extends from

Mountain Valley southward till the sedimentary lieds pass beiieatli Fish

Creek Valley. Through these liiucstoiies Grays Canyon cuts a narrow

ravine, which offers a few good exposures, but nowhere exhibits a continu-

ous sectioa across any great thickness of lieds. Only the lower jiortions of

the Nevada limestone are exposed, and ti\er the greater part of tliis area

bedding planes are wanting. The best locality obser\ed for the collection

of fossils was found on the low, flat-topped ridge west of Gra\s Canvon
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and soutlnvest of I'iuuacle Peak, the beds dipping- to the southeast at a h>w

angle and striking northeast and southwest. These beds yiekk'd tlie fok

lowing forms:

Thecia ramosa. Dystactella iusularis.

Aulopora serpens. Conocardium uevacleusis.

Chouetes deflecta. Loxonema siibatteiuiata.

Spirifera pirioneiisis. Bellerophon perplexa.

Atrj^i^a reticularis. Tentaculites sealariforiuis.

Rhyuchouella occideus.

Nearly all these species occur in the shale belts of Atrypa Peak, Brush

Peak, and Combs Mountain, the exceptions being the three species, Thecia

ramosa, Aulopora serpens, and Dystactella insularis, which are, hoAvever,

characteristic of the upper Helderberg in New York and Ohio; Thecia

ramosa and Dystactella insularis have only as yet been found at this one

locality at Eureka. A smaller but somewhat similar g-rouping- of fossils

occurs in the limestone just west of Lookout Mountain, Avhere the}- are

associated with Strophodonta canace, a species found b^' the writer in the

limestone at Treasure Hill, White Pine.

On the west slo})e of Pinnacle Peak the beds dip toward tlie fault at

an angle of 10°, reaching to within 150 feet of the summit and lying- un-

conformably against the ICureka quartzite of the peak. FolloAving tlie line

of the fault the beds trend oif to the southeast, the quartzite belt gradually

narrowing until lost beneath the pumices, the Nevada limestone, on the

other hand, continuing southward in a low ridge bounded t>n the east and

west sides b}- igneous rocks. The beds exhibit much the same habit as

those to the northward, usually light in color and hig-hly siliceous, Ijiit show-

ing more distinct lines of bedding. By reference to the map (atlas sheet xi)

the structure will be seen indicated by strikes and dips. South Hill, the

most prominent jjoint on this southern extension, has a marked anticlinal

fold, the axis of the fold striking N. 40° to 45° east, with a dip of 15°.

The brownish gray limestones are distinctly bedded and probably belong to

a somewhat higher horizon than any of those exposed in Grays Canyon.

South of the road, which traverses the ridge near its southern extremit}', a

well defined but gentle synclinal fold may be seen crossing the ridge
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obli(Hi('l\-, with ;i[)proxiinat('l\' the sainc strike as the strata on Soutli Hill.

In tliis southern extension tlie onlv fossils ohtaineil were Cliactctrs and a.s-

sociated corals so abundant in the Lower Nevada linie.stone.

Grays Peak.—This name has l)een <>-iven to the flat topped sinuniit which

forms the eastern limit of the broad (piartzite platean. It ofters a command-

ing- view, as the country falls oti' rai)idlv to the .south and east. On the

sunnnit the beds lie nearly horizontal, l)ut break awav al)ruptlv and dip

off in every direction accompanied by mural-like escarpments produced li\-

a series of small j)arallel faults lying- whollv within the (piartzite. On the

eastern side the .slope descends for nearly 1,000 feet, with an average dip

of 20', the angle of the slope and the inclination of the beds coinciding

witliin 1° or "2°. South and east the quartzites are overlain by the Nevada

limestones which dip away from the peak with varying angles. ( )n the east

side the line of contact between the two formations is strongly marked 1)V

a deeph' eroded ravine draining mto Grays Canyon. While these lime-

stones have been referred to the Nevada period, it is by no means definitely

ascertained that beds which in other places have l)een assigned to tlie Lone

Mountain series may not here, in some instances, rest upon the (juartzite.

Li many instances there is an entire absence of bedding, and in others the

strata n^st unconformably upon the (piartzite. A|)parently the underlying

limestones belong to the transition series between well rec(_)g-nized Silurian

and Devonian, but pass rapidly into limestone which has everywhere else

in the district been assigned to the Nevada epoch. These lime.stones stretch

awa\- to the south in insigniticant monotonous hills and ridges of loAver

Devonian age and have as yet yielded only a few obscure^ corals of wide

vertical range. North of (xrays Peak on the plateau where the beds lie

either horizontally or at low angles, there are several patches of limestone

still left in place as remnants of erosion. These exposures resemble the

beds of the Lone Mountain series and serve to show b\- their geological

position that the tpiartzites on the ridge l>elong to the upper memliers of

the Kureka epoch. To the westward of these Silurian limestone ])atches

the (piartzites break down in abrupt walls and clitls toward Lamoureux

Canyon much in the same way as seen ou the east side of Grays Peak.

Along- Lamoureux Canyon, however, the wall is most persistent, continuing
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northward nearly to Atrypa Peak, and is an excellent locality for studying

the Eureka quartzite. A longitudinal fault line follows up Lamoureux

Canyon, but the amount of movement is by no means as great as along the

Sien-a and Lookout faults; the orographic movements apparently dis-

playing less and less force to the westward of Prospect Ridge. Passing up

to the head of Lamoureux Canyon, there is an interesting occurrence of an

exposure of the underlying limestones brought up by faulting. Here the

Pogonip beds are surrounded on all sides unconformably by the quartzite.

The hill in the middle of the canyon formed of these limestones is capped

by about 100 feet of quartzite resting conformably upon the underlying

beds. A careful search in this locality reveals the Beceptaculites fauna,

associated with Orthis and Madurea, immediately beneath the quartzite.

Between Lamoureux Canyon and Castle Mountain the country presents

the appearance of a shallow trough or basin with a northwest and southeast

trend. This basin is for the most part filled with Nevada limestone, between

which and the Em-eka quartzite the Lone Mountain beds generally come

to the surface, forming a narrow belt around the edge of the basin and in

places extending up on to the top of the quartzite rim. Over this area the

beds dip east and southeast except immediately next the quartzite of Lam-

oureux Canyon, where, conforming with it, they show a westerly dip. But

few fossils have been recognized in this area other tlian an occasional Atrypa

reticularis and corals characteristic of the Devonian, but without indicating

any special horizon.

MAHOGANY HILLS.

Spring Valley extends the entire length of the Eureka Mountains and

sharply distinguished Prospect Ridge and the Fish Creek ^Mountains from

Mahogany Hills, all that region lying on the west side of this valley being

included within the Mahogany Hills. Strictly speaking, it is not one

continuous valley, but rather two valleys, with a low dividing grassy

ridge between them, the water di'aining both to the north and to the

south. From the broad plain of Diamond Valley, Spring Valley, only a

few hundi'ed yards in width, rises gradually for 1,200 feet to the divide,

following the course of a remarkable fault, wliich brings both the Lone
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Mountain and the Nevada limest(Mics in juxtaposition witli the Prospect

Mountain quartzite, recent accuniubition.s, however, obscurin<> the precise

Hne of the displacement. The water-shed Hes nearly opposite Prospect

Peak. Southward from this dividing rid<i-e the valley becomes a more im-

portant physical featm-e, in places opening- out to more than a mile in width,

finalh' draining- into Antelope Valley soutlnvest of the mountains. The

southern end of the vallev is arid and covered with sage-l)riish, closely

resembling the liroader longitudinal valleys of the Great Basin.

Mahoganv Hills occupy by far the largest area of anv moinit:iin l)lock

in the Eureka District, measuring 12 miles in length Ity S miles in width.

Nevada limestones constitute by far the greater i)art of this orographic

block, four epochs of the geological section—Ein-eka (juai-tzite, Lone

Mountain limestone, Nevada limestone, and Diamond Peak (piartzite—are

all rej)resented and their structural relations well shown. In presenting

some of the more important details of the region, it will be well to lieginat

the southern end, where l)oth in geological and topographical sti-ucture

Mahoganv Hills are closelv connected with the Fish Creek Mountains

through Wood Cone and the granite-porphvrv region.

Combs Peak. On the uortli side of Wood Cone, resting uncomformably

upon the Eureka (piartzite, lies a body of bluish black and dark grav lime-

stones dipping l)eneatli the limestones of Condjs Peak. These dark lime-

stones everywhere form the southern slopes of the Peak, and westward of

the quartzite rest directly upon the granite-poi-phyry bod-v'. The hillsides

are sc<jred l)y frequent ravines and water-courses showing the inclination of

the strata northward into the mountain, ])ut lines of .stratification are

exceetUngly i-are, nowhere allbrding, for any ct)nsiderable distance, con-

tinuous dips and strikes. The best locality for observing these beds was

found just north of Wood Cone, on the end of the long s])ur coming

down from Combs Peak. Fx'om their dai'k steel-grav color and their

uniforndy fine grained appearance, it is easy to see that the}' differ essen-

tiall}' from the characteristic Lone Mountain beds observed elsewhere. This

is all the more noticeable, as they are found to pass into beds possessing

the pecvdiar habit of the latter horizon. This stnking contrast in the lime-

stones led to a diligent search for [)aleontological evidence of their geologi-
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cal position, a search wliicli was rewarded l)y finding a, limite<l and imper-

fect fauna, characteristic of the Trenton period. The finding of this group-

ing of fossils is important, as it carries the comformable Sihu'iau hinestones

overlying- the Eureka (piartzite down into beds generalh' regarde<l as lower

Silurian, whereas, elsewhere in the district there is no jKileontological evi-

dence of strata older than the Niagara or Hahjsitcs beds above tlie c^uartzite.

Some description of this fauna will be found on })age ;")!•.

The dark limestones which have been referred to the Trenton at this

point measure, according to the best estimates that can be made, about 300

feet; that is to say, this is approximately the thickness from the Eureka

quartzite on Wood Gone to the strata having the characteristics of the

horizon found elsewhere and regarded as of Lone Mountain age. These

dark limestones extend northward to the low saddle over which the wagon

road passes, beyond which the light colored, pearly limestones come in.

Westward and northward of the granite-] )orph3'r3- a second localit-\' was

found yielding a similai- fauna, proving the extension of the horizon in

that direction. Here the Trenton beds, or those assigned to that epoch

upon lithological grounds, appear somewhat thicker than those obtained near

the fir.st mentioned localit}-. Passing up the slope of the peak over the Lone

Mountain beds, north of Wood Cone, the strata generally referred to the

Nevada limestone make their appearance at the base of the first abrupt

slope of the long spur from Combs Peak, and from here to the top of the

prominent hill south of the i)eak the ridge offers an excellent section across

the limestones. The l^eds strike across the ridge and dip toward the })eak,

with varying angles. A number of the observed strikes and dips will

be foimd recorded on atlas sheet ix. On the top of the hill a few fossils

may be found, indicating that the beds at the top of the northerly dipping

rocks still belong to the Lower Nevada limestone. Between this hill and

the summit of Combs Peak occurs a sliarj) syncline, the axis of the fold

lying in the saddle at the base of the steep .slope of the peak. The lime-

stones on both summits strike about N. 55° Avest; those on the jjeak dipping

25° southwesterly, and those on the spm- 35° northeasterly. The amphi-

theater of Combs Canyon has been eroded out of the beds lying within

the synclinal fold.
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( )n the west spm- dl' ('onihs Peak, in l)e(ls dippiiiji- to tlii' northeast,

occurs a belt ot" calcareous sliales about 150 feet iu width, carrying a rich

and varied taiuia (juitci siinihir to the fossil-bearing shale belts of Atr\|)a

and Brush ])eaks and with a nearly identical fauna. On page 7(> will be

found a list of the Combs Peak fauna, together with those of the other

peaks, showing the strong parallelism in the life from the tlu'cu! localities.

The precise locality from which this fauna was obtained is designated on

the map. All the ImmIs on tlie noi'th slope of (Joml)s i'eak l)elong to the

east side of the synclinal fold, dipping into the mountain and pas.sing

beneath the l)eils which form the summit.

Browns Canyon, at the base of the motnitain, lies in the a.xis of an

anticlinal fold, the beds on the noith side dipping to the northeast at angles

seldom exceeding- 20°. At the head of this canyon, along the a.xis of the

fold, occurs a bo(h' of compact rhyolite, which has for the most part been

extravasated on the south side of a local line of faidting. It forms a hill

al)out 250 feet in height, whose outlines are sharply detined by drainage

channels wliich almost comph^tely surround it on all sides. The slopes of

the hill are strewn with lissile, sherdy fragments of rock characteristic

of tile entire mass. The rhyolite has a inicrocrystalliiie groundmass, with

but few mici-oscopic cr\stals of gray quartz, brilliant biotite Hakes, and

oc-casional dull orthoclases. In the middle f)f this rhyolite is an irregular

exposure of Nevada limestone about 100 feet in thickness, indicating that

the greater part of the lava is only a thin ifow over underlying limestones.

It is the single instance of a rhyolite ex|)osure observed in Mahogany Hills

east of Yahoo Canyon.

Temple Peak.—From this rhyolite body the limestone hills rise gradually

to the northeast in gcmtle. Hat topped spurs, culminating in Temple Peak

(8,3MS feet), the highest j)oint l)etween Browns and Deiiio canyons.

Across this limestone body, from Browns Canyon to Dry Lake, the strata

dip persistently to the northeast, with a northwest anil southeast strike.

The limestones at the summit lie inclined at angles seldom exceeding 5°,

but are distinctly Ix'dded, and in physical habit and sequence of strata

resemble those about mid\va\' in the Ne\-ada limestone ejioch. Thc^ same
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limestones cross Denio Canyon and continue northward to l^nrlingame

Canyon, invariably dipping slightly to the northeast.

About 150 feet above the bottom of Browns Canyon, in beds near the

base of the Nevada limestone, a small number of fossils were ^n'ocured,

most of them like Atrypa reticularis,' common forms having a wide vertical

range. Associated with them was^the coral Acervularia2}entagona. This was

found also by the writer in the Nevada limestone of Treasure Hill,' White

Pine, the only other locality where it has been observed in the Great Basin.

Table Mountain.—Soutli of Browus Canyou the beds of Combs Peak con-

tinuing westward graduall)' curve around until the limestones of Table

Mountain strike north and south and lie nearly horizontal, but with a slight

dip to the east. Table Mountain is made up of dark massive beds, the

upper strata occupying about the same geological position as the summit of

Temple Peak. From Table Mountain westward to Antelope Valley, the

long spurs afford a fair opportunity to study the beds of the lower and

middle portions of the Nevada epoch, which is here represented by 2,500

to 3,000 feet of limestones.

Devon Peak.—The Culminating point of the northwest part of Mahog

any Hills is known as Devon Peak (8,537 feet), although it is simply the

highest point in a broad, plateau-like body of nearly horizontal limestones.

To the west and north the beds incline gently toward the sage brush plain

of Antelope Valley and the broad plain west of the Pifion Range. One or

two of the more deeply eroded canyons offer partial exposures of the beds,

but nowhere any continuoi;s sections more than 500 to 700 feet in thick-

ness; yet they serve to show similar conditions of sedimentation over a wide-

spread area. All over this area, at several horizons, a few scattering

fossils may be found, such as Atrypa reticularis, Sfrophomena rJiomhoidalis,

Spirifera pinonensis, Stromatopora, and Chcetefes. In the first ravine running

up to Mahogany Hills from Hay Ranch Valley, the limestones afford

such large numbers of corals, partially weathered out, that the locality

would well repay a visit by anyone specially interested in the study of

Devonian fauna.

Yahoo Canyon.—This canyon has its soui'ce at the northern end of Dry

' IT. S. Oeol. Explor. 40th Par., vol. ii, nesoriptive OeoloKv, p. 544.
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Lake and is the only one ot" tlic principal (lraina<;ti channels ot" tlii' Mahogany

Hills that follows a north and south course. At one time it drained the

depressed basin of Dry Lake. At the head of Yahoo Canyon a small out-

burst of rhyolite forms a low obscure hill, around which the wagon road

passes on the west side. A few hundred feet to the south of the hill is a

dike of similar rock about lOO feet long by 2.") feet wide. This rhyolite

is a light gray rock, weathering brown, and carrying a few macroscopic

secretions of biotite, sanadin, and quartz; it closely resembles the rhyolite

of Browns Canyon. Yahoo Canyon presents some interest as being the

dividing line between two quite different types of orographic structure; on

the west side the plateau-like body of limestones in the neighboi-hood of

Devon and Temple Peaks lies gently inclined to the westward, while on the

east side the limestones have been uplifted into longitudinal ridges with the

structural peculiarities of the Pinon Range. In general the canyon may be

said to have been eroded along the axis of an anticlinal fold, although this

is not strictly correct, as on the east side near its lower end a sharp anti-

clinal ridge exists, which, however, dies out toward the head of the cauA-on.

The structural details are i-ather intricate and were b}^ no means carefully

workeil out, but the dips and .strikes indicated on the map (atlas sheet v.)

show this anticlinal structure with the trend of the ridges agreeing with the

coui-se of the canyon. The main ridge of limestones east of Yahoo Canyon

inclines invariably to the eastward with an average dip of about 35° and

with a strike a little west of north, maintaining this position till passing

beneath the Carboniferous rocks which everywhere seem to overlie them

confonnably. The ridge is made up of monotonous blue massive lime-

stcmes characteristic of the Upper Nevada epoch as seen elsewhere, espe-

cially in the neighliorhood of Signal T*eak on the west side and Newark
iMountain on the east side of the district. ( )n the east side of Yahoo
Canyon a most interesting collection of characteristic species was made,

consisting largely of Upper Devonian corals. Associated with them occurs

such distinctive species as Spirifera disjuncta and the widely distributed

Spirifim (/labra ; a fauna indicating a higher horizon than any of the ex-

amined beds in the Mahogany Hills to the west. A list of the fauna

obtained is given on page 83. Between this locality and the Diamond
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Peak quartzites, paleontology again supports structural evidence, the organic

forms being such as are only found in the upper horizons or mingled with

those having a wide vertical range.

Spanish Mountain.—Tliis hroad, clcvated niass of Eureka quartzite, nearly

two and one-half miles in width, lies due west of Prospect Peak. Its struc-

tural features differ from those of any other area of the Eureka Mountains,

but at the same time bear some resemblance to those of Grays Peak, both

being formed of strata of the same geological age, with the Lone Mountain

beds resting upon their slopes. On Spanish Mountain the quartzites dip

away in every direction from the summit, but without any clearly defined

lines of bedding, presenting the appearance of a great dome-shaped body

falling away on all sides. This quartzite is fractured by local displace-

ments, but they fail to bring to the surface anj- underlying Pogonip beds,

and the few drainage channels, which have cut one or two narrow gorges,

still lie wholly within the quartzite. Over this dome-shaped body the Lone

Mduntain beds undoubtedly passed at one time; erosion, however, has

woi-n them off the summit, with the exception of two small patches, which

are sufficient to establish the fact that the upper members of the quartzite

are still in place on the top of the mountain. Surrounding the quartzite

on all sides occurs the Lone Mountain limestone, except along Spring Valley,

where it is probably obscured by recent accumulations.

Isolated patches of limestone in the valley confirm the opinion that

the Lone Mountain beds extend down to the Spring Valley fault. These

limestones cross the divide connecting Spanish Mountain with Swiss

Mountain and come within 200 feet of the summit of the former. Wherever

observed, the limestones rest unconformably upon the quartzite, but, as they

are for the most part devoid of bedding plane, no determination can be

made of their thickness. Moreover, the line between the Silurian and

Devonian is arbitrarily drawn and rests, as elsewhere in tlie district, on

lithological distinctions and the absence of evidence of life in the lower

rocks. As shown on the map, the thickness ascribed to the Lone Mountain

beds varies greatly at different localities, but there is no doubt that the

vertical distance between Eureka quartzite and limestone characterized

by a Devonian fauna actually does exhibit great variations in tliickness.
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Tlic li(inil)l('iHlc-aii(lcsitc l)(i(K- mi the edj^v of \)r\ Luke \ nllt-v, at tli«

soutlnvi'st hasc of Spanish Mountain, will he discnsscd in tiic cliaiitcr

devoted to iuneon.s rocks, wliicli t'orni a most iiniiortant urouj), not onl\- in

themselves, Init in coiinection witli simihn- oiithui-sts in Sierra \'allev and

elsewhere. ih're at 1 )r\- Lake they present a inarxclous vaiiet\- in color,

(lensit\- and texture, Itut on careful studv tlie\ are sliown to l)e closeh'

related, with a marked silnilarif^ in mineral and cliemicai composition.

The small lioiK- desii^nated on the map as dacite is sim|il\' an extreme i'orni

of the larii'er mass, being characterized 1)\' coiisi(h'ral)le free (piartz and

l)iotite, and has much the nature of a pumice, while the main hodv niight

l)e (h'siguated more concisely as an andesitic j)earlite.

North of Spanish Mountain, as elsewhere, the Lone Mcmntain lime-

stones pass gradually into those of the Nevada epoch, and with this change

the structural h-atures of the region assume new aspects, (piiti^ ditferent

from the rest of Mahogany Hills or F"ish Creek Mountains. From Hrusli

Creek northward the structure is that of a simple monoelinal ridge,

trending ahout north 40° west, with a dip invariahK' to the e;ist. Kising

al)ove the (.^)uaternary accunnxlations along the east l)ase of tlie ridge in

Spring Valley, at sufticiently frecpient intervals to prove the continuity of

strata, oi'cnr exposures of (piartzite heds, confoi'inahK' o\erl\ing the lime-

stones. As the latter lieds bear ample testimony of their Devonian age to

the very snnnnit, the siliceous strata have been referred to the Diamond

Peak horizon of the Carboniferous. Brush, i\Iodoc, and Signal peaks are

the culminating elevations along this limestone ridge, which stretches north-

ward all the way to The Crate. Along the west base of these ])eaks

runs the Modoc fault, extending southwaid froui Ila\- lianch \'alle\-, near

The Gate, till lost in the Lone Mountain limestones west of Brush Peak.

This fault brings up the Diamond Peak horizon in ju.\ta])osition with the

Devonian, leaving the limestone ridge between two nearh parallel belts of

(juartzite of the same age, conformable on the east side, but unconformalile

on the west. As the line of the fault follows the contact between two dis-

similar rocks it is easily traced. North of Signal Peak ei-osion has worn

out a deej) ravine along the contact, and still fartlier soutliwaiil the east

drainage of Reille^ (-reek also owes its origin to erosion aloui; tiie same
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fault Hue. The Diamoud Peak beds maj' be represeuted in their full

development near The Gate, but they gradually die out to the southward

in a wedge-shaped body and tinally disappear altogether, beyond which the

fault may be followed for a considerable distance, with Nevada limestone

walls upon both sides. This long body of Diamond Peak quartzite rests

conformably upon the Nevada limestone to the westward, both series of

strata dipping uniformly to the east. We have here, then, a duplication of

strata made up of the Upper Nevada limestone, overlain by the Diamond

Peak quartzite. Small drainage channels, branches of Reilley Creektraverse

the quartzite, affording fair cross sections. Numerous minor dislocations,

at right angles to the Modoc fault, trend easterly across the ridge, dying

out in the plain beyond, but, while tliey tend to break up the uniformity

of structure, do not cause any very decided dislocation in the Nevada lime-

stones.

Perhaps the best section, the one showing the greatest vertical thick-

ness across the Nevada limestone, may be found on the ridge north of

Modoc Peak. This section is given on page 66. Starting in at the Modoc

fault in Reilley Canyon, nearly due west of Modoc Peak, it crosses the

strata ueai-ly at right angles and terminates at the base of the hills in Dia-

mond Valley. The beds strike N. 50° to 55° W., measuring about 5,400

feet in thickness. Just north of Modoc Peak a fossiliferous shaly limestone,

200 feet in thickness, crosses the ridge. It is the belt designated No. 3 of

the section, and is the equivalent of the rich fossiliferous shale which has

yielded such an abundant Devonian fauna at several localities in the Dis-

trict, notably, at Brush Peak, about 2 miles southward. Higher up in the

strata, corals of the middle and upper horizons were obtained, Ijut nowhei-e

immediately along the line of the section was any special fossiliferous zone

recognized.

Both north and south of the line of the section the strata are easily

traceable, striking obliqueh' across the ridge, the upper horizons being

developed on Signal Peak and the lower on Modoc and Brush Peaks. Just

below the summit of Brush Peak the fossiliferous shale belt, which is here

about 150 feet in width, determines the position of the beds without ques-

tion. It is at this locality that the shales have furnished such an excellent
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opjiortuuitx tnr rlic collectiitii of ;i DcvDiiian taiiiia. The tew hours spent

here gavt' jmnnise of an abundant harvest if time would permit of a dili-

gent search. From this shaU^ belt the limestones pass down into the Lone

Mountain seiies, the hill lying between Brush Peak and Spanish Mountain

bcinu- formed of the latter beds.

Metamorphosed sandstones.— J nterstratified in the Xevatla limestone of this

ridge oecur numerous l)ands of fine grained sandstones with their bedding

planes parallel to the inclosing rock. Some of them may be traced for over

a mile without interruption, rarely exceeding 50 feet in thickness, but most

of them only a few feet in width. They are shown in the section north of

Modoc Peak occiuTing at varying intervals througliout nearly 1, ()()() feet of

limestones.

Instances of sandstones in limestones are couininn enough ami woidd

call for no special conunent but for the fact that here they have undergone

considerable alteration, and as the original material was more or h'ss

impure, the\' have developed under dynamic influences a crystallization

and structure of a micro-granite. All of these sandstones show alteration,

but at the same time e.xhibit remarkable transitions from a normal sand-

stone to a rock closely resembling a cryptocrystalliue granite. 1'he (piartz

grains are granitoid in structure, and do not show the action of water usually

seen in a conqiact sandstone made tip from the disintegrated material

derived from an older rock. Accompanying these quartz grains are flakes

of musct)vite with some ferrite and calcite. It is e\'ideut that the beds have

undergone a marked change since they were originally laid down. That

these rocks are of sedimentary origin no one would question, vet the\ are

associated with others which have undergoneso gi'eat an alteration that thev

present many structural features of igneous rocks. The transition from

un(loul)te(l sanilstone to the liighlv metamorphosed l)eds shows every stage

of gradation and it is impossible not to see the close relation.ship existing

between them. In the more highly altered rocks may be observed well

developed feldspars, both orthoclase and plagioclase. Jlost of the feldspars,

however, have undergone decomposition, and are accompanieil b\- calcite

and other secondary products. Singularly enough, some of the more crys-

talline bodies exjiosed along the west sides of Signal and 3I(tdoc peaks attain
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a much g-reater width. In one instaiu-e the rock measures about '200 feet

across its broadest development, but diminishes ra})idly to only a, few feet.

Here it loses its distinctive features as a sedimentary bed, and, on the con-

trary, appears to cut across the limestones, suggesting an intrusive dike.

That these ueai-ly identical rocks should, in some cases, have the charac-

teristics of sedimentary deposits, and in others those of an intrusive dike,

is, to say the least, most remarkable ; but, after a study in the field of their

mode of occurrence, no other conclusion seems reasonable than that they

are similar rocks which have undergone various degrees of metamorphism.

These occurrences have no special bearing upon the history of the sedimen-

tary strata, as they occupy very limited areas in the limestones, and perhaps

still less upon the history of the Tertiary volcanic outbursts of the Eureka

region. They are well worthy an investigation, and Mr. Iddings, in his

chapter on the microscopical petrography of the crystalline i-ocks, has

devoted considerable space to a discussion of the phenomena which these

rocks exhibit.

Signal Peak._(Jii this ])eak tile limestones belong exclusively to the Upper

Nevada horizon, being massive grayish black rocks, distinctly bedded.

They dip northeast about 35°. The fauna is characterized by Upper

Devonian corals, associated with species found ;dl the way through the

Nevada epoch. North of Reilley Canyon the beds dip eastward at a still

lower angle, throwing the overlying quartzite to the east, out toward

the valley. On the summit of the ridge north of the last named canyon

occur Syringopora liisim/cri, Bellerophon mcera, and other more common

forms, the beds carrying occasional corals, without being confined to any

special horizon.

The Gate.—At The Gate occurs a marked change in the structure of the

region. The ridge, which from Brush Peak northward maintains a fairly

uniform course, here undergoes an abrupt break, trending off more to

the west, and at the same time the entire mountain mass north of The

Gate has been tlu-ust eastward, bringing the beds on opposite sides of

the break unconformably against each other. The Gate is a deep, narrow

gorge, cutting completely through the ridge along the line of the disloca-

tion. It cuts down to the very base of the range, draining the broad
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desert region of Hayes Valley out into Diamond Vallev. On the south

side of The Gate the beds strike N. 20° W., dipping- 20° easterly, but on

the north side they strike X. 55° W., with a dip increased to 30° easterly.

Owing to tlie tiu-ust wliich forced the beds toward the east the walls on the

south side l)elong mainly to the Diamond Peak quartzite, while those on the

north side are formed of a bold cliff of Nevada limestone. The sections

across the strata on opposite sides of the gorge are readily correlated by

structural features confirmed by i)aleontological evidence. Fortunately,

just beneath the Diamond Peak beds south of The Gate a fauna character-

istic of the Upper Nevada limestone occurs in the low ridge near the west

entrance to the pass. There is exposed here a thickness of 1,000 feet of

the upper limestones. The underlying beds ai'e dark gray in color, with

poorly pi'eserved fossils, followed b}- a black baud bearing many large

Sfromatopora and other corals. Interstratified in these limestones are several

quite shaly beds, seldom more than 1 foot in thickness. These gray beds

are followed by a belt of distinctly stratified black limestones, weathering

a light color, and yielding numerous corals. Above this, again, are thinly

bedded, dense limestones, extending up to the overlying quartzites. In

these latter beds occur the Upper Devonian fauna already mentioned.

Conformably overlying the limestones occurs a broad belt of Diamond

Peak beds, forming the wall along the south side of The Gate and extend-

ing in low, round, monotonous hills out to Diamond Valley. The cliffs on

the north side of The Gate expose about 500 feet of massive, dark lime-

stones, passing into shaly and fissile beds 2 or 3 feet in thickness. A rich

and varied fauna from this locality will be found published in full on

page 83. The locality would well re])ay a more diligent and careful

search.

Absence of White Pine Shale.—On both sides of the gorgc the overlyiug

siliceous beds are much the same, the base of the series being made up of

quartzites, iuterbedded, impure sandstones, compact, dense argillites, fine

conglomerates, and black sherty layers, rapidly passing into purer quartz-

ites. On the south side the black cherty belts present a greater thickness

and are not confined to the base of the horizon.

It will be noticed that no mention has been made of the White Pine

MON XX 10
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shale, which on tlie east side of the P^ureka District exposes such an enor-

mous thickness. There is but Httle doubt that these lower beds represent

the White Pine horizon, but, as they are so poorly developed as compared

with the shales at Newark Mountain and so difficult to trace along any

definite horizon, they have been omitted on the geological map. No

exposure of these beds was seen more than 100 feet in thickness and in

places they are entirely wanting. It would seem that after the deposition of

the limestones the conditions here were more favorable for purely siliceous

beds than at Newark Mountain, and that the transition was more or less

rapid. It must be remembered that the White Pine shale, although of great

thickness at White Pine and on the east side of the district, is of local

occurrence, never as yet having been recognized in other parts of the

Great Basin. The occurrence in the argillites just south of The Gate of a

few obscure plant remains and the species Bkc'ma minuta is strong evi-

dence, taken in connection with their stratigraphical position, that these

beds represent the White Pine shale.

The Diamond Peak beds which overlie the limestones on the north

side of The Gate form the great mass of Anchor Peak, showing a greater

thickness of strata than the same horizon exposes in the Diamond Range;

the explanation being found in the argillites of the White Pine shale giving

out and being replaced by a greatei- development of siliceous material.

After the coming in of the siliceous beds north of The Gate the quartzites

stretch for nearly a mile beyond the limits of the map. At the west base

of Anchor Peak there is a small exposure of Devonian limestones dipping

under the quartzites, probably extending northward along the west base

of the Pinon Range.

SILVERADO AND COUNTY PEAK.

This mountain Ijlock is mainly outlined by profound faults, along which

igneous rocks of varied composition have burst forth in vast quantities,

almost completely isolating it from adjoining sedimentary regions. On the

south and east the Quaternary accunmlations of Newark and Fish Creek

valleys rest against the base of the hills and probably in a large degree

conceal eruptive rocks which broke out along the edge of the uplifted
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mountaiu mass, but nowhere attained any considerable elevation. This

mountain block is, for the most part, made up of sedimentary beds belong-

ing to the Silurian and Devonian. In the chapter devoted to a sketch of

the general geology of the district the ])rincipal features of this region arc

given, and in the chapiter on the Devonian rocks a descri[)ti(in will ^)v found

of the Nevada limestones, together with some discussion upon the develop-

ment of the Devonian fauna, as shown upon Sentinel Mountain, Woodpeckers

Peak, and Rescue Hill. Only such additional facts are here presented as

may be of value in a detailed study of the region in the field and for com-

parative pui'poses in distant areas of the Gi'eat Basin.

County Peak Region.—The Pinto fault, whicli trcnds approximately parallel

with the Hoosac fault, sharply defines this block on the west, and, like the

latter fault, is probabl}' deflected to the east at its northern end. The lowest

rocks exposed by the fault are two bodies of Eureka quartzite, one imme-

diately at the base of Richmond Mountain, the other near by, but separated

from it by the tuffs of Hornitus Cone. The first exposure is so completely

suiTounded by igneous rocks that there is nothing to indicate its geological

2)Osition but lithological habit and proximity to the second and larger body,

the age of which is clearly determined by overlying Lone Mountain

beds. At its northern end the quartzite of this larger body forms a broad-

topped hill nearly 500 feet in height, Avith the beds inclined a few degrees

t(i the east. As regards their lithological habit, thej- could not be distin-

guished from the con'esponding beds along the Hoosac fault or those in the

region of Grays Peak.

Along the Pinto fault the (piartzite is exposed for nearly a mile, thin-

ning out in a wedge-shaped body, and replaced by the Lone Mountain

limestone, which, in turn, gives way to the Nevada limestone, the latter

forming the fault wall opijosite Dome Mountain. Erosion has worn out

a deep, narrow ravine along the displacement, with the Carboniferous lime-

stone, admirably shown on one side, dipping westerly, at angles never less

than 60°, and the Lone Mountain limestone of the Silurian equally well

.shown on the other side, dipping easterly, but inclinc<l at low angles,

seldom, if ever, exceeding 20°.

The canyon wall is cut out of the Lone Mountain beds, but on the
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steep hill slopes they give way to the Nevada limestones, which continue

eastward across the entire width of the mountains till they are lost beneath

the lava beds of Basalt Peak. County Peak (8,350 feet) forms the culmi-

nating point of this bi-oad, elevated mass of limestones, all the beds of which

sti-ike north and south and dip easterly, affording an excellent cross-section

over 5,200 feet in thickness, with the Lone Mountain beds at the base. The

sequence of rocks shown here may be taken as a typical one of the

Nevada epoch and will be found on page 68, in a chapter devoted to the

Devonian rocks. The cross-section E-F, atlas sheet xiii, is drawn across the

summit of County Peak, and gives at a glance the structure of the moun-

tains, which is shown better here than to the south, where it is "diffi-

cult to obtain a continuous section for anything like the same distance across

the strata at right angles to their strike. Midway on the ridge connecting

County and Woodpeckers peaks, about 200 feet below the summit and 3,000

feet above the base of the limestone, occurs an important grouping of fos-

sils exhibiting the most complete mingling of both upper and lower Devo-

nian species yet found in the district. Radiating from County Peak in all

directions occur numerous narrow gorges scored deeply into the mountains,

frequently exposing 1,000 or 2,000 feet of strata and offering excel-

lent opportunities for detailed studies across the middle Devonian strata.

These gorges are the source of the two drainage channels that encircle

Richmond Mountain, finally running out into Diamond Valley. North of

County Peak toward Richmond Mountain, the limestones are characterized

by a development of siliceous beds, aggregating a thickness of over 100 feet

and rising in bold, rugged outcrops above the otherwise even hill slopes.

Nowhere else were similar rocks recognized in the Devonian, the siliceous

material apparently increasing in amount toward Richmond Mountain,

although the higher horizons maintained their nonnal character. It is only

directly west of County Peak that the upper members of the Nevada lime-

stone are exposed, the basalts concealing more and more of the beds as they

approach Richmond Mountain. In this area north of County Peak, scarcely

any fossils were collected, and nowhere any grouping of species ; conse-

quently no locality indicating the presence of organic remains is marked

upon the map. It is proper to say, however, that very little time was allot-
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ted to their search, but it seems hardly possible that they are absent, as occa-

sional e^^dence of poorly preserved corals was noted in the purer limestones.

Silverado Hills.—Soutli of Dome Mouutaiii the Lone Mountain strata again

come in along- the Pinto fault, and with the exception of occasional breaks

caused by overflows of both rh>'()lite and basalt continue to fovin the base

of the sedimentary beds until the ridges pass beneath the deposits of Fish

Creek Valley. These rhyolites and pumices, with the glassy basalts break-

ing through them, present identical features with those found in the basin

south of Richmond Mountain, while the basalts in the limestone do not

differ essentially from those occurring as dikes in pyroxene-andesite.

The di-ainage from the slope of Hoosac ^Mountain follows a southeast

com-se until it meets the upturned Silurian ridge on the east side of the

Pinto fault, then runs south across the Pinto Basin, where, instead of con-

tinuing southward following the natural grade along the line of the fault

and across the soft, easily eroded pumices, it turns abruptly and follows a

deep channel cut clear through the hard rocks of English Mountain, finally

ranmng southward to Fish Creek Valle)'. The di\'ide between this water

course and the broad drainage channel running southward along the Pinto

fault and also emptying into Fish Creek Valley, lies only a few feet above

the level of the two stream l)eds. So far as can be made out the bamer

between the streams is wholly formed of recent lavas. It is similar to the

case mentioned in describing the ch-ainage of Secret Canyon, where the

stream, after following the course of the canyon for a long distance, sud-

denly crosses the upturned ridge of Cambrian and Silurian rocks, avoiding

the low and insignificant ridge of volcanic material which blocks the

entrance to the canyon. The cause of tliis sudden turn in the course of

these stream beds is difficult to understand, but it is worthy of note that the

drainage channel breaking through English Mountain lies nearly due east

of the one cutting Hamburg Ridge.

The Lone Mountain beds are not so uniformly made up of luiiestones

as the coiTesponding horizon elsewhere. Many of the intercalated strata

resemble the underljdng Em-eka quartzites, but, as the latter nowhere carry

anv considerable layers of calcareous material, sucli a reference is out of

the question. That they correspond to the Lone Mountain horizon there
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can be uo doubt, the only difference being that the siHceous beds occur

here more prominently developed than on the west side of the Hoosac fault

with the friable sandstones altered to compact quartzites. Moreover, they

are seen to pass into Nevada limestones, except where their continuity is

broken by outbursts of basalt. In the region of English Mountain this

connection is in no way disturbed by intrusive material and the transition

into the Nevada beds maybe readily made out. Nevertheless, there occurs

along the Pinto fault one or two exposures of siliceous beds whose geolog-

ical position it is difficult to determine. One of these is found east of the

Pinto Mill, where a long, narrow ridge, largely made up of quartzites, dips

from 25° to 35° to the east. A ravine, which cuts through this ridge, gives

a fair idea of the beds, and it is not improbable that they belong to the

Eureka horizon. Another instance may be found southeast of Pinto Basin,

near the place called The Wells, where a small isolated hill occurs, appar-

ently a faulted mass composed of white vitreous quartzite with intercalated

bluish gray limestones. Except for these limestones the e-sadence would

point quite as much to the Eureka quartzite as to the overlying Lone Moun-

tain beds. English Mountain offers the best locality for a study of these

Lone Mountain beds to be found on the east side of the district, as they

show a gr.eat thickness of strata dipping uniformly eastward, overlain by

the lower beds of the Nevada limestones. The base of English Mountain

is formed of quartzites and sandstones, followed by gray limestone, in turn

capped by brownish red, ^dtreous quartzite. The latter is a rough and

jagged rock, full of nodules and water-wom cavities.

On the south side of the Silverado Hills the Silmnan rocks rise above

the pumices and tuffs that follow the base of the hills and in a large degree

conceal the sedimentary beds. Here the limestones have gradually changed

their strike and dip and lie inclined to the northward with the great body

of Devonian limestone that forms the bold escarpment of Red Ridge resting

upon them. Continuing eastward, the limestones gradually swing around

until they assume a westerly dip, forming a synclinal fold, with those of

English Mountain. This Red Ridge escarpment offers excellent vertical

sections of the middle portions of theNevada limestones, and the variegated

red, gray, and brown belts, with the interbedded sandstones, may be traced
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for long distances from one mountain to anotlier. In this way it becomes

an easy matter to correlate strata in such blocks as Islan<l and Leader

mountains and Sugar Loaf The deep gorges jjcnetrating the limestones

ati'ord grand exposures. Sugar Loaf offers one of the 1)est points of view

for gaining a clear understjuiding of the synclinal structure of tlie Silverado

Hills, the characteristic belts of sandstones and mottled limestones being

readily traceable from an easterly to a westerly dip. The summit of Sugar

Loaf is formed of Ui)[)er Devonian strata, with abrupt escarpments on all

sides. At the east base of this isolated mountain, the Rescue Canyon fault

may be traced crossing the ridge betw^een the head of Rescue Canyon and

the faulted block of White Pine shales at Charcoal Cannon. From Sugar

Loaf northward to Packer Basin all the limestones on the west side of the

fault dip westerly, the fault following the line of contact between the

Nevada limestone and the White Pine shale. ( )i)portuuities for observing

these westerlydipping beds maybe found in Charcoal and Ox Bo^v canyons,

the streams which cut the ravines crossing the strata nearly at right angles

to their strike.

Packer Basin.—Packer Basiu is a small depressed block of Nevada lime-

stone lying between the northern end of the main ridge and the broad

basalt table, the abrupt wall of the latter shutting in the basin on the north.

As the basin lies on the ver}- edge of a broad volcanic field, it has naturally

undergone a good deal of dislocation, and is much broken up by pumices

and tuffs, wdiich partly fill the basin, having poured out along a fissm-e

on the w^est side of the faulted block. It is interesting to see here the same

association of pumices and tuffs, followed by a later outburst of basalt, in

all respects similar to those occurrences seen in so many other places

bordering the uplifted block. The limestone still maintains the north and

south strike and westerly dip of the main ridge to which it really belongs.

Its chief interest lies in the finding in a massive blue limestone a fauna

characteristic of a somewhat higher horizon than those observed at Wood-

peckers and Basalt peaks. Additional interest is derived from the disappear-

ance of the Rescue fault and the accompanying White Pine shales beneath

the basalts.
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Rescue Hill—Scarcely any mention need be made here of this locality as

the essential structural features and the list of species obtained in the upper

beds have been given in the chapter describing- the Devonian rocks. The

hill is a block of limestone faulted over 1,000 feet below its true strati-

graphical position. It lies in the angle formed by the intersection of the

Rescue and Silverado faults. The beds lie inclined at a very low angle

presenting an excellent section for comparative piu-poses with beds found

elsewhere. Owing to the faulting of this block the variegated beds of Red

Ridge can not be followed on Rescue Hill, but to the north they are

easily traceable on Island Mountain and Sugar Loaf

Century Peak Ridge.—Rescuc Canyoii scvcrs the Ccntury Peak Ridge from

the main body of Silverado Hills, a separation which is intensified by the

rhyolitic outbm-sts along the line of the canyon. Structurally the country

east of the canyon differs in a most striking manner from Red Ridge and

Rescue Hill, the horizontal, plateau-like character of the former giving way

to a naiTow ridge with steep slopes. This ridge, of which Century Peak is

the highest point, presents a sharp, anticlinal fold, the beds dipping away

from the axis at angles varying from 70° to 80°. The axis of the fold

follows closely the crest of the ridge, with a strike approximately north

and south. On the summit of Century Peak occurs one of the many

intercalated beds of quartzite found in the Nevada limestone, and here

forms the greater part of the west slope, extending down the ridge nearly

to the line of rhyolite. Just where this quai-tzite belt belongs in the lime-

stone was not determined, but the entire uplift is of Upper Devonian age,

as is shown by the lithological character of the beds. No fossils identify-

ing any special horizon were obtained, but those found were forms having a

wide vertical range, such as Atrypa reticularis. The corals belong to the

upper portion of the limestone and, although too obscm-e for specitic iden-

tification, closely resemble the forms found in the limestones at the northern

end of the Mahogany Hills. Along- the line of the Silverado fault the

rocks give evidence of considerable disturbance and folding with abrupt

flexures and breaks. For the greater part of the distance along the canyon

the Nevada limestone ma}" be seen south of the fault, with the White Pine

shale on the north or opposite side of the gorge resting unconformably
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against it. On the uorth side of the Silverado iauh, between the White

Pine shale and the rhyolites occurring at the head of Rescue Canyon, is a

triangular block of limestone inclined to the east. This block of limestone

lies on the east side of the Rescue fault, conformably underlying the White

Pine shale and offering ample structural evidence that it belongs to the

liighest beds of the Nevada horizon. The amount of faulting along Silver-

ado Canyon has never been determined, but probably does not exceed a few

hundred feet, which is additional evidence that the Century Peak beds

belong to the upjier portion of the Devonian. South of Century Peak there

is a decided break in the strata and the entire limestone ridge dips off

toward Fish Creek Valley, with a northeast and southwest strike.

Aihambra Hills.—The low ridge of limestoue designated as the Alhambra

Hills Hes to the east of the Ceutui'y Peak ridge and is connected with the

latter by a continuous body of limestone. North of this connecting ridge

Quaternary deposits lie between these hills and Century Peak ridge,

but they are of no great thickness and undoubtedly overlie a depressed

area of limestone. Alhambra Hills rise but a few hundred feet above

the plain. They present a dull, monotonous, arid aspect, with but few

scattered trees and without soil. The hmestones belong to the upper

members of the Nevada horizon and are massive, distinctly bedded, grayish

blue rocks. But little time was devoted to the search for fossils, but such

as were found denoted the upper beds of the Nevada and were mostly

corals similar to those found in the neighborhood of Centmy Peak, associ-

ated with the ever present Atrypa reticularis. Beyond this identification of

the age of the beds the Alhambra Hills present no special geological in-

terest. A few mineral veins penetrate the limestone, but so far as known

are imaccompauied by rhyolite intrusions. The latter rock, while it prob-

ably encu-cles the Alhambra Hills, does not appear to enter the limestone

body.

White Pine Shale Area.—There is little that need be said about this area in

addition to the observations presented elsewhere in discussing the geological

position and the paleontological evidence of the age of the White Pine

shale. On page 81 will be found a description of the strata across the

entire thickness of shales and sandstones, at least until they are overlain
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by Quaternary deposits. They measure over 2,000 feet. This sectiou was

made east of Sugar Loaf, where the underlying- limestones are exposed,

passing conformably beneath the broadest expansion of overlying shales.

The occiurence of this limestone is exceedingly fortunate, as upon it

rests the evidence of the position of the overlying shales, whereas, north of

Charcoal Canyon no limestones occur beneath the shale, and as the beds

trend to the northwest with a greater angle than the course of the Rescue

fault, the lower strata are cut off along the line of the displacement. Direct

evidence is wanting of the precise position of the beds lying next the

fault. From Silverado Canyon northward to Packer Basin the sti-ata dip

uniformly eastward. Charcoal Canyon, Ox Bow Canyon, and the other

di-ainage channels traversing the formation, fail to give any good sections

across the beds, as the valleys, though broad, are extremely shallow, with

the underlying rocks more or less covered with soil and gravel, derived from

the disintegration of the friable interbedded sandstones. The stream bed

coming from Packer Basin has eroded somewhat more deeply into the shale

formation, the beds lying more highly inclined, but shortly after leaving

the mountains it enters the tuffs which overlie the shales.

Cliff Hills.—South of Silverado Hills, and separated from them by the

broad expanse of Fish Creek Valley, lies a low ridge designated Cliff Hills

on account of the mural-like escarpment which they present to the Quater-

nary plain. These hills have no direct topographical connection with the

Eureka Mountains and are referred to here only because they happen to

come in on the southeast corner of the map. By reference to atlas sheet

XII, their relations to the Eureka Mountains may be seen at a glance. Geo-

logically they are of great interest, as the White Pine shale, which has

been recognized over such limited areas, occurs here under conditions simi-

lar to those found east of Sugar Loaf. Low undulating ridges of shale and

sandstone formed of westerly dipping beds pass beneath a broad, flat-topped

body of pyroxene-andesite. It is this andesite which gives the cliff-like

appearance to the hills, the dark bare rocks presenting a forbidding aspect

as they rise above the desert valley. In their mode of occurrence and

petrographical habit these andesites closely resemble those of Richmond

Mountain, and show the same modification in color, density, and chemical
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composition; in mineral composition they are identical. These resemblances

are borne out by microscopical investigation, the differences in structm-e in

Richmond Mountain finding their coiuiterpart in Cliff Hills.

Cropping out beneath the andesites at the north end of the hills are thi-ee

small exposures of gray limestones, only one of which is represented on the

map. It dips westerly at an angle of 15° and strikes nearly north and

south. No evidence of the age of these limestones could be obtained, but

from their proximity to the White Pine shale and their general resemblance

to the Devonian rocks of the Silverado region, they have been referred to

the Nevada limestone. In the White Pine shale a few fragmentary plant

remains were pi'ocured, none of which were sufficiently well preserved to

admit of identification, although they bear the closest resemblance to the

plants found elsewhere at this horizon.

DIAMOND RANGE.

Few of the naiTow longitudinal ridges in central Nevada form so prom-

inent a physical feature as the Diamond Range. Only the southern end,

however, comes within the limits of the Eureka District, but here it is so

intimately connected with the County Peak and Silverado uplift as to form

a part of the same geological region.

Diamond Peak, the highest elevation in the range, is situated just

within the limits of the survey, although the north and east slopes lie

beyond the boundaries of the map. In a study of the sedimentary rocks of

the Eureka district, this peak is of the highest interest, showing the rela-

tionship between the Devonian and Carboniferous beds in a manner un.sur-

passed elsewhere in the Great Basin, and at the same time carrying the

Paleozoic section nearly, if not quite, to the top of the Upper Coal-meas-

m-e limestone.

Newark Mountain.—As seen froui the cast, Newark xMountain presents a

bold front of lilue limestone rising nearly 2,000 feet above Newark Valley,

the upper 1,000 feet an abrupt cliff, followed by a highh- inclined slope

to the plain. Along the sunnnit it is a naiTow ridge 3 miles in length, fall-

ing off gradually toward the west in strong contrast with the opposite side.

In structure, Newark Mountain is an anticlinal fold whose axis niav be

traced all along the base of the cliff, the eastern side of the arch having
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di-opped about 1,000 feet, causing a picturesque escarpment. It is a fine

example of a limestone wall formed by a displacement. The easterly

inclined beds, begining at tlie base of the cliff with a dip from 15° to 25°,

gradually fall away with a less and less angle, stretching in low broken hills

and knolls far out toward the plain. Along the face of the cliff on the west

side of the anticline the strata incline into the mountain, arching over from

an angle of 25° on the crest of the ridge to 55° along the western base in

Hayes Canyon. At the southern end of the ridge the beds rise steeply

out of the Quaternary plain along the line of an east and west fault.

They sti-ike a few degrees east of north, gradually cm'ving more and more

to the east, coinciding approximately with the trend of the ridge until at the

northern end they fall away toward Newark Valley and pass beneath the

east base of Diamond Peak. The limestones of Newark Mountain belong

to the upper portion of the Nevada Devonian. They are usually darkblue

and gray in color and distinctly bedded. It is estimated that there are

exposed on the mountain about 3,500 feet of these upper Nevadalimestones,

which would carry the beds down nearly to the middle of the formation

They may be correlated readily with the limestones of Silverado Hills by

the sequence of strata and b}- their physical habit. Their stratigraphical

position is determined without doubt by the overlying White Pine shale in

Hayes Canyon, the contact between the two formations being easily trace-

able for miles, all the way from the entrance to the canyon around to the

northern base of Diamond Peak. Paleontological evidence confirms other

evidences by the finding of upper Devonian species in several localities in

two distinct horizons, one, near the suimnit of the limestones along the west

base of the mountain, the other, several hundred feet lower down in light

gi'ay, somewhat shaly beds on the south side of Milk Canyon. Fossils

may also be obtained near the summit of the mountain. A list of the

species obtained from both horizons will be found in the chapter devoted to

the discussion of the Devonian rocks, and, while thej' both contain specific

foiTiis ha\ang a wide vertical range, they are characterized by types found

only in the upper Devonian. The species Beyrichia occidentalis, obtained just

below the White Pine shale in Hayes Canyon, occurs on the east side of

the mountain 1,000 feet or more below the summit; it has also been identi-
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fied from the top of Telegrapli Peak at White Pine, where it also occurs

not far below the base of tlie shale.

At the summit of the Nevada beds a reddish gray, impure limestone

passes gi'adually into the black, .argillaceous shales of the White Pine

series, the contact between the two formations being admirably shoAvn all

along Hayes Canyon at the base of Newark Mountain. The drainage

chaimel marks closely the line of contact. Hayes Canyon lies wholly in

the shales, erosion having carved out of them a broad valley, similar in

topographical structure to Secret Canyon, between the Prospect Mountain

and Hamburg limestones. Upon one side of Hayes Canyon rises a wall of

dark blue, Devonian limestone, and on the other light blue and gray Car-

boniferous limestone. At the summit of Hayes Canyon the shales follow-

ing the course of the limestones of Newark Mountam trend off to the north-

east and rapidly pass under Diamond Peak. The relationship between the

shales and the Diamond Peak quartzite may be best studied along the base

of Bold Bluff, the former being seen to dip conformably beneath the

quartzites at an angle of 30°.

Diamond Peak—The Summit of Diamond Peak attains the highest eleva-

tion of any point within the limits of this sm'vey, reaching an altitude

above sea level of 10,637 feet. From Newark Valley it rises for over 4,000

feet with an almost inibroken slope to the summit. No jjeak commands

a more favorable view for a study of the relationship between the topo-

graphical configuration and geological sti-ucture of the country. The

structure of the peak is that of a sharjj, synclinal fold, the axis of w^hich,

striking northeast and southwest, lies along the crest of the ridge. The

westerly dipping beds form the entire eastern slope of the jjeak, exhibiting

a great thickness of Devonian and Carboniferous rocks. At the base of

the peak, just outside the limits of the map, the Nevada limestone comes

in, overlain by a broad belt of black shales, which form the lower slopes,

but, as denudation has worn them smooth, they present rather a monoto-

nous aspect. Following the shales are the Diamond Peak quartzites, in rough

and rugged ridges and bold walls, extending within 1,200 feet of the sum-

rait, over which come the massive Coal-measure limestones forming the top

of the peak.
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The following- section gives the broader divisions of the beds from

base to summit, including those exposed on Newark Mountain, as the

Nevada limestones on Diamond Peak are shown only to a very limited

extent:
Feet.

1. Bluish gray distinctly bedded limestones 1, 000

2. Green and brown and chocolate colored clay shales, with interbedded

siliceous bauds and cherty beds 5(t0

3. Dark gray quartzites, compact conglomerates, with interbedded layers

of jasper and siliceous grits. Near the base narrow belts of blue

limestone, carrying Productiis semlreticulatus 2, 500

f 4. Black argillaceous shale, more or less arenaceous and similar to the

lower black shale h 000

5. Compact, flue grained sandstone, with minute dark siliceous pebbles

scattered through the beds 100

5 <( 6. Black argillaceous shale, with fine intercalated beds of arenaceous

shale. These shales crumble on exposure to atmospheric influence. . 500

Q 7. Reddish gray shaly calcareous beds . .
100

8. Dark gray heavily bedded siliceous limestone, passing into bluish gray

limestone, in places finely banded 3, 500

Total 9,200

The importance of this section lies in the fact that it gives over 9,000

feet of conformable limestones, shales, and sandstones of Upper Devonian

and Lower Coal-measure strata, the best section as yet recorded from

this portion of the Paleozoic series in Nevada. It will be noticed that at

the base of this series of beds less than one-half of the thickness of the

Nevada limestone is represented, and at the top onh' about one-quarter of

the entire thickness assigned to the Lower Coal-measures is exposed on the

summit of Diamond Peak.

Along the summit of the range occupying the axis of the fold the

Coal-measure limestone extends for a long distance, and on Diamond Table,

at their southern limit, they present a bold body of nearly horizontal beds,

300 feet in thickness, resting directly upon the quartzites. In Water

Canyon, which drains the southern end of Diamond Peak, the position of

these two formations is well brought out, erosion ha^ang carved a mag-

nificent amphitheater, with abrupt walls, 2,000 feet into the quartzite. In

the bottom of the canyon the White Pine shale comes out beneath the

quartzites, all three formations being shown in the canyon walls.

Scattered throughout these limestones may be found Coal-measure
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fossils, the best locality noticed being on tin- .summit of the ridg-e about

one-third of a mile south uf the peak and 150 feet below the highest point.

Ten species were obtained here, the list being given on page 91. The two

most interesting species are Spirifcra trifjonalis and Cniiiarophorui voopercnais,

the latter identical with the Missouri form. Both of them, as pointed out

by Mr. Walcott, are characteristic of the loAver Carbonifei'ous in the ]\Iis-

sissippi Valley. It is these two species that serve to correlate the low lime-

stone ridges south of Newark Momitain with the base of the Lower Coal-

measures.

Immediately northwest of the crest of the ridge the strata dip easterly,

and at about the same distance below the summit, as observed on the

opposite side of the peak, the quartzites come in conformably beneath the

limestones, dipping ea.sterly into the ridge. No consideral)le tliicknesses of

quartzites are exposed, as they are abruptly cut off by the profound Alpha

Peak fault, which brings the Upper Coal-measure limestones unconform-

ably against them. Following the quartzites southward, they are seen to

be much broken up and dislocated, and southwest of the peak again dip

westerly, with an angle of about 15°, a dip which the}' maintain as far

south as Bold Bluff, where they terminate abruptK- against the Newark

fault. By reference to atlas sheet vi the position of the (juartzites mav be

readilv made out, completely encircling Diamond Peak on all sides.

Newark Fauit.-Tliis liuc of faulting, starting in at Bold Bluff', trends

southward along the abru})t west wall of Hayes Canyon, following the

contact between the two dissimilar formations—the gray Lower Coal-

measures and the black White Pine shale. It is easily traceable for nearly

3 miles. At the southern end it gradually ti-ends off to the southeast, com-

l)letelv cutting off the shales, as well as the Diamond Peak (piartzite, and

at the mouth of Hayes Canyon brings the Lower Coal-measures directly

against the Nevada limestone of Newai'k Mountain.

Region of Alpha and Fusiiina Peaks.—The Lower Coal-measure limestone

overlying the Diamond Peak quartzite foi'ms an unbroken nari'ow ridge,

extending southward for over 9 miles, and falling away gradually until

it passes beneath the Quaternary of the valley. This ridge presents great

simplicity of structure and monotony of appearance, the beds exhibit-
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iug much tlie same lithological habit throughovit and everywhere lying

inchned toward the west at high angles.

At Bold Bluff, where the quartzite gives out, the Newark fault brings

the lower members of the limestone next the White Pine shale. Along the

west side of Hayes Canyon both formations dip into the ridge, but it is

somewhat difficult to recognize the unconformity along the contact, owing

to the amount of debris, in spite of the fact that the angle of dip between

the two horizons varies from 20° to 30°. Several observations, taken at

different points along the canyon wall, gave about 25° as the angle of

unconformity. The evidence of the unconformity is strengthened b}' the

absence of the entire thickness of quartzite, the true position of which,

between the limestone and shale, is so well exhibited both on the east side

of Diamond Peak and in the neighborhood of Bold Bluff and Water

Canyon. Again, the wedging out of the White Pine shale, which is

completely lost at the mouth of Hayes Canyon, gives additional evidence of

the unconformity.

The upper members of the Lower Coal-measures are quite as sharply

defined on the west side by the Alpha fault, which for a short distance

follows along the steep northwest slope of Diamond Peak, bringing the

Upper Coal-measures unconformably against the quartzite. Nearly due west

of the summit the fault trends off to the southwest and the Lower Coal-

measures come in next the quartzite, the line of fault marking the contact

between the two bodies of Carboniferous limestone. The Alpha fault con-

tinues southward along the base of Alpha Peak, but terminates abruptly

on reaching the north slope of Weber Peak. It is rarely that an uncon-

formity in Carboniferous limestone strata is more strikingly shown than b}'

the two Coal-measure formations along the Alpha fault. There may be

seen here on one side of the fault, the underlying limestones dipping west-

ward at angles varying from 65° to 85°, and on the opposite side, the over-

lying limestones inclined at angles rarely exceeding 10°.

At Weber Peak, where the Alpha fault terminates, an east and west

fault brings up the Weber conglomerate, and from here southward the beds

of the latter epoch are found in their true geological position conformably

overlying the Lower Coal-measures. This east and west fault does not
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cross tilt' Alplia fault, at least the limestones aj^pear to have undergoiiu no

displacement. West of the Alpha displacement the course of the east and

west fault after passing Weber Peak is lost, being buried Ix'ueath the accu-

mulations of igneous rocks.

The thickness of the Lower Coal-measures may be best estimated

south of Fusilina Peak, where the upper members of the epoch are deter-

mined by the jxtsition of the Weber conglomerate, and, although there ex-

ists no positive evidence that the beds resting on the AVhite Pine shale are

the equivalent of the lowest members found elsewhere, the>' i)rol)abl}' do

not belong far above the base. It is estimated that the limestones measure

about 3,800 feet in thickness.

Organic remains may be foimd scattered throughout the limestone, but

nowhere were any grouping of species obtaineil which were of special in-

terest or which could lie regarded as the e([ui\alent of the Spring Hill

launa. .Vt the head of Newark (Janvon, which starts in near the base oi'

the limestone inuuediately resting on the AVhite Pine shale, were found

Produdus longispinus, P. semireticulatus, and Spiriferacaiiirmfa, while south of

Fusilina Peak, at the top of the horizon, the same species oc(;ur associated

with Fusilina cyUndrica and other Coal-measure forms. On the maj) will be

found a number of localities designated where fossils were procured but

they indicate only a few of the horizons where they are known to exist.

Weber Peak and Pinto Springs Region.—Under tliis heading may be designated

the area of the Weber conglomerates lying between the two great bodies

of Carboniferous limestone, l^'rom Weber Peak southward they overlie

conformably the Lower Coal-measures, although not extending southward

out into the ojien valley quite as far as the limestone, being buried beneath

either basaltic flows or the alluvial deposits of Pinto Creek. Along the

line of contact the Weber conglomerates forn^ a well defined series of ndges

parallel with the Alpha and Fusilina ridges, the two formations standing out

sharply contrasted by their surface forms, atmospheric agencies acting quite

differenth' on the fine crystalline limestones and the coarse conglomerates.

In like manner erosion acting upon the more easily disintegrated cf>nglom-

erates has worn out a number of narrow drainage channels along the con-

tact which serve still more shar])l\- to define the boundaries. The conglom-

:\iON XX 11
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erates stx'etcli out toward the west until cut ofl" by the broad basaltic table-

land of the Strahlenberg, which, concealing everything over a wide area,

leaves to conjecture the probable structural relations of the Carboniferous

rocks of the Diamond Range t(i tlie immense block of Devonian limestone

of the County Peak iiplift. East of Strahlenberg, the highest point on the

eastern rim of the basaltic field, the conglomei-ates present a broad, high

ridge, with a strike of N. 30° W. and an easterly dip of 75°. It is against

this ridge that the basalts have been piled up, the ridge acting as a barrier

to their further progress in that direction. Between the basalt and tlie

Lower Coal-measures of Alpha Ridge the conglomerates are plicated into

a broad syncline followed by a sharp anticline, the axes of both folds being

traceable the entire length of the conglomerate area. The conglomerate

ridge lying next to the Lower Coal-measures forms the east side of the

syncline, the beds coming up again on the opposite side of the fold in a

ridge nearly parallel with the first one. The anticlinal fold presents a much

sharper axis, the beds on both sides of the arch dipping at angles varying

from 55° to 65°.

One of the most fortunate occuiTences in working out the structiu-al

geology of the region is the belt of light gray Upper Coal-measure lime-

stone lying between the westerly dipping beds of the anticlinal fold and

the basalts. It furnishes within the district e-vddence of the position of

the Weber conglomerate between the two great belts of Coal-measure lime-

stone and although ample proof could be found elsewhere, it makes the

chain of evidence com])lete for all the divisions of the Paleozoic series

of rocks in the Great Basin. It is a narrow strip of limestone, in places

onl)' a few hundred feet in width and about one mile in length, being cut

ofi" both at the north and south by igneous rocks. It strikes nearly north

and south and dips between 55° and 60° to the west, coinciding with the

inclination of the underlying conglomerates on the west side of the anti-

clinal fold. In a yellowish gray bed occurs a characteristic fauna of the

Upper Coal-measures ; a list of the species procured here will be found

elsewhere. The continuity of this body of Upjier Coal-measure limestone

with the larger body north of Newark Canyon is broken not only by
igneous flows, but the connection is completely severed by a line of f;udt-
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ing along the canyon. Tlie distance between tliem measures only about

one-half mile and is mainly occupied on the sui'face by iliyolitic pumices

and tuffs.

No sj)ecial mention need be made of the physical characters of the

Weber conglomerate, as it has been described in sufficient detail in the diap-

ter devoted to the CJarboniferous rocks, nearh- all the o])ser\iitions there

given lieing taken from this region.

West Slope of Diamond Range.—From Newark Canx'ou Hortliwurd and west-

ward of the Alpha fiiult, the country, both in to])ographical features and

geological structure, pi-esents juuch the same general aspect over the entire

area. It is the most monotonous and least disturbed region within the

limits of the survey. The oj)posite sides of Newark Canyon offer marked

geological contrasts; on the one side folded and distorted beds of coarse

conglomerates, on the other a uniformh' inclined slope of limestones. Along

the lower end of the canyon the contact of the two rocks is bi-okcn by

o\erfiows of pumices, tutfs, and basalts, but higher up and iioi-th ot the

drainage channel the relations between the two horizons are strikingK' shown

on the north slope of Weber Peak about 150 feet below the summit. Here

the conglomerates lie inclined about 18° to the west, with the limestones

resting against them at an angle of only 6°, but without any essential

difference in their strike, both rocks following the trend of the Alpha and

Fusilina ridge. This change is all the more strongly marked by the con-

trast in toi^ographical features and unconformity of strata between the two

bodies of limestone on the o})posite sides of the Alpha fault. This region

is sharply defined by the Alpha fault on the east. From the fault to the

Quaternary deposits of Diamond Valley there is a nearly uniform slope

three miles in width, with a fall of over 1,200 feet. It is crossed by fre-

quent drainage channels at fairly regidar intervals, all of them having a

course a little north of west. Nowhere have they cut down into the luider-

lying limestones more than a few hundred feet, the liottomsof the valleys,

as a rule, being shallow ravines with narrow strips of meadow land along

the stream bottoms. All the intervening slopes present much the same

supei-ficial features, for the most ])art smoothly worn down, with Jiere and
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there an occasional elevation, seldom rising more than 100 feet above the

average height of the surromiding country.

Over this entire area the only rocks which have been recognized are

the Upper Coal-measures, inclined toward the west at low angles agreeing

closely with the slope of the country. This prevents any considerable

thickness of strata being exposed, and it is doubtful if there can be seen

here a greater development of beds than those found south of Newark

Canyon, where it is estimated that 500 feet are shown in the ridge

which rises above the basaltic flows. At the latter locality the base of the

horizon is unquestionably exposed, but along tlie line of the Alpha fViult

there is no structural evidence that the basal rocks come to the surface.

Almost anywhere scattered through these limestones organic remains

characteristic of the Coal-measures may be found, but the most promising

field for collection is on the summit of the ridge just north of Garden

Canyon. Nearly all the forms obtained here are common enough elsewhere,

with the exception of PtiJodicfya (Stenopera) carhonaria and P. serrafa. Far

to the south of this latter locality, north of Weber Peak, and just above the

Alpha fault, occurs a nearly similar groixping without the latter two forms,

but with the addition of Macrodon tennisfrinta.

Perhaps the most important geological feature of this inclined table of

Upper Coal-measure limestone is the occurrence of an interstratified bed

of conglomerate varying in thickness from 15 to 20 feet. It is exposed in one

or two of the long ridges stretching out toward Diamond Valley, and in one

instance occupies alow depression on the top of the ridge. This conglomer-

ate is made up of pebbles of chert, jasper and quartz such as are foxmd

throughout the Weber epoch, firmly cemented together into a hard sand-

stone. Mingled with these siliceous pebbles occur rounded fragments of

limestone carrying organic remains such n^Si/riitf/opora and FHsiHiia cijllmlrka

and other forms common to the Carboniferous limestones below the Weber

cono-lomerate, but in no instance are specific forms t)btained other than those

previously recognized in the underlying limestones. This implies tluit after

the deposition of the lower jjortion of the Upper Coal-measures the country

underwent some slight changes in elevation, subjecting the Weber con-

glomerate and Lower Coal-measures to the influences of erosion, the mate-
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rial being- redeposited. All indications \Knnt to the tact that tliis material of

the interbedded cong'loinerates, was derived from some land mass in close

prttxiniity to the present beds, as it seems hardly possil)le from the size and

nature of the easily disintegrated limestone that it could have been exposed

for any great length of time to subaqueous influences.

CARBON KIDGE AND SPRING UIl.I. GROUP.

The area embraced within this block is situated in the center of the

Eureka Mountains and stretches in a narrow belt from Diamond Valley to

Fish Creek basin. It lies hemmed in between Prospect Kidge and the

Countv Peak and Silverado uplift, presenting somewhat th<^ a})pearance of a

depressed and broken region bounded by two elevated and well defined

mountain masses. This appearance is, in part, due to its relativeh- sliglit

elevation, and in part to the struggle for siipremacy between sedimentary

strata and the volcanic lavas spread out over them concealing large areas

and breaking the continuity of strata. At Pinto Peak the rhyolites have

been piled u\) until they have attained an elevation higher than any })oint

reached by the upturned limestones. These igneous rocks divide the sedi-

mentary beds into two areas, one a northern, of wliich Spring Hill is the

center, the other to the south, designated as Carbon Ridge. Both regions,

however, present much the same geological conditions and consist wholly

of Carboniferous rocks, the only two epochs represented being the Lower

Coal-measures and Weber conglomerate.

New York Hill.- The direct contact between the Silurian and Carlxmifer-

ous rocks on opposite sides of the Hoosac fault niay be best seen where tlie

Lower Coal-measures of New York Hill rest against the Lone Mountain

limestones of McCoy's Ridge, as along the fault between these two ridges

no lavas have reached the surface to obscure the sedimentary beds. New

York Hill is in some measure isolated from the rest of the Carboniferous

rocks, being completely surrounded by lines of faulting. On two sides the

Hoosac fault outlines it from the Prospect Ridge uplift while a secondaiy

fault of but slight disi)lacemeut breiiks the continuity of strata between the

hill and the beds underlying Richmond Mountain on the east and Spring

Hill on the south. The limestones of New York Hill strike a]>proxi-
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mately parallel with the trend of the canyon, which in turn coincides with

that of the Hoosac fault. The beds dip uniformly to the southeast with an

average inclination of 30°. There is no direct means of determining the

base of the Lower Coal-measures anywhere in the Spring Hill block,

although the lower beds of New York Hill are probably not far from the

base of the epoch and occur as low down in the series as any strata to be

found along the east side of the Hoosac fault. Between the base of the

Lower Coal-measures at Diamond Peak and those of New York Hill some

resemblance may be traced, but lithological evidence is not of much

value, as the beds change rapidly in the chai-acter of their sedimentation.

On the west slope of New York Hill, Coal-measure fossils may be found

scattered through the beds and in one locality in a shaly limestone near

the summit the following species were collected

:

Fusiliiia cylindrica. Productiis nebrascensis.

Fusiliiia robusta. Productus prattenianus.

Produt'tus semii-eticulatus.

At the extreme northeast end of New York Hill the drainage channel,

instead of following closely the line of the fault between the Silurian and

Carboniferous rocks, deviates to the northward, cutting through, for some

unexplained reason, the Lone Mountain strata, leaving a portion of the

latter limestone resting upon the slope of New York Hill on the south side

of the canyon. At the northeast end of New York Hill, but east of the

Silurian limestone, occurs 100 feet or more of thinly bedded clays, grits,

and argillaceous limestones, passing into pvirer beds, which are apparently

unconformable with the main body of limestones as they dip to the north-

ward, toward the fault, at an angle of 30°. They occupy only a small area,

but it seems difficult to tell just how they are related to the main body of

limestone, or to connect them in the section with the southeasterly dipping

beds. That they are low down in the limestones is evident from the fact

that they can be correlated with the beds on the east side of Eureka Can-

yon which lie near the base of the uplifted strata, dipping imder Richmond

Mountain. Their geological position would be of no importance except

that it is in these beds that the fresh and brackish water shells cK-cur which

have already been described in the chapter devoted to the Carboniferous
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rocks. Their mode of oecurreuce everywhere .sho\v.s e^idellce of shallow

Wiiter, but they rapidly pas.s into beds iudieating much deeper water.

Associated with these fresli-water shells are iiuiuerovis frajiiiieiits of })lant

remains, proving, without doubt, the existence at no great distance of ii

land surface. The specific characters of these shells will be found described

el.sewhere by Mr. Walcott.'

Limestone of Richmond Mountain.—Between Eureka CauAdn and Richmond

Mountahi lies a body of limestone uniformly inclined to tlie east until it

pa.sses beneath tlu' andcsites of the latter mountain. It rises nearly 700

feet above the valley, with a fairly regular slope, except where trenched by

short (h'ainage channels which have cut deeply into the rock, giving the

ridge a somewhat ribbed appearance. The beds strike N. 1G° E. and

dip from 40° to 50° under the lavas. The Richmond Smelting Works are

situated near the northei-n end of this limestone body. Just back of the

smeltei's the base of the limestones -a*©- well exposed, and near the rail-

way cut there maj- be seen a good exposure of strata. At the base of

the cliff occurs a series of dark argillaceous shales of unknown thickness

weathering on exposure to blue and gray clays. In these clays may be

lound indications of plant remains associated with the Physa prisca and

Amimlaria obtained on the opposite side of the ravine in New York Hill,

the shells serving to correlate the beds. It is to be regretted that their

strike and dip could not be determined with precision, but they "give every

appearance of passing conformably beneath the overlying strata.

The following sectiijn was made across the strata extending from the

top of the series down to the clay beds at the base:

Feet.

1. Coarse conglomerate cemented in fine arenaceous grains 50

2. Compact gray and yellow sandstones carrying a little calcareous material,

aud occasional tlun belts of limestone 200

3. Fine smooth pebbles in a yellow matrix 10(»

1. Brownish wliite sandstone 200

5. Fine conglomerate, with an admixture of calcareous material throughout. 100

6. Gray limestone, passing into a liglit gray and yellowish sandstone 75

7. Cherty limestone, passing into fine siliceous limestone 75

8. Light colored aud banded vitreous tpiartzite 25

' Paleontology of the Eiirekii District, Mon. vm. U. S. Ueological Survey, \y. 261.
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Feet.

9. Cherty bluish gray limestone, cairyiug Grijfithidc.s 2)<»'tlocl-i, ryoductun

scmiretieidafus, I', loiigispinux, P. pratlcmanuti, FunUina cylindrica. .

.

300

10. Blue limestones in massive layers, with thin iuterbedded calcareous shales

carrying Pleurotomaria conoidea, Metoptomia peroccidens, Macro-

cheilus, Ifucula, Orthocerus, Leperditia 400

11. Dark argillaceous shales, weathering to blue and gray clays, carrying

fresh water shells and plant remains Unknown thickness.

1, 5l>5

Throughout the eutu-e series of beds above the quartzite band (No. S)

occurs a g-roupiug of characteristic Coal-measure fossils from which

twenty-eight species have been determined. The list will be found in the

chapter devoted to the Carboniferous rocks. Overlying the limestones the

andesitic rocks rise in precipitous walls for over 800 feet.

spring Hill.—The Uppermost members of the Richmond Mountain beds

are traceable across Eureka Canyon, the conglomerates standing out

conspicuously along the west slope of Spring Hill dipping into the

ridge. A line of displacement runs along the Secret Canyon Road valley,

and, as it approaches the Hoosac fault, the continuity of strata becomes

more and more difficult to follow, showing signs of displacement under the

influence of the outpouring of lavas near the centers of volcanic activity

About a mile up the valley a complete change in structure takes place and

a low hill, somewliat isolated from the ridge, stands out between the main

body of Spring Hill and the Hoosac fault. It rises about 400 feet

above the level of Secret Canyon Road and from its peculiar outlines, the

result of erosion, it has been designated as Conical Hill. It presents a

small block of Lower Coal-measure strata which, instead of di])ping easterly

in conformity with the rest of Spring Hill, forms an anticline with

the main ridge, the beds dipping westerly directlv toward the Hoosac

fault. On Conical Hill the strata strike from N. 20°-25° E., parallel with

the Canyon Road valley, and dip 30^ W.^ On both sides of the axis of

the fold the series of beds are easily traced, consisting of limestones, cal-

careous shales, arenaceous layers, with a well defined bed of coarse con-

glomerate about 75 feet in thickness. This conglomerate appears on the

' Owiug to an error in the proof-reading of tlio map, the beds on Conical Hill are represented as

inclined steeply to the east, whereas the dip of 30- to the west, as given in the text, is correct.
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west siile of Conical Hill ami again near the summit of Spring Plill,

standing- out prominently on Ijotli sides of the fault as a well defined body,

serving as an excellent datum ledge iu determining the position of the beds.

The transition from the calcareous to the siliceous beds is I'apid, both above

and below the conglomerate. This description of Conical Hill is given

somewliat in detail, as it is here that the Lamellibranchiate fauna of the

Carboniferous occurs. On the east slope of this hill, near tlie saddle which

connects it with Spring Hill, there is found in a shaly limestone a small

but most tvpical Coal-measure fauna. xibove these shaly beds, al)out "JOO

or 300 feet, occur the limestones carrying the Lamellibranchiate fauna, asso-

ciated with Coal-measure species, as described in the chapter on Carbon-

iferous rocks. Ovei lying the Lamellibranchiate beds, on the east side of

the fold, on the east side of Spring Hill, characteristic Coal-measure fossils

come in, but without the mingling of the fauna found below.

These limestones are in turn overlain by a l)elt of fine conglomvi'ate

100 feet in thickness, in places altered to an indurated sandstone, which

forms the lower slope of the ridge on the west side of Eureka Canyon south

of Sj^ring Hill. It crosses the canyon near the toll-house, with a strike

of N. 1G° E. and is traceable on the opposite hills without difficulty. At

the east base of Spring Hill, along the bottom of the Eureka Canyon

and underlying these conglomerates, occurs a thin band of black, fissile,

argillaceous shale, from which were collected Spirifcra liiicata and a small

Discina not unlike D. m'nmta. This shale varies somewhat in thickness, but

was estimated at 50 feet. The origin of the canyon is in pai;t due to a

fracture in the quartzite and in part to the nature of the easily eroded

shales, but it does not appear to be accompanied by any considerable

amount of displacement of strata, as is the case Avith nearly all the other

principal longitudinal drainage channels; in this respect, however, it re-

sembles Secret Canyon. Overlying the conglomerates l)lue and gra}- lime-

stones ccmtinue on up to the sinnmit of the section, with occasional thin

bands of chert and arenaceous lavers, but with less and less siliceous mate-

rial. On the top of the ridge east of the toll-house the gra}- limestones

carry a typical Coal-measure fainia, and in a thin bed on the west side,

about 100 feet below the suunint, there were collected

:
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Fusilina cylindrica. Productus loDgispinus.

Chonetes verneuiliana. Productus punctatus.

Productus costatus. Productus semireticulatus.

Spriug- Hill and the limestone ridge lying on the west side of the Pinto

fault form a synclinal fold whose axis is situated on the western side of the

high hill east of the toll road. The strata dip away from the Pinto fault

into the ridge at high angles, but on the opposite side of the fold they

lie more regularly inclined at a much lower angle. The synclinal structure

here does not differ essentially from that shown southward along the

geological section E-F, atlas sheet xiii.

On the south side of Conical Hill a fault coincides with a narrow ravine

separating it from the next hill to the south. Both the ravine and fault

trend to the south and the latter is finally lost beneath the andesites. On

this second hill the beds are still in accord with those of Conical Hill and

dip westerly, but to the southward of it runs a cross fault connecting the

Hoosac fault with the Conical Hill fault. To the south of this cross fault

the limestones again dip easterly in conformity with those of Spring Hill.

A short distance south of this latter fault the geological section E-F,

atlas sheet xiii, crosses the Carboniferous rocks lying between the Hoosac

and Pinto faults. Tlie entire block of limestones west of the Conical Hill

fault dips easterly at aljout 30^. With apparently only a slight break in

the strata along this displacement the beds on the east side of the fault-plane

still dip easterly at about the same angle followed by a synclinal tVdd, the

westerly beds of which attain angles as high as 70° and Ijotli north and

south of the cross-section reaching even 80°. Taken as a whole, the Car-

])oniferous rocks included within this block consist of limestone strata more

or less arenaceous with interstratified belts of both fine and coarse con-

glomerate and carrying from base to summit characteristic Coal-measure

species. It is estimated that the Lower Coal-measiu-e beds along the line

of this section have a thickness of about 3,400 feet, but it is evident that

the base of the series is not reached, and that there are at least 300 or 400

feet of beds, and probably more, on New York Hill and Richmond Moun-

tain unrepresented here. Measurements of the Lower Coal-measures in the

Diamond Range calculated from observed strikes and dips give 3,700 feet
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of beds. From this data the developmeut of the Lower Coal-measui*e

epoch at Eureka is placed at 3,800 feet ; this thickness is probably rather

under than over estimated.

Region South of Spring Hill. Aloug' the di^^de wliicli sepai'ates Spring Hill

from Carbon Kidge vast accumulations of andesites, rhyolites, pumices, and

basalts have poured out, submerging over a large area all sediiiuiitary

beds. An exception is found in the broad, deeply eroded basin just nortli

of Pinto Peak, Carboniferous rocks again coming to the surface.

Within this basin occurs several exposm'es of limestones, and on the

north side there is a short naiTOW ridge nearly 200 feet in height in which

the beds are seen to strike N. 24° W. and dip steeply to the east. At the

western end of these exposures there occurs a well defined belt of sand-

stones, beneath which crops out an area of clay shales. The latter are so

obscured by Quaternary accumulations that but little could be made out of

them. They resemble, however, similar shales to the west of Carbon Ridge.

The sequence of beds indicates their close relationship to those of Spring

Hill, but their geological age is still more strongly shown by the grouping

of fossils obtained from the limestones. The complete list is given here, as

it is rather a characteristic grouping of the Lower Coal-measures of Eureka

and carries with it a number of species found elsewhere in the district at

both lower and higher horizons. The list is as follows

:

Stromatopora, sp. ? Crenipecten liallanus.

Zaphrentis, sp. ? Pterinea pLutocnsis.

Syriugopora. Pinna consiinilis.

rtilodictya. Myaliua subovata.

Lingula mytaloides. Myalina congenciis.

Ortbis I'esupinata. Modionioi])!);! ? pintocnsis.

Cbouetes grauulifera. Sauguinolitcs retusus.

Productus semireticulatus. Microdou connatus.

Productus pratteuianus. Schizodus cuueatus.

Spirifera camerata. Schizodus pintoensis.

Spirifera striata. Belleroplion niajusculus.

Eliynihonclla eurekensis. Orthoceras randolplieusis.

Aviculopecten pintoensis. Ortboceras, sp. 1

Aviculopccteu peroccidens. Leperditia, sp. ?

Streblopteiia similis. Griffithides j>ortlocki.
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Carbon Ridge.—The area included iiuder tliiss de.signatiou is almost com-

pletely encircled by volcanic rocks, and nowhere does it come in direct

contact with sedimentary l:)eds of adjacent regions. The nearest approach

to .such contact occurs just northeast of Gray P^ox Peak, where a body of

rhyolite about 700 feet in width separates the Carboniferous rocks from the

Eureka quartzite situated on the west side of the Hoosac fault. If the

superficial detrital material along- the southeastern slopes of Carbon Ridge

were scraped away it seems highly probable that the isolation of this block

would be still more noticeable, as there is good reason to believe that igne-

ous rocks lie just beneath the surface. This is indicated by the configura-

tion of the di-ift-covered hills, the supei-ficial drainage chamiels, and the

nature of the detrital material itself The exposures of the andesites, rhy-

olites, and pumices which are shown in the narrow ravine draining the

southern slopes of Carbon Ridge are portions of much more extensive

bodies bordering the southern end of the mountains. Not only is the con-

tinuity of sedimentary beds destroyed by volcanic overfows, but nowhere

are the Carboniferous rocks of Carbon Ridge recognized immediatelj' along

the lines of the two great displacements—the Hoosac and Pinto faults. On

both sides of Carbon Ridge the precise trend of these faults is obscured

by igneous rocks, although at several localities it is possible that they

may form only superficial layers over the sedimentary beds. Carbon

Ridge measures about 2;^ miles in length, but varies in width, owing to

irregularities in the volcanic flows. Across its widest expansion, as seen

on the surface, it measures 1^ miles. Along the summit of the ridge the

beds strike nearly north and south and maintain an average dij) of 70° to

the east, presenting a fairly regular uplifted block of limestones and con-

glomei'ates. Along- the west base of the ridge runs a band of gray granular

sandstone, beyond which tb the westward lies an area of fissile clay shales,

exhibiting no good exposures and without reliable dips and strikes, as they

are much broken up and distui'bed, owing to their proximity to the Hoosac

faidt. A})pai-ently they lie unconformable with the limestones of Car])on

Ridge, liut their relationship with the latter is by no means satisfactorily

made out. A line of faulting- of which little is known cuts them ofi^ from

the main body of limestones, the shales lying at a much lower angle than
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thu hi<;-lily iiuliiii'd Iwds of the ridge. It seems ],)n)l)iil)le tliiit tliey are

identical with tlie shales observed uuderlyin<i' the liiuestones in tlie expos-

ures north of Pinto Peak. On Carbon Ridge the beds exhibit much the

same seijuence of sediments as are found in the Spring Hill region,

the limestones being more <)r less siliceous and carrying interbeddcd con-

glomerates. ( )ii tile sunnnit of the ridge there is a considerable develop-

ment of tliinh Ix'ilded calcareous shales, in places fossiliferous. Unlike

this horizon at S])ring Hill, al)uiidant structural evidence exists here to

show that the uppermost members of the liower Coal-measiu-e series are rej)-

resented, as the Weber conglomerates overlie them conformably. Between

the beds of the two epochs a jx-culiar structural fcarure may be noticed in

the naiTow ravines which have been worn out l)y erosion along the contact

of the limestones and conglomerates. These ravines, whicli start in with

approximatelv north and south trends, invariablv curve to tlie east and cross

the conglomerates at right angles to their strike, breaking up the formation

into individual lilocks, which are united to the main body of Carbon Kidge

l)v low, connecting saddU's of conglomerate.

Everywhere the conglomerate is seen to overlie the limestone eouform-

ablv. Estimating from the oliserved di])s and strikes, the Lower Coal-

measures of Carbon Ividge show a tliickne.ss of 3,r){l() feet, which does not

\arv essentially from the development found on Springs Hill and is within

the measurement olitained for the horizon in the Diamond Hange, where the

structural relationsliips with lioth the upper and lower beds are much lietter

ch'termined. The Weber conglomerate has been regarded as dipping

uniformly, throughout the entire development, at 70°, and upon this assump-

tion is assigned a tliickiiess of 1,1100 feet. This allows tlic conglomerate

100 feet less than the estimated thickness in the Diamond Range, but

here the uppermost l)eds are known to be btiried beneath a greater

or less accuimdatioii of tutfs and jmmices. That there is alxitit

the same thickness of ])eds and great similarity in tlie nature (.f

the sedimentation, is evident from a comparative study of the two

regions. No specialh' favorable locality for the collection of fossils was

recognized in the limestones, mainly l)ecause none were sought, luit througl-

out the entire series of l)eds Coal-measure fonns may be fomid. Such
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species as Productus semireticulatus, P. lorujispinus, Atliijris subtilita, and

Spirifera camerata are sufficient to establisli tlie Carboniferous age of the

limestones, and their j^o.sition beneath the Weber conglomerate assigns

them, beyond question, to the Lower Coal-measures.

On PI. II will be found two cross sections di-awn across the volcanic

ntcks th;it stretch between the Hoosac and Pinto faults, se})arating the Car-

boniferous strata into distinct areas. Both sections lie between the two gen-

eral sections E-F and I-K. They are drawn on due east and west lines

and measure a little over 2 miles in length: Section i, atlas slieet viii, passes

just south of tlie Spring Hill limestone body and crosses the hornblende

andesite nearest its broadest expansion. At the extreme western end occurs

a small exposure of Carboniferous limestone, only a few hundred yards in

length, completely surrounded by andesite. As shown in the section these

andesites extend with a very irregular outline for a long distance, beyond

which a body of basalt comes in, followed by limestone, in turn followed

by pumices overlain and buried beneath other basalts. These latter basalts

give out on the steep slo^^es of Dome Mountain, which is made up of Ne-

vada limestone, lying on the west side of the Pinto fault.

Section ii, atlas sheet x, is drawn so as to show the great body of Pinto

Peak rhyolite, and passes just south of the summit of the peak. Along- this

section, between the two great meridional lines of displacement, none other

than volcanic rocks reach the surface, the pumices all along the east slope

resting against the upturned Silurian rocks of English Mountain. In this

section the Pogonip limestone is seen beyond the line of the Hoosac fault,

but its direct connection with the fault is wholly lost by outbursts of lava.

By reference to the atlas sheets the position of this Pogonip limestone on

the west side of the fault and the Carboniferous limestone on the east side,

will be readily understood.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE PALEOZOIC ROCKS.

Paleozoic Shore-line.—Betweeii the Wasatcli Raiigc, which iiicU>ses the

Great Basin <iii the east, and the western border of the Paleozoic area in

central Nevada, the sedinientarv beds which make np the greater part of

the meridional mountain ranges may, as regards their Ijroader divisions, lie

fairly well correlated with each other. In most instances paleontological

evidences are sufficient to determine at least the age of one or more of the

great bodies of limestone usually found in these mountain uplifts, and the

sequence of strata correlates the geological position of overlying and under-

lying beds. Diifereuces in the character of these sediments exist, l)nt they

are mainly those dependent upon distance from land areas and de])th of

water in which the material was originally deposited. Along- the Wasatch

the sequence of strata exhibits much the same physical conditions of deposi-

tion, and the horizons may be recognized and their positions determined in

great measure by similarity of sedimentation. Over a large part of central

Utah and eastern Nevada the beds at many geological horizons indicate

deep water or otf-shore deposits quite unlike those of coiTesponding age

found both to the east and west. Here and there over this region some

e\ddences of ancient 4and areas may be found. In central Nevada, liow-

ever, there occurs throughout the beds abundant evidence of deposition

in shallow seas. The western limit of this Paleozoic ocean across the

broadest expansion of the Great Basin was not far from longitude 117° 30'.

In width it measured along the line of the fortieth j)arallel nearly 300

miles. It is l)y no iik-mus definitely estalilished that the waters rolled nn-

l)roken, from shore to shore, across this br()ad snrfiicc free iVoin all l;iiii]
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ban-iers. In the neighborhood of the East Humboldt Range a pre-Cam-

brian barrier may have existed, but the evidence seems rather in favor of

islands rising out of an ocean, which stretched across the entire area between

broad continental regions.

The evidence of this ancient shore-line rests, as has been pointed out

elsewhere, upon the complete and unmistakable differences in the charac-

ter of the beds which now lie uncomformaldy upon the older rocks of

the continental area and the deposits upon the ocean bottom to the

east. Upon this pre-Cambrian continent no Paleozoic rocks have as yet

been recoo-nized in western Nevada, while the enormous thickness of

uncomformable strata laid down since the uidifting of the Paleozoic area

bears ample evidence of a Jura-Trias fauna, as shown in the Piute and

West Humboldt ranges. Again, the Mesozoic rocks of the Wasatch and

those of western Nevada bear but slight resemblance to each other, either

in the nature of the material deposited or in the character of the life repre-

sented. Across this broad intervening area all evidences of Mesozoic sedi-

ments are wanting and the opposite sides are sharply contrasted by their

physical and faunal distinctions. In all probabilit}- the Paleozoic ocean in

Nevada presented an indented shore-line with a general northeast and

southwest trend, accompanied by outlying islands stretching far eastward

and rising high above the water level. This ancient coast line has never

been traced, consequently its outlines are most indefinitely determined. It

is obscured by enormous quantities of erupted material, in places literally

mountain high, burying for long distances all traces of preexisting rocks.

The course of this eruptive action was in great part determined by the

profound displacements which accompanied the elevation and transformed

an ocean bottom into an area of dry land. Measured at right angles to the

supposed trend of the sliore are broad areas 40 miles in width across which

no other rocks are exposed than Tertiary lavas or the recent Pleistocene

deposits of the valleys. That these lavas followed the trend of the old

shore is indicated by their parallelism with the mountain uplifts, and that

they conformed to the course of the jjreexisting continental ranges is shown

by the frequent outcrops of Jura-Trias rocks j)rojecting above the vast accii-
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mulations of volcanic material. Ranges situated eastward of the supposed

shore-line expose above flows of rliyolite long- ridges of quartzite whicli

have been refeiTcd to the Paleozoic age. They are at all events quite

unlike the rocks of the region to tlie west. In a study of the geological histor}-

of continental development it is important to kno^\- tliat it was along this

ancient shore-line that volcanic activity has disphned its g-reatest energ}-

in Nevada. Upon one side of these accumulated lavas is found an enor-

mous thickness of Paleozoic strata witli no rocks 5^ounger than the Upper

Coal-measures, and on the opposite side a great development of alpine

Trias and Jura is seen with an absence of the Paleozoic beneath it. These

facts furnish strong evidence for belief in the existence of a continental

area in western Nevada during Paleozoic time. To the south the shore-

line probably ran out toward the California boundary; to the northward it

may be traced \>-ell up into central Nevada. Tliis old coast line is a region

of great interest and one which would well repay careful investigation

and yield valuable geological results.

If this inter[)retation of observed facts is correct, the degradation of the

land surface during Paleozoic time should have supplied an enormous mass

of detrital matter to the ocean to the east. Now, by a study of the Eureka

Paleozoic strata, this is precisely what is found to be the condition of things.

Along this coast line coarse conglomerates aiid mechanical sediments derived

from the neighboring land areas attest the fact that this detrital matei'ial

nmst have come not only from the west, but from a land area at no great dis-

tance. Along the shore the conglomerates form heavj^ masses of material,

indicating littoral deposits, but to the east these same formations gradualK-

pass into fine grained sandstones, tlie beds in general becoming more

uniform in character. Exceptional occurrences of coarse and ra}iidly chang-

ing material can be found in eastern Nevada, but for the most part they

occupy restricted areas, and may be accounted for by their nearness to pre-

Cambi-ian islands. All evidence goes to show that Eureka was situated not

far from this western boundary, and its geological record affords ample

proof of elevation and depression throughout Paleozoic time, with inter-

vals of shallow water and nearness of land areas between periods of rel-

atively deeper seas.

MON XX 12
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Nature of Material.-The 30,000 feet of Sediments at Eureka between the

base of the Prospect Mountain quartzite and the summit of the overlying

Upper Coal-measure limestone are made up of well defined bodies of sili-

ceous, calcareous, and argillaceous strata, each representing a distinctive

epoch in the geological history and development of the region. These

rock masses grouped according to the character of their sediments show

clearly the relative amount of the three classes of deposits into which sub-

aqueous sediments may be divided.

SILICEOUS.
Feet.

Prospect Mountain (Cambrian) 1, 500

Em-eka quartzite (Silurian) 500

Diamond Peak quartzite (Cai'boniferous) 3, 000

Weber conglomerate (Carboniferous) 2, 000

Total 7, 000

CALCAREOUS.

Prospect Mountain limestone (Cambrian) 3, 050

Hamburg limestone (Cambrian) 1, 200

Pogonip limestone (Silurian) 2, 700

Lone Mountain limestone (Silurian) 1, 800

Nevada limestone (Devonian) 6, 000

Lower Coal-measure limestone (Carboniferous) 3, 800

Upper Coal-measure limestone (Carboniferous) 500

Total 19, 050

AKGILLACEOUS.

Secret Canyon shale (Cambrian) 1, 600

Hamburg shale (Cambrian) 350

White Pine shale (Devonian) 2, 000

Total 3, 950

For the most part tlie siliceous formations are composed of pure quartz-

ites, sandstones, or conglomerates, interstratified beds of foreign material

occupying very inferior positions. On the other hand the calcareous and

argillaceous deposits are more or less interrupted by occasional belts of

other material <>r impure layers of mixed sediments occurring as transi-

tion beds.
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In tlie Prospect Moiuitaiu limestones occur naiTow belts and lenticular

bodies of clay shales, in contradistinction to the Pog-onip, which is charae-

terized by a series of grits and sandstones. Throughout the 6,000 feet of

Nevada limestone the pure sandstone beds, taken together, would scarcely

measure more than 300 feet, varying from 25 to 100 feet in thick-

ness, while argillaceous strata are exceptional occurrences. In the White

Pine shale, wdiich is mainly argillaceous, occur several beds of reddish

sandstone near the summit, amounting- in the aggregate to several hundred

feet. Deducting- from the limestone epochs the beds that are decidedly

siliceous and argillaceous, but leaving- the impure strata, \A-hicli are mainly

calcareous, w^e find the aggregate thickness of the three classes of sedi-

ments as follows : Ai-gillaceous, 3,000; siliceous, 9,000; calcareous, 18,000;

or as 1 : 3 : 6.

The Prospect Mountain quartzite tlu-oughout, at least so far as it is

exposed at Eureka, can hardly be otherwise than an off-shore deposit. The

base of the formation is largely composed of coarse conglomerates, made

up of a great variety of unassorted siliceous pebbles, Avhile the finer beds

nowhere present any considerable thickness, and show evidence of strong

cun-ents. It is certain that such material could not have been transported

for any great distance in deep water. At the top transition beds of

siliceous sands pass rapidly into the limestones of the Prospect Mountain

series, which, across a thickness of 3,000 feet, carries but one heavy, per-

sistent belt of clay shale.

The Secret Canyon shale, a remarkabh^ uniform horizon throughout

its great thickness, presents a wholly different character of deposits from

the two underlying- formations. Nowhere are there any evidences of rapid

deposition. Following the latter formation comes a second belt of lime-

stone, with occasional beds of siliceous material in place of the clayey beds

found in the Prospect Mountain limestone. Above this second belt of lime-

stone occurs the Hamburg- shale, indicating a complete change in the sedi-

mentation and reproducing conditions like those of the Secret Canyon
period, although only 350 feet in thickness. In the character of its deposits

it changes more rapidly and shows unstable conditions in its mode of sedi-

mentation. Next in order is found the widespread Pogonip limestone, the
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base of the Silurian system. The transition beds show a constant change

in the deposit, all of them pi-esenting more or less mixed material, develop-

ing into argillites, grits, and arenaceous schists, finally passing into distinctly

bedded uniform limestone. Overhang the Pogonip rests the Eureka

quartzite, about 500 feet in thickness, but singularly uniform in its material

and wholly uiilike all the other siliceous formations, being formed of pm-e

white siliceous grains completely metamorphosed to quartzite. Through

this formation, except at its base, there is a marked absence of mixed sedi-

ments and off-shore material. All the conditions of deposition suggest deeper

water and a quieter sea bottom. Immediately above the Eureka quartzite

comes an immense development of limestone, with occasional iuterbedded

sandstones at varying intervals, but comparatively free of earthy matter.

Taken together, the Lone Mountain and Nevada formations which make up

these limestones measure nearly 8,000 feet in thickness, apparently laid

down without any decided break in the conditions of deposition, although

the accumulation of such a vast amount of calcareous sediment must have

occupied a long period of time. That it was sufficient, notwithstanding its

uniformity, to bring about marked chang'es in the life of the sea is shown

by its faunal development. There exists no greater break in the character

of the sediments than that found between the Nevada limestone and the

overlying White Pine shale. The change from the calcareous deposit of a

quiet ocean with a marine fauna to an argillaceous deposit full of carbon-

aceous material with evidence of cross-bedding, rapid currents, and shallow

water recalls a retreating sea and the proximity of a land surface.

Remains of vegetable life are of rare occurrence in the Paleozoic

rocks of the Great Basin and eastward of the East Humboldt Range are

quite unknown. The White Pine shale, both at Eureka and White Pine,

carries innumerable fragmentary bits of twigs and stems throughout the

entu'e formation, although for the inost part too poorly preserved for

specific determination, yet indicating land areas throughout a long period

of time. Over the White Pine shale was laid down the Diamond Peak

quartzite, a uniform deposit of fine grained siliceous material without any

special evidence of the proximity of land, either in the life or mode of

deposition. An interstratified bed of limestone carrying Productus semire-
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tirnhdiis establishes the Carboniferous age of the quartzite. After the Dia-

mond Peak quartzite attains a thickness of 3,000 feet, a change sets in with

ahernating beds of coarse shales and conglomerates more or less mixed

with calcareous sediments, the entire series being admirably exposed at the

base of the Lower Goal-measures on the southwest slope of Richmond

Mountain. Here we find positive e%'idence of the existence of fresh-water

shells associated in the same beds with plant life fairly well preserved,

although specific determinations are impossible. This is the only instance

yet discovered of the existence of fresh-water species in the Paleozoic

rocks of the Great Basin, and points conclusively to the existence of a land

surface at no great distance and long after the White Pine shales had been

bm-ied beneath 3,000 feet of sands. Even if they had been deposited in

an estuarv and washed into their present position by rapid currents the

land area could not be far awa}'. This grouji of rocks carrying a fresh-

Avater fauna soon liecomes submerged beneath the limestones of the Lower

Coal-measures, which occupy such widespread areas of the Great Basin and

Avhich, so far as the physical conditions of deposition are concerned, closely

resemble the Nevada limestone.

Additional evidence of laud areas during the Carboniferous is found at

Pancake and Bald Mountain, a somewhat similar series of strata occurring

in both localities, with well developed coal seams, bituminous shales, and

evidences of plant life both above and below the coal.

Next in turn overlying the Lower Coal-measures occin-s the Weber

conglomerate, a formation 2,000 feet in thickness, of coarse siliceous mate-

rial made up of pebbles varying in size, composed of quartz, jasper, chert,

and lionistone, unquestionably an off-shore deposit in shallow water. Such

coarse material could not have been transported any great distance.

The conglomerates of Agate Pass, in the Cortez Range, and at Moleen

Peak present identical physical conditions with CAadences of the same

oif-shore de])osits. To the eastward, removed from the continental area,

the sediments of this epoch become finer grained and arenaceous in tex-

ture. How long a time was occupied in the accmnulation of this great

thickness of siliceous pebbles it is of course impossible to say. Finally it

was followed by a suVjmergence accompanied by a deposition of limestone
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characterized by a fauna which did not differ in any marked degree from

the underlying Hmestone of the Lower Coal-measures.

The Upper Coal-measures indicate once more that a deeper sea swept

over the siliceous beds as the limestones of this upper horizon were laid

down over a wide area, presenting great uniformity in composition and

marine life. Of these overlying rocks we have only 500 feet at Eureka,

and with them the geological record of Paleozoic time comes to an end.

From this recapitulation of the record of the Em-eka rocks, it is evident

that they were laid down under very varying physical conditions. In its

broader outlines this sequence of strata may be con-elated with the rocks

of the Grreat Basin stretching as far eastward as the Wasatch, with this

difference, that at Eureka there may be seen immense thicknesses of shal-

low water sediments derived from a continental area to the west, whereas

in going eastward evidences of deeper waters are met with, the material

being more uniform in character and deposited in a quieter sea. In the

latter rocks there is, so far as yet recognized, a marked absence of argil-

laceous and calcareous deposits em-iched with plant remains and fresh-

water shells.

Naturally, it is the siliceous formations that exhibit the greatest litho-

logical contrasts, and in going eastward from off-shore to deep-water de-

posits it seems highly probable that Cambrian quartzite in places approxi-

mates the Eureka quartzite in appearance, and may possibly have been

mistaken for it. In the same manner the widely deposited Weber formation

passes from the coarse conglomerate as represented at Eureka into fairh'

uuifonn beds of quartzite or sandstone. Owing to its geological position

between the Upper and Lower Coal-measures, it becomes a comparatively

easy matter to correlate the Weber quartzite of Eureka and Agate Pass

with sandstones farther eastward or the Weber shales of still other localities.

Again, the Weber epoch, when composed of fine siliceous grains and car-

rying a considerable amount of calcareous material, may be difficult to sep-

arate from the overlying and underlying limestones.

Paieontoiogicai Divisions.—As already mentioned, the 30,000 feet of strata

have been divided into the four great periods of Paleozoic time, and at

Eureka they have again been subdivided into epochs mainly based upon
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the lithological (•haraoter of theii- sediments. For the advancement of geo-

logical science it is necessary for the geologist and paleontologist to agree

ujion some broad principle governing the division of Paleozoic time and for

the pnrpose of coirelating the strata of one locality with those of another.

From long experience it is found that a division based upon paleontological

data is the only one which will meet the requirements over Avidely separated

areas of the globe. Structural breaks, based upon imconformities of deposi-

tion or lithological distinctions, determined by manner of occuirence, may

meet the needs of local geological provinces far better than a paleontologi-

cal classification, but for broader continental areas they are far too restricted

for the purposes of coiTelation. The broad divisions at Eureka are based

upon paleontological evidence. In the G,000 feet of Cambrian sediments

above the base of the OleneJlm shale, the Lower, Middle, and Upper Cam-

brian horizons are all well represented by characteristic faunas. The line

between the Cambrian and Silurian is (b-awn just above the Hamburg shale,

and is determined wholly by faunal de\elopment. In the iuterstratified

grits and limestones, which bring in tlie Pogonip, animal life undergoes

a gradual change with the extinction of an old tauna and the coming in of

a new one. Without any marked physical disturbance and a continuance

of limestone strata, a commingling of forms is to be expected. A few of the

more persistent Potsdam types are found at the base of the Pogonip, but a

characteristic Chazy fauna rapidly takes the place of the life found below

the Hamburg shale. At the top of the Pogonip the Trenton epoch is fore-

shadowed by the presence of a number of species characteristic of that hor-

izon on the Atlantic border. The Eureka quaitzite aflfords no evidence of

animal life, but innnediately upon the renewal of conditions favorable to

limestone deposition several of the same Trenton species reappear, strongly

reinforced by a group of forms decidedly Trenton in its aspect, while by

far the gi-eater part of the life obseiwed below the quartzite has passed away
forever. The Trenton is followed by a monotonous limestone 2,000 feet in

thickness, carrying a few scattered corals, Halysites catenulatus being suffi-

ciently characteristic to identify the beds as belonging to the Niagara. The

Silurian of Eureka consists, then, of two heavy bodies of limestone vnXh. dis-

tinct faunas, separated by a dense white quartzite.
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Without any discordance in deposition or chemical change in composi-

tion of the hmestone, the next great period of Paleozoic time as deter-

mined by its life comes in, marked by the appearance of Atrypa reticularis

and associated species, followed by an abundant and strikingly character-

istic Devonian fauna, which is maintained to the top of the Nevada lime-

stone. A decided change in the nature of the sediments brings in the

White Pine shale with its peculiar fauna and flora, but still characterized by

its Devonian aspect.

The Diamond Peak quartzite carries the first evidence of an unques-

tioned Carboniferous life, as shown by one or two Coal-measure species in

an interbedded limestone. From the summit of this horizon upward the

easily recognized Carboniferous fauna, as seen in so many ranges over the

Great Basin, continues to the summit of the Paleozoic sediments, through

two heavy masses of limestone and an intermediate quartzite or sandstoiie.

Physical Divisions.—There Can be no question that a geologist making

a division of the Paleozoic rocks of Eureka, if he were guided solely by

the physical conditions found there, would carry the first period up to the

Eureka quartzite. In doing this he would be drawing a line in accordance

with the most important break to be found in the faunal development of the

lower Paleozoic rocks, the greatest change occurring between the life found

just below the Eureka quartzite and that coming in a short distance above it.

It would be a line in agreement with a sharp lithological change which

brought about conditions detrimental to life, and at the same time would

make a sepai'ation which would coincide with the one unconformity by

deposition as yet recognized in the record of the Lower Paleozoic rocks in

the Great Basin. The conformable series of limestones and shales between

the Prospect Mountain quartzite and the Eureka fall naturally into one

grand period. As already pointed out, the Hamburg shale separates the

Cambrian from the Silurian, at Eureka, but in other localities this shale is

entirely wanting, the Hamburg limestone passing up into thePogonip with-

out any lithological break. Even at White Pine, only 40 miles away, the

shale is wanting. In working out the structural relations of the entire series

of Paleozoic sediments over much of the Great Basin, one of the chief diffi-
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cultie.s has beeu to connect the Cambrian and Lower Sihiriau rocks below

the Eureka quartzite with the Upper Silurian and Devonian above it.

Again, trom a physical point of \'iew there are obvious reasons for

linking together in one group the enormous development of limestones

lying between the Eureka quartzite and the Diamond Peak (piartzite. So

imperceptible is the transition in physical characters between the Lone

Mountain beds of the Silurian and the Nevada limestone of the Devonian

that no line can be sharply di-awn, and while the fauna slowly undergoes

change there are hundi-eds of feet of sediments that might as well be placed

in one as the other of the two formations. Atrypa reticularis and other species

found near the base of the Devonian have at other localities been obtained,

associated with species regarded as belonging to the Silurian.

With the coming in of the Diamond Peak epoch another great change

takes place in the physical conditions, and with it a marked faunal break,

which brings in the Carboniferous period. From the Diamond Pi'ak (piartz-

ite to the summit of the Paleozoic rocks the beds foi-m one natural group,

no matter from wliat point of view they may be considered. The litholog-

ical distinctions hold good over wide areas.

From the standpoint of physical geology the record shows three grand

divisions: first, one witli the Prospect Mountain quartzite at the base, fol-

owed by a series of limestones and shales; second, beginning with the

Eureka quartzite, followed by another series of limestones to the top of

the Devonian; third, a great quartzite belt, followed in turn by a lime-

stone, a conglomerate, and a second limestone.

LOWER PALEOZOIC IN ADJOINING REGIONS.

After the completion of the field work, upon revisiting several of those

ranges in the Great Basin where the descriptions given of the lower Paleo-

zoic sections differed essentially from the sections exposed at Eureka, it

was found that, as regards sequence of beds, they stood singularly in accord

and could easily be correlated with those of the latter locality. A knowl-

edge of the sedimentary beds at Eureka serves to unravel in neighboring

ranges several knotty problems pre\'iously not clearly understood, and to

show that similar physical conditions existed over a wide area of ocean
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bottom. For comjiarative purposes, therefore, it may be well to introduce

here, with more or less detail, some descriptions of the geological structure

and occurrences elsewhere in the Great Basin of those portions of the lower

Paleozoic horizons that happen to be well represented at Eiu-eka. The sec-

tion at Em'eka may be taken as a standard.

The Oquirrh Mountains.—In the Oquirrli Mouutams, the fii'st range west of

the Wasatch, the OleneUus horizon has been identified in a thin bed of

yellow shale conformably overlying a reddish white quartzite of unknown

thickness, above which occur from 3,000 to 4,000 feet of limestone carry-

ing Lower Carboniferous and Coal-measure fossils. The geological posi-

tion of the shale bed is determined by the following species : Lingulella ella,

OleneUus gilherti, and Bathyuriscus producfa. Mr. S. F. Emmons,' while

engaged upon the Geological Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel, exam-

ined this range and sln-ewdly suggested, from orographic evidences, that a

fault existed between the shales and overlying limestones—a structure

which would be in accord with the observed facts brought out at Eureka.

The Highland Range.—The Highland Range, about 125 miles south of

Eureka, presents a geological structure in many respects similar to Pros-

pect Mountain, although by no means as simple or furnishing an unbroken

section of equal extent. At Pioche, at one time a flom-ishing mining town,

situated on an eastern spur of the main range, Mr. E. E. Howell obtained

two species of the genus OleneUus, which Mr. F. B. Meek' described as

0. gilherti and 0. howeUl. According to Mr. Howeir they occur in a red-

dish yellow arenaceous shale about 400 feet in thickness, overlying 1,200

feet of quartzite. In the published section the shale is represented as con-

formably overlain by gray limestone, which he regarded as of Carbonifer-

ous age, although no paleontological evidence was presented. If these

strata are conformable it would seem highly probable, from the known

sequence of beds at Eureka as well as elsewhere in the Highland Range,

that the overlying limestone belongs to the Prospect Mountain epoch.

'U. S. Geol. Explor'n 40th Par., vol. 2, Descriptive Geology, p. 444.

'Geographical Surveys West of One hundredth Meridian, vol. 3, p. 182.

»0p. cit. vol. 3, p. 258.
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Subsequently, duiing the summer of 1885, Mr. C. D. "VValcott .studied

the structure at Pioche, and also made an extended examination of the Cam-

brian and Silurian rocks of the main uplift of tht' Hij>hlaud Kange. He
estimated about 7,000 feet of sti-ata between the sijmmit of the Prospect

Mountain quartzite and the base of the Eureka quartzite, as against 0,000

feet at Eureka. Between Bennett Spring and Stampede Gap the lower mem-

bers of the group were carefully measured, the section presenting the beds

more in detail and showing greater variation of sedimentation, with more

interbedded siliceous material than observed in the corresponding horizons

at Eureka. Detailed lithological sections, however, across the Cambrian

rocks are perhaps of little value, owing to the raj)id changes in the charac-

ter of the beds. Sections made across Prospect Mountain show considera-

ble difference in detail, Ibut agree substantially in general features. 11 x-

section at Bennett Spring is as follows :'

Feet.

1. Dark reddish browu quartzite, evenly bedded and ripple-marked in places. 350

2. Bluish gray limestone 35

Fossils: OlcneUiis f/ilhrrti.

3. Bull' argillaceous and arenaceous shales, more or less solid near the base

and laminated in the upper portions 80

Fossils : Annelid trails and fragments of Olenelhis in the lower part

;

higher up the heads of OleneUus gilberti and 0. iddingsi occiu' in

abundance.

4. Light colored gray limestone and bluish black limestone 16

5. Sandy, buff colored shale 40

Fossils: Annehd trails, Cruziana, sp.

?

6. Dark bluish black limestone 46

7. Finely laminated buff argillaceous shale 80

Fossils : HyoUthes biUingsi and Ptychoparia piochensis.

8. Gray to bluish black compact limestone 18

9. Bull' arenaceous shales 64

10. Compact cherty limestone 50

11. Compact shaly sandstone in massive layers 40

12. Hard siliceous gray limestone, almost quartzite at base 12

13. Yellow to buff sandy shales 70

14. Bluish black limestone 16

'Second Contribution to the Studies on the Cambrian Faunas of North America. U.S. Geol. Surv.

BuU. No. 30, 1886, p. 34.
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Feet.

15. Yellow to buff saudy shales 40

16. Bluish black, hard, compact limestone 12

Fragments of fossils.

17. Shaly sandstone in massive layers 52

18. Gray arenaceous limestone 2

19. (a) Buff sandy shale 40

(b) Gray arenaceous limestone 30

(c) Sandy calcareous shale 3

73

20. (a) Massive bedded bluish gray limestone 200

Fragments of fossils.

(b) Comj)act gray sihceous limestone, almost quartzite in places 400

(c) Bluish black evenly bedded limestone 6

606

Strike N. 30° W., dip 10° E.

21. Buff to pinlush argillaceous shale, with fossils, and a few interbedded

layers of limestone from 3 to 15 inches thick 125

Fossils: Eocystitesff longidactylus, Lingulella ella, Kutorginapannula,

Hyolithes hUlingsi, Ptychoparia piochensis, OJenoides typicalis,

Bathyuriscits liowelli, and B. producta.

22. Massive bedded siliceons limestone, weathering rough and broken into

great belts 200 to 300 feet thick by bands of color in light gray, dark

lead, to bluish black ; on some of the cliff' faces the weathered surface

is reddish 1, 570

23. Bluish black limestone in massive strata that break up into shaly layers

on exposure to the weather. The latter featm-e is less distinct 850 feet

up, and the limestone becomes more siliceous, with occasional shaly

beds - 1, 430

Fossils : Near the summit specimens were found that are referred to

Ptychoparia minor.

The upper limestoue on the line of the section is not favorable for the

preservation of organic remains, but the same horizon a short distance to

the southward yielded a fauna similar to that from the Upper Cambrian at

Eureka, two species being- identically the same, while two others, Beller-

opJion antiquatus and DiceUocephalus pepinensis, occm- in the Potsdam sand-

stone of Wisconsin.

Timpahute Range.—Mr. G. K. Gilbert reports from the southern end of

Timpahute Range a section over 2,300 feet in thickness, which, taken
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together with paleontological eAndence, may lie readily correlated with the

lower part of the Cambrian of Eureka and the Highland Range. The

thicknesses are estimated. The section is as follows :'

South end of Thnpahute Range. Eastern Nevada.
Feet.

1. Heavy bedded gray limestone, light and dark 400

2. Yellow argillaceous shale:

(a) Yellow shale 350

(6) Yellow sandstone 75

(c) Yellow and green shale, with fillets of fossiliferous limestone

(Conocori/phe) 500
925

3. Purple ripple-marked vitreous sandstone, with bands of siliceous shale. . . 1, 000

Total 2, 325

The lower bed con-esponds to the Prospect Mountain quartzite. In the

overlying yellow shale he collected a few fossils, determined by Mr. Wal-

cott as OleneUus gilberti and 0. iddingsi.

Silver Peak.—Still farther west, in a bed of yellowish bi-own limestone

with intercalated gray argillaceous shales at Silver Peak, a small collection

of fossils was made, which Prof. J. D. Whitney'^ placed before the Cali-

fornia Academy of Sciences as early as 1866. At that time he regarded

them as Upper Silurian or Devonian. Quite recently Mr. Walcott^ has ex-

amined the collection and determined the following species:

Archsocyathus atlauticus. KutorgLna (like K. cingulata).

Archfeocyathus, undt. sp. Hj'oUthes princeps.

Ethmophyllum whitneyi. Oleuellus gilberti.

Stiephochetus? sp. ?

A number of species proved to be identical with those found on the

coast of Labrador and the horizon is evidently the equivalent of the Georgia

or Lower Cambrian formation of Prosj)ect Mountain. He also determined

OleneUus gilberti as closely resembling OleneUus thompsoni from L'Ause au

Loup.

'Geographical Surveys West of One hundredth Meridian. Washington, 1875. vol. .^, p. 169.

«Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., vol. 3, p. 270.

' Second Contribution to the studies on the Cambrian Faunas of Korth America. U. S. Geol.

Surv. Bull. No. 30, 1886, p. 38.
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Silurian and Devonian.—Exposures of Siluriau aiicl Devoiiiau rocks present-

ing a development of strata at all comparable Avith the Eureka section are

known in but few localities in the Great Basin, and nowhere are the struc-

tural relations of the Cambrian, Silurian, and Devonian so clearly brought

out as here. Nevertheless, niunerous mountain uplifts present so many

partial exposures of the Eureka section that the evidence is sufficient to de-

termine the same succession of strata over a wide area of the Great Basin.

Geological Section, White Pine.—In the year 1872 the Writer' visited White

Pine and Eureka and established the identity of a great thickness of the

Pogonip beds at both places. The fossils collected at that time from Pogo-

nip Mountain, White Pine, and the hills east of the Jackson Mine at Eureka,

were submitted to Messrs. Hall and Whitfield and shown by them to be

specifically identical. At that time, however, neither the base nor the

summit of the epoch was clearly defined and not until after the thorough

survey of the Eureka district were their exact limitations known, nor could

they be determined until after the collection of a large amount of paleonto-

logical material. Topographically, Pogonip Eidge holds much the same

relation to the White Pine Mountains that Prospect Ridge does to the Eu-

reka Mountains. It forms the most prominent uplift in that district, occur-

ring as a sharp longitudinal ridge, the highest point attaining an elevation

of nearly 10,800 feet above sea level. Across this ridge the oldest sedi-

mentary beds of the disti-ict lie inclined at high angles to the east, the

northern end being made up almost wholly of Silurian rocks. The structiu-e

is simple, the beds which trend obliquely across the ridge being easily fol-

lowed from the summit of the j)eak to the northern base.

After the completion of the work at Eureka Mr. C. D. Walcott made a

careful examination of the Silurian rocks at White Pine where, according to

him, the Pogonip strata measm-e over 5,000 feet in thickness. The oldest

strata identified by their organic remains are the beds at the base of the

Hamburg limestone, several species being identical with those from the

coiresponding horizon at Eureka. These Hamburg limestone beds, several

hundred feet in thickness, are cut off by a fault bringing them in contact

' U. S. Geological Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel, vol. 2, Descriptive Geology, pp.

542 and 547.
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with a heavy bed of quartzite that forms the westei'u central spur of Po-

gonip Ridge. As the Hamburg shales are wanting, the Hamburg limestone

and the included fauna coutuiue to the base of the Pogouip. Here, as well

as at Eureka, the base of the Pogonip is determined by a commingling of

Cambrian and Silurian species, the line of demarcation resting wholly upon

paleontological evidence. Mr. Walcott examined the beds from the lower

quartzite across the Pogonip, Eureka quartzite, and Lone Mountain, until

the upper beds of the latter epoch were lost beneath the detiitus of the

plain.

The section is as follows:

NIAGARA.
Feet.

1. YelloTrisli shaly limestone 50

2. Light colored, massive bedded siliceous limestone, with plates of cri-

noids, etc 650

3. Light blue siliceous limestones with impressions of corals, Halysites eaten-

ulatus, Stromatopora f 150

4. Light gray siliceous limestones 50

TRENTON.

5. Evenly bedded pure bluish gray limestones 50

Fossils: Gystidian plates, Bryozoa 3 sp., Rhynchonella capax, Trinu-

clem concentricus, Streptorlujnchus filitexta, Orthis subquadrata,

Pterinea.

6. Dark colored siliceous limestone in massive beds 500

EUREKA.

7. Light vitreous quartzite, ferruginous near the base 350

POGONir.

8. Dark blue and black limestones, with numerous shaly belts, characterized

by the fossils of the Upper Pogonip as seen at Eureka, nearly all the

genera being recognized, with the exception of RrccptacuUtes 900

9. Dark evenly bedded hmestones, with more or less silicreous bands 4, 300

Fossils: Acrotreta gemma, Illwnus eurekensis Triplesia calci/era in

the.lower portion, followed higher up by the same forms as found

at Eureka east of the Jackson mine and east of Hamburg Eidge.
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HAMBURG.
Feet.

10. Dark bluish black limestone, carrying Hamburg limestone fossils 800

7,800

Divided according to the epochs adopted at Eureka we have

:

Lone Mountain limestone 1, 450

Eureka quartzite 350

Pogonip limestone 5, 200

Hamburg limestone 800

The Hamburg limestone yielded the following species

:

Protospougia sp.? Oonocephalites sp."?

Lingulepis minuta. Crepicepbalns nitidus.

Ortliis sp. ? Crepicepbalus unisulcatus.

Agnostus bidens. Chariocepbalus tumifi-ons.

Agnostus communis. lUaenurus sp. ?

While at White Pine the relationshi]) between the Cambrian and

Sihu-ian is well shown, the Devonian has not been recognized directly over-

lying the Lone Mountain Silurian. Between Pogonip Mountain and the

next ridge to the eastward a displacement brings up the Nevada limestone,

fomiing the massive beds of Mount Argyle and Treasure Peak.' This

limestone is here overlain by the black argillaceous shale, which passes

into sandstone, followed by Carboniferous limestone. The black shale is

the counterpart of the corresponding ten-ane at Eureka, a comparison of

the two sections showing the greatest resemblance. The coarse yellow

sandstone above seems to be the equivalent of the Diamond Peak quartz-

ite, although here at White Pine it is represented by only a few hundi-ed

feet, while the black shale attains a development of 1,000 feet. From the

Nevada limestone there has been collected an abundant fauna characteristic

of the middle and upper beds. It was for the most part obtained by the

'U. S. Geological Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel, vol. 3, Mining Industry, p. 409, and

accompanying atlas sheet 14.
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writer from ^rount Argyle and Treasure Peak, and represents tliirty-three

genera anil torty-nine speeies, as follows:

Cyathopliylluni sp. ?

Fenestella (2 sp.?)

Tliaiiiiiisciis s|). ?

Liiigula alba-pineiisis.

Discina lodensis.

Chonetcs sp. ?

Stroi)h<)doiita canace.

Stroplioiloiita iuequiradiata.

Stropliodonta spj

Oitliis iiiacfarlani.

Ortliis iinpiM'ssa.

Prodnctiis liirsutiforine.

Productus subaculeatixs.

Productus sp. ?

Sjjirifera albapineusis.

Spii'ifera disiniK^ta.

Spirifcra ('iifiebnaiini.

Spirit'ei'a i)iri()iieiisis.

Spirifeni strigosiis.

Spirifera subumbona.

Spuifera sp. ?

Cyrtina davidsoni.

AmbcK^celia luubonata.

Eetzia radialis.

Atrypa reticularis.

Ehyuchonflla diiplicata.

Rhynchouflla eiiinionsi.

Rhyucbonella orcidens.

RhjTichoiiella (L) qiiadricostata.

Cryptouella circula.

Pentaiiienis lotis.

Terebiatula sp.?

Aviculopectoii catactns.

Pteriiiopet'tcii sp. ?

Luimlicardinm tVagosum.

Cardioinorplia inissourieusis.

Nuculites triaiigulus.

Paraeyelas peroc<'idens.

Conocardiuni sp. ?

Platyostoina S]).!

Euom])lialus laxus.

Euoiupbalus sp. ?

Loxoueina sp. ?

PlatyscMsma sp. ?

Belleroplion iieleus.

A more characteristic White Pine fauna is preserved in tiie black shale

thau has yet been obtained in the corresponding beds at Eureka, and a

belt of intercalated limestone in the shale similar to that foiuul east of

Sugar Loaf at Eureka l)ears (Hpial evidence of its Devonian age. Here

the limestone appears as a lenticular body in the shale, with beds identical

in composition both above and below. While there is nuu-h in the group-

ing of forms foresliadowing the ('arl)oniferous, the .shales maintain their

Devonian aspect by carrjdug certain i-haracteristic species up nearly to the

top of the series, and in this respect resemble the black shales found at

Hays Canyon west of Newark Mouutaiu.

>ION XX 13
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From Applegarth Canyon the White Pine shales yielded the following

species

:

Cyathophyllum sp. ? Athyris (of type of A. piano-sulcata).

Fenestella (2 spJ) Rhynchouella (L) quatMcostata.

Thamniscus! spJ Aviculopecteii catactus.

Lingiila alba-piuensis. Nuculites triaugulus.

Disciua lodensls. Cardiomorpha missouriensis.

Chonetes (of type of C. illinoisensis). Luuulicardium fi'agosuin.

Productus liirsutiforme. HyoUtbes sp. "?

Productus subaculeatus. Pleuiotomaria sp. 1

Productus (of type of P. semireticu- Goniatites kingii.

latus). Goniatites sp.?

Spiriferiua cristata. Proetus sp. ?

AmbocceUa umbonata. Cytoceras cessator.

Retzia radialis.

With the exception of some indeterminable fragments of crinoid col-

umns and a few impressions of stems and twigs, the sandstones have yielded

no life. The few A^egetable remains, however, are important, as they are

of rare occurrence in Paleozoic sandstones of Nevada. The C'arboniferous

limestones overlying this belt of sandstones have been but little studied

since the exploi'atious of the fortieth parallel, and no additional material

throwing light upon the life of the period has been obtained.

Silurian and Highland Range.—lutlic Highland Range the Silurian rocks have

not been as carefully studied as the Cambrian. Indeed, it is by no means

certain that in the area covered or in the exjiosure of beds that the Silurian

is as well represented as in a number of other ranges, although, as has been

already shown, the Cambrian compares favorably with the same epoch in

the Eui-eka Mountains. Both the Pogonip and Eureka quartzite, however,

are well exposed on the west side of the range in a hill just north of the

road leading from Bennett Spring to Hyko, where the fauna in the lime-

stone immediately below the quartzite is so characteristic that both forma-
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tions are readily (leterniiiic(l. At this locality, in l)e(ls helow the Eureka

qiiartziti', ^Ir. Walcott niaile the tollowini!;- eollectidii:

Oitliis pcMVCta. SubulitfS sp. ?

Ortbis tiiceuariii. Orthoceia.s .sp

?

Ortllis pogonlpensis. Ortlioceras (Ammlated simcies).

Strophomcna fontinalis. Leperditia bivia.

Modiolopsis occideus. Cerauius sp. ?

Modiolopsis pogouipensis. Illa-iius c-rassicauda.

Raphistoina acuta. Bathjmrus jwgoiiipensis.

Mun-hisoiiia, 2 sp.^ Pleiirotimiaria loiionsis.

Fossil Butte.—At Fossil Biitte, 10 miles north ot" H>k(), on the east side

of Pahranayat ^^alley, the Pogoiiip is afj-ain seen overlain 1)\' the Eureka

quartzite. The l)utte stands out as an elevated ridi^'e, l)ut jjresentiug an

exacth" similar succession of .strata as seen along the east side of Prospect

]\Iountain, Pogonip Ridge, and the western base of Loiie Mountain. In the

limestone occur the following species:

Eeceptaculites maiiimillaris. Metoptoma phillipsi.

Ortbis trieenaria. Ecculiouipbalus, like E. distaus.

Stropboinena fontinalis. Orthoceras niulticameratnm.

Triplesiat sp.? Endoceras mnltitubulattuu.

Leperditia bivia. Modiolopsis occidens.

Maclurea subaunnlata. INIodiolopsis pogouipensis.

Machu-ea, 2 sp., iindet. Illa'uus crassicaiida.

Taken together these two groups from Bennett Spring and Fossil

Butte carry the more marked fauna of the Upper Pogonip. Overlying the

quartzite occur some light gra}' limestones, without organic remains, but

resembling the Lone Mountain beds. Along the east side of Pahranagat

Valley limestone ridges extend for several miles. The beds have been

much distm'bed and have undei'gone considerable faulting, preventing accu-

rate sections, but it is estimated that there are from 2,000 to 3,000 feet of

limestones exposed. They are more or le.ss siliceous, weathering reddish

brown and brownish gray. The lower members may possibly belong to the

Lone Mountain series. Near Hyko there is an exposure of shaly limestone,

overlain 1)\- massive l)eds ol' dai'k arenaceous limestone, carrying a Devonian
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fauna. The specimens, althougli poorly preserved, allowed of the following

determinations

:

Stromatoporti sp. ? Modiomorpba sp.

Spii-ifera sp.

!

Holopea sp.

!

Atrypa reticularis. Euomphalus (P) laxus.

Pcutamerus lotus.

Pahranagat Range.—On the west side of the Valley the Pahranagat Range

forms a long, continuous ridge, for the most part made up of sedimentary

strata faulted and broken into massive blocks by outbursts of acidic lavas.

Quartz Peak, the culminating point, affords a fine exposure of Silurian

strata, with much the same series of beds as seen in the central part of the

State, with this exception that neither the Upper Pogonip at the base nor the

Niagara at the summit are represented in their full development. Upon the

south side of the peak, extending from the base to the summit, there is an

unbroken exposure of strata 2,000 feet in thickness, striking N. 30° E.,

with an average dip of 20° N. The summit of the peak is formed of the

Niagara limestone. The section, with the accompanying fossils, is, accord-

ing to Mr. Walcott, as follows:

LONE MOUNTAIN

—

NIAGARA.

Feet.

1. Massive bedded gray siliceous limestone, with occasional layers of sand-

stone and chert 535

LONE MOUNTAIN—TEENTON.

2. Massive bedded dark siliceous limestone, with a stratum 30 feet thick,

almost made up of a species of Pentamerus like P. galeatvs. These

occur not far above No. 3 335

3. Bluish black and bluish gray thin bedded limestone, with numerous fossils

.

30

Zaphrentis, sp. ?, Bryozoa, 3 sp., Streptorhynchus filitexta, Orthis tes-

tudinaria.

4. Massive bedded dark iron-gray siliceous limestone 150

EUREKA.

5. Hard, vitreous white quartzite, becoming tinged with a reddish color toward

the base 400
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POGONIP.
Feet.

6. Eveuly bedded layers of a dark bluish bhitk and bliiisb gray limestone, thin

layers making more massive beds that break uj) ou exposure to the

influeuee of the atmosphere 150

Recejitnculites mammillaris, Orthin pogonipensis, Orthis trivenaria,

Poramboii itcs obscurus, lielhrophon, sp. ?, HyoUtes, sp. uudet., Endo-

ceras multitubulatiim, Leperditia biria, IlUvnus vrassicauda.

7. Thinner bedded bluish gray limestone that is shaly iu places 400

Fossils numerous.

8. Massive bedded gray limestone, in layers from 1 to -4 feet in thickness 200

Orthis, ^funhisolli<l, -.md Orthoceras are seen in the lower layers, and

Revept((culitcs mammillarix and R. dongata 150 feet higher up.

2, 200

This section gives for the different horizons as follows:

Niagara 535

Treutou 515

Eureka 400

Pogonip 750

On the northeast slope of Qitartz Peak there is a heav}^ mass of light

gray siliceous limestone, roughly estimated at 1,000 feet, without fossils,

which, by its stratigraphical position and lithological habit is easily

referred to the upper beds of the Lone Mountain, a continuation of the

beds upon the summit of the peak as given iu the section. To the south of

Quartz Peak occurs a great development of limestone. A section across

the beds is of special interest, owing to the thickness of the limestones

from the Lone Mountain to the Carboniferous, which is unbroken by the

presence either of Diamond Peak quartzite or White Pine shale, as in both

the Eureka and White Pine sections. The section is as follows:

CARBONIFEROUS.
Feet.

1. Siliceous limestone, sandstone, and quartzite 500

2. Cherty sdiceous limestone 250

3. Shaly limestone in massive layers 55

4. Massive bedded gray limestone, hard aud compact; it passes into gran-

ular dark gray limestone aud then int<j more thinly bedded bluish

black limestone 1, 260
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Feet.

5. Bhiisli black limestone iu tliiu layers, overlain by shaly limestone, with

intercalated beds of bluish black limestone. The limestone in layers

gradually replaces the shaly limestone until the latter disappears

from the section. Upper beds characterized by Lower Carboniferous

fauna. (List follows the section.) 390

At 95 feet from the top, Spirifera lineata and Spirifera cristata were

observed.
DEVONIAN.

At 140 feet from the top, numerous fragments of crinoids, crinoidal

columns were seen for the last time, and Atrypa reticularis began to

appear.

At 350 feet from the top, buff shaly limestone predominates and a more

evenly grained, smoother, harder limestone begins to appear as thin

layers in the shaly limestones. Fossils few in number and badly pre-

served.

6. Hard, compact, yellowish sandstone in tliiii layers 25

7. Calcareous sandstone overlain l)y arenaceous limestone, and above that

bluish gray thin bedded limestone 175

8. Gray siliceous limestone with shaly limestone partings and bands of bluish

black limestone 340

At 125 feet from the top, a band of bluish black thinly bedded limestone

carries numerous fossils of the Upper Devonian age. (List follows

the section.)

At 240 feet from the top, iStromcltopora and coralline markings apiiear.

0. Hard biift' colored sandstone 25

10. This is almost a repetition of No. 8, the three grading into each other in

places 225

Seventy-five feet down from the top, Stromatopora and a small slender

coralline stem crowd the darker siliceous layers.

11. Light gray siliceous limestone, almost a sandstone in places, passing up

into a dark siliceous limestone, and then into thinner bedded bluish

black and bluish limestone 1, 920

The upper layers contain Strophomena pmplana, Atrypa reticularis, Gyr-

tina, sp..^ Pleurotomaria.

12. Gray quartzitic sandstone in massive layers 100

13. Gray siliceous limestone 110

14. Quartzitic ferruginous sandstone 85

15. Light gray and dirty brown siliceous limestone iu alternating bands of

color, of varying degrees of hardness. The siliceous and calcareous

matter varies considerably in the diflerent layers. Toward the lower

portion many layers are almost made up of a species of Stromatopora

and slender stems of a branching coral one-eighth to one-fourth of an

inch in diameter 2, 100
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IfJ. Light gray siliceous limestone 1,000

8,560

In tlie l)luisli Ijlack limestone at the top of No. o the foUowiug- Lower

Carboniferous tauna comes in :

Amplexus, sp.?

Syringopora, sp. ?

Acervularia pentagona.

Fenestella, sp. ?

Cliouetcs, sp.?

Clionetes grauulifera.

Cbouetes, sp.?

Productiis nebrascensis.

Productiis puiu'tatus.

Produetus teuuicostatus.

Productiis semireticulatus.

Produetus, sp?

Produetus, sp?

Orthis resupinata.

Sti'eptorliyiiclius ereiustria.

SjTiiigotli,\Tis cuspidatus.

Spirifera piuguis.

Spirifera x)ulehra.

Spirifera striata.

Sijirifera (M) liueata.

Cyrtiua, sp?.

Athyris subquadrata.

Rhynebouella.

Terebratula, sp. ?

Platyceras, sp.?

Belleropbou, sp. ?

EuoQiphalus, sp. ?

Euomphahis laxus.

Euoiuphalus (Straparollus) opbinea.

Straiiarollus, sp. ?

Holopea, sp. ?

Loxonema.

Loxonema.

Pleurotomaria, sp. ?

Pleurotomaria, sp. ?

Edniondia, 2 sp. ?

Leperditia, sp.?

Prcetus peroccidens.

The following' Devonian fanna was collected from No. 8

:

Lingula (like L. ligea).

Ortbis impressa.

Produetus shumardiamis.

Produetus (like P. lachrymosa).

Stropbodonta, sp.?

Spirifera, sp.?

Nueleospira eoneinna.

Cyrtiua baiuiltonensis.

Aiuboeo'lia (like young of A. uinbonata)

Rbyncbonella duplieata.

Ebynebonella sinuata.

Atliyris? sp. ?

Pentanierus lotus.

Modiomorpha, sp?

Euouipbalus, sp.?

Platyostoina lineata?

Ortboeeras, sp.?

Ortlioeeras, sp. ?

Leperditia, sp. ?

In this section we have abont S,0(IO feet of nearlv contiinions lime-

stone strata, broken occasionally l)v thin Ix'ds of vellow sandstone, the
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heaviest not over 100 feet in thickness. It is not sing'ular that in a massive

bed of hraestone it becomes a difficult matter to divide tlie Sihu-ian,

Devonian, and Carboniferous with any degree of precision. Between the

Silurian and Devonian at the base of the section it is impossible to draw

any line of demarcation. It is safe, provisionally, to place 1,000 feet of the

light gray limestone in the Lone Mountain period, leaving strata carry-

ing Stromatopora and branching corals included in the Devonian. In the

390 feet of bluish black limestones (No. 5 of the section) a marked

Devonian fauna occurs at the base and Lower Carboniferous fauna at the

summit, without any change in the lithological character of the beds. Pro-

visionally the line is di-awn so as to include in the Carboniferous all beds

carrying Spmfera lineata and Spirifera cristata, and \e?iving Atrypa reticularis

in the Devonian. By this division we have the following thicknesses for

the different periods

:

Feet.

Carboniferous 2, 160

Devonian 5, 400

SUurian 1, 000

Pinon Range.—To tliese sectious soutli and southeast of Eureka may be

added still another, constructed across Pinon Range about 60 miles north-

ward. This range is a long, narrow ridge, stretching from the Humboldt

River southward until it joins the Eureka Mountains at The Gate, the

southern end of the range coming within the area of this sur^'ey.

The Pinon Range attains its greatest elevation just south of tlie Hum-

boldt, where the best continuous sections of the Lower Paleozoic rocks

occur. The range was crossed at several points by the geologists of the

Fortieth Parallel Exploration, the Devonian rocks being traced by the A^riter

for neai-ly their entire length from The Grate to the Humboldt River. At

the request of the writer, Mr. Walcott visited the northern end for the pur-

pose of a comparative study of the section exposed at Ravens Nest with

the corresponding rocks at Eureka. Here the beds strike obliquely across

the trend of the range from the northwest base of Ravens Nest to the base

of Pinto Peak, the coui'se of the range being approximately north and

south.
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The tdlldwiui;- ideal section was made bv Mr. Walcott:

S.jE.

^
J'oyoi Lip
Xunnstoru:,.

LcnieAftrL.
Z, LTTU^torie.

m
Pd'onxoTi. CarbuTtz/trous

QcuzrCztee-.

Fin. 4.—Section across Pii

Across tlie range from west to east along- the line of the section a dark

blue limestone, carrying a few fossils of the Lower Devonian, rises above

the plain. Beyond the limestone a sharp oblique fault brings up a Itroad

mass of quartzite, conglomerates, and l)lack siliceous pebbles. These, in

turn, are conformabh- underlain by l)lue limestone, from which a sufficient

fauna was secured to identify Upper Devonian beds. The limestones are

again cut otf by a profound fault, a]iparently along a line of an anticlinal

axis. To the west of this fault the l)eds all dip westward, but beyond this

point jiresent an casterh- dip, at least as far as the V)ase of Pinto Peak.

Directlv eastward of the fault a dark ferruginous (piartzite stands out

prominentlv, followed by light gray siliceous limestones, the age of which

is determined by the presence of Halysites. The beds gradually assume the

lial)it of the Devonian and carry a fauna sufficiently characteristic to estab-

lish the horizon of the Lower Devonian, and still higher uj) in the series

yielded Upper Devonian species. Overlying the limestones occurs a great

thickness of quartzites and sandstones, with occasional argillaceous bed.

Near the juucti(Mi of the Devonian limestones with the overlying quartzites

the beds upon l)oth sides of the anticline are identical, showing the corre-

sponding horizons without the evidence of the fauna. If the White Pine

shale of Eureka is at all i-epresented In the Pinon Range it is found in the

argillaceous and finely siliceous l)eds innnediately overlying the Devonian

limestones on both sides of the fault. These beds resemlde those ol)served

at the same horizon at The Uate, already described, and the continuance

uiirthward of siniilar sediments is not without interest, especially when

taken in connection with the great thickness of White Pine shale to the

southeast as developetl in the Diamond Range, Cliii" Hills and White Pine.
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Roughly estimated, the thicknesses of the beds in the above section

are as follows:
Feet.

Eureka quartzite 400

Silurian and Devonian limestones 5, 500

Carboniferous quartzites and sandstones 7, 000

Tucubit Mountains.—In the Tticubit or Wild Cat Mountains, north of the

Humboldt River, occurs a long stretch of massive limestones that ha^e evi-

dently undergone much faulting and disturbance. In a black calcareous

shale belt overlying yellow calcareous shales there were found Atrypa reti-

cularis, Spirifera vanuxemi and Orthis multistriata, and other species, show-

ing the extension of Devonian beds into the northern part of the State.

These limestones in the Tucubit Mountains have been estimated by Mr. S.

F. Emmons as from 4,000 to 5,000 feet in thickness.^

Unconformity in the Silurian.—In the descriptivc chaptcrs references have fre-

quently been made to an unconformity existing in the Silurian, between

the Eureka quartzite and Lone Mountain limestone. This unconformity is

also indicated in the accompanying atlas sheets, where different horizons of

the Lone Mountain and Nevada limestones are seen to rest directly upon

the underlying quartzite. The Lone Mountain beds may frequently be

seen to wedge out in places ; in others, Devonian beds, determined a,s such

by their associated fossils, come down nearly if not quite to the top of the

Eureka quartzite. In only one locality along the southern base of Comb's

Mountain do the beds show the lithological characters or the fauna of the

Trenton limestone, but here they are overlain by a bi-oad development of

the Niagara, the ujjper member of the Lone Mountain epoch, before the

coming in of the Devonian. Evidences of uncomformity by erosion have

been recognized in a few localities, but the nature of the quartzite is such

that they could hardly be expected to be conclusive, the amount of

erosion being slight. In most instances in the more elevated regions where

the Eiu-eka quartzite lies horizontally the overlying limestones have been

eroded, but this, however, is not the case on the plateau in the region of

Grays Peak, where isolated patches of limestone occupy depressed areas

and shallow basins in the undulating surface of quartzite.

' U. S. Geological Exploration of tho Fortieth Parallel, vol. 2. Descriptive Geology, p. 524.
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Movement in Carboniferous.—Ill the chapter (leVOted tO the UppCr Coal-

measures des('ri})tious have been given of the coarse conglomerates inter-

bedded in tlic limestone, containing siliceous pebbles and worn fragments

of limestone carrying Coal-measure fossils, evidently derived from neigh-

boring land areas undergoing denudation. Many of the siliceous pcl)hl('s

have the appearance of coming from the Weber conglomerate, but this

can not be positively stated. The ProdmUis scm'nrticulatus and othci-

species found in these rolled fragments may have been derived from either

the Upjjer or Lower Coal-measures. The change in sediment from lime-

stone to conglomerate is abrupt, and no indications of erosion in the under-

lying rocks were observed. The evidence of movement rests wholly upon

the lithological character of the m:iterial forming the conglomerate, which

was in turn covered l>y deposits in every way similar to the limestone

below it. It seems evident that fragments of fossil-bearing limestone could

not have withstood the disintegrating action of water for any great length

of time or have Ixh'u transported for any great distance.

Distribution of Upper Silurian and Devonian.—Over large areas <it the (ircat

Hasin, ll[)per Silurian and Devonian sediments are either wanting^^or have

not as vet been recognized. Several longitinlinal ranges have been described

in their geological structure as tilted blocks formed either exclusively of

Carboniferous rocks, or else made up of tlie I'ogonip of the Lower Silu-

rian overlain conformably by Coal-measure limestones, the intervening

horizons, which at Eureka are known to measure over 12,000 feet in thick-

ness, being entirel)' unrepresented. Sediments of Upper Silurian and

Devonian age, while they occuj)v limited areas, nevertheless play a most

important part in the ranges which rib the central portion of Nevada. To

the north of the llumluildt River, as already pointed out, the Nevada lime-

stones have been recognized in the Tucubit Mountains ; they form the

greater part of the Roberts Peak Mountains west of tlie Pinon Range,

where they probably overlie a considerable but unknown thickness of Lone

Mountain Silurian, and the writer has traced the Devonian beds all along

the Pinon Range, connecting them with the grand exposures of the Ein-eka

district. At Ravens Nest, at the northern end of this latter range, that

portion of the l'>ureka series of beds lying between the Silurian (piartzite

and tile ("oal-nieasiu-es is strikingly reproduced, tlie structure being a faulted
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anticliue witli corresponding' beds upon both sides of the axial plane.

Between the ancient shore-line to the west and the Humboldt Range

on the east, there appears to have been a deep meridional troug'h-like

depression in which all the beds from the Eureka quartzite up to the top of

the Devonian were deposited. How far northward they can be traced con-

tinuously is still a matter of conjecture, but we know that the Devonian

beds occupy large areas along the valley of the Mackenzie River. To the

south this narrow channel or trough apparently widens out into a broad

bay or open sea.

To the southeast of Eureka, in the White Pine Mountains, the Eureka

quartzite, and both the Trenton and Niagara members of the Lone Moun-

tain epoch are well developed on the northeast end of Pogonip Ridge, and

the Devonian on Treasure and Babylon hills. The sequence of strata,

together with the associated fauna from the base of the Pogonip to the

Diamond Peak quartzite, may be easily con-elated in the two localities.

Still farther southward, on the east side of Pahi-anagat Valley, both the

Upper Silurian and Devonian are exposed in a great thickness of limestones

bordering the valley. In the uplifted block at Quartz Peak, in the Pahran-

agat Range, we have Pugonip, Eureka, Trenton, and Niagara all well

exposed, bi;t neither the upper nor lower horizon is shown in its full devel-

opment.

Special mention should be made of the grand exposure of limestone

found south of Quartz Peak. Here we have over 8,000 feet of conform-

able beds starting in with the Niagara at the base, passing- tlirough a great

thickness of Devonian, and continuing on up into beds characterized by

a rich fauna of the Lower Carboniferous. Li this section the White

Pine shale and the Diamond Peak quartzite are wholl}' wanting. While

this sex'ies of beds shows in some respects the closest resemblance to the

Eureka section, it is also significant as indicating an equally strong resem-

blance to the massive bod}', of Wasatch limestone carrying Silurian, Devo-

nian, and Lower Coal-measure limestones without intervening siliceous

belts of any considerable thickness.

Such exposures on a grand scale are sufficient to show a very great

development of Silurian and Devonian rocks stretching for long distances

from southeastern Nevada well up toward the northern part of the State,
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if not far beyond. Throutiliout this entire distance, wlierever they have

been studied, these limestones maintain a oreat thickness of strata. At the

southern end of this belt near Quartz Peak, the Silurian and Devonian

limestones are estimated at (!,400 feet, and at Ravens Nest, just south of

the Huml)oldt River, the estimate gives f),")!)!) feet, while at Eureka thev

present even a o-reater thickness.

As yet we know but little about the occurrences and distriliulion ot' the

Hiamond Peak (luartzite. According to the section at Quartz Peak it is

wholly wanting-. In the I)iamond Range at Eureka, it attains a thickness

of 3,000 feet; on the opj)osite side of tlie valley in the Pinon Range it can

not measure less, ;md at Ravens Nest it attains a development of 7,000

feet. In the northern part of Nevada we see an enormous develo]>ment of

arenaceous l)eds se|)arating a l)e\'oin"an from a ( 'ailxmifei'ous fauna. This

material thins out to the south, and in place of it we iind a contiinious

limestone IxxK' extending all the wav from the iMu'eka (piartzite we]]

up into the Carboniferous, without anv well detined intervening sili-

ceous horizon. Too few o])servations have been made to determine

the geological history or geograj)hical distribution of the Upper

Silurian and Devonian rocks. As to the cliaracter of their .sedi-

mentation eastward, the thickening or thinning out of strata, or their

lithological transitions, we know but little. It is a most signiticant fact,

and one liy no means ea.sy to explain, that the entire series of beds included

within the second period in which the Paleozoic rocks of Eureka have Iteen

classed, based upon their physical liistorv, .should appareiitlv be wanting

over such large areas in Ttali and eastern Nevada. in other localities, while

they may not be wholly wanting, they ap})ear to be represented by thin

beds of Lone ^lountain strata, identitied by a stray Hali/sitcs, and the Devo-

nian 1)\' an occasional Afri/pa.

Another interesting fact as regards the position of these rocks is this:

Notwithstanding the enormous thickness of the llp])er Silurian and Devo-

nian beds at Eureka, the .same i-elative position which has been observed in

so many places elsewhere, with the Coal-measures resting upon the under-

lying Pogonip, may be seen here, the F))per Silurian and Devonian being

absent. The occurreiirc of the two limestone bodies Iving in juxtaposition

may be .seen all along the east l)ase of Pro.spect Kidge, wiiere the lloo.sac
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fault brings the Lower Coal-measures up against the Pogonip, oi'ganic

remains characteristic of both ejjochs being found within a few hundred

yards of each other, with the intervening space occupied mainly by

igneous extrusions along the fnult-line. Here, however, they have been

brought into their present position by prolbund orographic displacement.

The Wasatch and Kanab Sections.—Tile Wasatcll Range, wllich shutS in the

Grreat Basin on the east, combines, in a marked manner, many of the geo-

logical characters of both the Rocky Mountains and the Basin ranges. In

structure, however, it is closely related in its essential features to the ranges

of Utah and Nevada. There is exposed in the range a very remarkable

section of confonnable beds, extending through 30,000 feet of sediments

and exhibiting nearly every geological period fnmi Lower Cambrian to

Permian. For the pui-joose of compai-ison a section constructed by the

Greological Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel is reproduced, as it shows

not only certain resemblances, but also striking differences in the sequence

beds from the section as exposed at Eureka

:

Wasatch section, Utah: 3(),<)00 feet; conformable.

Permian, 650 feet .

Carboniferous,
14,000 feet

Devonian, 2,400 feet. <

Silurian, 1,000 feet ...

Cambrian, 12,000 feet .

Permian

Upper Coal-measure limestone.

Weber quartzite
Lower Coal-meas-

1

iu'6 limestone . . [ Wasatch
Wavorly I limestone
Nevada limestone J

Ogdeu quartzite.
Ute limestone . .

.

650

2,000

6,000

7,400

1,000
1,000

12, 000

Clays, marls, and limestones; shal-
low.

Blue and dvah limestones; passing
into sandstones.

Compact sandstone and quartzite;
often r.dili^h; ii.tciv.ilalions of
lime, .iii;illiti-s, iiiid i-c'iii;loiiici:it('.

Heavy \<r>UU-il l.lur :iii.l 'uniy lime-
stone, darker near the iiase, with
siliceous admixture, especially
near the top.

Pure quartzite, with conglomerate.
Compact, or shaly, siliceous lime-

stone.
Siliceous schists and slates, quartz-

ites.

In the Wasatch section the 12,000 feet of metamorphosed schists,

slates, and quartzites probably occur below the Camlirian beds as exposed

at Eureka, except so far as they ma)^ be represented in the upper members

by the Prospect Mountain quartzite, while the great thickness of Cambrian

limestones and shales of the Eureka section is included within the 1,000

feet of Ute limestone in the former section. Again, at Eureka the Permian

at the top of the section is wholly wanting and the Upper Coal-measures,

which in other parts of Neviida attain a development of nearly 2,000 feet,
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the tliickiK'ss wliicli has <>-eiU'rally been assig-ued to them in th(^ Wasatcli,

are Hmited to 500 feet. It will be seen, therefore, that the upper and lower

portions of the section as exposed in the Wasatch, on the edge of the

Great Basin, are wanting in the Eureka section. Taking out the 12,000

feet of Camlirian at tlie base and 2,000 feet of Permian and Up^^er Coal-

measures from th(* sunniiit of the Wasatch sections, there remaius 1G,000

feet of stnvta, which, from the base of the Prospect Mountain limestone to

the top of tlie series, are represented in the Eureka section bv the enor-

mous developiuent of 2S,o00 feet of sediments.

Mr. C. i). Walcott' constructed a section across the entire series of

Paleozoic rocks as exposed in the Kauab Valley of the Lower Colorado

in the plateau province. This sei-tion presents 5,000 feet of beds from the

Canil)rian to the Permian inchisive, and is republished here as it offers so

much that is of interest in a stud\' of the Paleozoic rocks of the Cordillera.

Kanah section, Arizona: SjOOO/eet.

Pek.mian.
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Paleozoic Rocks in British America.—In this COnnectioil attention sllOuld be

called to the remarkable sections across the Paleozoic rocks of British

America exposed along the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway where it

crosses the grandest parts of the mountains. A description of the geolog-

ical structure of the country, accompanied by maps and diagrams, will be

found in a jjaper of Mr. R. G. MeConnell, published in the reports of the

Geological Survey of Canada.' The region described embraces a belt of

country about 70 miles in width, and for the most part lies just north of

the fiftieth jjarallel of north latitude. AVithin this belt several transverse

sections have been run across the Bow River Valley so as to include the

mountains on both the east and west sides. Sections constructed across

Mt. Stephen, Cathedral Mountain, and the Castle Mountain range present

an instructive sequence of strata for the Cambrian rocks, while those in the

vicinity of Cascade Mountain and along the Devil's Lake Valley offer

equally good exposures for the Silurian, Devonian, and Carboniferous.

The upper members of the Cambrian are exposed in both series of strata,

serving to connect the lower with the upper Paleozoic rocks. From the

standpoint of this woi-k the chief value of the Canadian section consists in

its close agreement in many of its details with the sequence of strata found

at Eureka. According to Mr. McConnelP the thickness of the Paleozoic

rocks in the region explored by him measures 29,000 feet. This, it will be

seen, is not far out from the thickness given for the corresponding rocks at

Eureka, where the best estimates place the thickness at 30,000 feet. The

fossiliferous Cambrian limestone, together with the underlying quartzite,

may be correlated with the Prospect Mountain (piartzite and limestone.

Beds carrying the OleneUus fauna have been identified in the Canadian

rocks, although there they occur far below the limestone, the under-

lying quartzite having a much greater thickness than is exposed at Eureka.

It is difficult to determine how great a thickness should be assigned to the

Pogonip, although it is evidently well represented. Limestones carrying

Halysites are in many ways similar to the Lone Mountain beds, and have a

' Report, oil the Geological Featui-es of a portion of the Rocky Mountains. Accompanied by a

section measured near the fifty-first parallel. Geological Survey of Canada. Annual Report. New-

series, vol. 2, 1886, pp. 24-30.

- Op. cit., p. 15.
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thickness of 1,300 feet as against 1,800 feet assigned to them in Nevada.

In the Canadian section the Devonian exposes only 1,500 feet of strata as

against 5,000 feet of Nevada limestone, but on the othei- hand the Carbon-

iferous limestone immediately overlying the Devonian exhibits a much

greater development than the corresponding horizon at Eureka.

The sequence of strata in the Canadian localities shows a closer agree-

ment with the conditions of sedimentation at Eureka than do many expo-

sures of Paleozoic rocks situated but a comparatively short distance east-

ward of the latter area. In some respects the Canadian section more closely

resembles the Wasatch than it does the Eureka, as is shown in the great

thickness of Cambrian rocks below the Olenellus horizon. On the other

hand, there is no such development of Silurian and Devonian rocks in the

Wasatch as is shown both at Eureka and in Canada. Changes in sedi-

mentation appear much more sudden and varied in passing eastward from

Eureka than when followed northward. In structural and orographic

features the two regions present much in common, great lateral com-

pression, with anticlinal and synclinal folds, accompanied by north and

south lines of profound displacement.

.STRUC'TUU.'VL FEATURE.S.

For a clear understanding of the relation of the diiferent orogi*aphic

blocks to each other and to the numerous outbursts of igneous rocks, a

number of cross sections have been constructed across the central part of the

Eureka District. In one very mai-ked way these transverse sections across

the mountains are of more than ordinary interest, as they bring out the geo-

logical structure connecting a number of distinct and, at the same time,

interdependent mountain masses, whereas in most instances in the Great

Basin sections are th-awn across single uplifted ridges, isolated by broad

valleys whose recent deposits conceal everything beneath them. As these

valleys are frequently from 5 to 10 miles in width without rock exposures,

it is largely a matter of conjectui*e to say what the geological stnicture is

which underlies them. The most impressive orographic feature at Eureka

is the close relationship between the anticlinal and synclinal folds to the

north and south faults. It is these great meridional faults, at points attain-

MON XX I'l
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ing a displacement of 13,000 feet, that have determined the orographic

blocks. A study of the structural details as presented in this work shows

that the folding and flexing of the beds are largely due to lateral com-

pression. The grandest effects of this lateral compression are seen along

the central portions of the mountains between the Spring Valley and

Rescue faults. It is here that the greatest energy has been displayed.

Within these lines lie the alirupt anticlinal fold of Prospect Ridge, the

sharp synclinal fold of Spring Hill between the Hoosac and the Pinto, aud

the broad syncline in the Nevada limestone between the Pinto and the

Rescue faults. Westward of Spring Valley the structure stands oi;t in

marked contrast with the mountain blocks included between these great

faults. Receding from the fault, the plication of strata becomes more and

more gentle to the west without any violent orogi'aphic disturbance, the

limestones falling away in broad sweeping rolls with relatively low angles

of dip. East of the Rescue fault a powerful compression of strata is shown

by anticlinal and synclinal folds in the region of Diamond Peak.

Faulted anticlines.—The structurc which, ill the opinion of the writer, is

most common in the Great Basin ranges, that of a faulted anticline with a

downthrow along the axial plane, is not brought out in. the sheet of geolog-

ical sections, but is nevertheless well represented in the district, both in the

Fish Creek Mountains and at Newark Mountain. In both these uplifts

the displacement is accompanied by an escarpment along the fault which is

coincident with the axial plane. In the Fish Creek Mountains Ave have a

broad, gently inclined, westerly dipping limestone body, with the axis of

the anticlinal near the eastern edge of the uplift, the downthrow measuring

about 600 feet. On Newark Mountain, which is a sharp single ridge, the

downthrow also occurs along the eastern crest of the uphft, the escarpment

measuring, approximately, 1,000 feet. In both instances the easterly dip-

ping beds extend down the mountain slope until lost beneath valley accu-

mulations. On the west side of Newark Mountain the flexible White Pine

shale affords an excellent example of plication without fractui-e. Details in

regard to the structm-al features of both the Fish Creek Mountains and

Newark Mountain will be found in the chapter dcAoted to the descriptive

geology of those areas.
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Ou Prospect Peak we liave a sharp anticlinal fold, Avith beds on both

sidi's of the fault standing- at an angle of 70°, but without any g-reat amount

of faulting-.

In certain of the Great Basin ranges the axial plane occin-s along the

center of the ridge, as seen at Ravens Nest in the Pinon Range. In others

it follows along the edge of the uplift, an escarpment usually facing the

valley. Of this latter structure, Newark Mountain is an excellent example.

In some of these ranges there may be no faulting- of strata along, the axis of

the anticline ; in others it may be confined to a few huudn-d feet, or the

faulted block may have suffered a downthrow measured b)' thousands of

feet. In the latter instance it is easil}- seen that the strata along the down-

throw side may be lost to sight, being carried down belo\N' the present level

of the Pleistocene deposits. Where this is tlie case only one side of th(^

fold is exposed, leaving a simple monocliual ridge. This is wliat has

actually occun-ed in several of the narrow uplifts in the Cli-eat Basin.

GEOLOGICAL CROSS-SECTIONS.

These sections, atlas sheet xiii, will be readily comprehended when

examined in connection with the geological map, and the detailed descrip-

tions of each block of Paleozoic sediments as given in the text may be fol-

lowed easily without much additional explanation. As the sections have

been consti-ucted, as far as possible, across the strike of the beds, and for

the most part at right angles to the principal meridional lines of faulting,

they measure witha considerable degree of accuracy the amount of displace-

ment and indicate approximately the comjjression of strata. All sections are

carefully drawn on a scale of 1,600 feet to the inch, with a base line taken

at G,000 feet above sea level, the height of the adjacent valleys on all sides.

So far as practicable they have been selected to show the average thickness

of all sedimentary rocks, from the base of the Cambrian to the summit of

the Carboniferous. Of course all undei'ground structure is based upon

observed dips and strikes taken at the surface, but these have been

obtained, so far as j)ossible, at frequent intervals and with every precaution

which could be exercised. In a countrA' so broken by faults, dislocated by

igneous outbui'Sts, and where bedding planes are so frequently wanting, the
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construction of sections must necessarily, to a great extent, be based upon

theoretical reasoning.

On the geological maps, lines of cross-sections are laid down by nar-

row black lines designated at the borders of tlie sheet by lilock letters.

Section A-B.—This scction is drawn only halfway across tlie Eureka

Mountains, and is confined to the northeast corner of the District, atlas

sheet VIII. At the extreme western end of the map the section exhibits 200

or 300 feet of the Hamburg limestone just west of the Jackson fault, fol-

lowed on the east side of the fault b^- the Pogonip limestone, which in turn

is capped by Eureka quartzite shown on the summit of Caribou Hill. On

the east slope of Caribou Hill the rliyolitic ashes and tuifs conceal the

quartzite and stretching eastward across the valley rest against the steep

wall of Richmond Mountain. These ashes and tuffs underlie the town of

Eureka, although nowhere of any great thickness, and probably over much

of this area overlie solid rhyolite not far below the surface. In the section

the Eureka quartzite is repi-esented as underlying the vallej' as far eastward

as the Hoosac fault or the prolongation of the fault as recognized south of

the Richmond Smelting Works. The representation of a narrow strip of

Lower Coal-measure limestone is a theoretical deduction based upon strong

evidences observed at the latter locality. The basic andesites of Richmond

Mountain stretch eastward for 15,000 feet, followed by 7,000 feet of basalts,

completely cutting off all evidences of any continuation of either the Spring

Mountain or County Peak blocks. The depression of Hunter's Creek and

the o-entle inclination of the basalt table toward it are well brought out in

cross-section. Nowhere are two epochs of Carboniferous limestone with

the intervening Weber conglomerate better shown tliixn along tlie line of the

section. Rising above the basalt the Upper Coal-measures exhibit 500 feet

of beds dipping 45° to the west, resting upon Weber conglomerate. The

conglomerate is inclined at the same angle, but soon develops into an anti-

cline standing at 50° east, followed by a syncline varying from 50° east to

30° west. It is an admirable example of the effects of lateral compression.

The thickness obtained for the complete series of conglomerates measures

2,000 feet. Underlying the conglomerates come the Lower Coal-measui-es,

the section crossing Alpha Ridge just south of Fusilina Peak and showing
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a uniform dip to the west at an angle of 25° or 30^ with the horizon. With

the observed dips and strikes they measure 3,700 feet. As described in the

chapter devoted to the descriptive geology of the Diamond Range the

Lower Coal-measui*es rest unconformably upon the White Pine shales, the

dip of the beds in the latter epoch reaching an angle of 50° along the

Newark fault. These latter shales are shown to lie conformabl}' on tlie

Nevada limestone along the line of Hayes Canyon. The anticlinal stnict-

ure of Newark Mountain is not brought out in section, as the axis of the

fold only comes in near Avhere the border of the map cuts off the easterly

dipping strata. The latter stretch far out into Newark Valley.

Section CD-EF.—Tliis sectiou is Constructed across the central portion of

the Eui'eka Mountains (atlas sheets vii and viii), and stretches in an east

and west line from Antelope to Newai-k valleys. It presents more of the

salient structural features of the region than is shown in either of the other

sections, as it passes tlnough the broadest part of the Mahogany Hills, the

flat-topped summit of Spanish Mountain, the steep anticline of Prospect

Peak, the syncline of Spring Hill, and the easterly dipping strata of

County Peak, and crosses the Spring Valley, Hoosac, and Pinto faults.

The section starts in at the western end of the Mahogany Hills and runs

obliquely across the strike of tlie beds, which lie nearly horizontal or

inclined at very low angles. In order to bring out the structural features

of the country, the Lone Mountain beds are represented as underlying the

Nevada Devonian above the base line of the section. At Dry Valley thei*e

is a considerable but unknoAvn thickness of valley accumulations with the

Nevada limestones on the west side and the Lone Mountain beds resting

against the flanks of Spanish Moimtain on the east. These Lone Mountain

beds lie against the Eureka quartzites which come to the surface on the

slopes of Spanish Mountain long before reaching the suunnit. The moun-

tain presents in general a broad anticlinal fold, although broken by numer-

ous cross-faults and dislocations. One of these dislocations is represented

in the transvei'se section, giA'ing a small exposure of Lone Mountain beds

overljang the quartzite. On the east slope of Spanish ^Mountain, where the

beds dip away steeply to the east, there is a small exposm-e of liighly

siliceous limestones without bedding partially concealed b}' Quaternary
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accumulations. These, from theii- position resting directly upon the quartz-

ites, have been referred to the Lone Mountain beds. The Spring Valley

fault brings these Silurian beds up against the Cambrian of Prospect Ridge.

The section intersects Prospect Ridge just to the north of the summit of

Prospect Peak and brings out the anticlinal structure in the quartzite on

the west slope overlain on both sides of the fold by the Prospect Mountain

limestone which on the west side comes down to the line of the Spring Val-

ley fault. Prospect Mountain limestone here forms the summit of the

main ridge. This is in turn overlain by Secret Canyon shale, Hamburg

limestone, and Hamburg shale, the remaining subdivisions of the Cambrian,

all of which stand inclined at about 70° to the east. As the section is

drawn across quite a high saddle at the head of New York Canyon, con-

necting Prospect Peak with Hamburg Ridge, the erosion of the Secret

Canyon shale, which is so marked a feature of the region, is not so well

shown as it would be if the section were di-awn either to the north or south

of this point, but it is sufficient to bring out the prominence of the Ham-

burg Ridge, which is everywhere pai-allel to the main ridge. Overlying

the Hambiu-g shale occurs the Pogonip limestone and the Eureka quartzite,

the latter occupying the slope down to the Hoosac fault.

At the base of the long uniform slope of Pogonip limestone, which is

well shown in the surface outline, the line of the section has been moved

northward 700 feet, in order to illustrate to better advantage several struc-

tural features. By thus moving this line the Eureka quartzite is shown on

both sides of the hornblende-andesite body, which in breaking out along

the Hoosac fault has shattered the quartzite all along the fault. Inunedi-

ately along the line of the section only a small outcrop of the quartzite

occurs to the east of the andesite, but liy reference to the geological map it

will be readily seen that the exposure forms a part of a continuous body of

considerable extent. East of the fault the Carboniferous limestones come

up dipping easterly, but separated from the main body by a minor fault,

which, so far as can be determined, is accompanied by only a slight dis-

placement. This is followed by a synclinal fold, described elsewhere,

lying between Spring Hill and the Pinto fault. Continuing along the

line of the section east of the Pinto fault the Lone Mountain limestones rise
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as a precipitous wall, abutting against Carboniferous limestones, followed

b}' a great developuieut of Nevada Devonian. The former are estimated

at 1,700 feet and the latter at 4,500 feet across the lower and middle mem-

bers of the Nevada series. At Basalt Peak igneous intrusions spread out east-

ward for 9,400 feet, concealing the sedimentary beds and completely obscur-

ing the structiu-al features ])r<»ducefl by tlie Rescue fault. Beneath these

basalts the section is constructed wholly upon observed data, both to the south

and east, and will be understood by reference to the map. From here to the

end of the atlas sheet basalt flows or Quaternar-s' ai-ciunulations cover every-

thing with the exception of two outcrops—one, easterly-dipping beds of

Weber conglomerate, almost whollj^ encircled l)y igneous rocks, and the

other, a low, gentle swell of Carl)oniferous limestones, rising out of the

valley deposits not much above the liase level of the sections.

Section GH-iK.—This section (atlas sheets ix and x) is drawn across the

southern end of the mountains in a continuous line from west to east, pass-

ing through Grays Peak, Gray Fox Peak, Carbon Ridge, and Centuiy Peak,

and crossing at right angles the Hoosac, Pinto, and Rescue faults. It

crosses the mountains about 4i miles south of section CD-EF, and for the

most part runs along the extreme southern end of the different mountain

blocks, touching, however, the Fish Creek Mountains at their northern end,

but passing far to the south of the Diamond Range. The section passes

along the base of the Mahogany Hills, following the Lone Mountain lime-

stones approximately parallel with their strike, the beds dipping nortliward

into the hills beneath the Nevada Devonian. A(!ross Spring Vallev, for a

width of fi,000 feet, all Paleozoic strata are conc-ealed Ijeneath the Quater-

nary, but with the rising of the hills on the east side the Pogonip lime-

stones come in capped on the summit of the ridge by the Eureka quartz-

ites. Here the liroad anticlinal structure of the Fish Creek Mountains is

clearly brought out, but without the fault recognized on the east side of the

higher portion of the mountains. East of Castle ^Mountain thei'e occurs a

shallow l)asin or depression in quartzite occupied by Lone Mountain and

Devonian ])eds, beyond which there is a second anticline, with the Eureka

beds arching over the summit. At Lamoureux Canyon occurs a slight dis-

placement, the walls on both sides where the section crosses exposing the
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quartzite in abrupt escarpments. Between Lamoureux Canyon fault and

Pinnacle Peak fault the mountain mass presents another broad anticlinal

mass, of which Grays Peak forms the summit. The beds on the peak lie

nearly horizontal, falling away on both sides at relatively high angles.

Toward Pinnacle Peak the Nevada limestones come in, resting unconform-

ably against the uplifted block between Pinnacle Peak and Lookout Moun-

tain faults. Between these two latter faults, measuring on the surface but

scarcely more than 2,000 feet, the only beds exposed are the Eureka

quartzites, dipping eastward and capping Pinnacle Peak. East of the

Lookout Mountain fault there is a block of Pogonip limestone, beyond

which comes the Prospect Moimtain Ridge uplift. The only Cambrian

rocks found on the surface are the Prospect Moiintain limestones, the over-

lying horizons, together with the Pogonip limestone and Eureka quartzite

of the Silurian, being either buried beneath flows of rhyolite or Quaternary

accumulations. About a quarter of a mile to the north of the line of this

section the entire Cambrian series is exposed, and the beds are introduced

here very much as they are found beyond the line of the rhyolites and

pumices. Between the Hoosac and Pinto faults the section again crosses

the Carboniferous block, which here includes nearly all of the Weber con-

glomerate, as well as the Lower Coal-measure limestones, both members

lying at angles inclined from 60° to 70° to the east. Along the Pinto fault

the line of contact is obscured by tuffs and pumices. Along the southern

extremity of the Silverado Mountains no structural evidences were obtained,

as the underlying rocks are for the most part concealed by tuffs and puma-

ceous material, but in the section the lavas are represented as overlying

Lone Mountain beds, as the latter are found higher up ui the foothills above

the line of igneous rocks. At the entrance of Rescue Canyon the rhyolites,

which break tlu-ough the Nevada limestone along the line of the Rescue

fault, are represented with a width of nearly 3,000 feet. The section

crosses the summit of Century Peak and brings out clearly,the anticlinal

structure of the limestone ridge on the east side of Rescue Canyon. On

the east side of the peak the beds gradually fall away toward Newark

Valley and are lost beneath the Quaternary deposits.
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On PI. II of tliis volume will be found a geological section drawn

across the summit of Prospect Peak, exhibiting the relations of the great

body of Cambrian limestone to the crest of the ridge, the limestone here

rising to the top of tlie peak. The })osition of Prospect Ridge to the Ham-
burg Ridge is also more clearly shown than in the general section. The

same series of rocks at the northern end of the ridge across Ruby Hill and

Adams Hill are also shown on this jdate. On the same })late a section is

given across Pinto Peak, and about 14 miles to the northward of the latter

section is another east and west section, drawn from the Pinto to the

Hoosac fault.



CHAPTER VII.

PRE-TERTIARY IGNEOUS ROCKS.

igneous rocks have played a most important part in the development

of the geological history of the Eureka District. They may be separated

into two distinct groups : first, those which reached their present position in

pre-Tertiary times; second, a younger and much more extended series of

eruptions, those of Tertiary and post-Tertiary age. Not only do they be-

long to distinct geological periods, but their mode of occurrence is quite

unlike and their petrographical characters in every way different.

Granite, granite-porphyry, and quartz-porphyry are the types of the

pre-Tertiary rocks. Their sm-face exposures are very restricted, being

quite insignificant as compared with the more recent volcanic lavas, and

only to a very limited degree have their extrusions influenced the present

physical features of the country.

Granite.—Between the Sierra and the Wasatch there are probably few of

the many longitudinal ranges which rib the Great Basin, other than those

made up entirely of volcanic lavas, that do not show one or more bodies of

granite or crystalline schists of greater or less extent. Along the lines of

upheaval of one or two of these ranges, the accumulations of recent lavas

have been on so vast a scale that all direct evidences of an older preexist-

ing range are to-day wholly wanting. In some instances granite and gneisses

cover large tracts of country and occasionally culminate in peaks rising

high above the surrounding i-egions, but so abrupt are the changes in the

Archean topography that they occur for the most part only as subordinate

exposures over limited areas. The granite is found cropping out along the

base of the foot-hills beneath the Paleozoic sediments, occasionally occupy-

ing low passes tln-ough breaks in the ranges, or, as is frequently the case,

they are associated with extrusions of volcanic lavas and accidentally left

bare or else uncovered by recent erosion. Westward of the SaltLake Basin,
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granite is found in isolated patches in such uplifts as the Ombe, Gosiute, and

Peoquop ranges. The East Humboldt Mountains present the grandest mass

of the older crystalline rocks, stretching with the trend of the range over

sixty miles in a nearly noi'th and south direction, and is the most extensive

area of pre-Cambrian rocks to be found in central Utah and Nevada along

the countiy examined by the Fortieth Parallel Exploration. Inunediately

westward of this latter range in the country occupied by the Diamond and

Pinon ranges, no exposures of granites occur, and it is one of the

largest areas knoAvn in the Great Basin, in which all evidences of granite

and of an Archean body are wanting. There are good reasons for believ-

ing that in early Paleozoic time this area east of the Humboldt Moiuitains

was a deep trough of the sea, in which Cambrian, Siliu-ian and Devonian

sediments were deposited. At all events, the mountain ranges within this

region offer excellent sections of the lower Paleozoic strata, which over large

areas of the Great Basin are unknown.

At Eureka, where the Diamond and Piiion ranges unite in a liroad ele-

vated mass of sedimentary beds of great thickness, singularly broken up by

great faults into bold mountain ridges, only one obscure outci-oj) of granite

is known. It is, however, not without considerable interest, aud whvu the

geological position of these granites and allied rocks of the Great Basin

come to be studied in detail in their relation to the Ai-chean masses and the

U])lifts of the parallel ranges, it may be found to throw nnu-h liglit upon

some complex structural problems. Here at Eureka the outcroj) does not

occm* rising above the Quaternary plain along the base of a ridge, nor in

the bottom of some deeply eroded canyon. On the contrary it is found

1,000 feet above the level of Diiimond Valley, at the extreme northern end

of Prospect Ridge, on the steep soutli slope of the ravine which separates

Rubv Hill from the main ridge. It is so insignificant and so covered with

debris derived from the limestone hills above that it might easily escape

attention, especially as it presents no inequalities of surface. This granite

is best seen on comingup the ravine from the west, and is exposed just above

the path, some miners having cut into it, attracted by the red color of the

decomposed rock. It extends from the footpath up the steep slope for 300

feet to within 50 feet of the top of the hill.
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Although upon the siu-face this granite body is hmited in extent, there

is reason to suppose that it represents a much larger mass and has exerted a

considerable influence on the geological structure of the ridge. Prospect

Mountain quartzite, the oldest sedimentary beds in the District, surrounds

the granite xipon the northwest and northeast slopes and dips away from it

in u-regular broken masses. To the south the Prospect Mountain lune-

stones, which form the main ridge, occm- resting directly upon the granite.

That this exposure of granite along the steep slopes of the ravine is due to

the erosion of the crushed quartzite can not well be questioned, and the

ravine itself probably owes its existence to the fracturing of the quartzite

from some upward orographic movement of the granite. The farther away

the quartzite lies from the granitic center, the less distiu'bance is seen in

the beds.

The age of the granite is vmknown. Quite possibly it formed a

portion of an Archean body around which the sands were deposited,

subsequent orographic movements disturbing and breaking up the sedi-

mentary beds. If the granite is later than the sedimentary beds it only

broke through the quartzite at the northern end of the range and failed to

cut the limestone. No intrusive dikes of granite are known penetrating

the overlying beds. At the time of the sinking of the Richmond shaft the

workmen found, at a depth of 1,200 feet from the surface, near the bottom

of the shaft, fragments of a decomposed crystalline rock. They were so

highly altered that the microscope failed to detect with certainty the nature

of the rock, though it carried quartz and mica and kaolinized feldspar.

This evidence, though slight, would indicate an off-shore deposit for the

quartzites.

A peculiarity of this granite is the varied texture it offers over so

small an area, presenting, however, a true granitic habit. The essential

minerals are quartz, orthoclase, plagioclase, hornblende, and mica, the lat-

ter being very abundant. The quartz is grayish white in color, in irreg'ular,

pellucid grains. Hornblende is apparently more abundant in the fine than

in the coarse grained varieties.

Quartz-porphyry.—Only two Small exposures of quartz-porphyry have been

observed, both occurring on Mineral Point, north of Adams Hill, and,
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although separated hy limestone, it seems probable that below the surface

the two bodies have a common origin, inasmuch as on top they present

nearly identical features. Neither body rises above the general level of the

country, erosion wearing away equally both limestone and dike.

Tlie larger outburst is an iiregular body with an east and west trend;

the other, a few hundred yards northward, and a short distance beyond

the Bulhvhacker mine, occm-s as a dike from 300 to 400 feet long, with a

direction N. 20° W. Both quartz-porphyry exposures are much decom-

posed and discolored by oxide of iron. Under the microscope they show,

however, orthoclase, quartz and mica, with characteristic isotropic glass.

The feldspars are altered into kaolin, with a secondary fonnation of potash

mica; the quartz grains can-y both liquid and glass inclusions. In the

Bullwhacker mine the poi-phyry is seen as a dike, striking north 18° W.,

with a dip 35° to the east. In one place, at least, on the main level it

occurs as a white rock, differing fi-om the surface exposure not only in

color, but by a relatively large amount of quartz grains and by a develop-

ment of numerous modified cubes of pyrites. The pyrites in the dike, in

distinction from that caiTied by the surface body, is perfectly fresh and

may account to some extent for difference in color. It is probable that the

pyrites is a secondary product, formed after the cooling of the original

magma. Careful assays show that the pyrites carries both gold and silver.

The quartz-porphyry differs stiiicturally from all other igneous rocks in the

region, being distinct from granite on the one hand and from rhyolite on

the other. None of the rhyolites at all resemble it. It is possible that it

occurs as an offshoot from a large body of granite, the structural featm'es

being due to conditions of cooling. No direct evidence of the age of the

quartz-porpliyry is afforded other than that it penetrates the Pogonip lime-

stone of tlie Silurian.

Granite-porphyry.—The important granite-poqjhyry bodies are confined to

the country hnng between the Fish Creek Mountains and the ^lahogany

Hills. They occur in two large masses separated by a naiTow belt of lime-

stone with a few smaller outlying exposures, probably offshoots from the

parent mass. The principal exposure of this porphyry lies immediately to

the west of Wood Cone along the southern base of the ^Mahogany Hills,
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and with an undulating surface gradually falls away to the broad valley

beyond the limits of the map. Its extension westward is lost beneath the

Quaternary. It presents an oval-shaped mass one mile and a quarter long-

by three-quarters of a mile wide, partially hemmed in on both the north

and south sides by ridges of Silurian limestones Avhich rest against it. For

the most part it is a coarse grained rock disintegrating readily under atmos-

pheric agencies. Much of it might easily pass for granite, but other jior-

tions possess a decidedl}' porphjTitic structm-e, especially along the line of

contact with the Pogonip limestone on the south. Geologically, a more

important body is the bold prominent dike trending approximately north

and south ft)r over 2 miles, with a varying width, measuring across its

broadest expansion nearly 1,000 feet. At the surface no direct connection

can be traced between the main granitic area and the dike, the continuity

being broken liv an arch or saddle of Pogonip limestone which passes

beneath the Eureka quartzite of Wood Cone. This limestone saddle is

scarcely more than 300 hundred feet in width. There can be no reason-

able doubt that the granite-porphyry dike is an offslioot from the main

body m much the same way as the branch dikes described fsirther on are

related to the larger one. A strong proof of this connection is seen in an

isolated exposure of the crystalline rock worn bare by erosion on the sum-

mit of the limestone saddle.

The southern end of the main dike contracts to one hundred feet or

less in width and splits up into numerous small dikes ramifying in various

directions, becoming finally lost in the limestone. Between the surface

outlines of the two walls of the dike there exists a marked contrast. On

the one side the western wall curves slightly and regularly in sharply

defined lines. On the other the eastern side presents a most irregular

outline, caused by numerous branch dikes, oft'shoots fi'ora the main dike,

trending in nearly parallel courses in a northeastern direction. Tliey break

the regularity of outline, besides fracturing and displacing the limestone

beds. Fig. 5 shows the position of the secondary dikes to the primary

one and is a reproduction on a reduced scale of a portion of the map.

The conventional signs indicate approximately the stiike and dip of the

adjoining limestone.
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Of these branch dikes from the parent stock the longest has heeu

traced on the surface for nearly 2 miles, gradually narrowing to a feAA- feet

and breaking up into stringers and veins of granite-por])hyry at the north-

east end in the same manner as the main dike. Otlicr iiiemlx'rs of this sys-

tem of parallel dikes may l)e equally

as persistent in llu'ii- trend, without

appearing on the surface, erosion hav-

ing failed to lay them bare. They vary

from 25 to 250 feet in width, but all

present much the same physical con-

ditions as regards their occurrence and

relation to the limestone. On the same

general course two naiTOw dikes pene-

trate the limestone just west of Castle

Mountain, and it is quite possible that

they belong to the same system as the

others if not actually comiected with

them beneath the surface. The absence

of offshoots on the west side of the

main dike and their frequency and per- o'ra/v/e/uorp/ifT^y L'um^tone,^

sistency on the east ax'e not without fiq. 5.-G.iiuitc'-porpbyr.v aiko.

geological interest. By reference to atlas sheet xi the position of the dikes

to the main granite-porphyry body and the Fish Creek Moiuitains and

Mahogany Hills may be readily seen.

Limestone adjoining Porphyry.—The main grauite-porphyry dike, like the

quartz-porphyry, breaks through the Pogonip, and the smaller dikes on

Castle Mountain break through the Lone Mountain, but all other evidence

as to their age is wanting. Their mode of occurrence and their relations

to the orographic blocks ai*e quite unlike the extnisions of the Tertiary

lavas. Although both sides of the main dike lie in limestone of the Pogo-

nip epoch, the beds have undergone considerable displacement; those on

the east side belonging to a higher horizon than those found in contact with

the dike at the north end on the west side. Inmiediately adjoining the
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dike at the north end the limestone stands at angles between 70° and

90°, and farther south only 35° to 45°, but for the greater part of the dis-

tance along the contact crumpling and metaraorphism have so altered it as

to have obliterated all signs of stratification. Owing to the frequency of

the secondary dikes this metamorphism of strata is much more noticeable on

the east than on the west side. Instances may be seen Avhere the lime-

stone is completely altered into a fine crystalline white marble. Nowhere,

however, does the alteration of strata produced by heat penetrate the lime-

stone for any great distance from the dikes, not even between those which

run parallel to each other only a few hundred yards apart. The efi^ects of

heat are shown far more on the cooling and crystalhzation of the ihtnisive

molten mass than on the cold contact rocks. As the beds recede from the

main dike the dip becomes less and less steep, the stratification less

obscure, and toward the southern end of the dike the limestones lie nearly

horizontal.

The main porphyry dike in cutting the limestone follows closely

the strike of the beds, whereas the branch dikes trending approximately at

right angles to the main one run across the strata. The position of the

main dike is determined in part by a line of faulting and in part by an anti-

clinal fold. South of "Wood Cone, where the dike first makes its app'ear-

ance, it trends off" to the southwest along the fault line, maintaining this

course until near the summit of the limestone hill Avhich lies midway

between the two wagon roads that cross the dike. Here meeting the anti-

cline, it curves slightly and follows the axis of the fold to the southeast.

This anticline may be traced southward beyond the surface outcrop of the

o-ranite-porphyry, as is indicated by the dips and strikes on the map.

Alono- the northern end of the dike the amount of displacement can not

be determined beyond the fact already stated, that both sides of the fault

lie in the Pogonip. Why the secondary dikes should break out approxi-

mately at right angles to the main one and not parallel with it, it is diffi-

cult to say. It would seem as if lines of least resistance would have been

formed parallel with the line of the axial fold and the line of displace-

ment along which the main dike reached the surface. On the east side the

beds are a pure crystalline limestone, uniform in texture and bluish gray
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iu color. The lowor beds oil the west side are darker in color, more siH-

ceous in composition, and rich iu blackcherty nodules, characteristics which

everywhere define the ujiper from the low^er beds of the Pogonip lime-

stone.

That the strata near the southwest end of the dike beloii<r to the uj)per

portion of the Pogouij) epoch is evidenced by the patches of Eureka

quartzite still in place and Ijy a number of loose bowlders and quartzite

d(^bris scattered over the hill slopes.

In the middle of the main dike, just north of the road which follows

the Spring Valley drainage channel, there occurs a curious liit of cliertv

limestone. It is several hundred viirds in length, l)ut only a few feet in

width, and lies completely surrounded by granite-jiorphyry, which may be

seen penetrating and filling uj) tlie irregular outline in the limestone. In

places the molten mass appears to have eaten into the sedimentary liody,

although only to a very limited extent. Along the contact both the })or-

pliyry and limestone present the same phenomena of cooling as seen near

the outer walls of the main dike. Even this narrow body of limestone

does not ajjpear to have undergone much metamorphism, except along the

contact.

Structural Variatiuos in Granite-porphyry.—The chief interest attached tO the

granite-porpliyry lies in the very variable structural diflferences produced

in the erupted material of the dike, difterences which are mainly dependent

u})oii tlie chilling eff"ect of cold contact walls upon a rapidly cooling molten

mass. The width of the dikes has much to do in determining these physical

conditions governing crystallization. In other words, develojunent of crys-

tallization is dependent upon rate of cooling, and in narrow dikes a molten

magma is more rapidly chilled than in l)roader bodies. There are i)rol)ably

few localities in the Great Basin where the results of rapid chilling and

crystallization of a granite magma in narrow dikes along several miles of

contact walls can be studied to better advantage or are more worthy of a

detailed petrographical investigation. For petrographical details the reader

is referred to the ))ai)er by Mr. Josejih P. Iddings.

The large oval-shaped area to the north and the l)roader central por-

tions of the main dike are (piite similar rocks, presenting the characteristics

MON XX 15
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of a coarse grained granite composed of pellucid quartz, dark brown biotite,

and orthoclase in Carlsbad twins, with varying proportions of plagioclase

and strongly pleochroic hornblende. It everywhere weathers in rounded

masses with rough surfaces, disintegrating like many varieties of granite.

It is, however, only a limited portion of the dike which possesses anything

like a granitic structure, the greater part of the main dike and all the

secondary branches having a decidedly porphyritic structure. All through

the central part of the dike the rock is formed of large ill-defined crystals,

porphyritically imbedded in a groundmass of the same composition, which

under the microscope is seen to possess a micro-granitic structure. This

porphyritic structm-e can be traced for miles along all the dikes parallel with

their com-se. From the normal type in the central portion of the dike

toward the outer limestone wall there is a gradual and at first an almost

uuperceptible transition to the finer grained rock, with more and more of

the porphyritic and less of the granitic stnicture. Across these transitional

rocks the mineral components remain the same, the difterences consisting in

the size of the grains and their relative proportions and structural relations.

All thin sections show the rock to be entirely crystalline without

isotropic g'lass. At a distance of from 20 to 30 feetfrom the limestone, vary-

ing with the width and position of the dike,the rock shows a marked jior-

phyritic habit, though the larger crystals are still in excess. In the nar-

rower dikes the transitions are not so well shown as the coarser portions and

are less characteristically developed and the changes far less gradual. In

the latter the quartz is very abundant and frequently occurs in well devel-

oped dihexahedrons, in strong contrast to the quartz, with irregular outlines,

as seen in the granitic structure. From here to the limestone contact the

change is more rapid, the larger crystals becoming less and less abundant,

being replaced by more and more micro-crystalline goundraass.

Nearly everywhere along the immediate line of contact the rock pre-

sents the habit of a quartz-porphyry made up of a crystalline groundmass,

with well developed crystals of quartz and orthoclase, and still accompanied

by some plagioclase. Both mica and hornblende usually fall off in amount

toward the edge of the dike, in the more ijorphyritic rocks, the hornblende

being present only in the granitic types, and the first to disappear with
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structural changes. Witli this chiiuge in structure the rock becomes more

compact aud weathers iu anguhir blocks with smootli surfaces, tlie coutact

products offering- tlie i>-reatest possible contrast with the central })ortion of

the dike, which weathers iu rounded masses with rough surfiices, disintegra-

tuig easily under atiuosplicric influences. Yet in the wiiU-r <likes these

changes can be traced so readily, step by step, from the one rock into the

other, that the evidence is clear that they are but different structural

developments of the same erupted material, but not necessarily identical iu

chemical composition at the time crystallization took place. In crossing

the dikes one passes within 100 yards, over excellent quartz-porphyry, on to

normal granite-porphjTy, aud then on to a rock which can not be told from

many varieties of granite; so that one is forced to believe that the only differ-

ences between granite ami granite-porphyry is in many cases purely one of

structure, dei)endent upon conditions in cooling rather tlian uptm an}-

differences iu age or chemical constitution of the original magma.

A study of the dikes makes it evident that there could not have been

any forcing of lava into the midiUe of a dike already partially occupied

by an earlier crystalline rock. As the branch dikes are mostly narrow, the

granitic aud normal granite-porphyry structures are less full}' developed

and are frequently wanting, the effects of chilling and rapid cooling from

both walls toward the interior jiroducing only the types of quartz-porphyry

developed along the walls of the l)roader tUke. Another striking feature of

the rapid cooling of the magma is seen in the marked tendency of the

crvstalline rock to develop a jointed structure near the lines of contact, in

planes parallel to the walls.

In places the porphyry contacts present a fissile, sherd}' structure,

lines of parting becoming wider and wider apart toward the center of the

dikes and gradually disappearing. In the jointed portion tlie rock is always

fine grained, and frequently possesses an aphanitic structure, the mineral

components, however, remaining the same. The rock fre([uentl}' undergoes

marked changes in color in passing from the coarse grained granitic structure

to the contact rock. In tlicse (-hanges it will frequently pass from light

gray into dark gray, blue, and along the contact becoming almost black.
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Chemical Composition of Granite-porphyry.—The Original magma iujected llltO

the limestone through the various openings was, so far as can be told, much

the same in its ultimate composition. It is probable that the variation in

chemical composition between rocks of different dikes is no greater than

that between different parts of the same dike. While structural peculiar-

ities across the dike are strongly marked, the mineral constituents remain

much the same, although the walls are more acid than the center and carry

less ferro-magnesian minerals. As regards tenure of silica the variation

between one rock and another would not exceed 5 per cent, with corre-

sponding variations in their essential ingredients. It is probable that the

silica variations in the bulk of the granite-porphyry would fall within 4

per cent.

The following two analyses of granite-porphyry were made by Mr.

Andrew A. Blair:
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die of a dike about 30 feet iu width. It is probably slightly more acidic

than tlu' mass of the rock. The yroiindmass of the rock is made uj) of an

aggregation of quartz and feldspar, the former crystallized in regular dihexa-

hedrous. Biotite is jn-esent, but no hornblende, and in tlio; hand specimens

there is only a slight development of ferro-magnesian silicates. Both rocks

analyzed carried a trace of chlorine. It will be seen that the rock from the

central mass carries a liigher percentage of all bases, except pota.sh, than

the narrow dike. The latter probably represents fairly well the contact

rocks of the larger dikes.

It is possible that in a careful study of these rocks with refei'ence to

the development of crystallizatiou it might be shown that the feiTo-iTiagne-

sian minerals exhibited a tendency to segregate in the centi'al or less rapidly

crystallizing portion of the dike, due to diflFerentiation in the chemical

composition of the molten lava. It may be well to mention here that in

connection with these miles of poi-j)hyry dikes there are no evidences of

any recent volcanic action. The granite-porphyries and therhyolites seem

to be wholly independent of each other as regards their mode of ( >ccurrence

and their loci of eruption.
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TERTIARY AND POST-TERTIARY VOLCANIC ROCKS.

Eureka a Volcanic Center.—lu the Eureka District the veceiit volcanic erup-

tions play a far more important part than the granites and porphyries just

described. They occur in much larger masses, cover more extensive areas,

and are more widely distributed over the distinct. While the older crystal-

line rocks have exerted little influence upon the surface features of the

country, the volcanic rocks have greatly modified its topographical outlines,

have built up isolated mountains, broad table-lands, and numeroTis small

hills, and in coming to the surface have disturbed and broken up sedi-

mentary formations, greatly complicating geological structure. Moreover,

the volcanic rocks are of special interest from an economic point of view,

owing to their intimate geological connection with the argentiferous lead

deposits occm'ring in the adjoining Paleozoic rocks. As the Eureka Moun-

tains are surrounded on nearly all sides by the characteristic broad valleys

of the Nevada plateau, this volcanic region occupies a somewhat isolated

position with reference to the neighboring ranges, constituting a region

quite apart from all other centers of similar eruptions, yet at the same time

bearing the closest resemblance in the nature of its extravasated material

to many other localities in the Great Basin. Nowhere in the district have

the accumulated lavas attained any great elevation above the surround-

ing mountains, but as regards mode of occurrence, peculiarities of distri-

bution, and varieties of modification they offer a wide field for investigation.

There is no such piling up of enormous masses of erupted material as in

the Washoe District, and no such opportunity for an investigation of tlie

more coarsely crystalline rocks, but, on the other hand, the relationship

between the extrusive lavas and the uplifted blocks of Paleozoic strata is

better shown than in any other carefully studied area in the Great Basin.

230
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Distribution of Extrusive Lavas.—In regard tO the distribution of VolciUlic

rocks in the Eureka District it will be noticed by reference to the map tliat

there lire none in that part of tlie Diamond Range which conies witiiin tlic

area of the map. Althougli the southern end is coTupletely cut otf by recent

lavas from the mouutaiu Wock of Comity Peak, nowhere do thev seem to

penetrate into tiu- range itself In the southern end of the Pifion Kange on

the opposite side of Diamond Valley, there is the same ab.sence of hivas, if

weexce})t a small outburst northwest of The Gate, which has but little to do

with the main Itody of the Eureka j\b;)untains. The Mahogany Hills west

and north of Dry Lake; furnish one or two small exjtosures of rhyolite along

lines of faulting in limestone, notably at the head of Brown's Canyon, 1)ut

they are of no special geological significance. In the Fish Creek Mountains

no outbreaks of extrusive rocks are known and the same holds true of the

mountains bordering the Spring Valley fault. In the extreme southeast

corner of the map the Cliff Hills come in, formed of basic andesites similar

to those of Richmond Mountain, but they lie wholly lieyond the borders of

the Eureka Mountains. This confines the area of the principal volcanic

extravasations either to the region east of the sununit of Prospect Ridge or

to the country encircling the southern end of that ridge, where it sinks below

Fish Creek Valley. Nearly every type and many of the varieties of vol-

canic rocks found upon the Nevada plateau have been eru})ted within these

restricted limits of the Eureka District. Indeed, the region furnishes many
rocks which may be taken as typical of a broad area of country lying

between the Wasatch and the Sierra Nevada ranges.

Age of Eruptions.—It sluHild 1)6 clcarlv Understood that the P^ureka Dis-

trict, like many other regions of central Nevada, offers no direct e^^dence

as to the age of volcanic eru})tions, as there occur no sedimentary forma-

tions between Upper Coal-measure limestones and recent Pleistocene de-

posits. While })ositive evidence may be wanting as to their precise age,

there can be no doubt that the eruptions took place subsequent to the

dynamic movements which l)rouglit about the flexing, folding, and mountain-

building, and these, while it may not have lieen demonstrated, have been

assigned upon excellent grounds to a ])ost-Jurassic upheaval, already dis-

cussed in Chapter 11. of this work. Moreover, that these orographic
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movements were followed by a long period of time before the outbursts of

lavas is evident by the amount of erosion wliic-h took place before the ex-

tnision of the latter rocks. This is shown by the position of the lavas in

the bottoms of deeply eroded canyons, by the blocking up of old drainage

channels and the cutting of new ones, all of which must have required

considerable time to be accomplished by slow geological processes. On

the other hand, based upon much the same kind of e'sadenee, the amount

of erosion since the volcanic period seems relatively slight. Although evi-

dence of geological age of these lavas may be difficult to obtain over the

greater part of the Great Basin, wherever such proof is observed it always

points to the conclusion that the eruptions took place since the coming in

of Tertiary time and for the most part during the Pliocene period. Nearly

all geologists who have examined the volcanic areas of Nevada and Utah

are in accord with the opinion that they belong to Tertiary time. In the

region of the Montezuma and Kawsoh i-anges, in western Nevada, the geol-

ogists of the Fortieth Parallel Ex})loration^ have described the cutting by

intnisive acid lavas of upturned Miocene strata carrying fresh-water mol-

luscan shells and the overlying of the latter beds by basaltic flows. Evi-

dence has also accumulated to show that several of the great rhyolite flows

that preceded the basalt belong- to the Pliocene epoch. From unques-

tioned evidence in other parts of the Great Basin as to the geological posi-

tion of identical lavas, it is assumed that those of the Eureka District were

also poured out during the Tertiary age. As regards the dui'ation of vol-

canic acti\'ity there is scarcely any evidence. From the earliest outbursts,

consisting of horublende-andesites, to the latest eruptions of highly glassy

basalts, volcanic activity may have extended o^'er the greater jjart of late

Tertiary time. That this acti\nty continued at varying intervals through-

out a long period seems clear from the amount of erosion, which, though

relatively not excessive, must have recpiired considerable time. There is

no evidence to show that volcanic energy with varying intensity may not

have extended through Pliocene w^ell on into Quaternary time, although

there is no reason to suppose that outbursts of })asalt have taken place

within what may be called historic periods.

' U. S. Geol. Explor., 40th Par. Descriptive Geology, p. 771.
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Classification of Lavas.—

(

)ii till' geological uiiii) :ill volciiuic vocks liave beeii

classed under tile tuUowiug heads: Horuhleiide-audesite, dacite, rhyolite,

pumice and tuti', augite-audesite/ and basalt. All the more important bodies

of lava belong to some one of these sharply defined mineralogical groups.

It must be borne in mind, however, that several of these types of igneous

lavas 2>ass by insensible gradations from one into another and it is uot

always easy to decide to which group an isolated exposure in the field or a

hand specimen in the laboratorv properly belongs. All di\ision lines are

more or less arbitrary. They are necessary for purposes of classification,

although they may not exist in nature.

To infonn those readers who have not kept up with recent ad-

vances in the classification of igneous rocks and at the same time to pre-

vent all niisuiiderstaiidings as to the use of terms, a brief description

will be given of the physical characteristics of each group of lavas

which have been recognized as occurring in the district. Those who

desire a more detailed description of the special petrographical features

of the rocks are referred to the report of Mr. J. P. Iddings, which accom-

panies this Avork. As he has presented the results of a most thorough

microscopical investigation of the material collected in the field, in order

to prevent a duplication of facts much that might properly find place in

these pages is omitted, and only such data are employed here as are deemed

necessary to make this chapter complete in itself and to bring out more

clearlv the important facts beaiing upon the geology of the region.

Hornbiende-andesite.—Under horiibleude-andesites are classed those vol-

canic rocks which are com2:)osed mainly of triclinic feldspars and liorii-

blendes as essential constituents. Here at Eureka the fresh unaltered

' Since the priuting of the atla.s (1883) accompanyiug this Monograph, the pyroxcnic minerals

of the andesite of Richmond Mountain, which at that time were (considered to lie angites, have been

shown to consist of both hypersthcno and angite, the former mineral being in most instances largely in

excess. The rock, therefore, should more properly be designated as pyroxene-andesite, a designation

more in accord with the nomenclature now generally adopted by lithologists for similar rocks else-

where.

Throughout this volume the term "pyroxene-andesite" will be used to designate tlie rocks of

Richmond Mountain and Cliff Hills, the two localities colored as angite-andesite on the atlas sheets.

See Notes on the volcanic rocks of the Great Hasin, Hague and Iddings: Am. Jour. Sci., June,

1884, p. 457.
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rock is of a light reddish-jjurple color, for tlie most part liolocrystalline in

structui-e, with well developed secretions of the two principal minerals,

accompanied by varjnng amounts of biotite. The black bordered horn-

blende is almost exclusively confined to macroscopic individuals which are

for the most part decomposed into chloritic material, frequently giving the

altered rocks a green color. Magnetite, though not sufficiently abundant

to be regarded as an essential ingredient, appears to be evenly disseminated

througliout the groundmass, and quartz, wanting in most varieties, serves as

an accessory mineral in certain localities, especially in the more acid types.

The mica gradually comes in as the rock becomes more and more acidic

and as the acidic variety of this group predominates over the basic the

mica occurs as a frequent if not constant constituent. Hornblende-mica-

andesite covers mucli larger areas than normal hornljlende-andesite. A
characteristic and important feature of the hornblende-andesite of this dis-

trict is the absence of all pyroxene. Very little of the hornblende-andesite

is perfectly fresh and most of it has underg-one a considerable decomposi-

tion, changing the color of the rock to light shades of red and yellow,

while those portions which are most altered appear neaidy white. Opal

and chalcedony as secondar}- products are by no means uncommon in the

more altered varieties.

Andesitic Peariites.—Nearly everv occurreuco of hornblende-andesite is

accompanied liy more or less extensive outflows of andesitic pearlites,

which so far as their mineral composition is concerned are quite similar to and

in many instances identical with the crvstalline types. They are in general

more acidic in composition than the hornblende-mica-andesites, carry fewer

well developed crystals, and in place of the liolocrystalline structure are

rich in glass base with microcrj'stalline secretions disseminated through it.

It is the almost infinite varieties of this glass base which give to these

pearlitic rocks their varj'ing phj^sical habit, color, luster, and density.

Owing to their more acidic character, quartz becomes more frequent, but is

shown rather in macroscopic secretions than in minute grains scattered

through the groundmass. Sanidine, wanting in the normal varieties,

ma}' occur, although as a nonessential mineral, while biotite comes promi-

, nently to the front and to the eye appears as tlie most altundant macro-
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scopic mineral, and relates the pearlites more closely to the honiblende-

mica-audesites than to the more basic gi'oup. A variety of these pearlites

exceptionally rich in glass is characterized by the ap})earance of hypci--

sthene. As it is <me of the most basic of this g-rouj) of andcsitcs it will l)e

discussed farther on in this chapter. Many of the varieties possess a dense

vitreous textiu'c, breaking readily under a hauimer-blow, while others are

more or less pumicenus, cruiuljling easily under atmospheric agencies.

The largest liody of hornbleude-andesite occurs as a fissure eruption

along the Hoosac fault, the lavas coming to the surface just to the south of

the junction of the Ruby Hill branch with the main fault and extending

southward till lost beneath rhyolitic flows. Like most acidic rocks these

extravasated lavas have not s})read out over large areas, but have ])iled up

in irregular rounded hills, the highest reaching an elevation of oOO feet

above the base of the limestones along the fault line in the valley. For

the greater part of the distance along this fissure these lavas have under-

gone Uiore or less alteration, due to solfataric action, kaolinization taking-

place with the formation of secondary minerals. Comparatively fresh rocks

not far from the fault are still found northeast of Hoosac M(nintain in the

larger and least altered bodies. Associated with the more cr^•stalline tvpes

occur excellent exposures of andesitic glasses and pearlites, products ot

more rapid cooling of the same magma under slightly different jjliysical

conditions. Other localities of hornblende-niica-andesiti' with the accom-

panying pearlites closelj' resembling each other in maimer of occurrence

and mineral composition are found at the southern end of Carbon Ridge,

in the neighborhood of South Hill, at Spring Valley, and near l)r\- Lake.

In all of the four latter localities hornbleude-andesite and the horn-

blende-mica-andesite occupy positions (piite inferior to the glassv vari(fties,

so far as the amount of extravasated lava is eoncerned, but it is l)\- no

means easy, owing to insensible gradatiims, to draw a shar}) lii\e between

the crystalline and glass}- types. At the first two localities they occur,

breaking out at the southern base of the upturned longitudinal ridges

of sedinuMitarv strata. In Spring- Valley antl along tht; Lookout fault,

where the lavas penetrate the mountainson the west side of Prospect Ridge,

the glassy varieties have pom-ed ont in i-clatively large masses, jjearlites
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being- tne prevailing- rock. They form gentle spurs 200 feet in height, rest-

ing against the sedimentary ridges. An interesting transition rock occurs

here which unites the characteristic microcrystalline hornblende-mica-

andesite with fine examples of pearlite. At Dry Lake, while the petro-

graphical features are much the same, with similar transitions and variations,

the geological occurrence is somewhat different, the locality being quite

remote from the others and lying far to the Avest of Prospect Ridge and

the principal lines of north and south faulting. A suite of specimens from

any one of these localities could hardly be distinguished from those of

others either in physical features or composition. Identical transition prod-

ucts, both as regards degree of crystallization and mineral variation, are

recognized from all of them. They show the same order of succession and

the same sequence of geological events. The petrographical features of

these nearly identical series of lavas will be found described by Mr. Iddings

in the chapter already referred to.

Dacite.—This rock is a variety of andesite, in which secretions of quartz

play the part of an essential mineral, and is intimately related in mineral

comj)osition and structural habit to hornblende-mica-andesite. All the

occurrences at Eureka are very similar in physical characteristics, possess-

ing a light ash-gray color, a hackly fracture, and a rough, pumice-like

texture which relate them closely to certain varieties of rhyolite with which

in the field they are frequently associated and from which they are not

easily separated, either in their mode of occurrence or lithological appear-

ance. The feldspars are nearly all plagioclase and prol^ably largely oligo-

clase. Together with the larger secretions of quartz occur numerous thin

lamina? of biotite, in amount greatly in excess of that usually found in liorn-

blende-andesite. Although of less frequent occurrence, occasional liyper-

sthene crystals, similar to those found in the andesitic pearlite, may be

recognized in the dacites and serve to show the dying out of ferro-mag-

nesian minerals in the more acidic lavas. These glassy dacites are closely

related to the andesitic pearlites, but occupy much smaller areas, their cliief

interest lying in the fact that they represent transition products from the

andesitic to the rhyolitic lavas, sometimes associated with one, sometimes

with the other, and not infreouently as lava flows connecting them
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iHitli. ill luucli tho same way as the more crystalline dacites dccur

as transition ])r(i(luets between the crystalline varieties of hornblende-niica-

anflesitc and rhyolite. Near the entrance to Sierra Canyon, on both

sides of the road, there is exj)osi'd a cliaracteristic variety of Ljra}'

daritc, and at Dry Lake and South Hill they occur with andesiticeruptions,

hut onh' in ol)scure low ridg'es and knolls, breaking through the Nevada

limestone of the Devonian. Again some varieties of dacite are closely

associated geologically with rhyolitic pumices and turts, l)ut ditfer from

them petrographically in havuig a predominance of triclinic instead of mouo-

clinic feldspars.

Rhyoiite.-The essoiitial components of this natm'al group are restricted

to orthoclase and quartz. I'sually they carry more or less triclinic feld-

spars, in some cases almost equaling the monoclinic form, but they are

rarelv develoj)ed in as large individuals as the orthoclase. Biotite as an

accessor\' mineral niay be present in varying amounts, but is (][uite as likely

to be wholly wanting. In chemical composition thev form the most acid

of all natural groups into which the lavas have been divided. In coloi' and

texture no rock sm-passes the rhyolite in the endless modifications which it

undergoes even within very limited areas. In crystalline structure it may

vary from a rock possessing" a holocrystalHne groundmass, Avith or without

large macroscopic secretions of the essential minerals, to one almost wholly

made up of glass. Whether the rhyolite is crystalline or in large degree

composed of glass, the sanidines occur in well developed crystals, frequently

presenting the brilliant iridescent hues so often observed elsewhere through-

out the Great Basin. The quartz occurs both as dihexaliedral crystals and

dark gray and black angular grains Avhich stand out in sti'ong contrast to

the prevailing light tints of the inclosing groundmass.

At Eureka, where acid hvvas are singularly well developed, among

the many extrusions of rhyolite occur two principal varieties which cover

large areas and emljrace the greater part of the outbursts, and for the jjur-

poses of the present chapter may be designated by local names: one, the

Rescue Canyon rhyolite, the other, the Pinto Peak rhyolite. In mineral

and chemical composition thev are closely allied. The Rescue Canyon

rhyolite when fresh has a decidedl} red color due to a consideral)le amount
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of irou oxiile in the grounduiass. It occurs only as a fissure eruption along

the Rescue fault, the brilliancy of coloring causing it to stand out promi-

nently in contrast with the inclosing dark gray limestones. It is largely

composed of glass base in which are porphyritically imbedded exception-

ally- lirilliant grains of dark quartz and tabular crystals of sanidine. The

Pinto I'eak rhyolite, on the other hand, is characterized by a more crystal-

line grounchnass, much of it being holocrystalliue. It is in general lighter

in color, more varied in tint, carries less iron, and is almost wholly

free from ferro-magnesian secretions. In places it disintegrates readily

into loose quartz grains and feldspathic fragments, llie name is taken

from Pinto Peak, a prominent elevation, made up wholly of rhyolitic

accumulations, lying between Spring Hill and Carlion Ridge, just east of the

Hoosac fault. Similar rhyolites, singularly uniform in composition and

crystalline structure, extend without a break in their continuity the entire

distance from Pinto Peak to Gray Fox Peak. Nearly all the lesser out-

bursty of rhyolite scattered over the district and breaking out along- fault

planes belong to the Pinto Peak variety. It is characteristic of many vol-

canic centers in the Great Basin as well as Eureka, and may be considered as

a typical rock over large areas.

Pumice and Tuff.—All rocks placed uudcr this head are closely allied to

the rhyolites in mineral and chemical composition and belong to the same

natural group. Tlie rhyolites and pumices break out under very similar

geological conditions and frequently pass from one into the other, even

more readily than the ti-ansition between the crystalline andesites and

glassy pearlites. They cover much larger areas than the corresponding

andesitic rocks and in their field occurrence offer such striking contrast to

the more compact rhyolite that it is thought best to separate them, more

especially as they exhibit definite characteristics sufiicient to group them on

the map by themselves, and in several localities the erupted material con-

sists wholly of pumices and tufts. Transitions from normal rhyolites into

pumices are admiral )ly shown along the base of Purple JMountain. The

mass of the mountain rises 400 feet above the valley and is formed of a

characteristic rhyolite, while the Ijase spreads out in a great variety of
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piiniice.s and tuffs, wliicli stivtcli eastward Itt'iu'atli the town of" Eureka as

far as Richmond Mountain.

ISimihvr transitions may also be seen in the neighborhood of I'iiUo

Peak, altliough on a less extensive scale. It seems impossible for any

region to exhiljit a finer display of pumices and tufls than those occupying

the basin between County Peak and Richmond Mountain. Here, in tlu^

neighl)orhood of Hornitos Cone, a symmetrical hill of tuff 400 feet in

height, these pumices are shown with every possible variation in color and

textiu'e, the resvdts of alteration produced by the breaking through of

basaltic masses. The color and density have undergone marked changes,

but the mineral development remains much the same as in the normal

rhyolite. Nothing could surpass the abrupt changes in physical liabit

which these rocks undergo.

Pyroxene-andesite (Augite-andesite).—Uuder pyroxenc-andesito are included

all those volcanic rocks whose essential constituents consist of triclinic feld-

spai's and pyroxenes, the rock differing fundamentally from the hornblende-

andesite in having the hornblende replaced by some form of pyroxene,

usually a mingling of both hypersthene and augite. Hypersthene in most

rocks of this group surpasses the augite in amount and in certain localities

predominates to sucli a degree that the rock might properly be classed as

hypersthene-andesite. Whether there exists any large body of extrusive

lava ui the Great Basin retaining the andesitic liabit, in which the augite is

the prevailing mineral, to the exclusion of hypersthene and without the

accompaniment of olivine, is a matter of some doubt. The rock is rich in

magnetite, disseminated throughout the mass, the mineral playing a far

more important part than in hornblende-andesites. In addition to the essen-

tial mineral constituents which make up the rock, both biotite and black-

bordered hornblende have been identified in the pyi'oxene-andesites from

several localities in considerable quantity. Richmond Mountain is the only

body of pyroxene-andesite in the Eureka District. It is well represented

in the Cliff Hills just south of the Fish Creek basin, the northern end of

which is shown on atlas sheet xii. It covers such an extensive area, j)resent-

ing not only an important feature of tlic lavas of this region, but is such a

typical rock of many other localities, tliat it iccjuires to be described in detail.
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Richmond Mountain.—The inoimtaiii lies iu a region of profound disturb-

ance and dislocation. Innnediately to the west the depressed block of

Spring Hill sinks beneath the plain, while to the south the broad elevated

mass of County Peak rises abruptly above the lavas. The Pinto fault passes

beneath Richmond Mountain and apparently connects with the Rescue

fault, the great line of displacement which separates the County Peak

block from the Diamond Range, but all structural features are obliterated

by the pyroxene-andesite lava flows. The culminating point of Richmond

Mountain, situated near its southern end, attains an elevation of nearly

2,000 feet above Diamond Valley. An abrupt wall, 800 feet in height,

forms the southern end, and from its summit the mountain falls away to

the north for nearly tlxree miles, with an avei'age slope of about 14°.

Across its broadest expansion, in an east and west du'ection, the mountain

measures three miles. For such an accumulated pile of lavas it presents a

uniform, monotonous appearance, relieved by occasional shallow drainage

depressions flowing northward, inclined with the natural slopes of its lava

ridges. Its geological position with reference to the Carboniferous beds

of the Diamond Range on the east, the Devonian on the south, and the

Silurian and Cambrian beds on the west is shown iu cross-section A-B,

atlas sheet xiii.

Richmond Mountain is almost wholly made up of pyroxene-andesite,

the prevailing colors of which are dark grayish purple varying to

bluish black. In crystalline structm-e the rock varies from a micro-

crystalline groundmass to one rich iu glass base, porphyritic crystals

of light colored feldspars characterizing the rock through all degrees of

crystallization. This range in crystallization produces marked variations

in physical features, the lavas changing within short distances from a

highly vesicular rock with angular fracture to a compact one weathering

with rounded outlines. Varying proportions of the poi'phyritic constitu-

ents are found in all the rocks from the holocrystalline to those rich in

glass base. Hypersthene is the prevailing pyroxenic mineral, always

accompanied, however, b}' more or less augite. The feldspars are anorthite

and labradorite. In addition to the essential minerals, well developed

porphyritic crystals of hornblende occur in the less basic lava, but nowhere
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as .shown by the luicroscopc do they enter into the composition ot" the

groundmass. Associati'd with the hornblendes are a few flakes of biotite,

the latter mineral occasionally appearing- scattered through the rock with-

out the presence of tlie former. It is this association of hornblende and

l)iotite in the pyroxcne-andesite that n-hites it to the earlier hornbh'uih'-

andesite. These relatively acid lavas are well shown in the neighbor-

hood of Trail Hill. In all these rocks of Richmond Mountain tlie

groundmass is made uj) of innumerable lath-shaped feldspars and micro-

lites of pyroxene, producing tliat peculiar felt-like structure first described

bv Prof. Zii'kel and since recognized by others as a characteristic of

pyroxene-andesites. Two typical varieties occur here, extreme forms

of the same lava : one, a rough, porous rock, dark purple in color and

having what has frecpiently been called a trachytic texture ; the otlier, a

compact rock, bluisli l)lack in color and possessing an oily resinous luster

which has been described as a characteristic of many pyroxene-andesites

elsewhere. Both of tliese sliarply contrasted rocks pass by insensible transi-

tiitus, the one into tlie other, ])reventing the tracing out of separate flows

in the field. There is, however, this marked peculiarity between them:

the former has a laminated and fissile appearance, whereas the latter

nowhere exhibits any tendency to such lines of parting.

Owing to the geological and petrographical importance of the Rich-

mond Mountain rocks, Mr. Iddings has devoted much time to an investi-

gation (if the lime-soda-feldspars and ferro-magnesian-silicates, the results of

Avhich will be found in detail in his chajiter on microsco])ical petrography.

Mr Iddings has determined anorthite by its extinction angles and other

o])tical properties as one of the prevailing feldspars which at the time of his

work was the first recognition of this species as an essential constituent of

the volcanic rocks of the Great Basin.

Within recent years investigations have demonstrated that hypersthene

is the prevailing ferro-magnesian silicate of many pyroxene-andesites in

volcanic regions throughout the world. The importance of hypersthene

as an essential and controlling constituent of pyroxene-andesites in Colorado

was first shown l)y Whitman Cross.' Soon after these observations were

' Bulletin of the U. S. Geological Survey, No. 1, 1883,

MON XX l(j
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e-oufinned and extended by an examination of the lavas from the volcanoes

of the Pacific Coast' and tliose of the Great Basin.' In the investigations of

these latter, the pyroxene-andesites of Richmond Mountain played an in-

teresting part, all the more important as a large suite of rocks from one

locality ^yhose field relations were known were subjected to a most careful

mineralogical study. The isolation of the hypersthene from augite was

accomplished by means of a solution of cadmium-boro-tungstate having a

specific gravity of 3-39. Repeated treatment with the solution yielded a

brown hyjDersthene carrying a small amount of green augite. Under the

microscope the former proved to be orthorhombic in form and strongly

pleochroic, the latter monoclinic and without pleochroism. In the greater

part of the pyroxene-andesites of Richmond Mountain the hypersthene was

always found to be in excess of the augite, the prevailing minerals being

hypersthene and anorthite, accompanied by labradorite and possibly other

plagioclase feldspars, together with varying amounts of avigite and

magnetite.

Basalts.—Under basalts are included those volcanic rocks which have for

their essential ingredients plagioclase augite and magnetite. Olivine, which

occurs as a common accompaniment in varying proportions, in many vari-

eties, is, however, too frequently wanting to be rigidly regarded as an

essential constituent. The basalts form the most basic of all natural groups

into which the volcanic lavas have been divided. At Eureka they present,

for the wide field which they cover and the great number of their extru-

sions, a uniform appearance, and, although characterized by a large amount

of glass base, may be regarded as typical of many localities in Nevada.

It is fine grained and compact, frequently passing into vesicular forms, with

but few macroscopic secretions, and by far the greater part of it grayish

black in color. Olivine occurs in large grains and in such quantities as

occasionally to modify the external character of the rock
;
yet over broad

areas it is wholly wanting, the microscope failing to detect its presence in

' Notes on the Volcjiiioes of Nortliern Califomi.a, Oregon, .and Wnshiugtou Territory. Hague

.lud Iddings. Am. .Jour. Sci., .September, 1883, vol. 26, pp. 222-235.

"Notes on the Volcanic Rocks of the Great Basin. Hague ami Iddiugs. Am. Jour. Sci.,

June, 1884, vol. 27, pp. 453-463.
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uumy thin sections. Ilypcrstliene is waiitini;' in the nonujil basalts, and it"

present is only recooniizt'd in the intermediate nx-ks Ix-tween t\])ical |)\r<(.\-

ene-andesite and basalts. An exeeptionall}' fine disjtlav r.t" these intermedi-

ate rocks makes this group of special geological importance at Kureka. A

discussion of these transition rocks is reserved till later in tiic chapter,

when treating- of the relations of the different groups to each other.

Manner of Occurrence of Volcanic Lavas.—In the Ktircka 1 )istl'ict there are llo

grand craters througli which the greater part of tlie lavas reached the surface

and from which volcanic energy receding from centers of igneous action

gradually decreased in intensity and finall\- died fmt altogether. On the

contniry, the igneous rocks consist for the most part of extrusive lavas that

luiA-e poured out through lunnerous vents scattered over the volcanic area,

many of the outbursts being very limited in extent. At first sight it might

seem impossil^le to recognize any order in their distril)ution, so irregularly

do they api)ear to break out in most iniexpeeted places. Further observa-

tion, however, shows how dependent these outbursts are upon the pre-

existing orograj)hic structure a knowdedge of which is al)S(>luteh' necessary

to a thorough understanding of the volcanic phenomena.

As regards their mode of occurrence, all the lavas may be classed under

four heads: first, and most important, thev break out along the three great

meridional and apj)roxiniateU- parallel lines of displacement, the Hoosac,

Pinto, and Rescite faults; second, they border and almost completely

encircle the large u})lifted masses of sedimentary strata, like the Silverado and

County Peak l)lock; third, they occur in lunnerous narrow dikes penetrat-

ing the limestones, l)ut for the most i)art confined to Prospect Ridge, and,

fourtli, the^ occiu- in one or two relatively large bodies, notably Richmond

^lountain and Pinto Peak, along lines of displacement already mentioned.

Richmond ^lountain is situated at the junction of the Pinto and Rescue

faults, wliilc tlir lava of Pinto Peak has lieen ])iled up along an ol)li(pic

fault, which nms from the Iloosac to the Pinto fault, and which se})arates

Spring Hill from ("arlion Ridge. It is along the lities of these latter

faults tluit tile most powerful volcanic acti\il\ lias been disphn'ed. As

descril)ed elsewliere, these two faults are situated respectively on the east

and west sides of the depressed block of Carboniferous rocks lying between
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the Cambrian aud Silurian of Prospect Ridge on the one side, and the

Silurian aud Devonian of County Peak and Silverado Mountain on the

other. These jjrofound faults, as already described, show nearly 2^ miles

of vertical displacement. Fissures accompany these faults and through

them vast masses of lavas have reached the si;rface and poured out along

both sides of the fault planes. In places the lavas are found only in narrow

belts without any great accumulation of material and in othei:s they are

piled u\) in rounded hills and knolls of irregular outlines, concealing every-

thing beneath them for long distances. In g-eneral acid lavas accmnulate

near their source of eruption while basic lavas, owing to their greater fluid-

ity, show a tendency to flow from their vents in broad masses. Along the

Hoosac fault from Fish Creek Valley to its junction witli the Ruby Hill

fault, a continuous body of acid lavas, either rhyolites or hornblende-ande-

sites, follow the course of the fault, but beyond their junction no lavas come

to the surface along the Hoosac, although they persistently follow the course

of the Ruby Hill fault as described in detail in the chapter devoted to the

discussion of the ore deposits of the District. Along the latter fault the

rhyolites do not form a continuous surface overfow, but break out in

isolated knolls all the way from its junction with the Hoosac to the Jackson

favilt, l)eyond which, on Ruby Hill, the lavas never reach the surface,

although their presence is shown by underground mining galleries. West-

ward from the Hoosac fault volcanic energy slowly died out.

Following the trend of the Pinto fault from the southern end of the

mountains, rhyolitic pumices and tutts define the general course of displace-

ment all the way to Dome j\Iountain. This light porous material has, by

gradually welling out along the fissure, heaped up bosses and knolls of vol-

canic products, but owing to their peculiar physical habit they have eroded

more easih' than the denser rocks and present a more broken, undulating

surface. Isolated outbursts of pumices occur, penetrating the sedimentary

strata on both sides of the fault, and along Wood Valley extend far back

into the Devonian limestones. Northward of Dome Mountain the pumices

and tuffs again come in, but are finally lost beneath the imposing mass of

pyroxene-andesites of Richmond Mountain. Along the Pinto fault only
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one occurrence of audesite is known, l)ut on the other haml ninncrous

rounded bosses ot" basalt occur on both sides of the fault line.

The Rescue fault, as reuards the amount of displacement, is a less

profound one than the otiiers just mentioned, but it is as sharply outlined,

and owing to the pre-Tertiary erosion of Rescue Canyon exhibits quite as

striking- an occurrence of volcanic outl)ursts. The eru])ted material does

not follow the entire line of tiie fault, l)ut is coulined to its southern end,

from Island Mountain southward, crossing Silverado Canyon and following

along the east side of Rescue Canyon. It presents a most remarkable body

of erupted material nearly 2 miles in length, seldom exceeding 200 or 300

feet in width. Starting in at the base of the escarpment upon the east side of

Island Mountain, along which runs the fault plane, it descends gradually

for 750 feet to the open country of Fish Creek Valley. The extravasated

material is wholly composed of rhyolite so uniform in appearance and com-

position, and so characteristic of the region, as to well deser\-e the designa-

tion of the Rescue Canyon rhyolite. Rhyolitic pumices and tuffs, which

occupy the valley near the base of the mountains, conceal the denser rock

and obscure all structural featm-es.

Subordinate to the eruptive outbursts along these three great fissiu-es

and to the west of the Hoosac fault, occur two other uaiTow belts of

igneous rocks similar as to their geological position, but far less important

as lines of eruptive energy. They are found on the west side of the

southern end of Prospect Ridge and penetrate into the mountains from Fish

Creek Valley. The most easterly outbreak occui-s along Sierra Valley.

Just west of it in Gray's Canyon, on the west side of South Hill, lies the

second line of lava extrusions. The lava thrown out along these secondary

faults is restricted in amount, bearing some relation to the imi)oi-tance of the

ox'ographic displacements.

Closely related to these north and south lines of eruption occur extrav-

asated masses, completely surrounding the uplifted blocks. It is evident

that they follow lines of orographic fractm-es, more or less profound,

although the amomit of displacement can seldom be determined. In

some instances it is (piite possible to estimate the faulting, but as a rule

these lines of east and west orographic fractures are completely obscured
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by recent Quaternary aceuuiulations or else buried beneath Inroad masses

of lava. These latter overflows of lava, breaking out along- the base of

the escarpments, follow a somewhat sinuous course, yet cling most per-

sistently to the border line of the uplifted area, and xnrj greatl}' in the

amount of extravasated material and the manner in which they pile up at

the surface along lines of fracture.

The mo.st striking illustration of this mode of occurrence may be

seen in the lavas surrounding the County Peak and Silverado block.

Along the Pinto fault, which deflnes these mountains on the west, the lavas

closely follow the fault, except for the short distance, already mentioned,

northeast of Dome Mountain. Richmond Mountain encircles the block on

the north, followed on the northeast by the broad basaltic flows of Basalt

Peak and the Strahlenberg, which lie between County Peak and the Dia-

mond Range. To the east every indication points to the occurrence of la\-as

beneath the alluvial deposits of Newark Valley, while the Rescue Canyon

overflows continue southward to the open valley, completing the circuit in

this direction. Facing Fish Creek Valley, bosses and knolls of both acid

and basic lava stretch westward in suflicient number to plainly suggest a

continuoiTs outbreak of igneous inaterial along the southern base of the

uplifted block of Silurian and Devonian limestones.

In the case of the depressed Carboniferous area the bordering lines

of lava following the Hoosac and Pinto faults are clearly made out.

Between the Spring Hill and the Carbon Ridge bodies there is a sharp

break in the Carboniferous strata, along which acidic lavas have broken

out, 'crossing obliquely from the one great fault to the other. On the north

side of the Spring Hill body, Richmond Mountain cuts ofl" everything to

the northeast. The volcanic pumices and tuft" stretch westward under the

town of Eureka and terminate finally in the rhyolites of Purple Hill. To

the south of the Carboniferous area pumices and tuff's abut against the base

of Carbon Ridge, skirting the foothills, unless concealed beneath recent

deposits. South of Gray Fox Peak and Carbon Ridge there is a long line

of secondary ridges, now completely covered by Quaternary deposits. It

is easily seen that their trend is wholly out of accord with the line of the

Paleozoic uplifts, but is precisely what we might expect to find if the lavas
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had poured out alonji' tin- t'ootliills and (-ncircled the teniiinal spurs of the

upturned Paleozoic beds. Pumices and tutfs again come to the surface

ah)ng the soiitlieru end of the Pogonij) beds, skirt Devonian hmestone upon

the .south side of South Hill, and thence, penetrating the mountains, follow-

up Grays Canyon on the west side. By reference to the atlas sheets it will

be readily seen that the lavas boi-der the depressed areas of Carboniferous

rocks lying between the two great faults in as forcil)lc a manner as they ilo

in the case of the elevated Count\- Peak and Silverado orographic block.

Intrusive Dikes.—Dikes .of aiuk'site, rliyolitc, and basalt penetrate the strata

in a number of localities, for the most pai't, except in the case of rhyolites, in

close proximity to the principal lines of volcanic activity. That they

possess the same deep-seated origin with the larger bodies seems evident

from their position and similaritv of petrographical characters, their mode

of occiu'rence clearly suggesting- that they are merely otfshoots from parent

magmas. The erupted material was forced upward into nai'n)w fissures

aud fractures, following lines of least resistance. In their geogra^jhical

distribution they present some striking differences, andesitic dikes being

found only to the west of the Pinto fault, aud for the most part confined

to Cambrian and Silurian rocks of the Prospect Ridge uplift, whereas

Ijasaltic dikes arrange themselves around the County Peak and Silverado

Mountain body. Rhyolite dikes, while they may break out anvwhere

along lines of displacement, offer a marked geological feature of Pros^ject

Ridge, the eastern slope being cut by a network of intrusive bodies.

They vary from thirty feet to a few inches in width, and trend at all angles,

some of them agreeing with the strike of the beds, while a few, notably the

Geddes and Bertrand dike, cross the strata nearly at i-ight angles to the

course of the main ridge. The Ruby Hill fault-plane is coincident with a

narrow fissun^ into which the rhyolitic magma has forced an entrance for

the greater part of its length, forming the most persistent dike of any in

the region. In the neigh1)orh<»od of the Dunderlierg and Hamburg mines

numerous outbursts of rhyolite lune reached the surface. Notwithstanding,

however, the great number of these dikes, none appear to have penetrated

the strata along the top of the main ridge, and in no single instance have

lavas built up any considerable knolj or hill on the surface. It is quite
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impos.sil)]^ that sucli knobs should liave been formed and Liter have been

removed by erosion without heaving some evidence of overflow along the

line of the dikes.

This system of dikes upon Prospect Eidge presents certain geological

characteristics of interest bearing upon the mode of occurrence of erupted

material. Throughout they show a great similarity in mineral composi-

tion and petrographical habit, and when fresh in every way resemble the

unaltered rocks along the Ruby Hill fault. These latter lavas have been

shown elsewhere to have been erupted at the same time and under similar

conditions with the rhyolite of the Hoosac fault. Indeed, the Ruby Hill

fault is simply a prolongation of the main fault. Evidences of alteration

and metamorphism of the limestones and shales through which the erupted

material passed are by no means easy to detect, the encasing walls showing

scarcely any evidence of the effects of heat derived from ascending lava

currents. These dike rocks being narrow bodies have cooled rapidly and

imparted little heat to the limestones. Mining exploitations have frequently

encountered these intrusive bodies hundreds of feet below- the surface, but

neither at the top nor underground do they exhibit structiaral features in

any way different from the larger bodies. The only marked feature in

which these dike rocks differ from the extrusive lavas of Pinto and Gray

Fox peaks is shown by the absence of flow structure due entirely to their

manner of occurrence, and in no way dependent upon either their chem-

ical or mineralogical composition. As regards the degree of crystalliza-

tion, they exhibit characters identical throughout and similar to the material

erupted at the surface along the principal lines of faulting.

On all the great lines of orographic fracture along which both acid

and basic lavas have emanated, the amount of volcanic material reaching

the surface has varied greatly at different points. In certain localities

they have piled up to such an extent as to form prominent hills and

landmarks, but their mode of occurrence is precisely the same as those

where the lavas have only accumulated in narrow belts along the fissures.

Such masses as Pinto Peak, Purple Hill, and Gray Fox Peak are similar

piles of lava, uniform in character, only vaiying in size according to the

amount thrown out at each locality. In the same wa}^ Richmond Moun-
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tain is a vast accuiiuilatioii of pyroxene-andesite similar in its geological

occurrence to the smaller hills of basalt which have broken out at numer-

ous points along the fractures caused by the elevation of the County Peak

and Silverado block.

Mr. Clarence King, in summing iip the observations of the geologists

connected with the Geological Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel upon

the mode of occurrence of the rhyolites between the Sierra Nevada and

Wasatch ranges, makes the following concise generalization

:

Where a f^reat inoiiiitain block has been detached from its direct connections

and (liopj)ed below the surronnding levels, there the rhyolites have overflowed it and

built n\) great accumulations of cjecta. Wherever the rhyolites, on the other hand,

accompany the relatively elevated monntain blocks, they are present merely as bor-

dering bands skirting the foothills of the mountain mass. There are few instances

in which hill masses were riven by dikes from which there was a limited outflow over

the liigh summits: but the general law was, that the great ejections took place in

subsided regions.'

Nowhere within the Great Basin does this description hold true with

g"reater force than in the Eureka District. It holds true, however, for the

entire horublende-andesite and dacite groups, as in their mode of occurrence

they can not be separated from the more acidic lavas. It holds ('([ually

well for the pyroxene-andesites, since such broad masses as make up Rich-

mond Mountain are simply relatively large accumulations of laviis at cen-

ters of great dislocation in highh" disturbed regions in every way similar to

those of other lavas. In the case of the hornblende-andesites and rhyolites

thev have i)oured over and nearly submerged a dej)ressed sedimentary

region, whereas the rliyolites, pyroxene-andesites, and basalts, which have

broken out in proximity to the Silverado and C*ountv Peak region, appear

more as an encircling ])elt to a relatively elevated country.

Relative age of Volcanic Rocks.—Ill the Eurekil District thl' lloi'nl)len(le-

andesite and the closely related homblende-mica-andesite are the earliest

of the Tertiary lavas, all others with which they are associated being found

either to break through or overlie them. Ilornblende-andesite, wherever it

occurs in the district, is a crystalline rock and forms a central l)0(h', which,

by insensible transitions, passes into a rock with a more and more glassy

'U. S. Geol. Explor. 40tli Par., 1878, vol. i, Systematic Geology, p. 694.
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base until it becomes a characteristic audesitic-pearlite. As the andesites

and pearlites become more and more acidic the rock gradually passes over

into dacite, the eruptions of which usually occur in ol^scure liills and low

ridges, and although covering comparatively restricted areas are clearly

seen to overlie the hornblende-mica-andesite in all the local centers of

eruption wherever the two rocks are observed together. In the neighbor-

hood of South Hill, where the largest exposures of dacite have been

observed, they rest superimposed against the andesite, and at Dry Laki

,

where, however, only a small body of dacite is known, it is evident that

a similar sequence of flow was maintained.

In low hills near the entrance to Sierra Canyon northeast of South

Hill instances may be seen of finely banded rhyolite lying in direct super-

position upon good exposures of dacite. This dacite, though a moderately

conapact rock, possesses in places a pumiceous texture and in a marked

degree strongly resembles many forms of rhyolite, but especially the variety

with which it is here associated. Both rocks are highly acidic, but the

dacite is richer of the two rocks in mineral secretions and is character-

ized by a great abundance of laminae of biotite. In the few areas where

both rocks occur together in such a way that their relations can be made

out, the rhyolite has been the last to reach the surface.

The district affords abundant and frequent evidence of the relative

geological position of andesite to rhyolite. Not only is this shown by

the relationship between the rhyolites and dacites, but over much more

extended areas the rhyolite encircles and overlies the andesite, filling in and

smoothing out the accidented sui-face of the older rock, which in timi may

occasionally be seen in isolated exposures rising above a broad expanse of

superimposed rhyolite. Further and conclusive evidence is found in the fre-

quent dikes of rhyolite penetrating the hornblende-mica-andesite in several

places adjoining the Hoosac fissure. The rhyolitic pumices, tufis and allied

rocks appear in many instances to have preceded the more highly crystalline

compact rhyolites represented by the typical Rescue Canyon and Pinto

Peak rocks.

While it is by no means evident that all the overflows of pumice

broke out before the denser rock, yet there is ample proof that long and
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continuous bodies spread out over wide aix-as of country, especially along-

the line of the Pinto fault, Ix'fore tlie great bodies of the latter were forced

to the smface. Klixoliti's occur l)reaking- througli the pumices, overfowing-

and occasionalK' (•(mccaliug them from view, exccjit wliere the softer rock

is exposed bv deep cuts along- drainage channels. In some instances the

pumices lie su})eriiiip(i.scd upon denser rock, evidently of later age. It

seems most probable that tlirougliout tlie duration of rhyolitic erujjtious

conditions were at all times more or less favoralde for the pouring out of

pumices and tuffs, and that outbiu'sts of similar material began and closed

the rhyolite period. Tlie conditions governing the physical characteristics

of the erupted material seem in a great measure to have been dej^'udcnt

upon their relations to certain local centers of ^'olcanic activity.

xA.long the Pinto fault, wherever the acidic lavas liave })iled up,

pumices occur as the prevailing- rock, and the same holds true along- the

lines of displacement bordering- tlie elevated mountain masses. Normal

crystalline rhvolite, on the other hand, characterizes tlu' Iloosac fault and

l)reaksout wherever tliese lavas penetrate into the interior of the juountains

along fissures and lines of least resistance. They frequently reach the

surface in small isolated bodies in the most distant and unlooked-for places-

The Rescue fault is an instance of rhyolite penetrating into the very

center of the mountains, and the piimices and tuffs on the south side of the

Silverado Mountains offer a fine exnmple of the pouring- out of the latter

along the outer edge of an uplifted orographic block. Following lines of

least resistance the)' connect tlie iliyolites of the Rescue \\ith those of the

Pinto fault.

When it comes to determining- the geological relations of p}-i-oxene-

andesite to hornblende-andesite and allied lavas, no direct superposition can

l)e found, nor are there :\nv instances of dikes of one rock breaking tlii-ougli

ail earlier bo(h- of the older rock. The main bodies of horiddende-andesite

and ])vroxene-andesite are, as regards geological position and geographical

distril)Ution, ([uite distinct.

Absence of direct e^ddence as to the relative age of the two large

groups of andesite may l)e explained satisfactorily by the fact that onlv one

body of pyroxene-andesite occurs in the district and this one, although
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covering an extensive area and of great tliickness, has no outlying

exposures. The CHff Hills which lie beyond the limits of the Eureka

Mountains, present a grand exposure of pyroxene-andesite, but as they stand

alone afford no evidence as to the relations of the different lava flows to

each other. Along the base of the escarpment, which forms the south side

of Richmond Mountain, occurs a contact over a mile in length, between

p^TOxene-andesite and rhvolitic pumices, yet nowhere along this line has

the sequence of eruption been definitely determined by actual contact.

Evidence fails to show wliether the pyroxene-andesite broke through the

pumices, which, on account of their friable nature have suffered more or less

erosion, or whether the latter banked up against a preexisting wall of the

former. For the greater part of the distance the junction of the. two rocks

is completely obscured by both large and small blocks of audesite, which

have fallen from the cliff above, and wherever these are wanting the con-

tact is hidden by fine friable pumice and asli, which has accumulated in

considerable thickness along the base of the escarpment, piled up by the

prevailing westerly winds. Although no actual superposition is seen, all

indirect evidences point so strongly to the true order of succession that the

fact seems well established that the pyroxene-andesite followed the rhyo-

lite.

Between the pvroxene-andesites and basalts there exists the closest

possible relationship, so much so that it is by no means an easy matter to

establish a sharp line between them, either in mineral composition or field

occurrence. Unlike pyroxene-andesite, however, the outbursts of basalt

present a considerable diversitv in their mode of occurrence and distribu-

tion, forming l)road talile-like masses and numerous small extrusions in dikes

and rounded knolls. Although the two rocks are closely related by transi-

tion products, extreme typical forms may easily be distinguished from each

other by both geological and petrographical features of rock masses, and

as to their order of succession there exists, fortunately, abundant proof to

show that the pyroxene-andesite preceded the basalt. Evidences of their

relative age may be seen on the summit of Richmond Mountain, where

several dikes of dense glassy basalt cut the andesite in sharply defined lines
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of cout;ict,an(l at several localities near the outer edge of the andesitic body,

iiotabh- jnst east of the town of Eureka.

Now, the relationship us regards age between the basalts and rhyolites

is placed beyond all question, numerous dikes of the former cutting the

latter both along tlie Pinto fault and in the pumice liasin southwest of Rich-

mond Mountain. Hornitos Cone, about 400 feet in height, an isolated hill

rising abruptly out of the basin, is an excellent instance of the cutting of

rhyolite bv l)asalt dikes. The cone is composed of light colored })umices,

broken through and ribbed on all sides by black basaltic dikes, which have

altered the siliceous rocks all along the lines of contact. Crater Cone, on

the east side of Richmond ^fountain, affords an equally good example of

the relative position of the two rocks, the basaltic lavas which here form

the Cone flowing for long distances over the earlier pumiceous beds. Mag-

pie Hill, near the entrance to Rescue Canyon, affords still another equally

as good an illustration of the relative position of the two rocks.

If the pp'oxene-andesite overflows preceded the rhyolite it would

hardly have been possible under the conditions of eruption for them not to

have broken out along some of the hornblende-audesite centers before the

aj^pearance of the rhyolites. Again, if the rhyolites followed the pyroxene-

andesite there should be found some field evidences of such eruptions

between the pyroxene-andesite and basalt, whereas, on the contrary, there

exists not the slightest evidence of an ovei-flow^ of acidic lava intervening

between the closely related basic lavas. It has already been pointed out

that the acidic lavas hold the same close relationship to each other.

Field observations clearly show that the order of succession of these

natural groups into which the lavas have been divided was as follows:

First, that the hornblende-andesite was the earliest of all the enipted

material ; second, that the hornblende-mica-andesite followed the hornblende-

andesite; third, that the dacite followed the horn])lende-mica-andesite;

fourth, that the rhyolite closely followed the dacite; fifth, that the pyroxene-

andesite succeeded the rhyolite; sixth, that the basalt was the most recent

of all volcanic products.

Two Magmas of Eruption.—A study in the field of the geological distribu-

tion and mode of occuiTence of the igneous rocks, shows that they all belong
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to one or the other of two well defined groups, in each of which the lavas,

although possessing a wide range in chemical composition, are so intimately

related and so interdependent as to suggest that they must necessarily have

been derived from some common source. In other words, all lavas at Eureka

may be divided into two sharply contrasted groups, the one acid, and the

other basic.

A microscopical examination in the laboratory of a large amount

of material collected in the field in the opinion of the writer

lends support to this view of two magmas. It is brought about by

a study of the gradual transition in mineral composition and by cer-

tain peculiarities of structure and crystallization characteristic of each

magma. The acid magma was the earlier in age, the eruptions begin-

ning with hornblende-andesite and closing with the extreme acidic forms

of rhyolite. In general the lavas of this acid series are light in color,

the microcrystalline groundmass being composed for the most part of an

aggregation of feldspar and quartz grains without the accompaniment of

ferro-magnesian silicates. The hornblendes play no part in the composi-

tion of the groundmass, being present as porphyritic secretions, whereas the

pyroxenes, in the few instances where they have been recognized, at the

basic end of the series do not occur as porphyritic minerals, but only in

minute microlitic forms developed in the groundmass. The glass is always

highly acidic.

Sharply contrasted with these acidic lavas the basic lavas are char-

acterized by a predominance of the pyroxenic minerals, the prevalence of

lime-soda feldspars and the structural features of a groundmass peculiar either

to pyroxene-andesite or to l)asalt. The basic magma came in with pyi'oxene-

andesite and closed with numerous outflows of basalts. The two magmas

so sharpl}^ defined by mineralogical and structural distinctions may be

designated respectively as the feldspathic and pyroxenic magmas. A dis-

cussion as to their nature will bring out still more clearly their diagnostic

points of difi^erence and the inqiortance of this division in its bearing upon

the origin of the sequence of lavas. Further on in this i-liapter it vvill l>e

maintained that both these magmas are simply differentiated products of

an earlier homoo-eneous molten mass.
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Feldspathic Magma.—Up ti • tllis point t\\V CDinpOsitioU of tllC VOcks lias

been bnt little considered excejjt as reyavds the mineral constituejits of inde-

2>endent lava flows; it is necessary now, liowe\'er, to look at them from the

standpoint of a series of successive eruptions in order to understand their

interdependence and '••eolo<>'ical relations. Normal hornljlende-andesite, the

earliest and most basic portion of the feldsj)athic magma, passes over with-

out any recognizable ])liysical bi-eak into hornbleude-mica-andesite by the

coming in of hexagonal plates of biotite which graduallv increase iuamount

until they become the most prominent of the ferro-magnesian minerals and

at the same time by insensible gradations the hornblendes decrease. Grad-

ually the lava grows more and more acidic and quartz grains are developed

in the groundmass, but at first not in sufficient force to be i-egarded as an

essential constituent. The presence or absence of quartz is also governed

in great measure by the degree of crystallization of the magma, a highly

crystalline structure carrying more indi\ddual secretions than one -where

silica is largely absorbed in glass. With the increase of quartz the horn-

blende continues to diminish and the rock passes over into dacite, the biotite

apparently holding its position with an occasional hornblende.

In dacite, (|uartz has become an essential mineral. With a still larger

increase of the silica percentage orthoclase appears in broad and well devel-

oped crystals. Hornblende disappears entirely and in the normal varieties

of rhyolite the biotite is rarely seen and then only as an accessory min-

eral ; the feiTO-inagnesian minerals are wanting. At the basic end of the

feldspathic series of lavas, labradorite and anorthite have been determined

by their optical properties, but the predominating feldspars are apparently

oligoclase. By insensible gradation the lime-soda feldsjjars i)ass away.

Orthoclase, in most of the basic rocks, is entirely wanting, making its

appearance by degrees until at the acid end of the series it occurs as the

prevaiHng feldspar, although some species of j)lagioclase is ncail\- always

present. At one end of this series of eruptive material the essential min-

erals are hornblende and one or more species of lime-soda feldspars; at the

otlier, quartz and orthoclase.

pyroxenic Magma.—The basic Or pyroxene lavas began by the pouring out

of large masses of the Richmond Mountain pyroxene-andesite. Successive
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changes in the mineral and clieraical composition of this magma are by no

means as ^asy to follow through the different flows as in the sequence of

outbursts of the acidic products. Nevertheless, investigation shows as com-

plete a range in composition of the erupted material, even where it is

impossible to determine the relative age t)f the flows accompanying such

changes. In some instances in the more crystalline acidic varieties it has

been pointed out that both hornblende and mica occur as porphyritic secre-

tions, although as accessory constituents, hypersthene being the predom-

inant mineral. In lavas slightly more basic the former minerals are want-

ing; hypersthene still plays the part of the prevailing ferro-magnesian

sihcate, accompanied by relatively small amounts of augite, while in rocks

still more basic augite is recognized as the predominant pyroxenic mineral,

accompanied by an increasing development of magnetite. By insensible

gradations a series of hand specimens and rock sections show that so far as

mineral constituents are concerned the pyroxene-andesites pass over into

basalts. While the rock masses of both lavas may be readil}' distinguished

in the field by marked differences in physical aspect, it is by no means

easy on a supei-ficial examination to refer correctlj' from hand specimens

certain varieties which appi-oach each other in structure and composition.

Mineralogically no sharp distinction can be di-awn between intermediate

varieties, but careful investigation of the Eureka rocks brings out certain

differences which not only hold good for this region, but probably for other

areas in the Great Basin. While observation, as already mentioned, offers

abundant evidence as to the position of the pyroxene-andesite to the basalts

and divides these closely comiected rocks upon geological grounds, based

upon their relative age, the microscope in a marked manner corroborates

the distinctions made in the field. Mr. Iddiugs, who has submitted a large

number of thin sections of both pyroxene-andesite and basalt to micro-

scopical investigation, is able to substantiate by structural peculiarities of

the groundmass the geological divisions observed. He finds that all those

rocks which have been classed as pyroxene-andesite possess their own micro-

structure, characterized liy the felt-like structure of the groiuidmass which

has been so fre([uenfly noticed elsewhere. The typical basalts present in
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their structure a uniform <inmiuliii;iss made up of conrsi'-Lii-aiiUMl aji-<iT('<::i-

tions ot" feldspar and auf^iti', iml)edded in a globiditir ijlass l)ase.

Nearly all the rocks of intermediate mineral composition ]iossess the

basaltic hal)it. llvpersthene is wantinjj;- in the normal l)asalts. Auyite and

mag-netite, although essential minerals in the composition of Ixith rocks, occur

much more a])undantlv in basalts. With one exception the microscope has

failed to detect olivine in auA' thin section of the lavas (dassed as pvroxene-

audesite, the excej)tion, however, furnishing quite a remarkal)le rock, and

one that might with some reason be placed anumg the basalts. It occurs

in an ol)scure exposure or knoll in Fish ("reek \'alle\' just west of C'litl'

Hills, and from its association, and still more from tlie fact that its ground-

mass stiiicture bears the closest relation to adjoining rocks, it has been

referred to the in'roxene-andesites. Although olivine is absent from tlie

pvroxeiu'-a'idesites of the district, it will not serve, as has been suggested,

as a mineralogical distinction to separate the two natural groups, inasuuudi

as over large basaltic areas it is wholly wanting. Moreover, within limited

areas, and apparently in the same How, it niay l)e jjresent at onc^ point and

wanting in another, occurring so irregulf.rlv disseminated through the rock

that anv attempt to se2)arate the basalts themselves into two divisions on a

basis of olivine seems futile. In an abstract of the geolog\' of the Eureka

District published in 1883 this relationship between the olivine and basalt

was ch'arK- pointed out.' Since then it has been shown that olivine is

absent in numerous basaltic lavas of the (n-eat Hasin." ]\Ir. (Jeorge F.

Beckei- ' lias recently arrived at the conclusion that olivine can not be used

as a basis of division for the basalts along the sierr;i of California.

Characteristic Basalts.—It is Well to mentit>n two other marked peculi-

arities of these basalts—one, the very ^arying amount of silica which

thev carr\-: the otlier, the very high percentage of silica contained

in the rock as compariMl with the most ])asaltic Hows elsewhere. In

theii" clieniical composition nearl\' all thi'se rocks possess fai" more silica

'Third annual rejiort i>f the Director of the U. S. Geological Survey, 1881 -'82.

•Arnold Hague and Jos. P. Iddings: Notes on the volcanic rocks of the (Jreat Hasin. Am. .lour.

Sci., .luue, 1884, p. 457.

''Geology of tlii' c|uirksilviT deposits of the I'acilic Slope. Monograph xill, V. S. (Jcol. Survey,

1888, p. 157.
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than is onliuarily .supi)0.sed to occur in uorinal basalt, the amount reaching

as high as the percentage found in many andesitic rocks, and in some

instances ec^uahng the amount in the pyroxene-audesite of Richmond

i\Iountain.

Olivine in Basalts.—In order to determine the amount of silica present in

tliese rocks and its relationship to olivine, a number of chemical analyses

were made from specimens which field observation and a stu<ly of thin

sections had shown to belong to basalt. The subjoined table gives the

result of ten such chemical examinations, arranged in order according to the

silica percentage obtained. The presence or absence of olivine in the thin

sections of the same rocks, as determined by the microscope, is also given

in the table.

Number.



(H,l\ INi; IN I'.ASAI/r. '2M

Xo. 10. Il'est of Toll Ufiid, ir. »/«/ 7toiKr .l/((«K/<(iii.—It oiciiis :im on,of t lie largest (extrusions i.C

1>iisalt aloQjc tlio I'iuto fault. '\'\u' lnoiiil mass lies in ciintart with liiiriil>liiiclfan(le.siti', and IIiiwh

from tliesamr body aro sciu to <lirmetly ovi'ilii' rliyolitic tnlVs. It is o.\(<re<linjj;ly rich iu fjlass, anil so

mottled as to ])rrscnt a fjray lolor. Althouj;Ii tlie hi;;hrst on tin- list in tin' perci'nta);r of silii'a. it

jiossessos a stroni^ly niarkced liasaltii- haliiUis, i|iiilr as cliaractcristlr unihr thr micnisro])!' as in tho

liand-si>fiimi II.

It will Ix' scH'ii, with the cxccpliou ul' uuiuIkts one ;iiiil two, tliiit the

silii-ii peiTC'iitiiiii' iu all the rocks is hij^her than is usiiallv t'oniul in l)a.salts
;

tliey sliow Ix'twccn the two extremes on the list a variation in siliea of 1()".S8

j)er cent.

Although oli\-ine is not an essential constituent in the basalts, the above

table shows how close a relationship exists between the olivine bearing

ami olivine tree varieties, ami a stu(l\- of the localities ami their niode of

occurrence demonstrates how futile any atteuij)t \\'oul(l be to try to sep-

arate them on the ])resence or absence of this mineral. In the hill south

of .Vlhanibra Hills, the silica is low, while the olixine is jiresent in com-

paratively larg-e secreti»ins. In the dike from the summit of Richmond

^lountain, the second in the tal)le, there is an increase in the amomit of

silica of over "2"o per cent, with a large falling oil' in olivine. P'rom the

rocks with 58 to 59 j)er cent of silica, there is onl\' a small and ^•ar^ing

quantity of olivine, while in the three sjieciniens which gave over 5!J per

cent of silica the microscope failed to tU'tect its presence.

Sufficient facts have been adduced to indicate how intricately the

entire series of pyroxenic rocks are related to each other throughout a wide

range in their composition. Throughout this entire groiij) of extravasated

lavas the essential minerals remain the same, the ditl'erences consisting

for the most part in their relative ])r()portions and the accompanying

niodilicatioiis of gi-oundmass structure. This holds true in a still more

striking manner if we exclude the extreme acidic, end of the series where

the hornblende and mica play the ])art of accessorv minerals. Some of

the basaltic, masses detei'mined as such b\' geological positionand structural

peculiarities have been found in several instances, usually the more glassy

varieties, to be more acidic than the pyroxene-andesites, the two natural

groups overlapping each other as regards their composition. The smlden

changes which all these })yroxenic lavas appareiitl\- undergo from cr\ .->talline

to glassy varieties is one of the marked peculiarities of the Ein-eka District
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niul with these changes occur more or less variation in both mineral and

chemical composition.

Age of Pyroxene-andesites Elsewhere.—Similar Surface flowS of pyroxene-

antlesites occur at numeroiis localities in the Great Basin, all the way from

the Sierra Nevada Range to the Salt Lake Desert, although not always in

as large bodies as Richmond Mountain, nor always associated with basalts.

They are best shown along the TruckeeCanyon in the Virginia Range, and

in the Augusta, Cortez, and Wahweah ranges. In the Waliweah Range lavas

whicli were considered by Prof. Zirkel as augite-trachytes can not be dis-

tinguished from the Richmond Mountain rock in any of their petrograph-

ical features. In the opinion of the writer many bodies of lava which

formerly were classed as augite-trachytes, augite-andesites, and basalts,

properly belong to this group of pyroxene-andesites, and in some instances

rocks which liad been determined as rhyolite from the fact that they were

supposed to carry large amounts of sanidine have within recent years been

shown to belong- to this same natural group.

The Eureka District offers no ])ositive direct evidence from super-

position of the relative age of the hornblende-andesite and pyroxene-

andesite, but this apparent l)reak in the chain of evidence is more

than made good elsewhere, inasnuich as pyroxene-andesites of the

Richmond Mountain type liave been observed breaking through

hoiiiblende-andesites not unlike those found along the line of the

Hoosac fault. Similar volcanic rocks, as regards porphyritic secre-

tions and groundmass structure, have been described by Mr. S. F.

Emmons' as cutting through and overlying the hornblende-andesites in the

Augusta, Mountains, V)oth in the i-egiou of Crescent Peak and Antimony

Canyon. In the Truckee Canyon, rocks which luxve been called augite-

andesites can not be distinguished from those of Richmond Mountain,

'^riie}' were observed by the geologists of the Fortieth Parallel Exploration

to break through sanidine-trachytes (hornblende-mica-andesites) and were

regarded by them at that time as an exception to the natural order of

succession, all andesites being supposed to be older than the so-called

trachytes. Along the walls of the same deep gorge and in its lateral

'U.S. Geol. Explor. 40th Par., vol. ii, p. 654.
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brandies pvroxoiic-audcsite is exposed overlying- rliyolite' and for tlie same

reason was regarded as an anomalous oecurrenee, whereas it is now evident

tliat it belongs more pro])erly tt) that gi'oup of pyroxene-andesite which

is found associated with and passing over into basalt. Inasniiich as

it distincth' overlies the adjoining rliyolite it was designated on the

giMdogical maps of the ^^>rtieth Parallel Exploration as basalt, althougli

in tlie text mention was made of its andesitic character. At .Jacob's

Promontory, in the Shoshone Range, a body of lava which had been

determined as rliyolite has also proved on further examination to be

allied to pyroxene-andesite, and here, as at Eureka, it is found associated

with basaltic Hows, although of earlier age )jut overlying typical rliyolite.

Numerous localities might 1k' mentioned where similar pyroxene-andesites

owiu', but their relationsliip with neighboring rhyolites is obscure. Nearly

similar pyroxene-andesites occur throughout California, according- to the

descriptions given by Mr. (reorge F. Becker," who has also identified these

lavas from the we.st side of the Sierras with similar andesites in the neigli-

l)orliood of Steaml)oat Springs, Nevada, which closely resemble those o£

Truckee Canyon. Quite recently Mr. H. W. Turner^ has reported the

occurrence of basic andesite overlying- rliyolite at a number ()f localities

along- the western Sierra foothills.

These instances suffice to show that this type of rock occurs over

wideh- sejiarated ari^as, l)ut it should, however, as regards its geological

position, in no way Ije c(»nfounded with an older bo(U' of pyroxene-andesite

of somewhat similar composition, such as is well represented in the Washoe

District on the slopes of Mount Davidson, in the Virginia Ivangc. The

latter in general present a high degree of crystallization, carrying more

porphyritic secretions and consequently less glass. ( )n the other hand, the

fornicr present all thost- characters which ordinarih" characterize surface

Hows, and are for the most part darker in color, as they (iarry fewer well

developed feldspars. The hornlilende and pyroxene-andesites of Washoe

have been well described elsewhere in numenms publications upon tliat

much discussed region. In the opinion of the writer the geologists of the

'U. S. Geol. Explor. 40th Par., vol. ii, ji. 830.

^Geology of tin- quicksilver di'iiosits of the I';iiilic Slope, Moii. 1'. S. (ieol. Surv. vol. xni.

^Mohawk Lake Beds. I'liil. Soc. . f Wash.. Hull. xi. pp. 385-'U0.
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Fortieth Parallel Exploration were led into error in sup})osing that all the

rocks classed as pvroxeue-andesite in the Great Basin belong to the same

time jieriod and were identical as regards their geological position in the

oi-der of succession, whereas there are two distinct periods, the earlier of

which is represented by the pyroxene-andesites of Washoe and preceded

the hornblende-mica-andesites, dacites, and rhyolites, and the latter by the

pyroxene-andesites which followed the rhyolites, as developed on so grand

a scale at Richmond Mountain.

Accessory Minerals.—Disseminated through the lavas at Eureka four

minerals have been recognized, which in all cases occur simply as accessory

constituents, us in no single instance do they enter largely into the compo-

sition of the rocks. These n'linerals are apatite, zircon, garnet, and allanite.

Apatite and zircon iu a perfectly unaltered condition have been determined

in every t}'pe rock of both feldspathic and pyroxenic magmas. The apa-

tites are much like those described in volcanic rocks elsewhere, with well

developed terminations and a characteristic basal cleavage. Zircons in

both long, slender prisms and short, stout, colorless crystals are by no

means uncommon, and, judging from their distribution, occur apparently

uninfluenced by the nature of the lava, notwithstanding their high specific

gravity. They are found especially well developed in the andesitic pearl-

ites, the crystalline forms, as drawn by Mr. Iddings, having already been

employed as illustrations of microscopic zircons in recent text-books.

The presence of apatite is indicated by analyses in the determination

of ])hosphoric acid, but the amount of zirconia present has not yet been

estimated in any of these lavas. Judging- from the analyses, thephosphoric

acid increases with the basicity of the lava, starting in with only VG per

cent in the rhyolite from Rescue Canyon and reaching '29 per cent in the

basalt from the summit of Richmond Mountain. The two silicates, garnet

and allanite, have been detected only in the acidic magmas, but both of

them have apparently been developed in the same type of rocks. The

garnets, although minute, inay be easily recognized by the naked eye,

standing out as brilliant dark red crystals in contrast with the light colored

pumices, tuffs, and pearlites which carry them. They occur in both the

Rescue Canyon and Pinto Peak rhyolites. They are well developed at
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Gray Fox and in the porous white tutl's .soiitli of IJichmond Mountain.

Microscopic individuals of" hrown and reddish l)ro\vn ;dhuiite h;ive l)een

deterniined, abnost invariably in an unaltered state, in andesitic pearlite,

Rescue Canyon rliyolite, and in other very jilassy varieties of rhyolite.

The determination of allanite by its optical and iTystidlonrapliie properties,

its separation l)y chenucal nnalyses, and its occurrence in widely sepai-ated

localities j)ro\e that the mineral may claim recognition as an accessory

constituent in recent volcanic rocks.'

In addition to the above minerals it may be well in this connection to

mention two nonessential constituents occurring- in the pyroxenic lavas

—

tridymite and quartz—which, although of interest from a petrogra])hical

point of view have almost no bearing upon the ultimate composition of the

original molten mass. Tridymite is easil}- recognized under the microscope

in the vesicular rocks of Richmond Mountain in thin tabular crystals lap-

ping over each other in the manner so frequently observed elsewhere.

These leaf-like crystals arrange themselves in clusters lining the cavities.

Identical occurrences of tridymite may be observed in similar jiyroxene-

andesites from other localities in the Great Basin, notably in this type of

l:i\-a in the Wahweah Range northwest of Richmond Mountain.

ijuartz as an accessory constituent has been recognized in the l)asalts

from a number of localities and apparently bears no relation to the chemi-

cal composition, being quite as apt to be developed in the normal olivine

l)asalts as in the more siliceous flow.s. It is as characteristicalh' displaved

in the l)asic rock of Magpie Hill as in any other, occurring in isolated irregu-

larlv shaped grains encircled on all sides by minute augite cr\stals. Under

the microscoiK' they have all the appearance of being of ])rimarv origin.

Similar quartz grains have been described by Mr. Iddings" from New
Mexico and Arizona, their origin being referred by him to physical causes

attending an earlier stage of the magma. He regards the exceptional devel-

opment of the quartz in these basic rocks as compai-able to the crystalliza-

tion of fayalite in the lithophysaj of rhyolitic obsidian. Similar ([uartz

grains in basalts have been described by Mr. J. S. Diller, from the base of

'Joseph P. IiUlings aiul Wbitnian Cross: Widespread occurrence of allanite as an accessory

constituent of many rocks. Am. .lour. Sci., Aug., 1885, vol. xxx, pp. 108-111.

'Bull. U. S. Oeol. Survey, No. G(!, 18!«).
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Lassen Peak iu northern California and are also regarded by him as of

primary origin.'

Chemical Composition.—During the progress of the investigation upon the

erupted material, analyses were made of several of the more chai'aeteristic

rocks, which are presented here in tabular form arranged in the order of

their basicity.
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inchisive, to the j)yn>xeiiic niajiina. Analyses numbered 2, 4, 7, 8, and 9

give the composition of typical rocks from ditl'erent natui-al groups and of

the most extensive bodies of rlivolite, hornblende-mica-andesite, j)yroxene-

andesite, acidic basalt, and normal basalt. Each of these tive rocks carries

about G per cent more silica than the one standing- next Ijelow it in the

series.

All the vast accunudation of lavas may be regai'ded either as belong-

ing- to, or as variations from, these main types, or else as transition ])roducts

between two closely related natural groups.

Along- tlie Hoosac fault, where the most basic unaltered rocks of the

feldsj)athic magma are best developed, solfataric action has so decomi)osed

them that it becomes a matter of nuich ditHculty to determine even approx-

imately their original basicity, as they all show more or less evidence of

infiltration of siliceous material. The oldest lavas occurring- in any exten-

sive body and still preserved in a fresh condition consist almost wholly of

hornV)lende-nuca-andesite, represented by the rock northeast of Hoosac

Alountain, carr}-ing-, according to analysis, G7'83 per cent of silica. The

tine rhyolite from Finto Peak, free from feiTO-magnesian silicates and rich

in \\ell developed orthoclase, is typical as regards chemical composition of

the acidic entl of the feldspathic magma along the same great line of dis-

{dacement.

It will be noticed that the dacite from northeast of South Hill carries -8

per cent of silica less than does the hornblende-mica-andesite, whereas on

theoretical grounds it would be expected to show an amount somewhat in

excess, owing to the presence of quartz secretions. The rock was selected

on account of its well recognized geological relations with an ovei-h-ing

rhyolite body, an analysis of which, for comparison, will be found in the

tal)le. Normal dacite of the Great Basin usually carries about 70 per cent

of silica, whereas this rock stands as an intermediate variety between it

and the andesite. A study of the chemical analysis ex])lains the mineral

composition. The large amount of iron and magnesia in excess of that

found in the rhyolite and the falling- away in the percentage of potash are

suflicient to account for both the |)redominance of biotite and the absence

of sanidine. The plagioclastic nature of the prevailing feldspar assigns the
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rocks to the andesites, wliile the presence of quartz as an essential con-

stituent places it more correctly among the dacites. For the erupted

material of Eureka it stands as one of the most basic rocks of the feld-

spathic magma, rich in porphyritic quartz secretions.

The most basic of the feldspathic lavas analyzed is an andesitic pearl-

ite, very limited in extent, containing 65'! 3 per cent of silica, the complete

analysis of which will be found in column G of the table. It carries well

developed feldspars, with some hornblende and biotite, but is esjjecially

noticeable for the numerous pyroxene microlites which enter into the

structure of the very glassy groundmass. The rock, although belonging

to the acidic lavas, is allied to the basic magma by the coming in of these

microlites of pyroxene, which more or less modify the nature of the glassy

groundmass and relate it in structural habit to the rocks of Richmond

Moimtain. It is doubtful if any fresh I'ock of the feldspathic magma would

fall much below 65 per cent in silica. An analysis of a typical rock from

Richmond Mountain, given in colunm 7 of the table, yielded 61 "58 per cent

of silica. The most acidic rocks derived from the pyroxenic magma, as

shown by a series of silica determinations in partial analyses, is C2-41 per

cent. As these analyses are only partial, the}' are not published. They

show variations from 49 to 62 per cent of silica, with a gradual falling off

in soda and potash as the rocks develop more and more magnetite and

olivine. The most basic basalt examined yielded about 49 per cent

of silica.

By reference to the table of complete analyses it will be seen that the

lime, magnesia, and oxides of iron increase from the acidic to the basic end

of the series. Of these bases, lime is the most reg'ular in its behavior and

presents the widest range, starting with less than 1 per cent in the rhyolite

of Pinto Peak and reaching over 10 per cent in the dike of intrusive basalt

which cuts the pyroxene-andcsite near the summit of Richmond Mountain.

It should be bonie in mind that the Pinto Peak rock carries no ferro-

magnesian minerals and the feldspars are for the most part sanidine. Mag-

nesia stands second in this uniform increase, but is wholly wanting in the

rhyolites, coming in witli tlie first appearance of the ferro-magnesian-

silicates and increasing rapidly with the development of pyroxene and
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olivine. Ill g'eiicral both alkalies may ]»c said to (Iccrcasc t'roin tlic acidic

toward the basic end, and, except in the more basic basalt, the ])otash

exceeds the soda in anj<innt.

There is a much f^i eater range thron<^'hont tluf entire series of la\as in

the percentage ot" potash than in that of soda, the former showing a varia-

tion of over 3'2F) and the latti-r of only 1-50 ])er cent. The greatest inter-

ruption in the regidarity of the potash is shown along the line where the

sanidine disa[)pearsan(l some one or nior(M)f the lime-soda feldspars become

the ])redominant species, whereas with the soda no such })reak is noticeable.

In tile li(iuid mass, under influences very little understood, the material

forming ferro-magnesiau minerals draws apart from the alkalies and excess

of soda, the result of which is to produce sejiarate magmas difl^ering widely

in ciiemical composition.

Common Source of Lavas.—In the preceding pages all the extravasated lavas

have been considered as belonging to one or the other of two distinct

magmas, yet it is impossible, notwithstanding they are so sliarplv con-

trasted in certain fundamental structural characters, not to recognize the

fact that l)oth magmas stand in the closest relationship to each other. The

similarity in mineral development as they ajiproach each other in chemical

coiistitiition, tlie gradual changes in the relative proportions of the oxides of

the dirt'ereiit elements throughout the entire range of lavas, show how close

a connection exists l)et\veen them. An equallv strong argument is found

in their geological ilistribution, where the rliyolite occurs closing up the

vents occupie<l l)y the feldspathic magma and at the same time breaking

out as the earliest eruptions along fissures which later served as chamieLs

for tlie j)yroxenic magma. The loci of eruption of both magmas have been

shown to be in close proximity to each other, and some of the most acid

and most basic lavas, so far as external evidence can determine, not only

reached the surface along the same great fractures, but actualh' used the

same conduits at a number of localities.

To tlie writer, after studying all the facts, it seems impossible to regard

these differentiated volcanic products t)therw'se than as l)elonging orig-

inally to one and the same bod}' of molten matenal; in other words, they

were derived from a common reservoir. To conceive of such a separation
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from an earlier primordial molten mass is no more difficult than to conceive

of the breaking up of the feldspathic magma into a hornblende-mica-

andesite and a rhyolite group, and the latter has been shown to take

place, so far as it is possible to demonstrate it from surface evidences,

along fissure planes through which the lavas issued. The original magma

separated into a heavier and a lighter portion, the groundmass structure

of the two being fundamentally different. It will be borne in mind

that the earlier magma consisted of a groundmass made up of an aggre-

gation of feldspar and quartz grains, through which were disseminated

porphyritic secretions of hornblende and mica, but no pyroxene, except

in a few instances of pyroxene microlites in the groundmass of some

varieties of andesite. The later magma consisted of a groundmass com-

posed of lath-shaped lime-soda feldspars and pyroxene microlites, so intri-

cately interwoven as to form the so-called felt-like structure characteristic

of pyroxene-andesite, through which were scattered the heavier ferro-

magnesian minerals already described.

History of Volcanic Action.—The gcological liistory of volcauic actiou at

Eureka during Tertiary time is in many respects simple and, after a careful

study of its details, easily deciphered. There are among the lavas no masses

of coarsely crystalline rocks slowly cooled beneatli the surface under

physical conditions different from those usualh^ found accompanying extru-

sive flows. No powerful displacements have brought into juxtaposition

igneous rocks of different ages, crystalline structure and mineral composi-

tion, and although faulting attending extravasation doubtless did occur it

was not of a kind to obscure geological structure. Again, the sequence of

events was not complicated or broken by long intervals of activity and

rest through successive geological epochs during which an older and a

younger series of eruptions took place; but on the contrary the lavas were

apparently poured out under very similar physical conditions from tlie

beginning to the end of volcanic action. In coming to the surface these

lavas were not forced upward as one continuous eruption or rapid series of

eruptions, but were the result of a succession of overflows accumulating

slowly, although at times spasmodically, along lines of volcanic activity

coincident with lines of orographic displacement. The material thus poured
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out ji^riuluallv underwent (•liau<»'es in inin(M'al conipositiou offeriug a great

vai-iety of volcanic j)roducts of which the reUitive a<i-(' and order of succes-

sion (if typical lava flows have heeu clearly established. It has also been

demonstrated that throuf^-liout this entire series of lavas tlie ran^-e in silica

amounts to al)out 2.") per cent, a ranjje which is quite as wide as is ordinarily

found in most centers of eruption, even wlu're the volume of lavas thrown

out has been vastly greater and the duration of volcanic energy far longer.

The succession of events throughout the volcanic period presents a con-

tinuous cha]iter of geological history complete in itself with the rise, cul-

minatiiin and dying out of eruptive energy. So far as idtimate chemical

composition of both acid and basic rocks is concerneil it furnishes a com-

plete cycle of volcanic products.

Prol)ably the feldspathic and pyroxenic lavas do not aj)proach each

other in their tenure of silica within 2'25 per cent, at least nc^ body of rock

or lava stream is known which indicates a closer coming together of the

two magmas. In chemical composition and miiieral develo})ment the earli-

est eruj)tions of both magmas resemble each other closest, but from this

common ground they tlift'erentiate steadily luitil the feldspathic lavas reach

the extreme acidic and the pyroxenic the extreme basic end of their respec-

ive series. The former and earlier magma exhibits in the overflows a con-

stantly increasing acidity through a range of 11 per cent of silica, and the

latter an increasing basicity with a falling away in silica of 13 per cent, the

point of separation of the two magmas 1)eing nearly midwa}- between the

extremes in composition.

Exceptional lavas in other localities may carry somewhat more silica

than those thrown out at Eureka, but it is doubtful if flows of any consid-

erable size exceed those of Rescue Canyon in acidity by more than 2 per

cent unless accompanied by secondary alterations or infiltration products.

Obsidians are reported as carrying 7<S ])er cent of silica, biit for the most

part these highly acidic glasses fall within the limits assigned to normal

rhvolites. Basalts somewhat richer in olivine and magnetic iron are by

no means uncommon elsewhere, but these extreme basic varieties have not

as yet been recognized within the Great Basin. Xot only as regards the

range in silica, but for all other essential elenunits entering into the original
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composition of magmas, this series of lavas may be taken as representative

of many others in widely separated regions throughout the world. To the

lavas of Hungary they show very close resemblance.

Beginning with the hornblende-andesite the feldspathic magma became

gradually more siliceous until the close of the rhyolitic eruptions without

any abrupt break in the outpourings or the intervention of any percepti-

ble change in geological conditions. It seems impossible, therefore, to

consider these lavas in any other light than as a continuous succession of

flows, interrupted only by time intervals of longer or shorter duration.

Notwithstanding these gradual transitions, certain type rocks prevail to a

far greater degree than others, both as regards bulk and distribution, nota-

bly the homblende-mica-andesite and the Pinto Peak variety of the rhyo-

lite, the two standing out prominently as the principal eruptions of the

feldspathic series. The dacites are greatly limited in their bulk, and the

same is true of all rocks of intermediate composition, the greater part of

them being easily classed under one or the other of the natural groups.

The earliest outbursts along diflPerent profound fissure planes have

not necessarily been identical in composition or syuchi'onous in time. Along

some of these the first overflows observed are hornblende-mica-andesite,

in others highly siliceous andesitic pearlites, in still others dacites, and in

several of them rhyolites, but in no single instance, whatever may have

been the nature of the earliest lava poured out, has a more basic member

of the feldspathic series been recognized as breaking out along the same

fissure. It is as if certain of these fissures were opened by the forcing-

upward of the lavas at different periods of eruptive energy and the vents

filled by a magma of definite composition at that time coming to the surface

simultaneously through all the fissures. It is also worthy of note that

along the meridional faults the andesitic material for the most part broke

out at the northern ends, the lavas in general growing more acidic toward

the south. Furthermore, certain fissures becoming filled and choked by

cooling and ciystallization have prevented the more acidic lavas from find-

ing an outlet at the surface along the same line where the earlier portions

of the molten mass broke out.
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When it ciinies to the pyroxenic magma it is fouiKl to l)reak out aiul

follow the sinuous lines of fracture ))reviously followed by rhyolitic lavas.

In some instances they present the appearance of actuallv em])loyin<>- the

identical conduits used by the feklspathic magma. In this way the ihy-

olite Inlays a most important part, not only as a connecting link between

the feldspathic and pyroxenic magmas in respect to sequence of flow, but

still more as regards geological distribution and mode of occiuTence. Too

nnich stress can not be laid upon the fact already mentioned, that the rhy-

olite-s were the last to break out along the vents occupied by the hornblende-

andesite and the first to reach the surface along the same lines of fracture

which were afterward used by the basalts of the pyroxenic magma. That

these basic lavas may have occasionally forced open new vents for them-

selves is quite possible, but the greater number of outbursts followed the

same grand fractures as the earlier higldy acidic magmas which Ijorder the

elevated orographic block of Silverado and County Peak. Richmond

ilountain, as already pointed out, may have reached the surface through a

separate and wholly indej)end('nt vent, but it is so vast and its overflows

cover so large an area that it is iin|)()ssible to determine the position of its
'

vent or vents and their precise relation to the earlier rhvolite. It must l)e

borne in mind, however, that it breaks out at the junction of two grand

lines of faulting, coming up from the south on opposite sides of a great

uplifted mountain mass. The earliest flows of the pyroxenic magma
resembled those of the feldspathic magma, in so far as they carry the same

ferro-magnesian silicates as porphyritic secretions. On the other hand, they

are sharply contrasted by an andesitic habitus oi' the groundmass, ^\hicli,

however, had been slightly foreshadowed by a groundmass carrying pyrox-

cut' niicrolites, shown in the basic pearlite fi'om the south end of Carbon

Ridgf, where the rock occurs as the earliest eruption at that localit\', fol-

lowed l)y a series of feldspathic lavas, closing with rhyolite.

Following the great body of pyroxene andesite came lavas intermedi-

;ire in composition l)etween them and basalt, breaking through and over-

lying the less basic varieties. Some of these are allied to the eaidier flows,

while others show a decided tendency to transition into basalt. Most of

them are related geologically either with tlie later basaltic eruptions or
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stand alone, having broken tln-ough rhyolite. A large pcirtion of the rock

masses designated as pyroxene-andesite would hardly be classed as typical

rock of that natural group, and the same may be said of many of the

basaltic flows which are far too rich in silica and wanting in olivine to be

regarded as normal basalt. It is probable that many modern volcanoes

would show the same wide range in basic lavas as is developed in the region

of Richmond Mountain.

Throughout a wide range in composition and over an extended geo-

graphical area the pyroxenic magma fails to show the tendency, so strongly

marked in the feldspathic magma, to separate into well defined natural

groups, nor is the evidence by any means clear that during the period of

extravasation a steady increase in the basicity of the lava took place with-

out occasional oscillations in composition. Nevertheless, it is evident that

whatever oscillations there were must have been confined within very narrow

limits and restricted to lavas of intermediate composition between pyroxene-

andesite and basalt. No pyroxene-andesite dikes have been observed pen-

etrating either the basalts or the intermediate lavas.

It seems evident from field observations that there were no abrapt

alterations of feldspathic and pyroxenic lavas after the appearance of the

earliest pyroxene-andesite.

Speculative Theories.—It does not come within the scope of this chapter,

which is mainly devoted to a presentation of observed facts, to enter upon a

full discussion of the speculative theories advanced by geologists to account

for the condition of the molten masses beneath the surface, nor the physical

causes leading to their separation into the varied products found either as

interbedded sheets and laccolites within the superficial crust of the globe,

or poured out upon the surface as extrusive lavas. Yet, at the same time,

after having devoted so much study to the constitution of the different

lavas and their order of succession, this chapter would be incomplete with-

out calling attention to the importance of the phenomena presented at

Eureka and pointing out the bearing of tlie observed facts upon the prob-

lems offered in volcanic regions elsewhere. Without entering npon a review

in detail or a critical discussion of the opinions held by others who have

considered these speculative matters, it is necessary to recall, bi'iefly, the
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views expressed in tlu^ more iinportant coutributioiis to the literatuic on the

subject.

Bunsen's Views—liniisen, after a visit to Iceland, where he hiborioush-

studied the voh-anic pliciiomena disphiyed on a grand scah', conceived

the idea of two distinct bodies of lava, one acid and the other basic, the

former of which he desig-uated as the normal trachytic, the other as the

iioiMiial pvnixenic magma. He was disposed to regard all volcanic ])ro<hicts

intermediate in composition between these types as admixtnres in varving

2)roporti()ns derived from two distinct foci of ernption, the relative propor-

tions of each depending in great part njton the intensity of eruptive

energy. He songht to apply his views to all other volcanic reg-it^ns, citing

as an identical mode of occurrence the table-land of Armenia.' The grand

division of volcanic products into acid and basic lavas has been received

by most vulcanolog-ists, but his theories to account for the very varied con-

stitution of volcanic rocks has not obtained the same general acceptance.

In this cliai)ter the writei- adopts the ^^ews of Bunsen as regards two great

grou})s of lavas, but differs \vith him as to the origin of the varied transi-

tion products of eruption.

The writer has used the expression feldspatliic magma in preference to

trachvtic magma, as the former is a mineralogical tenn contrasting sharply

with the expression pvroxenic magma. This is rendered all the more neces-

sary since the word trachytic now jjossesses a different signification from

what it did at the time when it was first employed by the German scientist.

Typical trachvtes are somewhat rare and confined to restricted areas, since

many of tlie rocks formerlv considered as trachyte have been found to be

characterized 1)V plagiochistic feldspars, and hence more properly come luider

the head of andesite. This is the case with the feldspatliic rocks of Ice-

land, which Bunsen investigated and upon which he bases his conclusions.

Durocher's Theories.—Duroclier," after studviug the composition and petro-

grajjhical characters of a lai'ge number of crvstalline rocks, endeavored by

iugenit)us and somewhat complex theories to establish universal laws to

account for the variations observed in crystalline rocks of all ages and

' IJeber die Processe (\vv vulkauiscben OesteinsbiUluu-; Islands. Poggendorrs Anualen, 1851,

Band 83, pp. 197-272.

-Essai de p6troloj;ir romparee. Aun. d. mines, Paris, otb ser., 1857, Tome xi, pp. 217-259.

HON XX 18
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of every possible Jiiode of occurrence. He followed Buusen in accepting

the theory of both an acid and basic magma, but regarding them as

parts of the same body of lava. In an appendix to his papei-' he

admits the possibility in certain cases of a mingling of lioth types, but

objects to the hypothesis of Bunsen as altogether too broad a general-

ization. That part of Durochei''s hypothesis which possesses the most

originality and upon which he places the most sti-ess to account for the

differences in the mineralogical character of lavas has been designated the

liquation process applied to igneous rocks. His conclusions, based largely

upon chemical analyses, were not substantiated by any array of facts or

observations from any one center of A'olcanic energy. Durocher was dis-

posed to regard certain lavas as differentiated products obtained by the

breaking up of a magma by processes comparable to the separation and

segregation of metals in a bath containing several metallic substances in a

state of fusion, the theorv being based upon well recognized processes em-

jiloyed in metallurgical establishments for the concentration of gold and

silver in molten lead. The views enunciated by Durocher have met with

slight recognition, but, although containing much that with the advance-

ment of knowledge has been shown to be based upon error, they are, in

the opinion of the writer, full of the most valuable sugg-estions bearing on

the origin of lavas, and entitled to far more consideration than has generally

been accorded them.

Roth's Views.—In 18(il Justus Rotli^ published his hypothesis of " Spal-

tung und Dittei-enzirung," in which he elaborated similar views, although by

no means identical with those held by Durocher. For the purposes of this

chapter it is sufficient to say that the two authors are in accord so far as

believing in the power of a magma to split up during crystallization into

secondary magmas of different, mineralogical composition. Roth regarded

large liodies of crystalline rocks as "Spaltungsproducte," the result of the

separating out of certain groups or association of minerals from and de-

pendent upon the composition of a primary liquid lava, but governed by

varying . conditions of pressure and temperature. His views are derived

' Op. cit., p. 677.

- Tabellaiisclie Uebersicht iler Gesteius Aualysen iiud mit kritisclien Erlauterungeu. Berlin, 1861.
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from a oareful stuch- and coinparisdu of a large luiinber of clieiuical aiialvsn.s

of crystalline rocks gathei-ed from all parts of the woi-ld, differing \videl\' in

their raineralogical development and structm-al habit.

Besides these references to original contributions the reader who <[(-

sires to pursue the subject still further will find an excellent sunnnary of

the views of Buusen, Durocher, Roth, and others, published by Ferdinand

Zirkel in his text-book of petrography.'

Waitershausen's Conclusion.—Sartorl US vou Waltershausen, after a careful

investigation of the lavas of Sicily and Ireland, published the results of his

researches in an elaborate memoii- in which he presented his conceptions of

the physical condition of the interior of the earth. His conclusions, so fiir

as they i-elate directh' tt) subjects considered here, stated briefly, were that

between a superfcial cool crust and a solid inteiior there existed a broad

belt of fused material of undetermined tliickness which furnished the source

of supply for the lavas poured out upon the surface. "^lliis material

arranged itself appi-oximately according to its density. The most acid lava,

being the lightest, was situated nearest the surface, followed b)- that of

intermediate composition characterized bv minerals of somewhat higher

specific gravit\ , and tcrniinatiiig liiuilly with the heaviest, and consequently

most basic, lavas—basalts—can-yiug large amounts of magnetite and other

iron minerals. He concludes that in most instances the lavas were ejected

in the order of their po.sition, the lightest being first thrown out, imperfect

separation by specific gravity being sufficient to account for all exceptional

occurrences. This simple and regular order of succession met nearly all

the requirements of Waitershausen's personal observations and were in

accord with his theories."

Richthofen's Views.—Barou \()n Kiclitliofen acccptcd the main conclusions

of Waltershausen regarding the physical conditions of the globe, agreeing

with him as to the evidences of a liquid mass lying between a solid

interior and a superficial outer crust. This liquid mass was acid

near the surface, l)asic beneath, with the intermediate transition lavas

between them. He traveled extensively in the volcanic regions of Europe

' Lehrliuoh der Petrographie. Bonn, er.ster Baud, 1866, p)). 453-473.

-Uelier die vulkanisclien Gesteine in Sicilieu iind Island nnd ihre submaiiin' riiibildiiiig, Giit-

tiiigin, 18.o;<.
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and western America, studying' the development of volcanic rocks. He

devoted special attention to the laws governing- the mode of dccniTence of

the different natural groups into which he divided all igneous rocks, and

the relations of these grfiups to each other, being more interested in the

geological problems than in the jirecise chemical compositit)n of the

extruded products. As a result of liis observations in the field, he was

impressed by the great similarity in the nature of lavas in widely sepa-

rated regions and the uniformity in the order of their succession. He found,

however, that this succession was by no means as simple as suggested by

Waltershausen, nearly every volcanic region which he ^'isited presenting

abrupt, but similar, alternations from acid to basic rocks, at first sight not

readily explained. Richthofen's final conclusions were published in an

admirable and remarkably suggestive memoir presented to the California

Academy of Sciences,' in which he gives what he considers to be the

natural law of the sequence of massive eruptions applicable to all centers

of volcanic energy. As his conclusions were based largely on observations

made in California and tlie western edge of the Great Basin, they are of

more than ordinary interest for purposes of comparison with results since

obtained by the investigations at Eureka.

The natural order of succession of massive eruptions as laid down

by Richthofeu is as folloAvs:^

1. PropyMte.

2. Andesite.

3. Trachyte.

4. Rliyolite.

5. Basalt.

This law of succession as enunciated by Richthofen is far more com-

plex than the simple regular order suggested by Waltershausen, as it

supposes the breaking out, first of all, of intermediate lavas represented by

propylites and andesites, followed by others of varying composition,

but more acidic than the latter and belonging to the order trachytes. The

trachytes were succeeded by a still more acid series of lavas, and then the

closing of eniptive energy by an abrupt change from the most acidic of all

> Natural system of volcanic rocks. Memoirs oi' the California Academy of Sciences, 1867, vol. i, p. 36.

-Op. cit., p. 29.
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lavas, the rhyiilites, to the most basic of all, tlie basalts. From this order

he nowhere recognized an\- deviation. Accepting the hyi)othesis of Walter-

shausen as regards a li(^nid interior and the nature of the molten mass, he

seeks to account for the remarkable alternations observed in lavas upon the

surface of the globe by supposing changes to take place in the physical

conditions governing the emission of lavas which would from time to time

elevate or depress the loci of eruption. These changing conditions were

imiversal, producing similar resvdts in volcanic centers all over the world,

but not necessarily contemporaneous in time. He says:

It appears that after the ejection of the chief bulk of andesite, when other pro-

cesses ending' in the opening of fraetures into the basaltic rejiion were being slowly

prepared in dejith, the seat of eruptive activity ascended gradually to regions at less

distance from tlie surface.'

Clarence King's Views.—As a part of the report upou the Geological

Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel, Mr. Clarence King published in 1878

the results of his reseai'ches u]ion the genesis of lavas as shown bv their

occurrences in the field of his <)l)servations in the Grreat Basin. As regards

the law of succession, his views are for the most part in accord with those

of Richthofen, he going, however, still further and finding a nuich more

intricate svstem in the alternations from acid to basic rocks. He finds an

acid, a neutral, and a liasic member in each natural group or order which

he designates by specific names, each member having a definite mineral

composition and a fixed place in the order of succession. To these modifi-

cations proposed to Richthofen's order he adds another still more radical,

in respect to classification, uniting rhyolite and basalt under one head, to

which he applies a new designation, " Neolite," these two types of lava

constituting the acid and basic subdivisions of this natural group, having

the same relative ^'alue as andesite and trachyte. The sequence of lavas as

recognized by Mr. King is as follows
:'"

I Op clt., p. 58.

•U. S. Gool. Explor. of the Fortieth Parallel, vol. i, Systematic Geology, \t. 690.
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Natural succession of volcanic roclcs.

OrtU-r. Subdivision.

1. Pro]iylite «. Hornblendepropylite.

h. Quartz-propylite.

c. Aiigite-propylite.

'J. Audesite a. Hoi'iibleude-andesite.

h. Quartz-audesite (Dacite).

c. Aiigite-andesite.

3. Trachyte «. Uorubleude-plagiodase-tracbyte.

h. Sauidine-tracbyte (quartziferous).

c. Augite-tracbyte.

4. Neolite a. Rbyolite.

b. Basalt.

This 231'esents a much more complex system and could hardly be

accepted u^jon the simple conditions of a uniform and widespread liquid

mass, as held by Waltershausen and modified by Richthofen, in requiring

frequent elevation and depression of the loci of eruption in accord ^\ith the

changes in the composition of the lava thrown out at the surface. Mr.

King is fully aware of the many ])hysical obstacles encountered, and

explains the many oscillations and abrupt alternatio-ns in the volcanic

products which his system calls for by a carefully considered hypothesis of

his own, quite at variance with the views advanced by his predecessors.

In place of a broad belt or magma of liquid lava encircling- the earth

beneath the sedimentary cnist, he holds to the opinion of local reservoirs of

molten matter within the superficial crust, each of his orders being the

product derived from one of these reservoirs, or, as he calls them,

"extremely localized and only temporarily existing pools of fusion."

He says:

Under my hypothesis, l)y \vhii-b fusion is the temporary result of erosion, each

one of Ricbthofen's orders, with its acidic and pyroxenic members, would be considered

as the product of a single ephemeral lake. A period of erosion under this concei)tiou

would result in the formation of a lake. The cessation of ei'osiou, either from climatic

causes or from the degradation of centers of erosion, would place a limit to the

expansi(m in dei)th of fusion; in other woi-ds, would define the time limits and the

vertical expansion of the lake.'

' Op. clt., p. 716.
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His views, Avhicli cjuiiiot wt-ll be abridged here, will be found admira-

bly stated in liis chapter devoted to a discussion of the genesis of volcanic

species, in which he treats of geological causes leading to the formation

of local lakes of hw.x.

Later Observations.—Sincc the publication of King's memoir the study of

volcanic rocks has progressed with rapid strides, and nowhere have they

been investigated with more untiring energy than in the Cordillera of

North America. Notwithstanding our knowledge of the rocks of the

Washoe District and the Corastock Lode, derived from the works of Rich-

thofen and King, later study of them, aided by methods of microscopical

reseai-ch, has developed fresh points of interest bearing upon their order of

succession and mutual relations. After a thorough examination of the

propylites, Mr. Greorge F. Becker' has shown that they can not be separated

from the andesites as an independent rock species based upon any mineral-

ogical distinctions, since the peculiar habitus of the propylite is due to

chemical change and decomposition of the constituent minerals. Moreover,

the propylites and andesites are found to pass into each otiier by gradual

transitions.

Hague and Iddings,^ in the course of their examination of the Washoe

rocks, confirmed the results of Mr. Becker so fai- as the identity of the

propylite and andesite is concerned, and also failed to see any geological

evidences of a preandesitic eruption.

Similar views as regards the indej)endence of propylite are now main-

tained by nearly all petrographers wlio have given much thought to the

subject or who attempt to classify volcanic rocks upon either a structural or

mineralogical basis.'

' Geology of the Comstock Lode and the Washoe District, Washington, 1882.

-On the development of crystallization in the igneous rocks of Washoe, Nevada: witli notes on

geology of the district. Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey, No. 17, Washington, 1885.

^ Since this chapter was written Prof. J. W. Judd has pul>lished an admirable paper ou ''The

Propylites of the Western Isles of Scotland, and their Relation to the Andesites and Diorites of the

District." Ho revives the use of the term propylite, hut in the strict sense suggested by Kosenbusch,

regarding it simply as a "pathological variety" of andesite. His detailed descriptions identify the

Scottish rocks with similar rocks found in Hungary. From his description it would he difficult to

distinguish them in any particular from the altered andesites of the Washoe District in the Virginia

Range. They even show the development of metallic sulphides. Quart. .lourn. Geol. Soc, vol. xi.vi,

pp. 341-382. London, 1890.
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The same writers have demonstrated the uouexistence of trachyte as

one of the natural divisions of volcanic lavas in the Great Basin, the

occuiTence of orthoclase rocks free from quartz secretions being almost

unknown in that region. These recent advances in our knowledge of vol-

canic rocks tends to simplify the law of sequence so far as their occurrence

in the Great Basin is concerned, since two of the groups, the propylite and

the andesite, as laid down by Richthofen, have been merged into one,

and the trachytes either relegated to some variety of andesitic lavas or

placed among quartz-bearing rocks, either dacite or rhyolite. The impor-

tance of these observations lies in the fact that there is no intei-jDolation of a

strongly alkaline magma in the series of lavas, and that andesitic lavas pass

over directly into rhyolite. Not only in the Great Basin but in many other

reo-ions as well, rhyolite is far more closely related to andesites derived

from a feldspathic magma than to trachytes.

Having thus briefly reviewed the literature bearing upon the genesis

of lavas and their order of succession, it becomes a matter of much interest

to see how far the facts observed in a carefully studied and surveyed region

like Eureka are in accord with the views expressed by the eminent writers

quoted, since it is only by the accumulation of vast amount of evidence

from many widely separated fields that we can hope to attain anything like

definite laws governing the mutual relations of igneous rocks.

In only one other region of the Great Basin have volcanic phenomena

been investigated in a manner at all comparable with Eureka and that one

the much discussed area of the "Washoe District. At "Washoe the conditions

are in some respects very difi'erent, volcanic acti\ity having extended

throuo-h a longer period of time. The coarse crystalline rocks which form

the lono- slopes of Mount Davidson do not make their appearance at Eureka,

and for that matter are wanting over the greater part of the Nevada plateau.

They belong to an earlier period, forming a distinct chapter in the Tertiary

history of volcanic action.

The earliest eruptions at Eureka may be correlated with the horn-

blende-mica-andesite of Washoe (trachytes of Richthofen and King and

later hornblende-andesites of Becker) in mineral composition and structural

features. They may be regarded from the point of view of this chapter as
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syiiclironous in Jiye, since the succession t)t" all subsequent lava-flows for the

tVldspatliic rocks in both localities may lie said to be the same—hornblende-

niica-andesite, dacite, rhvolite. Analyses show the hornblende-mica-ande-

site rocks of Eureka to carry slightly more silica than tlic corresponding

rocks at Washoe, the most acid members of this group from the latter locality,

coming just within the range of the basic members of the series at Eureka.

When it comes to the pyroxenic rocks following the rhvolite the

sequence of events does not appear so clearly established at Washoe, as

there no such grand exposures occur as at Eureka. In the immediate

region of the Comstock Lode only a few isolated patches of basalt are

exposed. Small outbursts of pyroxeue-andesite, similar to those of Rich-

mond Mountain, have broken out only a short di-stance from Mount David-

sou, but the relations Ijetweeu these two pyroxenic lavas are unknown. A

few miles north«-ard in the same range of mountains large flows of

both pvroxene-andesite and liasalt ma^" be seen siqierimprise'd ujion liorn-

blen<le-mica-andesite and rluolite. Taken together the Washoe District

ami the region of Truckee Canyou present a sequence of la%'as and a

geological history of vohtanic events similar to that found at f^ureka.

The subjoined table presents a series of twelve chemical analyses rep-

resenting the volcanic rocks of Washoe arranged according to their

basicity
:'

' On the development of crystallization in the igneou.s rocks of Washoe, Nevada ; with notes on the

geology of the region. Bull. IT. S. Geol. Survey, No. 17, p. 33.
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Analyses Nos. ii to vii, inclusive, represent Tertiaay rocks older tluiu

any found at Eureka, but from Nos. viii to xii, inclusive, together with No.

I, they coiTespoud fairly well to similar lavas at the latter localit}'. In this

table, however, pyroxeue-andesites similar to those of Richmond Mountain

and of the same geological position, associated with basalts and later than

the rhyolites, were not shown, for the reason alread}' stated: that they lie

beyond the limits of the mining districts.

Nowhere else between the Wasatch and Sierra have the lavas been so

carefully mapped, and only in a few places do they appear so varied and

complete. In many centers of eruption, even where the amount of lava

poured out is large, certain types of rock are wanting, and in others their

relative position can not well be detei-mined owing to fretjuent breaks in the

continuity of exposures.

The history of volcanic action may be fragmeutal and oidy partially

recorded in any one locality, but throughout the Great Basin, where the

physical and geological conditions were much the same during the volcanic

period, it is probable that the sequence of lava will be found to be in accord

in many places with the observed facts at Eureka. As a center of eru>|itive

energy in Teitiary time the Great Basin stands out as a geological unit.

The earliest lavas erupted at Eureka can-y fi-om G5 to 67 per cent of

silica and are of intermediate composition, in accordance with the broad

generalization of Richthofeu and the facts observed by others else-

where. From this middle ground, however, the lavas increase in acidity

tmtil they attain the composition of the extreme acid types. The latter are

in turn followed by lavas that are also intermediate in composition, but

which inci'ease in l)asicit>- until tlicy attain the extreme basic type found in

the later basalt.

Starting from a magma closeh" related in composition, they ditl'er-

entiate in opposite directions from tliis common ground until they reach tlie

exti'eme type. It will be borne in mind that the existence of both an acid

and a basic magma at Eureka have been clearly established, and t^) this

extent conform to the views held by Bunsen, Nowhere are the two

magmas better exhibited, as shown in their distribution, mode of occuiTence,

and even in the outlines of the lava masses, both types of rock being sharply
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contrasted in their surface features. In the opinion of the writer, however,

there are too many insurmountable physical obstacles and too few estab-

lished facts to warrant the acceptance of any theory which attempts to

account for the varied products of eruption by supposing them to be admix-

tm-es from wholly distinct reservoirs. The observed geological phenomena

at Eureka tend to controvert such a theory where the two magmas, although

in close proximity, fail to show any mingling of products from separate

reservoirs.

Furthermore, there are no evidences of any alternating flows of

feldspathic and pyroxenic magmas, nor of oscillations in relative acidity

within any acid magma, which would certainly be the case had there been

any basic material injected into the feldspathic lava. Within limited range

any large outburst of lava doubtless may disjjlay slight variations in com-

position, but this also holds true for diiferent parts of the same flow, and is

still more noticeable in pyroxenic magmas owing to the greater liquidity of

basic lava streams and the consequent tendency of the basic mineral secre-

tions to lag behind. The first vi<ilent explosions after cessations of activity

might readily thi-ow out a lava slightly different in composition from the

regular even flow of the mass, and again the last portions might vary some-

what in character from the great bulk of molten material.

E\adence is wanting at Eureka that tlie lavas were thrown out, geolog-

ically speaking, from great distances below the surface or from very vary-

ing depths; at least the lavas themselves do not indicate that there were

any profound orgraphic movements during the eruptions. Nor is there any

evidence of oscillation in depth from which the material was derived, even

if we accept differences in specific gravity as evidence of increase of dis-

tance from the surface. There was one, and only one, great break in the

mineralogical character of the lava. Changes in specific gi'avity were

gradual, but at the same time they covered nearly the entire range of varia-

tion ordinarily found in volcanic lavas. Such heavy minerals as zircon,

allanite, and garnet occur in the rocks of the lowest specific gravity, and in

the case of zircons they are nowhere found better developed than in the

glassy rocks which must have cooled near the sm-face. As these heavy

infusible minerals were the first to crystallize out, they should have sunk
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to the l)(>ttoin if their ))()siti()ii in the iiiolten muss was iiiainlv a question of

specific gravity. Tlie writer can not hut rei^anl tlie hivas as derived from a

local reservoir, all the (fject(^d mateiMal having had a coiumon source in

some primordial ma^-ma. 'I^lic order of succession is o-overued hv far-

reaching physical forces which may \'ar}' greatly in different volcanic areas,

dependent on conditions of h(>at and pressure. A powerful orographic

movement such as fre(|uent]y happens during a period of volcanic action

may be sufficient to affect the entire geological conditions in anv eruptive

center. In widely separated parts of the world the extravasated products

are singularly alike, yet the sequence of lavas within restricted limits show

very considerable variation.

Supposing the products of eruption and order of succession to have

been much the same over the geological province of the Great Basin, it

does not follow that the same succession of events took place in ant)ther

region where the geological conditions were obviously different. Within the

observations of the writer instances are knowai oiitside the Great Basin

where such an order of events not only did not take place, but where the

mutual relations of nearlv identical lavas e.xhibit a succession strikingly at

variance with the sequence of flow as found at I^hireka. The Yellow.stone

Park may be cited as an instance where the succession of lavas is some-

what different. In the latter locality the earliest eruptions were of inter-

mediate composition, consisting of hornblende-andesite and hornblende-

mica-andesite. While the sequence of lavas may vary owing to geological

conditions, the laws govenaiug the differentiation of lava hold good

everywhere.

Basalt and Rhyoiite.—The Writer acccpts, witli somc important modifica-

tions, the views of Mr. Clarence King regarding rhyoiite and basalt, not

only as geologically closely related rocks, but also as e.xtreme members of

the same primordial magma. He differs from Mr. King as to the manner

in which these extreme ])roducts were derived from an earlier molten ma.ss.

It is nothing against this view of their common origin that rhyolitic out-

bursts frequently occur unaccompanied by basalt, or that basaltic expt)sures

abound without any e^^dences of the presence of acid lavas, l^oth rocks

brfeak out in the closest proximity and not infrequently through the same
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fissures, under precisely similar geological conditions, in too many localities

not to realize their mutual relations. Such occuiTences appear far too

common the world over to permit us to suppose them to be derived from

wholly independent reservoirs, yet everywhere occupying the same relative

positions with the basalt superimposed upon the rhyolite. Basalt and

rhyolite may be the final products from the same .common source, but not

necessarily differentiated by a simple process of specific gravity separation

as demanded by Mr. King.

Within the area of the Great Basin there does not appear to be any

rock whose composition is due to a mingling of minerals characteristic of both

basalt and rhyolite. Both rocks, while tliey exhibit considerable range in

chemical composition, always remain sharply contrasted as regards mineral

constituents. Variations from normal i-hyolite carrying orthoclase and

quartz in most instances show a transition toward hornblende-mica-

andesite through dacite, and never toward a pjTOxenic magma, which

could hardly be the case if the process was due wholly to the di'oppiug

oixt of the heavier minerals. Plagioclastic feldspars may be developed in

large numbers, but they belong to less basic species than those which char-

acterize normal basalt. In like manner variations from normal basalt tend

toward pyroxene-andesite and do not carry orthoclase. The process by

which the two magmas are formed is more in tlie nature of a differentiation

by molecular change and changes of density in the molten mass under

varying conditions of pressure and temperature tlian by a separation of

minerals during crystallization based upon differences of specific gravity.

In the Great Basin and probably all through the northern Cordillera con-

ditions were favorable in many localities for a complete differentiation of a

normal magma to its final ])roducts, rhyolite and basalt.

Now, if we suppose a iiiagma of intermediate composition, from

which the necessary material to form rhyolite has been withdrawn, the

chemical constitution of the residue will depend largely upon the quantity

of rhyolite produced. If the quantity of rhyolitic magma thus formed is

relatively large, the remaining basaltic magma may be correspondingly

small and necessarily basic in composition. Again, if the bulk of acid or

feldspathic magma which separated out is small, there will remain a rela-
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tively large quantity of pyroxenie magma, but less basic. If the lava

which crystallizefl out from this latter magma upon cooling is forced

upward to the surface, it may consist of both j)yro.\ene-an(lesite and basalt,

as at Eureka. It may be wholly a noniial l)asalt, as shown in a Huiiil)er

of localities in the Great Basin, or it niay be largely made up of magnetite

and other iron minerals, forming a basic rock not yet recognized in the

Great Basin, but known elsewhere at several widely separated places in the

world. It is a matter of observation in many localities that where the bulk

of rhyolite is excessive the basalt outflows frequently occur in small l)odies,

and it will probably be found that where there are relatively large basic

flows a portion of them will at least show an andesitic habit.

Differentiation of Lavas.—The cxisteuce at Eureka of two groups of lavas,

difteriug primarily in structure and the chemical nature of their transitif)n

products, has been clearly demonstrated and evidence has been advanced

to show' that they were derived from a still earlier molten mass. Processes

of differentiation similar to those by which the molten material lieneatli the

surface is sujjposed to be capable of breaking up into rhyolite and basalt,

are sufficient not only to account for the breaking up of a primordial

mass into a feldspathic and pyro.xenic magma, l)ut also to account for the

existence of partial magmas and an entire series of transition lavas such as

found at Eureka. The first products of .such a molten mass would naturallv,

but not necessarily, be a lava of intermediate composition, such as are

often seen as the earlie.st eruptions in volcanic centers. The first ei'uptions

at Washoe being earlier than those at Eureka were consetjuently more

uniform in composition. Differentiation in the magma had taken place

only to a limited degree, and it is by no means easy to distinguish

hornblende-aiidesite from pyroxeue-andesite. Tiie splitting up of both

the feldspathic and pyroxenie magmas, the former into hiiniblende-

mica-andesite, dacite, and rhyolite, and the lattei- into pyroxeue-andesite

and basalt, has already been described. It is difficult tt) conceive a con-

trolling physical force acting u])on one magma which could not under

similar conditions of heat and pressure exert the same influences uj)on

fractional magmas, the difl'erentiated products of a primordial molten mass.
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In applying- this liypothe.sis of differentiation to molten masses the

question naturally arises, What would have resulted at Eureka if the slow

processes of differentiation going on in a magma l^efore final crystallization

had either terminated earlier or progressed still further! On the one

hand, supposing a separation less complete than that at Eureka, a stage in

the development would be reached when a feldspathic magma would form

consisting of hornblende-mica-andesite or dacite, or more probably both,

followed by pyroxene-andesite without the interpolation of any body of

rhyolite. On the other hand, if the segregation of feldspathic magma had

gone on more completely than we find it at Eureka, there might have been

formed the same sequence of feldspathic lavas, only with a much larger

extravasation of rhyolite, in turn followed by basalt, without the inter-

polation of pyroxene-andesite. Again, the eai'liest rock might have been

hornblende-mica-andesite of the feldspathic magma, succeeded rapidly by

pyroxene-andesite. If this series of lavas had been followed by a cessa-

tion of volcanic energy and a long interval of rest, and then by a renewal

of activity, the final product, after a still further separation of the magma,

would result in the extravasation of rhyolite and basalt. This latter

sequence of lavas gives the order of succession so frequently met with

throughout the Great Basin. At Eureka, as already described, no long-

time interval, geologically speaking, is recognized between the andesites

and rhyolites, while the dacites and rhyolites frequently present the appear-

ance of continuous flows.

In considering these phenomena it is important to bear in mind the

facts so frequently observed elsewhere in the Great Basin, that a crystalline

lava derived from a feldspathic magma of intermediate composition is, in

many instances, as shown by Richthofeu and King, followed by a pyroxene

lava, and the latter is almost invariably of intermediate composition; a lava

still more acid by one correspondingly basic, and the extreme acid type by

the extreme basic type. A rhyolite may be followed by pyroxenic lavas

varying in composition, but the writer knows no instance in the Great

Basin where a rhyolite is succeeded by a more basic feldspathic rock, nor

where a basalt is followed by a less basic pyroxenic lava.
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This liypcitlit'sisot' the progressive (htf'ereiitiatioii 1)V iiioh-euhir chauj^es

in a fluid or a inolteu mass under varying- couditious dt' teniperatui-e and

pressure is offered to explain the variations in chemical and mineralog-ical

composition of lavas. It is offered tentatively and with much hesitation, the

writer knowing- the many difliculties involved in the i)r()l)lem. It is ])ased

upon and is in accord with the facts seen at Phu-eka and coniirmed by

observations in many volcanic areas elsewhere. It at least has the merit of

accounting for nearly all variations in the sequence of lavas \\hi(h have

from time to time been noted in the Great Basin. It offers a rational

explanation for the recurrence of lavas in certain localities and accounts for

their absence in others. The pyroxene-andesite furnishes a marked instance

of such a recurrence. Occurrences of lava which have been regarded as

exceptional and difficult to explain by any general law are now seen to

fall within the prescribed limits of variation as laid down here. Nothing

seems more clear than that there are certain laws determining the sequence

of flow that govern the extravasation of lavas in every great volcanic cen-

ter, notwithstanding the fact that we ma}' still be a long ^vay from the cor-

rect interpretation in all its details.

Summary.—The Eureka District presents a most in.structive volcanic

region standing quite apart from all other centers of similar eruption, yet

typical in the nature of its extravasated material of many localities in the

Great Basin.

The region offers no direct proof of the age of volcanic energy, yet

all evidence points to the conclusion that the eruptions belong to the Ter-

tiary period and for the most part to the Pliocene epoch. They may have

extended well on into Quaternary time, although there is no reason to sup-

pose that eruptions took place within historic periods.

As regards their mode of occurrence the principal eru])tious may he

classed under four heads: First, they broke out through profound fissures

along the three great meridional lines of displacement, the Hoosac, Pinto,

and Rescue faults, and to some extent along the lesser parallel faults;

second, following the lines of orographic fractm-e, they border and almost

completely encircle the large uplifted masses of sedimentary strata like the

HON XX 1!»
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Silverado and County Peak l)loc,k and the depressed Carljonit'erons l)l()ek

between the Hoosac and Pinto t'auhs ; third, tliey occur in numerous dikes

penetrating the Hmestones ; t'ourtli, they occur in one or two rehxtively

Uirge bodies, notabl}- Richmond Mountain and Pinto Peak, along lines of

displacement already mentioned.

All the lavas may be classed under the heads : hornblende-andesite,

hornblende-mica-andesite, dacite, rhyolite, pyroxene-andesite, and basalt.

They pass by insensible gradations from one to the other. All division lines

are more or less arbitrary ; they are necessary for the pm-poses of classifica-

tion, although they may not exist in nature.

Field observations clearly show that the order of succession of these

natural groups into which the lavas have been divided was as follows : First,

that the hornblende-andesite was the earliest of all the erupted material

;

second, that the hornblende-mica-andesite followed the hornblende-ande-

site ; third, that the dacite followed the hornblende-mica-andesite ; fourth,

that the rhyolite closely followed the dacite; fifth, that the pyroxene-ande-

site succeeded the rhyolite ; sixth, that the basalt was the most recent of all

these volcanic products.

In chemical composition this entire series of lavas shows a range in

silica amounting to about 25 per cent, a range wliich is quite as wide as is

usually found in most centers of eruption even where the volume of lavas

thrown out is vastly greater and the duration of volcanic energy far longer.

Analyses show endless transition products between the extreme basic and

acidic lavas, with a tendency of the alkalies and silica to accumulate at the

acidic end and the material forming the ferro-magnesian minerals at the

basic end.

It is maintained in this work that all the varied products of eruption

are derived from a common source, a homogeneous molten mass. Under a

])rocess of differentiation this earlier mass split up into two magmas, desig-

nated as a feldspathic and a pyroxenic magma. The lavas at Eureka are the

result of the same process of differentiation derived from one or the other

of these magmas. Beginning with hornbende-andesite, the earliest lava, the

feldspathic magma became more siliceous until the close of rhyolitic ervip-

tions. The rhvolite was followed by pyroxene-andesite and the eruptions
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beciiiiu^ iiKii'c and more hasic until the close of the \olcanic period. Tlu^

fel(Isj)atlii(' and px'roxenie la\as do not approach each other in tlieii' tenure

of silica within 2'25 per cent. In chemical composition tlie earliest ei-u|i-

tions of both magmas resemble each other, but from this common L;round

they differentiate steadily until the feldspathic reaches the extreme acidic,

and the pyroxenic the extreme basic end of their respective sei'ies. The

extreme products of differentiation in any volcanic center in the Grreat

Basin are rhyolit(i and l)asalt.



CHAPTER IX.

ORE DEPOSITS.

Geological History.—It is not tile iuteiitiou t<> enter into a detailed descrip-

tion of the various ore deposits of this region or of their mode of occur-

reuce. An excellent nionog-raph upon the mines and ores of Ruljy Hill

has been published by Mr. J. S. Curtis/ in which he gives in much detail

the results of his studies of the silver-lead deposits of the Richmond and

Eureka mines.

This report, however, would be incomplete if the writer, after devoting

much time to an investigation of the structural features of the Eureka

Mountains, constant^" kee})ing in mind the relationship l^et^veen the ore

bodies and the sedimentary iiiid igneous rocks, should fail to state his con-

clusions as to the geological position of the ores, their age, and origin.

Moreover, as many geologists do not care for the details of mining develop-

ments, but feel a keen interest in all (questions relating to mineral deposi-

tion, it seems desirable to state here, for the use of the general reader, such

facts as bear directly upon the geological occurrence of the Eureka ore

bodies.

It has been demonstrated beyond all question, from the facts presented

in the preceding chapters, that the Eureka Mountains are formed of

orographic blocks of Paleozoic strata made up of quartzites, limestones,

and shales. These blocks, strongly contrasted by their orogra])hic struc-

tm'e, are separated from each other by profound north and south faults.

Along the lines of these displacemeuts east of Prospect Ridge enormous

masses of igneous rocks have been poured out, which have tended still

more shai-ply to intensify the lines of demarcation between the in(li\ndual

blocks. The entire thickness of Paleozoic sediments can not be far from

' Silver-lead deposits of Eureka, Nevada. Mou. U. S. Geol. .Survey, vii, Washington, 1884.
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30,000 feet. Between the close of the Carbouiferous and the (•h)se of tlie

Jurassic period dvnaniic action folded and faulted the strata, ))roducinji- the

present complex structur(i and outlininji' the confii>uration of the mountains

much ;is tlle^ are found to exist to-day exce))t such ch;ui<ies as have

been produced by denudation. Soon after the coining in of Tertiary

time the volcanic period beji'aii in the Great Basin, and prol)ably not

long after it volcanic energy manii'ested itself in the Eureka Mountains.

Evidence .seems to show that the profound dis{)lacements were augmented

by intrusive rocks, and in mail}' instances fissures were formed along the

fault planes. Accompanying the fissuring of these faults I)}- volcanic lavas

was the forming of lateral and oblique secondary faults, cross iissiu-cs, and

fractures, complicating the already disturlted sedimentary beds.

After the outbursts of andesites and rhyolites, and possibly in part

subsecpient to the basalts, the deposition of the ores took place. The basalt

is known to follow the ilu'olite. As regards the relative age of the ores and

basalt, there is no direct evicU-nce other than that in the region of ore

bodies the andesites and rhyolites show the action of steam and solfataric

agents, whereas the basalts are for the most pai-t comparati\-el)^ fresh and

unaltered. In a number of instances it is clearly evident that the ores

followed the rhyolite intrusions, the former being found to lie wholly undis-

turbed upon the latter rock. It is tnxe that over the greater part of the

region the ores do not come in direct contact with the rhyolites, but, on the

other hand, all evidences of pre-rhyolite ore deposits are wholly Avanting,

and it is hardly conceivable that there could have been such deposits with-

out some evidence of movement at a time when the region was undergoing

strain and dislocation on all sides. Furthermore, nowhere, so far as known,

does the network of dikes on Prospect Ridge cut any earlier ore body.

Since the intrusion of the innumerable rhyolite dikes there is no

evidence of any orographic movement of sufficient intensity to disturb or

dislocate them b}' faulting of the strata, and the same may be said of

the ore deposits. This gives both to the dikes and ores a comparatively

recent origin in the geolog-ical history of the region. As regards the ores

it should be stated that they have undergone alteration and oxidation since

their deposition, and, as much of the loose, frialile material occurs in lime-
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stoue chambers and cavities, it is quite likely to have ixnderg-one some

movement by earthquake shocks during Quaternary time, but this is quite

another matter from profound orographic displacement of beds. To-day

there is absolutely nothing positively known as to the source of the rhyolite

material nor the deep-seated centers from which it originated, and this

is equally true as to the source of the heavy metals. With our lack of

knowledge on these matters it seems out of place to speculate in the present

volume as to their ultimate source. Probabl}- no geologists^- however,

would question the statement that the volcanic products came from below.

The writer, after a careful study of the facts observed at Ruby Hill

and Prospect Mountain, as well as of tlie entire Eureka region, is forced to

the conclusion that there exists the closest relationship between the rhyo-

lites and the formation of the ore deposits, although they have been

observed in actual contact in only one or two localities in the larger mines.

In almost all cases where mineral deposits are found, rhyolite intrusions are

known to penetrate the limestone in close proximity to the ores, and it is

presumable that in many instances the presence of such ore bodies might

be detected without the discovery of any intrusive rock. No theory of the

ore deposits seems applicable to this region that does not carry with it the

fundamental proposition that the ores came from below, as the result of sol-

fataric action which accompanied volcanic energy. EAadence shows that

the centers of greatest deposition of ores were not the same as those of

greatesteruptive energy, but that the latter axe associated with the secondary

dikes and offshoots rather than with the great lines of volcanic outbursts.

Solfataric action may have continued and probably did continue for a long

period after the rhyolite eruptions had altogether ceased, during which

metallic sulphides tilled certain preexisting fissures, cracks, chambers, and

cre\nces in the limestone. After the dejjosition of the sulphides came the

period of oxidation which, so far as can be told, lasted throughout the

greater part of Quaternary time.

Ores of the Cambrian.—In rcgai'd to the distribution and geological position

of the ores in the Paleozoic strata all evidence shows that although the

most remunerative mines and those explored to a great depth occupy some-

what restricted limits, ores of similar mode of occurrence and composition
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as those so successt'ully worked on l\ul)y Hill, aivt'oimd tlinmulnuit ;i wide

vertical range of sedimentary beds. No ore deposits are known below the

contact between the Pi-osjject Mountain (juartzite and the overlying- lime-

stones upon l\uhv I nil. As will l)c shown later these limestones on Ruby

Hill carry deposits of ore throughout their entire thickness from the (piartz-

ite to the overlying Secret Canyon shale.

Along the slopes of Prospect Mountain from .Mineral Hill southward

to Surprise Peak, the crushed and brecciated limestones have undergone

considerable local disturbance and are honeycombed throughout Ijvfissures,

seams, and irregular crevices of various width and length. Many of these

openings lie parallel with the stratification; others cut across the beds, occur-

ring in the limestone anywhere between the quartzite and shale without any

recognized order. Oxidized ore bodies occupy these openings, many of

them being connected by narrow chainiels and seams more or less tilled

with mineral matter. The Williamsburg mine on the west side is a good

example of the oi-e fouml de])osited in characteristic chambers, while on the

east side at the extreme southern end of the ridge the Geddes and Bertrand

mine appears to be a well defined north and south fissure carrying much

rich ore. Among others of the larger bodies of ore may be mentioned those

of the Silver Connor and Banner niines, the latter a good example of a fissure

which occurs on the summit of the i-idge. In but few of these ore bodies,

at least on the surface, have any rhyolites been recognized. A marked

instance, how'ever, may be seen in the case of the Greddes and Bertrand

mine, where a powerful east and west dike cuts the limestone and overlying

shale in close proximity to the north and south ore channel.

Nowhere along the grand exposures of Secret Canyon shales have the

ores penetrated to the surface, the jiliable, argillaceous clays Hexing and

folding instead of fissuring-, and e^•erywhere serving as an imper\-ious

barrier to the ascending currents. Fine examples of dike cutting are

shown near the Geddes and Bertrand Mine and again on the summit of the

watershed between New York Can^'on and Secret Canyon shales, but at

the latter locality, so far as known, whollv unaccompanied by important

mineral matter.

The beds of the Hamburg limestone ar(^ similar in their structural
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features to those of Prospect Mountain, the resemblance liolding equally

good for the ore bodies. On Adams Hill the Price and Davies mine lies in

this formation in close contact with the Secret Canyon shales, whereas the

Wide Wide West occurs near the summit just below the Hamburg shales.

Other localities where more or less work has been done were sufticient to

indicate the existence of mineral deposits across the intervening belt of

limestone from one shale belt to the other. Along Hambui-g Ridge the

limestones are not so much disturbed as on the steeper mountain slopes, and

fissures and seams of ore are by no means as common, but on the other hand

mines like the Dunderberg and Hamburg have produced large bodies of ore,

second in quantity to none in the district outside of Ruby Hill, and these

stand in the closest connection with intrusive masses of rhyolite. Dikes

and iiTegular shaped bosses of rhyolite along the summit of Hamburg Ridge

indicate a network of eruptive rocks between the two great shale belts.

Like the underlying Secret Canyon sliale horizon, the Hamburg shales,

although of much less thickness, are impervious to ascending mineral cur-

rents, and neither along the front of the mountain or nortli of Adams Hill

is there the slightest evidence of ore bodies penetrating it.

Ores of the Silurian.—Comiug to the Pogouip horizou. Ore bodies occur all

the way from the north end of Adams Hill southward to Roundtop

Mountain, at the extreme southern end of the region, with, however, con-

siderable intervals where none have been exposed near the surface. Numer-

ous mining claims have from time to time been recorded, but most of the

ground proved unprofitable and unproductive. On the other hand, such

mines as the BuUwhacker and Williamsburg, northwest of the town oi

Eureka, and the Page and Corwin, southwest of Pinto Peak, have yielded

large quantities of mineral matter and may be said to exhibit well its

mode of occurrence in the limestone of this horizon. In the Williams-

burg Mine a well defined (][uartz-porphyry dike penetrates the limestone,

and dikes of similar rock come to the surface near the BuUwhacker. The

Page and Corwin was not being worked at the time of the writer's ^dsit,

and it is impossible to say whether any intrusive dikes have broken

thi'ough the strata in close connection with the ore, but the limestones are
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much disturbed and faulted and rliyolite has i-eached the surface only a

shoii; distance from the mining- property.

In the Eureka (piartzite the only instances kno^A'n of inineral de])osi-

tion are those found on Hoosac Mountain, a descriittion of wliicli is given

elsewhere. They have been worked extensively and have yielded consider-

able ore. Here they are intimately associated with intrasive dikes of l)oth

andesite and rhvolite otishoots from the great Ixxlies which forced their

way upward along the Hoosac fault.

Throughout the luireka Mountains the Lone Mountain horizon has

here and there shown evidences of mineral dei)osits when found in the

neighborhood of rhyolite outbursts, but over the greatei- part of tlie area

they exhibit no surface signs of ore-bearing material. An interesting-

example of ore in the Lone Mountain horizon m;iv be found at tlie

Seventy-six mine, in hard, flinty limestone on the northwest side of

McCoy'.s Ridge. While it can not be looked upon as remunerative property,

from the ]ioint of view of the present description it serves as an iustnjctive

link in the chain of facts bearing upon the geological position of the

Km-eka ore bodies. This is the only liody of Lone Mountain limestone

lying in close proximity to the Hoosac fault, and, in conse(iuence, ])artially

explains the occurrence of ore.

Ores of the Devonian.—Passing u])ward, without any intervening litlu)logical

break, the Nevada limestones ai-e in like miumer frequently found to cany

oxidized, argentiferous lead ores in fissures and crevices in the regions of

])rofound foults. It by no means follows that rhyolites necessarily accom-

])any tlie ore at the surface, and still less that the latter occurs wherever

rhyolite penetrates the Nevada limestone throug-h fissure planes. Instances

may l)e cited in the case of the Keese and Hen-y mine, just north of the

canyon of tlie same name, and again on the summit of Newark Jlountain,

both localiti(^s indicvating distm-bances of strata without any assignable

cause on the surtace. The dislocation of beds may be due to intrusive

rocks which fixiled to penetrate the surface, the fissuring- being filled by

mineral matter.

Along Rescue Canyon, Avhere there is such a continuous and powerful

mass of rhyolite under geological conditions similar in many res])ec.ts to
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those observed along- the Hoosac fault, miueral deposits are found identical

in mode of occurrence with those found on Prospect Mountain, although

less productive. A line of ore deposits follows Rescue Canyon on the east

side in the highly inclined strata of Century Ridge. Tlie Rescue mine is

the most important property, exploration having developed several small,

but rich, chambers of ore in following down the shaft between 400 and 500

feet below the sm-face. Otlier mines on Century Ridge are the Queen and

Maryland, both of which resemble the Rescue mine.

In the Alhambra Hills a shaft has been sunk in the Fairplay mine, 85

feet in depth, following down a clay seam between well defined walls of

limestone. It carries a good deal of galena. The White Rose mine closely

resembles the Fairplay and lies in nearly the same geological horizon.

Crossing to the Mahogany Hills, on the opposite or west side of the

Eureka Mountains, we find mining propei-ties on the southeast side of

Brush Peak at localities designated as the Mountain Boy and Kentuck mines.

They show that mineral matter was de})osited under geological conditions

similar to those found elsewliere. Again, at the head of Browns Canyon

there is a very decided break in the limestone, accompained by a sharp

anticlinal fold, along the axis of which occurs an outflow of rhyolite pre-

senting geological conditions that might readily lead one to look for ore.

Indications of mineral deposits were found at the surface sufficient to war-

rant mining exploration, and an ore channel followed for considerable

distance into the limestone. A stud}' of the geological position of these

different ore bodies makes it clear that thej^ occur throughout the Nevada

limestone, being foimd near the base of the epoch and again not far below

the suimnit. With the coming in of the White Pine shales all the charac-

teristic oxidized and imoxidized ores of the district cease, and they tail to

reappear in any of the higher geological horizons.

No Ores in the Carboniferous.—Nowliere witlliu tllC district liave OrCS been

recognized in any of the grand divisions of Carboniferous time. In the

Diamond Range northward and westward of Newark Mountain the strata

seem to ))e entirely free from mineral matter. It is possiljle that mining claims

may have been recorded along some superficial outcrop or some segregation

of mineral matter, but these are so obscure and unpromising and usually
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without any indication nf the precious metals that tlicv may l)c \vh<ill\-

discarded. The same may be said of the entire area of the Carboniferous

block lying between the Hoosac and Pinto faults. It is somewhat remark-

able that in this latter block, which lies in the very center uf volcanic

action, no mineral occurrences of any importance are known. Alonj^- the

two great meridional faults enormous masses of igneous rocks have been

pom'ed out, notwithstanding which no ore deposits have l)een reported

either on the east side of the Hoosac fault or on the west side of the

Pinto lault.

Geological Range of Ore Deposits.—It will be SeCU frOlU these facts that the

ore deposits of Eureka are found throughout a wide vertical range, extend-

ing from the base of the Prospect Mountain limestone to the summit of the

Nevada limestone, occumng in every grand division of the Cambrian,

Sihirian, and Devonian periods, with the exception of the two great shale

belts—the Secret Canyon and Hamburg shales. From the base of the

Prospect Mountain limestone to the top of the Hamburg shale it is esti-

mated that there are 6,200 feet of strata; the Silurian i-ocks measure 5,000

feet and the Nevada limestone of the Devonian 6,000 feet. This gives

from the base to the summit of the included strata over 17,000 feet of

sedimentary rocks, through which argentiferous lead ores have been

deposited on a sufficiently extensive scale to encourage more or less

expensive outlays for mining exploration.

From tlie rapid review of these facts it is evident that within the area

of the Eureka District the ores are by no means restrii-ted to an}' definite

geological horizons and have been deposited in siliceous as well as calcareous

strata. Notwithstanding that the ore bodies occur through a great thick-

ness of rock, it still remains true that the greater jjart of the mineral depos-

its and probabh' all those which liav(^ provetl remunerative to the investor,

lie within restricted limits. The most productive mines, those carrying

the largest and richest bodies of ore, are found in Cambrian strata. This

is owing to orographic and structural conditions rather than to the

geological age of strata or the chemical natui'e of sediments. A stud\- of

the structural features of tlu^ mountains together with the mode of occur-

rence of the rhvolite eruptions shows that the age of the rock has but little.
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if anything, to do with the occun-ence of the deposits. They depend more

upon the fissuring and fracturing of the mountain uplifts and the relations

of the accompanying faults to the outbursts of rhyolite.

A study of the mountain blocks and distribution of ores brings out the

fact that what has been designated the Prospect Mountain uplift, lying

between the Hoosac fault on the east side and the Sierra and Spring Valley

faults on the west, embraces pretty much all the valuable mineral deposits

which have as yet been successfully developed. Within the limits of these

lines of faulting are embraced all the mining properties extending from

Adams Hill southward to Surprise Peak, including those on the west side

of Prospect Mountain, together with the Dugout mine at the southwest base

of the peak on the west side of the anticlinal fold. In preceding chajiters

the structural features of Prospect Mountain Ridge and relations between

the sedimentary beds and intrasive dikes have been described with some

detail. As has already been shown, the strata between these faults belong

to the Cambrian and Silurian periods up to and including the lower portion

of the Lone Mountain horizon exposed on the north side of McCoy's Ridge.

The principal ovei'flows of rhyolite have been along the line of the Hoosac

fault, tlie two most powerful centers of extravasation being located at Pinto

Peak and Purple Mountain. Purple Mountain lies in the angle between the

Hoosac and Ruby Hill faults, and it is along this latter fault that rhyo-

lites come to the surface all the way from New York Canyou to the Jack-

son fault, thence crossing tlie latter fixult, fill the fault-fissure for a consid-

erable distance along the north slope of Ruby Hill, l)ut without building

lip any accumulation of rhyolite on the surface.

While it can not be absolutely demonstrated, all evidence bears out the

assumption that the dikes penetrating Pi-ospect Mountain Ridge have a

deep-seated connection with the source of the rhyolite material which has

furnished the surface outflows all along the line of faulting. It can hardly

be doubted that both forms of the same eruptive rock mass have had an

identical deep-seated origin. It should be also bome in mind that it is only

in exceptional instances that dikes and off-shoots from any parent body of

lava can be traced to their source step by step in the field without any

break in continuitv.
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Ruby Hill Ore Deposits.—Mv. J. S. Cui'tis, ill llis t'lahomtl' lUOlKlgrapll UpoU

the ore deposits of Ruby Hill, h;is embodied the results ot" nuich careful

investigation of the underground exploitations of the mines. His work is

accompanied by numerous vertical and cross sections, compiled from tli(^

original mine surveys, indicating the positions of the different ore Ixidics

and their mutual relations. It is unnecessary, therefore, to enter into tlic

details of the economic geology, and only such tacts will be given as will

enable the reader to form a correct conception of the geological position

and mode of occurrence of the ore bodies, not only upon Ruby llill but

those found throughout the district. Ruby Hill, from a geological point of

view, may be taken as typical of the deposits in what has been designated

as the Prospect Mountain uplift. For the details of the mines, and their

extensive underground udrkingsthe reader isreferredto Mr. Curtis's report.

In chapter v, of this rejjort, upon the descriptive geology, there will be

found an account of the geological structure of Ruby Hill and Adams

Hill.

By reference to the accompanying map (PI. i,) and section (Fig. 3, PI.

II,) it will be seen that Ruby Hill is made up of the three underlying forma-

tions of the Cambrian. They possess a faii-1)' uniform dip, although pre-

senting occasional abrupt changes due to faults and fractures. This dip

along the surface may be taken at 40°, and in the lowest workings of the

Richmond mine, which have reached a depth of over 1,200 feet, this angle

of inclination is still maintained. At the surface the line of contact between

the quartzite and limestone is easily made out all the way from the Jackson

fault to the west base of Ruby Hill. Near this latter fiiult the contact is

first observed just west of the American shaft and the Jackson mine. It

crosses the summit of the spur on which the Phoenix mine is situated and

follows along the southern slope of Ruby Hill, the quartzite at one point

rising to within 160 feet of the summit. In the underground workings the

plane of contact between the quartzite and limestone has been exposed in

all the mines and at very many of the levels, the latter frequently running

along the contact of the two formations and occasionally cutting the

quartzite where it projects to the north Ix^yond the course of the drifts.

Numerous cross-cuts have also been run into ttu; underlj'ing rock.
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The«e workings, altliong-h tliey do not offer a continuous exposure, are

sufficient to give the course of the quartzite all the way from the Jackson

to the Albion. Beginning with the Jackson mine, the plane of contact has

a course a little east of north, gradually turning more and more to the west

until at the Albion it curves slightl}' south of west. In the lower levels of

the mines this contact plane, as mapped by the underground surveys, pre-

sents roughly a concave outline curving outward toward the north or awaj-

from the granite mass of Mineral Hill. This curve, however, is by no means

symmetrical, the tendency of the quartzite in making so sharp a bend

being to break abruptly and irregularly and for short distances to be forced

outward, assuming dii-ections quite at vai'iance with the general course

;

the dip frequently changing with the strike. This tendency of the quartz-

ite in fracturing to be forced outward beyond the line of the curve is well

shown just west of what is known as the compromise line between the

Eureka and Richmond mines. It may be seen all the way from the sur-

face down to the ninth level of the Richmond. Mr. Curtis has carefully

mapped the underground contacts, not only between the quartzite and lime-

stone but for all three formations. By reference to his map' both the con-

cave outline of the beds and the irregularities of strike and dip may be

seen at a glance.

The overlying limestone and shale conform in then- general outline

with the quartzite, the shale, however, exhibiting a decided tendency, as is

usually the case with argillaceous strata, to bend and fold rather than to

break abruptly.

Across the limestone on the east slope of Ruby Hill runs a profound

fault which, on account of its bearing upon the geology of the region, has

been designated the Ruby Hill fault. It is a continuation of a line of

faulting coming up from the southwest. From New York Canyon, where

the Ruby Hill fault leaves the Hoosac fault, to its intersection with the

Jackson fault the nearly straight course is easily followed by a chain of

rhyolite outbursts as well as by the conformity of strata Where it

crosses the Jackson fault its direction is somewhat disturbed and is not so

readily made out, but near the American shaft it reappears, with a course a

' Op. Git., PI. III.
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lew degrees west of north, passing just west of tlic .lacksdii sluift. From

this point westward it is difficidt to foUow the Ruby Hill fault on the

surface, as it lies wholly in limestone nioi'e or less concealed by soil and

debris, and the rhvolite which to the southeast of the Jackson fault

materially aids in trticing the disj)lacement nowhere comes to the surface

after crossing the latter fault. At the time the accompanying map was

printed the line of the l\uli\- Hill fault had not Ix-eu followed west of the

Jackson mine, but since then ^Ir. Curtis has traced it through the under-

groiuid workings of all the mines as tar as the e.xtreme limit of exploration

in the All)ion.

According to the investigations of Mr. Curtis the fault after leaving the

Phoenix mine runs in a nearly northwest direction, agreeitig closely with its

coiu'se on the east side of the Jac^kson fault. It passes just to tlic north-

east of the KK shaft and southwest of the Richmond office. It persistently

cuts all formations, qnartzites, limestones, and shales alike, scarcely dcAna-

ting from a straight line and a[)parently unintluenced bv the physical

conditions of the rock. In like manner the fractures and displacements

produced by the earlier orographic changes which elevated the region have

exerted but little influence on the course of the Ruby Hill fault. A study

of the disturbances and dislocations of the strata point to the conclusion

that this fault, with its accompanying fissure, was the last dynamic move-

ment in the liistorv of Kubv Hill. Wherever underground explorations

admitted of observation the average dip of the ii.ssure plane was found to

be about 70° to the northeast. Southeast of the Jackson fault the width of

the fissure and the dij) of its ])lane are ind<;nown.

Subsequent to the formation of the tissuri' ami probabh^ nearly coinci-

dent with it was the filling of the wider portions with intrusions of rhyolite,

notwithstanding the fact that the\' nowheiv (piite reach the siu*face on

Ruby Hill.

Evidence goes to show that the volcanic energy displayed along the

fault Vuw expended the greatest activity near its junction with the great

Hoo.sac fault, the powerful extravasations of rhyolite gradually dying out

toward the northwest, and beyon<l the intersection with the Jackson fault

failed to oxcrflow the top of the lissure walls. 'Tlic rlnolites exposed in
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the mines rarely attain au average width of more than 15 to 20 feet across

the broadest expansions, although instances of much greater width occur in

the Phoenix. Decomposed rhyolite is recognized along the fissure in both

the Jackson and Ph(i>nix mines. It is intersected by the Jackson shaft

above the thu-d level, and the cross-cuts from the old Jackson shaft on both

the third and fourth levels expose the rhyolite body on the main fissure.

In the Phoenix, rhyolite is found on all the lower levels wherever they inter-

sect the fissure. Proceeding westward the fissiu'e narrows, but the rhyolite

may still be detected on the sixth level of the KK, although so thoroughly

altered as to have lost the distinctive characters of a lava. In the Rich-

mond mine no rhyoHtes nor rhyolitic clays are recognized, nor have they

been observed anywhere along the fissure to the northwest. The fissure

gradually narrows and finally dies out and the fault, is lost where the rocks

pass beneath Spring Valley, a short distance beyond the Albion mine.

Transition products from unaltered lava to highly kaolinized rhyolite

are found along the fissure in every stage of decomposition. In the Jack-

son mine the rhyolite origin of much of the filling of the fissure is deter-

mined by the presence of mica flakes and quartz grains imbedded in blue

clay. These transition products grade off" into nearly pure clays holding-

grains of quartz still unaltered, whereas the feldspars and glass base have

undergone such complete kaolinization that the volcanic origin of much of

this material could not be made out but for its association with fresher

rock. In places the entire filling between the walls of the fissure, which

may be only a few inches in width, is composed of rhyolite clays, the

extreme product of the action of steam and solfataric fumes upon injected

volcanic rock. They have all the physical properties of and behave like

ordinary clays. Between the Phoenix and the Richmond occur bodies of

clay which are undoubtedly derived from the rli}^olite, with an admixtm-e

of more or less calcareous material. Such material abounds where the

fissure walls stand only a few inches apail, and a movement has pulverized

the limestone along the fixult plane, producing an admixture of rhyolitic

clay with comminuted siliceous limestone. In the Richmond the filling

of clay between the fault planes is derived solely from attrition of the

walls; at least, no rhyolite can be detected. It is possible that the crack
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became too narrow to permit of the forcing upward of the liquid lava

without sufficient power to widen the space between the inclosing walls.

Here the volcanic quartz grains are wanting, the calcareous nature of the

material determining its origin.

In following its northwest course the main fissure crosses the entire

width of the limestone of Ruby Hill, which, by means of the network of

undei-ground workings, may be easily studied and compared from base to

summit with the same horizon on Prospect Ridge. Near the American

shaft the distance from tlie main fissure to the underlying quartzite is onl}'

a few feet. This distance increases in the Phoenix and Jackson mines as

proved by the crosscuts on different mining levels, the limestone belt

gradually becoming wider toward the west. Near the Richmond mine the

main fissure, having traversed the limestone, follows the contact between

Prospect Mountain limestone and Secret Canyon shale for a considerable

distance, beyond which it is lost. In the Jackson mine a shale belt is

exposed which, although fairly persistent in the underground workings of

the KK, Eureka, and Richmond mines, never reaches the surface, owing to

the fault across the limestone. Without much doubt the shale coiresponds

with the broad irregular shale belt found on Prospect Ridge and designated

the Mountain shale. To the south of this main fissure, along the contact of

the Prospect Mountain quartzite and the Prospect Momitain limestone,

occurs a line of faulting which, although of less magnitude than the Ruby

Hill fault, is, on account of its relation to the ore bodies, quite as important

from an economic point of view. Like the Ruby Hill fault it was formed

subsequent to the minor displacements connected with the earlier orograjjhic

movements. Evidence seems to show that this faulting took place contem-

poraneously with that of the Ruby Hill fault and has been named the sec-

ondary fissure. This secondary fissure possesses an average dip of 40°,

coinciding with the contact plane between the two formations, and as the

angle of inclination of the main fissure uniforndy stands at 70°, the two

faults might naturally be expected to come together at no great distance

from the surface. Exploitation confirms this supposition and in the lower

workings of the mines the secondary fissure is easily trareable into the

Ruby Hill fault, but has nowhere been obs('r\-ed to iross it. Indeed, this

MON XX 20
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secondary fissure may he considered as an oifshoot from the more per-

sistent and profound Ruby Hill fault. Where the quartzite and limestone

show a tendency to curve to the south and southwest, following around the

spur of the mountain, the secondary fissure abandons the contact plane and

with a northwest course enters the limestone, leaving a block of the latter

rock between it and the quartzite.

^Phoenix Af/he

Quartzite CrusJied XLmes'tone ^/ud&
JLvimstone

Rl^oUtc

Fig. 6.—Cross-section in Phoenix mine.

Within the wedge-shaped limestone body included between the Ruby
Hill fissure and the secondary fissure have been found all the deposits of

ore which were of sufficient value to repay extraction. Up to the time of

the present investigation all exploitations by crosscuts from the main levels
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outsidt' these liniiTs Imve tailed to discitver aiiv jicciiinulatioiis of ore. The

Hmestoue on tlie north side of the Rub\' Hill fault [)reseiits a fairly com-

pact uniform appearaiu'C occasionally \vell .stratified. Between the two

fissures the limestone is crushed and l)roken, everywhere showing the effect

of g-reat pressure accompanied liy movement. .Much of this rock indicates

alteration hy chemical process since the fracturing- an<l displacement. 'I'he

limestone south of the secondary fissure is for the most part black in color,

siliceous in composition, and in distinction to the limestone lietw(;en the

fissures uniform in structure. It is more easily recognized than the other

belts and resembles the lower strata of limestone on Prospect Ridg-e. B\'

the miners the limestone beneath the secondary fissure is known as the

back limestone ; that found between the two fissures is called either the

crushed or mineral limestone, while the beds overhing the main fissure are

refeiTed to usually as the front limestone.

Figure 6 represents the relative position of the Ruby Hill fault, along-

which the main fissure has lieen formed, to the secondar\' fissure as shown

by a vertical cross-section in the Ph(X'nix mine. It will be seen that the

two fissures come together just below the .sixth level of the mine. The

rli\-olite dike follows the Rub\' Hill fault, and nowhere deviates to the

soutlnvard in its upward com-se. In the ground shown by the section the

secondary fissure adheres closely to the line of contact between the quartzite

and limestone. The ore body is cut by the shaft extending from tlie surface

nearly down to the point of contact between the formations. Near the

third level the shaft enters the underlying quartzite and has been sunk only

a short distance below the fifth level, the sixth being reached by an incline.

Preexisting Caves and Crevices.—It has been Stated that the fisSUre whicll

accompanies the main fault on Ruby Hill has been the principal channel

through which the intrusive rhyolites have been forced upward to within a

short distance of the surface, if, indeed, they have not accumulated on top and

subsequently been removed by erosion. On the other hand, the secondar\'

fissure carries no rhyolite, but, accompanying it, especially along the contact

of rhyolite and limestone, are large and valuable bodies of ore. Between

these two fissures the crushed limestone shows the evidence of faulting

approxiniateh" parallel witli the l\ul)\- Hill fault, and due 1o forces acting at
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the time the luiiin ridge was uplifted. Other faults indicate lateral thrust, but

they are less eifective than the former and may be of later origin, due to sub-

terranean forces connected with the period of volcanic energy. Accom-

panying these are innumerable small fissures, seams, crevices, chambers

and channels of varied shapes and sizes. Many of these owe their origin

simply to the dynamic effects of upheaval. Others are best explained on

the theory of surface waters percolating downward along lines of least

resistance, widening fissures and enlarging caAdties. If these waters w^ere

charged with carbonic acid, chambers and irregular shaped galleries and

drainage channels must necessarily have been dissolved out of the limestone.

A study of these channels and their intricate connections tends to the belief

in the theory of preexisting caves and underground water coui'ses before

the introduction of ore.

Filling of Fissures.—The comiug ill of the volcanic period would be quite

likely to disturb and dislocate any previous system of subterranean di'ain-

ao-e, in some places complete!}' closing and in others opening new channels

l)y the formation of fresh cracks and crevices. Subsequent to the peneti-a-

ting of the main fissure by rhyolite came the filling of minor fissures and

other openings in the limestone by the ascending mineral solutions and

o-aseous currents. Wherever the narrow fissures admitted of it these open-

ings and chambers were more or less filled with mineral matter precipitated

from solution, the passage ways in many instances being left nearly barren

or onlv carrying stringers and slight indications of earthy, ocherous

material probably deposited liefore the dying out»of the active mineral

currents. In some instances the narrow connecting channels between the

larger openings are richer in mineral matter than the chambers themselves.

It would be useless to s})eculate on the reasons Avhy certain fissures and

chambers carried ores and others were left baiTen. The freaks of deposi-

tion from ascending currents—in some places rapid, in others slow—and the

var^nng conditions of temperature and pressure brought about by the vary-

ing intensity of solfatarie action would produce endless differences in the

mode of occurrence. Channels which at one time presented conditions

most favorable for deposition might at a later period become entirely cut

off from ascending currents. Anyone Avho has observed carefully the
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ap})arent freaks in tlie depositioii ot" mineral luattcr in sncii centers ot"

thermal activity as tiie Yellowstone Park realizes how little it takes to

deflect the course of ascending aqueous or gaseous currents and how, under

varj-ing conditions, mineral deposition is liable to undergo change within

restricted areas. The occurrences of ore bodies on Ruby Hill and Pros-

pect Mountain arc variable and uncertain, Vjut such as one might anticipate

from their mode of formation.

Relative Age of Rhyolite and Ore.—The beSt example OU Ruby Hill showiug

direct contact between the ores and rhyolite bodies was observed in the

Jackson mine, but probably a still finer illustration of the relationship

between the two with the ore lying undistm-bed along the under side of a

highly inclined dike was seen in the Dunderburg mine on Hamburg Ridge.

It was exposed on the third level of the mine near the main shaft which

had been sunk all the way in hard limestone. The rhyolite dike varied

from 1 to 8 feet with an average width of a little more than 2 feet. The

strike of the dike was approximately east and west with a dip to the north,

whereas the course of the ore chainiel stood nearly at right angles to it.

The ore never penetrated the rhyolite, its course being deflected on

approaching the intrusive dike. At the .shaft house the ore body

measured 50 feet in thickness. Opportunity for examining the contact

was excellent as much of the ore still remained in place, while over

other areas along the contact the ore had been stripped off, rendering it

possible to observe the relationship between it and the dike, as well as the

position of both to the -inclosing limestone. Nowhere did the ore penetrate

the rhyolite, and nowhere had any ore been found inclosed within the dike.

In like mamier the ore was wholly free from rhyolite. Nothing could seem

more clear than that the mineral matter had been quietly deposited from

solution along the under side of a highly inclined dike, neither could any-

thing be seen suggesting a replacement of rhyolite by ore, although imme-

diately along the contact there is considerable kaolinization of rhyolite.

Such instances as the Jackson mine on Ruby Hill, the Dunderberg on

Hamburg Ridge, and the position of the rhyolite and ore at the Geddes

and Bertrand mine in Secret Canyon, furnish strong proof corroborating

other evidence that the ore folloAved the rhyolite.
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Kaoiinization of Rhyoiite.—A careful studv ot' tlu' transition products of

kaoliiiization of the rliyolite shows how complete the decomposition has

been along the Ruby Hill fissure west of the Jackson tault. Equally com-

plete and impressive are the evidences of similar kaoiinization in the Dun-

derburg- and on the sunnnit of Hamburg Ridge above the Dunderburg and

Hamburg mines wherever the rhyolites ofi'er good exposm-es on the surface.

Along the line of contact on the sumirdt of the ridge between the

tlioroiighly whitened rhyoiite and the dark limestone there has been con-

siderable prospecting for ores, but without success. Perhaps tJie best

instance of the alteration of the rhyoiite is foimd where the drainage chan-

nel of New York Canyon in coming down from Prospect Ridge has worn

a deep passage through the Hambm'g limestone ridge. It is seen in the

limestone bluff on the south side where an exploi'ing tunnel was run into

the hill following the contact between the nearly vertical rhyoiite dike and

the inclosing limestone. There is exposed here a fine example of com-

pletely kaolinized rhyoiite possessing all the properties of an ordinary clay,

except that the quartz grains of rh}'olite still remain unacted upon with

here and there a little unaltered sanidin. This is an instance of thoroughh'

kaolinized rhvolite without the })resence, so far as known, of any ore body

as far as the tunnel was run. Finding no indication of ore, the tunnel had

been abandoned after running a long way into the hill along the contact

of the two formations.

Ores Deposited as Sulphides.—Solfataric actiou wliicli accoiujjanied the filling

of the intricate net-work of openings in the limestone niay have continued

thi'oughout a long period of time, the mineral matter accumulating slowly.

That the ores were originally deposited as sulphides there seems no good

reason to doubt, an opinion ]3rol)ably held by all geologists who have exam-

ined the district and who believe that the ores came from below.

The enormous amount of oxidized ])roducts indicates that the original

ore was mainly galena and pyrites. Evidence that such was the case on

Ruby Hill is shown by the discovery of fragments of galena and ])yrites

found in a perfect!}- fresh state scattered throughout the ore bodies near

the sm-face as well as at great depths. These fragments are frequentl}- sur-

rounded by partially oxidized material showing a nucleus or kernel of still
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imaltered8uli)hi(le. AssuiuiiiL;- it to he (•((iTci-t that tlie ores were originally

depositetl as galena and i)\'rites, it is most diflienlt to see how such vast accu-

mulatious of these sulphides could have been formed in any other way than

in the preexisting caves and openings. Any theory with which we are

acquainted of chemical and physical replacement of the limestone or dolo-

mite seems whoU}' inadequate to meet the necessary conditions. Pseudo-

morphs of galena and pyrites after calcite have been described as minera-

logical curiosities and possibilities, but nowhere have they been found in large

quantities in any mine, and so far as the writer is aware they have never

been recognized at Eureka. On the other hand, underground di'ainage

channels probably existed before the deposition of the ore bodies, and with

the coming in of the ascending mineral currents it is most natural that the\-

should have followed these channels in their upward course.

The Ores.—After the deposition of the metallic sul])hides came the period

of oxidation, which probably continued throughout the greater part of

Quaternaiy time and was due to atmospheric agencies, maiidy i)ercolating

surface waters. On Rubv Hill this oxidation may be said to be nearly

complete, vmalter(?d galena and j)yrites being exceptional occuiTcnces above

water level. It has produced a great variety of secondary minerals, but

such as it might be anticipated would follow the complete alteration of an

admixture of argentiferous galena and aiu'iferous pyrites accomjmnied by

compounds of arsenic and molybdenum. Mr. Curtis has devoted consider-

able time to an investigation of the mineralogical character of the ore and

has published a catalogue of the minerals known to occur on Ruby Hill.

The secondary products of oxidation include a long list of carbonates,

sulphates, arseniates, molybdates, and chlorides. The ore is exceptionallv

rich iu gold. Wulfenite occui-s in Ijrilliant trans])arent crystals, varying in

color from lemon-yellow to l^right orange, and is found in large clusters

filling cavities or incrusting other minerals. Since the opening of the

mines the wulfenite of Eureka hiis l)een much sought after by mineral-

collectors both in this country and in Europe. It appears to be the only

species which Ruby Hill has develojx'd that has any exceptional value from

a mineralogical \H)\nt of view.

The following analvsis of a sample <>( ;dl the ores smelted at the
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Ricliiuond t'uriuwe for tlie year 1878 was made for the company by Mr.

Fre<] Claudet, of Loudon:

Lead oxide 35-65 Lead 33-12

Bismuth

Copper oxide -15 Copper -12

Iron sesquioxide 34-39 Iron 24-07

Zinc oxide 2-37 Zinc •. 1-89

Manganese oxide -13

Arsenic acid 6-34 Arsenic 4-13

Antimony -25 Antimony -25

Sulphuric acid 4-18 Sulphur 1-67

Chlorine

Silica 2-95

Alumina -64

Lime 1-14

Magnesia -41

Water and carbonic acid 10-90

Silver and gold -10

99-60

Silver, 27'55 troy ounces per ton of 2,000 pounds. Gold, 1-59 troy

ounces per ton of 2,000 pounds.

The analysis is taken from the records of the Richmond company.

It is reproduced here, as it g'i ves the average composition of a large quantity

of ore probably derived from the same ultimate source, and is therefore not

without scientific value, although it cannot be considered as representing any

definite deposit or the product of any special mode of formation.

The method of stating the present composition of the ore is somewhat

misleading. All the lead is estimated as lead oxide, whereas a very appre-

ciable amount of lead sulphide must have been present, as is shown by the

examination of any ore pile. It indicates, however, how completely the

ore body has undergone oxidation since deposition. No determination was

made of the molybdic acid, yet it is hardly possible that none was present

when it is easily detected in almost any ore sample. The low percentage of

base metals other than lead and iron shows the great uniformity and sim-

plicity of the original sulphides. That the ores vary in composition within

certain limits, dependei\t upon the position of the ore chamber and tlieir
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(-(imit-ctiou with the lissurcs mikI pipes, is adiuitted by all who have eare-

fully studied the deposits. Occasionally the ore contained iu small pockets

in the limestone will present a fairly uniform composition, but dittering

widely from that found in adjacent bodies, and in some of these zinc iuid

copper accumulate in relatively large quantities as compared with the

entire mass of ore. Such variations appear to be much more common on

Prospect Ridge than on Uuby Hill.

Two of the most singular and interesting of these isolated deposits

were found near the summit of Prospect Ridge, on two adjoining mining

properties, known as the Lord Byron and Kelly mines. They resemble

each other so closely that they maj' very properly be considered as having

a common origin and possibl}' filling the same fissure, the connection

between them being concealed beneath the surface.

The following analyses of these complex ores were kindly made for

the writer by Dr. W. F. Hillebrand, of the U. S. Geological Survey:
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Dr. Hillebraiul reg-ards tlie greater j)art of tlie tellurivim as occurring

in the state of telluric acid, because in Ixjiliug with hydrochloric acid much

chlorine is evolved, although there is no manganese present, and on reducing

it with sulphurous acid the tellurium is immediately precipitated. Dr. Hille-

brand notes the absence of all sublimation products of tellurium, antimony,

and arsenic on heating the ore in an open tube, indicating the previously

complete oxidation of these substances. The telluric acid is nearly sufficient

in the Lord Byron ore to combine with the bismuth, leaving enough over

to combine with the small amount of silver present. Some silver in both

ores probably exists in combination with tellurium as a telluride. These

ores possessed no connnercial value on account of the exceedingly small

amount of them obtained. In the case of the ore from the Kelly mine

it will be seen that there is a large amount of cai'bonate of lime present,

but it is not possible to say whether this occurred as calcite, a secondary

product, or as limestone derived from the country rock.

Occasional pockets or cre^^ces in the limestone are characterized by

the deposition of wad and other compounds of manganese. Silica is rarely

found in the fissures and chaml^ers in the Richmond and Eureka mines, but,

on the other hand, most of the deposits on Prospect Ridge carry more or

less quartz, and associated with it there appears to be, judging from the

assay reports, an increase in the amount of gold. Silica also characterized

the mines of the Hamburg Ridge, as is shown not only in some of the

larger deposits, Ijut in such properties as the Connolly and California mines.

Variations in silica })resent no greater range than other mineral matter

deposited under conditions of solfataric action. It is known as one of the

most connnon products from deep-seated sources. The noticeable feature

about the silica is not its occurrence on Prospect Ridge, but rather its

absence from the Ruby Hill fissure and connecting chambers.

As has been previously mentioned, the n;ines of Rubv Hill have

yielded up to the time of the present investigation gold and silver to the

value of $60, ()()(), 000, accompanied by over a quarter of a million tons of

commercial lead. The large amount of iron contained in the ores has

never been estimated. These enormous ]3roducts of the heavy metals,

deposited in small openings in the Ruby Hill limestone, within a very
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limited area, tlinuiiili narrow iissures, from some deep-seated souree, cer-

tainly present, in their scientitic aspects, most iiiterestin<i;' ju-oblems to the

geologist.

Recent Changes.—Followiug tlie oxidatiou of tlu' sulphides aiul in some

degi'ee associated with it, came the partial rean-angemeiit of the oxidized

material under the inflneiice of percolating surface water, hi some instances

removing the ore from iian-ow passageways and fissures and sweeping it

into larger receptacles, where, together with ore already deposited, it was

piled up on the limestone floors This rearrangement of the oxidized

material, seen upon opening several chambers on Ruby Hill in the course

of mining exploration, appeared so self-evident that no other theory of their

formation seems adequate to account for all the" observed facts. Such ore

receptacles, although more frequent near the surface, were opened at differ-

ent depths, but usually along lines that gave every appearance of having

been ancient water courses. On opening a chamber the tops of the ore

piles would be found covered by an accumulation of dust, fine sand, and

material foreign to the ore body. The stratification of material shown in

cross section and the settling of the heavier particles under the action of

water were too convincing to admit of any other mode of formation. Many

of the pipes coming down from the surface would be found wholly barren

of ore, yet carrying fragments of limestone rounded and woni smooth by

he action of percolating subterranean waters charged with carbonic acid.

Such recent di'ainage channels and pipes are by no means restricted to

Ruby Hill, but occur equally well preserved on Prospect Mountain, and

may be seen with more or less distinctness in some of the tunnels cutting

the ridge. They are well shown in both the Eureka and Prospect ]\Ioim-

tain tunnels and are so large as to serve the purposes of ventilation, and

in one instance, at least, so straight as to admit light from the surface.

Many of the tunnels suggest the existence of subten-anean water courses

at a time when the country was less arid than at present.

Dr. J. S. Newbeny^ has cleverly suggested that climatic changes, with

alternating wet and ch-y periods, within Quaternary time in the Great Basin,

mav have had much to do in determining water levels in deep mines. If

' School of Mines Quarterly, March, 1880.
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tliis is true, the action of percolating waters in underg-round drainage chan-

nels would be influenced in like manner. During the present period of

excessive dryness these channels in the limestone carry no water, and con-

sequently exert but little solvent power. If, however, subterranean cham-

bers can be worn in the limestone since the deposition of the ore, it seems

but logical to assume that on the identical ground, under nearly similar

conditions, caves should have been formed before the deposition of

sulphides.

Since the formation of these more recent water com-ses nothing of any

moment occured on Ruby Hill until historical time, when man, in his eager

search for wealth, excavated in a few years, by means of modern mechan-

ical appliances, the enormous mineral product which required untold ages

to deposit h\ natural process.

Conclusions.—The couclusions reached after an investigation of the

Eureka Mountains with regard to the geological position, age, and origin of

the ore deposits may be briefly stated as follows:

The rocks in which the ores occur are sedimentary beds belonging to

the Cambrian, Silurian, and Devonian periods.

The ores were deposited after the eruption of the rhyolite, and conse-

quently they are of Pliocene or post-Pliocene age.

In their mode of occurrence the ores are closely associated with the

dikes of rhyolite, although there is no evidence to show that they were

derived from them.

The ores came from below.

They were for the most part deposited as sulphides in preexisting caves

and cavities.

They were oxidized by atmospheric agencies, mainly surface waters

percolating through the x'ocks.
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APPENDIX A.

SYSTEMATIC LIST OF FOSSILS FOUND AT EUREKA, NEVADA.

By Charles D. Walcott.

lu the moiiograi)h of Mr. Arnold llaji'iu' the ji'roupiuy of the different genera

and species and their stratigraphical succession and relations throughout tlie great

thickness of sediments at Eureka are given with considerable detail in the discussion

of the Paleozoic rocks. For the student of general geology the vertical range of

s])ecies and their geographical distribution are clearly brought out.

For the purpose of bringing together in tabulated form all the genera and

species of each important grou]) into which the rocks have been divided, the following

systematic list was originally published in the Paleontology of the Eureka District,'

and is rej)roduced here in order that the student may see at a glance the life of each

geological horizon.

Invei'tebrate life is well represented throughout tlie entire series of rocks from

the base of the Prospect Mountain limestone to the summit of the Upper Coal-

measure limestone, a thickness of over 28,500 feet of sediments.

In the list all the Cambrian tauna is included under the head of Prospect

Mountain group, embracing the Prospect Mountain limestone. Secret Canyon shale,

Hamburg limestone, and Hamburg shale.

Since the publication of tlic Paleontology the Cambrian fauna has been divided

into three subfaunas: Lower, Middle, and Upper. Under this classiftcation the

Lower Cambrian or OlencUiis fauna is included in the quartzites and immediately

superjacent shales beneath the Prospect Mountain limestone; the Middle Cambrian

fauna in the Prospect Mountain limestone aiul Secret Canyon shales, and the Upper
Cambrian fauna in the Hamburg limestone and Hamburg shales. As the monograi)h

of Mr. Hague does not deal with these faunal subdivisions in detail no further refer-

ence will lie made to them.

A number of generic refereiu'cs will be changed in a forthcoming review of the

Middle and Ujjper Cambiian faunas, but it is not thought best to anticipate these

changes in the present systematic list.

1 ralfontoltiu'v of till' Klin ka Dislric-t, Nevada. Mou. U. S. Gcol. Surv., vol. viii, 1884.
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The Lower Silurian embraces the fauna of the Pogouip limestone beneath the

Eureka quavtzite, and the Silurian fauna above the quartzite i.s represented by the

meager collections obtained from the Lone Mountain limestone.

Under the grouping of Carboniferous fossils are included the fauna fi'om the

great belts of limestone both above and below the Weber conglomerate.

Included in the list is the collection obtained from the White Pine Mountains,

situated about 40 miles southeast of Evireka. The fauna from the base of the

Pogoni]) to the summit of the Devonian is so closely related to that of the Eureka

District that they may well be studied together, and in the tables are arranged in

jiarallel columns.

The reader who desires more detailed information in regard to the specific

character of the fauna is referred to the descriptions given in the Paleontology of the

Eureka District, above mentioned.

SYSTEMATIC LIST OF FOSSILS OF EACH GEOLOGICAL HORIZON.

CAMBRIAN.

PROSPECT MOUNTAIN TERRANE.

[The double multiple (XX) denotes that the species passes to the group above.]

Genera and species.

Porifera.

Protospongia feuestrata Salter

sp.f

Brach iopoda

.

Discina sp. ?

Lingulepis maira H. & W
? minuta H. »&W .

Lingnlaf manticnla White
Obolella discoidea H. & W

sp.?

Acrothele ? diehotonia Walcott
Acrotreta gemma Billings

Kiitorgina prospectensis Walcott
sculptilis Meek
whitfieldi Walcott . .

.

Lept;ena melita H. &W
Orthis eurekensis Walcott

sp.?

Pterojioda.

Stenotheca elougata Walcott
Hyolithes primordi.alis Hall (sp.)

Scenella ? couula Walcott

Eureka.

XX
XX
XX

White
Pine.

Remarks.

Type from the Cambrian of Wales.

Fragment.
Types from Eureka and White Pine dis-

trict.s, Nevada.
Type from Eureka District.

Type from Schell Creek Range, Nevada.
Type from Eureka District.

Like O. pretiosa Billings.

Type from Calciferous formation in New-
foundland.

Type from Gallatin River, Montana.

Type from Eureka District.

Type from St. Croix (Potsdam) sandstone
of Wisconsin.
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("AMIJRIAN—Coutiniic.l.

PROSPECT JIOUNTAIN TEBRANE—CoUtiuiltd.

Genera and species.
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LOWER SIIiUKIAN (Ordovician).

rOGONIP TERRANB.
[The letter C in the first column denotes that the species also occurs in the Cambrian.]

Genera aud species.

Ehizopoda.

Reccptaculites ellipticus Walcott
elongatus Walcott
mammillaris Newberry

Hydrozoa.

Grajitolitlins sp. ?

Adinosoa.

Monticulipora sp.?

Poli/soa.

Ptilodictya, sp.f

liracliiopoda.

Lxn,tcnlepis niiera II. & W ,

fmiuuta II. & W .

Liiifjiila ? manticula White .

sp.?
Olx.lella ? ambigua Walcott

.liscoidea H. & W . .

,

Acrotveta gemma* Billings...

p. ?

Scbizaml)on typicalis Walcott

.

Leiiticna meli'ta H. & W
Stropbonicua nemea H. & W . .

.

Ortliis hambnrgi'iisi.s Walcott..
loiicu.sis Wiilcott
piT% eta ( 'ourail

pogonipcn.sis 11. &W....
tcstiidiiiaiia Dalniau

ti'icenaria Conrad

sp. f

sp. ?

Streptorbynebns minor AValcott
Porambonites obscnrus H. & W I

Triplesia calciiera Billings ' x

Lamellihranch in to

.

Telliuoniya eontracta Salter?
-1 bamburgensis Walcott .

Modiolojisi.s occidens Walcott
pogonipensis Walcott...
sp. «

• Identifliil by Mr. ileck, fnim llalarto Cit

® -.

.„ o ft

Like G. bifidns Hall.

Types from Enreka and White Pine
districts.

Type from Eureka District.
Type from Schell Creek Range, Nevada.

Type from Eureka District.

Type from Calciferous formation in New-
foundland.

Eike A. subconica Kntorga.

Type from Eureka District.
Type from White Pine District, Nevada.

Trenton of Wisconsin, Chazy of Canada.
Geol. Exjil. Fortieth Par., vol. iv, p. 23.

Trenton group sj)ecies of New York,
Canada, etc.

Trenton group species of New York,
Canada, etc.

Geol. Expl. Fortieth Par., vol. IV, p. 234.
Calciferous formation of Canada.

Trenton group species.

U.
U.
U.
Ilayileii'a Kviiorl lor 1S72, p. 464.
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IjOWER SIIiUEIAX (Orrforitiaii)—Coutiuiiocl.

POGONIP TEKRANE—Coutiuucd.

Clonora and spucii'S.

Gasteropoda.

lirlliidliliim (Bucania) bidorsata Hall.

sp?
Straparollus sj). ? ,

Rapliistoma uasoui Hall (sp.) ,

Mun'liisiinia millcri Hall

.

sp. ?

sp-
I'leurotomaria loiiensis \\ alcott

.

.sp. ?

Heliiotoma sp. ?

Maclurea annulata Walcott
carinata Walcott
subanuulata Walcott.

.

sp.?
Metoptoma ? analoj.'a Wakott. ..

phillipsi Walcott ...

C'vrtnlitcs siuuatiis II. >t W
I'ltroiioda.

(iiledpriim minuta WaUott .

.

llvolithcs vanusemi Walcott.
sp.?

"ephalopodii.

Ortln>(<T:is multicameratum Hall
•lap.?

Endoioras (like E. multitubulatum).

proteiforme Hall

.

Cruslacea.

Lcpi-rditia bivia White

sp. f .

Beyrichia sp. ? ..

Plumulites sp. ?.

Pcecilopoda.

A^nostiis bideiis Meek
coinmmiis H. iSc W
ueon H. & \V
tumidosns H. & W

Dicellocephalus inexpectans Walcott..
liualis, Walcott
multiciuctus H. & W

j

13 '- ^ .•

Trontou group siiccies in New York,
Canada, etc.

Like B. allegoriciis White.

Trenton group of Wisconsin.

I'. ' Trenton group spi^tries in New York,
Canada, etc.

Ty]ic from the White Pine District, Ne-
vada.

.V sp. of the Lower Trent on in New York.

Species of Lower Trenton in New York
State.

Trenton group sp.

Type from the Schell Creek Range, Ne-
vada.

Type from Gallatin Kivcr, Montana.
Type from White Pine District, Nevada.

(ieol. Expl. Fortieth Par., vol. iv., p. 231.

Ueol. K.\:pl. Fortieth Par., vol. iv., p. 226.
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LOWER SILURIAN (Orrfoficinm)—Contiuued.

POGONiP TEERANE—Continued.

Genera and species.
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LONE MOUNTAIN SILURIAN—Continued.

825

Genera ami species.

Brailiiopiidu.

Lepta'ua scrii'ta Sowerby.
Orthis .

.

CephaUipiida.

Orthoceras sp.f

.

Cyrtooeras sp. f.

Pwcitopoda.

C'craurus
Daliiianites
Tiiiuulfus eonceutrictis Murcb.
Ill;inus

Asapbus platycephalus Stokes .

Like (). plicatella.

DEVONIAN.
(Abbreviations.—Up. Helil.= Pppor Heldorberg. Ham. = Hiiiiiiltoii ;;rim|i. Ch. = Cliemiins Rroup of the Devo

ies of the GeologiciU Survey of New York. H. & W.=Hall & Wliitticld, <Jim.1. Exi>1. Fiirtiuth Panillt'l, vol. iv, 1877

Genera luul spoeios.
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DEVOXIAlSr—Coutimietl.

Genera antl species.
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DEVONIAN—{•untiiiuc.l.

32'

GoiKTii and species.
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DEVONIAN-Continued

Genera and species.
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DEVOXIAN—Continued.

329

Genera and s]ie(ies.
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DEVONIAN—Coutmued.

Genera and species.

Pteropoda.

Tentacnlites attennatns, Hall
bellulus, Hall!
gracilistriatus Hall
scalariformis Hall .

.

Styliola fissurella Hall
var. intermittens Hall .

.

Counlaria (sp. ?)

Coleolus hevis Walcott
Hyolitlies (like H. aclis Hall

Cephalopoda.

Orthoceras (5 sp. ?) ,

Gomphoceras suboviforme Wakott .

Cyrtoceras cessator, H. & W
nevadeuse Walcott

Gouiatites desideratus Walcott
kiugi, H. & W
sp.?

Crustacea.

Bcyrichia occidentalis Walcott

.

Leperditia rotuudata Walcott .

.

Vacilopoda.

Phacops rana Green (sp.) .

.

Dalmanites meeki Walcott

.

sp. ?

Proetus nevadae Hall

marginalis Conrad (sp.) .

sp.?
Phillipsia coronata, Hall ?

Ham. of New York and Canada.
Hani, of New York and Canada.
Ham. of New York and Canada.
Up. Held, of New York.
Ham. of New York and Canada.

Geol. Expl. Fortieth Par., vol. iv, ]>. 278.

Geol. Expl. Fortieth Par., vol. iv. p. 279.

Like (G. discoidus Hall).

Up. Held, and Ham. of New York, Can-
ada, etc.

Ham. of New York, Pal., N. Y., vid. vii,

p. 129, 1888.

Up. Held, of New York.

Ham. of New York.

CAEBONIFEROUS.

Genera and species.

Rhizopoda.

Fnsilina cylintlrica Fischer,
robusta Meek

Porifera.

Stromatopora sp. ?

Acliiio:,m.

Zaphrentis sp. ?

Syringopora multattenuata?.
ChaHetes 3 sp. ?

Upper.

McCIiesny, sp.
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CAKBONIFEROITS—ContiiiHf.l.

331

Genera and species.

Echinoilermata.

Aiih:i'Ooi<laris 2 .sji. ?

rolyzoa.

P<>ly]i()ra, sp. ?

sp. ?

Ptilodictya (S.) carbonaria Meek?
(S.) serrata Meek? ...

(sp.?
Fenestclla 3 sp. f

Bravhiupofla.

Discina connata Walcott
uewberryi Hall
nitula Phillips (sp.) ,

sp.?
Lingula mytiloides Sowcrby ?

C'honetes gramilifrra Owen
verneuiliana N. & P

Productns costatus Sowerby ?

elegaus McCoy
lougis])iuus Sowcrby
longispiuus, var. uiuricatusX.
&P.

ncbrasceusis Owen

pratteniamis Norwood .

puuctatus Martin (sp.).

.semireticulatus Martin (sp. ) .

.

siibaculeatus Murch
Strophomena rhomboidalis Linn (sp.). ..|

Streptorhynchuscreni.stria Phillips (sp.) !

Orthis pccosi Marcou

resnpinata Martin (sp.) ..

Spirifera aunectans Walcott
camerata Morton
desiderata Walcott
leidyiN.&P
negiecta Hall
rockymontana Marcou

striata Martin
trigon:i!is M.irtin (sp.)

(Martiiiia) sctigcra Hall
Syringothyris cus]iidatMS Martin (sp. ) .

Spirifera cristnta Schlothciiu (sp.)

Retzia radialis Phillips

veneuiliana Hall
Athyris royssii L'Evcille (sp.)

hirsuta Hall
subtilita Hall (sp.)

Rhynchonella eiirekensis Walcott
thera Walcott
sp. ?

Camarophoria coopercnsis Sbum
Terebratula bovideus Morton

hastata Sowerby

.

Coal-measures of Ohio.
Coal-measures of Ohio.

Species of the Waverly sandstone of Ohio.

U. S. Geol. Surv., Nebraska, p. 170, 1872.

U. S. (Jcol. Surv., Nebraska, p. 170. 1872.

Geol. Expl. Fortieth Par., vol. iv., p.(iy,1877.

Geol. Expl. Fortieth l-..r.. vol. iv., p.78,1877.

Expl. and Surv. W. lOdtli Mcrid., vol. 'v..

Pal. p. 116, 1875.
f Geol. E.\pl. Fortieth Par., vol, i\ ., p.72.1877.

Expl. and Surv. W. 100th Merid., vol. iv,

Pal. p. 114, 187.->.
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APPENDIX R.

MICROSCOPICAL PETROGRAPHY OF THE ERUPTIVE ROCKS OF THE EUREKA
DISTRICT, NEVADA.

By Joseph Paxson Iddings.

CHAPTER I.

GRANITE AND PORPHYRY.

The represeutativ^es of this division of eruptive rocks from the Eureka District

are but few iu number, and bear a very close resembhuice to one another, being all

quartzorthoclase rocks. They are composed of the same minerals, havinj;' iu addition

to the quartz and orthoclase a triclinic feldspar with biotite and hornblende in varying

quantities. They are granite, granite-porphyry and quartz-porphyry.

Granite.—Of the many varieties of crystalline rocks found within the small area

of the Eureka District, granite plays but an insignificant role, and is represented

by only four thin sections from the exposure south of Ruby Hill; of these, 1, 2, and

3 show a tine grained rock of uniform texture, with the cliar.octeristic granitic struct-

ure. None of the individuals of quartz and feldspar have crystallographic outlines,

but are irregularly shaped by reason of the mutual penetration of adjacent grains.

The essential components of the rock are quartz, feldspar, hornblende, and biotite,

the accessory minerals being titanite, iron oxide, apatite, zircon, and allauite, besides

secondarj' minerals resulting from the decomposition of the first, which are chlorite,

calcite, quartz, epidote, and hydratcd oxide of iron. The rock is, therefore, an

amjihibole granitite. Tiie most abundant jirimary constituent, (piartz, occurs in irreg-

ularly shai)ed grains which, together with its inclusion of [lortions of all the other

primary minerals, shows it to havjL' been the last to crystallize. It occasionally occurs

in porphyritical grains. The only charactertistic inclusions are minute fiuid cavities

with very small moving bubbles. It shows the phenomena of ii-regular optical orien-

tation resulting from mechanical deformation. The feldspar is for the most part altered,

but the fresher sections show it to be both orthoclase and plagioclase in nearly equal

proportions. They both have a flue zonal structure; the former is freqiiently in Carls-

bad twins, the latter in multiple twiu.s, after the albite and sometimes also after the
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periclinc law. The decomposition commenced at the center, resnltiug in some cases

in a cryiitocrystalliiie aggregate Uke kaolin, with calcite; in others filling the crystal

with shreds of colorless mica, and minute, pale yellow grains, traceable to larger

aggregations of epidote. Feldspar and quartz form the main mass of the rock,

through which is scattered mica and hornblende in varying amounts. The hornblende

is in poorly defined crystals, except some of the smaller individuals, which are well

developed in the prism zone. The prismatic faces are much larger than the clinopina-

coid, and the cleavage parallel to the former is strongly marked. It is in simple

crystals and twins, twinned parallel to »P ck. The color is dark green, with strong

pleochroism, most noticeable in sections parallel to the clinopinacoid and base. The

colors are: c = dark green, b = brownish green, a = light brown, c = b > n. The angle

of extinction read from the vertical axis is mostly from 17° to 19°, but in two instances

is 21° and 25°. It incloses magnetite, apatite, and biotite, having been formed

after the latter in every case. It is quite fresh, though the mica is almost com-

pletely decomposed. The biotite, with which the hornblende is intimately asso-

ciated, occurs in comparatively thick crystals of irregular outline, of a deep brown

color, with nearly uniaxial interference figure, and has occasional inclusions of iron

oxide, apatite, zircon, and rarely feldspar. It is especially interesting from its mode

of decomposition, which takes place along the basal cleavage and results in a dark

green pleochroic chlorite, which must be formed of an aggregation of minute scales

parallel to the lamination of the mica, for basal sections remain dark when revolved

between crossed nicols and show no interference figure and no pleochroism, while

transverse sections exhibit a marked flbration parallel to the mica cleavage and are

pleochroic; being green, parallel, and yellow at right angles to the line of flbration.

This chlorite, in tiu'n, alters into epidote and possibly quartz. The epidote, in irregu-

lar grains, is pleochroic between intense greenish yellow and pale yellow. That it

does not result directly from the decomposition of the biotite is evident from the fact

that it never occurs in it unassociated with chlorite, while the latter occurs constantly

alone, and also because lenticular masses of epidote are seen to have disturbed the par-

allelism of the chlorite scales, proving its subsequent crystallization.

Titanite in narrow rhombic sections and less regular grains is sparingly present.

The iron oxide appears to be magnetite for the most part. Colorless apatite is

abundant both in short, stout prisms, and long, slender, jointed needles, penetrating

everything in all directions. Aj)atite and sharply crystallized ziicon appear to be the

first minerals formed in the rock. In tliin section 2 there are three comparatively

large crystals of allanite, dark brown, with strong absorption; two are twinned. An
irregular grain of allanite is found in 4. Thin section 3 is highly decomi^osed and

stained with hydrous oxide of iron. Thin section 4 is of a porphyritic variety, having

a fine grained, microgranitic groundmass of quartz and feldspar. Though the feldspar

of this rock is still mostly fresh, and the hornblende entirely so, the biotite is com-

pletely altered to green chlorite, epidote, quartz, and calcite.
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Granite Porphyry.—The micFoscopical study of the graiiite-|)oq>hyry of this district,

though somewhat limited, is <^f great interest as showing the modifications ]irodiiced

in the final crystallization of a p'anitic magma through the chilling caused by the

inclosing rocks, and consequently the relation of the quartz porphyries to the coarse

grained granite ; and also as pointing out the correspondence iu microscopical structure

of the metamorphosed sandstone of the district to certain forms of micro-granite. The

most important occurren(!e of this rock is in the granite-poqihyry dike and its

apophyses south of Wood (Jone, near Fish Creek Wells, which is represented by thin

sections 10, 11, 12, 16, 19, 2(», 21, 22, 24, 25, 20, 27, 28, 29. It is found to be a wholly

crystalline rock of most varying structure, fi-om coarse grained grauite and porphyritic

granite to dense porphyry with an aphauitic groundmass. It is composed of quartz

and feldspar, both orthoclase and plagioclase, with a small amount of biotite and

hornblende; and since the character of these minerals is the same throughout the

different thin sections, and only their relative abundance and structural combination

vary, it seems best to give a general description of each of the minerals first, and

afterwards the special features which characterize the different modifications of the

rock.

The most noticeable component is quartz, occurring both in macroscopic pheno-

crysts and in microscopic grains. In the former instance it is usually well developed in

the form of dihexahedral crystals, sometimes having short piism faces; but it also

occurs in rounded and irregular grains of varying size, the largest being about as large

as a pea. In the granitic portions of the rock the grains are wholly irregular in form.

The quartz substance is colorless and perfectly fresh, and is filled with minute fiuid

inclusions, mostly with a single gas liidible, sometimes in motion. Frequently there ai'e

double bubbles, the inner of which is sometimes briskly moving; the fluids in this case

are water and liquid carbon dioxide. There are also rounded bays of groundmass pene-

trating the crystals, and more rarely minute portions of groundmass in dihexahedral

cavities. The habit of the quartz diflers from that of the quartz in quartz-porjjhyry

by the abundance of liquid carbon dioxide and the absence of any isotropic glass, but

corresponds closely to it in other respects. The microscopic grains of (juartz which

form a large part of the groundn)ass, have a granitic habit, being in part irregularly

outlined, in part conjointly crystallized with the feldspar, producing micropegmatitic

structure, to be described later on.

The feldspar is mostly orthoclase, but a triclinic species also is always preseut,

the large phenocrysts of the former are often well crystallized with tlie ordinary faces,

ooP-^, OP, QcP, 2Pa;, the cliuopinacoid being the most strongly developed, forming

tabular Carlsbad twins. The cleavage parallel to the base is very perfect, that paral-

lel to the cliuoi)iuacoid less so, and in numerous individuals a fine striping is noticed,

which is remarkably regular, but occasionally deviates from right lines and loses its

parallelism. It at first suggests the polysynthetic twinning of plagioclase, l)ut on

closer examination appears to be an iuterlamiuation of albite iu orthoclase parallel to
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the orthopinacoiil, as in perthite; iu one sectioa uearly iu the plane of the clinopina-

coid the striping crosses the basal cleavage parallel to the direction of the other

pinacoid. and the angles of extinction for the main crystal and tlie included lamelliE

are about 7° and 1 8°, respectively, on the same side of the basal cleavage ; angles which

correspond to orthoclase and albite in such a section. A zonal structure is com-

mon to many individuals, and may be observed in the fresher crystals, even in the

hand specimens, without the aid of a lens. There are no characteristic inclusions,

but particles of the associated minerals are frequently met with, especially near the

margin of the crystal. Tlie plagioclase is very .similar in occurrence to the ortho.-lase,

being characterized by the abundance of striations produced by multiple twiuning,

mostly in one direction, like that iu albite, but also in a second direction uearly at right

angles to the first, like that in pericliue. Exactly how many species are present has

not been determined optically, but it is certain that labradorite is one of them, as the

highest symmetrical extinction angles reach about 30°. It is in general quite free

from inclusions ; nevertheless, in some of the plagioclase crystals from widely different

parts of the dike there are miniite, colorless, rectangular bodies always parallel to

the twinned lauielhie, that at ouce remind one of the glass inclusions characteristic of

andesitic jdagioclase. Their nature, however, is doubtful, for though without influence

on polarized light in most instances, they appear in others to affect it sliglitly, and

besides are without a gas-bubble, from which it seems probable that they are not

glass, but possibly feldspar. The substance of the feldspar is sometimes perfectly

fresh and transparent, at others clouded by minute, irregularly shaped particles, that

reflect incident light and appear white. The orthoclase when further altered is filled

with brilliantly polarizing shreds of colorless potash-mica, arranged parallel to three

directions in the crystal. Caleite is noticed iu the partially decomposed plagioclase,

the decomposition in general setting in from the outside of a crystal and traversing it

in the most irregular manner.

The next essential mineral to be mentioned is biotite. It is universally present,

but in varying quantities. In the thin sections from this body it is mostly altered.

The fresh mineral is iu poorly defined, six-sided crystals of a dark brown color,

with strong absorption parallel to the basal cleavage, the basal sections yielding

apparently uniaxial interference figures, with a negative character, but sometimes

showing a small angle between the optic axes. It is quite free from inclusions, but

occasionally carries small crystals of zircon and apatite, and more frequently titanic

iron; in one instance (12) it is surrounded by grains of iron oxide, and in another (22)

by hornblende. The alteration that has taken place in most of the sections appears

to be a bleaching out of the brown color, leaving a yellow or light green, brilliantly

polarizing mica, with faint pleochroism, which is generally filled with slender acicular

crystals of a yellowish brown color arranged in lines intersecting at 60°, besides

larger and stouter crystals very perfectly developed, which have a high index of

refraction and seem to belong to the tetragonal system. From their close association
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with partially decomposed titanic iron, which is chaiactciizcd l)y stroiifjly marked,

rhoiubohedral cleavage, it is most likely that these minute, secondary crystals are

rutile or anatase. The decomposition starts from the surface of the crystal, sections

of partially altered mica being found with portions of the mineral still fresh in the

center. A further stage of alteration produces a green, fibrous chloritt', and in one

instance (12) quartz and epidote. The colorless potash-mica, scattered through the

groundmass in shreds and fan-like aggregations, which appears brilliantly colored

between crossed nicols, and shows a small angle between the optic axes, is undoubt-

edly of secondary origin, arising from the decomposition of orthoclase, as already

mentioned, or from that of the brown mica; for in every tlun section where it occurs

both the brown mica and feldspar are more or less altered, and in those where they

are both perfectly fresh it is wanting.

The hornblende is by no means a constant ingredient, being absent from all the

more porphyry-like varieties and present in only part of the granitic ones. It is of a

dark brown color, sometimes green, with strong absorption and pleochroism, and is

seldom in fully develo|)ed crystals, though some cross sec-tions witJi tlie characteristic,

cleavage show the presence of the prism and both the jtinacoidal faces. The cry.stals

are short and stout, their outline broken by iiitiinling grains ol' tlie surrounding

groundmass, which are also abundantly included in the liornlilendc. together with

apatite, iron oxide, and more rarely mi(;a. It would seem to be one u]' tlie later crys-

tallizations, contemporaneous with that of the groundmass.

There are a great number of accessory minerals, whicli are not all present,

however, in any one thin section, and are more abundant in the granitic than in the

porphyry-like forms of the rock. The most exceptional of these is augite, found in

only one thin section (22). It is of pale green color, with high index of refraction and

characteristically great extinction angle. Titanite or si)hene in wedge-shaped crystals

and irregular grains is common to the hornblende-bearing varieties, with which min-

eral it is usually in close association. The iron oxide appears to be for the most part

titaniferous, many of the larger grains showing a most pronounced rhomboliedral

cleavage, the decomposition in several cases resulting in leucoxene and a chemical

test giving the reaction for titanic acid. Apatite and zircon in sharply deiined

crystals are everj'where present in small quantities, and garnet is found in a thin sec-

tion from a closely related dike. Allanite is present in those sections rich in hornblende

and biofite; it is especially abundant in No. 11, where ten grains of it were noted.

The gi()nndmass of this rock, in all of its modifications, is wholly crystalline,

no isotropic glass being found anywhere in it. It is composed of quartz and ortho-

clase feldspar, very little plagioclase having been recognized. To these is sometimes

added hornblende, biotite, and titanic iron, besides the colorless potash-mica of

secondary origin. The quartz and feldspar are either in an aggregation of irregularly

(mtlined grains of nearly uniform size, which is the ordinary structure of granite, or

they form orderly arranged groups of triangular or rhombic figures, and others elon-
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gated and feather-like. This structure is noticeable in ordinary light from the fact

that the quartz remains pellucid after the feldspar has become clouded by partial

alteration. Between crossed nicols, however, the appearance is very distinct. In the

coarser grained varieties, especially at the spot represented in Fig. 1, PI. vi, the

held is covered with blocks of similar geometric and cuneiform flgiu'es—parallel-

ograms, trapezoids, and variously shaped triangles—the sides of all those forming any

single group being respectively parallel, besides which are long and narrow parallel

strips, two sets of which, meeting obliquely, produce a feather-like appearance. It is

further seen that all the figures in any one group exting-uish light in the same azimuth

or have the same optical orientation, and that the inclosing block is a single individual

with a different orientation, the one being quartz and the other feldspar. In this par-

ticular case the small flgm-es are of quartz and throughout the field have the same

extinction as a central grain, the inclosing blocks being of differently oriented feld-

spar. This tendency to crystallize around grains ot quartz or feldspar is more

noticeable in the finer grained varieties, where the nucleus is incrusted with a shell

that in section appears as a fi-ame-like border, having a radiating structure composed

of variously oriented sectors, though the portions formed by the same mineral as the

nucleus have their axes of elasticity parallel throughout. Of the phenocrysts, quartz

seems to be the only one around which this special crystallization takes place.'

A very fine example of this structure is found iu thin section 28, where it is seen

to have formed after the primary crystallization of the phenocrysts, but iirevious to

the final consolidation of the micrograuitic groundmass. This distinctive structure,

which is characteristic of many European granite-porphyries, has been described

by Eosenbusch and called by him "Granophyr."^ It is tlie "structure pegmatoide"

of the French petrographers, and is becoming generally termed micropegmatitic.

Having described the characters of the minerals composing this granite-

porphyry, it remains to notice their structural combination, whose variety is the strik-

ing feature of this occurrence. Thin section 10, from the large area north of Wood

Cone, is of a porphyritic granite, with little groundmass of fine grained granitoid

structure. The large phenocrysts have no crystallographic outline, but pass by

increasing abundance of inclusions into the groundmass, which contains biotite,

hornblende, titanite and titanic iron, apatite, zircon, and aUanite. Thin section 11,

fi-om southwest of the Wood Cone, is a local modification of slight importance; it is

a flue grained mass without phenocrysts, with granitoid structure and composed of the

same minerals as the previous section, but with a greater percentage of biotite and

hornblende. Thin section 12, from the bottom of a gulch on the east side of the dike

and north of Spring Valley road, is of porphyritic, coarse grained granite. The

larger x)henocrysts of feldspar have more or less well defined outlines. The orthoclases

' This constitutes the quartz aureole of French petrographers.

^H. Rosenbusch. Die Steiger Schiefer, etc., pp. 347, 352, Strassburg, 1877. Mikroskopische Physi-

ograpie. p. 31, Stuttgart, 1877. Mikroskopische Physiograpie, vol. ii, p. 383, Stuttgart, 1886.
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have a marginal zone of included quartz grains, the inner limit of the zone being

sharply defined. In places the inclosed grains are so numerous that the feldspar

crystals merge in the groundmass and tlieir outline is confused. The biotite, sur-

rounded l)y grains of iron oxide, is partly altered to green chlorite and epidote. The
hornblende is scarce and the crystallization of the groundmass granitoid. The next

three sections—16, 19, 20—should be considered together, since they are from the

same portion of the west side of the dike north of the last named road. No. 16 ia

fi'om a distance of 30 feet from the plane of contact with the limestone and is rich iu

sharply defined porphyritical crystals, the quartz being in perfect dihexahedrons.

There is an abundance of biotite and titanic iron with titanite, but no hornblende.

The groundmass has the coarse grained microj)egmatitic structure illustrated in Fig.

1, PI. VI. Xo. 19, from a distance of 10 feet, and Xo. 20, from the contact, ai-e still

more porphyry-like, having nuuh more groundmass with tiner grained micropeg-

matitic structure, of very homogeneous texture, the only pheuocrysts being feldspar

and quartz ; Diotite, hornblende, and the associated minerals are wanting. The feld-

spar is more altered than that of 16 and colorless potash-mica is more abundant.

Thin sections 21 and 22 are from the bottom of a gulch on the south side of the same

road. The first from a distance of 1 foot from the contact with limestone, shows a

porphyritic granite, rich in large, well defined crystals of feldspar and quartz, with

much biotite and hornblende. The groundmass forms but a small part of the whole

and is granitoid, the grains averaging 0-1 °"" in size. The second thin section is from

immediate contact and diflers from the first in having unichmore groundmass with the

same microgranular structure, the grains being only one-third as large as those at a

foot distance. The phenocrysts are smaller and more sharply outlined, the fresh

orthftclase having a Satin-like sheen in thin section. Hornblende is more abundant iu

minute crystals, and augite occurs sparingly.

Thin section 24, from a local modification of the porphyry near its contact with

limestone on the north side of the road, requires special notice. The rather small

phenocrysts of quartz and feldspar have the same characteristics as those from other

portions of the same body, but the groundmass is very different. It is bluish gray iu

thin section, spotted with minute black specks; under the microscope it is seen to be

composed of irregular grains of quartz and feldspar having a granitic structuie. The
black specks are found to be angular microcrystalline patches, crowded with bla<'k

particles, and bearing slireds of colorless mica, and appear to be remnants of a base less

highly crystallized than the groundmass. Thin section 25 is from a breccia of por-

phyry and dark colored quartzite, the phenocrysts are angular fragments, the quartz

is rich in Huid inclusions, and tlic opaque, black i)ortioiis produce a very prominent

flow-structure. Both sections are free from biotite or hornblende. Thin sections 26 and

27 are interesting because they conje from the middle and side of a branch dike

not 30 feet wide. The former has a dense groundmass, bearing large quartz dihexahe-
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(Irons fairly flooded witli fluid inclusions of water and liquid carbon dioxide; the

groundinass is a coiuparatively coarse grained aggregation of quartz and feldspar,

the latter more highly developed but entirely decomposed, there is a little completely

altered biotite, much colorless mica and some epidote; the second thin section, from

the side of the dike, is a dense gray mass, poor in quartz i)henocrysts, but rich in

small crystals of faldspa-r and biotite, the latter partially altered to chlorite; the

groundmass is finer grained and shows in places an incipient micropegmatitic struc-

ture, which is noticeable around the quartz crystals and also in pseudospherulites

;

there is a little titanite, but no hornblende.

Thin section 28, fi'om a narrow dike farther up the Spring Valley road, has

been already alluded to as presenting a most beautiful example of micropegmatitic

structure. It is a very flue grained rock, having a few small quartz dihexahedrons

containing fluid inclusions of both kinds and portions of groundmass, besides a

few crystals of feldspar, but no biotite or hornblende. Around the quartz and

smallest feldspars are frames of feather or fernlike aggregates of intercrystallized

feldspar and quartz, producing the effect of a flowered pattern on the microgranitic

groundmass of quartz, feldspar and colorless mica. Thin section 29 from a small dike

west of Castle Mountain is somewliat similar; the extremely fine grained groundmass

bears numerous quartz crystals, with bays of groundmass, some inclusions of color-

less glass and a few of water with moving bubbles, also crystals of feldspar com-

pletely altered to a cryptocrystalline aggregate, probably kaolin, besides calcite and

hydrous oxide of iron ; and a little decomposed biotite. The groundmass is micro-

grauitic with an incipient, micropegmatitic structure developed around the quartzes,

(larnet occurs in well formed rhombic dodecahedrons, having long slender needles

radiating from their centers, which exert no influence on polarized light and are of

an indeterminable nature.

Another variety of granite-porphyry is finind near the summit of the Fish

Creek Mountains, thin section 30. It is a fine grained rock, rich in biotite and horn-

blende. TL e sections show it to be composed of long rectangular feldspar crystals,

six-sided mica plates and rather stout hornblende crystals cemented together by

quartz and feldspar, with well developed micropegmatitic structure. Except in this

last respect the rock closely resembles the flue grained micaceous modification of the

large granite porphyry dike near Wood Cone, No. 11. The feldspar is much altered,

chiefly at the center of each individual, the product being partly potash-mica, partly

calcite. Of the fresher crystals many are triclinic. An estimate of the relative

abuudance of the two feldspars, however, is impossible under the cu'cumstances.

Quartz does not occur in large phenocrysts, but forms the greater part of the ground-

mass, where, with a little feldspar, it assumes the peculiar structure already alluded

to. It carries a small number of minute fluid inclusions with moving bubbles. The

biotite, in quite sharply outlined six-sided crystals, is reddish brown in its fresher per-
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tioMS iiud shows a slight iiiifrh> between the optic axes, but it is mostly altered to a

light yellow chlorite, through which are scattered grains of a yeUow, liighly refracting

mineral, resulting fioiii the alteration of iluienite and corresponding to leucoxeiie,

besides very small, sharply deliiied, colorless crystals, apparently epidote. The

crystals of hornblende are very well developed, showing the prismatic and both

l)inacoidal faces, together with the base and pyramid. The individuals are compara-

tively large and broad, with the characteristic cleavage. The color is light brown,

frequently green along the margin. The pleochroism is strong from brown to yellow,

c=: b>a. The highest extinction angle measures 19°. Along the cleavage crack red

oxide of iron is sometimes deposited, and, though for the most part fresh, a few are

completely altered to an irregular aggregate of fibrous chlorite and hydrous oxide of

ir(m, through which ruu cohjrless needles with an extinction angle of 17°, which are

])robably actinolite. The accessory minerals are magnetite, with some ilinenite partly

altered to leucoxene, a very little titanite, and a large amount of apatite, both in

short crystals and also in extremely long, slender, colorless, hexagonal prisms, occa-

sionally broken and bent, but generally perfectly straight, although one measures

0-44°"" long by 0'007.5""" wide, or is sixty times as long as it is broad, which indicates

that the mass commenced to crystallize after all motion in it had ceased.

Quartz-Porphyry.—Unfortunately the only body of rjuartz-porphyry found in the dis-

trict is completely decomiiosed. It occurs in the vicinity of the Bullwiiacker miue

and is represented by thin sections 3L, 32, and 3.'5, which have essentially the same

structure, though the first is full of pyrite and the second and thii-d are discolored by

hydrous oxide of iron. It is closely related to grauiteporphjTy, having apparently a

microgranitic groundmass; but a thin film of isotropic glass is detected between the

grains along the thinnest edge of section 31, and colorless glass is tbund included in

the macroscopic quartz grains, whose quartz-porphyry liabit is further evinced by intru-

sions of groundmass, small amount of fluid inclusions, some of which have salt cubes,

and by the absence of liquid carbon dioxide. The quartz shows a well developed

rhombohedral cleavage, especially in section 32, and is the only primary mineral except

apatite and zircon remaining unaltered. A small amount of feldspar is indicated by

patches of a colorless, aggregately polarizing substance, probably kaolin. The mica

occurs in comparatively large crystals, much elongated in the direction of the vertical

axis, which have been altered to a mass of confused lamina' of colorless i)otash-mica,

calcite and red oxide of iron. The groundmass also is crowded with shreds of potash-

mica, but it seems ])robable that in both of its occurrences it is of sei-ondary origin.

Sections that have the outline of hornblende crystals are filled with (talcite and ferrite,

and quite large deposits of calcite with very distinct rhombohedral cleavage have filled

cavities in the rock. Iron is ])resent as magnetite and the hydi'ous oxides and as

ilmenite and pyrite, the latter in comparatively large crystals, including portions of

the groundmass. Apatite and zircon occur in very small quantities.
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Appendix—Metamorphosed Sandstone—A micaceous fluc grained Tock occiiis ill sevcral

localities in the vicinity of Modoc Peak, which is traceable to thin beds of sandstone,

which, however, are never so full of mica, and though the true nature of its occurrence

is somewhat in doubt it is safe to consider it a highly altered forms of the same

quartzose deposit, since a series of thiu sections from the bedded sandstone and the

very micaceoas rock grades imperceptibly from one extreme to the other, the coarsest

grained variety having the mineral composition and structure of a microgranite. Of

the thin sections prepared, three, 437, 440, 4r>0, are from dense cryptocrystalline sand-

stone of a yellowish pink color, bearing a few quite perfect crystals of muscovite and

quartz. Under the microscope the rock is seen to be formed of minute quartz grains,

shreds of potash-mica and patches of a colorless cryptocrystalUue substance, through

all of which is scattered muchcalcite and ferrite, and occasionally' long, slender, beau-

tifully terminated crystals of zircon. The quartz grains range from 0-1 to 0-05""" in

diameter, and have the granitoid form, in no instance suggesting waterworn fragments.

Tliey contain extremely minute fluid inclusions, which literally swarm in the micro-

scopic quartz dihexahedrons of section 440. The form in which the calcite is found

suggests its alteration from feldspar, or its deposition by infiltration in the place of

decomposed feldspar, which is undoubtedly the case in one or two quite large sections.

Thin section 451 is very similar to those just mentioned, and with 452 came from a body

closely connected with the bed of sandstone represented by 450. The groundmass of

451 is the same in every respect as those just described, but there are numerous

macroscopical individuals of mica and feldspar, the latter still showing in some cases

the striping of twinned plagioclase, though mostly altered to a cryptocrystalline mass

like that occuiring in the gronndmass, which may probably have the same origin.

The poorly defined mica is completely replaced by calcite and ferrite. Sharply crys-

tallized zircon and apatite are present in stout prisms with very uneven outline.

The three remaining thin sections, 452, 466, and 463, exhibit the highest development

reached, and might be considered micaceous microgranite. The groundmass is com-

posed of granitoid quartz and partially altered feldspar in grains about O-l"" in diame-

ter together with shreds of potash-mica and calcite. In this lie porphyritically imbed-

ded well developed feldspar crystals and mica and occasionally quartz. The feldspar

is much altered, but shows that it is partly Carlsbad twins, and is partly striped

plagioclase. The mica is somewhat altered and is of brownish yellow color, with

strong absorption. A large individual of quartz in 466 has a multitude of minute

fluid inclusions arranged in planes parallel to the prism or rhombohedral faces. Ferrite,

apatite and zircon also occur. The whole is a thoroughly granite-like rock, without

signs of foliation.

It is interesting to note in this connection how an apparent granitoid form of

quartz grains may sometimes arise from an entirely difierent cause. The phenomenon

is exhibited in a quartz conglomerate of small grain, thin section 501, where it is
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observed in ]>()larize(l light that between the coarser waterworu fragments of colored,

eryi)tocry.stalline ([uartzite lies a mass of colorless ([iiartz in angular, closely fitting

grains, the salient angles of one corresponding to reentrant angles of those smronnd-

ing it. Upon dose examination in ordinary light each angnlar crystal is seen to

inclose a large round grain of (piartz, frequently full of tluid inclusioks and contain-

ing microlites and triehit«s, the narrow border being perfectly pui"e quartz. This

is illustrated in Fig. 3, PI. iv. From this it is evident that the rock is an ordinary

quartz conglomerate of rounded pebbles cemented together by silica that has crystal-

lized around the fragments of quartz crystals, taking tlie same crystallographic orien-

tation as the nucleus and thus extending the individual until obstructed by the

surrounding bodies.

The same observations were tirst made and published l)y Tiirnebohni' in IS70

and subsequently were observed by H. Clifton Sorby- and i)ublished by him in an

address before the Geological Society of London, February 20, 1880. The same i)he-

nomenon was described by A. A. Young in the American Journal of Science for July,

1881; and still later, in 1883, R. D. Irving published in the same journal for June

a paper on the similar enlargement of quartz grains in the St. I'eters and Potsdam

sandstones and in certain Archean quartzites in Wisconsin, and in 1884 Irving and

Van Hise published a bulletin "on secondary enlargements of mineral fragments in

certain rocks," ^ in which, in addition to quartz, the enlargement of feldspars by the

same process of accretionary crystallization is described.

The same thing has been observed by T. G. Bonney and Mr. J. A. Phillii)s in

England.^

' A. E Tornebohm, " Ein Beitrag zur Frage der Qnarzitbildung." Geol; Foren Stockh, 1876, vol.

m, p. 35. Reviewed in Neties Jahrbuoh fiir Min., etc., 1877, p. 210.

'Quart. Jnurn. Geol. Soc, Loudon, 1880, vol. xxxvi, p. 62.

" Bull. 8 of the U. S. Geol. Survey, 1884.

•Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, London, vol. xxxix, p. 19.



CHAPTER II.

VOLCANIC ROCKS.

For so small an area the variety of volcanic rocks is great, yet there is a

marked similarity between the individual crystals of the same mineral species

wherever they occur, with some few exceptions, which links the various kinds of rocks

together and suggests the possibility of a common source. I^fevertheless, the differ-

ence between them in composition, structure, and physical appearance is suflicient

to establish their individuality. They have been divided into three groups—andesite,

rhyolite, and basalt—and have been considered in the order of their relative impor-

tance in the field.
•

ANDESITE.

pyroxene-andesite (augite-andesite). —(a.)' The rock forming Richmond Mouutain is a dense

porphyritic lava, for the most part with a reddish purple homogeneous groundmass,

rich in macroscopic crystals of iieshcolored feldspar, the largest 4 or .'5""" long, without

distinct cleavage, and having a microtine habit; long black prisms of hornblende, with

very perfect prismatic cleavage and less noticeable pyroxene crystals. The dense

purple variety is in most every case parted or jointed in nearly horizontal planes.

A dark bluish black variety, with a resinous oily luster, occurs in compact masses

without fissile structure, and appears to pass insensibly into the purple rock. At

Trail Hill, the most northern spur of Richmond Mountain, the same rock traced

continuously from the main portion is vesicular and is rich in trittymite. A few

huiidret! yards to the south a compact fissile exposure shows a more crystalline

development and is exceptional.

Under the microscope thin sections from various parts of the body have essen-

tially the same character—a gray, also yellowish to reddish gray, groundmass, com-

posed of coloi'less or yellowish brown glass, very rich in feldspar microlites, augite

prisms, and magnetite grains, with marked flow structure; abundant i)henocrysts of

zonally built plagioclase feldspar, with and without polysynthetic twinning, the

' Since the first determination of these roclcs Tvas made, a separation and optical and chemical

analysis of the pyroxenic constituent of the Richmond Mouut.iiu andesite have been made and pub-

lished in the "Notes on the volcanic rocks of the Great Basin," by Arnold Hague and J. P. Iildings

(Am. Journ. Sci., Vol. xxvii, June, 1884, p. 458). This showed that the greater portion of the pyox-

ene belongs to the orthorhombic species nnd has the composition of hypersthene. It is therefore

more correct to place them under the hend of pyroxene-andesites, though thiy Tvere first termed

"augite" audesites, those from Riclunond Mouutain belonging to the hornblende-bearing variety,

348
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largest of which are so crowded with inclusions of foreign matter, with only a narrow

border of pure fehlspar, as to appear decomi)osed in the hand specimen. The smaller

individuals of feldspar arc quite free from like inclusions. Besides these are well-

dcveloiK'd crystals of i)alc yellowish green, strongly pleochroic pyroxene; dark brown

hornblende with the characteristic black border in not so sharply outlined forms;

and, as accessory minerals, magnetite and apatite, Avith very rarely ipiartz, mica,

zircon, and tridymite.

The i)henocrysts of feldspar, including all that do not take part in the ground-

mass, are plagioclase. The largest individuals, reaching 4'"'" in length, are in

crystals nearly equally developed in the direction of the three axes, and show iu the

sections, besides crystal faces, rounded outlines. They are not abundant in the rock

sections and cau not be so carefully studied optically as the smaller feldspars, but

from those that are met with it appears that they are not more basic than labradorite,

and because of the great amount of glass included in them their separation and

chemical analysis would be both ditHcult and uncertain. The smaller macroscopic

individuals have weU-deflned crystal forms. Their sections are four, five, six, and

eight sided and correspond to those cut from crystals with P, ooP a , oc'P, ooP',

2 'Fob, 2 P'* faces. They are for the most part prisms, lengthened in the direction of

the brachydiagoual, though some appear tabular iu the plane of the brachyi)inacoid.

Irregularly outlined fragments are selilom met with. A very marked, sharply defined

zonal strm'ture is common to most all the larger crystals, but is wanting in the more

minute ones of the gioundmass. The cleavage i)arallel to the base and brachypinacoid

is not very generally present nor very perfe(;t, the felds])ar liaving the irregular fiac-

ture and glassy appearance of sanidine, a resemblance still more striking because of

the nearly total absence in half the individuals of polysyuthetic twinning, though in

almost every instance an apparently simple iiulividual or Carlsbad twin is found to

contain one or more thin lamelhe ot feldspar twinned according to the albile law or

to that of pericline. The medium sized individuals seen in the tlnn sections, which

correspond to the smallest feldsjtars noticed in the hand specimens, from 0-5 """ to

l-O""" iu length, show the characteristic polysyuthetic twinning of plagioclase

and give angles of extinction symmetrical to the composition plane as follows:

150-15°, 30O-31O, 330-330, 330-340, 3OO-390, which, from the table of extinction-angles

])ublished by MM. Fouque et Michel-Levy," correspond to those of anorthite or a

feldspar more basic than labradorite. The smaller individuals are twinned after the

("arlsbad law, with very few exceptions, and are characterized by having but few

lamella', of short length, lying in two directions at nearly right angles, twinned the

one after albite parallel to the brachypinacoid, the other after pericline i)arallel to the

basal cleavage when present. In many instances the lamelhii are entirely wanting,

as just noticed. A careful study of all the sections that showed cleavage, or were

' Fouqu6 et Michel-L6vy. MiueriUogie Micrographiq^ue, p. 228. Paris, 1879.
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nearly rectaugular in outline, or extiuguished symmetiically with respect to the trace

of the brachypiuacoid, gave from more than fifty measurements the following results

in sections where the basal cleavage varied not more than 5° from being at right

angles to the trace of the brachyiiinacoid ; and in sections without cleavage, almost

rectangular, the angle of extinction varied from 30° to 43°, in most cases being about

40°. In sections with symmetrical extinction it was 25°, 34°, 36°, 38°, 40°—that is,

in the zone perpendicular to the brachypinacoid the angles of extinction measured

from the trace of the latter plane reached 43° and were mostly greater than 31°,

showing a part of the feldspar to be anorthite.

The frequent occurrence in this andesite of nearly rectangular sections of twinned

crystals yielding both very high and widely varying angles of extinction led to

an investigation of the position of the axes of elasticity in the two halves of sec-

tions cut from Carlsbad twins of plagioclase in a zone at right angles to the brachy-

pinacoid (ooP*). From the nature of a Carlsbad twin it is evident that the plane of

the optic axes in the two parts, being oblique with respect to the vertical crystallo-

graphic axis in plagioclase feldspars, would be symmetrically disposed only witli

respect to the vertical axis, considered as its axis of revolution; hence the extinction

angles for the two parts of the twin, that is, the angles on a cutting plane included

between the trace of its intersection with the brachypiuacoid or composition plane

and the traces of its intersection with the planes of the optic axes, respectively,

would be symmetrical only for sections in the zone iiarallel to the vertical axis, that is

in the zone a>P(», oaPoo; consequently in the zone at right angles to the brachy-

piuacoid there will be only one position where the extinction angles are symmetrical,

and that is in the section parallel to the vertical axis, while in a plane perpendicular

to it the extinction angles will be complementary, or equal when measured in the same

direction : that is, the axes of elasticity in the two parts will be respectively parallel,

but in all other sections of this zone they will be irne(iual. These relations, together

with the degree of variation in the extinction angles throughout the zone may be

grapbically represented by the following diagram (Fig. 8), derived from the curves of

extinction angles of feldspars in the zone at right angles to the brachyijinacoid pub-

lished by MM. Fouque et Levy.' The case of labradorite will serve as an illustra-

tion. Fig. 7 represents the projection of a Carlsbad twin of that species on the plane

of the brachypinacoid ; let [a] be the half in the normal crystallogaphic position, and

{b} that in the twinned position, then it is evident that in considering a series of sec-

tions iierpendicnilar to the plane of the brachypinacoid, if we pass from the position of

a normal to the edge OP, ccP* of the first half (a) in the direction of the obtuse angle

of that half, we at the same time pass from a position 52° from the normal to the edge

OP, ooPdb of the second half (6) in the direction of the acute angle of that half. In

Fig. 8 the heavy line is the curve of the extinction angles for sections of the first half

' Min^ralogie Micrographique, etc.
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(rt) ; tomuieuting at the normal, X, with a valno of about 30°, the direction to the left

c<>rres])onds to that which i)assesover the obtuse angle of that half («); the light line

is the curve for the second half (h), its corresixmdiug normal, X', being 52° 18' to tlic

right of the former, and starting at this point with the same value, 30°, but with oi)p(i

site sign; its passage to the left corresponds to that over its acute angle. From tlie

Via. 7 Ciirlsbaci twin orlalniiilorili-.

resulting figure it is readily seen that in the plane 26° 9' to the right of the normal,

X, which is the section parallel to the vertical axis, the angles of extinction Iti the two

halves are equal and opposite, that is, symmetrical with respect to the brachy])inacoid

;

and that in the plane 63° 51' to the left of the same normal, X, which is the section

at right angles to the vertical axis, the extinction angles are equal, but have the same
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in the second column denote the degxees to be added to or subtracted from 90° to give

the required angle for labradorite in sections taken every 5° from the normal to the

edge OP, txPdo.

Ta'ole showing the angle hetween OP cleavage and the trace of ooPSi in

planes in the zone perpendicular to ctiPxfvr labradorite.

j

Inclination of
plane to that
ptrpendicular
to the edge
OP, aoPob.
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those just described for labradorite, but whicli ditfor j;re;itl,v in dej^ree, the extinetion

angles l)eing very much larger than those of hibradoritc for this zone as given by

MM. Fouque et L6vy, and which must upon this ground be referred to anoi thite. An
especially fine example of such a feldspar, in which are combined the three sorts of

twinning most common to ])lagioclas(^—albitc, peridine, ami Carlsbad—is seen in thin

section 79. It has been made the subject of a scries of careful measurements, which

are indicated on the accompany-

ing diagram (Fig. !»). It con-

sists oftwo nearly equal halves,

twinned after the Carlsbad law,

one having well-marked cleav-

age, which is absent from the

other. Each shows striations

due to albite twinning, which

give symmetrical extinction

angles that are not the same

for the two halves. Near the

middle of the first mentioned

half is a portion twinned after

the law of pericline, as the

cleavage and extinction angles

and position of the axes of elas-

ticity sliow. The section appears

to be in the zone perpendicular

to GoPA and nearly parallel to

the base of the second half.

There is also a marked zonal

structure and variation of ex-

tinction of about 10° from the

center outward, being greatest

at the center. In the left hand

\indical6S,the.dir6ccion of the trace oF'the plane half the symmetrical extinction

oF.the opcic ax.es. angles in the marginal zone

^indwaces thepositionoF theinterference figurey&^(i^^ 30° and 33°, while the

Fifi. 9-carisi.a(i twin of iihif;iodasi-. cxtinctiou iu tlic Central portion

is 40° and i^o. In. the second half the symmetrical extinction angles are 11° and 14°

in the marginal zone and 24° at the center. This variation is due to a change in the

position of the axes of elasticity, which is shown by the fact that near the margin of

the unstriated end of the first half the hyperbolas of the interference figure meet in

the center of the field, but near the center of the same pmtion they couui together on

the edge of the field.

MON XX 23
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The phenomenon of zonal variation in the angle of extinction of feldspars

Indicates that the chemical composition of the crystals varies from the center out-

wards. And as the extinction angle, so far as observed in the feldsi)ars of the ande-

site of this district, is usually greater at the center of the crystal than toward the

margin, generally passing through a series of distinctly marked zones, which in rare

instances have been found to differ by 20°, yet passing frequently by imperceptible

gradations from one extreme to the other, it seems likely that during the growth of

such feldspars changes have occurred in the chemical composition of the successive

shells of enlargement, tending toward greater acidity, which, though often shar])ly

defined or interrupted, have sometimes taken place in the most gradual manner possi-

ble, a process only conceivable by admitting the correctness of Tschermak's theory.

The particular section of twinned feldspar described and illustrated in Fig. 3 has been

treated with hot hydrochloric acid. The central portion of both halves was decom-

posed and clouded and the zonal structure more strongly emphasized. The marginal

zones appeared to resist the attack of the acid completely. This jiroves that the cen-

tral portion of the first half, with extinction angles as high as 40° and 44°, is anorthite

or bytownite, and that the central portion of the second half is of the same species,

but was cut in a i^osition in which the extinction was only 24°. The outer zones are

probably labradorite. The difference of their behavior toward liydrochloric acid is

more striking than their optical difference.

The occurrence of anorthite in the volcanic rocks of western America has not

been previously noticed, partly because no very thorough investigation of the nature

of the plagioclase feldspar in them has been undertaken and also from the fact that

all simple crystals showing no strife between crossed nicols, were classed with ortho-

tomic feldspar. Thus the simple crystals and Carlsbad twins of sanidine mentioned in

Prof. Zirkel's report on the rocks of the 40th Parallel Survey,^ as occurring in such

abundance in the " augite-andesite" at Basalt Creek, Washoe, and near Clarks Station

and Wadsworth, near the Truckee River, give in the zone perpendicular to the brachy-

pinacoid angles of extinction ranging from 0° in a few instances to 40°, thus 33°, 34°,

35°, 36°, 38°, 39°, 40°, most of the reading being over 30°, corresponding to those of

anorthite. One section cut at right angles to an optic axis showed the plane of the

optic axes at an inclination of 43° to the trace of the brachypinacoid. Sinular anor-

thite is found in the closely related andesites in the Cortez Range, head of Annies

Creek, and on Emigrant Road, Palisade Canyon, and also from the Traverse Mountain,

Utah. It occurs in the " augite trachyte,"' from the neighboring Wahweah Range,

in the "trachytes"' from Emigrant Road and the south bank of Palisade Canyon,

Cortez Range, and in the rock from Jacobs Promontory, Shoshone Range, erroneously

determined as rhyolite,^ which is almost identical with the andesite from Richmond

Mountain. It wUl thus be seen that anorthite has a very wide geographical distri-

'F. Zirkel: Micro. Petro., U. S. Expl. 40tU Pai., vol. vi, Washiugtou, 1876.
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bution in the West, though the rocks coutaiuiiig it can be shown to be of the same

character throughout.

The largest individuals are characterized by a great abundance of glass inclu-

sions, which extend fioni the center outward, always leaving a border of feld-

spar free from inclusions. They are very inegular in outline and form a net-work so

thick in many instances as to equal in amount the f('l(lsi)ar which forms the meshes.

The glass is colorless and filled with ()pa(iu(^ grains and transparent globulites, besides

colorless microliters, whose high index of refraction and similarity to other more

determinable ones in the groundmass suggest their pyroxenic nature. There also

occur inclusions of the groundmass developed to the same degree as that surrounding

the feldspar crystal. The smaller individuals are freer from inclusions, but contain a

greater variety, the glass ones having sharp outlines, either round or nearly rectan-

gular, with a comparatively large gas-bubble and fewer microlitic secretions; li(|uid

inclusions are less frequent, with a briskly moving bubble, besides needles and stouter

prisms of a])atite, magnetite grains and rarely augite. The feldspar substance is

entirely fresh, without the slightest trace of decomposition; in some instances it is

intersected by cracks, in which hydrous oxide of iron has been deposited, and which

have led to the devitrification of part of the included glass, converting it into a yellow

cryptocrystalline aggregate. One single indi\idual contained calcite deposited along

lines of fracture. There is also present among the phenocrysts feldspars with quite

perfect cleavage, splinters of which i)arallel to the base give an angle of extinction of

0° and are j>robably oligoclase, their separation from aiiorthite by optical methods is

not possible in the tlun section.

The microscopic lath-shaped feldspar crystals of the groundmass, averaging

0'03"'"' in length by 0-()().'i'"" in breadth are slender ])risms elongated in the direction

of the brachydiagonal, irregularly terminating in two or more needles of different

lengths and are in every case twinned with two or three lamelhe. The angle of

extinction measured from the direction of their length varies fi-om 0° to 26° and cor-

'

responds to labradorite or a less basic feldspar. Small square sections, not very

abundant, prove bj^ their diagonal extinction to belong to plagiodase.

The second most essential component is pyroxene, which occurs in macroscopic

crystals averaging 1™" in length, a few reaching 2'"'" from which they diminish in

size to -OS""", having sharjjly defined outlines, well develo])ed faces in the prism zone,

of which the pinacoidal are much the larger, and occasionally showing the pyramid

P and rarely the base OP. The larger number of individuals, however, are not

crystallographically outlined, but appear as imperfectly develoi^ed crystals in more or

less rounded forms. It is without the black border that surrounds the hornblende,

but lias a narrow granular margin of i)ale yellow transparent grains, without tloubt

augite of final erystallization, Ibrmed at tlie time of solidification ol' the groundmass

about the primary larger individuals and to a lesser degree around the black bordered

hornblendes and magnetite grains, but in no instance about the feldsjiars. Its
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presence is not uuiversiil, some pyroxenes being entirely free from it. In a very few

instances an uncompleted black border lias been added to the primary angite, in every

case projecting beyond the crystal outline of the remainder of the surface, Fig. 3, PI.

Ill, and being inclosed in the narrow margin just described. This black border appears

to be an aggregation of magnetite grains. A zonal structure is occasionally noticed.

The prismatic cleavage parallel to aP is quite perfect in some crystals, but in others

it is nearly lost in irregular fractures. The crystals are mostly simple individuals; a

few are twinned parallel to the orthopinacoid and show three or four alternating bands

between crossed nicols.

At the time when these rock sections were studied it was considered probable

that all the pyroxene individuals observed in any one rock belonged to the same

species, and that those sections with the axes of elasticity ijarallel to their cleav-

age or to the trace of the faces in the prism zone were sections cut in the zone at right

angles to the cliiiopiuacoid of augite, when they were accompanied by other sections

with inclined position for these axes. Hence all the iiyroxene in this case was thought

to be augite. But the observations of Cross' on the hypersthcue-andesites of Colo-

rado and other localities, and our own observations on the andesites of the volcanoes

of northern California, Oregon, and Washington Territory,' and on the volcanic rocks

of the Great Basm,^ and the studies of many other observers, in dift'erent parts of the

world have demonstrated the joint occurrence of an orthorhombic and a monoclinic

pyroxene in a great variety of rocks. Moreover, the ]3yroxeue of this particular ande-

site from Eichmond Mountain has been separated from the rock by means of the

cadmiuraborotuugstate solution, as already described in the paper on the volcanic

rocks of the Great Basin just mentioned. The i>yroxene was found to consist of green

augite and brown hyperstheue; the latter was isolated with a small admixture of the

augite and analyzed. From the composition of the whole, analysis I, a theoretical

composition for the hyj)ersthene and augite was calculated, resulting as follows

:

II.

Hypers-
thene.

III.

Aueite.

SiO.2

AUOa
TiOj
FeO.
MnO
MgO
CaO.
Igu.

51-16
3-50
•73

15-46
-56

19-22
8-84
•42

99-89

51-39
3-26

•73

16-45
-56

19-75
7-31
•42

99-87

49^02
5-64
•73

6^45
•56

14^37
22-60

-42

99-79

' Am. Jour. Sci., 1883, vol. xxv, pp. 139-144.

'Am. Jour. Sci., Sept., 1883, vol. xxvi.

'Am. Jour. Sci., June, 1884, vol. xxvil.
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The percentage of FeO being gi-eater than 14 per cent the orthorhombic pyroxene

may be chissed as hypersthenc. Tlie optical character was (letermincd in the isolated

crystals and corresponded to hypersthene.

A review of the thin sections of the andesite from Richmond Jlountain shows that

the two pyroxenes resemble one anotiier closely in thin section, but the hypersthene

is pleochroic to a great^-r or less extent, the angite not at all so. The pleochroism of

the hypersthene is, of course, stronger in the thicker sections, but varies among the

individuals in a single section and in some instances ditfcrs zunally in a single crystal,

being stronger in the central portion of some individuals and in the marginal portions

of others. It is green parallel to the c axis and light brown parallel to a and b with a>b.

In some cases they are nearly colorless. The augites are veiy light yellowish green to

colorless. Cleavage parallel to the prism and more rarely to the i)inacoidsis observed

in cross sectionscut perpendicular to the positive bisectrix; but in many longitudinal

sections there is no trace of cleavage.

The slight border of angite grains surnmnding nuvny of the ])yroxenes is almost

exclusively confined to the i)orp]iyritic augite crystals. This is most noticeable where

both \arieties of pyroxene have grown together in parallel crystallographic orienta-

tion, the hypersthene being the older secretion in most every case; the granular

augite border extends around the augite crystal, but ceases at the hypersthene. The
orthorhombic pyroxene is more readily altered than the augite, a fibration parallel to

the ('• axis sets in from the surface and along the cracks, resulting in a liglit green,

highly refracting mineral with an inclined extinction angle which reaches 15°, and is

evidently a fibrous hornblende (actinolite). The crystals are sometimes coated with

brown oxide of iron (limonite), which also coats the pyroxene microlites and porphy-

ritical hornblendes. Though generally fiee from inclusions some individuals bear

numerous magnetite grains, and irregiUarly shaped, colorless glass inclusions with a

gas bubble, besides apatite needles and, rarely, imperfectly formed brown hornblende.

The pyroxene microlites of the gnmndmass, varying from O-O-I or O-Oo""" in

length to microscopically minute proportions, are long slender lu-isms i)aranel to the

vertical axis, terminated by a ))^Tamid. They are of a ])ale greenish cohn- and con-

tain numerous magnetite grains, which are in no case associated with the feldspar

microlites. Their augitic nature is .shown by their crystalline form, color, and high

index of refraction, taken in connection with their angle of extinction, which varies

from 0° to more than 35°, being indeed directly traceable, through occasional larger

individuals, to those of unquestionable augitic nature. A part, however, may be

hypersthene. The parallel, fibrous 'decomposition ))roduct is in one instance, No. 90,

colored red by oxide of iron, ))roducing small prisms of a reddish yellow color, pre-

cisely sinnlar to those mentioned by Prof. Zirkel as of an indeterminable nature in

the "trachyte" from the soutli l)ank of Palisade Canyon, Cortez liangc, previously

referred to, which arc there also tracc^able to augitic This niicroscojiic augite of linal
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crystuUizatiou appears luore. reaililj^ altered than the luacvo.scopic primary crystals,

and when discolored by u'oii oxide forms dark red, narrow borders around the still

fresh larger augites and black bordered hornblendes, suggesting the characteristic

black border of the latter mineral, from which, however, it is easily distinguished.

Aggregations of augite crystals around a foreign nucleus are occasioually met with.

The hornblende of this rock is quite abundant in crystals, which are not very

well developed, except in the prism zone, where, besides the ordinary faces, ooP and

ooP do, there is occasionally the orthopinacoid, ooP do. The terminal faces are not

recognizable iu the thin sections studied, but, judging from the macroscopic crystals

in the hand S]iecimens, they appear to be those usually developed. The majority of

individuals seen under the microscope are irregularly outlined. The largest reach

4 to 5™"" iu length, but the greater number average less than 1™°'. They do not take

part in the composition of the grouudmass. The cleavage is very perfect, parallel to

the prism, forming a very sharp network of parallel lines, thus differing from the

pyroxene, in which the less perfect cleavage is combined with irregular cracks. There

is in some instances a second cleavage, parallel to the clinopinacoid, never well devel-

oped. Some of the individuals are t^vinned in the usual manner parallel to the

orthopiuiicoid. The hornblende is dark reddish brown in color, with a strong absoriD-

tion. In the dark and more resinous varieties of the audesite (Nos. 77, 78, 79) the

color is reddish brown, being dark brown parallel to the axis of least elasticity (c),

nearly the same shade of brown parallel to the axis of mean elasticity (b), and light

yellowish brown parallel to the axis of greatest elasticity (a); that is, c= dark brown,

b = dark brown, a = yellowish brown, and c = b > a, possibly c> b > a. In the lighter

colored, purple and fissile varieties of the andesite (Nos. 85, 86) the pleochroism is

greater, but the absorption less, the brown color having a greenish tinge and the

pleochroism being asfoUows: Parallel to c browish green, parallel to b reddish brown,

l)arallel to n yellow, and c = b>a. In the specimen from Trail Hill (No. 90) the color

parallel to c is brownish red, parallel to b brown, parallel to a light brown, c > b > a.

The hornblende individuals are surrounded by an opaque black border that

bounds the whole outline of each section, the fractured or eroded portions in the same

manner as the crystal faces; its width varies somewhat, and is not constant for any

cue individual. It is quite sharply defined, both on the outside and inside, though

occasionally it is seen shading into the hornblende substance as minute opaque dust.

It appears to be magnetite, having the same luster iu incident light and the same

products of decomj)osition, hydrous oxide of iron. Spots of similar magnetite dust

occur inclosed in the hornblende, besides the inclusions of coarser grains and crystals

of magnetite, sometimes arranged in lines parallel to the clinopinacoidal cleavage.

The fact that the black border does not occur between the hornblende and feldspar

or augite when they are in contact, but always between hornblende and the ground-

mass, together with the fact that it surrounds the fractured portions and lines the
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iiitriuliii}? bays of gnmndiuass in crystals, witli iiicirc or It!ss roiuitleil angles, and tiiat

tlie outline of the border is generally that of the crystal, while that of the hornblende,

substance within is mostly irregular, suggests its being the result of a change in the

condition of the niolten magma when horul>lende ceased to crystallize out and pre-

viously formed hornblende crystals may have been partially melted, or rei)laced by

magnetite. This has in sonu? instances proceeded so far as to form pscudomorphs of

magnetite after hornblende (thin sections 90, 91, 87, .SS), as noticed by other observers.

Some oi' the pseudomorphs (thin sectiftu 91) show minute grains of augite uniformly

mingled with the magnetite,' suggesting more sti'ongly that there has been a melting

of the hornblende, followed by recrystallizatiou, utuler conditions which led to the

production of augite in place of the hornblende. This corresponds to the results

obtained in the artificial reproduction of hornblende, in which augite has always

been formed insteud of hornblemle. The hornblende is very free from inclusions, for

besides magiu'tite, only a small amount of colorless apatite is found, and in one or

two cases feldspar and augite. It is absolutely fresh iu all the sections made from

Richmond Mountain; as remarked before, it is not a constituent of the grouudmass.

Magnetite is less abundant than the minerals just described, and of much less

importance in the composition of the rock, yet at the same time it is a constant ingre-

dient. It occurs in crystals and irregularly shaped grains, the largest about O-^'""" in

size, fi'om which they range to almost indistinguishable grains in the grouudmass;

it is very evenly disseminated, but not very abundant.

Apatite is another constant factor, though of little importance; it occurs in com-

paratively large, stout crystals, 0-2'""' long by 0-0.~)"'"> broad, giving sharp hexagonal

cross sections and showing in longitudinal sections the pyramidal termination, P. It

is colorless, but in some instances is crowded with opaque microlites arranged i)arallel

to the vertical axis of the crystal. These give it a brown or gray dusted appearance

and exhibit an absorption parallel to the longest axis. One cross section shows these

microlites arranged parallel to the longest axis and in planes parallel to the prism

faces (section 79). The apatites also contain a few inclusions of glass with gas bubbles,

which are in negative crystal ca\-ities. The apatite is found closely associated with

the phenocrysts and seldom alone in the grouudmass.

As acces.sory minerals biotite ranks first in importance, being of special interest

on account of its scarcity in this pyroxene-andesit( of Richmond Mountain and in the

similar pyroxene-andesite of Clitt" Hills, as compared with its great abundance in the

hornbh'ude-mica-andesite and andesitic pearlite of the district. It is found in only two

thin sections from Richmond Mountain (Xos. 79, 7.S), and in each of these there is (mly

a single individual of rounded form with intruding bays of grouudmass. The mineral

is brown, with strong absorption, and is filled with minute grains of magnetite deposited

'The same observation liaa bi^en mndo by Ilr. K. OebbBke: Bcitrago zur Petrographio der Philippinon iiml der

Palan.Ins<'l. Noiics .Tahrbiidi fiir Min., etc., 18«1. li. I'.. I, p. 474.
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along the lines of cleavage. An exceptional occurrence of mica is founil in the andesite

exposed southeast of Trail Hill" (No. 91). It does not form macroscopic crystals, but

occurs in small, irregular patches, closely associated with the macroscopic augite, and

also in more or less regular plates, qirite uniformly disseminated tlirough the groundmass.

It is brown and has a strong absorption, showing a large angle between the optic

axis, and appears in so fresh a rock to be undoubtedly of primary origin. A similar

occurrence is noted in the exceptional ''augite-andesite" from Palisade Canyon, Cortez

Range, described by Prof. Zirkel.' The two j'ocks, however, appear quite different

both in the hand specimen and under the microscope. The latter is coarsely crystal-

line and contains plagioclase, quartz, hypersthene, and brown mica, while the former

has a microcrystalline groundmass with porphyritical crystals.

Quartz phenocrysts are very rare. Two rounded grains of very pure quartz

without inclusions are found in thin section 87. An irregular grain containing some

fluid inclusions, with briskly moving bubbles, in thin section 86, exhibits a varying

optical orientation, plainly arising from unequal tension throughout the individual.

It is found in the groundmass of the holocrystalUne varieties (91-97), as the last min-

eral to crystallize, forming a cement for the other constituents. It can be determined

optically as a positive uniaxial mineral. It contains numerous glass and gas inclu-

sions. Its outline is very irregular, as the quartz individual extends among the

neighboring feldspar grains for some little distance, producing an irregular patch of

quartz substance, which becomes alternately dark and light throughout its Avliole

extent, as the thin section is rotated between crossed nicols—a micropoikilitic structure.

Tridymite is very abundant in the vesicular forms of this andesite, thin sections

90, 87, 88. It occurs as microscopic aggregates of hexagonal plates about 0-02 ""m in

diameter, filling small amygdaloidal cavities and incrusting the walls of larger ones

with easily recognizable macroscopic crystals. Tridymite has been found by Prof.

Zirkel in the precisely similar rock from the south bank of Palisade Canyon, Cortez

Eange,'^ and in the rock froin the same locality,-^ before noticed in connection with the

occurrence of anorthite.

The groundmass of these andesites has the "felt-like" structure noticed by

Prof. Zirkel as characteristic of " augite-andesite." It consists of a colorless glass

base crowde<l with microlites of feldspar and augite, with minuter crystals of magi.et-

ite associated with the augite, besides more or less dark colored globulites of an

indeterminable nature, the whole generally showing a marked tiow-strilcture. The

proportion of glass base to microlites varies in different localities on Richmond

Mountain. It is most abundant in the dark resinous variety (Nos. 77, 78, 79),

where it is nearly equal to the microlites in amount. The gray color in these

thin sections appears to be due to minute magnetite grains, together with augite

'F. Zirkol. Micro. Petro.. U. S. Expl. 40tb Par., vol. VI, p. 2'.;7, No. 527.

'Op. cit. specimen No. 311.

»0p. cit. specimen No. 310.
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microlites, the nuldish tint, i>\' tho other varieties (Nos. 85, StJ, 87, 88, 90, 01)

arising from the presence of a higher oxide of iron iiicrusting the magnetite. In the

tirst nicntion(^(l variety the number of augite microlites exceeds that of the feUlspar.

In the lighter colored tissih^ forms (Nos. 85, 8(5) the fclds])ar is in excess and the glass

base is not so abundant. In the vesi(!nlaraiid(;sitethe composition of the groundmass

is not homogeneons throughout, for besides the aniygdnles of tridymite are light

colored spots where the augite, magnetite an»l globulites are almost wholly wanting

(No. 88). Glass base is altogether absent from the mica-bearing groundmass of thin

section 91, which is microcrystalline, with gi'ains and lath-shaped microlites of ftildspar

cemented together with (puirtz. An exceptional red variety is found in wiiich the

colorless glass base is so thickly crowded with red oxide; of iron as oidy to be (b^tected

in the thinnest possible section (No. 9;i).

(b.) The i)yroxene-andesite of ClifC Ilills is identical with that of Richnioud

Mountain; it shows the same nioditications in the field as the latter, corresponding to

which are the same microscopic characters. Thin section 102 is from a resinous blue-

black variety similar to Nos. 77, 78, 79 of Richmond; .section 107 is from a reddish

purple form, and corresponds to No. 90 from Trail Hill. Thin section 108 is like No.

92, and the remaining two sc^ctions, 104 and 109, are slightly modified varieties. Under

the micr()S(M)pe the typical andesite has a gniy groundmass of glass with microlites of

feldspar and augite and an abunilaiice of 7nagnctite. It bears phenocrysts of fcldspai-,

augitt;, hypersthene, and black bordered hornblen<le.

The feldspar is triclinic without any admixture of recognizable orthoclase, the

individuals are all striated by multiple twinning. Their outline is mostly rectangular,

some with the angles truncated or rounded, indicating their form to have been prisms in

the direction of the brachydiagonal, having the faces OP, go P cfc, tx P', oo 'P, 2 PqE. The

largest plienocrysts are developed more eiiually in the direction of the three axes; the

feldspar microlites in the groundmass are wholly lath-shaped. The angles of extinction

of the porphyritical crystals reach 35°, 40'^, and 44° in the zone at right angles to the

bra(;hypinacoid, which correspond to anorthite, as does also the higli light they exhibit

between crossed nicols in very thin sections. Optically it can not be determined

whether other species of triclinic feldspar are at the same time i)resent among the

larger phenocrysts, unless the great divergence of extinction angles in the zoinilly

built individuals, which reaches in one instance .32° (102), be taken as evidence of

difterence in chemical composition between the different zones. The zonal struc-

ture is beautifully developed in some individuals, especially so in the crystal just

referreil to, and also in another in the same thin section, Fig. 0, PI. iii. Where the

inner zone has a sharp crystallographic outline, while the tmter one is rounded at

the corners, the angle of extinction for the former being 38'^ and for the latter only

18°, narrow strips of twinned feldspar pass through the different zones, without tak-

ing i>art in the zcnial structure, and having the same angle of extinction througliout.
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The iurtividuals sliow both the polysynthotic twiuniug of albite and of pericline,

besides the simple Carlsbad twiuniug, which is often shown by the outline of the

sections, but the stri;e are in many cases few in number, aud are sometimes altogether

wanting.

The larger feldspar crystals are especially rich in inclusions, which are massed

in the center or arranged in concentric zones, or are scattered irregularly through the

crystal. A good example of the zonal arrangement is seen in thin section 107. The

zone of inclusions in every case consists of minute particles of glass carrying globu-

jites and possibly gas bubbles, so densely crowded as to exceed in amount the inclos-

ing feldspar substance; when occurring scattered their form is seen to be in some

cases very irregular; in others rectangular, with the edges parallel to the outlines of

the feldspar crystal. In thin section 102, there are brown and gray globulitic glass

inclusions bearing augite microlites, besides which are isolated colorless glass inclu-

sions with gas bubbles, and an occasional microlite. There are also inclosures of the

groundmass and of the associated microlites. The smaller crystals are much freer

fi-om inclusions. The lath-shaped feldspar microlites forming the groundmass are

unevenly terminated and twinned in two or three stripes; the angle of extinction is

in general low, sometimes leaching the limit of labradorite, to which species they seem

to belong in part, though it is probable that a less basic species is also present.

Pyroxene is abundant both as macroscopic crystals and as microlites in the

groundmass, its crystals are prisms, frequently very long and slender, with the prism

zone well developed; the pinacoidal faces are nuich larger than the prismatic ; the cleav-

age is poor, and there are many irregular fractures. The twinning is that ordinarily

met with. The pleochroism of the hypersthene is strong, but varies greatly among

the individuals in one and the same rock section, in some cases being scarcely per-

ceptible. The absorption and pleochroism are green parallel to c, light reddish brown

parallel to a. In sections at right angles to the vertical axis the colors are, yellow

parallel to a and grayish purple parallel to b, that is c=green, a=liglit reddish brown

to yellow, b=grayish pui-ple. Sections apparently in the same crystallographic posi-

tion vary greatly in their degree of coloring. They are poor in inclusions, of which

the most characteristic are magnetite grains, apatite needles and glass. There is around

most of the augite crystals a narrow border of augite grains of final crystallization,

which also surrounds the black border of hornblende and magnetite as previously

described; some individuals are entirely free from it, and a very few have a partial

black border like hornblende. Fig. 2, PI. in. It is especially noticeable in thin

section 104, where of two pyroxene crystals almost in contact one, an augite, has a com-

plete border of magnetite, partially altered to red oxide, while the other, a hyper-

sthene, has no border whatever. The decomposition of the pyroxeue results in the

same yellow fibrous mineral mentioned under the Richmond iVIountain andesite. The

granular augite border and the smaller augite crystals and microlites in the ground-
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iiiiiss of thill section 107 arc siiiiilail\' dcconiitciscd and colorcil with red oxide of iron, as

in tliecorresponding variety of andesite from Trail Hill. The same is true of thin sec-

tion lOS, the excess of red oxide rendering the slide nearly opa(|ue. The augite micro-

lites in the groundinass are very abundant and are tracealde directly to the larger

crystals; they are in stout prisms or irregular grains and in most every case have one

or more magnetite grains attached. The pyroxene in these rocks, like that in the

aude.site of Kichmond ^Mountain consists of pleochroic hyi)ersthene and nonpleochroic

augite, with the same characteristic differences throughout.

The hornblende is much less abundant thau the pyroxene and occurs only in

larger i>henocrysts, with poorly defined outline, being frequently rounded and also

irregular, as though corroded. The cross .sections are six and occa.sionally eight sided,

and show the prism and pinacoids. They are surrounded by a hea\y ijlack border,

the .substance of which sometimes i)enetrates nearly to the center of the crystal. A
zonal arrangement of the minute magnetite particles is seen in some individuals, thin

section 107. The hornblende is brown, with strong pleochroism: c = dark reddish

brown, b = browu, a = light brown, c>b>ii. Inclusions are few, except grains of

magnetite, beside which there are a few prisms of apatite having a sharp hexagonal

cross section.

Biotite phenocrysts are jn-esent in small amount, always with loiinded outlines

and crowded with magnetite grains. Magnetite and apatite occur as in the Ixichmoud

^Mountain andesite. (Juartz, though quite noticeable in macroscopic grains in the

hand specimens as an accessory mineral, is uot found in the thin sections studied,

except one small particle, 0-2.5 """ in diameter, which carries both glass and fluid inclu-

sions (107).

The groundmass is composed of feldspar and augite microlites, with much
minute magnetite associated with the augite, crowded together in a colorless glass

base, the whole .showing a distinct flow-structure. The proportion of augite and

feld-spar is about equal, but the size of the microlites is uot .so uniform as in the

Kichmond Mountain andesite, and numerous crystals, from 0-0.5 to 0-1""" loug, are

scattered through the mass, giving it a much less homogeneous texture. The funda-

mental structure, however, is felt-like, which comi)letes the correspondence between

the two pyroxene-ande-sites of the di.strict, which are indeed but 15 miles ai)art.

They represent, however, a rock of very wide occurrence in the West, Judging by the

collection of the Exploi'ation of the Fortieth Parallel, which, with a constant micro-

scopic habit of grounilmass and of- pheiuujrysts, varies only in ina(-roscoi)ic lial)ii;

that is, in compactness, structure, and color, and in the relative size or abundance of

the iihcnoiaysts, and in the absence or presence of hornblende and biotite, an excess of

which is geiu'rally accompanied by a modification of the groundmass. resulting in

difficulty determinable forms intermediate between pyroxene-andcsite, hornblcnde-

andesite, and hornblende niica-andcsitc. l'"roni the foregoing de.scri]>tion it is evident
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that the rocks forming Richmoud Mountain and Cliff Hills are pyroxene-andesites,

with a very considerable percentage of hornblende as an essential ingredient and

biotite as an accessory one. They might in fact be termed hornblende-pyroxene-

andesites.

A very striking correspondence between the different varieties in each of the

two pyroxene-andesite occuijreuces in the district will be seen on comparing together

thin sections 102, 104 with 77, 78, 79; 107 with 90, and 108 with 92. The other sec-

tions from Richmond Mountain have corresponding varieties at Cliff Hills, which,

however, were not made into thin sections. Several thin sections remain, which n(!('d

a brief mention. No. 109 is from a modification of the Cliff' Hills rock, which in s(mie

respects resembles the basalt of jMagpie Hill and that on the soutli slope of Alhambra

Ridge, but which is found under the microscope to be a much finer grained pyroxene-

andesite, rich in magnetite, with phenocrysts of the same feldspar and pyroxene, but

without hornblende or mica, and bearing some small red altered crystals of olivine,

whose presence might throw considerable doubt over the determination were there

not frequent patches, not inclusions, of coarser grained groundmass free from magnet-

ite, identical with the groundmass of the neighljoring andesite. Thin section 110 is

a variety from a limited exposure in the tuff' northwest of Devils Gate, which is poor

in large phenocrysts.

Hornbiende-[Mica]-Andesite.—The hornblende-[mica]-andesite of the district, though

closely related to the pyroxene-andesite in many respects, has sufficient strongly

marked points of contrast to constitute a separate rock. The areas of exposure of

the two in the field are nowhere in contact, and no transition of one into the other is

detected under the microscope, except in the andesitic pearlites to be described later.

The hornblende- [micaj-andcoite has a light puride and reddish purple groundmass rich

in macroscopic crystals of feldspar, hornblende, and biotite, of which the feldspar i)re-

dominates ; it is further characterized by the total absence of pyroxene. Several mod-

ifications which occur in separate and limited exposures will be noticed in their proper

connection. Under the microscope the rock (thin sections 38, 41, 35, 37, 42, 42a, 39)

is seen to consist of a microcrystalline feldspathic groundmass, in some cases entirely

free from glass base. It is rich in macroscopic phenocrysts of feldsi)ar, black bordered

hornblende, and reddish brown biotite. The accessory minerals are apatite and very

little magnetite, and zircon; quartz is an accessory mineral in some occurrences, espe-

cially in that east of Pinto Road (39).

The feldsjiar is wholly triclinic, being for the most part striated, and the

unstriated sections giving angles of extinction belonging only to plagioclase. The

porphyritical crystals are beautifully developed, yielding sharply outlined sections,

one or two millimeters in length, of the usual form. They show remarkably fine zonal

structure, well illustrated in Fig. 1, PI. v. In this feldspar, besides the successive

stages when the crystal liatl rectilinear outlines, there were three periods when its
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fonn must liavo Ix-cu (iiiitr roiiiulcil ;is if pnrtially t'liscd. Tlu^ cU-ava},')' in tlu-sc Icld-

S]»ars is vei-y iiiii>crt'ect, and is lor the most part waiitiiifj-. the. crystals lieiii^ iiicgii-

larly cracked like. sauidiu«\ Tlic itDlysyiithetic twiimiii};: after alhite and iH-ricliiic is

very unevenly developed. Tiie latter, never repeated to any great extt^it, is present

in nuuiy individuals, the lamelhe seldom traversing the entire width of the crystal;

those produced by the former twinning vary greatly both in breadth and h'ligtli in

the sam(^ individual, as well as in ditFerent ones, the feldspars in general being <-har-

aetei'ized by a ))aucity of sti-ialions. This is well shown in ''"igs. ."> and 4, PI. V, and

Fig. 2. PI. VI, the two figures on Pi. v, also illustrating the characteristicr ditterenco

between the largest of the i)henocrysts (Fig. .'5, PI. v), and the medium sized oiu's

(Fig. t, PI. V), botli being niagnilied to the same extent, 'M> diameters. The laigest

have ([uite irregular outlint^s and an abundance of stria-, while the medium sized feld-

spars are very sharply (crystallized and are poorly striated. Besides the multiple

twiuuing, nearly every individual is twinned in halves, either after albite or in a

unmner corresponding to that of Carlsbad in orthotdase; and freipiently several indi-

vidiuils have Ibrmed in parallel orientatiou with the brachyi)inacoid as the i)lane of

coutact (I'Mg. -, PI. VI)- 'I'he angle of extinction averages about the same in each of

the thin sections studied. By far the larger number of readings give angles ranging

from 15° to 31°, some being lower and a very few being higher; for example, in thiu

section 35 the observed angles in the zone p(!rpendi(!ular to the bra(rliyi)itnicoid are

7°, 15°, 20°, 2(P, 2lo, 2lo, 28^, :iO^, 31o, 320, 3.5o, 3.5°, 4()o. In the other thin se.'tions

the higher angles are even .scarcer and belong to very perfectly rectangular sections

with few striations. Anorthite is jtrobably presc-ut only in small amounts, the greater

number of the porphyritieal feldspars being labradorite. The lath-shaped microlites

of feldspar m the grouudniass are fibrous and twinned, aud have angles of extinction

varying only a few degrees from zero aud are for the most part oligoclase; the species

of the ill defined patches or grains of feldspar in the groundmass is optically indeter-

minable. The large crystals of feldspar contain numerous small colorless glass int-lu-

sions, each with a single gas bubble; what sometimes appear like particles of du.st

are tVmud under a high jtower to be aggregates of these sharply defined inclusions

0'.02'""' in diameter; they are occasionally arranged in systematic order, but nu)re com-

monly are scatt(M-ed irregularly througli the crystal; some are attached to needles of

apatite. There are also inclosed a few microlites of apatite, .sonn- of which in turn

contain glass inclusions, aud rarely small crystals of zircon. The substance of the

feldsi)ar in the thiu sections studied is absolutely fresh.

The hornblende is fouud only in macroscopic crystals affording the character-

istic six sided cross sections and having in every case a bhick border, excejit in the

green variety of hornbh!nde-[mica|-an(lesite at the east base of Hoosac M<uintain (42,

42((). The substanc(^ of the hornblende is entirely decomposed, not a single unaltered

fragment having bciMi found in any of the tliin scctiiuis. The icsulting procbut is a
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fiuely fibrous, yellowish greeu iniiienii, faintly pleoeliroic and with a rather high index

of refraction, whose angle of extinction i>s over 20° in some sections, and which must

therefore be a fibrous amphibole. Its fibers start from transverse fissures and run

parallel to the vertical axis of the crystal for a short distance, thus forming a net

work, the meshes of which are filled with a colorless substance without noticeable

action on polarized light, who ;e granular texture and botryoidal form suggest amor-

phous quartz. Scattered through these minerals are numerous opaque and transpar-

ent globulites of indeterminable nature, together with ferrite and red oxide of iron

directly traceable to the black b(trder, from which it projects into the crystal in thin

branching plates (35). A more intimate mixture of the two principal decomposition

products has taken place in thin section 41, most of which has fallen out in grinding.

In thin sections 42, 42«, the hornblende sections are without black borders and the

alteration has advanced farther, resulting in a yellowish green, fibrous chlorite, with

extinction parallel to the fibers, which has spread through the groundmass of the

rock, imparting to it a green color.

Biotite is less abundant than the hornblende, though in uuich larger crystals.

It occurs .in six-sided crystals with very marked pleochroisra and sti'oug absorption,

being deep red when the section is parallel to the base, and in oldique sections in

ordinary light orange, yellow, and green (35). The interference figure shows a small

optical angle, which varies somewhat in difl'ereut thin sections, the plane of the optic

axes being perpendicular to that of symmetry in the crystal. Twinning parallel to

ooP (110), where the composition plane is the base OP, is frequent. It is recognized

by bands with different angles of extinction in sections slightly inclined to the base,

and by the different positions of the interference figures in such sections, and also by

difference in the pleochroism in some sections nearly perpendicular to the base.

There are numerous black microlites arranged in lines perpendicular to the six faces

of the mica crystal, besides irregularly scattered prisms of apatite, and more rarely

zircon. In thin section 39 there are portions of the groundmass, each containing one

or more apatite crystals. The biotite has remained perfectly fresh in most of the thin

sections, though the hornblende, has been entirely decomposed. In section 37 the

biotite, though bleached out and stained yellow by iron oxide, still retains its optical

properties.

Quartz apjiears as a very inconstant accessory ingredient, being wholly wanting

in the form of primary pheuocrysts in the typical crystalline hornblende-[mica]-ande-

site 41, 35, but occurring in abundance in the glassier variety from east of the Pinto

Boad (39), where it is in roun<led grains and fi-agments, the largest 3""'" in diameter.

They carry numerous dihexahedral glass iuclusions with gas bubbles, around which

in polarized light the ([uartz shows the phenomena produced by strain. Other small

grains and ft-agments are fotiiid sparingly in thin sections 42rt and 3S. Mu-roscopic
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qiiiii'tz grains Ibiiii a twistitueiit of tlio f^roiiiidiuass in the. crystal I i no forms of the

rock and are (leteriniiiable as such in tliin section -41 : they are more nnnierous in tliin

section 35. They also occur in small aggregates around the sides of cavities reseni-

liling 'jhalcedony. The ahunchmce and intimate association of this niodilication of

ijuartz with the grouudmass of the rock, and the al)un(hiuce of macroscopic (|uartz

in the rock near Pinto Road makes it an iutt^rmediate varit^y between andcsiti' and

dacite.

JMagnetite in macroscopic grains and in microseoiiic crystals is very evenly dis-

seminated through the grouudmass, but is not nearly so abundant as in tlu; pyroxene

andesite. It is everywhere coated with red oxide and in tiiin section .JT it has been

converted into the yellow hydrous oxide.

Apatite is especially well developed in stout hexagonal prisms with a pyramidal

te-mination and occasionally the base, a beautiful example being found in thin sec-

tion 37, Fig. 4, ri. III. They are dusted gray in the center and show the customary

ideochroism. Cross sections show iniilusions parallel to the sides of the prism.

There are also glass inclusions in negative crystals, Fig. 1, PI. iii. Apatite is asso-

ciated with hornblende and biotite and also occurs isolated in the grouudmass; it is

specially noticeable in thin section 37. It has a tine red color in thin sections 35, 30.

Zircon is a constant ingredient, though in very small quantities. It is in niicroscoi)ic

crystals of a yellow color easily recognizable by their sharp outline, high index of

refraction, and consequent brilliant display of interference colors between crossed

nicols. They are rather more frequent in thin sections 35, 43.

The gronndmass of the typical hornblende-(mica]-andesite of this district (35, 41)

is microcrystalline without glass. It is composed of microlites of plagioclase, largely

oligoclase, in an aggi-egate of feldspar and quartz grains of irregular outline, that are

nearly free fi'om microlites ac the center, especially in thin .section 41. Besides these

minerals are minute crystals of magnetite and in thin secti<ni 35 opacpie microlites,

which are seen to be made up of o])a(iue and transparent yellow grains and correspond

to the shreds of browni mica that occur in thin section 41. This is more abundant in

the fine grained andesitic breccia (38), where it also occurs in well defined hexagonal

plates. A flow structure is evident in the arrangement of the lath-shaped feldspar

microlites. The grouudmass in thin sections 42, 42a, 39 presents a less advanced

stage of crystallization, the lath-shaped microlites being accompanied by smaller and

fev»'er faintly polarizing feldspar grains in a relatively small amount of colorless glass.

Through this in the green variety from the east base of Hoosac Mountain (42, 42a) is

disseminated yellowish green fibrous chlorite, resulting from the decomposition of the

hornblende.

Thin sections 45, 46, and 48 are from highly decomposed rock, whose original
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character has wholly disappeared, but which still retains, besides some partially altered

mica, apatite and zircon in a perfectly fresh condition.

An interesting example of altered horublende-niica-andesite and at the same

time of local accessions of porphyritical quartz is the occurrence west of Glen Dale

Valley, south of Hoosac Mountain (49, 50). The feldspar of the rock is completely

replaced by calcite, quartz aud colorless j)otash-mica, which are also the residual

products of the decomposition of the groundmass. Hornblende with dark border is

very abundant in thin section 49. It is altered to yellowish green, coarsely fibrous

chlorite, which polarizes strongly and extinguishes parallel to the fibers, and contains

small, yellow, highly refracting grains, possibly epidote. The mica has become color-

less, but retains its negative, apparently uniaxial character, and is rich in the most

beautifully developed microscopic crystals, that are in part tetragonal pyramids of a

colorless mineral witli high index of refraction, apparently anatase, in part slender

prisms of e])idote ( ?) and thin plates of hematite, besides smaller grains in lines perpen

dicular to the sides of the mica plate and apatite prisms with glass inclusions (49).

Quartz is sparingly present in rounded macroscopic grains in the variety rich in horn-

blende, but is very abundant in the purjile variety (50), poor in hornblende, which in

the field appears as a local modification of the former. The quartz occurs both in

rounded fragments and in dihexahedral crystals and contains glass inclusions.

Andesitic Peariite and Dacite.~The third and most interesting forui of andesite found in

the district unites under its numerous and varied forms characters both of the

pyroxeueandesite and hornblendemicaandesite, and presents, as an extreme

variety, dacite. Its connection is most intimate with the hornblendemicaandesite,

which indeed is found passing into it in an outcrop back of the windmill pump east

of Secret Canyon road (74), and also east of Hoosac Mountain (73, 75rt., 75b, 76). It

is again found in association with hornblendemicaandesite in Sierra Canyon and in

the gulch south of Carbon Ridge. Its resemblance to pyroxeueandesite will be seen

to be confined to a variety with microUtic, felt-like groundmass, and to the presence

of pyroxene, which is lacking in the hornblende-mica-andesite just described. In the

two principal localities where it has come to the surface, at Dry Lake and in the

vicinity of Sierra Canyon and South Hill, it presents so great a variety of form that

the extremes of the series would scarcely be suspected of belonging to the same geo-

logical body, but this is evidently the case in the occurrence south of Dry Lake. The

following ,ablc of comparison is arranged to show the parallelism in the forms from

which thin sections have been made. The series commences with the most crystalline

variety and that most closely allied to the hornblendemicaandesite, and finishes

with the most glassy, porous, and quartzose form, or dacite
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Dry Lake.
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is strougly ]»leocliroic, green and liglit reddish brown, similar in all points to that of

the pyroxeiieandesite. Its decomposition, which is the same as that already described,

has advanced farther than in the pyroxene-andesites and is illustrated in Figs. 5 and

ft. PI. III. Augite is found only in two tliiu .sections from this locality, Nos. 56 and 57.

Biotite is macroscopically the most prominent mineral in the (juartzose members

t'i' this series. It is in hexagonal plates of a dark brown color with strong absorption,

and is optically negative with a very small angle between the optic axes. It is

twinned as in the hornblende-mica-andesite. Quartz is not so abundant in the tbin

sections as in the liand specimens and is always in rounded grain-s or angular frag

uients with a few glass inclusions. Magnetite, apatite, and zircon are common to all

the varieties of this pearlite. The apatite is like that found in the other audesites; a

tine example showing the teriniuatioiis and a basal cleavage is represented in Fig. 8,

PI. III.

The zircon crystals are not more numerous in this than in many other rocks

where there are found to be three or four crystals to a rock section, but their occur

rence here in unaltered feldsi)ars or isotropic glass renders them more than usually

favorable for study, and so a uumlier have been drawn to show their crystal faces,

which were recognized by careful study in all pos.sible lights and were drawn with the

aid of a camera. Owing to the high index of refraction of zircon the marginal faces

can not be as accurately determined as tliose near the center of the figures, and the

terminal planes of Figs. 15 and 20 being extremely minute could not be made out for

the same reason. It should also be remarked that the drawings are not mathematical

projections, because with the high magnifying power employed, in one instance 900

diameters, only a small part of a crystal is in focus at any one time, and a certain

amount of distortion necessarily follows. The figures repi'esent, however, the sharp-

ness of the crystallization and will indicate the forms taken by the crystals. Besides

the short, stout crystals, from 0-05 to O-l """ long, more usually met with, there are

sometimes long, slender prisms reaching a length of 0-37 """ and terminated at one or

both ends. Figs. 15 and 16, PI. iii. The form of Fig. 15 appears to be the two prisms,

oiP, odPoo , the double pyramid or zirconoid 3P3, and the pyramids P and Fee ; that

of Fig. 16 c»P, ccPx , and 3 P3; and Fig. 17 ooP, xFcc , 3 P3, with P or Px . Fig.

18 represents a very simple form, combining a prism with a pyramid of the opposite

order. Fig. Ifl seems to present both prisms »P, xPcc . the double pyramid 3P3,

and the two i)yramids P and Px ; and Fig. 20 toP, odPoo , 3P3, and two i)yramids P
and Pec . The oc(!urrence of similar microscopic zircons has been observed by the

writer in most all kinds of rocks, except the very basic, but more especially in the

mica-bearing varieties, with which mineral it is frequently in close association.

In noticing the different varieties of this audesitic pearlite the description will

be confined to the series found in tlie vicinity of Dry Lake and the correspondence or

points of difference in the similar forms from the other localities will be mentioned in
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their pioiier couiiectioii. At the top of tlie table stands the quartz-beariu},' honi-

bleude-mica-andesite (52) found in Siena Canyon, forming the connecting Hnk that

unites by its microscopic structure the hornblende-mica-andesites and andesitic

l)eailites. Tho groundniass of tliis rock is completely crystalline, exactly as in the

typical horubleude-iriica-andesite of the district (.JS). In the tliin section besides the

l>lagi()clase there are two or three unstriated sections which may possibly belong to

sauidine. The fresh hornblende is without dark border, a few Individuals having a

slight aggregation of magnetite grains around them, which is also noticeable around

the biotite. There is no i)yroxene present, but some well developed quartz crystals.

The nearest approach to crystalline andesite in the Dry Lake series is thin section

53, whose gray grouiidnuiss is microspherulitic. The spherulites are composed of

radiating colorless needles, besides which are multitudes of transparent globulites

and trichites, straight and curved, some black and opaque, others red and referable

to mica, and some formed of a string of transparent grains which are also foiuid in

short, stout, interpenetrating niicrolites, which appear to belong to augite. The

whole shows a marked flow structure and bears phenocrysts of labradorite, biotite

and hornblende crowded with magnetite grains and no longer fresh; besides com-

pletely altered pyroxt^ne [hypersthenoj; zircon occurs in good crystals. Thei"e is no

macroscopic quart/,, but small aggiegations of colorless plates appear to be tridymite.

Thin section 01 is more highly crystalline and illustrates the first stages of the forma-

tion of the feldspatliic grains in the groundmass of the hornblendeuiica-andesite; they

are seen forming around the phenocrysts as centei's, which ai'c the same as those

in 53 witli the addition of macroscopic (piartz.

A moditication common to four separate localities is rei)resente<l by thin section

54, and api)roaches closely to the pyroxeue-andesite of the district; the silver gray

groundmass has a satin-like sheen in transmitted light, i)roduced by fibrous feldspar

microlites in nearly parallel arrangenu'nt in a colorless glass base, having a marked

flow structure, with a felt-like ajjpearance in the thicker parts of the section; there

are also grains of magnetite and a little hyperstheue. The larger phenocrysts are

well developed and the inclusions are very tine. Feldsi)ar is in excess of the other

constituents, and hornblende and hjqiersthene occur in about equal proportions,

biotite being scarce. Tlie corresponding varieties (02, 03, 71, 73) are almost identical.

In 62 the feldspar microlites are more delicate, biotite is wanting and quartz occurs

in macroscopic grains; 03 is richer in glass and poorer in large crystals and has a

little brown mica in the groundmass.

In 71 the glassy groundmass is richer in augite microlites, and also contains some

of hornblende ami biotite. It veiy closely resembles the iiyroxene-andesite of Rich-

mond Mountain; 73 is remarkable for the abundance of biotite in hexagonal plates in

the groundmass. This variety of the pcarlite is further characterized by the presence

of feldspars with \ery liigli angles of extinction, several of wliicli reaeli lO"- and 45°,
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indicating auortbite, whicli is tlie feldspiii- so iibundant in the pyioxene-amlesite.

The next variety is a still more glassy rock, 55; it is a colorless glass with a pearlitic

fracture, with scattered microlites, which are beautifully developed, some, in long

prisms with pyramidal termination and transverse jointing, appear to be apatite;

others, shorter and stouter, are more doubtful, but resemble those in 53, which are

jirobably augite. There are also curved and tapering miciolitcs and strings of grains

apparently of the same mineral. Larger microscopic crystals scattered through the

groundmass are hypersthene, hornblende and biotite. There is but little magnetite.

Of the macroscopic crystals, feldspar is very abundant as labradorite, with possibly a

little anorthite; biotite is also abundant, and hornblende and hypersthene are scarce.

There is one rounded grain of quartz with good ibombohedral cleavage. Thin section

75 is like .")5; 75rt is taken from the same specimen and shows a slight modification

caused by streams of opaque particles and haii-like trichites, which lie scattered or

aggregated in the most delicate dendritic forms. A small part is black in incident

light and may be magnetite, but the gieater part is bright red and is hematite. Thin

section 74 is similar.

The remaining varieties differ from the preceding in having the glass base tilled

with opaque and more or less transparent, ill defined microlites and tlocculent matter,

imparting to it a black, led, yellow or white color. Thin section 56 is from a brecciated

])earlite rich in angular fragments and crystals of labradorite, hypersthene, augite,

hornblende, and magnetite, with no mica. The groundmass is glass, probably o

itself colorless, but so crowded with microlites and more or less opaque grains as to

appear in the section dark brown, yellow, and bluish. In some places it is brown and

globulitic, in others it is filled with flocculent matter, which is brown in transmitted

light and white in incident; in other places it is colorless, with few microlites. The

transition from one kind to another' is generally sudden and the flow structure is well

marked, being especially beantiful in thin section 57, which is similar to 56, as is also

64, though of a lighter color. Mica and quartz are both wanting in these last three

thin sections. The varieties represented by thin sections 58 and 66 are very similar

to the last, much more so than their appearance in the hand specimen would indicate.

Their secretions are the same—labradorite, hypersthene, and hornblende, with a little

augite and no mica or quartz. They are not brecciated, however, and the groundmass

is lighter colored, the opacite being red and white in incident light and the flow

structure very striking. There is a fine example of i)artially altered hypersthene

shown in Fig. 9, PI. ill.

Variety 59 has a more ])uniice-like groundmass, the glass having numerous gas

bubbles. It is much lighter colored, with more white and less yellow opacite, and is

in part cryptocrystalline. The phenocrysts are labradorite, eight-tenths of the feld-

spars showing strife and the rest jirobably belonging to plagioclase. There is a very

little partially altered hypersthene, considerable hornblende, and much biotite. The
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(|uartz, so almiidaiit in Ihv IkiikI si.criiiicii In laij;c n.iiii(lc(l jiTaiiis, is scawe ill the

tliiii section. The two varieties IVoin Siena Canyon (08. (iO) are denser than that Just

described. The s'hiss groundmass of GS is without gas liubbles and is erowded with

yellowisli transhieent i)articU'S, which reticct incident light and ai)pear white. It is

in places splierulitic and abounds in anyular fragments of i)IagiocIase, nine-tenths of

tlie feldspars being- striated. There is, besides, quartz, with fine glass inclusions, a

very little pyroxene, more hornblende, and ninch biotite. Thin section fiO is identical

with the last under the niicroscoiic. Thin srction 7(), from east of Hoosac Mountain,

is similar to the tbregoing. but has a cryptoerystalline groundmass and is somewhat

decoinjiosed. S(mie portions of the groundmass of 70 are crystalline and bear feld-

spar microlites, but the whole is the same as (iS and (ill. Thin section 60 is more

porous, but has the characteristics of the last four sections. Its feldspar is all plagio-

clase and gives angles of extinction corresponding to labradorite. This last (piarcz-

beariug group (59, (!0, 68, 69. 70) appears to be true dacite. and as such is very

interesting.

It may be well to note at this point some of the characteristic features distin-

guishing these closely allied rocks as they aie found in this district. The gnmndmass

of the liornblende-micaandesite is in general microcrystalline, without glass, having,

besides lath-shaped feldspar microlites, which are probably oligoclase. interpenetrating

grains of (piartz and feldspar. It is freer tVoni magnetite and contains uo pjToxene.

The groundmass of the ])yroxene-andesite. on the other hand, is very glassy, with a

felt-like structure iiroduceil by feldspar and angitc microlites, the feldspar being

labradorite, with an abundance of magnetite. The iilienocrysts of tbe former rock

are labradorite, dark bordered hornblende in every case decomposed, considerable

biotite, and sometimes quartz, but uo pyroxene or the remains of any. The i)heno-

crysts of the pyroxeiie-ande.sites are anorthite, hypersthene, augite. dark bordered

hornblende, with very little biotite and only an occasional (juartz. The andc.sitic

pearlites hold an intermediate position between the two, some of the varieties being

quite like the horublende-niica-andesite, while others approach closely to pyroxeue-

andesite, yet all have features differing from l)otli. The gnmndmass is a glass more

or less full of microlites, and in the greater iiiunber ol' cases is ciowded with indeter-

minable globnlites and i)articles. Besides the feldspar |)henociysts, which are for the

most part labradorite and possibly a very little orthoclase, with some amn-thite, there

are hornblende.crystals without dark border, hypersthene. a little augite, biotite, and

quartz. The dacites are a modilication in which the macro.scopic quartz has greatly

increased, together with l he biotite. while pyroxene has nearly disappeared. They

are also the mo.st pumice-like.
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RHYOLITE.

There are three distinct varieties of rhyolite iu the Eureka District, more notice-

ably distinct in the hand spet-imen than in thin section, siiuie their essential constitu-

ents are the same throughout. The difiference arises from a change in the relative

proportion of the phenocrysts and in the nature of the groundmass. That from

about Pinto Peak which covers the greatest area has a light colored groundmass,

for the most part white, also gray and purplish gray, partly vitreous and partly

crystalline in appearance, with numerous porphyritical crystals of quartz and feld-

spar and a few scattered bits of mica. A second variety, from Rescue Canyon, has a

reddish purple, vitreous groundmass, crowded with large crystals of quartz and bril-

liantly reflecting sanidine; and the third, from south of Carbon Ridge, has a dense,

reddish purple groundmass, often finely banded, having few phenocrysts except those

of copper-colored mica. Upon a su]>erflcial examination of these rocks in the field it

would seem natural to separate the three varieties into the classes suggested by Von

Richthofen in 1867.' That from Rescue Canyon has all the appearance "at a dis-

tance" of granite, and might be said to be "granite like," while that from Pinto Peak

is certainly " porphyry-like," and the variety fi'om south of Carbon Ridge, being

quite poor in macroscopic crystals and having a beautifully banded structure, answers

to the description of rhyolite proper; but under the microscope the granite-like vai'iety

is found to have an almost wholly glass groundmass, and to correspond, therefore,

more or less closely to quart/.porphyry. The groundmass of the porphyry-like kind,

on the contrary, is found to be microcrystalline in most cases, or niicrogranitic, and

the third to vary from a quite glassy to an entirely crystalline rock. Hence no sys-

tematic classification has been undertaken, the varieties re(>eiving local designations

sufficient for the purposes of the present report.

-

Pinto Peak Rhyoiite.-Under the microscopc thin sections from a great number of speci-

mens of tbis variety present an extremely monotonous appearance; a finegrained,

more or less wholly crystalline groundmass rich in large crystals and fragments of

' Von Richthofen. Natural System of Volcanic Eocks, San Francisco, 1867, ]). 16.

^Sincethis was written a study of the rhvolites of the Great Basin leil to more detinite conclusions regarding von

Richthofen's classification of rhyolites, which were expressed in a paper on the volcanic rocks of the Great Basin by Arnold

Haiue and .T. P. Iddinis. Am. Jnnr. Sci, vol. xxvri 1S84. p. 461.
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(]Uiirty. and t'chlspar, with occasidiially a little Itiotite. The iiiii-rosciii»k-al habit of these

porphyritical crystals is so constant in all the thin seetions of this };T<iup as to permit

of a single detailed description, the dittereut modifications of the grouTidmiiss only

requiring sjjecial notice. The feldspar present is sanidine, with which plagioclase is

associated to a greater or less extent. The latter is in some cases entirely wanting,

hut in others is almost as abundant as the sanidine. Sometimes both occur in very

small quantities in the thin sections and hardly ever outnumber the quartz. Sani-

dine occurs m well developed crystals and also in angular fragments. Sections of

the former are mostly rectangular, with the corners rounded: otheis show more than

four sides and indicate that their < rystal lorm is made up of OP, odPoo, ocP, 2Pao

Zcmal strncture is rarely observed. .Many of the individuals are in Garl.sbad twins.

The cleavage is frequently \ery perfect, tiu)ugh often entirely wanting, but there

are always concoidal fractures, and the resend)lance to ijuartz is often very striking,

rccpiiring an optical test to distinguish between them. It is cluiracterized by a nuich

lower double lefraction, which in these extremely thin .sections causes it to remain

generally dark or but faintly lighted between crossed nicols. (^uite a number <if

sections happen to be nearly at right angles to the optical bisectrix and «'xhibit very

small angles between the optic axes, the interference figure being almost a cross and

showing the bisectrix negative. There are several of these in thin section 112. A
fortunate section i)arallel to the clinopiuacoid occurs in thin section 142 and is at

right angles to the optical normal, which is found to be po.sitive, the interference figure

being hyq)erbolas that unite in the center of the field. The inclinatioTi of the plane of

the optic axes is about + 7° to the basal cleavage, and the iiiigles of the sides of the

feldsi)ar .section (correspond to those cut from OP, xP, and 2P i/-. liesules the basal

cleavage, which in this section is very i)eifect, is a second less regular cleavage

parallel to the trace of the orthopinacoid. Tiie i)laiic of the ojitic a.xes in these sani-

dines is sometimes in the i)hiue of symmetry, sometimes at right angles to it. The

substance of the sanidine is very |)ure and free from inclusions of foreign matter.

Numerous minute gas cavities, however, occur irregularly scattered, some of which have

their sides wet with fluid, but the gas has always the greater volume. A notable

excei)tion to this freedom from inclusions occurs in thin section 141, Fig. 2, PI. v,

where two sharply outlined crystals of sanidine grown together with dittereut orien-

tation about a fragment of plagioclase arc (illccl with (juart/, in orderly arranged

forms, with constant crvstallogra])hic orientation throughout certain portions of the

feldspar crystals, which is shown by the extinction (tf light and the parallel ])osition of

numerous small dihexahedral glass inclusions with gas bubbles, found ouly in the

(luartz, whilst irregularly shaped gas cavities oc^cur in the feldspar substance. This

is a most interesting I'act from its relation to the subject of tluid and glass inclusions

in volcanic rocks, for it would ajipear from this instance thatcpiaitz aiidfcldsitar crys-

talli/ing out at the same time aiul iiiidcr the same conditions have inclosed, the one
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glass witli gas, the otlier gas without glass, which gas appears iu the larger cavities

to be associated with water, suggesting that its condition at the time of its indosure

was that of highly expanded steam. This crystal is further interesting as a sporadic

development of mici'opegmatitic structure.

The plagioclase is in crystals very similar to those of sanidine, but is not nearly

so abundant, being almost entirely wanting in all of the thin sections from the rhyolit«

dikes (Nos. 138, 140, 141, 142, 144, 143, 146, 153, 155, 148, 150, 134, 137). The twinned

lamelhe vary considerably in length, breadth and frequency, and in most all the indi-

viduals are twinned both after the law of albite and that of pericline, besides which

the composite crystals are also twinned in a manner corresponding to the Carlsbad

twins of orthoclase, which can be seen from the outline of the section and inequality

of the sets of angles of extinction in the two halves, Fig. 7, PI. iii. The investi-

gation of the extinction angles was not very satisfactory, owing to the scarcity of

favorable sections; the majority of readings were low, the highest being 17°, leading

to the conclusion that the triclinic feldspar is, for the most part, oligoclase. It is also

of very pure substance, with few gas cavities and more rarely small glass inclusions ; it

is without zonal structure and has poorly marked cleavage. The feldspar is extremely

fre.sh in the thin sections from the region of Pinto Peak and in those from most of the

dikes, but is partially replaced by calcite and kaolin in thin section 146. In 138 it is

entirely altered to calcite and kaolin, the latter appearing in the thin section as a

colorless aggregate of fibrous, faintly polarizing particles.

The most abundant and constant of all the ingredients is quartz, the pheno-

crysts of which are well developed dihexahedrons and angular fragments, less fre-

quently rounded grains. It is irregularly cracked and of very pure substance, fi'ee

from inclusions, except an occasional "bay" of groundmass and a few colorless glass

inclusions with single gas bubble, around which, in some cases, is seen in polarized

light the phenomena of strain or unequal tension, the effects of which are still further

shown by small cracks that pass through the center of the dihexahedral glass inclu-

sions and extend a short distance into the quartz crystal, constituting three planes

corresponding to three of the planes of symmetry parallel to the vertical axis. These

appear in longitudinal section as a straight line or an inclined fi'acture, and in cross-

section as a six rayed star. A fine illustration is found in thin section 111, Figs. 1

and 2, PI. IV, where a cross-section and longitudinal section occur within 1""" of

one another. In the cross-section of quartz is a minute duid inclusion with moving

bubble, a very rare occurrence, though quite numerous fluid inclusions are found in

the fine dihexahedrons of (luartz iu thin section 127. Quartz in irregular grains forms

a large part of the groundmass. Small phenocrysts of biotite are found sparingly in

some of the thin sections, but are wholly wanting in others. The biotite is for the

most part free from magnetite grains or other inclusions when fresh. It is altered in

some cases to a colorless, brilliantly polarizing mica, crowded with yellow, opaque
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"rains. Tliis i;'r'>iii> <>{' rliyolitts is very poor in accessory minerals, there being only

two, wbicli lire of cxci'ijtional ofciirrencc. Zircon in fragments and minute crystals

is occasionally met with iii association witli biotite. Garnet in well developed

dodecahedrons, and also in irregular grains of a light retl color in thin section, occurs

in Nos. Ill, 112. V22, and VS.i.

The most striking feature ot this variety of rhyolite is its grouudmass, which

presents the microgranitic structure, not frecjuently met with. The remarkaljlc thin-

ness of the sections prei)ared from this rock ofters a highly satisfactoi-y field for study

and leaves no riiasonable doubt of the entire abseuce of glass in the couii)Osition of

the groundmass of most of the thin si-ctious. IJosides the granular crystalline develop-

ment there are those that are partly cryjitocrystalline aud otlicrs that are siiherulitic

and glassy. A microcrystalline structure is common to thin sections 111, 112, 113,

114, 115, 116. 120, 119, 12.3, 140, 141, l.")3, 127, l.U, 137. The groundmass of 112 may

be taken as representing that of all the first innc sections. It is composed of micro-

scopic interpen«^trating grains of quartz and feldspar, through which are scattered

larger grains, averaging 0*06 """ in diameter, for tiie most part quartz, with gas cavities

like those in the phenocrysts of fel(lsi)ar. A small i)ortion is determinable as ortho-

clase and striped plagiodase. The (juartz is often in aggregates of lialf a dozen or

more grains and is accompanietl by irregular fragments of light red garnet. There is

also a little biotite in microscopic crystals, more abundant in thin section 116.

Through it all are innumerable dust-like particles, dark in transmitted light, but

retie<'ting incident rays and giving a wliitish gray color to the section. They are

prol>ably minute gas cavities. In addition to this are patches of yellow, ill defined

grains, corresponding to Vogelsang's fen itc wliicli is only in small quantities and

alone indicates tJie flow .structure, best seen in the thin section without the aid of a

lens. The groundmass in this section (112) is porous and is tilled with small, irregularly

shai)cd cavities. In the others it is more or U'ss dense and varies somewhat in the

size of the grains.

Still more interesting are the changes of structure in the grounduuiss of the

rhyolite from the dikes. Thin sections 140. 141. 127, 134, and 137 represent the most

crystalline variety, being coarser grained than that just described. They are without

any sign of flow structure and ciirry larger grains, which are micropegnuvtitic in thin

section 140. The grains are composed of a colorless grain or crystal of quartz with

hexagonal outline, inclosing semi-opaque particles, which are white in incident light,

and are sometimes arranged radially. The same structure appears as a narrow

border around the quartz jihenocrysts. The grains in the groundmass of thin section

141 are also mottled in polarized light, but iu 127, where the similarly clouded grahis

attain a diameter of d-o."*""", one in the thinnest edge of the section shows a beauti-

fully developed niicropegmatitic structure, which near the center of tlie grain is in tri-

angular ligures only 0-002 """ in size, and near the edge is iu long, narrow strips. The
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groundmass of loS and lit! consists of somewhat larger grains of quartz iu a crypto-

crystalliiie matrix, which is identical with the substance occupying the sections of

decomposed feldspars, already described as kaolin. Here, also, it is possibly the

alteration product of feldspar iu the groundmass and not a devitrified glass. The

abundance of calcite is undoubtedly due to infiltration from the surrounding limestone.

Thin sections 142, 143, and 125 present less coarsely crystallized varieties, the first

two being similarly decomposed.

A lower stage of crystallization, in which the groundmass is largely or entirely

glass, is found in thin sections 118, 155, 122, 117, 126, and 130, some of which are

partly crystalline. The glass is spherulitic. There are also narrow bands of fibers,

the fibers lying at right angles to the direction of the bands, which make the flow-

structure very pronounced, Fig. 1 , PI. viii. Thin section 155 is interesting as containing

round and oval spherules of colorless glass, with a few concentric inclusions, remind-

ing one strongly of leucite crystals. They polarize faintly in radiating rays. An

entirely glassy modification, which occurs in a small chimney about ten feet wide, is

shown in thin sections 144, 145. and is a pale green glass rich in feldspar microlites,

some of which are striated. They are partly rectangular, with the four corners pro-

longed like a '' skate's egg." The corners of others are fiinged, but the majority

appear like bundles of colorless fibers, the larger of which are compact iu the middle

and extinguish light as a single individual. Fig. 14, PI. iii. One can thus trace

the connection from the single microscopic fiber to the dense, sharply crystallized

feldspar, that is large enough to be seen without the use of a lens. In the thin sec-

tion, from the buff-colored, porcelain like portion of the same flow (145), the microlites

are more numerous and are accompanied by clouds of yellow spots with aggregate

polarization.

Thin sections 129 and 132 are from rhyolitic pearlites, poor in microlites, with some

gas cavities and globulites of an indeterminable natiu-e. The pearlitic structure,

consisting of spherical fractures which inclose one another like the imbricated scales

of an onion, is very well marked in thin section 129. The rhyoUte at the head of

Yahoo Canyon (157) is similar to the cryptocrystalline forms of this variety and is

])oor iu phenocrysts. That from the saddle northeast of Combs Mountain (158) cor-

responds to the more coarsely microcrystaUine kind and is very poor in macroscojiic

crystals, which are (piartz, feldspar, and biotite. the only inclusions noticed being

A completely decomposed rhyolite, thin section 148, is worth mentioning. In the

hand specimen it is seen to be kaolin, ^vith nmnerous quartz crystals. In thin section

it is colorless, the groundmass having no action whatever on polarized light and

being filled with minute grains which are white iu incident light, also larger yellow

and red grains of iron oxide, resulting apparently from the decomposition of magnet-

ite, besides other small transparent yellow globulites with high double refraction.
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whose uature is iiidetenninable. Tlic macrosfopic quartz crystals have colorless

glass inclusions, wbicb arc for the most jmrt spherical, a few having the form of nega-

tive crystals. There are no fluid inclusions atid some of the quartzes show distinct

rhombohedral cleiivage.

Rescue Canyon Rhyoiite.—The secoud Variety of rliyolitc found in tlie district, tliin

sections lfi2, 1G5, has many jwiufs of resemblance in microscopical habit to that just

described. It is, however, richer in phenocrysts, whicli under tlie microscope are

found to be angular grains and fragments of quartz, which are very free from inclu-

sions except a few glass dihexahedrous, the dark color of the quartz not being trace-

able to noticeable inclusions. There is also faintly polarizing sanidine, sometimes

indistinguishable from quartz except by optical tests. In this, also, tliere are no

inclusions to account for the slight opalescence seen in tlie crystals on surfaces at

right angles to the base. Besides sanidine there is a comparatively large amount of

striated plagioclas(>, some witii angles of extinction corresponding to labradorite. In

addition to these abundant and larger jihenocrysts and a small amount of biotite, in

which this variety of rhyoiite resembles that tirst described, there is a small per-

centage of pyroxene in fragments and crystals, partly altered; one or two fragments

of brown hornblende without dark border, and some larger luagnetite grains. There

is also an irregular grain of garnet and one of allanite. The groundmass is partly

crystalline, partly glassy and axiolitic, with much ferrite in fine particles whicli mark

its Huidal structiu'e and give it a red color.

Banded Rhyoiite.—The third Variety ditt'ers from both the others and is in some

instances of rather doubtful nature, owing to the abundance of plagioclase and

scarcity of macro.scopic quartz. The four thin sections prepared, 174, 173, l(i!t, 108,

have numerous jtoints of resemblance and, though differing somewhat, maybe classed

as the same rock and descrilied as rhyolites. Thin section 168 is of a wholly crystal

line rock, in which the phenocrysts are quartz (with a few glass inclusions and less

frequently gas cavities) and feldspar, the greater jiart of which is sanidine, which is with

difficulty distinguished from quartz excejit by optical tests. Several sections of sani-

dine, with quadratic form and i-ight-angled clea\age, remain dark when revolved

between crossed nicols, and give interference figures like crosses that ai'e optically

negative. They have numerous irregularly shaped gas cavities, which are especially

abundant near the margin of the crystal. Some of the cavities have a thin coating

of fluid around their walls, and a few contain more liquid tlmn gas. In these the

bubble is movable. There is also plagioclase and a little biotite, the latter tilled with

magnetite and red oxide of iron. The groundmass is comi)osed of (jiiartz grains, un-

.sti'iated feldsiiar, and microsiropic spheiulites, witli many curved inicrolites which con-

sist of strings of transjtaient grains with a rather high index of refraction. Hesides

these there is a little mica and magnetite. Thin section 109 is similar in the char

ai'ter of its groundmass, which, however, is less coarsely crystallini' and lias a more
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iiiarkcd tiow stnu-tuie, in-odnced by variatious in iiiicrostructiirp and in the miiuite

particles of coloring matter. It is poor in phenocrysts.

The two remaining tliin sections (173, 17-t) are of somewhat (Umbtfnl character.

The groiindmass is bnt partially crystalline, with yellow and colorless glass, It is

rich in grains of iron oxide, both black and red, and has a markedly banded structure,

as shown in Fig. 2, PI. viii. It is poor in phenocrysts, the greater number being

plagioclase, with marked zonal structure. They carry more glass inclusions than are

found in the plagioclase of the other rhyolites of the district. Biotite filled with reil

oxide of iron is next in abundance, besides which there is a little apatite in compara-

tively large crystals, and one crystal of augite. There are uiTmerous groups of color-

less grains of irregular shape, which appear to be tridymite. There is, indeed, a

close resemblance iu some of its microscopical characters to certain forms of andesite,

while at the same time it seems closely allied to some forms of rhyolite.

Rhyoiitic Pumice.—Before describing the pumices it will be interesting to notice

the rhyolite of Purple Hill because of its easily traced connection with the adjoining-

pumice and pearlite into which it is seen to pass. Thin section 17(5 is from rhyo-

lite on the summit of the hill; No. 177 is from the same at the northeast base of the

hill where it passes into })umice. ^o. 180 is from denser pumice, almost pearlite, and

178 is from the dark compact pearlite. The first is light gray in thin section and has

a glassy groundmass filled with faintly polarizing particles and larger feldspar micro-

lites, together with numerous amygdules of tridymite. The phenocrysts ai'e quartz

and feldspar, of which sanidine predominates over the plagioclase. There is a little

impure biotite and a fragment of pyroxene and some magnetite. In the next thin sec-

tion (177) the phenocrysts are much scarcer and the groundmass is a colorless glass

filled with gas cavities, some ol' which are splierical, but the majjority are elongated,

spindle shaped, and drawn out to long tubes, that are much twisted and bent. There

ai'e numerous six-sided microscopic mica plates and a smaller number of feldspar and

hornblende microlites. Much, if not all, of the oi)aque grains that are scattered in

patches through the groundmass is foreign to the rock and has filled cavities during

the grinding of the thin section. A more advanced stage is seen in thin section 180;

the phenocrysts are the same in character, but are more abundant, with a noticeable

amount of ijleochroic liypersthene. The glassy groundmass is rich in sjjherical gas

bubbles and microlites of feldspar, hornblende, and biotite, with a small percentage of

trichites, which reach a greater development in the more perfect pearlite, thin section

178. The colorless glass of this rock bears a multitude of the most beautiful micro-

lites, consisting of (colorless rectangular crystals of feldspar, brown hexagonal plates

of biotite, dark green prisms of hornblende, and curved trichites which appear opaque

under a low magnifying power, but are found to consist of a transparent fiber with

serrated edges or to be a string of disconnected globulites. They are groujied about
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an opaque {jrain ftom wliicli tbcy radiati' in all dirtn-tions, frequently rcsenibiiug the

down of a thistle and sufjjfestinn- in some instances a bunch of ravelings. There are,

besides, other indeterminable, smaller microlites and a few gas bubbles.

Closely related to the rhyolite of Purple Hill, both in their field occurrence and

mineral composition, and in the latter respect allied to the purple rhyolit*' of Kescue

Canyon, are the tuffs and pumice found in the vicinity of the town of Eureka, on the

west of Richmond Mountain, and also (m the south slojjc of the same mountain.

These are specially interesting because of numerous alteration products which have

resulted from outflows of basalt that have broken through them. Thin sections fi-om

a st'ries of spcciiiuMis representing different stages of alteration naturally exhibit the

same character of i»iienocrysts, which have not been affected by the renielting and

may therefore be considered in one general descri[)tion, the modifications of the])umiee

having been confined to the glass base. Thin sections 1S~>, 18S, 18!), 1!«, 1<)1, l<)i>, ijto,

are from the quany and hill slope east of the town. The jthenocrysts consist of angu-

lar fragments, seldom of i)erfect crystals of <juart;c and feldspar with a small amount

of liypersthene, hoiublende, and biotite, together with magnetite, apatite, zircon, and

garnet as occasional accessory luinerals. The quartz is of very i)ure substance carry-

ing (mly glass inclusions, one of which, in thin section 192, is brown, a neighboring

inclusion being colorless. There are two instances in the same thin section of quartz

and feldspar grown together with micaopegniatitic structure. Of the feldspar, sani-

dine is the predominating species, many ol the uiistriated sections being optically deter-

minable as such. Triclinic feldspar is always present in greater or less amount.

A zoiuxl structure is freijuent and some individuals bear inclusions of glass in the form

of the most beautifully defined negative crystals; the feldspar is everywhere per-

fectly fresh. The strongly pleo(>hroic h.\persthene is in places crowded with apatite

and glass inclusions. It is precisely similar to that in the pyroxene andesite and ande-

sitic i)earlites; while the dark green hornblende without black border and the biotite

correspond exactly to the same minerals iu the i)earlite. The accessory minerals have

also similar characters to those found in the pearlitt^s. Small fragments of allanite

are abundant in Nos. 189, 191, 192.

Thin sections 185 and 188 are from unaltered portions of the pumice breccia;

185 is from the quarry back of the engine house and 188 from a spot 6 feet distant

from the plane of contact with the basalt a little to the north. They ai'e essentially

the same rock, 188 being the better section. It consists of a fine grained mixture of

colorless ])nmice fragments full of elongated fluid in<'lusious with variously sized gas

bubbles, .sometimes looking like welded glass threads, together with a proportionately

smaller amount of crystallized minerals, in a nuitrix of yellow glass that appears to be

made up of minute glass jjarticles held together by glass, in which are much fewer

gas cavities, and which is partly cryptocrystalline. There are also occasional frag-

ments of glass of other kinds, sonic brown and others microfelsitic and in jiart crypto-
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crystalliue, tbe oiitliue of the brecciated fragments being sharp and well defined.

Thin section 189, taken ft-om a spot 18 inches distant fi'oni the line of contact, shows

the effects of partial reinelting, the character and composition of the breccia being the

same as in the last thin section. The greatest change is noticed in the colorless

porous fragments, where the size of the fluid and gas cavities has been greatly

reduced, the whole seeming to be contracted and crumpled together ; there begin to

appear also in the place of the cavities minute black grains and microlites in small

numbers. The definition of the pumice fragments is no longer marked, and they

commence to merge in the surrounding matrix.

Ill thin sections 193, 191, and 192, from immediate contact with the basalt, where

the fnsion has been complete, the resulting body is a compact glass almost free from

gas or fluid inclusions, which have been driven out by the heat, since the mass was

under little or no pressure. The glass in some instances, as in section 192, has retained

its former brecciated character, preserving the outline of its component fragments, but

has so contracted as to present many more phenocrysts to the same area of thin section

and has become of very dark, blue-black color. This color seems to be due to innumer-

able black hair like trichites, opaque grains, and a smaller number of transparent

microlites, both short and stout and long and curved. There are in this thin section

portions of the neighboriug basalt having an exceptionally dark brown glass base. In

193 and 191 the evidence of a former breeciation has almost entirely vanished ; the glass

of the different fragments in some places has been very uniformly mingled, especially

in 193, though occasional fragments have offered greater resistance to fusion. The

lighter color of 193 is due to the reflection of light from mist like clouds of gas bubbles

of the minutest dimensions, which appear at first to be opaque particles, but are found

under a power of 850 diameters to be transparent globules, with a heavy dark border.

They are especially abundant around two small cavities in thin section 191 and prob-

ably cause the yellowish white lining of the larger cavities in the hand specimen,

which is peculiar to several occurrences. Thin section 19(5 is from another form of

alteration of the same pumice; it is rather more crystalline and is filled with opaque

particles that are red and yellow in incident light and give the rock its color; it is

also very porous.

The same effects have been produced in the pumice by the numerous outbreaks

of basalt along the south slope of Richmond Mountain, and the thin sections from

this locality present in many instances the same characters as those just described.

They will therefore need but a brief mention and will serve rather as evidence of the

identity of the two bodies of pumice and of the uniformity of the alteration arising

fi-om the same cause. Thin sections 199, 200, 204, 205, 200, 207, 208, and 209 are from

rocks on the small spur south of the summit of the mountain, and occurring under

different conditions they vary somewhat in character. Thin section 199 is of a fine

grained altered pumice not in immediate contact with basalt, and resembles thin
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sectiou 196. There is much oi)a(iue coloring matter in the base and an abundance of

phenocrysts consisting of much quartz and nearly equal quantities of sanidine and

triclinic feldspar; in one Carlsbad twin one lialf exhibits an interference cross that is

optically negative, while the other half gives a bar parallel to the clinopinacoid, in

which case the sectiou must be jjcrpendicular to the negative bisectrix of the first

half, having an angle between tiie optic axes of about Qo, and at the same time at

nearly right angles to one of the optic axes in the other half having a larg(^ ojjtical

angle and the i)lane of the axes parallel to that of symmetry. Still another Carlsbad

twin shows the plane of the optic axes normal to that of symmetry. There is rather

more hypersthene than is common to these pumices. It is partially decomposed and

displays a very striking pleochroism, owing to the thickness of the section.

Thin section :i()0 is the most interesting of all the alteration products, on ac-

count of its undoubted relations to the basalt and its higher degree of nietanior-

phism ; it is traceable directly to the same deposit of jjuiuice as lltit, and lies in apparently

undisturbed layers directly over basalt, which did not in this instance reach the sur-

face, but thoroughly altered the overlying pumice, breaking through it lower down

the slope. In thin section it is a whitish gray, fine grained breccia of about the same

grain as 19'J. Under the microscope the porphyritical crystals are seen to be angular

fragments of quartz, sanidine, and plagioclase of the same size and abundance as

those in the last named section; pjToxene, however, is wanting and only a little

biotite is present, besides a single grain of garnet. The groundmass lias retained its

brecciated character, though the pumice fragments have lost their original form and

appear to merge into one another; but the degree of crystallization is far more

advanced, hardly any portion of it being without influence on polarized light. As a

natural result of its brecciated character the structure is most varied, which is the

more pronounced between crossed nicols. It is partly spherulitic and axiolitic and

partly cryptocrystallinc and in places it is microcrystalline in irregular grains.

Thin sections l,'()4 and 205 are ti-om a small outbreak of rliyolite on the south

side of the spur about 100 yards from thelocality of 19!), which, tlimigh not traced in the

field to unaltered pumice, exhibits under the microscope so close a resemblance in many

respects to the last described form as to leave little, if any, doubt that this small flow

of porcelain-like rhyolite is a highly altered pumice breccia that has escaped from its

place of confinement, probably having been heated under i)ressure to a greater degree

than the breccia met with in situ on the surface. In thin section it is whitish gray,

204 having a glassy groundmass strongly resembling that of 199, which is filled with

faintly i)olariziug particles, and shows as great a diversity of structure, which indi-

cates its once brecciated condition. It is in ])laces spherulitic, cryptocrystalline, and

microcrystalline. There is a marked flow structure and a smaller amount of frag-

mentary crystals, consisting of (piartz and fi'ldsi)ar. with very little biotite and one

fragment of greenish brown hornblende. Thin section 20.j has a groundmass of more
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tiuitbim stiuctuio, composed of mk-roscopic grains of varying size, which pass into

cryptoerystalline portions. The flow structnre is most noticeable in the thin section

Avithont the aid of a lens. The phenocrysts are quartz and feldspar in fragments. A
cross-section of zii'con, o-l""" broad, shows only one set of prism faces and a good

cleavage parallel to the other, which is seldom met with in microscopic zircon crystals

(Fig. 10, PI. III.) This thin section is similar to those from the Pinto Peak rhyolite.

Thin sections 206, 207, and 208 from contact with basalt on the slope and at

the base of the same spur show exactly the same kind of alteration as 193, 191, and

192. which have been already described. The glass, however, is brown and red, with-

out the black trichites, and there is only a trace of the bisilicates and of biotite. Ifo.

209 is a beautiful section of a reddish brown breccia formed of fragments of brown

glass almost free from microlites cemented together by a dark red ferrite-bearing

glass, rich in microscopic shreds of biotite, which is very abundant, together with

green hornblende in small fi-agments. Pyroxene is scarce, there is comparatively

little quartz, and there are about equal amounts of sanidine and plagioclase, besides

which are magnetite garnet and zircon.

Of the remaining instances of altered pumice one from contact with basalt on

the end of the east spur of Hornitos Cone, 210, is of puridish brown glass, containing

portions with very different structures, being itself an intimate mixture of brown and

gray glass with numerous grains of magnetite and a great abundance of brown horn-

blende in fragments, and with more perfect crystals of strongly pleochroic hypers-

theue with a narrow dark border; besides biotite, quartz, and feldspar, of which

plagioclase is in excess. The relative amount of the bisilicates and mica is much

greater than in any of the pumices previously described, and with an excess of

triclinic feldspar approaches nearer to the composition of an audesite. The altered

breccia from the summit of the cone presents in thin section 211 a red<lish gray matrix,

bearing yellow, orange, and red fragments, which are found to vary greatly in micro-

structure. There are comparatively few and small phenocrysts, principally of quartz

and feldspar, with still less biotite. The groundmass is a glass, in places microfelsitic,

also si)herulitic, and passing from cryptoerystalline into mierocrystalline. Among the

fragments are several that appear to belong to basalt.

Similar to the last is the coarse breccia from the east side of Black Canyon, three

sections of which exhibit the changes wrought by the adjacent basalt. In general

they are poor in phenocrysts, plagioclase being the most abundant, together with a

little biotite and pyroxene, and besides the variously modified glassy portions are pieces

of the same basalt. The glass of thin section 224 is filled with irregularly shaped fluid

inclusions with stationary bubbles, besides patches of gray polarizing particles and

numerous magnetite grains. In thin section 225 the fluid inclusions have diminished

both in size and number and the contorted flow structure of the individual glass frag-

ments has been reduced ni(ue nearly to straight lines and tt) a general parallelism
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tliroujiliout the whole mass, except in the case of the k'ss fusible jiieces. The Ihiid

inclusions have wholly disappeared from the <jlass of thin section JL'G, which is both

colorless and brijiht yellow, and is full of opa([ue red particles, without doubt red oxiile

of iron. It is rich in trichites and iiiicrolites of feldspar, some of which are colored

yellow.

From the foregoing it appears that the richly quartzose, rliyolitic pmnice in the

vicinity of Eichmoud Mountain, containing, as it does, a large i)er(entage of tricliuic

feldspar, which is, however, subordinate in amount to the monocliuic, and at the same

time carrying a varying amount of biotite, pyroxene, and green hornblende, holds

an intermediate position miueralogically between the dacite and the rhyolite of Res-

cue Canyon.

A thin section of pumice, 241, altered to a compact glass by the rhyolite of Pinto

Peak, is interesting as containing only a little mica in addition to the quartz and

feldspar, and therefore closely resembling in composition the surrounding rhyolite.

In addition to these phenocrysts, which are few, is garnet. Tlie glassy groundmass

is nearly colorless, and contains only a small ann)nnt of black particles and starlike

groups of trichites. Another altered i)umice, 242, from the basin west of Secret

Canyon road, is like the last in composition, the light brown glass being in places

filled with rectangular microlites of feldspar.

Differing greatly from the foregoing pumices is a tufTof fine grain occurring over

a small area on the east slope of Horuitos Cone, where it appears as a bedded dei)Osit

of dark gray volcanic sand, altered by an outflow of basalt to a blue black, basalt-

looking mass. Thin section 223 shows it to consist of a piu'plish brown glass crowded

with fragments of feldspar, hyi)erstliene, and augite, with some black bordered horn-

blende and large grains of magnetite. The feldspar is wholly tricliuic, the angle of

extinction in several instances exceeding that of labradorite and corresponding to

anorthite. It also contains a nuiltitude of colorless glass inclusions and a few large

ones of brown glass. The hypersthene has the pleot-hroism common to that of the

neighboring andesite, and the greenish brown hornblende tragments are all sur-

rounded by a black border. There is no doubt that this tuff belongs to pyroxene-

andesite, though it is the only occurrence of the kind met with in the district. The

brown glass is in places globulitic, with inore or less feldspar microlites and black

grains and trichites in very beautiful aggregations.
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The basalt that has been erupted in the vicinity of Riohmoiul IMouiitaiu and to

the east, foruiing' Basalt Peak, Strahlenberg, and Crater Cone, and also that found iu

the ueitihborhood of Pinto, though varying much in macroscopical habit, that is, iu

eolor, density, and compactness, and in its occurrence in large masses or thinly fissile

])la tes, exhibits in thin sections iiuder the microscope the greatest uniformity in struc-

ture and in the microscopical character of its component minerals. It has many

points of similarity to pyroxeneandesite and the grounds for its determination as

basalt will be considered when the nature of its elements has been described. In

general it consists of a very homogeneous mixture of lath-shaped feldspar microlites

and augite crystals and grains, the latter being in excess, with a smaller amount of

hypersthene, besides which are minute crystals ofmagnetite iu a more or less abundant

glass base. The whole is of very even grain and macroscopic phenocrysta are almost

never met with. Olivine, which is considered an essential constituent inmost basalts,

l)lays the part of a very inconstant accessory mineral in this variety. Since the micro-

scopical habit of the different minerals in the basalts from the above mentioned

localities is constant throughout the series of thin sections, a single detailed descrip-

tion of them will be sufficient.

The feldspar is tricliuic, in lath-shaped crystals for the most part well developed;

their size varies considerably within certain limits, the average length being between

0-1 and 0-05 """, a few reaching 0-25 """, and a nnich greater number being microscopic-

ally minute. They have a sharp outline along the base and brachypinacoid, but are

less regularly terminated, partly squared oft' as if by a x)inacoidal face; they are gener-

ally notched or pronged, apj)earing as if made up of several i>risms of unequal length

;

frequently the halves of a twin are separated for a short distance at either end of the

crystal by a tilm of globulitic glass. The smaller individuals show but two twinning

stripes, but in the stouter crystals more are present. They are of different lengths,

sometimes wedging out in the middle of a crystal. A second twinning at nearly 90°

to the first is seldom seen, except i;i some of the stouter individuals. In all the thin

sections where the feldspar microlites are of sufficient size, the angles of extinction

reach those of anoi-thite for many individuals, which also show a very high light in

extremely tliin sections between crossed nicols, indicating that a portion of the feld-

spar belongs to that species. There are besides many more faintly polarizing crystals
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with low extinction anjijles, wliicli may most likely helonj^ to a less basic- fel(lsi)ai'.

The long narrow crystals are without zonal stiMK-tureand are free from inclusions ofany

kind. In several thin sections of somewhat more coarsely crystalline stiucture the

shorter, thicker crystals have both zonal structure and numerous yloljulitic jj^lass inclu

sions.

The pyroxene constituent consists of both augite and hypersthene. The anj;ite in

thin section is almost colorless with a slight tinge of yellowish green. The hyper-

sthene is colored light green and light reddish brown with the same pleochroism as that

already iu)ticed in tlie andi^sites, a phenomenon more common in the larger crystals,

though not of constant occurrence in any one thin section and freiiuently confined to

the inner portion of a crystal. The hypersthene is of older growth than the augite,

which freijncntly incloses slender ])risnis of the former. The crystals of augite are

not sharply outlined, excei)t in a few of the larger individuals, but have an uncvc!!,

jagged outline and are in the form t)f irregularly terminated prisms and grains, with

an Oi'tagonal cross-section, which is well defined in many cases, with the pinacoidal

faces more highly developed than the prismatic. It has a good cleavage parallel to

the latter, with an occasional less perfect jointing jtarallel to the former; there are also

irregular transverse fractures a(Toss the long slender prisms. The larger crystals are

sometimes twinned one or more times in the ordinary manner parallel to the orthopiu-

acoid, and are often rich in glass inclusions with a gas bubble and sometimes a color-

less microlite; apatite needles are not met with, but grains of nnignetite are abundant.

A curiously curved crystal of augite occurs in thin section 260, one half being bent

without fracture through an angle of 4()o. Augite is the most abundant mineral-com-

posing these basalts and is considerably in excess of the feldspar: the size of its gi-aiiis

is variable, the majority i-anging from O-Ol toO-0.')"""; many are smaller and a large

number evenly scattered through the groundmass avei'age 0-1 """ in diameter, while a

small iiund)er of porphyritically developed (-rystals measure 0'75""" in length and are

frequently associated in groups of half a dozen or more. Augite is also found in

aggregates of radiating prisms encircling macroscopic grains of quartz. 1 1 is in nearly

every instance perfec-tly fresh, but in thin section 2(i2 a fibration jiarallel to the \-erti-

cal axis has taken place, accompanied by a red coloration an)und the margin of the

crystal; the fibers polarize brilliantly between crossed nicols and extinguish light

l)arallel to their l»^ngth.

The olivine, wliich appears to be only locally developed in this group of basalts

and is timnd in only a few thin sections, is in porphyritical crystals and fragnuMits,

the largest not more than Ow""" long and some as small as ()-05""". The sections are

ill symmetrical figures of four and six sides, and also in irregular shajies; the outline

is not sharply defined, but notched. The substance of the olivine is colorless in thin

section and very pure. There are in most cases two or more straight cracks parallel

to the plane of the optic axes and the usual cleavage, besides numerous fractures in
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various clirectious; frequently curved, presenting the appearance common to pearlite

structure, a beautiful example of which is to be seen in Fig. 11, PI. iii. Inclu-

sions are veiy rare, the only kind noticed being of colorless glass with a fixed gas

bubble. The olivine is more or less decomposed in every instance, the alteration pro-

ceeding in two different ways, which are not found in association in the same thin

section. One is the characteristic alteration into serpentine, in which a green fibrous

aggregate is formed, the fibers projecting normally from the fractures, iu which is

Irequently deposited iron oxide. The resulting product has the appearance of a

network with meshes of variously oriented fibers,,which are at times so intimately

mixed as to produce aggregate-polarization. In thin section 292 the color is green,

with only a small amount of reddish yellow; but in thin section 286 its color is

brownish green. The other kind of alteration may be seen in thin sections 282,

284^, 269, and also in 295, 296, and takes place in a different manner. There com-

mences from the surface and fractures as in the ordinary process a fibration, not

in directions always normal to the surfaces of fracture, but in lines parallel through-

out the entire crystal, and parallel also to some direction in the plane of the more

perfect cleavage. The fibers have a light yellow color at first, which deepens

into a reddish brown or blood red as the decomposition proceeds; they polarize

light brilliantly and show a parallel extinction and sometimes a faint pleochroism.

Ill some cases there appear reddish yellow scales and thin plates and a general

lamination, and less frequently the lamination or fibration is altogether wanting,

when the section yields a, nearly uniaxial, negative iuterference figure, the plane of

the optic axes in the other cases being fouiul to be perpendicular to the direction of

the fibers. The alteration in some individuals has started from the center, leaving

the outer portion still fresh. It is represented by Figs. 11, 12, 13, PI. iii. The ordi-

nary serpentine alteration product is sometimes colored the same orange or blood red,

but is easily distinguished by its internal structure, which is that of irregularly

aggregated fibers, not of uniformly parallel fibers. A distinction between the two

has not been made by Prof. Zirkel, for in his Basaltgesteine he describes a reddish

serpentinization of olivine from the basalt of Kotzhardt in the Eifel, and afterwards

a form of decomposition of the olivine in the basalt from Steinheim near Hanau, that

corresponds exactly to the second process, just described, and says in conclusion that

it is still doubtful whether the " reddish yellow " originates immediately from the fresh

mineral or first from the "green."' And again in his report on the microscopical

petrography for the Exploration of the Fortieth Parallel he remarks that, in the excel-

lent basalt from east of Spanish Spring Station, in the Virginia Range, "olivine

occurs, its larger crystals altered along the borders and cracks, and its smaller ones

filled with a brownish red, somewhat fibrous substance, which is, without doubt, of a

serpentinous character."^ The thin section of this rock has been examined and the

'F. Zirlccl. Ba-saltgesteine. Bonn, 1870, p. 65.

»F. Zirliel. ilicroscopical Petrography. Wa.shington, 1876, p. 230.
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red alteration found to belong to the second kind of decomposition, one section of

dark red altered olivine yieldinu' a negative interference cross with one dark ring.

Prof. Eosenbnsch describes a siTnilar oeenrreiiee in the melaphyre from Asweilen,

among the crystalline ingredients of which, he says, "lie large grains having the

appearance of si)ec;ular iron. Tliey have partly the form of olivine and show by well

l)reRerved remnants of tliis niincial that they are psendomorphs after the same. In

other cases, however, siu'h an origin is not demonstrable; the blood red substance is

then either very compact and faintly or not at all translucent (basal section) or else

it shows a perceptible, monotonous cleavage, strong ])leochroism, and a position of

the axes of elasticity i)arallel and at right angles to the cleavage. One can scarcely

consider this body as anythijig else than a blood red mica, for 1 know of no such

pleochroism in specular iron." ' In the melaphyre from Keidelbacher Hofnear "Wadrill

and the olivine-diabase from Eckelhausen and (lounesweilen on the left bank of the

Khine, the decomposition of the olivine has resulted in the same red micaceous mineral.

It is very common in the basalts of the Fortietli I'aiallel collection, as noticed by I'rof.

Zirkel ; but after a careful search through all the thin sections of basalt from that

region, with one rather doubtful exception, it appears that the two dillerent processes

are neverfouud to have taken place together in the same thin section. The resultant

mineral from its optical properties is evidently not a confused aggregate, but a crystal-

lographic individual, with j)arallel orientation of all its parts, for the extinction of light

is the same throughout and the interference tiguie that of a doubly refracting crystal.

In order to arrive as nearly as possible at its actual nature, fragments of a similarly

altered, porphyritic olivine in the basalt from Truckee V'alley, Truckee Range,'' were

subjected to hot concentrated hydrochloric acid, and afterwards i)laced under the

microscope, when they were seen to have lost their intense red color, which was due

to red oxide ofiron, and to remain lightyellow. The tabular fragments gave for interfer-

ence figures hji)ery)olas, which parted only a short distance, indicating a small angle

between the optic axes and showing a negative bisectrix. One plate was marked

by lines intersecting at (iO"^, leaving no reasonable doubt that the substance in

this case is a nearly colorless, micalike mineral, colored by red oxide ofiron, which

latter is occasionally seen in well crystallized hexagonal films in the cracks of less

altered olivine. That this mineral is a foliated, crystallized form of serpentine seems

l)robable from the fact that most of these basalts are so fresh, with the decomposi-

tion of the olivine frequentls confined to the weathered surface, that a very radical

change is not likely to have t;i]cen place, and that a simide hydration and oxidation of

a very ferruginous olivine wcaild sui)ply all the chemical elements necessary to trans-

form it into anhydrous nnisilicate of magnesia and ferric oxide; besides which is the

ftict that the optical properties of the mineral in ((uestion correspond to those given

in. Roaeubusch. MikrosUo))isclRi I'liysiograpliii-. Stuttgart, 1877. p. 400.

•'Fortieth paralkl < ..ll,.,ti..n, Nu. 22J29.
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by Miller fur thermoplillite, u foliated mineral Jiaviiig' tlie composition of serpentine,

concerning wbich Prof. Dana remarks that it seems i^robable both that this is "truly

crystallized serpentine" and that "the crystallization of this species is actually mica-

ceous, like that of chlorite and talc."' The red, completely altered, macroscopic olivine

is seen in the hand s]5ecimen to have a glistening, mica-like cleavage surface. There

remained in the portion subjected to acid well developed, nearly oiiaque octahedrons,

most likely iiicotite. The crystallization of the olivine appears to have preceded that

of the other minerals by only a short period, stopping just as they began, for no

inclusions of them are found in the olivine except around its border, where augite and

more rarely feldspar are seen penetrating its surface, causing it to have an uneven and

broken outline.

A less important, though ever present, component is magnetite, which is very

abundant in well crystallized octahedrons of from 0"03 to O-Ol """ and less. It is very

uniformly scattered through the rock, and in some cases, thin sections 285, 282, 283,

is closely associated with augite, attaching itself to the surface of the crystals and

being included in them, but it is seldom seen penetrating the substance of the feldspar

crystals. It is everywhere fresh and there is no evidence under the microscope of the

presence of titaniferous iron. As accessory minerals the only one to be mentioned is

quartz, which is found in one or more macroscopic grains in nearly every hand

specimen, but Avhich is rarely met with in the thin sections. Tliere is a fragment in

thin section 2G1, which is 1-4 "™ long, with an angular outline and conchoidal fracture.

It is cut exactly at right angles to the optic axis, yielding a slightly distorted inter-

ference cross and proving to be a single individual grain. It contains a crystal of

zircon, several hair-like trichites, and a few irregularly shaped fluid inclusions with

very broad dark borders, carrying extremely active gas bubbles, which disappear at

a very slight elevation of temperature, thus indicating the fluid to be liquid carbon

dioxide. There is besides these inclusions a diliexahedral cavity filled with glass

and a comparatively large crystalline grain which crowds the bubble of gas out of its

usual spherical shajie. The character of its inclusions, the unity of the whole quartz

as a single individual, together with the surrounding shell of augite crystals, leaves

no doubt of the primary nature of this quartz, which corresponds in a measure to

that of quartz-porphyry. There are besides in some thin sections amygdules of a

green or red, radially fibrous, delessite-Iike mineral, and in others microscopic aggre-

gates of one of the zeolites, whose action on polarized light and apparent polysyn-

thethic twinning suggest the characteristics of chabazite as given by MM. Fouqu^

and Michel-Levy.

Glass is more or less abundant in all the basalts from the localities mentioned. It

is for the most part colorless in thin section. In a few instances it is brown, and in

the darker varieties it swarms with seemingly black globulites, which, however, are

'J. D. Dana. A System of Mineralogj, 5th ed., p. 465.
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found to be transparent with very dark borders. This ghiss base and the micro-

structure of th(^ rock as a whole are the only variable factors in this otherwise nionot-

onous group of rocks. The variations in these features will be separately mentioned

in the following notes. Thin sections 253, 200, 2G1, 250, 257, 258, and 202 are fnmi the

flow of ba.salt east of the town of Eureka, at the western base of Richmond Mountain.

Xo. 253 is vesicular, with relatively great irregularity in the size of the crystals, a small

amount of glass base, and, what is generally noticeable, a marked tlow structure. Xos.

200 and 201, which are closely related in the field, have a more even grain and compar-

atively little glass, with few globulitcs and acicular niicrolites. The first is vesicular,

with some cavities filled with the delessite like mineral and possibly the trace of

olivine. The second is compact; the mottled appearance of its groundmass is not

traceable to any modificatiou of the crystalline structure and must lie in the isotropic

base. Nos. 250 and 258, from compact and vesicular portions of the same flow some

distance fi'om the last two, are alike in structure, being of uneven grain with numer-

ous larger aui^itc crystals similar to No. 253. The glass is (lartly brown, which is

also the case m .':in section 257, which is exceptionally beautiful, having a coarser

and more even texture with a larger anioiuit of glass (Fig. 2, PI. vii). Thin section 202

differs from all the rest in having little or uo glass and, besides the lath-shaped feld-

spar microlites, possessing ill defined feldspar grains approaching a microcrystalline

structure. The basalt on the summit of Richmond Mountain, thin sections 204, 205,

207, 208, has the same modifications of its structure. Nos. 204 and 205 are rich in

colorless glass filled with the minutest globulites, which give it a brown color. The

crystalline constituents are very small ami almost wholly augite and magnetite. The

crystals of 207 are larger and include more feldspar, which is also true of 2(iS, where

the mottled appearance of the rock is due to the uneijual distribution of the augite

gr;iiiis. In these four thin sections augite is greatly in excess of the feldspar. A
fine thin section with rich brown globulitic glass and minute augite crystals, closely

resembling No. 204, is from a bowlder on the foothills to the north of the mountain

(270). No. 209 is a red, finely porous variety fiom near the summit of Richmond

Mountain. Its I'ed color is the result of the partial decomposition of abundant olivine.

The rock is more highly crystalline than the neighboring basalt. It is rich in feldspar

and poor in slightly globulitic glass. Of the basalt exposures in the pumice at the

south base of Richmond Mountain, the luost westerly dike exhibits fine columnar

structure. Its thin section, 271, shows it to be quite like No. 200, in being well

crystallized, with little glass and considerable feldspar, and a very little olivine.

That from immediate coTitact with pumice on the spur south of the sumnut, 273, is

finely vesicular-, poor in crystals, and full of ferrite, resembling those portions of

basalt found included in several altered pumices. Thin section 274 is from one of

the coarser grained, more highly crystallized varieties, which is poor in glass, but

very rich in augite, and having a trace of olivine in the form of a small number of

characteristically decomposed sections.
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The basalt covering the large area east of Richmond Mountain is represented by

three thin sections from Basalt Peak, 283, 282, and 284; one from the light colored

vesicular variety from Strahleuberg, 285; one of compact rock from Basalt Cone, 286,

and another, 288, from back of the Toll House on Newark Valley road. The first

three are characterized by relatively large crystals, and a coarsely globulitic glass,

which in 284 is nearly opaque, being of a dark, rich brown in the thinnest places.

They all three contain olivine, which is completely decomposed in the ordinary manner

in 283, but is only partially altered ia 282 and 284 to the red, laminated sub-

stance, already described. The basalt of 285 is without olivine and is in a less per-

fectly crystallized state. The colorless glass is almost free from globulites; the feld-

spar microlites are small, and the augite is in much larger individuals with nearly all

the magnetite attached. The structure of 280 is identical with that of 282, the glass

is coarsely globulitic and there is a small amount of serpentinized olivine present.

The globulitic base of 288 is crowded with feldspar microlites, with many micro-

scopic pr>rphyritical augite crystals, and numerous grains of perfectly fresh olivine.

Of the two thin sections from the neighborhood of Pinto, 290 is in every respect like

that from the summit of Richmond Mountain (264), and contains no olivine, while 292

is identical with the basalt of Crater Cone (286), and abounds in altered oUvine.

Tlie foregoing detail is necessary in order to emphasize the fact of the unity of

the somewhat scattered outflows of this rock, as it shows the slight and nonessential

character of the variations, the fluctuating percentage of the olivine, and that its

presence or absence is without influence on the microstrueture of the rock. The

grounds, then, for separating this rock from the andesites and classifying it as a basalt

may be summed up as follows : (a) The great difference in microstrueture between the

andesite of the district and this rock, which is not porphyritically developed and

which is very glassy, with extremely small crystals of nearly uniform size, having no

macroscopic pheuocrysts, with rare exceptions
;

(b) that while the feldspar is in well

developed lath-shaped crystals, the augite is mostly in less regularly outlined crystals,

and in much greater abundance, occurring frequently in larger individuals, in addition

to which there is a small percentage of hypersthene; (c) the presence of olivine, though

in variable quantities. It is, however, not a normal basalt, and may be considered

more properly an intermediate rock between basalt and pyrosene-andesite.

xinother variety of basalt is found in the southeastern corner of the district, at

Magpie Hill and on the southern slope of the Alhambra Ridge. Thin section 295 is

from the former and shows it to he a very homogeneous mixture of feldspar, augite,

olivine, and iron oxide, with no isotropic glass; but there are irregularly scattered

patches of a light purple, cryptocrystalline substance, which may be the remains of a

glassy matrix. The rock is thoroughly crystalline, and as such is very difterent from

the first described variety. Tlie body of the rock is made up of rather broad, inter-

penetrating, lath-shaped feldspar crystals, in which are many small augite prisms and
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grains of magnetite, together with an abundance of hirger and bettor developed

olivine crystals. There are a coui)le of grains of porphyrilieal quartz, and caleite is

pretty generally disseminated through the whole mass. The feldspar is probably

labradorite with some little anoi-tliite. It is not well outlined, but is in prisms, elongated

in the direction of the braehydiagonal, with multiple twinning after albite, a few rare

indiviiluals having a second twinning at about 90°. There are no characteristic

inclusions, some crystals being free from any, others containing glass and small

portions of the associated minerals, besides long, slender jointed apatite needles. The

augito is not abundant and occui's in irregular grains and in short prisms with pyra-

midal termination. It is of a light green color without pleochroism, and is intimately

associated with the magnetite. The olivine is in larger, quite characteristic crystals,

the largest 1™"' long. It is almost completely decomposed to the bU)od-red micaceous

mineral already described, and is in every respect similar to that found in the basalt

from the vicinity of Eichmond Mountain. The magnetite, which is very abundant, is

in iiTegiUar grains and crystals, with some long, nariow forms, that suggest titan-

iferous lion.

The two quartz grains in 295 are very interesting. They are angular fragments

about 4""" long, with distinctly corroded outlines and several conchoid;U fractui-es;

they are surrounded by shells of radiating augite prisms and caleite. One of them

is represented in Fig. 4, PI. iv. The only inclusions are a few dihexahedral cavities

containing at low temperatures liquid carbon dioxide. The bubbles, which have

very narrow dark borders, are motionless at a moderately low temperature, but

become greatly agitated at about 60° or 70°, and at a few degrees higher tem-

perature disappear, reappearing on being cooled again. The quartz is evidently

primary; that is, antedates the final consolidation of the rock; but the caleite,

which surrounds it and penetrates numerous small cavities, and also occurs in

irregular patches tluough the groundmass of the rock, is secondary. In the augite

border suironnding the quartz grains occurs a strongly pleochroic mineral in short,

stout, well devek)i)ed crystals. It is biaxial and monoclinic, and two cross-sections

show the characteristic form and cleavage of epidote, with the strong absorption

parallel to the clino diagonal, but the pleochroism is unusual for that mineral, being

reddish purple parallel to the axis c, light yellow to colorless parallel to a, and strong

yellow parallel to b. This is the pleochroism of piedmontite or manganese epidote,

which is probably the mineral present. It is not found in any other part of the thin

section.

The basalt from the south slope of the AlhambraEidge, thin section 29(J, is simi-

lar to the last in microstructure, but is fidl of i)henociysts. The groundmass is

formed of the same interpenetrating crystals of feldspar, in this instance labradorite,

with much more augite, magnetite, and red altered olivine, and with no glass. The

larger phcnocrysts are not sl»ari>ly outlined, the feldspars, by including more and
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more of the other niijieials, pass gradually into the surrouiidiiig groundmass; they

have numerous gas cavities, some containing a fluid, besides very few glass inclu-

sions. The augite is in part so clouded with dust-like particles as to be almost

opaque. Hjqjersthene occurs among the larger pheuocrysts, having a very irregular

form, and the same pleocbroism that it exhibits in the andesite of this region. Asso-

ciated with the phenocrysts is light reddish brown mica, which has a small angle

between the optic axes; it is apparently of primary origin. There are, besides, large

grains of iron oxide and considerable calcite.



DE8CEIPTIONS OF PLATES. $95

PLATE IIL

1. APATITK I'ltOM lloliXIlLKXDK-MICA-ANIlESITE.

Thill section 37, niagnitied 240 <Iiameters. Lougituilinal sntioii nf :iii ajiatitc crystal, showing

prismatic, pyramidal, and basal ftices, and boariufj glass with a gas Imblilc in a negative crystal

cavity, as well as a nmltitmlo of ni'i'dle-liUc in<-lusii)ns arranged jjaralbd to the princi|>al axis of

the crystal.

'2. AUGrrE I'KOM PYKOXKNK-ANDKSITK OF CUFF HII.LS.

Thin section 102 a, magnified 5.5 diameters. Section showing a ]),artial black border ofmagnitito,

wholly external to the augite crystal.

:?. ArOITK FROM PVKOXENE-ANDESITF, OF RICHMOND MOUNTAIN.

Thin section 77, magnilied 55 diameters. Section showing a similar black border.

I. APATITE FROM HORNBLENDE-MICA-ANDESITE.

Thin section 37, magnitiod 240 diameters. Crystal of .apatite with jirisniatic, pyramidal, an<l basal

faces, showing a basal cleavage and necdle-liUc inclusions parallel to the princip.al axis of the

crystal.

5. liORXIiLENDE AND PARTLY AI.TEREW IIYPERSTHENE FROM ANDESITIC PEARLITE.

Thin section 58, magnified 75 diameters. Section of a fragment of hornblende and hypcrsthene in

juxtaposition, with m.agnctite and glass inclusions. The hornblende lias ri^niained fresh while the

hypersthene has been partly alten^l into fibrous actinolite.

6. FELDSPAR FROM I'YROXENF.-ANDESITE.

Thin si'ction 102, magnified 25 diameters, in polarized light with crossed nicols. Section of a tricliuic

feldspar showing a nuirked zonal structure, the extinction angle at the center being 25*^ greater

than that in the outer zone. There are very narrow strips twinned after albite that do not show

zonal variatioiL At the center is an abundance of glassy inclusions that appear black between

crossed nicols.

7. FELDSPAR FROM PINTO RIIYOLITE.

Tl/in section 122, magnified 31 diameters, with crossed nicols. Section of a triclinic feldspar, showing

by its outline that it is a (^arlsbad twin, each half hius also the multiple twinning of albite, and

each a dilferent set of extinction .ingles. It is cracked transversely.

8. APATITE FROM ANDESITIC PEARLITE.

Thin section, 75rt, magnified 230 diameters. Longitudinal section of .apatite, showing both ends ter-

minated by the base and pyramid and having well defined basal cleavage, with a. small amount of

needle-like inclusions.

;i. HYPERSTHENE FROM ANDE.SITIC PEARLITE.

Thin section 58, magnified 40 diameters. Partly altered hypersthene^ with inclusions of magnetite,

glass, and small .ajiatite crystals. It shows the fibrous decomposition taking place from the

extremities and fractures of the crystal and proceeding in a direction parallel to the principal

axis of the crystal.
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10. ZIKCDX Fi;o,M RIIYOLITK.

Thin section 205, magnified 100 iliameters. Cross seiticm uf a zircon crystal, showing only one set

of prism faces ami a cleavage parallel to the other.

11. OI.IVINK FROM BASALT OF BA.SAI.l' 1M:ak.

Thin section 282, magnified 78 diameters. Section of olivine, showing spheroidal fraoturci and the

irregular outline caused hy the crystal losing itself in a multitude of inclusions of augitc and

feldspar. The red decomposition is seen taking place from the cracks, giving the effect of a

liliratiou that is parallel througlioiit the whole cryst:il.

12, 13. OI.IVINK FROM BASALT OP BASALT PEAK.

Thin sectioH 282, magnified 7."> dianu'ters. Sections of olivine, showing the same cieavage and decom-

position as Fig. 11, in one the alteration setting in li'om the outside, in the other beginninn' at

the center.

14. FELDSPAR FROM KHYOLITE.

Thin section 145, magnified 550 diameters. Form of feldspar microlites, probably oligoclasc, ioniul

crowded together in a glassy rhyolite. They show various stages, from rectangular compaii

crystals with sprouting corners to the finest fibers.

15. ZIKCON FROM A.VDE.smc PEARLITK.

Thin section 54, magnified 175 diameters. Long, sleu<ler zircon crystal, O-S?"'™ long, terminated at

both ends, lying in groundmass; appears to have the form ooP, <xP», 3P3, with P and Px .

16. ZIRCON FROM AXDKSITIC PEARLITE.

Thin section 61, magnified 455 diaiuetcis. Long, slender crystal, 0-13 "'" long, lying isolated near tln^

edge of the rock sectiou, terminated at one end and broken at the other, with the faces ocP

ooPoo, and 3 P 3.

17. ZIRCON IN ASDESITIC PEARLITE.

Thin section lob, magnified 470 diameters. Stout crystal, O-O!}""" long, lying in glassy groundmass
with apparently ocP, acPoo. 3P3, and P or Px .

18. ZIRCON FRO.'H RItYoLITE.

Thin section 168, magnified 540 diameters. Simple crystal of zircon, 0-08""" long, im-losi'd in

feldspar, formed of a single jirism and the alternate pyramid.

19. ZIRCON FROM ANDESITIC PEARLITE.

Thin section 58, magnified 900 diameters. Crystal of zircon, 0044 ' hnig, occurring in feldspar

and appearing to have the faces ooP, ooPoo, 3P3, P, and Px.

20. ZIRCON FROM .\KDESITIC PEARLITE.

Thin section 73, magnified 570 diamctiiis. Crystal of zircon, 006""" long, in feldspar, having ooP

ooPoo, 3P3, and two pyramids.
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PLATE IV.

1. FRACTURES ABOUT GLASS INCLUSIONS LN QUARTZ UK RUYOUTE (CROSS SKCTION).

Thin section 111, magnified 300 diameters. A cross section of ji quartz crystal that bears glass with gas

bubbles in dihexahedral cavities. About each inclusion the quartz is cracked for a short distance

in three planes, corresponding to three of the planes of symmetry passing through its vertical

axis. The cracks appear as sis-rayed stars that are parallel to each otlier throughout the section.

In this figure a number have been brought together from different parts of the same quartz sec-

tion, in order to show the different appearances when the inclusions are cut through the middle

or near one end, or when the section passes just above or below them. From the inclusion nearest

the top of the figure it will be seen that the section is slightly inclined and not exactly at right

angles to the principal axis of the quartz crystal. The illustration shows the upper end of this

last-named inclusion and the lower end of the one just below it to the right.

2. FRACTURES ABOUT GLASS INCLUSIONS IN QUARTZ OF RHYOLITE (LONGITUDINAL SECTION).

Thin section 111, magnified 300 diameters. A longitudinal section of a quartz crystal only 1 millimeter

from that in Fig. 1, showing the same kind of glass inclusions with vertical fractures. These

are drawn as they occur, without any change of j)Osition. Those lying at the surfaces of the

quartz section have had the gas bubbles cut in grinding and filled with balsam.

3. QUARTZ-CONGLOMERATE.

Thin section 501, magnified 33 diameters. Section of fine grained conglomerate with siliceous cement,

showing that the apparently granitoid quartz grains are rounded, water-worn grains, about

which the silica of the cement has crystallized with the same crystallographic orientation as the

nucleus, thus extendiug the individual until obstructed by the surrounding fragments.

4. QUARTZ FRAGMENT IN BASALT OF MAGPIE HILL.

Thin section 295, magnified 28 diameters. Section of crystalline basalt, showing an irregularly shaped

fragment of primary quartz, surrounded by a shell of augite crystals and patches of caloite.

The somewhat darker, broader grains in the augite shell are piedmontite. The rock is composed

of feldspar, minute augite, and magnetite crystals, with larger crystals of red altered olivine.
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PLATE V.

1. I'LAGIOCLASE KELDSPAK IN llOKNBLENDE-MICA-iVNDESITlS.

Thin section •12a, magnified 45 diameters. Between crossed nicols, esJiibiting zona' .striictuio and

several rounded contours due to partial corrosion at different stages of its growfli. Also a net

Tvork of irregular cracks.

2. A MICROPEGMATITIC PnENOCRYST IX RHYOLITE.

Thin section 141, magnified 19 diameter.s. Three sanidino crystals surrr>uuding a ])lagiocl;ise, most of

which has fallen out, leaving a hole. The sanidine is filled with irregularly shaped shreds of

quartz arranged as in pegmatite. Between crossed nicols. The quartz is dark, the feldspar

light.

3. ri..\GIOCLASE FELDSPAU FROM HORNBLENDE-MICA-ANDESITE.

Thiu section 35, magnified 35 diameters. Between crossed nicols, exhibiting polysyutlietic twiuuiug,

zonal structure, and microscopic inclusions of glass.

4. PL.A.GIOCLASE FELDSPAR AD,JACENT TO FIG. 3.

In same thin section, magnified 35 diameter.s. Between crossed nicols, exhibiting polysyuthetic

twinning and microscopic inclusions of glass.
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PLATE VI.

1. MICROI»EG.MATITIC STliUCTURE IN tlKANlTK-roUrllYltY.

Thin section Ui. magnifiud 100 diamoters. Intergrowth of quartz and feldspar. The quartz is Iho

lighter colored portion in the form of triangles and rhombs.

2. PI.AGIOCLASK FELDSPAU IN HORXRLENDF.-MirA-ANDKSITr..

Thin section 3.5, magnified 32 diameters. Between crossed uicols, exhibiting the parallel growth of

twinned individuals and zonal structure.
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PLATE VII.

1. PHENOCRTSTS OF BLACK BORDERKD HORNBLENDE AND PLAGIOCLASE FELDSPAR IN HORNBLENDE-

HEARING PYROXENE-ANDESITE.

Thiu section 77, magnified 50 diameters. The glass inclusions in the feldspars and the feldspar mioro-

lites in the groundmass are shown.

2. BASALT.

Thin section 257, magnified 225 diameters. The lath-shaped plagioclase and magnetite grains are dis-

tinctly shown, but the augite is not well defined.
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PLATE VTTI.

\. itiiVdi.Mi;; Miiuosi'UKiin.iTic with a MAitKi:i> ii.ow sTRroTX'RE.

Thill sicticiM KiO, iiiaKiiilicd (i(> ili;iiiii-teis. The aus"''"' ""' ineKular lorm of thr ]ihenocry8ts of

(|iiarlz anil )i-lils|i:ir show^ tlic frai'tiircd charafter,

2. i;iiy(ii.itk; <ii.ASSv an'i> iiAN'l>Ki>.

Tliiii siM'tidU 174, iiiaguilKMl 11 iliaiiirtiTs. Small iiheiiocrysts of frhlHjiar.
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Newark Mountain 155
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Alpha 159, 100

Uoosac 14, 15

Jackson 51, 100, 300, 303

Lamoureux 134

Lookout 129

Moiloc 14]

Newark 159

Pinnacle Peak 126, 129

Pinto 14,17,149

Prospect Peak 15

Rescue 14, 18, 151, 154

Ruby Hill 17, 101, 302, .)07

Spring Valley and Sierra 14

Fauna of the Cambrian 41

Devonian 70-84

Lone Mountain limestone 59-61

Lower Coal-measures 86

p«eo.
Fauna of the Pogonip 49-54
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FeUlsjiar in nndesitic pearlite and daoite 369

kisalt 386. 393

granite 337

granite-porphyry 339

hiirnblende-mica-andesito 364

pyroxene-andcsite 349, 361

rhyolite 375

microlites in rhyolite 378

Feldspathic magma 254, 255

Fish Creek Mountains 21-38
granite-porphyrj likes in 122,344

Pogonip fauna 53

structure 118

Fissure eniptions 245, 270

Fissures, tilling of 308

in Prospect Mountain Tunnel 106

Fossil Butto 195

Fossils

—

Acorvularia pentagona 138, 199

Acrotreta (like A. subconica) no

gemma 44,45,50,51,191

Agnostus bidena 43,44,45.50. 108. 118. 192

communis 43, 44, 45, 50. 118. 192

iuterstrictus 42

neon 43,44,45.50.118

prolongus 45

richmondensis 43, 118

seclusiis 44

tumidosus 45

tuniifrons 45

Alveolites rockfordensis 83

Amboco'lia um bonata 193, 194. 199

Amphion 51

nevadensis 53

Amplexus 199

Ampullaria 167

powelli 87

Anadontopsis amygdalmformis 75

Anarthrocanna 69

Aneimitea 70

Anomocareparvum 42

Archreocidaris 89

Arvhieocyathus 189

atlanticus 189

Aretbusina americana 4.*), 50, 51

Asaphus caribouensis 50, 51, 52, 53

curiosus 52

platycephalas 59
Atiiyris 85, 199

plano-sulcata 194

angelica 82, 84

hirsuta 91

roissyi 91, 96

subquadrata 199

subtilita 89, 94, 85. 9«, 97, 98, 174

Atrypa desquamata 75, 77

reticularis 64, 74. 75. 77. 78, 79. 80, 81,

82, 83, 84, 120, 125. 132. 134, 138, 152,

153, 184, 185, 193, 196, 198. 200. 202, 2^
Anlopora serpens 132

Auricula 87

Aviculopecten 82, 89

afiinis 89,91

catacras 193, 194
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Fossils—Continued. Tage.

Aviculopecten eurekensis 89

haguei 89

peroccidena 89, 171

pintoensis 171

Bathyrus 51

Batliyiiriscua howelli 188

producta 186, 188

Batliyunis congeneris 123

pogonipensis 195

siuiilia 52

tuberculatus 123

Bellerophon 52, 91, 197, 199

antiquatus 188

msera 144

majusciilna 171

neleus 77, 193

pelops 75,80

perplexa 77, 132

textilis 90

Beyrichia 52

occidentalis 75, 81, 82, 156

Bryozoa 191

Calouema occidentalis 77

Caniarophoria cooperensis 91, 159

Cardiola filicostata 90

C'ardiomorpha 82

missourieusis 193, 194

Ceraurus 51,53,59,195

Chffitetea 51, 66, 94. 95, 96, 120, 133. 138

Chariocephalus tiimi Crou.s 44, 192

Chemung 80

Chonetea 81.82.193,199

deflecta 74, 76, 79. 132

filistriata 74, 76

granulifera 76, 89, 90, 96. 171, 199

bemispherica 74, 76

illinoiaenais 194

macroatriata 74, 76

niucronata 81

vemeuUiana 89, 170

Cladodus 72

Cladopora 78

pulchra 83

Coleolus laevis 83

Coleoprion minuta 61

Couocardium 82, 193

nevadeuaia 77, 132

Couocephalitea 192

Couocoryphe 189

Crenipecten hallauua 89. 171

Crepicephalua nitidus 192

nniaulcatua 192

Cruziana 187

Crypt'Onella circula 75, 193

piiioneusis 80

Ctenacanthus 72

Cyathopbylluiu 193, 194

corniculum .- 83

davidaoni . 75

rugosum . - - - 75

Cyclonema (like C. multilera) 77

Cypbas^na 51

brevimarginatus 52

Cypricardiuia 82

indenta 77

Cyrtina 198. 199

davidaoni 193

Foaails—Continued

.

Page.

Cyrtina bamiitonensis 199

Cyrtoceras 59

ceaaator 194

nevadenaia 84

Cyrtolitea ainxiatus 61

Cyatidian plates 52. 53. 60, 131, 191

Cystipbyllum americanum 75

Dalmanitea 59

meeki 75, 77

Dentaiiura 90

Dicellocepbalus angustifron.s 45

bilobatu.s 45

tinalia 50, 51

inexpectans 50, 51

marica 45, 118

na&utua 43, 44, 45

osceota 44. 45, 46

popinenaia 188

riclunondensis 44

Dipbypbyllum 96

aimcoeuse 75

Discina 51, 74, 96, 169

lodensis 193, 194

minuta 70. 83, 84, 146. 169

newberryi 89, 90

Dyatact«Ua insularis 132

Ecculiompbalua (like E. distans) 195

devonicus 77

Edmondia 74,199

medou 89

pinonenais 75, 77, 78, 79

Endoceraa multitubulatuni 52, 195. 197

proteifomie 52,53

Eocyatites longidactyhia ' 188

Etbniopbyllum wbitueyi 1 89

Euompbalus 84, 193. 199

eurekenaia 77

laxus 84, 193, 190, 199

(StraparoUua) opliinea 199

aubrngoaua 89, 90

Favoaites 75. 76

baaaltica 75, 76

bemiapherira 75

Feneatella 82, 89, 90, mi, 194, 199

Fuailina cylindriea 93, 94, 95, 161, 164, 166, 168, 170

robusta 94, 166

Gomphoceraa 90

Goniatites 82. 194

deaideratua 77

kingii 194

Goniopbora peraugulata 75, 77

Gramniysia arcuata 89

hannibalenais 89

uiiuor 80, 84

Graptolites 54

Graptolitbua bilidua 54

Griffitbides portlocki 90, 91, 168, 171

Halyaitea 13. 74. 136. 201, 205, 208

catenulatU8 59, 61, 64, 183, 191

Helicotoma 52, 60

Holopea 196, 199

Hyolithes 77, 194, 197

billingsi 187. 188

primordialis 44, 46

princeps 189

vanuxemi 50

IllaL'Uus 59, 61
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Foasils—Continned. Page.
Illii'iiiiscraBsicanda 195.107

llhi>nuru8 192

eurekenftiu 50. r.2, 123, 191

Iphidea deprossa 44

Kutorjjiua ciugulata 189

miuutisaima 44. 45

panuula 188

proa]>tK>tensis 42

wlxitfieldi 43, lOH

Lamellibrancliiatea 72. 87. 88. 89

Leipteria rafiucsqai 77

U'pcrditia 52. 168, 171. 199

bivia 52. 53. 128, i:n , 195. 197

rotuudattis 81

Leptrona meUU 50, 51, 123

8fricea 59

Leptodoama transversa 80

Linioptera Hnrmentica 77

Lingula alba-pineusis 193,194

Iffiia 74

ligeu 79.80.199

lonensia 74

manticula 43, 44. 45, 46, 50, 51, 112. 118, 123

mytiiloides 90. 171

whitei 76

Lingiilella ella 186, 188

Lingulopis ma?ra 44. 45. 50. 51. 123

minuta 44, 45, 50. 192

Loxuiienia 193. 199

approxiniatum 77

uobile 75, 77

subatteiiuata 77, 132

Lanulicardium fragoaiim 193, 194

Matlui-oa 51..^,R1, i:t4. 195

anuulata .'>i .'»>. .vt, 61, 128

rarinata - . . 61

siibaiiniilata .

.

. .52, 195

Macrocbeiliis 168

Macrodoit hainilton» 89

tmiuistriata „ 94, 1G4

truncatus ^9

Mogambouia occidualis 75

Moristella nasiita 75

Mutoptoma devouica 79

perotH-idcns 91, 168

phillipsi 195

Microdon comiatiia 90, 171

inacrostriata 75, 77

Modiolopsir* occidens 53,60, 195

pogonipensis 53,60,195

ModioiiH.rpIia 82, 196. 199

altiforuie 75

umbigtia 89

desiderata 89

nblouga 77

(ibtusa 75, 77

pintoensis 171

Monticulopora 52. 53, 60

Muichisonia 60. 195, 197

Myalinacongeneris 91. 171

ueasus 89

atibovata 171

siibquadrata 94

Mytilaiva 77

chemungensis 80

dubia ' 75

Naticopsia 84.90

FossOa—Continued. Page.

Katicopsia ;c(|uiatriata 80

Xucleoapira rnncinna 74, 199

Xticula 89, 168

inaiilaris 89

niotica 80

reacuenais 80

Nucnlit«a triaugolaa 193,191

Nyasaa parva 74, 79, 82

Oboleila 4.1

aoibigua 51

diacoidea 45, 50, 118

pretiosa 43

Ogygia problematica 44

Olenellua 183,186,187,208.209

gilbert! 42, 46, 186, 187. 189

howelU 46.186

iddingsi 42.187.189

thompaoni 40. 189

vemiontaua 46

Olenoides quadriceps 42

apiuoaa 43

typioalia 188

Orthis 134.191.197

eurekensia 43

hambiirgensia 51. 1 12, 123

improssa 74. 76, 83, 193, 199

bm.uaia 61

niacfarleui 73, 79, 193

miiltiatriata 202

I>eco8i 94. 96, 98

pervotii 51,52,53.54,61,109. 131.195

plicatella 59

pttgonipenaia 195, 197

n'aupinata 89, 91, 9C, 171, 199

8iil)qu.idrata 59. 191

testudinaria 51, 52. 54. 61, 112, 106

trict'iiaria 53, 54, 109, 131, 195. 197

tulHcnaia 74, 82. 83

Ortboceras 52. 59. 75. 77. Hi, 90. 168, 171, 195, 197, 199

multicaineratuni 52. .53, 195

raudolpheuaia 90, 171

Pacbypbyllum woodniani 76. 83

Paloomanon rocmeri 75

Pala-oueilo 82

Paracyclas occidentalia 74. 75, 8(i. 84

peroccidena 193

Pcntamcrus coiuis 75, 77

galeatua 196

lotis 193, 196. 195

Pharopa rana 75, 77

Pholidopa bolliila 74

quadrangular!a 74

Phyaa prisca 87, 167

Pinna consimllia 89, 171

inoxpoctans 89

Platyceraa 199

carinutuni 77

carinatua 80

conradi 77

dentaliotfl 77

nodosam 75

tbetiforme 77

tbetiM 77

undulatuin 77

Platycbiama 193

ambigua 84

maccoyi 82
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Fosaila—Continued.

193

lineata 77,199

Plethomytillis ovifonne 75

Pleurotomaria 51, 53, 94, 131, 194, 198, 199

conoidea 168

lonensis 52, 60, 195

nodomarginata 90

tarbiniformis 94

Plumulites 51

Polvpora . 94

stragula 91

Porambonites obscurus 197

Poaidomya devonica 77

lajvls 77

Prodnctns 193,199

oora 96,98

costatus 96, 170

hallanu8 74, 79, 80

hirsutiforme 83, 193, 194

lachrymosa, var. lima 83

longispinus 90, 94, 161, 168, 170, 174

navicella 74, 76

nebrascensis 90,91,94,166,199

prattenianus 89, 90, 91, 94, 95, 166, 168, 171

punctatus 94, 170, 199

semireticolatus ... 85, 89, 90, 91, 93, 94, 95, 96, 98,

158, 161, 166. 168, 170, 171, 174, 180, 194, 199, 203

shnmardianus 74, 80, 81, 82, 83, 199

shumardLanus, var. pjxidatus 74

apeciosus 83

stigniatus 80, 83

snbaculeatus 74, 76, 79. 80, 83, 193, 194

tenuicostatuB 199

trancata 76, 79

Proetus 194

haldermani 80

marginalis 75, 77

peroccidens 199

Protoapongia 192

fenestrata 44

Protypus expansus 43

senectua 43

Pte 191

tiabella 75

uewarkensis 82

pintoenaia 171

Pterinopecten - 193

spio 89

Ptilodictya 53, 171

carbonaria 94

aerrata 94, 168

(Stenopera) carbonaria 95, 164

(Stenopera) serrata 95

Ptycbaspia miuuta 45, 46

Ptychoparia 42

atHnia 45, 50, 51

annectana 51

bella 44

brevicepa .* 45

diaaimilia 43

granulosa 45, 50

haguei 43, 44, 45, 50, 112

laevicepa 44

laticeps 44

linnarasoni 44

Fossils—Continued. Page.

Ptychoparia minor 188

occidentalis 43

oweni 43, 44, 50, 51, 108, 118

pernaauta 44

piocliensis 187,188

prospectensis 42

similis 44

simulata 45

unisnlcata 44,45,50

protoformis 89

Eaphistoraa 52

acuta 195

nasoni 52, 53, 109, 128, 131

Eeceptaiuilites 51,115, 120, 123, 124, 127, 134, 191

ellipticus 52, 53

elongatus 52, 53, 197

mammillaris . . 52, 53, 54, 60, 109, 131, 195, 197

Eetzia mormoni 94, 95, 76, 98

radlalis 193, 194
Ehynchonella 59, 199

(Leiorhynchus type) ^9
capax 191

castanea 73, 74, 79, 80, 83

dnpucata 80, 81, 193, 199

emmonai 193

enrekensis 89, 90, 91, 171

horsfordi 77

laura 80, 84

neradensis 80, 84

occidens 77, 132, 193

pugnua 84

quadrlcostata 193, 194

ainuata 80, 84, 199

tethys 75, 77

Sanguinolitea leolus 89

combensis 77

gracilis 77

nienia 90

retusus 90, 171

rigidna 84

, aalteri 90

sanduskyensia 77

aimplex 90

striata 90

ventricosus 80

Soenella conula 42

Schizambon typicalia 51

Scbizodus cuneatua 90, 1 71

deparcus 90

orbiculaiia 75, 77

pintoensis 171

Scoliostoma americana 77

Skenidium devouicuni 74, 75

Solenomya cm-ta 89

Spirifera 77, 78, 193, 190, 199

alba-pinensia 193

annectana 91

camerata 89, 90, 91. 94, 96, 101, 171. 174

cristata 198, 200

di^uncta 82, 83, 84, 139, 193

engelmanni 79, 80, 81, 82, 84, 193

glabra 83,139

leidyi 91

lineata 169. 198, 199, 200

(M.) maia 74, 79, 80

neglecta 89,91
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Fossils—ContinutMl. Page.

Spirifera pingnis 199

piiioncnsis 74, 76, 82, 132, 138. 193

pulclira 199

raricosta 7*

ruckymoutftna 91, g^t, 96, 98

(M.) sctigura 91

striata 91,171,199

strigosus 193

trigonalis 91, 1S9

nDdifnra 76

vanuxemi 202

Spiriferina cristata 94, 95, 194

kentuckiensjs 89, 96

Stenothoca elungata 43

StraparoUns 199

newarkensis 82

Strcblopteria sirailis 91, 171

Str«-phoclietus 189

Strcptolasnia 59

Streptorbyncbua cbemuDgeDsis 76

ohemungensis. Tar. pandora. . .74, 76, 79

chemaogcnsis, var. perversa ..74,76.79

creDistria 89, 90, 96, 199

fiUtexta 191, 196

minor 61

Stromatopora..66, 72, 74, 75, 76. 82, 83, 120, 138, 145, 171, 191,

196. 198. 200

Stroi)hodonta 193,199

arcuata 74

calvini 74, 76

canace 132,193

demissa 76

inuquiradiata 76, 193

pattersoni 74

perplana 74,76,82

pnnctnlifora 74,76

Stioptaomena fontinalis 195

nemea 52, CO

perplaua 198

. rhomboidalis 74,79,138

Styliola flsaiirella 74, 75, 79, 80, 81, 83, 84

Subiilites 195

Syringopora 72, 164, 171, 199

hisingeri 83, 144

perelegans 74, 75. 83

Syriugolhyris cuspidatus 91, 199

Tellinomya contracta 52, 53

haniburgpnsis 51

Tentacnlites attenn.itua -. . 77

gracilistriatus 75, 80

scalariformis 77, 132

Terebratula 191,199

bovidcns 94, 96

bustata 91

Tbamnisciis 193, 194

Thecia ramosa 132

TreuKitospira infrequens 74

Trinncluus conccntriciis 59. 191

Tripleaia 195

calcifera 50, 51. .12, 112,123. 191

Zaphrentis 60,75,76,90,94,05,171,196

centralis 96

Zaptychius carbonaria 87

Fossils in Kiihmond Mint' 43, 118

Fossils, systcmatir list of 8I7-331

Pago.

Fonqu^ and L*vy, oit*d 350,353

Frcsb water sbells in Carbunifcroua 87,166,181

Fusiliua Peak, region of 159

thickness of Lower Coal-measures 161

G.

Galena 310

Garnet in granite-porphjTy 341

lavas 262

rbyolite '. 377, 379

Geddes and Bertrand dike HI, 247

Geological cross-sections S11-£I7

A-B 212

CD-EF 21,101,213

E-F 148

GH-tK 215

position of Eureka quartsite 54

range of ore deposits 299

section, White Pine IM)-I94

sketch of the Eureka District 8-33

Georgia fauna 43, 40

Gilbert, G. K., Quaternary valleys 33

section across Timpahnto Range 188

Glendale Valley, bomblende-raica-andeslte of 368

Gold in Eureka quartzite 55

Ruby Hill ore 312

Gooch, F. A., analyses of dacite and rbyolite 282

Granite 218,337

absence along Diamond Valley 219

ago of 116,220

allanitein 337,338

apatite in 337, 338

biotite in 337, 338

bottom of Richmond shaft 116

feldspar in 337

hornblende in 337, 338

in Great Basin rangea 219

magnetite in 337,338

Mineral Hill 116,219

quartz in 337

titanitoin 337,338

zircon in 337

Granite-porphyry 221

allanite in 341

apatite in 345

biotite in 340

chemical composition 228

description 121

dike. Castle Mountain 122

dikes, Fish Creek Mountains 122

feldspar in 339

Fish Creek Mountains 344

garnet in 341

hornblende in 341, 345

microscopical ch.iractor8 330

mineral composition 226

quartz in 339

quartz-porpbyry along contact 226

Graptolitcs in Pogonip fauna 54

Grays Canyon 131,133

Peak, region south of 133

structure 22

Great Basin Ranges, description 2, 10

structure 10

Gronndmass structure of pyroxcne-andesite 341
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Hall, James, Pogonip fauna 190

Hamburg limestone, description 39

dolomite 40

thickness -40

AVbitePine 192

Kidge, age of Ill

description 110

shale, description 41

thickness 41

Hamilton fossils at Eureka 71, 89

Hart, Edward, analysis of basalt - 264

rhyolite 264

Havalah Range 9

Highland Range 186. 189, 194

OlenelUis shale 46

Hillebrand. W, F., analysis of coal 98

ores 313

Hoosac fault 14, 15

bifurcation of 16

displacement 17

Mountain 112

andesitic pearlite and dacite of 368

horDblende-raica-andesite of 365

Hornblende-audesite and pyroxene-andesite. relative

agt^of 251

Hornblende in andesitic pearlite and dacite 369

granite 337, 338

granite-porphyry 341, 345

hornblende-mica-andesite 365

pyroxene-andeaite 358, 363

Hornblende-andesite along Hoosac fault 244

cutting Hoosac Mountain 113

description of 233

Dry Lake Valley 141

Hornblende-mica-andesite 364

apatite in 367

biotite in 366

feldspar in 364

hornblende in 365

magnetite in 367

microfltrutture 367

quartz in 366

zircon in 367

Hornitos Cone 253

tutis and pumices 147

Howell, E. E., Olenellus shale at Pioche 186

Humboldt Lake, altitude 1

Hypersthene and augite, isolation of 242

in andesitic-pearlite and dacite 370

basalt 387, 394

dacite 236

pearlite 235

pyroxene-andesite 356, 362

wanting in normal basalts 257

I.

Iddings, J. P., on granite-porphyry 225

lime-soda feldspars 241

metamorphosed sandstones 144

Modoc section 65

petrographical features of pearlite.

.

236

quartz in basalt 263

structural peculiarities in ground-

mass 256

zircon crystals 262

report on petrography 233

Pag&
Igneous rocks, Sierra Valley 131

Int lusions in feldspar 355, 362, 365, 375

luterstratitied conglomerate in Upper Coal-measures. . 164

Intrusive dikes 243, 247

Prospect Ridge 103

Irving, R.D., secondary enlargement of quartz 347

Isbistcr, A. K., Devonian in Mackenzie river valley . . 73

J.

Jackson fault 51, lUO. 300.303

Jones Canyon, Devonian limestone 126

Judd, J. W., propylite of Scotland 279

Juniperua occidentalis 4

Kauab section 207

Kaolinization along Hamburg Ridge 310

of rhyolite 310

Kawaoh Range 232

age of lavas 232

King, Clai'ence, geological position of rhyolite 249

origin of igneous rocks 277

post-Jurassic upheaval 9

Quaternary history 33

relation of basalt to rhyolitL- 285

Kinnicut, Robert, Devonian in British America 73

Labradorite iu pyrosem-andesitc 1. 240

Lacustrine deposits - 32

Lamellibrancbiates iu Carboniferous 87,169

Devonian 72

Lamoureux (.'anyon 134

section easi of 67

fault 134

Lateral compression at Eureka 210

Lavas, age of 231

along faults - 29

lines of displacement 243

Pinto fault 149

Carbon Ridge 172

common source of 267

decomposition along tisaures 235

diflerentiation of 267, 269. 287. 289, 290

distribution of 231

encircling County Peak and Silverado mountain

uplifts 246

foUoN^-ing lines of least resistance 245

in Grays Canyon 245

Great Basin, succession of 288

Sierra Valley 245

magmas of eruption 2,53

mode of occurrence 243, 249, 289

of intermediate composition 283. 288

sequence of 253. 276. 283, 290

transitions in 255

welling out along fissure.s 244

Lead in Kuby Hill ore 312

product 7

Limestone, Richmond Mountain 167

underlying Clifl' Hills 155

Liquid carbonic acid in quartzite 55

Lone Mountain, beds at base of Combs Peak 24

description •... 60

Nevada fauna 62

limestone, description 57

fauna 59
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Pagi-.

Lone Mouiilaio liuiestonc Niagara 57

I'iiliniiiagnt Itaiij.'!' 196

IhickiiiMs 58

Truntmi 57

Lonsitiulinal faults U. 209

Lookout Mountain 22, 129

Eureka quartzito 130

Loner C'oalmcasurc fauna...' 86

fresh water fossils 87

limestone 85

thickness 85,101,170

Spring Hill 170

Lower Paleozoic in adjoining regions 185

Quaternary, lacustrine deposits 32

M.

Magnetite in hasalt 390

Ciunlirian quartzite 107

granite 337,338

liornblende-miea-aude^ite 367

pyroxene-andesite 359, 363

Maspie Hill, basalt 364, 392

quartz in basalt 263

Mahogany Uills 23,134

Malion, R. W,, analysis of lava ^W
ilarble in Prospect Mountain tunnel 106

MeConnell, R. (»., structure of Rocky Mountains 208

McCoys Ridge 21

Eureka quartzito 54

Lono Mountain limestone 114

Pogonip 114

Meek. F. H.. fauna from Mackenzie river 73

( >Ieuellus fauna 46, 186

Melville, W. H., analysis of andesitie pearlite 264

Metamorphosed sandstones in Bevonian limestone.. .143, .340

Meteorological record 5

Mica in basalt 394

Mieropegmatitic structure in granite-porphyry. .341, 342, 344

rhyolitv 377

Mieropoikilitic structure 36U

Microscopical Petrogi-aphy ot Eruptive Rocks 335-394

Microstrueture of basalt 391, 393

bornbleiide.mica.andesit4- 367

pyroxene-andesite 360, 363

rhyolite 377

Mineral constituents of rhyolit.ic pumice 381

Mineral Hill, granite body 107

Mines

—

Albion 7,302,304

Banner 295

Bullwhacker 7,221,290

California 314

Champion and Buckeye 6

Connoly 314

Dugout 37, 30O

Dunderbcrg 7, 296, 309

Eureka Con.solidated 7, 302, 305

Fairplay 298

Fourth of fluly 42

Geddea .ind Bertrand 36. 37, 43, 108, 295. 309

Hamburg 7, 296

Hodgson 37

Hoosac 113

Industry 38

Irish Ambassailor 108

Jackson 7, 37, 49, 51, 190, 301, 302, 304, 309

Pagtt

Mines—Conlinuetl.

KK 304

KcUy ^ 313

Kentuek 298

Lord Byron 313

Maryland 298

Monutjiin Boy 298

Page and Corwin 2iHi

Phoenix 7,301,303,304,306,307

Price and Davios 296

Queen 298

lieese and Berry 297

Rescue 298

Richnmnd 6, 7, 36, 108, ,102, 301, 305

Soventy-six 297

Silver Connor 295

Tiptop 6

While Rose 298

Wide Wide West 296

Williamsburg 7, 29,1

Alining tunnels on Prospect Ridgo 103

Mixter, W. C... analyses of lava 282

Modoc fault 65,75,141,142

Peak, 8ecti<m across 65, 66

section 16, 24, 141, 142

Molecular changes in molti'u masses 280

Molybdieacid in Ruby Hill ore 312

Montezuma Range 2:12

MiHire, Gideon E., analyses of lava 282

^lountaiu Quaternary 32

shale 38, 104

thickness :I8

Mountains. (Sfe Peaks.)

N.

Xeolite, a natural group of lavas 277

Nevada limestone, Atrypa Peak 125

Century Peak Ridgo Itt'i

description 63

Newark Mountain 156

The Gate 145

thickness 64

White Pine 138

plateau, climate 2

description 1

Newark Canyon 28

fault, description 159

^(ountaiu and Diamond Peak, section across. 158

section across 65

stnu'ture 26, 155

Newl>oiTy, •! . S., varying water levels in mines 315

New York Hill 165

Niagara in Lone Mountain limestone 57, 59, 183

Pahranagat Range 196

White Pine 191

Wood Cone 136

O.

Ubsidiau, composition 109

Off-shore deiM>sit« 177

Olenclhis fauna in British America 208

shale 42,45

Highland Range 46, 186

Oquirrh Range 46, 186

thickness 42, 46

Olivine in basalt 242, 3."i7, 2.'>R. 387, 393

rclaliuu to silica 258
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Page.

Opal in andesite 234

Oquirrh RaDge, Olenelliis shale 46, 186

Ore, age of 300,316

bodle.-), age of 293

Deposits 292-310

Ruby Hill 301, 306, 3ll

in Carboniferous, absence of 298

Eureka Tunnel 1 05

on Hoosac Mountain 113

Ores deposited as sulphides 310

earlier than basalt 293

later than rhvoMte 293

of Prospect Kidge 300

theCambrian 294

Devonian 297

Silurian 296

Origin of lavas 272

Orographic blocks 10,19

P.

Packer Basin 131

Pahranagat Kange 196-200

Paleontological classification 182

Paleozoic ocean, western limit of 175

Eocks, Discussion of 175-217

in British America, thickness 208

Great Basin 2U8

section, Eureka 11-13

thickness. Cambrian 13

Carboniferous ... 13

Devonian 13

Silurian 13

shore-line 175, 177

Pancake Ridge, coal seams 95

Partial magmas 287

Peaks and Mountains

—

Alpha Peak 159

Anchor Peak 146

Argyle Mountain 193

Atrypa Peak 65,76,76,125

Basalt Peak 25

Bellevue Peak 23, 119. 120

Combs Peak 65. 75, 76, 78, 135

Devon Peak 138

Diamond Peak 155. 157

Dome Mountain 147, 174, 244

English Mountaii'. 149

Fusilina Peak 159, 161

Gray Fox Peak 110. 238

Grays Peak 133

Hoosac Mountain 112

Island Mountain 80, 151

Leader Mountain 151

Lone Mountain 60

Lookout Mountain 22. 129

Modoc Peak 65. 75, 141, 142

MoleeuPeak 181

Newark Mountain 65, 155

Pinnacle Peak 126, 129

Pinto Peak 238

Purple Mountain 238

Quartz Peak 199,204

Ravens Nest 200,203

Eonndtop Mountain Ill

Sentinel Peak 69

Pejiks and Monntains—Continued. Page.

Signal Peak 141,144

Silver Peak 189

Spanish Mountain 140

Strahlenberg 25, 162, 386

Sugar Loaf 69,79,83,151

Surprise Peak 108,131

Table ^iountain 138

Tempi. Peak 137

•White 1 l.rad Peak 119

White Mountain 126

Woodpeckers Peak 65, 73, 78

Penfield, S. L., analysis of basalt 282

Phillips, J. A., secondary enlargement of quartz 347

Phosphoric acid in Cambrian limestone 38

Physical classification of formations 184

Piodmiintite in basalt 393

Pinnacle Peak fault 126.129

Piuon Range 200,323

section across 201

The Gate 83,144

Pinto Basin, basalt 386

fault displacement 18

PeakrhyoUte 238,374

Piute Range 9

Plant remains in Carboniferous 87, 167

Gre.atBasin 180

Hayes Canyon 82

White Pine shale 69

Pliocene age of lavas 289

ores 316

Pogonip fauna 49

CaiibouHUl 53

Fish Creek Mountains 53

Graptolites in 54

Lone Mountain 60

Surprise Peak 53

White Mountain 52,127

limestone, description 48

Pahranagjit Range 197

west of Wood Cone, thickness 123

White Pine 48, 191

White Pine, thickness 49

Wood Cone, thickness 49

Potsdam fauna 43, 46, 49, 183

Pre-Canibrian barrier in East Humboldt Range 176

Pre-Tertiary erosion 232

Igneous Rocks 218-229

Price, Thomas, analyses of limestones 37

Prop.vlite, age of 276

in Great Basin, absence of 279

Prospect Mountain limestone, brecciaa in 36

description 36

dolomite in 36

horizons of fossils 41

marble in 36

Olenellus shale 42

Sierra TaUey 129

stratification in 36

thickuesB 38

quartzite, absence of fossils 35. 41

anticline 21

description 35

thickness 35

tunnel 105

fissures in 106

Peak, altitude 4
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Pagu.

ProjijHict Teak, fuwlt 15

Ridge, Cambrian rocks 21

description 19

section 102

structure 20, 99, 107

Pnmice and Tuff 238

Pumice.'* at Homitos Cone 239

Purple Hill. rh}oliU> 380

Pyrites 310

Pyroxene in basalt 387

pyroiene-andesite 355, 362

Pyroxcne-andesite and basalt, relative age of 252
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